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1
Introduction 

One of the most profound socio-technical phenomena of the last 
decade is the increasing blurring of boundaries between the digital 
and the physical world, dramatically impacting product creation 
and manufacturing industries. Digitalisation, and consequently 
virtualisation have opened an unexpectedly wide spectrum for possible 
future scenarios of how we think about future products (smart/ 
digital/ online products), and their production processes and systems 
(smart factories, digital production, online manufacturing) together 
with new services. Pro²Future aims to be the first Centre of Excellence 
worldwide, addressing this entanglement in research, development, 
deployment and industrial practice.

Pro²Future (Products and Production Systems of the Future) is an 
Austrian Research and Competence Centre for Excellent Technologies 
funded by the Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environment, 
Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology, the Federal Ministry 
for Digital and Economic Affairs, and Austria’s strongest provinces 
in industrial leadership, the Provinces of Upper Austria and Styria, 
within the COMET K1 4th Call funding scheme under contract FFG 
854184. The legal entity of Pro2Future has been founded on March 
27, 2017 (Landesgericht Linz FN 469403z, April 20, 2017), and the 
corporation Pro2Future GmbH, owned by Johannes Kepler University 
Linz (JKU) (20%), Graz University of Technology (TU Graz) (20%) 
FRONIUS International GmbH (20%), AVL List GmbH (20%) and Upper 
Austrian Research GmbH (20%) is in operation since April 1, 2017. 
Pro2Future operates a headquarter at JKU in Linz, and subsidiaries in 
Graz and Steyr.

Pro²Future attempts for next generation products and machines 
equipped with cognitive capabilities as to perceive, understand, 
interpret, learn, reason and deduce. Cognitive systems exceed 
established smart or intelligent systems by evolving from (i) sensing 
to perceiving - interpretation of semantic background of gathered 
sensor data, (ii) analysing to understanding - identification of causal 
connections between semantic data representations to create a 
fundamental, context-based understanding of input data, (iii) relating 
to reasoning - evaluation of critical aspects for decision making, and 
(iv) adapting to learning - evolution from pre-programmed system 
behaviour to automatic adaption of behaviour models according to 
changing environmental contexts. In popular science terms, cognitive 
products could be referred to as “products that think” and “production 
systems that think”.

Pro2Future develops Cognitive Industrial Systems (CIS) by embedding 
cognitive capabilities into products and manufacturing systems so 
as to enable them to perceive, understand, comprehend, interpret, 
learn, reason and deduce, and act in an autonomous, self-organized 
way - together with humans. Pro²Future seeks the consolidation of 
the Centre’s research results in two core areas, namely (i) Cognitive 
Products (Area 4.1), and (ii) Cognitive Production Systems (Area 
4.2). In order for this, Pro²Future involves goal-oriented research 
to underpin product and manufacturing innovations based on 
empirically evidenced applied research results. This is coming from 
three underpinning areas: (i) Perception and Aware Systems (Area 1), 
(ii) Cognitive Robotics and Shop Floors (Area 2), and (iii) Cognitive 
Decision Making (Area 3). These five thematic fields are the basis of 
the research and organisational structure of Pro²Future.

Pro²Future is a joint effort of (i) Austria’s top-level industries. The 
consortium of company partners in the first funding period (2017-
2021) have been world leading Austrian industrials in the domain 
process industry (steel: AMAG, Primetals Technologies, voestalpine 
Stahl, polymers: Azo, GAW Group, Leistritz Group, Poloplast, UNICOR), 
software, automation and control (AVL List, Fabasoft, KEBA, Siemens, 
System7), equipment and components (EPCOS, Magna, SONY Europe, 
Trumpf, Wacker Neuson), and end-products (Fischer Sports, Fronius) 
for cooperative research and innovation. For the upcoming funding 
period (2021 – 2025) consortium of company partners has significantly 
expanded. Among the new company partners are Antemo, AT & S, 
AUVA, Elektrobit, battenfeld-cincinnati, D-ARIA, D-MTM, Fuchshofer, 
sanSirro, Spryflash.

On the scientific partner side, Pro²Future is underpinned by the nations 
top academic institutions in Technology and Engineering in Upper 
Austria (JKU, Johannes Kepler University Linz, Faculty of Engineering 
and Natural Sciences) and Styria (TU Graz University of Technology, 
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology, Faculty of 
Computer Science and Biomedical Engineering, Faculty of Mechanical 
Engineering and Economic Sciences), and alliance with the most 
distinguished European and international universities in the field of 
cognitive industrial production systems (ETH Zürich, EPFL Lausanne, 
TU München, DFKI Kaiserslautern, KIT Karlsruhe, DFKI Saarbrücken, 
University of Stuttgart, University of Passau, Nanyang Technological 
University Singapore, Osaka University).
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of 3.19% (Upper Austria, 2019) and 4.91 % (Styria, 2019), compared to 
the average of 3.2 % of GDP (Austria, 2019). The creati on of a COMET 
K1 Centre along this geographical and industrial axis will enhance and 
enrich the map of Austrian research insti tutes in a signifi cant manner, 
scienti fi cally as well as from a competence viewpoint, and sustainably 
boost the innovati onal strength of these industrial regions.
The graphic above shows the industrial partner network since the 
centre's foundati on, the graphic below the outstanding achievements.

Introducti on 

Naturally, the acti viti es of Pro²Future are embedded into the EU 
Research Agenda, especially the H2020 program in the pillars 
Excellence in Science (ERC, FET), Industrial Leadership (LEIT) and 
Societal Challenges regarding energy, transport and materials, and 
aligned with the upcoming Horizon Europe funding framework.

Pro²Future is endorsed by the Provinces of Upper Austria and Styria, 
Austria’s strongest provinces in industrial leadership, with a R&D quota 
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2 
Pro2Future: A COMET K1 Centre 

The COMET objectives are: 

(i) Developing and focusing competences through long-term research 
cooperation between science and industry at the highest level Within 
the scope of multi-firm projects with strong company partners (Fronius, 
voestalpine, AVL, KEBA, Wacker Neuson, Trumpf, SONY, System 
7), Pro2Future created insights for the industry regarding various 
techniques in machine learning and artificial intelligence, showcased 
novel forms of embedded cognitive computing and demonstrated 
the abilities of cognitive products like workflow or worker skill-level 
recognition. A road map for harnessing process information from 
the assembly floor for the long-term goals of discovering effective 
assembly processes, optimizing production schedules, and reducing 
assembly line re-design. The ultimate research goal of achieving 
a feedback loop over assembly planning and execution has been 
constituted at the heart of this long-term research cooperation. 
Significant scientific outcome has been achieved (see Annex 2), and 
collaborative scientific networking has been established with e.g. TU 
Munich and DFKI in AI in robotics and manufacturing, or MFP-level 
e.g. with University of Konstanz (ConMon) and Nanyang Technological 
University in Singapore (Redusa).

(ii) Strengthening Austria as a business location Pro2Future has 
accelerated technology transfer to industry and helped to create new 
products, processes and services, porentially able to open up new 
markets and increase the innovative capacity of our partners (Fronius, 
Trumpf, ENGEL, AVL, Fabasoft, Siemens, AMAG, Fischer). Pro2Future 
has continuously showcased the value of digitalisation throughout 
production processes, e.g. for quality control or employee training, 
so that company partners have started to create new digital processes 
and services to target new customers, to enable an embedding of 
Pro2Future technology into their products, but also into their own IT 
landscape. Concepts and tools (e.g., visual analytics tools) have been 
provided that should ensure good quality in manufacturing/production 
and thus improve the competitiveness of the local companies in 
international competition. For instance, we have created methods 
for company partners (voestalpine) to forecast the steel production 
and international steel markets. In the project Cognitive Energy 
Management Systems in Industrial Production, a strategy for lowering 
the energy consumption and also reducing the CO2 footprint has been 

Since the late 1990’s research and innovation support programmes 
began to go beyond the provision of funding for research and 
innovation via institutional funding or single, rather narrowly defined 
research and innovation projects and instead, increasingly more 
innovation system oriented approaches were deployed. Competence 
Centres Programmes present such approaches.

By definition, Competence Centres (CCs) are structured, long-term, 
research and innovation collaborations in strategically important areas 
between academia and industry/public sector. They focus on strategic 
research agendas, support strong interaction between science and 
industry, providing truly collaborative research with a medium to long-
term perspective.

Competence Centre Programmes (CCPs) are usually major initiatives 
within their national innovation systems. Several innovation agencies 
have launched this type of programme to support CCs with public 
funding.

Core activities of Competence Centre Programmes at the centre level 
are the development and operation of research programmes in strategic 
and multi-firm projects. Competence Centres perform distinguishable 
activities separate from the operation of the R&D programme and 
focus on: (i) Exploitation of research results by means of IPR and spin-
offs, (ii) Training of PhDs and master students, (iii) Dissemination of 
research results via publications, conferences etc., (iv) Stimulation of 
networking and knowledge transfer, (v) Acquisition of third-party 
funding (incl. EU sources), (vi) Provision of research infrastructures, 
and (vii) Provision of market intelligence.

In Austria, the “COMET Centre” is one of the lines of the Austrian 
programme COMET, the “Competence Centres for Excellent 
Technologies”. The programme is a funding scheme of the Austrian 
Research Promotion Agency FFG, already launched in 2006, to develop 
new expertise and encourage greater internationalisation as a sign of 
excellent cooperative research.
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developed. Implementing these results in industrial environments will 
strengthen Austria as a business location also in the upcoming green 
technology markets. 

(iii) Strengthening Austria as a research location Pro2Future has 
induced and progressed excellent cooperative research to trigger new 
research impulses in industrial innovation and establish promising/
emerging fields of research. At the core of this strategy has been a 
focused, strict, deep and technical approach to the (now at the end 
of FP1 significantly growing) field of Cognitive Systems in general, 
and specifically therein Cognitive Industrial Systems (CIS). Along this 
strategy, Pro2Future has consistently avoided to follow technology 
hype cycles in research, or to engage in popular science topics (like 
“Industry 4.0” or “Internet-of-Things”). With its contribution to 
“embedded intelligence”, “cognitive data analytics”, “cognitive 
products and production”, Austria is gaining as a research location 
in AI in Manufacturing, Robotics and AI, Human(-worker-)centric AI, 
and recently also in Sustainable Manufacturing and technology to 
implement the “European Green Deal”.

(iv) Strengthening the competitiveness of science and industry by 
driving internationalisation as a sign of high-quality cooperative 
research Towards this objective, Pro2Future is involving internationally-
renowned scientists and organisations. An International Strategic 
Alliance already prepared well in advance to the foundation of 
Pro2Future, and fostered in FP1, has been established, thereby giving 
the center an invaluable resource for (i) hiring high-profile researchers 
as well as newly graduated tech innovators, (ii) international scientific 
cooperation and dissemination of results, (iii) support reciprocal 
impulses between regional and international industry. This alliance 
consists of representatives from the most distinguished European and 
international universities in the field of cognitive industrial production 
systems (ETH Zürich, EPFL Lausanne, TU München, DFKI Kaiserslautern, 
KIT Karlsruhe, DFKI Saarbrücken, University of Stuttgart, University of 
Passau, Nanyang Technological University Singapore Osaka University). 
A benchmarking process at the end of FP1 is initiated to position 
Pro2Future in the context of related stakeholders like the Max-Planck 
Society, the Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft, the Hasso-Plattner Institute, KIT 
Karlsruhe, DFKI, and Fraunhofer Gesellschaft.

(v) Establishing and developing human resources The center is an 
incentive to strengthen and attract human capital and creative 
innovation potential in the federal provinces of Upper Austria and 
Styria - thus to further develop it as a European innovation leader and 
showcase for cognitive production systems. In the 2017 ranking of 276 

European Regions the province of Styria (4.91 % R&D rate, with 39 % 
coming from the company sector) has achieved the top rank, while the 
province of Upper Austria (3.46 % R&D rate, with 73 % coming from the 
company sector) is ranked 13. The Pro2Future co-located technological 
universities JKU and TUG attract high potential, international students, 
which at the same time represent potential future Pro2Future co-
workers or employees. As for example, in the winterterm 2019/2020 
JKU had 705/226 (bachelor/master) students in Computer Science, 
296/157 in Artificial Intelligence and 597/197 in Mechatronics, with 
Pro2Future Area Leaders (JKU Professors Ferscha, Egyed, Fürnkranz, 
Miethlinger, Hild, Schlacher, Müller) teaching classes in these curricula. 
TUG , at the same time had 995/348 (bachelor/master) students in 
Computer Science, 624/218 in Information and Communication 
Engineering, 787/157 in Software Engineering and Management and 
738/203 in Electrical Engineering. This strong entanglement between 
the academic research and education at the partner universities, and 
the industrial use inspired research at the respective Pro2Futurec 
sites Linz and Graz represents a perfect setting for human resource 
development, attracting internationally renowned scientists, and 
creating and offering structured career models for scientists.

The achievement of the COMET objectives and its impact are assessed 
by quantitative and qualitative indicators at project and programme 
level. The indicators and target values are directly derived from the 
programme objectives and include among others (i) the number of 
publications, IPRs, etc., (ii) the share of strategic research in overall 
research programme, (iii) the number of international partners, (iv) 
the participation in international R&D projects (e.g. EU projects), and 
(v) the acquisition of additional external funds from contracts with 
companies.

COMET K1 Centres aim to develop and focus competences COMET 
K1 Centres aim to develop and focus competences through excellent 
cooperative research with a medium to long-term perspective. They 
conduct research at top international level and stimulate new research 
ideas in their fields. They contribute to initiating product, process and 
service innovations with a view to future relevant markets. K1 Centres 
define multi-year research programmes aligned to the strategic 
interests of science and industry. They include at least five company 
partners and consolidate their competences by establishing relevant 
human resources being further developed via structured career 
models. Their general duration is 8 years (stop-or-go evaluation after 
4 years), the public funding ranges from 40 to 55 %, and the Federal 
funding is limited to max. EUR 1.7 million per year.

Pro²Future and a second COMET K1 competence centre, the Centre 
for Digital Production (CDP), jointly developeded a Common 
Research Programme (CRP) -based on the respective complementary 
competencies- in the form of demonstrator projects. 

24 (Pro²Future) and 27 (CDP) researchers worked on CRP, successfully 
delivering proofs of concepts for new solutions to technologically 
significant and industrially relevant problems, in 3 demonstrator 
projects exhibiting 12 demo cases in FP1.
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Throughout FP1, Pro2Future has successfully developed Cognitive In-
dustrial Systems (CIS) by embedding cognitive capabilities into prod-
ucts and manufacturing systems so as to enable them to perceive, 
understand, comprehend, interpret, learn, reason and deduce, and 
act in an autonomous, self-organized way - together with humans. 
Pro²Future is structured so as to consolidate research results into the 
two core areas (i) Cognitive Products (Area 4.1) and (ii) Cognitive 
Production Systems (Area 4.2). Area 4.1 and Area 4.2 thus represent 
the very essential Centre goals. To address these, Pro²Future involves 
goal-oriented research to underpin product and manufacturing in-
novations based on empirically evidenced applied research results. 
These are contributed by the three underpinning areas: (i) Perception 
and Aware Systems (Area 1), (ii) Cognitive Robotics and Shop Floors 
(Area 2), and (iii) Cognitive Decision Making (Area 3).

These five thematic fields are the basis of the research and organiza-
tional structure of Pro²Future which have strengthened the Centre and 
have proven well in FP1.

In FP2, Pro2Future will follow and deepen on its thematic focus as re-
flected in its well established and proven area structure (Areas 1, 2, 3, 
4.1, 4.2). Considering recent international trends in industrial research 
(digitalisation in manufacturing, AI driven production, AI based sup-
ply chain management, sustainable production and the WHO SDGs, 
etc.) but also recent technological advances in ICT, Software Systems 
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Industrial Internet of Things, 
etc. a for-sighted calibration of the area research agendas appears 
obvious. In addition, the Pro2Future International Scientific Advisory 
Board (ISAB) after its board meeting with Pro2Future on February 28 
(and its evaluation report in May 2019) has (aside other matters) rec-
ommended to put specific focus on topics like Artificial Intelligence as 
THE major technological trend in “digitalization”.

This recommendation has ultimately led to the integration of cross-ar-
ea themes into the research agenda of Pro2Future. Addressing re-
search topics along PervasiveAI, Engineering for Distributed AI, Ex-
plainableAI, Analytical User Guidance, Causality, Edge Analytics, 
Failsafe and Robust AI, and AI for Sustainable Production will fertilize 
all area research agendas and lead to profound CIS results at the state-
of-the-art in AI.

The cross-area topics addressed extending the research focus are par-
tially deduced from partner workshop theme solicitations (Partner 
Conferences on 2019-10-22 and 2020-02-06, and Strategy and Pro-
gramme Board Meetings on 2019-11-12 and 2020-03-30), and thus 
reflect the current concerns and needs of the company partners.

As the COMET Centre Pro²Future is operated by Pro2Future GmbH, 
the core structure represents bodies stated by Austrian GmbH law 
(GmbH-Gesetz): General Assembly, Supervisory Board (see board-il-
lustration on the next page) and Executive Board. These bodies are 
accompanied by additional boards and governing platforms supporting 
the overall development of the Centre (COMET Strategy & Programme 
Board, International Scientific Advisory Board, Partner Conference, 
CRP Joint Steering Committee). The operational research activities are 
carried out in the five Areas, each forming a self-contained business 
unit, but with strong interlinkages to the other Areas. Area X, the cross 
area for the execution of CRP, was implemented as a virtual area in 
FP1.

Though the continuation of the CRP collaboration with CDP is planned 
for FP2, this will be arranged directly by the five Areas (as opposed to 
an extra “virtual Area X” as in FP1 ). Furthermore, the lean Administra-
tive Units support both the Centre Management and the Areas with 
their supporting functions like Scientific Assistance, Center Communi-
cations, Finance, HR, Legal Affairs, PR etc.

Pro²Future: A Comet K1 Centre 
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Pro²Future: A Comet K1 Centre 

Pro2Future GmbH, the funding recipient and consortium leader of the 
COMET Centre Pro²Future, was founded as GmbH under Austrian Law 
right before the start of FP1, on March 27, 2017. The company was 
taken up to the commercial register by April 20, 2017 (Landesgericht 
Linz FN 469403 z).

Right from the Centre start in 2017, the ownership structure of Pro-
2Future GmbH clearly reflects the key players involved in Pro²Future 
and is well balanced in terms of academic and industry ownership and 
in terms of regional aspects. While academic interest is reflected in 
the share ownership by the main proponents JKU Linz and TU Graz, 
Company Partners’ share is equally distributed between FRONIUS In-
ternational GmbH and AVL List GmbH. Upper Austrian Research GmbH 
(UAR) as the fifth shareholder completes a regionally well-balanced 
ownership structure. Moreover, this ownership structure was deliber-
ately chosen so that Pro2Future GmbH can act as an SME in national 
and international R&D funding programs.

Pro²Future is located at three sites Linz, Graz and Steyr in order to 
be as close as possible to the main Centre partners and to strengthen 
the industrial axis Upper Austria–Styria. The headquarters as well as 
the registered business address of Pro2Future GmbH is situated in Linz 
on the Science Park campus of JKU Linz and connected to the newly 
founded pilot factory LIT-Factory.

Similar to the Linz situation, Pro²Future Graz is located on the campus 
of Graz University of Technology. Right from the Centre start in April 
2017, Pro²Future Graz could move into a new university building which 
has been dedicated to production science and to SmartFactory@TU-
Graz, the pilot factory run by the Institute of Production Engineering. 
Pro²Future Graz therefore closely shares its premises with the person-
nel of this institute, and synergies in daily work between the Centre 
and the pilot factory can be achieved. The third and smallest site Steyr 
is located at PROFACTOR GmbH.
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Though losing in compactness compared to a single-located center, the 
multi-nodal Centre structure proved to work well during FP1. Advan-
tages are seen a) in the use of existing research infrastructure of the 
key scientific partners to execute the planned research program, b) in 
the immediate closeness to large-scale industrial installations availa-
ble at key company partners for use cases and prototyping, and c) in 
a close collaboration and sound economic development within each 
of the three industrial regions. The Centre interactions between the 
research sites therefore facilitate cross-linking of the regions.

COMET Strategy & Programme Board (SPB)
Different from the plan stated in the original K1 application, a strategy 
board was established separately from and not embedded in the Su-

pervisory Board and combined with the originally planned Programme 
Committee. The motivation for this was mainly that further Company 
and Scientific Partners should get involved in strategic issues of Pro²-
Future’s COMET programme development, in addition to the core 
partners being represented as shareholders in the Supervisory Board. 
Hence, the COMET Strategy & Programme Board (SPB) was formed by 
six delegates each from Company and Scientific Partners, appointed by 
the General Assembly. A good balance could be achieved in terms of 
(i) academic and industrial perspectives, (ii) thematic coverage of the 
five Areas and (iii) regional balance between Upper Austria and Styria. 
Additionally, the SPB was open for attendance of representatives from 
the funding agencies. The SPB board member configuration is shown 
above.

Pro²Future: A Comet K1 Centre 
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International Scientific Advisory Board (ISAB)
With a distinct focus on the scientific orientation, the ISAB supports 
the SPB, the Supervisory Board and especially the Scientific Director 
and the Area Leaders. It recommends on scientific matters related to 
the research program and its strategic development, the long-term im-
pact of the conducted work and the quality and impact of the scientific 
results with special regard on the Centre’s international visibility. 
The ISAB is constituted by a maximum of seven members, who are 
independent and internationally renowned experts in their respective 
research fields.

The ISAB has met on February 28, 2019 at Pro2Future Linz. The date 
was thoroughly selected with the ideas of (i) providing sufficient re-
search progress as a basis for discussion and evaluation, (ii) collecting 
feedback from the international experts regarding the further scientif-

ic orientation, with special focus on the crucial evaluation milestones 
of 2YE (CRP) and 4YE. In more detail, feedback was asked for the fol-
lowing issues: to assess Pro²Future’s mid-term standing of achieve-
ment, to evaluate if and how past activities, resources and plans com-
ply with the Pro²Future vision and strategy, to assess strengths and 
weaknesses of Pro²Future as a whole and of its five research areas, to 
recommend actions as to what areas/subprojects should be focussed 
on during the two remaining years of FP1, specifically towards 4YE,  to 
recommend strategies and actions for the 2YE of the CRP in Sept 2019, 
and to recommend as to what areas/subprojects should be focussed 
on when attempting for a continuation proposal for FP2 (2021-2025). 
The ISAB’s manifold and invaluable feedback has been thoroughly dis-
cussed and implemented (SPB, Supervisory Board, Partner Conference, 
preparation of 2YE and 4YE evaluation reports, etc.).

CRP Joint Steering Committee (JSC)
For guiding the execution of the Common Research Programme (CRP), 
the JSC was implemented. Its specific role is acting as the strategic gov-
ernance body for the development, execution, and supervision of the 
CRP. The JSC consists of 12 members: Each Centre has appointed to the 
JSC three Company Partner representatives and three Scientific Part-
ner representatives (two regular members and one substitute each). 
The CEOs attend the meetings without vote. They can bring the CRP 
project managers for reporting on project status and outlook.
Following this, the subsequent members were nominated which also 

included – according to CRP panel requirement – representatives from 
the strategy boards of both Centres, and additionally from Pro²Future 
even the chairman of the Supervisory Board.

For the second funding period, there were no requirements to install a 
similar board, nevertheless, the cooperation between Pro²Future and 
CDP continued within the CRP II programme (Sustainable Products and 
Production), thus a CRP II Programme Board was installed, which coor-
dinates and manages the progess in the CRP II, by aligning the research 
and project progress on a regular base.
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3 
Vision and Objectives  
of Pro2Future 

new services and business models emerged. Key to our thinking was 
a Product-Production Systems Co-Design, Co-Creation, Co-Operation 
and Co-Existence of products and production. The overall vision of 
Pro²Future thus was to attempt to be the first center of excellence 
worldwide, addressing the entanglement of products and production 
systems of the future, in research, development, deployment and 
industrial best practice.

Pro²Future has been founded at times (2017) when the blurring of 
boundaries between the digital and the physical world started to 
dramatically impact product creation and manufacturing industries. 
At these very first steps towards a radical “Digitalisation of Industries” 
a wide spectrum for possible future scenarios of how we think about 
future products (smart products, digital products, online products), 
and the processes and production systems that create them (smart 
factories, digital production, online manufacturing) together with 

Pro²Future research goals fostering Cognitive Industrial Systems towards next level ICT in industries.
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In research, the Pro²Future initi ati ve builds on top of the consorti ums 
experti se in mechatronic systems, networked embedded systems, 
engineering of distributed soft ware, cyber-physical systems, smart/
pervasive/ubiquitous systems, systems of systems, big data analyti cs 
and data-driven predicti ve models, semanti c and intelligent systems, 
and the explorati on of innovati ve ICT that intended to go far beyond the 
then popular science approaches (like Industrie 4.0, Industrial Internet 
of Things, Web of Services and Physical Internet, etc.), namely to the 
next level of ICT in industries referred to as Cogniti ve Industrial Systems.

Pro²Future att empts for next generati on products and manufacturing 
machinery (holisti cally combining batch and conti nuous process 
industries), with embedded cogniti ve capabiliti es so as to perceive, 
comprehend/understand, interpret, learn, reason and deduce, and 
act in an autonomous, self-organized way together with humans, 
i.e., human consumers and human (industrial) workers. Expressed 
in popular science terms, the Pro²Future research aims for "products 
that think" and "producti on systems that think". In the upcoming 
funding period (2021-2025), Pro²Future will att empt to rigorously 
work on the embedding of AI (Arti fi cial Intelligence) technology into 
products of the future, and the symbiosis of Human Intelligence and 
AI in producti on systems of the future.

The overall goal of the K1-Center Pro²Future is to carry out Cogniti ve Systems Research and integrate the achievements into 
the Industrial Lifecycle of Products and Producti on. Building on and exploiti ng existi ng research areas and experti se from the 
last six decades of technological evoluti on (Figure 1.1 2), the K1-Center has successfully created and will conti nue to deliver 
Cogniti ve Industrial Systems, as a joint undertaking between Austria’s top-level industries (formed around process industry, 
soft ware, automati on and control, equipment and components, and end-products) together with the nati on’s top academic 
insti tuti ons in Technology and Engineering in Upper Austria (JKU, Johannes Kepler University Linz, Faculty of Engineering 
and Natural Sciences) and Styria (Graz University of Technology, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informati on Technology, 
Faculty of Computer Science and Biomedical Engineering, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Economic Sciences).

The long-term vision of the Pro²Future initi ati ve addresses cogniti ve 
products and producti on systems in an overarching and interleaved way. 

The research visions are structured along the following lines of the 
evoluti on of ICT in industrial research and innovati on:

• Mechatronic Systems – a symbiosis of mechanics, electronics 
and soft ware, originati ng at the conjuncti on of MECHAnical and 
elecTRONICal engineering by the Japanese engineer Tetsuro Mori 
in 1969, that was later extended to computer, telecommunicati ons 
and systems engineering representi ng the backbone of ICS, 
providing shop fl oors, roboti cs, tools and machines in an industrial 
context.

• Smart Systems – represent data and knowledge-based 
technologies. The focus lies on the acquisiti on, storage and 

retrieval of knowledge and data. It provides the means to 
perform decision-making based on facts, trends or historical data. 
The respecti ve technologies serve as the percepti on system and 
contribute to the reasoning system of an ICS.

• IoT Systems – build upon the connectedness of devices to the 
internet or other devices within a network. This connectedness 
is exploited as a transportati on network to gather informati on 
from or send commands to devices. This represents the nervous 
system of an ICS.
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• Semantic Systems – explore how to express meaning or 
information in a standardized way which can be used e.g. 
for machine-to-machine communications.  The respective 
technologies serve as the “language system” of an ICS.

• Intelligent Systems – investigate how to use pre-programmed 
human-like behavior to adapt to changing environments (self-
organization, adaptation and cooperation of systems). The 
respective technologies provide the learning, planning and 
reasoning component of an ICS. 

• AI operated Systems – very recent (since around 2020) advances 
of AI based methods for controlling the behavior of systems have 
impacted the research goals of Pro2Future at its transition into 
the upcoming funding. ICS are concerned more and more with 
situations where human intelligence comes across AI controlled/
operated machinery or product functionality. This poses a grand 
challenge to the future of AI in general and has been adopted as a 
top priority research agenda for Pro2Future in FP2.

• Cognitive Systems – require innovation breakthroughs at every 
layer of information technology, starting with computing systems 
design, information management, programming, and machine 
learning, and, finally, the interfaces between machines and 
humans. Cognitive Products and Cognitive Production Systems 
will have to adopt human-like capabilities like perception, learning, 
reasoning, planning and behavioral control, or in short, will have 
to be able to “think”, understand contextual information, and to 
provide a seamless interfaces to the user to adapt, act and react 
in real-time to spontaneous information, goals and tasks. They 
exceed on AI operated systems by evolving (i) from sensing to 
perceiving – interpretation of semantic background of gathered 
sensor data, (ii) from analyzing to understanding - identification 
of causal connections between semantic data representations to 
create a fundamental, context-based understanding of input data, 
(iii) from relating to reasoning - evaluation of critical aspects for 
decision making, and (iv) from adapting to learning - evolution 
from pre-programmed system behaviour to automatic adaption of 
behaviour models according to changing environmental contexts.

In order to develop such Cognitive Industrial Systems (CIS), the 
research program of Pro²Future seeks the consolidation of the Centre’s 
research results in two core areas, namely (i) Cognitive Products (Area 
4.1), and (ii) Cognitive Production Systems (Area 4.2). So Products and 
Production are the very essential concerns of the centre. In order for 
this, Pro²Future involves goal-oriented research to underpin product 
and production innovations based on empirically evidenced applied 
research results. Support is thus coming from three underpinning 
areas: (i) Perception and Aware Systems, (ii) Cognitive Robotics and 
Shop Floors, and (iii) Cognitive Decision Making. These five thematic 
fields are the basis of the research and organisational structure of 
Pro²Future.

Pro²Future focuses its research on the topics (i) system and software 
architectures for cognitive industrial systems, (ii) methods and 
approaches for ICT-supported system-/automation-/perception-/
control engineering, (iii) control of complex material-/production-/
product-/process chains, (iv) construction methods for cognitive 
industrial systems, (v) engineering of complex industrial systems, (vi) 
engineering of autonomous industrial systems, and (vii) engineering 
of heterogeneous industrial systems.

The type and nature of research work in these five areas yields 
`technology concepts formulated´ (TRL 2), `experimental proofs of 
concept´ (TRL 3), and `technology validated in lab´ (TRL 4), and are 
conducted in multifirm-projects (MFPs) and strategic projects (SPs) 
within the COMET funding scheme. Activities aiming at technology 
validated in relevant environment (industrially relevant environment 
in the case of key enabling technologies) (TRL 5), technology 
demonstrated in relevant environment (TRL 6), and system prototype 
demonstrations in operational environments (TRL 7) are performed 
in the non-COMET scheme. Basic research creating the foundational 
grounds of the goal oriented research in the core areas of Pro²Future is 
provided by the academic partners of Pro²Future in their own domain, 
and outside the COMET funding scheme.

Building upon the research development of FP1 and on the cross-area 
topics, the main expected results for FP2 research can be summarized 
as follows:
Cognitive Systems supporting Workers, increasing the Complexity han-
dled: Based on our research on Pervasive AI we expect to deliver re-
sults in the three pillars of our research work: sensing, reasoning, and 
actuat-ing. These results will be in the form of prototypes and empir-
ical evidence of improvement areas. We will compare our work with 
existing solutions, e.g., on the shop floor or on the research field.

In addition, in line with existing work, we will gather also evidence re-
garding well-being of our prototypes and ensure that potential neg-
ative cognitive or physical impairments are investigated early on and 
addressed in the creation of the prototypes. We foresee that, e.g., on 
the shop floor worker-in-the-Loop AI systems increase efficiency and 
handle complexity and re-skilling of workers. We also broaden the en-
tan-glement of competencies of Human Intelligence with AI with our 
solutions, as well as improving fault toler-ance and robustness via dis-
tributed pervasive AI across infrastructure and wearable devices and, 
finally, min-imize the distraction of ICT technology through adaptation 
of guidance level by shifting cognitive load from machines to machines.

Collaborative Engineering Support System for distributed Cyber Phys-
ical Production Systems: We expect the research results with respect 
to Engineering for Distributed AI to have effects at two levels: first, to 
obtain techniques and prototypes that significantly reduce the effort 
to design AI-centric actors that can react to their context in near re-
al-time, that are easy to adapt and evolve (thus in general reduce the 
engineering effort for designing complex and distributed cyber physi-
cal production systems), and second to reduce the integration and de-
ployment effort for participants in robust and scalable cyber physical 
production systems. 
The expected results: along the lines of the techniques outlined in the 
approach section would enable collab-orative engineering and design-
ing of CPPS (rapid feedback and change impact assessment across do-
main boundaries), efficient deployment and management strategies, 
automated re-configuration of actors and their communication struc-
ture, collaborative operators (Operator 4.0), as well as flexible, auton-
omous robot-ic systems.

Demonstration of xAI methods for Production: The expected results 
in Explainable AI of this amendment topic are best-practice guidelines 
for xAI methods which should be used in industrial applications to 
make complex AI system understandable. This will be done by select-
ing and testing a set of xAI methods, algo-rithms and demonstrating 
their applicability in industrial scenarios where many critical decisions 
should be made based on the prediction of an AI algorithm. Further-
more, we will analyse which cognitive factors of the employees can 
influence the acceptance of the explanations that in the end may de-

Vision and Objectives of Pro²Future
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cide whether AI systems are used in real-time decision processes for 
industrial applications.
Tools for Guided Interactive Data Analysis: With Analytical User Guid-
ance, it should become possible to elim-inate many frequently occur-
ring bottlenecks in data- and visual data analysis and to quickly obtain 
essential insights in a timely manner even for users with limited knowl-
edge in data analytics and visual interfaces. As a result, we expect that 
guided interactive data analysis can positively affect the production 
process and re-duce the workload of the involved employees. The 
guidance will be provided by e.g., suggesting the useful starting point 
for the analysis, highlighting particular data points, recommending cer-
tain views which may convey valuable insights better than the others, 
etc. The recommendations can be confirmed or rejected by the user 
which as result will improve the decisions of the system.

Reliable and Robust Models for Production Systems: Data collected 
during the industrial production processes contains highly important 
information that can be utilized for estimating the production parame-
ters with the biggest influence on the quality and their causality. Based 
on these insights, it seems very likely that the final product quality can 
be improved, and the production efficiency increased. 
When it comes to detecting anomalies, it is impossible to discover the 
true causalities for an anomaly as they cannot address confounders. 
For that reason, we will focus on con-founders by developing novel 
methods for time series data. Deep learning methods can both handle 
high dimensional data and can learn hidden representations with vari-
ational autoencoders (VAE), and accordingly approximate the hidden 
confounders that are the main drivers of the anomalies. Based on the 
criterion of the presence of a hidden confounder in the time series, 
we will propose novel deep learning algorithms based on VAE that can 
handle non-linear multivariate time series and can detect anoma-lies 
in the presence of hidden confounders.

Tools Supporting the Engineering of Distributed Industrial Edge Sys-
tems: The amendment topic edge analyt-ics aims for processing and 
analyzing data as close to its source as possible. Instead of transmitting 
data into a central data store (cloud) and processing it there (big data 
analytics), methods will be developed, which allow data to be directly 
accumulated, processed and analyzed at aggregator instances. The re-
sults of the amendment topic will demonstrate how intelligence can be 
brought closer to the product and production processes. In addition, 
it aims for the development and integration of frameworks and tool-
chains which al-low the easy deployment, management and concerta-
tion of dependable industrial grade edge solutions. Besides increased 
flexibility and robustness the application of edge analytics and comput-

ing will demonstrate how such a new form of analytics can give rise to 
new personalized service models (e.g. via high resolution monitoring) 
and opens up new business cases, which help to differentiate oneself 
on competitive markets.     

Formal and Probabilistic Fault Safe Models: The expected results of 
this amendment topic are methods and tools which allow the train-
ing of Failsafe and Robust AI models for industrial graded automation 
solutions. This concerns the development, test and demonstration of 
methods which allow to train, test and analyse AI models to shield 
them against faults, the application of formal and probabilistic meth-
ods for a detailed state-space exploration, methods for the generation 
of use-case specific adversarial training data, as well as the develop-
ment and application of frameworks for test case design and process 
guidelines in the context of model training.

Support for Reduction of Energy Consumption and Stress Level: The 
expected main results of AI for Sustain-able Production are the signifi-
cant reductions in power demand and energy consumption of produc-
tion sites and on the other hand, providing right information to the 
worker for decreasing the stress level, to the right level that maximize 
the per-formance of workers. In the cases for reducing stress level and 
energy consumption exploring hidden correla-tions and causalities are 
of critical importance gaining a deeper understanding of energy and 
human as a critical success factor in future production. This research is 
the basis for developing new methods for a greener and more sustain-
able production, addressing human as well as energy issues.
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4 
THE AREA STRUCTURE
A Joint Effort Towards  
Products and Production Systems of the Future 

Visualisation of the overall research program of the Pro2Future initiative. Research efforts are structured into four main areas, 
whereby Areas 1 to 3 encompass foundational and goal-driven research. The accomplishments from these areas are transferred 
to Area 4, where exploitation and creation of cognitive industrial products and production systems take place.

Pro²Future’s Research Program is consolidating research results within 
two core areas, i.e. AREA 4.1 Cognitive Products and AREA 4.2 Cognitive 
Production Systems, underpinned with three major scientific areas, 

each taken from foundational and goal-oriented research disciplines 
related to cognitive systems, namely AREA 1 Perception and Aware 
Systems, AREA 2 Cognitive Robotics and Shop Floors and AREA 3 
Cognitive Decision Making.
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with respect to workflows and actions on the shop floor), and 
(iv) Cognitive Shop Floors (eco-systems of cognitive power tool 
entities, equipped with higher organizational abstraction layers for 
representation of complex production procedures, awareness and 
prosecution of general superior goals).

Area 2 mainly contributes to the realization of Cognitive Production 
Systems in Area 4.2, integrating cognitive functions like perception, 
self-awareness, user modeling and interaction modalities from 
Area 1 and decision-making processes from Area 3 into automated 
production processes. Furthermore, experience in the development of 
cognitive tools in the industrial field of application contributes to the 
realization of cognitive end-user products in Area 4.1.

Area 3 "Cognitive Decision Making" focuses on researching the aspect 
of computational decision-making, starting with the creation of novel 
analysis techniques for large amounts of data, via the development 
of classification systems for industry, reaching up to the development 
of industrial systems that autonomously forecast undesirable system 
states and pre-emptively take unobtrusive, corrective action on all 
granular system levels from single production actuator to ensembles 
or even control of complete shop floor entities.

Area 3 works on (i) Data Analytics Method Bases (general cognitive 
functions for base and reality mining, scientific, semantic visualization 
of data), (ii) Computational Data Analytics (providing cognition-
based functions for handling of data under uncertainty), (iii) Decision 
Making Method Bases (models of cognitive functions for decision

making including goal and plan representation, resource allocation and 
optimization of processes), and (iv) Computational Decision Making 
(transparent automatic multi-criteria, multi-resource decision making, 
choice modeling and heuristics).

Area 3 contributes the identification of transparent and optimal 
solutions under time, resource and strategy constraints, and processing 
of reliable as well as potentially unreliable data. These contributions 
represent fundamental components of any autonomous, cognitive 
production system or end-user product equipped with perception and 
self-awareness.

In Area 1 "Perception and Aware Systems", researchers focus on 
simplification of interactions between humans and machines in 
order to facilitate the implementation of sophisticated cooperation 
and reasoning systems. Beginning with mechatronics systems and 
spanning up to “Internet of Things”- and intelligent systems, Area 1 
investigates and creates cognitive systems that are able to sense, 
reason, interact and cooperate to optimally solve problems and adapt 
themselves to changing contexts.

Area 1 works towards (i) Human Aware Machines (sensing, 
interpretation and understanding context-, activity-, attention-
awareness), (ii) Assistive Machines (cognition-based assistance 
services for cognitive and decision making processes), (iii) Self-
aware Machines (modeling self-description and self-management 
of production machines), and (iv) Cooperative Machine Ensembles 
(creation of stand-alone eco-systems of production machines, 
coordination in production ensembles).

Its projects aim specifically towards increasing machine-machine 
cooperation and the timely adaptation of machines to human needs 
and actions. Area 1 specifically contributes to Area 4.1 in terms of 
integration of cognitive functionalities into end-consumer products 
as well as to Area 4.2 regarding interaction processes enabling the 
realization of cognitive production systems. 

Area 2 "Cognitive Robotics and Shop Floors" is directed at research 
on robotic systems and production systems to be incorporated into 
a fabric of cyber-physical industrial systems to drive the ongoing 
modernization of industry. Focus is set on the reinvention of adaptable 
mechatronic and robotic production systems and consequently the 
adaptability of entire production processes in shop floors by means of 
embodiment and respectively connecting physical entities with virtual 
representations.

Area 2 works on (i) Reasoning and Acting (developing systems to 
manipulate and monitor industrial information and workflows and 
logistics), (ii) Production Process Management (interconnecting 
inventory management with shop floor logistics, QM-systems and 
serialization), (iii) Multimodal Knowledge Transfer and Learning 
Support (supporting tools that allow understanding human activities 

THE AREA STRUCTURE - A Joint Effort Towards Products and Production Systems of the Future
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The results of Areas 1-3 enable the direct fusion of the respective 
contributions (perception, context interpretation, awareness, decision-
making, learning, and executive behaviour) into cognitive systems 
headed by Area 4, with the subcategories of 4.1 Cognitive Products 
and 4.2 Cognitive Production Systems.

The focus of Area 4.1 "Cognitive Products" lies in the development 
of: (i) Self-organizing Products - products that manage their processes 
without need for interaction with centralized control units and are 
able to react to disturbances that limit their operability in a corrective 
manner), and (ii) Active and Trustworthy Products - products that 
communicate actively with other products and production lines to 
increase productivity by decreasing overheads. A trust system manages 
resource allocation to solve scheduling issues. 
A separate yet related subject matter is investigated in Area 4.2 
"Cognitive Production Systems", focusing on: (i) Cognitive Factories 
and Factory Floors - by processing data generated by their individual 
subsystems and components, cognitive factories react under real-
time constraints to situations occurring in industrial systems, both 
properly as defined in the production flow and unexpectedly and 
potentially impeding to productivity; (ii) Holistic Production Systems 
- design and development of entire industrial shop floors starting at 
each individual component and their interactions to subsystems. 
In this manner, decentralized systems can be conceived that can 
enact arbitrarily complex changes to the production chain. (iii) Self-
organizing Production Systems - in effect entire industrial installations 
that communicate and cooperate to optimize productivity. Each of the 
components of such an installation generates shares and processes 
information in order to pre-emptively detect unexpected system states 
and take preventive measures.
Scientific advance, technological progress and changing industrial 
needs have led to enhance the research agenda of Pro²Future with 
cross-area topics. Among those are Artificial Intelligence, Complexity 
Science and Safety related topics: PervasiveAI, Engineering for 
Distributed AI, ExplainableAI, Analytical User Guidance, Causality, 
Edge Analytics, Failsafe and Robust AI, AI for Sustainable Production. 
So while Pro²Future will continue to deepen the thematic focus along 
the research goals in the Areas 1, 2, 3, 4.1 and 4.2., the planned cross 
area research will be addressing the dynamics of industrial digital 
transformation during Funding Period 2.

Addressing the a foreseeable “post digitalization” era in industrial 
innovation, Pro2Future has coined the term Tiny AI, i.e. the 
miniaturization and autonomization of seamlessly embedded AI 
technologies fertilizing a ground breaking, rigorous and ubiquitous 
“cognification” era of industrial systems. Current trends include the 
deployment of AI technology in industry, involving centralized, edge 
and cloud-based back-end AI, with very complex algorithmic machine 
learning strategies, massive computational effort for model training 
and inference and intricate generation and handling of huge data sets. 
Tiny AI, in contrast, aims for a radically miniaturized, radically dis-
persed, federated, resource-efficient, low power, low algorithmic 
complexity, live, online, human brain inspired, real-time AI that op-
erates on-device, and reliably even in harsh environments. The size 
of Tiny AI target devices ranges from sub-millimeter to a few decime-
ters, the powering from mW to max 100W.

The Tiny AI research strategy is aligned with the research topics Tiny 
Machine Learning, Tiny Robots, Tiny Dependable Systems and Tiny 
Ensembles, and is operatively implemented in four entangled projects 
(P1 Live Learning, P2 Neuromorphic Control, P3 Dependable Minia-
tures and P4 Orchestration).

Tiny AI strives towards scientific foundations and technological 

breakthroughs for autonomic on -device AI, and its amplification to 
collective on-multiple-device AI. The expected results include (i) the 
miniaturization of AI systems (hardware, algorithms, methods) into 
Tiny AIs, (ii) the orchestration of dispersed tiny AIs, (iii) the oppor-
tunistic self-organization of limited resource ensemble AIs, (iv) rein-
forcement-, federated- and transfer-learning models and methods to 
operate tiny AIs, (iv) self-evolving tiny robotic brains, neuromorphic 
processing architectures and processor designs, as well as (v) the 
mapping of all the related findings into the cognification of products 
and production systems of the future.

We have established a unique composition of research expertise, rang-
ing from cognitive systems, deep learning, human and computational 
perception, complex adaptive systems, pervasive AI, systems-of-sys-
tems, dependable systems, mechanics and robotic kinematics from 
superlative institutions (JKU Linz, TU Graz, DFKI, TU Munich, MIT 
Media Lab) and Pro2Future researchers. The academic scientists are 
complemented by industrial researchers from Europe’s No 1 in semi-
conductors (STMicroelectronics, Monza), now envisioning the next 
generation of neuromorphic processor design, world’s No 5 in welding 
technologies (Fronius, Wels), the world No 1 in Power Train simula-
tion and test technology (AVL, Graz), a world leader in bending, power 
technologies and diodes (TRUMPF, Linz), and a vibrant, agile and high 
potential innovator SME (STTech, Munich).

As an additional fundamental strategic research development, the re-
search agenda for "products-as-a-service" and "productions-as-a-ser-
vice" (P²aaS) was developed besides the Tiny AI research agenda are 
embedded in the existing Area structure and executed research direc-
tion.
P²aaS focuses on sustainable IPPSSs and servitization for a circular 
economy, which are key to high quality products and sustainable 
production. For this purpose, P²aaS conducts comprehensive, 
interdisciplinary research into sustainable IPPSS (integrated product 
production service systems)/servitization, both from a technical 
and economic perspective, resulting in deepened understanding and 
knowledge as well as innovative methods and tools. Using cognitive 
industrial technologies and considering the involvement of users/
customers, these methods and tools enable efficient and effective 
"fit-making" of products and (only partially digitised) production 
systems in the direction of "as a service" as well as the corresponding 
connection to existing services.

From a scientific and technological perspective, P²aaS will address 
the following key challenges of sustainable IPPSSs and servitization 
in particular: (i) how to support integration of legacy automation 
systems in an envisioned servitization environment; ii) how to create 
and use data shadows to manage production within and across 
plants especially considering the human factor; iii) how to manage 
the variability of products, production systems and related services; 
iv) how to best use data to understand impact and influencing 
factors throughout the lifecycle to improve design, development, 
production, product and service (causal discovery); v) prediction as 
a service (predictive analytics) to support recycling readiness and 
production planning for recyclable materials; vi) quality as a service 
requiring the research of models for the relationship between 
quality and sustainability of products; vii) business models and 
related innovations for circular economy; viii) and sustainability 
monitoring of IPPSS and a circular economy within organisations and 
in surrounding ecosystems.

P²aaS will pave the way for the far-reaching, environmentally friendly, 
and economically successful establishment of sustainable IPPSSs and 
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serviti zati on in a circular economy, opens a wealth of promising new 
research as well as business fi elds, and enables Austria to take a pio-
neering positi on here.

Today’s applicati ons of AI technology in industry involve centralized, 
edge and cloud-based back-end AI, with very resource aggressive al-
gorithmic machine learning strategies (processing power, memory, 
energy), massive ecological impact (greenhouse gas emissions) for 
model training and inference, and intricate collecti on, generati on and 
handling of huge training data sets. Very recent advances in conversa-
ti onal AI (OpenAI GPT-4, Bard, LaMDA, Bedrock, etc.) have evidenced 
that the applicati on of AI can signifi cantly harm the environment.
Contrasti ng conventi onal (i) pretrained, (ii) holisti c and (iii) resource 
aggressive AI, Live AI att empts to align AI technology and methodology 
with the industrial digital transformati on reality, in that it introduces (i) 
streaming AI, i.e. training models on-the-fl y while in operati on, thus 
avoiding the need for mass data prior to commissioning, (ii) federated 
on-device AI, i.e. AI dispersed and distributed across diff erent shop-
fl oors, machines, appliances, processes and devices, thus avoiding bul-
ky mass storage management and centralized server farms, and (iii) 
green AI, i.e. employing spiking deep learning techniques and neuro-
morphic processing principles, thus avoiding exponenti al training com-
plexity growth induced by increasing model size.

Live AI research is structured along four topical research pillars (i) Live 
Percepti on, operati vely implemented in the context of embedded 
brain-inspired percepti on in project P1 Floati ng Percepti on, (ii) Live 
Federates, addressing  fl oati ng energy storage for e-mobility in project 
P2 Liquid Federates, (iii) Live Learning, to be approved in the context 
of renewable energy generati on management in project P3 On-line 
Learning and (iv) Live Dependability, addressed with the creati on of 
cogniti ve in project P4 Dependable Embedded Machine Learning.

Live AI brings together a unique aggregate of complementary research
experti se, ranging from cogniti ve systems, deep learning, human and 
computati onal percepti on, collecti ve adapti ve systems, dependable 

systems, cooperati ve and pervasive AI, from internati onally renowned 
research insti tuti ons (JKU Linz, TU Graz, DFKI, TU Munich) and Pro-
2Future researchers. The academic scienti sts are complemented by
industrial researchers from Europe’s No 1 in semiconductors (STMi-
croelectronics), now envisioning the next generati on of neuromorphic 
processor design, world’s No 5 in welding technologies (Fronius), the 
world No 1 in Power Train simulati on and test technology (AVL), a 
world leader in bending, power technologies and diodes (TRUMPF), 
and a vibrant, agile and high potenti al innovator in sustainable energy 
systems (eww). 

Live AI will interlink Pro²Future with (i) world leading research in cogni-
ti ve systems (HBP – Human Brain Project) and human empowerment
through AI (HumaneE AI Project), (ii) with world leading industries 
(STMicroelectronics, AVL, Fronius, TRUMPF), and (iii) embed Pro2Fu-
ture into European AI research networks and hubs (ellis, CLAIRE, Hu-
manE AI Net).
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Area 1  
Perception and Aware Systems (FP1)

advance scientific understanding in these areas

Sensing – With tight cooperation with our lead contributors (JKU), who 
has a long lasting experience in this field, we implemented several 
sensing components and also fused heterogeneous sensor sources 
together in order to be able to perceive, abstract, interact, cooperate 
and learn of all the types of context and activities as well as higher level 
cognitive derivatives. We used (i) visual sensors (cameras for visual 
analysis, motion capturing) (ii) infrared (depth sensing, eye tracking) 
(iii) auditory (binaural micros) (iv) tactile (button, pressure sensors) 
(v) motion (Shimmer IMUs, Phidgets) for e.g. (I) behaviour analysis 
(activity tracking sensors) (II) estimation of visual attention (wearable 
eye gaze tracker) and (III) measuring somatic indicators of attention 
(skin conductance (GSR), pupil dilation, heart rate variability).

Reasoning – We implemented two lines of work, reasoning about 
the worker or the environment. For the first part we used modelling 
techniques of human behaviour. E.g. for Cognitive load detection we 
employed high-level cognitive models (e.g. SEEV attention model), by 
making use of physiological indicators such as heart rate and breathing, 
body posture and movements. We also investigated how behavioural 
data reveals operator skill levels, e.g. by interaction patterns with user 
interfaces or by the data captured by motion sensors during use. 
For the second part, the reasoning about the environment we built 
e.g. a Location awareness – component by making use of embedded 
computer vision and sensor fusion techniques, combining multiple 
imaging modalities, such as RGB, depth and infrared but also inertial 
measurements to perform simultaneous localization and mapping 
to have 3D models of the environments, which we use to annotate 
semantically and can be used to provide location specific information 
to users. 

Actuating Having established computational awareness, of operators 
and users, based on sensing and reasoning, we used neuro-
physiological models, e.g. Multiple Resource Theory, to create a 
new forms of interaction designs. We built hardware and software 
prototypes, e.g. in the form of wearables, which are able to stimulate 
human operators subliminal but effectively, providing a long-overdue 
change from today’s attention-grabbing towards attentive-preserving 
computing devices. In addition, these devices are not only designed to 
fit into processes of their use, freeing users from adapting to the device, 
but are adapting to operators by assessing e.g. their skill level or the 
current cognitive load and provide help if human need requires it, e.g. 

Area Leader: Prof. Alois Ferscha (JKU)
Area Manager: DI Michael Haslgrübler (Pro²Future)

Goals 
The Perception and Aware Systems Area is devoted to apply state 
of the art research drawn from cognition, perception, cognitive 
interfaces, interaction, and cooperation to an industrial context. 
Thus, area 1 focusses on scenarios where machines (i) should adapt to 
workers’ limitations (Human Aware Machines), (ii) support workers in 
their strengths (Assistive Machines), and (iii) cooperate with other ICT 
systems, thereby forming collaborative industrial ensembles, in order 
to achieve (i) and (ii).
For Machines Cooperating with Machines, we enabled true autonomous 
collaboration from single machines to complete ensembles based on 
(i) self-awareness and self-organization of individual entities (hard 
and software) and (ii) goal-oriented entanglement of actors, while still 
maintaining traceability and transparency of ongoing communication 
and decision making in these full-automated processes by providing 
identification and communication of the most important, critical, and 
decisive factors and meta data.
For Machines Adapting to Humans, we provide safe and supportive 
interaction between systems and human workers based on a 
fundamental awareness of presence, but enriched through 
understanding of current context, ongoing activities as well as an 
assessment of higher-level cognitive states of the human co-workers. 
This especially includes assessment of orientation and intensity of 
attention of the humans, estimation of cognitive load levels, as well as 
evaluation of operator skill levels to enable the selection and execution 
of appropriate supportive measures. These ambitions required us to 
develop a tight and encompassing feedback loop between human 
behaviour and system reactions, resembling human perception and 
interpretation capabilities of observed behaviour, often in the form of 
nonverbal and implicit interaction patterns triggered by the system 
steering human operators away from sub-optimal outcomes of their 
behaviour.

Approach 
Area 1 mainly relies on established methods and technologies for the 
computational recognition of context and modelling of self-awareness 
in embedded distributed systems and interaction design. These 
methods are extended in three areas of our work: sensing, reasoning, 
and actuating and applied to solve needs of industrial partners and 
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the recognition and perception of work situations and workflows 
(exemplary results: used tool detection from Ego-Centric View; Multi-
Sensor Fusion Based Detection of Worker Activities based on IMU 
and Visual Data), and provide pre-processed sensor data streams 
to “DP1.6 Guidance and Assistance” (exemplary results: A welding 
helmet with an embedded an eye tracker computing Index of Pupillary 
Activity; Lightweight prototype for navigation and 3D reconstruction), 
which creates assistance systems and compute guidance triggers that 
are further communicated to “MFP_1.4 SEE-IT” (exemplary results: 
Head worn tactile navigation device; Wrist-Worn Embedded Visual/
Tactile Subliminal Stimulation Device),  which investigates feedback-
and actuator systems to communicate the formulated guidance to the 
worker. Throughout the funding period we deepened our work from 
“DP1.6 Guidance and Assistance” by adding three more partners, 
Fischer Sports, Sony Europe and System 7 to the MFP umbrella, with 
the partners strengthening already existing topics of skill recognition, 
digitalisation of industrial environments and guidance based on 
unsupervised machine learning. 

Positioning of the Area within the Centre
The challenge for Area 1 is the investigation of perception and 
computational awareness in the domain of cognitive research, which 
represents a foundational research basis for the efforts of the other 
work areas. Especially the focus on and around system operators, is an 
essential factor in Area 1 and a pillar upon other Areas can build on. We, 
as well as other researchers, see perception as a necessary precursor 
(i) to give cognitive properties to systems (cognitive products), and (ii) 
for implementing cognitive systems (cognitive production). It is not 
enough to, as many companies do, making systems “smarter”, but to 
design and implemented an aware and human-centric approach for 
the next generation of systems, i.e. making computing cognitive. 
Our rigorous approach towards cognitive products and production 
systems is streamlined with activities in the other areas, providing 
additional value for our and other projects of all areas: E.g. we 
will integrate dependable localisation approaches developed for 
calculating viewpoint and distance between actuators and workers 
from Area 4.1; we will employ dependable wireless communication 
facilities from Area 4.1 or use novel production techniques of Area 
4.2 for structuring functions of our cognitive headgear; we will 
use interoperability techniques for machine and robot interaction 
provided by Area 2. With Area 3 we have informal collaboration by 
exchanging ideas regarding machine learning and decision-making 
techniques.

by providing explicit help, e.g. in the form of video snippets or limiting 
options on user interfaces to a necessary minimum, respectively. 

Expected and achieved Results 
We expected with our work to move beyond State of the Art in 
Human-Aware, Assistive Machines and Cognitive Modelling.  A 
significant step beyond current state-of-the-art was made in the field 
of self-aware, human aware and assistive, cooperative machines 
by development of encompassing perception, interpretation and 
understanding of human activities and underlying motivations to 
enable true collaborative cooperation between human and machines 
in the industrial production process of several of our company partners. 
The interpretation of cognitive states of human workers requires the 
application and realization of complex computational models of (i) 
perception, (ii) attention, (iii) motivation and (iv) executive behaviour 
based on models from cognitive and behavioural psychology. 
Based on the aforementioned three pillars of sensing, reasoning and 
actuating, we realised the following: (i) Abstractions and models 
of industrial worker context where effort (body pose, gestures, 
movement, etc.) is of constituent and essential significance; (ii) A 
cooperation framework for cognitive entities, forming a collective 
of devices to facilitate user guidance through complex workflows 
and assembly situations; (iii) A recognition architecture making use 
of heterogenous sensors for several recognition challenges; (iv) An 
end-to-end framework for capturing low-level visual sensor data and 
transforming it into high-level actions such as the active step in the 
manufacturing workflow and a users’ cognitive state and skill level; 
(v) Providing the fundamental basis for future self-aware system, 
by following principles of autonomous operation, self-adaptation, 
and self-improvement; (iv) a pre-emptive quality assurance system 
with seamless integration of quality assurance data into existing 
quality management processes (vii) Provided insights to the scientific 
community and gathering feedback on our results in 18 peer-
reviewed outlets: one Journal Publication and seventeen conference 
publications 

The aforementioned results were developed in DP1.1 WorkIT - 
Workflow and Tool Process Modelling, DP1.6 Guide – Cognitive 
Assistance  and MFP 1.4 SEE-IT Augmented Work Processes, which 
were started together in January 2018, whereby all three projects 
are supported by the same Company Partners, namely Fronius, 
KEBA, Trumpf and Wacker Neuson and are interwoven to avoid 
duplicated developments and foster synergy effects. These projects 
are structured along three major axes: “DP1.1 WorkIT” deals with 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :: Area 1 - Perception and Aware Systems
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Area 1  
Perception and Aware Systems (FP2)

awareness of presence, but through understanding of current context, 
ongoing activities as well as an assessment of higher-level cognitive 
states of the human co-workers. This especially includes assessment 
of orientation and intensity of attention of the humans, estimation of 
cognitive load levels, as well as evaluation of operator skill levels to 
enable the selection and execution of appropriate supportive measures. 
These ambitions required us to develop a tight and encompassing 
feedback loop between human behaviour and reactions, resembling 
human perception and interpretation capabilities of observed 
behaviour and often in the form of nonverbal and implicit interaction 
patterns.

Beyond State of the Art
in Human-Aware, Assistive Machines and Cognitive Modelling A 
significant step beyond current state-of-the-art was made in the field 
of self-aware, human aware and assistive, cooperative machines 
by development of encompassing perception, interpretation and 
understanding of human activities and underlying motivations to 
enable true collaborative cooperation between human and machines 
in the industrial production process of several of our company partners. 
The interpretation of cognitive states of human workers requires the 
application and realization of complex computational models of (i) 
perception, (ii) attention, (iii) motivation and (iv) executive behaviour 
based on models from cognitive and behavioural psychology. The 
lack of reliable ground truths, metrics and boundary definition of the 
complex cognitive functions makes the field of cognitive modelling one 
of the most ambitious and risky goals of the our endeavour, yet by 
making use of developments in computational modelling of neuronal 
activities (Deep Learning, Neuronal Networks) we completed our goals 
in several of the four mentioned states. 

Approach
Area 1 mainly relies on established methods and technologies for the 
computational recognition of context and modelling of self-awareness 
in embedded distributed systems and interaction design. These 
methods are extended in three areas of our work: sensing, reasoning, 
and actuating and applied to solve needs of industrial partners and 
advance scientific understanding in these areas. 

Sensing – With tight cooperation with our lead contributors (JKU), who 
has a long lasting experience in this field, we implemented several 
sensing components and also fused heterogeneous sensor sources 
together in order to be able to perceive, abstract, interact, cooperate 
and learn of all the types of context and activities as well as higher 

Area Leader: Prof. Alois Ferscha (JKU), Prof. Alois Knoll (TUM)
Area Manager: DI Dr. Michael Haslgrübler (Pro²Future)

Vision and Strategy 
In Area 1 “Perception and Aware Systems”, researchers focus on 
the simplification of interactions between humans and machines in 
order to facilitate the implementation of sophisticated cooperation 
and reasoning systems. Area 1 investigates and creates cognitive 
systems that are able to sense, reason, interact and cooperate to 
optimally solve problems and adapt themselves to changing contexts. 
The goal-oriented research addresses: (i) Human Aware Machines 
- sensing, interpretation and understanding context-, activity-, atten-
tion-awareness; (ii) Assistive Machines - cognition-based assistance 
services for cognitive and decision making processes; (iii) Self-Aware 
machines – Modelling self-description and self-management of 
production machines; (iv) Cooperative Machine Ensembles - Creation 
of standalone eco-systems of production machines, coordination in 
production ensembles.
Its projects aim specifically towards increasing machine-machine 
cooperation and the timely adaptation of machines to human 
needs and actions. To the core areas, Area 1 specifically contributes 
to Area 4.1 in terms of integration of cognitive functionalities into 
end-consumer products as well as to Area 4.2 regarding interaction 
processes enabling the realization of cognitive production systems.

Goals
The Perception and Aware Systems Area is devoted to applying state 
of the art research drawn from cognition, perception, cognitive 
interfaces, interaction, and cooperation to an industrial context. Thus, 
area 1 focusses on scenarios where machines (i) should adapt to 
workers’ limitations (Human Aware Machines), (ii) support workers in 
their strengths (Assistive Machines), and (iii) cooperate with other ICT 
systems, thereby forming collaborative industrial ensembles, in order 
to achieve (i) and (ii).
Machines Cooperating with Machines We enabled true autonomous 
collaboration from single machines to complete ensembles based on 
(i) self-awareness and self-organization of individual entities (hard and 
software) and (ii) goal-oriented entanglement, while still maintaining 
traceability and transparency of ongoing communication and decision 
making in these full-automated processes by providing identification 
and com-munication of most important, critical, and decisive factors.
Machines Adapting to Humans We provide safe and supportive 
interaction between systems and human workers on a fundamental 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :: Area 1 - Perception and Aware Systems

on our results in 18 peer-reviewed outlets: one Journal Publication and 
seventeen conference publications 

Instead of perusing the strategic project Ethics (Ethical Machines) 
within the COMET frame, we opted for perusing, in conjunction with 
a strategic partner Interdisciplinary Research Centre for Technology, 
Work and Culture. Within the project started March 2020, we aim to 
developed guidelines and principles which can be adopted by policy 
makers, using-companies, tech-companies, labour organisations 
and workers, to create responsible embedding of AI technology into 
everyday life of workers.

Area 1’s mission in FP2 is a bilateral effort of providing perception 
and awareness to humans and machines alike. We not only strive to 
enhance the capabilities of technical systems by embedding cognitive 
abilities and features into them. But also, to enhance perception and 
awareness of humans regarding their environment and their daily doing 
using technology. We foresee that through the pervasive embedding of 
AI in everyday objects, human existence can be enriched by gaining 
process understanding, by guiding them in complex situations or by 
seeing how their doing affects themselves and others in physical and 
mental aspects. Therefore Pervasive AI is a cross-cutting technological 
fabric found in all our projects.  We will use it to build such systems and 
Sustainability - especially - in Production will be our guiding principle 
when realising such systems. Therefor we have setup three industrial 
and one strategic project to shape this vision. With ProcessIT we 
enable humans and machines to gain understanding to socio-technical 
processes, e.g. workflows by embedding AI into it. In GuideIT we 
ensure that humans are supported through technological means when 
interacting with complex processes or machines.  In UnderstandHIT we 
enable machines to gain understanding of what affects human nature, 
such as temporary effects e.g. emotional state but also liked longer 
effects e.g. skill. In our strategic project, ReconsiderAI we want to 
extend our vision of sustainable AI in production to other areas outside 
of production, where we want to guide research by creating strategies, 
guidelines and showcasing of prototypes.

Positioning of the Area within the Centre: Area 1 is well connected with 
the topics addressed in other areas and influences their development, 
especially where human computer interaction is. A strong connection 
with Area 2 is the interaction of men and machine and distributed 
technology on the shop floor. With Area 3 we share goals of making 
what AIs do explainable and that operators need user guidance. A 
common goal of Area 1 and Area 4.1 is that analytics needs to be closer 
to the data sources and failsafe. With area 4.2 we share that vision for 
sustainable AI for production. 

level cognitive derivatives. We used (i) visual sensors (cameras for 
visual analysis, motion capturing) (ii) infrared (Kinect, eye tracking) 
(iii) auditory (binaural micros) (iv) tactile (button, pressure sensors) 
(v) motion (Shimmer IMUs, Phidgets) for e.g. (I) behaviour analysis 
(activity tracking sensors) (II) estimation of visual attention (wearable 
eye gaze tracker) and (III) measuring somatic indicators of attention 
(skin conductance (GSR), pupil dilation, heart rate variability).
Reasoning – We implemented two lines of work, reasoning about 
the worker or the environment. For the first part we used modelling 
techniques of human behaviour. E.g. for Cognitive load detection we 
employed high-level cognitive models (e.g. SEEV attention model), by 
making use of physiological indicators such as heart rate and breathing, 
body posture and movements. 
For the second part, the reasoning about the environment we built 
e.g. a Location awareness – component by making use of embedded 
computer vision and sensor fusion techniques, combining multiple 
imaging modalities, such as RGB, depth and infrared but also inertial 
measurements to perform simultaneous localization and mapping to 
have 3D models of the environments. 
Actuating Having established computational awareness based on 
sensing and reasoning, we used neuro-physiological models, e.g. 
Multiple Resource Theory, to create a new forms of interaction 
designs. We built hardware and software prototypes, e.g. in the form 
of wearables, which are able to stimulate human operators subliminal 
but effectively, providing a long-overdue change from today’s attention-
grabbing devices. In addition, these devices are not only designed to fit 
into processes of their use, freeing users from adapting to the device, 
but are adapting to operators by assessing e.g. their skill level or the 
current cognitive load and provide help if human need requires it. 

Achieved Results so far
• Abstractions and models of industrial worker context where effort 
(body pose, gestures, movement, etc.) is of constituent and essential 
significance 
• A cooperation framework for cognitive entities, forming a collective 
of devices to facilitate user guidance through complex workflows and 
assembly situations 
• A recognition architecture making use of heterogenous sensors for 
several recognition challenges
• An end-to-end framework for capturing low-level visual sensor data 
and transforming it into high-level actions such as the active step in 
the manufacturing workflow and a users’ cognitive state and skill level
• Providing the fundamental basis for future self-aware system, by 
following principles of autonomous operation, self-adaptation, and 
self-improvement
• Providing insights to the scientific community and gathering feedback 
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Area 2 
Cognitive Robotics and Shop Floors (FP1)

ing new production), (ii) support the humans in the loop to set the 
goals for adaptation, and (iii) design for adaptability to support future 
adaptation goals.
Teaching Manufacturing and Learning How to Adapt is not just about 
changing the physical structure of a shop floor but it is also about 
changing its behaviour. This is where most of the “smartness” can be 
found and hence most of the cognitive aspects of adaptation are to be 
found in layer 3 as it embodies any form of complex behaviour: from 
a coordinated manufacturing step that requires synchronous machine 
behaviour (e.g., a stop action) to continuously changing manufacturing 
of a product.

Adapting shop floor behaviour is not only challenging but also requires 
a significant software engineering effort. We thus develop cognitive 
means for letting humans (e.g., a worker) change this behaviour in 
an intuitive manner: through teaching and learning, where humans 
demonstrate and machines repeat. On the most basic level, learning is 
about remembering past adaptations. If a shop floor existed (in part) 
then future adaptations may benefit from remembering it. For exam-
ple, if a set of machines is adapted in a manner that is structurally iden-
tical to a previous shop floor adaptation then configuration parameters 
of these machines may be reusable. And even more significantly, so 
might be structural and behavioural aspects of their interaction on the 
shop floor level. Of course, on a more advanced level, “smartness” may 
also benefit from machine learning and other learning concepts. This 
should work well for repeatable patterns of interactions that can be 
demonstrated once and repeated indefinitely. However, it is tricky to 
understand when a pattern no longer applies (an exceptional situation) 
or when variations of patterns exist.

Therefore, scenario-driven approaches to teaching and learning are 
explored also. Moreover, teaching and learning at different levels of 
granularity: at the level of a machine and its manufacturing step(s) to 
the level of a shop floor and its structure and behaviour needs during 
manufacturing. 

Human Guided Adaptation is the result of human interaction – from 
shop floor workers who may trigger adaptation because of a changing 
production need all the way to production processes where possible 
goal scenarios are articulated and transcribed by adaptation process 
engineers. Hence, it must be understood that the adaptation of ma-
chines and shop floors could be automated (controlled by a self-opti-
mising software - Area 3) or manual (controlled by workers). However, 
we always expect a human decision maker to be involved. This human 
could be a supervisor, a smart contributor, or even a conflict resolver 
if there are multiple suitable alternatives. It is foreseeable that all four 

Area Leaders: Prof. Alexander Egyed (JKU), Dr. Andreas Pichler 
(PRO), Prof. Andreas Müller (JKU), Prof. Alois Knoll (TUM)
Area Manager: DI Michael Mayrhofer (Pro²Future), formerly 
Dr. Christoph Mayr-Dorn (JKU), Georg Weichhart (PROFACTOR)

Goals
Changing business environments and the dynamics of modern con-
sumer markets requires flexible production systems capable of adapt-
ing to not only short term fluctuations in demand, but also long term 
flexibility with respect to evolving production systems towards new 
capabilities in the future.
“Thinking” Shop Floors - In Area 2 the technological basis for cogni-
tive systems, able to adapt production machines (individual systems), 
entire shop floors (systems of systems), and even the product- and 
production design and engineering process (design for adaptability) 
is researched. The main cognitive function addressed is learning, sup-
porting humans with the ability to teach new production processes 
to flexible machines and shop floors. The ultimate research goal for 
Area 2 is to enable change and learning at all levels from individual ma-
chines to shop floors – naturally supporting humans in contributing/ 
intervening at any one of these levels (cognitive aspects). 

“Thinking” Robots - Another major goal of Pro²Future is equipping 
robots with human-like cognitive functions of (i) self-awareness (in-
tegration of sensing, perception, interpretation concepts from Area 
1), (ii) autonomous decision making (integration of computational, 
multi-criteria decision making processes from Area 2), (iii) capabilities 
for handling spatial tasks (orientation, searching, wayfinding etc.) as 
well as (iv) performing object/workpiece manipulation tasks (identifi-
cation, translation, handling of workpieces) to enable assistive actions 
(integration of decision making processes from Area 3)
.
Beyond State of the Art in Cognitive Robotics - Collaborative robot-
ics, including robot-robot and robot-human collaboration, require ap-
proaches to create safer and more efficient production processes e.g. 
improved automatic perception of the human worker and the envi-
ronment. However, these approaches hardly exceed presence detec-
tion for accident evasion. Pro²Future aims at enabling understanding 
of current human activities and cognitive load. This allows innovative 
kinds of interaction and learning, to support collaboration between ro-
bots/machines and between robots and humans.

To understand adaptation in cognitive robotics and shop floors, Area 
2 established the following main goals: (i) realise learning support for 
adaptation (both as a means for better guiding adaptation and teach-
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this interaction can be changed. We speak of the behaviour of a shop 
floor that can be changed with or without changing the structure of 
a shop floor (layer 2) and with or without changing the configuration 
parameters of its machines (layer 1). (iv) Adaptive Environment (envi-
ronmental interactions) describes how shop floors and their machines 
may adapt to changing environment parameters.

Expected and Achieved Results
Area 2 delivered methods and tools to support the design of systems 
(of systems) capable for adaptation, tools to support flexible planning 
and execution of task within systems (of systems) capable of being 
adapted in structure and behaviour, and tools for adaptation of sys-
tems behaviours.
Due to changing company interests, Area 2 has changed dramatically 
from the initial plan (with only one former company remaining active 
in projects). This resulted in shifting the focus from robotics (for the ini-
tial projects) more towards adaptation and flexibilisation of shop floors 
as well as assembly floors.
Multiple prototypes of technical results are available. A central meta-
model developed within the scope of the strategic project SP2.4 for 
use in MFPs across the area describes shop floor actors, organisational 
structure, processes, capabilities, parts, and resources (e.g., tools). The 
model is generic and extensible enough to cover both OPC-UA centric 
machine control as well as manual assembly floor activities. A cloud-
based assembly progress tracking and deviation dashboard supports 
the monitoring of assembly processes and investigating deviations in 
scope of MFP 2.5. The metamodel serves, among other uses, as the ba-
sis for cognitive reasoning for scheduling and flexible adaptation plan: 
for example, to ensure rewiring (as conducted by the Wiring Editor) are 
correct and complete.
Concrete results include a framework for distributed execution of pro-
duction processes, described in detail in scope of project DP 2.1 as well 
as a framework for (self) adaptation of human-intensive cyber-physical 
production systems of systems. Here the accurate monitoring of as-
sembly progress based on incomplete observations of assembly work-
ers conducting micro-adaptations is achieved.

Positioning of the Area within the Centre
Area 2 researches the science behind the physics and logics of adap-
tion and learning. As such, it does not concern itself with low-level 
man-machine interactions (Area 1) or decision support for humans 
(Area 3). Area 3 supports humans to understand the need and cope 
with the many variables that influence production, which enables hu-
mans to derive the goals. Using Area 1 man/machine interaction mech-
anisms, these goals are set for the machines. Area 2 thus complements 
Areas 1 and 3 in providing the mechanisms for adaptation, triggered by 
Area 1 and along dimensions and needs identified in Area 3.

layers in Figure 3.4.1 above impose different challenges onto cogni-
tive guidance. Furthermore, it is clear that humans are a central actor 
in teaching and learning. They define adaptation goals, they guide/
support the adaptation if it is not fully automated (likely the norm), 
they help decide/resolve adaptation constraints (e.g., you can have A, 
you can have B, but you cannot have both - what do you want?), they 
teach, and they design/engineer. These roles may overlap but are just 
as likely to involve different kinds of people with different skills and 
different cognitive needs and abilities.

Designing for adaptability and its evolution is necessary no matter 
how carefully a machine is designed for adaptation and no matter how 
many adaptation scenarios a shop floor is able to support. Designing 
for adaptability and its evolution is about engineering “change” into 
a machine or even a shop floor that is presently not configurable or 
teachable. Area 2 explores the continuous evolution of machines and 
shop floors, and how to better build adaptable machines and shop 
floors. In doing so, Area 2 also explores how to represent adaptation 
knowledge in a manner that can be acted upon and reasoned about 
– for example, by providing a means for defining configuration param-
eters and dependencies thereof. Here, an important part is to ensure 
safety and security during manufacturing to prevent harm to humans 
or machines. This imposes new levels of engineering complexity. To-
day, it is already hard to ensure the correctness of a single machine or 
a single shop floor (that is not configurable). In Pro2Future, the goal is 
to provide adaptation on machines and shop floors levels with a max-
imum of configurability and it must be assured that each possible ad-
aptation scenario of its machines and the entire shop floor is correct.

Approach
In Area 2, the main goals are to provide the tools, infrastructure and 
methods to enable adaptive production systems. Production systems 
in this area consist of human systems and artificial systems that have 
a certain structure and show a certain behaviour, where the interac-
tion of systems results in complex behaviour visible on a higher level. 
A shop floor can be adapted through a range of mechanisms: from re-
configuring individual machines to changing machine interaction. We 
distinguish the following four layers: (i) Adaptive Robotics/ Machines 
describe configuration parameters that provide means for changing 
individual machines. These configuration parameters reflect a ma-
chine’s built-in ability to change as was foreseen by the machine ven-
dors (companies that manufacture machines). (ii) Adaptive Shop Floors 
describe how machines and other production resources are physically 
laid out within a shop floor and how this layout can be changed. We 
speak of the structure of a shop floor – a system of systems – where 
the structure understands how machines are configured and inter-
act with each other. (iii) Adaptive Production Systems describe how 
machines interact in context of defined shop floor structure and how 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :: Area 2 - Cognitive Robotics and Shop Floors
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Area 2 
Cognitive Robotics and Shop Floors (FP2)

and even the product- and production design and engineering process 
(design for adaptability) is researched. The main cognitive function ad-
dressed is learning, supporting humans with the ability to teach new 
production processes to flexible machines and shop floors. The ulti-
mate research goal for Area 2 was to enable change and learning at 
all levels from individual machines to shop floor – naturally supporting 
humans in contributing/ intervening at any one of these levels (cogni-
tive aspects). “Thinking” Robots - Another major goal of the Pro²Fu-
ture initiative is equipping robots with human-like cognitive functions 
of (i) self-awareness (integration of sensing, perception, interpretation 
concepts from Area 1), (ii) autonomous decision making (integration 
of computational, multi-criteria decision making processes from Area 
2, as well as (iii) performing object / workpiece manipulation tasks 
(identification, translation, handling of workpieces) to enable assistive 
actions (integration of decision making processes from Area 3).

Beyond State of the Art
Cognitive Robotics - Collaborative robotics, including robot-robot 
and robot-human collaboration require approaches to create safer 
and more efficient production processes e.g. im-proved automatic 
perception of the human worker and the environment. However, these 
approaches hardly exceed presence detection for accident evasion. The 
Pro²Future initiative aims at enabling understanding of current human 
activities and cognitive load. Empowered by advanced perception skills 
including environmental perception, awareness of the workers and the 
ongoing processes, the collaborative robot (cobot) will facilitate more 
convenient and tailored assistance. This empowerment grants workers 
the much-needed flexibility to deviate from rigid processes, thus 
ensuring a more adaptive and accommodating operational approach. 
To understand adaptation in cognitive robotics and shop floors, Area 2 
achieved the following main goals: 
• realize learning support for adaptation (both as a means for bet-

ter guiding adaptation and teaching new production) 
• supporting the humans in the loop to set the goals for adaptation 
• design for adaptability to support future adaptation goals

Teaching Manufacturing and Learning How to Adapt is not just about 
changing the physical structure of a shop floor, but it requires a more 
profound shift in its behavior. This is where most of the cognitive 
characteristics can be found as it embodies any form of complex 
behavior: from a coordinated manufacturing step that requires 
synchronous machine behavior (e.g., a stop action) to continuously 
changing manufacturing of a product.

Adapting shop floor behaviour is not only challenging but today 
it requires significant software engineering effort. We have thus 
developed cognitive means for letting humans (e.g., a worker) change 
this behavior in an intuitive manner: through teaching and learning 

Area Leaders: Prof. Alexander Egyed (JKU), Prof. Andreas 
Müller (JKU), Prof. Alois Knoll (TUM)
Area Manager: DI Dr. Ouijdane Guiza (Pro²Future), formerly DI 
Michael Mayrhofer (Pro²Future)

Vision and Strategy 
Area 2 “Cognitive Robotics and Shop Floors” is directed at research 
on robotic systems and production systems to be incorporated into 
a fabric of cyber-physical industrial systems to drive the ongoing mo-
dernization of industry. The central focus is aimed at capitalizing on 
the flexibility and adaptability of mechatronic and robotic production 
systems, thereby extending this adaptability to encompass entire pro-
duction processes on shop floors. This is achieved through the utiliza-
tion of embodiment and the subsequent integration of physical ent-
ities with virtual representations, underscoring the overarching goal 
of enhancing system and process flexibility. The goal-oriented research 
addresses: (i) Reasoning and Acting - developing systems to manipu-
late and monitor industrial information and workflows and logistics; 
(ii) Production Process Management - seamlessly interconnecting all 
stages of production, ranging from initial planning through execution, 
culminating in quality assurance. This integration encompasses inven-
tory management, shop floor logistics, Quality Management (QM) 
systems, and serialization, ensuring a cohesive and comprehensive ap-
proach to the entire production lifecycle; (iii) Multimodal knowledge 
transfer and learning support - supporting tools that allow understan-
ding human activities with respect to workflows and actions on the 
shop floor; (iv) Cognitive Shop Floors - eco-system of cognitive power 
tool entities, equipped with higher organizational abstraction layers 
for representation of complex production procedures, awareness and 
prosecution of general superior goals. To the core areas, Area 2 mainly 
contributes to the realization of Cognitive Production Systems in Area 
4.2, integrating cognitive functions like perception, self-awareness, 
user modelling and interaction modalities from Area 1 and decision-
making processes from Area 3 into automated production processes. 
Furthermore, experience in the development of cognitive tools in the 
industrial field of application contributes to the realization of cognitive 
end-user products in Area 4.1.

Goals
Area 2 -The evolving landscape of business environments and the 
dynamic nature of modern consumer markets underscore the impe-
rative for production systems characterized by exceptional flexibility 
and adaptability. These systems must not only swiftly respond to short-
term demand fluctuations but also possess the capacity for long-term 
adaptability, enabling the seamless evolution of production capabili-
ties to meet future requirements. “Thinking” Shop Floors - In Area 2 
the technological basis for cognitive systems, able to adapt production 
machines (individual systems), entire shop floors (systems of systems), 
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Approach
In Area 2 the main goals are to provide the tools, infrastructure and 
methods to enable adaptive production systems. Production systems 
in this area consist of human systems and artificial systems that have 
a certain structure and show a certain behavior, where the interaction 
of systems results in complex behavior visible on a higher level. A shop 
floor can be adapted through a range of mechanisms: from reconfigu-
ring individual machines to changing machine interaction. We distingu-
ish the following four layers: (i) Adaptive Robotics/Machines describe 
configuration parameters that provide means for changing individual 
machines. These configuration parameters reflect a machine’s built-in 
ability to change as was foreseen by the machine vendors (companies 
that manufacture machines). (ii) Adaptive Shop Floors describe how 
machines and other production resources are physically laid out wit-
hin a shop floor and how this layout can be changed. We speak of the 
structure of a shop floor – a system of system – where the structure un-
derstands how machines are configured and interact with each other. 
(iii) Adaptive Production Systems describes how machines interact in 
context of defined shop floor structure and how this interaction can be 
changed. We speak of the behavior of a shop floor that can be changed 
with or without changing the structure of a shop floor (layer 2) and 
with or without changing the configuration parameters of its machi-
nes (layer 1). (iv) Adaptive Environment (environmental interactions) 
describes how shop floors and their machines may adapt to changing 
environment parameters.

Expected and Achieved Results
Area 2 delivers methods and tools to support the design of systems (of 
systems) capable for adaptation, tools to support flexible planning and 
execution of task within systems (of systems) capable of being adapted 
in structure and behavior, and tools for adaptation of systems behaviors. 
Much effort has been devoted to reference projects, which resulted 
in attracting new Pro²Future partners (DMTM, Fabasoft, Engel). The 
second major effort was the interaction with- and detailed planning 
of the common research program (CRP)/DP2. Initial contributions to 
CRP and collective work involving researchers from Pro²Future, JKU 
and PROFACTOR is progressing as reflected in accepted publications. 
Furthermore, the Area has made noteworthy contributions to strategic 
research in the area of collaborative robots, working in tandem with 
Area 1. Notably, we have designed solutions for collaborative robot 
assistance for flexible manufacturing systems. This strategic initiative 
exemplifies the center inter-link and the collaborative aspect of Area 
2. The Area 2 research vision has been contributed to and promoted 
at international research conferences as well as industrial events, and 
Area 2 is already getting very positive feedback on the conceptual 
work and research vision done in FP1 and FP2. In conclusion: (i) the 
conceptual work attracted new companies, and (ii) feedback from both 
industry and the scientific community is positive (researchers have 
provided direct feedback at conferences and during the review process 
for the scientific work that was very positive).

where humans demonstrate, and machines repeat. On the most 
basic level, learning is about remembering past adaptations. If a 
shop floor existed (in part) then future adaptations may benefit from 
remembering it. For example, if a set of machines are adapted in a 
manner that is structurally identical to a previous shop floor adaptation, 
then configuration parameters of these machines may be reusable. Of 
course, on a more advanced level, “smartness” may also benefit from 
machine learning and other learning concepts. This should work well 
for repeatable patterns of interactions that can be demonstrated once 
and repeated indefinitely.

Human Guided Adaptation is the result of human interaction – from 
shop floor workers who may trigger adaptation because of a changing 
production need all the way to production processes where possible 
goal scenarios are articulated and transcribed by adaptation process 
engineers. Hence, it must be understood that the adaptation of 
machines and shop floors could be automated (controlled by self-
optimizing software - Area 3) or manual (controlled by workers). 
However, we always expect a human decision maker to be involved. 
This human could be a supervisor, a smart contributor, or even a conflict 
resolver if there are multiple suitable alternatives. Furthermore, it is 
clear that humans are a central actor in teaching and learning. They 
define adaptation goals, they guide/support the adaptation if it is not 
fully automated (likely the norm), they help decide/resolve adaptation 
constraints, they teach, and they design/engineer. These roles may 
overlap but are just as likely to involve different kinds of people with 
different skills and different cognitive needs and abilities.

Designing for Adaptability and its Evolution iis necessary no matter 
how carefully a machine is designed for adaptation and no matter how 
many adaptation scenarios a shop floor is able to support. Designing 
for adaptability and its evolution is about engineering “change” into 
a machine or even a shop floor that is presently not configurable or 
teachable. Area 2 has explored the continuous evolution of machines 
and shop floors and how to better build adaptable machines and shop 
floors. In doing so, Area 2 has also explored how to represent adaptation 
knowledge in a manner that can be acted upon and reasoned about 
– for example, by providing a means for defining configuration 
parameters and dependencies thereof. Here, an important part is 
to ensure safety and security during manufacturing to prevent harm 
to humans or machines. This imposes a new levels of engineering 
complexity. Today, it is already hard to ensure the correctness of 
a single machine or a single shop floor (that is not configurable). In 
Pro²Future, the goal is to provide adaptation on machines and shop 
floors levels with a maximum of configurability and it must be assured 
that each possible adaptation scenario of its machines and the entire 
shop floor is correct.
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Area 3 
Cognitive Decision Making (FP1)

Approach
Area 3 focusses on four methodological pillars for supporting decision 
making of human actors: (i) Planning, Scheduling and Supervision of 
Production Processes and Re-scheduling. The latter can be interpreted 
as a re-configuration task due to dynamic requirements. Challenges 
include how to integrate anytime aspects into (re-)scheduling 
algorithms in order to allow trade-offs between schedule quality and 
runtime performance, and development of heuristics which allow 
the efficient retrieval of personalized schedules (i.e., schedules that 
take into account preferences in an optimized fashion) and how to 
learn them. We rely on model-based diagnosis to identify potentially 
minimal elements of a schedule that have to be adapted such that 
the new requirements are taken into account. Learning algorithms 
are applied for the derivation of heuristics based on a new language 
for the definition of search heuristics in the production context. A 
starting point to address supervision is model-based reasoning, which 
had been successfully applied to plan execution and diagnosis of 
automation systems.
(ii) Knowledge Management in Variability Management: The 
sophisticated challenges for knowledge management in industrial 
production of the future require further developments in the areas 
of configuration knowledge representation, model-based diagnosis 
and testing, cognitive aspects of (configuration) knowledge base 
development and maintenance, and recommender systems. 
Theories from cognitive psychology are analysed with regard to their 
applicability in the context of configuration management, intelligent 
testing and debugging of knowledge bases. Different personalization 
and recommendation approaches have been compared regarding 
their capability of increasing the understandability of configuration 
knowledge for domain experts (e.g., product development, marketing 
sales) and knowledge engineers.
(iii) Data-based Decision Support in Production Processes: To develop 
methods for efficient and effective data acquisition, harmonization, 
transformation, and storage of data, taking into account security 
aspects and provenance information, the work in this research 
topic builds heavily on methods, software frameworks, and analytics 
infrastructures developed in a joint undertaking with the KNOW-
Center. 
(iv) Visual Analytics in Production Processes To research visual-
interactive exploration methods for production-related data (time-
oriented, network-oriented data), tools for visual analysis of large 
amounts of data are beneficial to select appropriate data portions 
as input for learning and process analysis modules for visual 
prediction tools to be developed. To design and test visual-interactive 
approaches that make use of visual representations to incorporate 
expert knowledge directly into the analysis and prediction process, 

Area Leaders: Prof.in Stefanie Lindstaedt (TU Graz), Prof. Marc Streit 
(JKU), Prof. Tobias Schreck (TU Graz), Prof. Josef Küng (JKU)
Area Manager: DI Dr. Belgin Mutlu (since Oct 2018, Pro²Future), Prof. 
Dr. Stefan Thalmann (until Sep. 2018, consulting until Sep. 2019)

Goals
Timely / Optimal Decisions - Highly complex systems often go beyond 
human perception and control capabilities. The Pro²Future initiative 
aims at supporting the handling of such complex systems via the 
realization of cognitive, computational decision-making processes 
to obtain optimal solutions, especially in time sensitive situations 
that overstrain the human system operator. Specifically, Pro²Future 
develops innovative choice modelling to enable multi-criteria decision 
making.

Beyond State of the Art in Computational Data Analytics: The 
crucial step beyond the current state of the art in data analytics is 
the requirement for consistent analysis and interpretation of large 
scales of not only inhomogeneous data but as well data of sometimes 
questionable reliability and integrity, which impedes knowledge 
mining as well as distinction of outliers from novelty. Hence, Pro²Future 
develops innovative methods for analytic data analysis, ranging from 
visualization, over statistical measures to opportunistic heuristics.
Beyond State of the Art in Computational Decision Making: The 
creation of choice modelling considering the multitude of decision 
criteria (implied sensors, actuators, resources and implications of taken 
actions, etc.) while still maintaining traceability and transparency of 
taken actions, holds a level of complexity previously unknown in the 
field of industrial production control. It is the ambition of the Pro²Future 
initiative to break new floors in the fields of decision heuristics (e.g., 
collective choice, voting procedures) based on innovative decision-
making methods (Process Optimization, Prediction and Forecasting). 
To support human decision-making, Area 3 addresses the following 
two main objectives:

• �ombine data-driven approaches with configuration 
management methods and simulation environments in order to 
provide a reliable, trustworthy (data) basis for decision-making.

• Provide this objective basis for decision making to humans in such 
a way that it takes into account their cognitive capabilities (e.g., 
information filtering in stress situations) as well as the situation/
context in which the decision has to be made (e.g., within 
production process versus design process) in order to ensure 
timely and optimal decisions.
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anomalies, (iii) identifying factors with the biggest influence on the 
production quality and their causal relations on their applicability for 
predictive maintenance and decision making in production processes. 
For these methods we mostly used times series as input data which 
were uni- or multivariate.  On top of that, we developed visual 
analytics tools to monitor the production- and process data and to 
display and visually explore the AI results.  Together they defined the 
building blocks of intelligent decision support tools which support our 
company partner with maintenance tasks, monitoring the conditions 
of their machines and optimizing their production processes. The 
close cooperation with our scientific advisors from Graz University of 
Technology and JKU helped us to define research strategies and publish 
the results of the projects in peer-reviewed journals and conferences. 
To stay competitive within the age of AI and at the same time to benefit 
from its speed and accuracy, our future work will focus on evaluating 
the applicability of deep learning and reinforcement learning 
algorithms in condition monitoring and predictive maintenance as well 
as Bayesian networks in analysing the root-cause of critical events in 
complex industrial processes. Although AI methods are increasingly 
being used, they are often seen as black
boxes. For critical industrial applications with significant economic 
implications (e.g., predictive maintenance) this lack of transparency 
can be a key problem and may hinder that the AI methods are actively 
being used in real decision-making processes. To meet
this challenge, we will further provide methods for making AI 
explainable and understandable to human. A special focus will be on 
the explainability of the deep-learning methods and on how to meet 
the constraints required for a general application of such methods in 
industry.   

Positioning of the Area within the Centre
To realize cognitive products, the area utilizes concepts developed 
in the other areas and integrates them in the realization of cognitive 
product for realistic applications. A common goal of Area 1 and Area 
4.1 is the development of pervasive AI, edge analytics and sensing 
methods. An integration of cognitive products in a shopfloor can 
only be achieve by integrating with efforts and methods developed in 
Area 2. The methods and technologies developed in Area 3, will allow 
Area 4.1 to realize cognition across all planned research activities and 
provide requirements for the development of the underlying building 
blocks.  The cooperation with Area 4.2 allows us to establish and devise 
requirements for brown field integration and reasoning abilities within 
cognitive ensembles and combine developed technologies in the 
context of cognitive production systems.

we need to tightly integrate automatic prediction models based, e.g., 
on time series analysis or classification, with visual-interactive data 
representations.

Expected and Achieved Results
The four methodological pillars of Area 3 provide a solid base for 
implementing predictive maintenance and decision making in product 
design and production processes. It is expected that within the next 5 
years the number of sensory data available will continue to increase 
significantly. Thus, it is of crucial importance that companies already 
explore novel ways in benefitting from this data and the insights which 
can be gained through its analysis. For this, it is not only important 
to set up the technical infrastructure to handle the data. Equally 
important is experimentation with the data to identify opportunities 
for new or improved products and new services. In order to make 
these data-driven services usable and useful for a wider user group 
(beyond data scientists), it is essential that the developed tools take 
the cognitive strengths and weaknesses of humans into account. The 
goal is to find an effective division of labour between human and 
machine, which synergizes the strengths of both into a productive 
team. In addition, we as a society have to ensure that workers (e.g., in 
production) have proper possibilities to build “smart factory skills”–to 
handle data and draw conclusions from it. Therefore, approaches for 
training and competence building interwoven with working processes 
appear very important. 
Benefit for those applying the project results and the exploitation 
potential: The projects provide immediate benefit to our company 
partners. On the one hand, the prototypes can be directly explored 
and evaluated in the work context, thus providing valuable feedback 
both for the company as the researchers alike. Target users will be able 
to examine the impact from different perspectives. On the other hand, 
the prototypes can be developed further into specialized decision-
making tools for the industry and thus can be exploited directly.  
Area 3 contributes in two ways to the centre: (1) Development of a 
methods base and computational prototypes for providing a reliable 
and trustworthy (data/facts) basis on which decisions can be made; 
(2) Development of a methods base and computational prototypes 
for supporting the decision making process by taking into account 
(personal) cognitive factors of the human, situation/context factors 
of the decision making situation, and application domain specificities 
for embedding the decision-making process in the business processes.

The results we obtained have paved the way to define the preliminary 
methods for data analytics, and visual data analytics for our company 
partner. These methods have been developed further in the third 
year. To be appropriate, we have focused on testing and investigating 
different AI algorithms for (i) forecasting process quality, (ii) detecting 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :: Area 3 - Cognitive Decision Making
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Computational Decision Making: The creation of choice modelling 
considering the multitude of decision criteria (implied sensors, 
actuators, resources and implications of taken actions, etc.) while still 
maintaining traceability and transparency of taken actions, holds a level 
of complexity previously unknown in the field of industrial production 
control. It is the ambition of the Pro²Future initiative to break new 
floors in the fields of decision heuristics (e.g., collective choice, voting 
procedures) based on innovative decision-making methods (Process 
Optimization, Prediction and Forecasting).
 
To support human decision-making, Area 3 addresses the following 
two main objectives:
• Combine data-driven approaches with configuration management 
methods and simulation environments in order to provide a reliable, 
trustworthy (data) basis for decision-making.
• Provide this objective basis for decision making to humans in such 
a way that it takes into account their cognitive capabilities (e.g., 
information filtering in stress situations) as well as the situation/
context in which the decision has to be made (e.g., within production 
process versus design process) in order to ensure timely and optimal 
decisions.

Approach
Area 3 focusses on four methodological pillars for supporting decision 
making of human actors:
Planning, Scheduling and Supervision of Production Processes and 
Rescheduling. The latter can be interpreted as a re-configuration task 
due to dynamic requirements. Challenges include how to integrate 
anytime aspects into (re-)scheduling algorithms in order to allow 
trade-offs between schedule quality and runtime per-formance, 
and development of heuristics which allow the efficient retrieval 
of personalized schedules (i.e., schedules that take into account 
preferences in an optimized fashion) and how to learn them. We rely 
on model-based diagnosis to identify potentially minimal elements of 
a schedule that have to be adapted such that the new requirements 
are taken into account. Learning algorithms are applied for the 
derivation of heuristics based on a new language for the definition of 
search heuristics in the production context. A starting point to address 
supervision is model-based reasoning, which had been successfully 
applied to plan execution and diagnosis of automation systems.

Knowledge Management in Variability Management: The 
sophisticated challenges for knowledge management in industrial 
production of the future require further developments in the areas 
of configuration knowledge representation, model-based diagnosis 
and testing, cognitive aspects of (configuration) knowledge base 
development and maintenance, and recommender systems. 
Theories from cognitive psychology are analysed with regard to their 

Area Leaders: Prof.in Stefanie Lindstaedt (TU Graz) Prof. Marc Streit 
(JKU), Prof. Tobias Schreck (TU Graz)
Area Manager: DI Dr. Belgin Mutlu

Vision and Strategy 
In Area 3 “Cognitive Decision Making”, scientific and industrial 
partners focus on researching the aspect of computational decision 
making, starting with the creation of novel analysis techniques for 
large amounts of data, via the development of classification systems 
for industry, reaching up to the development of industrial systems 
that autonomously forecast undesirable system states and pre-
emptively take unobtrusive, corrective action on all granular system 
levels from single production actuator to ensembles or even control 
of complete shop floor entities. The goal-oriented research addresses: 
(i) Data Analytics Method Bases - general cognitive functions for 
base- and reality-mining, scientific, semantic visualization of data; (ii) 
Computational Data Analytics - providing cognition-based functions 
for the handling of data under uncertainty (learning); (iii) Decision 
Making Method Bases - models of cognitive functions for decision 
making including goal and plan representation, resource allocation 
and optimization of processes;  (iv) Computational Decision Making – 
transparent automatic multi-criteria, multi-resource decision making, 
choice modelling and heuristics.
Area 3 plays a crucial role in identifying transparent and efficient 
solutions within time, resource, and strategic limitations. It also handles 
the processing of both reliable and potentially unreliable data. These 
contributions serve as fundamental elements for any autonomous, 
cognitive production system, or end-user product that incorporates 
perception and self-awareness.

Goals
Timely / Optimal Decisions - Highly complex systems often go beyond 
human perception and control capabilities. The Pro²Future initiative 
aims at supporting the handling of such complex systems via the 
realization of cognitive, computational decision-making processes 
to obtain optimal solutions, especially in time sensitive situations 
that overstrain the human system operator. Specifically, Pro²Future 
develops innovative choice modelling to enable multi-criteria decision 
making.

Beyond State of the Art
Computational Data Analytics: The crucial step beyond the current 
state of the art in data analytics is the requirement for consistent 
analysis and interpretation of large scales of not only inhomogeneous 
data but as well data of sometimes questionable reliability and 
integrity, which impedes knowledge mining as well as distinction of 
outliers from novelty. Hence, Pro²Future develops innovative methods 
for data analysis, ranging from visualization, over statistical measures 
to opportunistic heuristics.
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training and competence building, seamlessly integrated with working 
processes, hold great significance.

Benefit for those applying the project results and the exploitation 
potential: 
The project results deliver immediate benefits to our company 
partners in two significant ways. Firstly, the prototypes can be directly 
explored and evaluated in their work context, providing valuable 
feedback to both the companies and researchers. Target users can 
assess the prototypes' impact from various perspectives, ensuring 
their relevance and effectiveness. Moreover, these prototypes can 
be further developed into specialized decision-making tools for the 
industry, enabling direct exploitation.

Area 3's contributions to the center can be summarized in two key 
aspects. Firstly, the development of a robust methodological base and 
computational prototypes establishes a reliable and trustworthy data 
foundation for making informed decisions. Next, our prototypes are 
characterised by the seamless integration of human cognitive factors, 
situational and contextual elements and domain-specific considerations 
to support the decision-making process. This integration ensures that 
the decision-making process becomes an integral part of business 
processes, resulting in more effective and better-informed decisions.

Our future work will focus on applying advanced data analytics 
approaches to further increase the impact of our project. We will 
explore innovative techniques such as Generative Adversarial Networks 
(GANs), Graph Neural Networks (GNNs), as well as self-supervised 
learning and federated learning, which will allow us to utilise huge 
amounts of data from different sources while ensuring data privacy 
and security.

In addition, we plan to deepen our research into causal discovery and 
seek to understand and establish causal relationships within the data. 
This will lead to a deeper understanding of the factors that influence 
production quality and predictive maintenance, and enable more 
proactive decision-making.

In addition, we intend to harness the power of large language models 
and natural language processing (NLP) to extract valuable insights from 
unstructured text data. This will enable us to process large amounts 
of textual information, leading to more comprehensive and holistic 
analysis.
By integrating these cutting-edge techniques into our prototypes and 
methods, we aim to take our research to a new level and deliver even 
greater value to our corporate partners. With a focus on data-driven 
decision making, privacy protection and the integration of advanced 
data analytics, we aim to drive innovation and enable data-centric 
excellence in manufacturing processes and beyond.

applicability in the context of configuration management, intelligent 
testing and debugging of knowledge bases. Different personalization 
and recommendation approaches have been compared regarding 
their capability of increasing the understandability of configuration 
knowledge for domain experts (e.g., product development, marketing 
sales) and knowledge engineers.

Data-based Decision Support in Production Processes: This research 
area focuses on developing approaches to optimise and streamline 
the process of acquiring, harmonising, transforming and storing data 
to ensure efficiency and effectiveness. It also considers the critical 
aspects of privacy and provenance information collection throughout 
the data lifecycle. 
 
Visual Analytics in Production Processes: This research focuses on 
exploring visual-interactive methods for analyzing production-related 
data, particularly those with time-oriented and network-oriented 
characteristics. Utilizing tools for visual analysis becomes crucial, 
especially when dealing with large datasets. These tools aid in selecting 
relevant data subsets to serve as inputs for learning and processing 
modules, essential for developing visual prediction tools.
To achieve this, the goal is to design and test visual-interactive 
approaches that leverage visual representations to directly incorporate 
expert knowledge into the analysis and prediction process. This 
integration involves automatic prediction models based on techniques 
like time series analysis or classification, seamlessly merging with 
visual-interactive data representations. The ultimate aim is to enhance 
the analysis and prediction capabilities, allowing for better-informed 
decision-making in production-related domains.

Expected and Achieved Results
The four methodological pillars of Area 3 form a robust foundation for 
implementing predictive maintenance and decision-making in product 
design and production processes. As the volume of sensory data is 
expected to significantly increase in the next five years, companies 
must proactively explore innovative ways to leverage this data and 
extract valuable insights through analysis.
This exploration entails not only establishing the necessary technical 
infrastructure to handle the data but also conducting experiments to 
uncover opportunities for new or improved products and services. The 
ultimate aim is to create data-driven services that cater to a broader 
user base, extending beyond data scientists. To achieve this, it is vital 
for the developed tools to consider human cognitive strengths and 
weaknesses.
The overarching goal is to strike an effective balance between human 
and machine capabilities, enabling a productive collaboration that 
capitalizes on each other's strengths. Furthermore, as a society, 
we must ensure that workers, particularly those in production, are 
equipped with "smart factory skills" – the ability to handle data and 
derive meaningful conclusions from it. Consequently, approaches to 
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Area 4.1 
Cognitive Products (FP1)

across their whole lifecycle. A central benefit of “cognition” that drives 
the work in the Area are the comprehensive optimization of cognitive 
products across their whole lifecycle from design, development, and 
validation, over production, use, service, to disposal and recycling. 
Thereby, the production and use of cognitive products are monitored 
by trustworthy embedded computers in order to (semi)automatically 
optimize the hardware and the software of the products to maximize user 
satisfaction, to maximize product quality, to minimize the production 
overheads, and to maximize the sustainability of the products. Previous 
research focusses on selected phases of the product lifecycle and existing 
solutions typically cannot be extended to span the whole lifecycle.

Objective 3: Dependable and low-cost sensing, networking, 
and software platforms for cognitive products. In order to bring 
“cognition” into products, the latter need to be equipped with highly 
dependable and low-cost sensing, networking, and software solutions 
to realize the integrated concepts from Areas 1, 2, and 3. As many 
application domains of cognitive products have safety-critical features 
and the production of cognitive products is typically also a safety-
critical process, the solutions for sensing, networking, and embedded 
software have to be highly dependable (i.e., reliable, available, safe, 
and secure) – otherwise we risk that cognitive products may fail and 
thereby hurt people or create economical losses. At the same time, the 
extra total cost of ownership resulting from the cognitive behaviour 
(e.g., additional hardware costs for sensing, networking, software; 
additional development costs) must be kept low to allow for successful 
business models. Offering dependability and low cost at the same time 
represents a profound research challenge, as especially the overheads 
for ensuring dependability result in significant costs. To this end, the 
Area will continue to research, among others, the co-design of unified 
dependable sensing, localization, and networking solutions all based 
on radio communication. Previous research typically focusses on 
individual wireless services and thus fails to exploit the potential of 
unified solutions.
Area 4.1 performs experimentally driven systems research to realize 
case studies of cognitive products in the application domains of our 
industry partners. The requirements derived from the case studies 
and the experience gained from experiments with the case studies 
drive the design of novel sensing, networking, and software platforms 
that bring cognition into products and enable their comprehensive 
optimization across their whole lifecycle. Specifically, three multi-firm 
projects (MFP) and one strategic project (SP) have been defined. MFP 
4.1.1 Comprehensive Optimization of the Cognitive Product Lifecycle 
investigates novel architectures and solutions for comprehensive 
optimization of cognitive (Area 4.1 objectives 1 and 2). MFP 4.1.2 
Development Processes and Tools for Cognitive Products investigates 

Area Leaders: Prof. Kay Römer (TU Graz), Ass.Prof.in Jasmin Grosinger 
(TU Graz)
Area Manager: Dr. Konrad Diwold (Pro²Future)

Goals
The overarching goal of this Area is to develop case studies for 
cognitive products. Here, “cognition” denotes a product’s ability to 
adapt its functionality across the entire product lifecycle in order to 
maximize customer satisfaction, product quality and sustainability, and 
to minimize production overheads. Cognification of new and existing 
products requires several factors, namely: sensing, networking, and 
software platforms. These building blocks should be both dependable 
(as many products and their production are safety-critical) and cost 
effective (as the added value of cognition must be balanced with 
added hardware and development costs) and will allow the design and 
realization of cognitive products. In order to ensure the applicability and 
benefit of future cognitive products and their underlying frameworks, 
the design and development lifecycles are realised in close cooperation 
with industrial partners. 
As previous research into cognitive products has mostly focused on 
selected application domains, there is a lack of generalized, domain-
agnostic solutions. Likewise, there is currently a lack of solutions that 
consider the entire cognitive product lifecycle. Finally, existing sensing, 
networking, and software platforms for cognitive products currently 
do not meet both dependability and low-cost requirements. Research 
in Area 4.1 will close this gap, by co-designing unified, dependable 
sensing, localization, and networking solutions, all of which will be 
based on radio communication.

 
Approach
The ultimate goal of Area 4.1 is to realize cognitive products for realistic 
applications by integrating concepts from Areas 1, 2, and 3 using 
novel sensing, networking, and software platforms. To achieve this 
overarching goal, the following objectives are addressed by the Area:
 Objective 1: Case studies of cognitive products. The industry partners 
in the area define case studies in their respective domains in order to 
derive requirements on cognitive products. A diverse set of application 
domains are considered in order to ensure that the solutions 
developed in this Area are generic and can support a wide range of 
applications. Prototypes of cognitive products for the selected case 
studies have been realized, experimented with, and iteratively refined. 
The underlying methodology can be characterized by experimentally 
driven systems research. Previous research typically focusses on 
domain-specific solutions that do not generalize to other domains.
Objective 2: Comprehensive optimization of cognitive products 
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4.1.2 Development Processes and Tools for Cognitive Products how 
functional safety, availability, and maintainability can be improved 
in industrial environments. During the project, a novel dynamic 
safety concept which allows the dependable cooperation of robots 
and machines in a production environment was developed and 
demonstrated at the Austrian Village at the European ICT 2018. In 
addition, several novel failsafe methods have been developed and 
demonstrated, such as two new soft-error mitigation strategies. The 
MFP also demonstrated how low-cost IoT hardware can be used to 
extend existing automation devices with cognitive features (such 
as awareness), which allows the implementation of novel cognitive 
services and features.  
Together with our company partner Siemens AG Austria, AVL List 
GmbH and HMI Masters GmbH we investigated in MFP 4.1.3 Unified 
Dependable Wireless Services for Cognitive Products dependable 
communication strategies for cognitive products and production 
systems. As a result, methods for the simulation-based optimization 
of in-car communication systems were developed, which utilize ray 
tracing in combination with link budget calculations to derive an optimal 
setup (antenna type and position) given a specific target environment. 
In addition, a recommender system was developed to identify optimal 
communication protocols to realize a particular use case. The project 
also demonstrated a concept for BLE-based monitoring, which requires 
minimal engineering effort and developed   tools for the management 
of communication in dynamic environments, by assessing current 
available link qualities (across multiple radios) and adjusting the used 
communication channels and payloads accordingly to achieve robust 
and dependable communication.

 
Positioning of the Area within the Centre
Area 4.1 is one of the two application-oriented areas and thus forms 
a central integration point in the Centre. The Area integrates concepts 
from Areas 1-3 and applies them to the realization of cognitive products 
for real-world applications. Industry partners will provide these case 
studies. By carefully analysing and conforming to the requirements of 
these case studies and of the concepts from Areas 1-3, the sensing, 
networking, and software platforms will be tailor-made to enable in-
product cognition appropriate to the case studies. At the same time, 
the multifaceted character of the case studies ensures that generalized 
solutions will be devised that suit a wide spectrum of cognitive 
products across their entire product lifecycle. The role of products in 
their production environment (which is the topic of Area 4.2) is also 
highly relevant and thus forms a cross-Area link.

software development processes and tools for cognitive products 
(Area 4.1 objectives 1 and 3). MFP 4.1.3 Internet of Cognitive Products 
and Production Systems focuses on (inter)networking cognitive 
products and production environments (Area 4.1 objective 1 and 
3). StratP 4.1.4 Unified Dependable Wireless Services for Cognitive 
Products investigates co-design sensing, networking, and localization 
approaches all based on radio communication in order to maximize 
dependability of these wireless services while at the same time 
minimizing their cost.

Expected and Achieved Results
The area aims for prototypes of cognitive products for realistic 
applications realized on top of low-cost and highly dependable sensing, 
networking, and software platforms, integrating concepts from 
Areas 1-3. Specific technical results include a trustworthy platforms 
for sensor data acquisition from cognitive products; an engine for 
mining sensor data from cognitive products; decision support tools 
for the human product designer; software development processes 
and tools for cognitive products; architectures and protocols for an 
interoperable and highly-dynamic Internet of products and machines; 
tools for automatically placing software functions in the Internet of 
products and machines; and a unified set of dependable wireless 
services (sensing, networking, localization). 
A key benefit is that the developed platforms for cognitive products 
will have a dependable performance even in harsh industrial 
environments and can thus be employed even for safety-critical 
products and their production. In addition, the performance of the 
resulting cognitive products will have to be predictable before actually 
deploying them. These are crucial prerequisites for realizing cognitive 
products in critical applications where failures may have disastrous 
consequences. A further key benefit is that the platforms will be cost-
efficient solutions, such that employing the results of Area 4.1 will 
have a limited impact on the price tag of cognitive products. This is 
a crucial prerequisite for many business models involving cognitive 
products.
Area 4.1 has been substantiating the three MFPs that are associated 
with Cognitive Products and their life-cycle and have been pursuing 
basic research on enabling technologies for industrial integration 
scenarios on all levels of the networking stack as part of the strategic 
project. In the context of MFP 4.1.1 Comprehensive Optimization 
of the Cognitive Product Lifecycle a framework for the semantic 
modelling of production development process was developed which 
enables reasoning with our Company Partners AVL List GmbH. In 
addition, methods to interface semantic web technology with machine 
learning were developed to enable a semantically driven life cycle 
optimization with machine learning classification capabilities.  Together 
with our company partner Siemens AG Austria we investigated in MFP 
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Cognitive Products (FP2)

the design of cognitive products. Likewise, there is a lack of solutions 
that consider the whole cognitive product lifecycle. To realize such 
products, dependable technological building blocks are required. 
Existing sensing, networking, and software platforms do not meet 
dependability and low-cost requirements at the same time as they 
are often conflicting with each other. Research in Area 4.1 will close 
this gap, by co-designing unified dependable sensing, localization, and 
networking solutions.

Approach
The ultimate goals of Area 4.1 are to realize cognitive products for 
realistic applications by integrating concepts from Areas 1, 2, and 3 
using novel sensing, networking, and software platforms and also 
connect to Area 4.2 by sharing and applying the insights and tools to 
production systems. To achieve this overarching goal, the following 
objectives will be addressed by the Area:
 
Objective 1: Case studies of cognitive products. The industry partners 
in the area define case studies in their respective domains to derive 
requirements for cognitive products. Previous research typically 
focuses on domain-specific solutions that do not generalize to other 
domains. A diverse set of application domains are considered to 
ensure that the solutions developed in this Area are generic and can 
support a wide range of applications. Prototypes of cognitive products 
for the selected case studies will be realized, experimented with, and 
iteratively refined. The underlying methodology can be characterized 
by experimentally driven systems research.

Objective 2: Consideration of lifecycle aspects in the design and 
operation of cognitive products. Previous research focuses on 
selected phases of the product lifecycle and existing solutions typically 
cannot be extended to span the whole lifecycle. A central benefit of 
“cognition” that drives the work in the Area will be the comprehensive 
optimization of cognitive products across their whole lifecycle from 
design, development, and validation, through production, use, and 
service, to disposal and recycling. Thereby, the production and use 
of cognitive products will be monitored by trustworthy embedded 
computers to (semi)automatically optimize the hardware and the 
software of the products to maximize user satisfaction, maximize 
product quality, minimize production overheads, and maximize the 
sustainability of the products. 

Area Leaders: Prof. Kay Römer (TU Graz), Ass.Prof.in Jasmin Grosinger 
(TU Graz)
Area Manager: DI Dr. Michael Krisper (Pro²Future), formerly Dr. 
Konrad Diwold (Pro²Future)

Vision and Strategy 
The focus of Area 4.1 lies in the development of adaptive, trustworthy, 
and reliable products. Adaptive and self-organizing products manage 
their processes without the need for interaction with centralized 
control units and react to disturbances that would limit their operability 
in a corrective manner. Trustworthy and reliable products assure safety 
for humans and the environment and communicate actively with other 
products and production lines to increase productivity by decreasing 
overheads.

Goals
The overarching goal of the area is to do research on and realization of 
case studies for cognitive products. Specifically, we address cognition 
in the form of comprehensive optimization of cognitive products across 
their entire lifecycle and ecosystems. Bringing cognition into products 
requires dependable design and operation of all components and their 
communication with each other: sensing, networking, computing, and 
reacting (including all software and hardware aspects of the different 
platforms). The result manifests itself in concrete prototypes that 
are integrated within industrial environments from the physical layer 
(e.g., smart antennas) to the semantic layer (i.e., enabling systems 
to interoperate vertically). On the one hand, we create applicable 
prototypes that serve as feasibility studies within the projects, and on 
the other hand, we strive for generalized abstractions of the insights, 
ideas, and methods that can be published or patented.

Beyond State of the Art
Cognitive products: With their ability to self-adapt, interact, and 
integrate, cognitive products represent a significant step beyond 
the current state of the art, as they will be able to perceive external 
information (e.g., via sensing capabilities), process information, 
contextualize it, interpret and reason, learn and adapt models, 
derive actions, plan the future,  and communicate and interact with 
other systems and system entities. As previous research in cognitive 
products mostly focused on selected application domains, there is a 
lack of generalized, domain-agnostic solutions, tools, and processes for 
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and Tools for Cognitive Products investigates software development 
processes and tools for cognitive products (Area 4.1 objectives 1 and 
3). MFP 4.1.3 Internet of Cognitive Products and Production Systems 
focuses on (inter)networking cognitive products and production 
environments (Area 4.1 objectives 1 and 3). StratP 4.1.4 Unified 
Dependable Wireless Services for Cognitive Products investigates the 
co-design of sensing, networking, and localization approaches based 
on radio communication to maximize the dependability of these 
wireless services while at the same time minimizing their cost (Area 
4.1 objectives 2 and 3).
A key benefit of our research is that the developed platforms for 
cognitive products will have a dependable performance even in harsh 
industrial environments and can thus be employed even for safety-
critical products and their production. In addition, the performance of 
the resulting cognitive products will be predictable before deploying 
them. These are crucial prerequisites for realizing cognitive products in 
critical applications where failures may have disastrous consequences. 
A further key benefit is that the platforms will be cost-efficient solutions, 
such that employing the results of Area 4.1 will have a limited impact 
on the price tag of cognitive products. This is a crucial prerequisite for 
many business models involving cognitive products.

Expected and Achieved Results
The area aims for prototypes of cognitive products for realistic 
applications (Area 4.1 objective 1) realized on top of low-cost and highly 
dependable sensing, networking, and software platforms, integrating 
concepts from Areas 1-3 and also porting it to Area 4.2 wherever it 
can bring a benefit. The points of common interest with other areas 
are: concepts for dependable sensing (Area 1), methods enabling 
shop-floor integration of the developed cognitive products (Area 2), 
and data analytics methods which enable optimization and reasoning 
within cognitive products (Area 3). Furthermore, the communication 
technologies, data exchange platforms, and methods for retrofitting 
and integration can be reused in Area 4.2 to implement use cases 
there. Specific expected technical results include a trustworthy 
platform for sensor data acquisition from cognitive products; an engine 
for mining sensor data from cognitive products; decision support tools 
for the human product designer; software development processes 
and tools for cognitive products; architectures and protocols for an 
interoperable and highly-dynamic Internet of products and machines; 
tools for automatically placing software functions in the Internet 
of products and machines; and a unified set of dependable wireless 
services (sensing, networking, localization).

Objective 3: Dependable and low-cost sensing, networking, and 
software platforms for cognitive products. To bring “cognition” into 
products, the latter need to be equipped with highly dependable 
and low-cost sensing, networking, and software solutions to realize 
the integrated concepts from Areas 1, 2, and 3. As many application 
domains of cognitive products have safety-critical features and the 
production of cognitive products is typically also a safety-critical 
process, the solutions for sensing, networking, and embedded 
software have to be highly dependable (i.e., reliable, available, safe, 
and secure) – otherwise, we risk that cognitive products may fail and 
thereby hurt people or create economical losses. At the same time, 
the extra total cost of ownership resulting from the cognitive behavior 
(e.g., additional hardware costs for sensing, networking, software; 
additional development costs) must be kept low to allow for successful 
business models. Offering dependability and low cost at the same time 
represents a profound research challenge. Especially, the overheads 
for ensuring dependability result in significant costs. Previous research 
into radio communication typically focuses on individual wireless 
services and thus fails to exploit the potential of unified solutions. For 
this objective, the Area will research, among others, the co-design of 
unified dependable sensing, localization, and networking solutions all 
based on radio communication. 

Area 4.1 conducts experimentally driven systems research to realize 
case studies of cognitive products in the application domains of our 
industry partners. Within the second funding period, Area 4.1 worked 
on three MFPs associated with cognitive products and their lifecycle, 
as well as several nonCOMET projects addressing specific aspects of 
industrial research (e.g. drones, recycling, digital twins in construction 
and buildings). Work was carried out with our industry partners AVL 
List GmbH, Siemens AG Austria, NXP Semiconductors Austria GmbH 
& Co KG, Infineon Technologies AG, and Elektrobit Automotive GmbH 
within COMET projects, as well as our project partners in nonCOMET 
projects (Austrian Power Grid AG, Siemens Energy AG, buildingSMART 
Austria, D-ARIA GmbH, Roto Frank Austria GmbH). Additionally, basic 
research on enabling technologies for industrial integration scenarios 
on all levels of the networking stack was pursued within the Area’s 
strategic project. 
The previously mentioned three multi-firm projects (MFP) and one 
strategic project (SP) are: MFP 4.1.1 Comprehensive Optimization of 
the Cognitive Product Lifecycle investigates novel architectures and 
solutions for the comprehensive optimization of cognitive products 
(Area 4.1 objectives 1 and 2). MFP 4.1.2 Development Processes 
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Approach
Area 4.2 investigates principles based modelling for analysis, system 
design and automatic control, like non-linear model predictive control 
technology including big data analysis driven optimisation of the overall 
plant dynamics, specific in-line process monitoring technology, as well 
as human-machine interaction with 3D motion tracking technology. 
The work program for batch production is the setup of a Smart Factory 
at Graz University of Technology and for continuous production is set 
up on Living Lab at Johannes Kepler University Linz. These will be the 
places, where defined topics of research and tests of all the new ideas 
mentioned before will be executed and evaluated. The pilot factories 
at Graz University of Technology and Johannes Kepler University in Linz 
will show the production of the future using emerging technologies, 
e.g. automatic guided vehicles (AGVs), 5G and cloud computing. 
The management of complex situations (non-steady state cases) 
like change of operating points, (ad hoc) set-up and tracking of new 
trajectories, monitoring is a natural task of the cloud. The required 
mathematical models and tools, the algorithms and software systems 
will become available for the user, where the use of open software is 
preferred, such that monitoring, big data analysis, selective diagnosis 
etc., become possible beyond the current industrial standard. Cloud fog 
models of production processes lead to new business models because 
they break the current spatial connection between machines and 
control devices. Particular for control in the broader sense of guidance, 
on line optimisation, adaption etc. one will be to check proposed new 
models with respect to economic feasibility, but also to reliability, data 
security, and others.

Expected and Achieved Results
• Novel detection methods for human factors (vital state, skill, 

stress, peripheral interrupts) to reduce the workload and decrease 
the risk of incorrect operation. 

• Novel concept for experimental and computational modelling of 
cognitive self-optimisation polymer extrusion and compounding 
production for increased production productivity and product 
quality. 

• Novel meta-heuristic mathematical models of real time production 
including big data. 

Area Leaders: Prof. Kurt Schlacher (JKU), Prof. Franz Haas (TU Graz), 
Prof. Rudolf Pichler (TU Graz)
Area Manager: Dr. Markus Brillinger (Pro²Future), Mag. Bernhard 
Löw-Baselli (JKU)
 
Goals
Cognitive production systems represent a significant step beyond 
current state of the art due to their ability to self-adapt, interact 
and integrate with human-like flexibility, reliability, autonomy and 
robustness. Cognitive production systems will be able to reason from 
collected data; perceive, process, and interpret information to generate 
responses, actions and reactions, learn new models and self-adapt 
the existing ones; communicate and interact with other systems and 
humans, and be able to plan. In addition to this, the systems should 
behave adaptive to different production scenarios. 
One import goal is for example to handle non steady state cases 
including the ramp up phase, which becomes dominant, whenever 
more diversified and fast changing product portfolios are required. One 
has to preserve tight quality tolerances, increased energy efficiency, as 
well as reduced waste and environmental impact under volatile energy 
and raw material prices. 
A tight cooperation between the involved engineering sciences is 
necessary to succeed. A precise mathematical description of the 
processes allows already today monitoring beyond simple data 
processing. It is the indispensable tool toward awareness, process 
and product intelligence. This description must be extended such that 
the models become applicable to the problems caused by the new 
technologies. Basic algorithms like for control, monitoring etc. must 
be revised or replaced by new ones, such that distributed sensor and 
actuator fields can be handled, whereat the communication efforts 
are minimized, data security is granted and the current high level for 
services remains. This includes non-linear model predictive control, 
as well as smart data predictive control. All investigations must be 
performed with a strong view to application scenarios like the factory 
in the factory, as well as to the introduction of methods new for the 
application under consideration, like big data analysis, see Area 3. 
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Positioning of the Area within the Centre
The Area 4.2 “Cognitive Production Systems” deals with the central 
question of upgrading production systems, design of structures for 
information processing in terms of cognitive skills, as well as the 
deduction of new business models enabled by the approach of 
cognitive factories. Area 4.2 will strongly interact with the other areas 
and should finally demonstrate the performance potential of next 
generation production systems by means of (i) real pilot living labs, 
especially for continuous operating production processes like polymer 
extrusion and compounding as well as (ii) a real “smart factory” for 
batch production. 

In contrast to the other areas the research core of Area 4.2 lies on 
the one hand in engineering science (the research results of Area 4.2 
itself) and on the other hand in the symbiosis of computer science/
mathematics (the research results of the other areas) with engineering 
science. 

Engineering sciences of Area 4.2 are: (i) automatic control, which covers 
principles and methods to analyse and design software systems for 
complex network controlled feedback systems, including, monitoring, 
optimisation etc. (ii) polymer processing technologies which cover 
computational and experimental engineering activities concerned with 
operations carried out on polymeric materials or systems to increase 
their utility, the efficiency in production and to save resources as well 
as (iii) flexible automation and robotics,  AGV, cloud computing and 
5G - technologies and an open communication/interaction standard of 
all the participating specific machinery for realizing the framework for 
a highly flexible batch-size-one production.

• Novel smart data and first principles based predictive control 
technologies.

• Enhanced on-line molecular mass control, in-line bulk material 
feeding and ramp up of working point.

• Implementation of a modular, opportunistic assistance recognition 
architecture making use of dedicated sensors. 

• Smart batch production by modularization, simulation and 
virtualization.

In Area 4.2 two multi-firm projects (MFPs) were executed during 
funding period 1 until year 3 which started both in year one. 
Cognitive Polymer Extrusion and Compounding CoExCo (MFP 4.2.1) 
has started as multi-firm project with the Company Partners AZO, 
Leistritz, and Poloplast but in difference to the proposal with Unicor 
(which has undertaken tasks of their company holding GAW) and 
Soplar instead of Tiger (which has retired before signing the contract). 
The project Adaptive Smart Production ASP (MFP 4.2.2) includes only 
a use case with AVL, because SFL technologies GmbH has also retired 
before signing the contract due to insolvency. 

In the first year of the two projects, we were setting up network 
connections to our partners, as well as gathering and evaluating data. 
During the second year, we continued with data mining, deduced 
data-based models, and cognitive production systems for continuous 
(MFP 4.2.1) and discrete (MFP 4.2.2) flow of material. In the third 
year, we implemented the deduced data-driven models into both pilot 
factories, Linz and Graz. During the ongoing fourth year, we are testing, 
evaluating and refining these models. 
On an employee level, in Area 4.2 currently 7 researchers are 
employed, named Markus Brillinger, Raffael Rathner, Muaaz Abdul 
Hadi, Maximilian Zacher, Marcel Wuwer, Hanny Albrecht and Johannes 
Diwold. 

To sum up, we can conclude Area 4.2 achieved a good start. Due to 
some personnel changes up to highest level at JKU-ipec MFP 4.2.1 
has had mayor disruptions at the end of 2018, but new highly skilled 
employees were found. However, one workpackage in project CoExCo 
with company Poloplast were under reconfiguration. Nevertheless, the 
positive feedback of the ongoing results of all other Company Partners 
contributing in Area 4.2 allows us to look favourably into the future.
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Area 4.2 
Cognitive Production Systems (FP2)

This structure is mainly an outcome of current available technology. 
However, technological advances, in available computational power 
at automation device level as well as in communication technology 
(such as 5G based wireless networks), foster new production system 
structures, which offer greater degrees of freedom. The functional 
boundaries of the system blur, as the environment itself, including 
machines, sensors, actuator, (embedded) controllers, etc. form a 
computing environment (known as edge or fog), which is connected to 
the cloud via fast and reliable (wireless) networks. Considering modern 
continuous production processes, the utilization of data for control, 
as well as detecting faults and failures are state of the art for the 
stationary case. The cloud offers the capacity to add cognitive features 
like self-awareness and self-prediction to the system.
In addition to the stabilization of optimal points of operation in 
continuous production, condition monitoring and fault diagnosis, the 
systems should behave adaptively in different production scenarios. 
One import topic is to handle non steady state cases including the 
ramp-up phase, which becomes dominant, whenever more diversified 
and fast changing product portfolios are required. One has to preserve 
tight quality tolerances, increased energy efficiency, as well as reduced 
waste and environmental impact under volatile energy and raw 
material prices. A further goal is the reconstruction of the traditional 
multi-layer model to enable a mapping of an existing approach a fog 
cloud model. One observes opposing trends: security, determinism, 
and granularity increase by moving tasks to the fog, while flexibility, 
adaptivity and cognitivity increase by moving tasks to the cloud.

Cognitive production systems represent a significant step beyond 
the current state of the art due to their ability to self-adapt, interact, 
and integrate, with human-like flexibility, reliability, autonomy and 
robustness. Cognitive systems will be able to reason from collected 
data; perceive, process, and interpret information to generate 
responses, actions and reactions, learn new models and self-adapt 
the existing ones; communicate and interact with other systems and 
humans, and be able to plan for the future.

Approach
The methodology for creating an economic design of a future-oriented 
batch production (ideally batch size one production) will be to follow 
a modular concept of standard and new technology units that can 
be connected to the production demands of the current product in 
a very easy way (plug and produce). Within this modular and flexible 
arrangement of manufacturing hardware, there must be an inner 

Area Leaders: Prof. Kurt Schlacher (JKU), Prof. Franz Haas (TU Graz), 
Prof. Rudolf Pichler (TU Graz)
Area Manager: Dr. Markus Brillinger (Pro²Future), Mag. Bernhard 
Löw-Baselli (JKU), former Deputy Dr. Wolfgang Roland (JKU)

Vision and Strategy 
A separate yet related subject matter is investigated in Area 4.2, 
focusing on: (i) Cognitive factories and factory floors - by processing data 
generated by their individual subsystems and components, cognitive 
factories react under real-time constraints to situations occurring in 
industrial systems, both properly as defined in the production flow 
and unexpectedly and potentially impeding to productivity; (ii) Holistic 
production systems - design and development of entire industrial shop 
floors starting at each individual component and their interactions to 
subsystems. In this manner, decentralized systems can be conceived 
that can enact arbitrarily complex changes to the production chain. 
(iii) Self-organizing production systems - in effect entire industrial 
installations that communicate and cooperate to optimize productivity. 
Each of the components of such an installation generates shares and 
processes information in order to pre-emptively detect unexpected 
system states and take preventive measures.

Goals
The goals of Area 4.2 are to enable and enhance flexibility and efficiency 
in continuous as well as batch production systems, by developing 
industrial systems which allow for novel control schemes, including 
smart data predictive control, first principles-based model predictive 
control, activity and behaviour detection, and human assistance. 
Furthermore, the feasibility of new flexible and efficient production 
paradigms, such as cobot-assisted manual assembling processes, is 
illustrated, and demonstrated under production conditions, by means 
of a Living Lab for continuous production and a Smart Factory for batch 
production. 

Beyond State of the Art
Cognitive Production Systems: A classical production environment 
can be seen as a double-linked list, where the physical part of the 
environment (i.e., the machines) is connected to an information 
processing system. Interfacing between those elements is achieved 
via sets of sensors and actuators. The information processing 
system is connected by standard technology to an intranet, which is 
connected to the Internet, but protected by several security layers. 
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tools, the algorithms and software systems will become available 
for the user, where the use of open software is preferred, such that 
monitoring, big data analysis, selective diagnosis etc., become possible 
beyond the current industrial standard. Cloud fog models of production 
processes lead to new business models because they break the current 
spatial connection between machines and control devices. Particular 
for control in the broader sense of guidance, online optimization, 
adaption, etc. one will be to check proposed new models with respect 
to economic feasibility, but also to reliability, data security, and others.

All partners involved in Area 4.2 projects are contributing to the 
Living Lab for continuous production or the Smart Factory for batch 
production. This allows comparing ideas and proposals by experiments 
based on real data instead of simulations, such that new measures for 
effectiveness, reliability, etc. are gained. All these benefits together 
with a better understanding of modern process industries will not 
only have an impact on the industrial partners but also on the 
teaching in academic institutions. In addition, approved applications 
of integrated machinery are an important contribution to future 
production paradigm amongst industry 4.0. The use for the project 
partners lie in the generated know how of plant and machinery layout 
and the upgrade options, e.g. to outfit extrusion and compounding 
systems with cognitive skills. In the aforementioned case, this will be 
demonstrated by the above-mentioned three examples (enhanced 
online molecular mass control, in-line bulk material feeding and ramp 
up of complete co-extrusion lines).

Expected and Achieved Results
The achieved results in Area 4.2 are novel detection methods for 
human factors (vital state, skill, stress, peripheral interrupts) to reduce 
the workload and decrease the risk of incorrect operation as well as 
modularization, simulation and virtualization in smart batch production 
within the project Adaptive Smart Production.

In continuous production within the project Cognitive Polymer 
Extrusion and Compounding novel concepts for experimental and 
computational modelling of cognitive self-optimization polymer 
extrusion and compounding production for increased production 
productivity and product quality were developed. Novel mathematical 
meta-heuristic models of real time production including big data as 
well as novel smart data and first principles based predictive control 
technologies were implemented. The results were enhanced online 
molecular mass control, in-line bulk material feeding and ramp up of 
working point.

flexibility of the modules that will be obtained by means of intelligent 
automation.
Furthermore, Area 4.2 investigates principles-based modelling for 
analysis, system design and automatic control. This includes non-
linear model predictive control technology and big data analysis driven 
optimization of the overall plant dynamics (specifically in-line process 
monitoring technology), as well as human-machine interaction with 3D 
motion tracking technology. The work program for batch production 
is the setup of a smart factory. This will be the test bed for defined 
topics of research and the new ideas mentioned earlier. This smart 
factory, a pilot plant at Graz University of Technology, will showcase 
the production of the future and should not be designed under the 
preconditions of using existing machine architecture and logistic 
devices. The field of “Cognitive Energy Management for Industrial 
Production” is planned to be realized in form of a fog cloud model.

Measures for technology transfer and industrial implementation of 
results: Technology transfer is quantified by publications in proceedings 
of peer reviewed conferences, by publications in peer-reviewed 
journals and by patents. The pilot plants of this area are a particularity, 
as they additionally allow to evaluate possible implementations at the 
plants of the industrial partners at laboratory size. Concrete goals, e.g., 
for the Living Lab for continuous production are the demonstration 
of a) an enhanced online molecular mass control, b) an enhanced 
inline bulk material feeding for a very wide dosing range and c) the 
enhanced ramp up of working point of a complete polymer extrusion 
line. A tight cooperation between the involved engineering sciences 
is necessary to succeed. A precise mathematical description of the 
processes already allows monitoring beyond simple data processing 
today and constitutes an indispensable tool toward awareness, 
process, and product intelligence. This description must be extended 
so that the models become applicable to the problems caused by the 
new technologies. Basic algorithms for control, monitoring, etc. must 
be revised, updated or replaced with new ones, such that distributed 
sensor and actuator fields can be handled, whereat the communication 
efforts are minimized, data security is granted and the current high 
level for services remains. This includes non-linear model predictive 
control, as well as smart data predictive control. All investigations 
must be performed with a strong view to application scenarios like the 
factory in the factory, as well as to the introduction of new methods, 
e.g. big data analysis.

The management of complex situations like change of operating 
points, (ad hoc) setup and tracking of new trajectories, monitoring 
is a natural task of the cloud. The required mathematical models and 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 
Area X - CRP
Common Research Programme (CRP) 
on Cognitive Industrial Systems

ity production processes, and (iii) entangling product life cycles and 
product use patterns with processes and workflows in adaptive and 
interoperable manufacturing systems based on semantic and interop-
erable data flows and predictive analytics distributed on edge and 
cloud-based systems. Industry 4.0 research at CDP in conjunction with 
the Cognitive Products and Production Systems research at Pro²Future 
paved the way towards a confluence of Industry 4.0 Systems and Cog-
nitive Systems, suggesting headlining the Common Research Program 
(CRP) as Cognitive Industrial Systems.

The Common Research Programme has allowed to aggregate com-
plementary approaches of Pro²Future and CDP into a joint, synerget-
ic research initiative, extending the outreach for both centres, and 
stimulating research supporting Austria’s manufacturing industry. For 
this purpose, three demonstrator projects have been developed, with 
prototypical realisations, demonstrating the potential and functional-
ities in the fields of (i) assistive man-machine collaboration (equipping 
machines with collaborative, cognitive capabilities to provide optimal 
worker support, as well as providing work tools and instruments with 
cognitive features to assist complex work processes with assistive 
guidance), (ii) adaptive control and dynamic adaption of networked 
production (enabling edge and cloud based intelligent cyber physical 
systems) as well as (iii) integrated data analytics (to allow for autono-
mous, sensor based data collection, mining and knowledge extraction, 
prediction and forecasting, planning, optimisation, autonomous deci-
sion-making and real-time control and steering).

The Demonstrator Projects (DPs) are intended to demonstrate the 
potentials of online, real-time, interoperable, semantically structured 
data and meta-data exchange among products, workflow systems 
and physical manufacturing systems, so as to show-case adaptivity 
of product features and abilities, tools and work instruments, robotic 
equipment, manufacturing machinery, shop floors, from a continuous 
feedback-loop among products and production systems. It is consid-
ered ultimately important to exemplify projects that not only show 
how future and emerging industrial technologies impact the design, 
creation, use and life cycle of products on their own, and how these 
advances will excel how industry plans and sets-up production equip-
ment and manufacturing lines on their own. CRP aims to clearly pose 
a case demonstrating next generation products and production sys-

Pro²Future has been collaborating with its sister COMET K1 Centre 
“Center for Digital Production” (CDP). This common research activ-
ities have been established in a more formal manner as a Common 
Research Programme (CRP). The CRP provides the frame for multiple 
demonstrator project(s) between Pro²Future and CDP. These demon-
strator projects – for the period of the first two years – have to amount 
to a minimum volume of 2.4 Mio. EUR from each centre.

Pro2Future’s main research and R&D emphasis is on cognitive prod-
ucts and production systems, and the CDP COMET K1 Centre is work-
ing on challenges posed by the fourth industrial revolution (Industry 
4.0), requiring manufacturing companies to support a seamless inte-
gration of all process steps including automation, control and docu-
mentation. CDP covers process steps ranging from acquisition to deliv-
ery: (i) the virtualisation of product and production systems to allow 
for a comprehensive product specification and a reliable process plan-
ning, (ii) the development of design automation to not only accelerate 
the design process but also the work planning, (iii) protocols for ma-
chine-to-machine communication to support the implementation of 
flexible and reconfigurable automation systems, (iv) digital platforms 
and networks for production to allow for the dynamic formation of 
virtual smart factories enabling low tier manufacturers to provide a 
combined and therefore value-added service, and (v) the ergonom-
ic, legal and socioeconomic impacts of digital production. Their main 
R&D emphasis is on systems for digital production.

The Common Research Programme (CRP) on Cognitive Industrial 
Systems was developed in a structured solicitation process, including 
industrial partner of both consortia and moderated by the „Plattform 
Industrie 4.0 - Österreich“ (https://plattformindustrie40.at/). In this 
process, significant technological and industry relevant problems were 
identified that will foreseeably challenge Austria’s industry in near 
future and problem categories were shaped in line with the solution 
competencies coming from both consortia. The priorities that were 
deduced from topical industrial needs, aim at fostering innovation and 
competitiveness of Austria’s Industrial Sector in international markets. 
In short, research priorities have been set towards (i) the embedding 
of cognitive abilities into products of the future, (ii) the autonomous 
adaptation of modular production systems and supply chains en-
abling manufacturing aiming at highly adaptive, and improved qual-
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The CRP is implemented in a two-phase approach. Phase 1 (project 
years 1 and 2) will bring (according to the assessment of industrial 
partners very challenging, and very concrete) the demonstrator proj-
ects (DPs) DP 1 - Cognitive Products, DP 2 - Adaptive Production Sys-
tems, and DP 3 - Data Analytics for Industrial Process Improvement 
to a level of convincing “proof-of-concept” systems. In Phase 2 (project 
years 3 and 4) they will be raised to fully functional, self-contained, 
highly elaborated, convincing demonstrators. 

To approach the identified challenges, the consortia decided on three 
representative demonstrator projects that overlap in the data gener-
ated and exchanged for enabling the proposed functionalities as indi-
vidual projects as well as an overall functioning single demonstrator, 
fusing the developments into an overall vision of future production 
systems. 

DP1 - Cognitive Products addresses the aspects of realizing physical in-
stances of direct, man-machine collaboration realising human-centred 
assistance systems.

tems. We shall demonstrate by example how cognitive product use 
impacts the next generation of tool designs by collecting, analysing and 
mining product use data , how tool-use intertwines with manufactur-
ing processes that build on human-machine collaboration and enable 
higher levels of adaptation in production. 

The Common Research Programme aims at exploring the potentials in 
the fields of (i) physical cognitive products in the realm of an intimate 
man-machine interaction which interact and correspond to workers 
and other cognitive systems in the direct environment, (ii) adaptive 
machine-to-machine production systems for optimized, synergetic or-
ganization of automatable tasks as well as (iii) advancing required ap-
proaches for data analysis which are capable of specifically contributing 
to improving production processes. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :: Area X - Common Research Programme on Cognitive Industrial Systems

Entanglement and Overlap of the Demonstrator Projects (DPs) contributing to 
the Common Research Program (CRP)

DP2 - Adaptive Productions Systems aims at demonstrating solutions 
for self-adapting production systems and focusses on collaborative ro-
botics, distributed scheduling of adaptive shop floors as well as feed-
back of production data into the design process.

DP3 - Data Analytics for Industrial Process Improvement will cover the 
fields of integration of processes, data analytics, and simulations and 
will build a toolset (set of algorithms, analytic machinery and visuali-
sations) for industrial process improvements based on data analytics, 
to be evaluated by specific use cases in the Smart Factories in Austria.
These three demonstrator projects overlap in the data generated and 
exchanged for enabling the proposed functionalities as individual proj-
ects as well as an overall functioning single demonstrator, fusing the 
developments into an overall vision of future production systems.
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sensor, actuators and reasoning systems (e.g. machine learning) into 
tangible objects operating in the real world, in our case, particular in 
production environments. 
The selection of production tools as instances of Cognitive Products 
(i.e. PowerTools) was driven by (i) their direct applicability to existing 
R&D environments in the industrial consortium, and (ii) due to their 
potential to bring a competitive advantage for industrial players: Cog-
nitive Products provide key benefits, such as (i) learning from past ex-
perience to avoid repetition of errors and continuously improve quality 
and cost, (ii) production task awareness to enable flexible adaptation 
to variations within a single and across different tasks, (iii) worker skill 
awareness to enable compensation for lack of skill or attention, and 
(iv) collaboration between cognitive tools to provide resolution for 
deviations in earlier production steps. DP1 approaches these issues 
by means of visual/multi-sensor data analysis using deep learning and 
other modern (un)supervised classification, prediction and learning 
methods.

Thus, DP1 continuously aims  at provisioning cognitive behaviors to 
industrial production processes as well as to end-user application sce-
narios. In particular, the project activities are focusing on the objec-
tives of CRP: (i) develop new and enrich existing industrial tools with 
cognitive capabilities, (ii) optimize tool utilization and production pro-
cesses based on device state and contextual information (iii) detect 
cognitive load and attention level and adapt the manufacturing pro-
cess and (iv) identify experience/skill level and workflow complexity 
and adjust the worker’s assistance appropriately.
We designed DP1 around 7 demo cases (DP1.1-DP1.7) show casing 
solutions for cognitive products: DC 1.1: Built upon state-of-the-art 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 
DP 1 
Cognitive Products

The current trend towards individualization of products is creating 
a dichotomy of automation and revival of manual labor in industrial 
production. Due to their cognitive capabilities, humans are better in 
adapting to changing, customized manufacturing processes than fully 
automated mass production systems. However, to maintain manufac-
turing efficiency, the increasing specialization of products and pro-
cesses requires guidance in task execution. Furthermore, industrial 
companies nowadays recognize the benefits of a continuous, detailed 
assessment of current processes and their respective data for optimiz-
ing product specifications and production via digitalization of (semi)
automated processes. DP1 attempts to advance the state of the art 
by digitizing manufacturing processes that involve the human work-
er and providing worker support with all associated complexities. The 
development of cognitive manufacturing tools (i.e. PowerTools) to en-
hance the performance of workers within a smart factory is hereby the 
chosen modality.
DP1 addresses these issues via the development of cognitive products, 
which are created by embedding AI principles into product hardware, 
and advanced machine learning and pattern recognition techniques 
into the software. These products thus integrate cognitive function-
ality, such as perceiving situations and the environment, learning and 
reasoning from knowledge models. The ultimate goal is to turn ma-
chines into ones that can reason using substantial amount of appropri-
ately represented knowledge, learn from its past experiences in order 
to continuously improve performance, be aware of its own capabilities, 
reflect on its own behavior and respond robustly to surprise. Current-
ly, we are witnessing an era in which the convergence of algorithmic 
advances, data proliferation, and tremendous increase in computing 
power and storage have propelled Artificial Intelligence (AI) from hype 
to reality. However, in order to develop truly cognitive learning and 
thinking machines there are open key challenges to address, i.e., (i) 
machine learning requires massive resources (computing power and 
training data), (ii) models do not generalize well, (iii) and processes of 
training and inference most likely differ from human learning and rea-
soning. Gaps we aim to reduce or even close with DP1. 

Goals
DP1 has addressed key challenges towards this vision by embedding 
cognitive capabilities, such as perception, reasoning, learning and 
planning, into production tools in order to enable advanced (i) Worker 
Guidance and Support, (ii) Automated Tool Configuration and Work-
flow-adaptation, and (iii) Data Collection for Modeling and Documen-
tation of Production Front- and Backend Processes by embedding 
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design tools enhanced and novel realizations interlinking existing pro-
duction hardware with modern sensor and actuator hardware, and 
implemented cognitive, (pro)active software modules complying with 
the requirements of specific application scenarios, DC 1.2: Designed 
and developed a functional prototype of a cognitive, head-mounted 
welding gear and the associated design and implementation tool-
chain, demonstrated in a digitalization scenario of analog factories 
DC 1.3: Mobile eye-tracker based on fixations, saccades, blinks, pupils 
and smooth pursuit for detecting cognitive load, skill and attention 
level, DC 1.4: Multi-sensor fusion framework providing algorithms for 
work-step and micro-action detection aiming to provide appropriate 
worker guidance. DC 1.5 (extending DC 1.1): Develop manufacturing 
equipment, such as cordless screwdrivers, to be used in the produc-
tion line of our industrial partners, where such equipment is used on a 
regular basis, DC 1.6 (deepening DC 1.1): Develop unified dependable 
wireless services and communication platforms enabling the respec-
tive products and tools to collaborate, and position themselves using 
batteryless radio frequency based sensing, DC 1.7 (extending and spe-
cializing if DC 1.3 and DC 1.4):: Develop self-learning adaptive control 
for cognitive welding machines.

The project results so far were demonstrated by means of a Cognitive 
Welding Machine as first instance of a dedicated CP showcase on the 
feasibility of the approach. The found principles were already extend-
ed to other domains, e.g. power tools, heavy machinery, or assembly 
process with respect to the company partners. Beyond this refinement 
of the principles, a particular focus will be to foster the embedding 
of dependable wireless services, and establish where high bandwidth 
communication and low latency is of concern. Additionally, safety and 
security will be embedded into the components to provide content 
security, anonymization and privacy by design.

Approach
Building upon the approach of opportunistic sensing, cognitive com-
ponents will be made capable of describing their capabilities with re-
spect to both sensing and actuating. They are able to find each other, 
form collective ensembles in a self-organizing manner and exchange 
structured data. Collectively, they will sense the current contextual 
state, in which they are used and adapt themselves accordingly, for 
example pre-emptively by suggesting usage strategies or best practices 
to the users, as well as reactively by setting operation parameters to 
suit the circumstance. Finally, the ensemble will be able to learn from 
usage/misuse of individual tools in the collective and take re-/proac-
tive steps to increase their own life span or avoid hazard situations.
The consortium can build on rich experience from the fields of: ad-
vanced, opportunistic, multi-sensor fusion in embedded recognition 
architectures; collective ensembles, context- and activity recognition, 
attention recognition, behaviour prediction, assistive multi-modal 
systems; design of dependable wireless ICT platforms. Integration of 
the domain specific methods and tools for mechanical design, elec-
trical/electronic engineering and software development is one main 
challenge in creating complex technical systems. For the develop-
ment and engineering of the demonstrator within the project, latest 
multi-disciplinary engineering design methods will be applied. The 
methodical basis is set by VDI guideline 2206 but also agile approaches 
to engineering design, taken over from software development will be 
deployed. 

Expected and Achieved Results 
So far, an ensemble of cognitive components has been embedded into 
a three-folded welding gear, consisting of a welding shield, a welding 
torch and a power source and cognitive power drill, enabling the over-
all system to present cognitive capabilities, such as, perception, rea-
soning, learning and planning, towards its users. So far, the cognitive 
power tools are able to (i) support Worker Guidance, (ii) provide Tool 
Configuration based on the selected or detected step in a workflow, 
and (iii) provide data recording capabilities for documentation of overt 
and implicit production behavior.

Four Demo Cases have been accomplished so far in the executing MFPs  
WorkIT, GUIDE, SeeIT on the Pro²Future side, and MFPs  MFP33, MFP11 
on the CDP side: In DP1-DC 1.1 :: Cognitive Product Design three engi-
neering design support features have been developed. The first one is 
a cognitive element library for SolidWorks enabling the re-use of com-
mon cognitive parts. The second is a CAD plugin facilitating the link of 
non-geometrical information (e.g., requirements) to CAD models that 
may be built with cognitive library elements. Thirdly an extraction tool 
supporting the creation of software configuration files, which include 
data originating from the model. For DP1-DC 1.2 :: Digitalization of 
Industrial Environments we saw that indoor localization based on in-
frastructure sensors was not feasible due to arbitrarily complex, large 
environments with mobile actors. In order to create and continously 
update point cloud models of arbitrary environments on-the-go, an 
image-based approach built upon a head-mounted RGBD camera and 
the RTAP-Map framework was used. For DP1-DC 1.3 :: Gaze-based 
Skill-level Detection a mobile eye-tracker was employed to create a la-
beled task-dependent training data set. The training samples were seg-
mented, an extensive feature set based on fixations, saccades, blinks, 
pupils and smooth pursuits was extracted and used for model training. 
At runtime, the sensor data is again segmented and extracted features 
are classified by the trained model. In DP1-DC 1.4 Work-Step Recog-
nition we built a dedicated software platform with capturing support 
for various sensing devices and supporting multiple operating systems 
and hardware platforms. Further, algorithms for multi-sensor fusion 
that are able to detect worksteps and micro-actions and that show the 
current state of the worker within a workflow model were developed. 
Based on the current workstep the system provides dedicated help to 
guide the user. For MFPs follow up results are in progress in the Demo 
Cases DC 1.5 (extending DC 1.1): Develop manufacturing equipment, 
DC 1.6 (deepening DC 1.1): Develop unified dependable wireless ser-
vices and communication platforms, and DC 1.7 (extending and spe-
cializing DC 1.3 and DC 1.4) Develop self-learning adaptive control for 
cognitive welding machines.

As overall DP1 achievement (i) quality control has been digitalized & 
integrated into the assembly procedure (SeeIT; CP KEBA), (ii) well-de-
fined formal and visualizable workflows established (WorkIT, SeeIT; 
ECB TRUMPF; ECB Fronius), (iii) reduced cognitive strains on workers 
induced by continuous and repetitive work processes (workIT, GUIDE; 
CP Fronius; CP TRUMPF), (iv) exploited acceleration potentials by 
Just-in-time assistance in cognitive product (power-tool) handling and 
lot-size-1 production (GUIDE; CP KEBA; CP Fronius), (v) aligned with 
cognitive power-tool features, by providing cognitive guidance for 
workers (GUIDE; CP TRUMPF; CP Fill; ECB ModelWorks), (vi) created 
training of human workers at the workplace “on-the-fly” (GUIDE; CP 
Wacker Neuson; CP: Trumpf/KEBA), (vii) practiced Cognitive Welding 
Support practiced with the HeadGear platform (presented at HAN-
NOVER MESSE 2019). This resulted in 13 Peer-reviewed publications 
(2 co-authored Pro²Future / CDP, 1 co-authored with industry), 2 PhD 
approved (5+2 PhD in progress) and 3 Masters (5 Masters in prog-
ress), and the international conference IoT 2017 organized and hosted 
at JKU Linz.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :: DP1 - Cognitive Products
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 
DP 2 
Adaptive Production Systems

machining system. 
The commonly developed flexible infrastructure enables multiple 
scenarios, which range from fully automated processes to collaborative 
robotics. In both cases, an infrastructure building on ontologies will 
provide a semantic layer that allows connecting multiple systems 
and processes. The figure below depicts this approach and it shows 
demonstrators that focuses on an automation scenario and a 
demonstrator that focuses on human worker support. 
The figure separates the common research on the “middleware for the 
networked Production Systems” providing the input for demonstrators 
at different locations and where more specific research takes place. 
It is also the basis to feed production process data back to the design 
process. 

(Not only) the 2020 pandemic has shown the importance of being able 
to have production systems in the heart of Europe. Physical Production 
around tangible goods is essential for jobs, welfare and social 
sustainability. In Europa competitive advantage is enables by agile 
production in a high mix, low volume environment. These requirements 
concern SMEs as well as large OEMs in Austria. Recent developments, 
subsumed under the headings of “Industrial Internet of Things” (IIoT), 
“Industry 4.0” (I4.0) and “Cyber Physical Production Systems” (CPPS), 
address the ability of machines to interact interoperable as a complex, 
adaptive network. While individual and isolated interface technologies 
and approaches exist, for a flexible network of production systems, 
several important elements are still missing and sustained research is 
necessary.
Through the incorporation of Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), Cyber 
Physical Systems (CPS), collaborative robots (Co-Bots) and Edge/
Cloud-computing into the entire production process, small-lot-sizes, 
speed, efficiency, quality is addressed altogether through an adaptive 
production system. The adaptive production system combines 
conflicting paradigms of flexibility and efficiency amid high quality.
The goal of the demonstrator DP 2 is to realise proof-of-concept 
implementations and industrial application examples by incorporating 
results of the research activities into regular operations. Prototypes 
will be provided on a ready-to-use level of maturity in order to prove 
industrial relevance. 
Specifically, in DP 2, Pro2Future is closely collaborating with DP 2-leader 
CDP (Pilotfabrik Aspern), to demonstrate IT technology in the context 
of the milling process, intelligent fixture, flexible milling process and 
adaptive robotic systems. Hence, the following describes the overall 
project, but the Pro²Future team contributes not to all of the following 
goals.

Goals
The overall objective is to demonstrate that adaptive production 
systems can be implemented by modern factory network and process 
control architectures for both fully automated process execution and 
manually assisted process execution. 
For this purpose, the demonstrator DP 2 will implement a factory 
network based on OPC UA and workflow engines, in order to be 
able to implement plug and produce capabilities. This includes the 
composition of formerly distinct production units to a new, combined 

3.2.2 Researched flexible Infrastructure feeding the Demonstrators
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Expected and Achieved Results
Since its earliest days and up to now, production companies are able 
to compete successfully if they produce faster, cheaper or with better 
quality. Up to now, the majority of (process) innovations address these 
aspects separately. This project aims to demonstrate how these goals 
can be addressed in an integrated manner by means of manufacturing 
process adaption as well as design modifications. As a side effect, the 
manufacturing process will be more adaptive. Adaptive scheduling al-
gorithms and automated adjustments of process parameters will be 
demonstrated. Key functions of adaptive production systems compris-
ing the following aspects will be implemented within a demonstrator 
representing the major components of a typical shop floor.
Expected results 
• adaptive process control: real-time determination of chatter
• predictive QA: the sensing machines - warning functions based on 

sensor data evaluation
• showcase learning possibilities for reconfiguration of manufactur-

ing resources
• adaptive scheduling based on in-depth production monitoring
• teaching simple tasks to robots using natural interaction
• interactive human - robot message exchange in manual tasks
• job shop schedule optimisation
• tweeting machines – process and condition monitoring by ma-

chine-to-machine communication and platform connectivity

The demonstrator for milestone 1 brings together research along these 
many expected results. It consists of two interrelated use cases that 
demonstrate the joint integration. On the local-level, a robot solution 
(Pro2Future) picks unsorted raw parts and sorts them into pallets. 
These pallets are transported to machines for processing. The demon-
strator shows the simple integration of robot human interaction and 
integration with the CDP centurio Workflow engine. The second use 
case is situated at the macro-level and focuses on integrating shop 
jobs with adaptive scheduling (Pro2Future). The novel aspects of the 
demonstrator include considering transport means as a limited re-
source and source of failure as well as integrating reliability informa-
tion into the schedule for obtaining resilience: low impact of failing 
machines and transport means.

Approach
For design and implementation of OPC UA interfaces for demonstra-
tor a systematic model driven approach is used. The main idea is to 
separate the design system from the implementation. The OPC UA in-
terfaces will be described by using OPC UA modelling language, which 
is based on UML and afterwards code fragments for runnable applica-
tions will be generated automatically.
An OPC UA stack has to be developed in which TSN (Time Sensitive 
Networks) can be used concurrently with classical Ethernet as data 
link-layer. Based on the stack, both an appropriate OPC UA server and 
client implementation are required to meet the requirements of TSM. 
This approach allows making use of real-time communication while 
preserving compatibility with other OPC UA enabled manufacturing 
machines, and making these in an IT-friendly way interoperable with 
SCADA, MES and ERP environments. Transferring process data generat-
ed by sensing and tweeting machines back into the automated design 
process will enable product improvements in terms of, quality and cost 
through design for manufacturability.
For modelling an ontology for semantic interoperability, OWL will be 
made interoperable on the data-level with OPC UA Information mod-
els. Available interoperability tools will be analysed and a suitable 
tool will be chosen and adopted. Finally, the information models and 
queries will be implemented in OPC UA servers of the devices in the 
demonstrator.

Continuous adaptation requires interoperability of systems. Collabo-
rative Robots require access to information from heterogeneous sys-
tems. This requires that the robot is aware of the above semantics of 
the information from the heterogeneous software environment and 
workflow. The robot requires its own interpretation engine. In addition 
to this general understanding of the work tasks, is it required to merge 
sensor data with the “static” knowledge-based models. This, includes, 
but is of course not limited to, the identification of product parts and 
the human operator manipulating parts. A basic understanding of criti-
cal situations with respect to inconsistencies of sensor data and the ex-
pected situation(s) is needed. A time critical enterprise as this concerns 
human safety. In addition, the detection and treatment of more gener-
al fault situations is essential. In collaborative situations, this requires 
common understanding of information exchange between human op-
erator and robot. The possibility to handle also errors in human – robot 
interaction is critical. The safety aspect therefore does not only require 
semantic interoperability but also pragmatic interoperability.

For a fast reconfiguration of the whole production system enabled by 
modular fixtures, an interoperability layer and cognitive robots, the 
plug and produce philosophy has to be respected in all components. 
To do so, new interfaces and approaches to make systems (e.g. the fix-
tureing system with the robotic system and the control system) ad hoc 
interoperable in an instant way are required. These interfaces should 
provide data and energy exchange in combination with the plug and 
produce capability. To reach that goal a detailed specification analysis 
of information content, evaluation, and adoption of the relevant stan-
dards and models will be sequentially employed to formalise the target 
domain. Related to this, it is also required to have an understanding of 
the behaviour of all involved systems. 
A knowledge-based enabling automated update based on sensed in-
formation needs to be developed. In order to make information from 
the manufacturing process interoperable, data of interest needs to 
be defined and methods for corresponding interpretation have to be 
identified (semantic alignment). In order to optimise acceptance of the 
developed solution, careful attention will be paid to the design of the 
data-structures (and their understandability) and the user interfaces 
for seamless human computer interaction.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :: DP2 - Adaptive Production Systems
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 
DP 3 
Data Analytics 
for Industrial Process Improvement

to visualize process designs, running process instances, recognized 
defects or inefficiencies, and possible changes. Furthermore, it is 
critical that the decision maker is aware of potential effects of process 
changes. Thus, this project will deliver a simulation tool to evaluate 
different alternative shop floor process changes. If a process is 
changed, the corresponding effects may be local to a specific level 
of the automation pyramid or it may have cascading effects on other 
levels of the pyramid that will be supported by this project. In addition, 
this project will provide a secure data communication protocol which 
will enable the communication of data to be analysed e.g. between 
production sites. Eventually, it is the goal to evaluate the framework 
by a common use case, which is independently demonstrated at two 
different smart factories (in Vienna and in Graz).

In summary, this project aims towards six main goals: (i) process 
redesign and reconfigurations by means of data analytics, (ii) 
visualization of processes and process changes, (iii) simulation of data 
and process alternatives, (iv) support of cascading process changes, (v) 
secure data connections, and (vi) use case based evaluation in smart 
factories.
This joint project aims towards creating new knowledge for improving/
adapting already existing processes by use of data analytics and its 
means of visualization. The simultaneous and systematic examination 
of data and processes will support production at all levels.

Approach
This project investigates on applying the data analytics concepts (as 
envisioned by Pro²Future) to the process-oriented view (as envisioned 
by CDP). Accordingly, the project envisions flexible production 
processes that benefit from data analytics. In this joined project 
we will gather and analyse (including visualizing) production data, 
interpret it in the context of production processes in order to support 
the decisions on process design and execution as well as for delivering 
the corresponding process enactment.
CDP follows a process-oriented view in order to facilitate production 
processes. It is envisioned that the necessary process steps are (semi-
automatically) derived from the product design, although manual 
process design is also supported to give the process owner a complete 
set of design choices. The P2F approach is to (1) monitor horizontal and 

Today, manufacturers are more and more able to collect and analyse 
data from sensors on manufacturing equipment, but also from other 
types of machinery, such as smart meters, pipelines, delivery trucks, 
etc. However, many manufacturers are not yet ready to use analytics 
beyond a tool to track historical performance. However, knowing 
what happened and why it happened is not sufficient anymore. 
Manufacturers need to know what happens next and what actions 
to take in order to get optimal results. It is a challenge to develop 
advanced analytics techniques including machine learning and 
predictive algorithms to transform data into relevant information 
for providing useful insights to take appropriate action. This project 
targets new analytical methods and tools that make insights not only 
more understandable but also actionable. The latter requires that the 
results of data analytics have an immediate effect on the processes 
of the manufacturer. Thereby, data analytics will improve industrial 
processes by reducing maintenance costs, avoiding equipment failures 
and improving business operations. 

Accordingly, the overall objective of this project is to develop a 
toolset (set of algorithms, analytic machinery and visualizations) for 
industrial process improvements based on data analytics. This set 
of tools will not be bound to any sector of industry and will aim at 
specified goals, e.g., “prediction of failure”, “improvement of energy 
consumption”, “remaining number of future usages”, “correction of 
deviations and drift”. This tool set will be demonstrated within the 
setting of two smart factories (Vienna and Graz). 

Goals
It follows that the ultimate goal of this project is to improve industrial 
processes by means of data analytics, which will be achieved, by a 
combination of data-driven knowledge generation and corresponding 
redesign and reconfiguration of processes. In order to support the 
decision makers (responsible for changing the processes) it is essential 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :: DP3 - Integrated Data Management and Analyti cs

interacti ve data visualizati on.

Data & Process Simulati on. This component supports cogniti ve 
decision making by the simulati on of data in producti on systems. The 
eff ects of possible decisions on the various process levels will be shown 
and can be evaluated by the end-users.

Secure Data Connecti on Framework for Cross-Level Process 
Opti mizati on. This component supports cascading eff ects of changed 
process designs or process instances at diff erent levels (of the 
automati on pyramid). It consists of a technological infrastructure, 
which allows for a highly secure transmission of data in a distributed 
producti on environment, and respecti ve data integrati on tools for 
effi  ciently handling design changes over multi ple process levels. 

Smart Factories as a testbed for model verifi cati on. A common use 
case for both Smart Factories is going to be elaborated and defi ned. 
According to the common goal of this use case, both locati ons will 
capture large amount of data from various sources. On basis of both 
data silos data analyti cs will be implemented and evaluated. These 
tools will fi nd their validati on again on the more specifi c processes at 
both locati ons of the Smart Factories.
The fi nal result will be a two-staged demonstrator in each Smart 
Factory. These will provide local small and medium sized companies 
the opportunity to gather new ideas for their digital transformati on 
and defi ne new projects.

Results 
Integrati on of data and processes: We integrated data analyti cs into 
process management by making the data analyti cs results part of 
the process logic. The data analyti cs component allows analysing 
data from the producti on systems and making recommendati ons for 
adapti ng producti on processes during run-ti me of the process engine. 
The process engine is responsible for storing and executi ng the process 
models and to coordinate the data collecti on. The component is also 
able to integrate new insights from the analyti cs component as well 
as from the simulati on component during runti me. Additi onally, the 
process engine can integrate new insights from the visual analyti cs 
component during design ti me.

Visual Data Analyti cs: The visual data analyti cs component allows the 
interacti ve explorati on of big data streams based on a visualisati on of 
the process model. Thus, the deciders are able to conduct a root cause 
analysis and to identi fy process improvements quickly during design 
ti me.

Data & Process Simulati on: The simulati on component evaluates 
alternati ves of process executi on during the runti me and recommends 
process adaptati ons.

Secure Data Connecti on Framework for Cross-Level Process 
Opti mizati on: The secure data connecti on allows for a highly secure 
transmission of data to the process engine as well as between all other 
involved components.

All the components have been developed based on a fi rst set of use 
cases in the Pilot Factory in Vienna/Aspern.
  
Smart Factories as a testbed for model verifi cati on: Concept for smart 
producti on soluti on for small and medium sized companies has been 
defi ned and will be evaluated by the end of 2020.

verti cal (producti on) acti viti es and to make the (producti on) progress 
visible, (2) develop predicti ve models based on the collected data, (3) 
analyse data across automati on pyramid levels in order to generate 
data-based models and knowledge.
In a joint collaborati on, this project identi fi es potenti al functi onaliti es 
in improving producti on processes by means of data analyti cs. In a 
subsequent process the conceptual approaches and methodologies 
to deliver these functi onaliti es are to be developed. These conceptual 
approaches and methodologies are supported by fully functi onal 
research prototypes. These prototypes should be used in case studies 
that serve both as a proof-of-concept evaluati on and as demonstrators 
that facilitate the technology transfer.
In order to reach these goals, the academic partners have to 
collaborate with both IT providers and manufacturing companies. 
The Smart Factories in Graz and Vienna will provide requirements, 
uses cases and data for diff erent tasks in various work packages. They 
will support data & process knowledge collecti on as well as testi ng 
for models and evaluati on of tools. Evidently, the manufacturing 
companies serve as demonstrati on partners in the real-world case 
studies. The IT providers will not only serve as criti cal reviewers in the 
development of the conceptual approaches and methodologies, but 
also as implementati on partners to develop the prototypes.
This project will be implemented in close coordinati on with the other 
two DPs. Specifi cally, DP 2 will provide producti on data across the 
automati on pyramid (potenti ally across the secure data connecti on) to 
DP 3. In turn, parts of the DP 3 toolset can be applied within the Smart 
Factories. It is envisaged that data concerning the producti on process 
of one specifi c product will be provided to DP 1. Requirement analysis 
and use case defi niti on have to be closely aligned with the needs of 
smart products and producti on systems.

Expected and Achieved Results
This project delivers a reference architecture, tools and demonstrator 
for producti on process analyti cs, covering the following components:
Integrati on of data and processes. To gather a fully integrated view 
on data and processes we defi ne three core tasks: (i) Data Analyti cs 
Aware Processes, that allows the integrati on of data analyti cs as 
regular steps of a producti on process that provide relevant context 
informati on for producti on steps, (ii) Data Driven Process Design 
Improvement that analyse producti on processes in the past in order to 
improve the producti on process design, and (iii) Data-Driven Process 
Reconfi gurati on to provide self-healing capabiliti es for producti on 
processes on basis of live data analysis of producti on data streams. 
Tools for Visual Data Analyti cs. This component allows the interacti ve 
visualizati on of processes based on process defi niti ons and historic 
and (near) real-ti me measurement data obtained from nodes of the 
processes (i.e., machines in a producti on line). To this end, a set of 
tools to appropriately visualize the data at hand will be realised. The 
toolset will support a process expert to monitor processes in (near) 
real ti me and hence support the decision-making process, based on 
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Area X - CRP II
Common Research Programme (CRP II)
on Sustainable Products and Production

Pro2Future (Products and Production Systems of the Future) and CDP 
(Austrian Center for Digital Production) are Austrian Research and 
COMET Competence Centre for Excellent Technologies funded by the 
Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility, 
Innovation and Technology, the Federal Ministry for Digital and Eco-
nomic Affairs. Both centres have applied in the K1-Centres 4th Call 
2015, have been proposed for funding after fulfilling a jury require-
ment before contract to pool their complementary competencies in 
a Common Research Programme (CRP I), are in operation since April 
1, 201, and are preparing for the Mid-Term Evaluation after the first 
funding period (FP1, 2017-2021). 

The jury requirement for FP1 requested Pro²Future and CDP to im-
plement the Common Research Programme (CRP I) in the form of 
demonstrator projects, having to amount to a minimum volume of 2,4 
Mio. EUR from each centre every two years (total 9.6 Mio. EUR) and 
having to be approved via a stop-or-go decision after project year 2. 
24 (Pro²Future) and 27 (CDP) researchers have worked on CRP I, suc-
cessfully delivering proofs of concepts for new solutions to technolog-
ically significant and industrially relevant problems of digitalization in 
industry, in 3 demonstrator projects (DP1 - Cognitive Products, DP2 
- Adaptive Production Systems, and DP3 - Data Analytics for Industrial 
Process Improvement), exhibiting 12 demo cases. After submitting a 
two-year CRP evaluation report on June 27, 2019, and a panel hearing 
on September 26, 2019, CRP I has been very positively evaluated by an 
international evaluation jury. This jury in its final statement recom-
mended to continue this cross-centre collaboration also in the upcom-
ing funding period FP2 (2021-2025). 

The research programme for this follow-up cross-centre CRP is pre-
sented in this proposal (CRP II).
This CRP II proposes a next step in industrial digitalization, empha-
sizing (i) human workers, (ii) mostly AI operated machines in manu-
facturing, and (iii) the environment as the very critical production re-
sources for a sustainable development in industry, i.e. the creation of 
sustainable products with sustainable production processes. CRP II is 
driven by the hypothesis, that (i) according to the observed advance in 
underpinning industrial production with technologies like AI (Artificial 
Intelligence), (ii) according to the dramatic impact of aggressive ener-
gy use and uncontrolled creation of waste, and (iii) to the emerging 

need for a prosper co-existence of human intelligence, sustainability 
in products and production will be the dominating concerns of eco-
nomic growth and social welfare in the very near future.

CRP II in one project comprising 3 use cases will addresses sustain-
ability in the interdependencies among Machines (information and 
communication technologies, mechanical and electrical engineering, 
advanced manufacturing), Human Workers (cognitive sciences, wel-
fare, social sciences) and the Environment (ecology, global warming,  
circular economy, waste management). CRP II will investigate scenarios 
emerging from the interplay of these resources, and develop solutions 
in the small, potentially effective to prevent from sustainability haz-
ards in the large, exploiting the Austrian Network of Pilot Factories 
(LIT-Factory, Linz, smartfactory Graz, and Pilotfabrik Industrie 4b, Vi-
enna). It is aligned with The European Green Deal roadmap towards 
a sustainable European economy by leveraging the potential of digital 
technologies, the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal G12 
to ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns, and the 
priorities of Austria’s Federal Ministry bmk in Innovation & Technolo-
gy, Energy, and Climate & Environment.

The budget share and the respective split among Pro2Future and CDP 
2.5 M€ per Centre for all 4 years in FP2. Budget matters follow a clear 
and strict separation of concerns at the contributing task level ("Twin 
Model"), securing the COMET rules of financial management.

Allocating the R&D of CDP and Pro²Future in the Austrian research and 
industrial landscape reveals a perfect geographical balance of endeav-
or across the whole nation (Upper Austria and Styria with Pro2Future; 
and Vienna, Burgenland, Lower Austria, Salzburg, Vorarlberg with 
CDP).

Motivation
Climate change and environmental degradation are an existential 
threat to Europe and the world. In order to address these challenges, 
the EU proposed a strategy, called “The European Green Deal”, which 
aims to transform our society into a modern and resource-efficient 
one, while at the same time protecting and/or increasing its competi-
tiveness. The European Green Deal is a roadmap towards sustainable 
European economy. (European Green Deal, 2019)
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Sustainability as Pervasive Megatrend 
Sustainability is a holistic approach not excluded to current mega-
trends: With population becoming elder (silver society), governments 
are trying to find answers how to involve this generation in the econ-
omy. Approaches for involving the silver society in a sustainable and 
profitable way include new working time models and age-based work-
place design.

Individualization is another megatrend in industrialized countries, 
emerging from the need for a single and unique lifestyle, expressed 
e.g. in individualized transportation behavior and customer-designed 
goods, while keeping costs low. Well established production strategies 
are not capable of providing customized goods at low cost. For mitigat-
ing such disparities, the industry has implemented a new production 
paradigm, called mass customization, supported by the digitalization 
megatrend.

Sustainability as Critical Success Factor for Future
Sustainable products and production systems increasingly appear on 
legislation agendas and will inevitably become an indispensable busi-
ness imperative. This will lay the foundations for sustainable manu-
facturing, which will minimize waste and pollution, reduce energy 
demands and manage operations in an environmentally and socially 
responsible manner. In a nutshell, it will minimize the diverse business 
risks inherent in manufacturing operations while maximizing the new 
opportunities that arise from improving processes and products. This 
progressive transition to a sustainable economic system is an indis-
pensable part of the new EU industrial strategy for a sustainable future.

A key cornerstone of a sustainable future is the circular economy in 
which resources are kept in use for as long as possible while maximum 
value is obtained from their usage, and at the end of their life-cycles 
constituent materials are recovered and regenerated (ISPT, 2020).

Sustainable Products and Production
New advanced technologies, sustainable solutions and disruptive in-
novations are critical to achieve the objectives of the European Green 
Deal (European Green Deal, 2020).
Digital Europe states, that the European manufacturing sector can re-
inforce its innovative and sustainable leadership position by combining 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :: CRP II on Sustainable Products and Production

digital and clean technologies (Digital Europe, 2020).

Digital technologies, such as artificial intelligence, 5G, cloud and edge 
computing and the Internet of Things, are a critical enabler for attain-
ing the sustainability goals of the Green deal in a multitude of sectors. 
Digitalization also presents new opportunities for remote monitoring 
of air and water pollution, and for monitoring and optimization of en-
ergy and natural resources utilization, e.g. for products and production 
systems. All actions, concerning products and production systems and 
targeting the Green Deal, require a scientific and holistic approach and 
critical scrutiny of impact assessments (European Green Deal Commu-
nication, 2019).

With this Common Research Programme we propose to attempt for 
a next step in industrial digitalization, considering aside the classical 
factors of production (land, labor, capital, and entrepreneurship) with 
specific emphasize also the factor of “human” workers, and the en-
vironment. In the course of this research we will specifically address 
these production resources as critical for a sustainable development in 
industry. We must assume, that (i) according to the observed advance 
in technologies like AI (Artificial Intelligence) and the rigorous provi-
sion of machinery in industries that is AI operated, and (ii) according 
to the dramatic impact of aggressive energy use and uncontrolled cre-
ation of waste, sustainability in manufacturing and a prosper co-exis-
tence of human and artificial intelligence will be the dominating con-
cerns of economic growth and social welfare.

The research proposed herewith hence picks up on cross-domain top-
ics rooted in Machines (i.e. technology like information and communi-
cation technologies, mechanical and electrical engineering, advanced 
manufacturing) and Human Workers (i.e. humanities like cognitive sci-
ences, welfare, social sciences) and the Environment (i.e. environmen-
tal sciences like e.g. ecology, physics, circular economy, waste man-
agement, global warming). Specifically, will we investigate scenarios 
emerging from the interplay of these resource pillars in the context of 
products of the future and the process of their manufacturing. We will 
attempt on concrete problematic mutual interdependencies of these 
factors, and develop solutions and practices in the small, potentially 
effective to avoid and circumvent sustainability hazards in the large. 
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Area X - CRP II Use Cases
Common Research Programme (CRP II)
on Sustainable Products and Production

Cases of investigation have been identified at the entanglement of AI 
for Worker Safety and Failsafe Manufacturing Systems, Embedded AI 
and Flexible Safety Systems, and Green Manufacturing and Circular 
Economies.
The two partnering Austrian COMET K1 competence centers Pro2Fu-
ture (Products and Production Systems of the Future) and CDP (Austri-
an Center for Digital Production) are attempting with a science-based 
approach to evolve new digital technologies for Austria’s manufac-
turing sector: While Pro2Future is addressing cognitive products and 
production systems with the embedding of cognitive capabilities 
into products and manufacturing systems so as to enable them to 
perceive, understand, comprehend, interpret, learn, reason and de-
duce, and act in an autonomous, self-organized way - together with 
humans, CDP is focusing on automatization and Cyber-Physical-Pro-
duction-Systems. The two Centres have been successfully working to-
gether on a Common Research Programme (CRP) in funding period 1 
(FP1, 2017-2021) after a jury recommendation to pool the respective 
complementary competencies to develop reference projects and de-
mo-cases to demonstrate novel digital industries solutions for prob-
lems of technological significance and industrial relevance.

Throughout this CRP (CRP I) research alliance of Pro2Future and CDP 
the respective consortia have been very active to create a network of 
Pilot-Factory sites in Austria, by the foundation of pilot two factories 
in Linz (JKU LIT Factory, Pro2Future) and Graz (SmartFactory@TUGraz, 
Pro2Future), and interlinking them with the then already existing Pilot 
Factory of TU-Wien (CDP).

Both the experience gained from jointly engaging and cooperatively 
sharing their respective unique strengths in CRP, as well as the ex-
ploitation of the shared resources of the pilot-factory network gives 
an excellent starting condition towards fostering future and emerging 
technologies for sustainable products and production systems. It en-
courages, supports and promotes the collaborative vision of a sustain-
able future for industries by combining digital and clean technologies 
in this follow-up Common Research Programme (CRP II). The planned 
CRP II will set a milestone in Austria’s industrial research and will have 
a strong impact on the European community for sustainability. Spe-
cifically, the potential of the involvement of all Austrian Pilot-Factories 
will leverage the impact of the CRP on a national, and in further on an 
international scale.

Embedded AI
Embedded AI technology is increasingly becoming pervasive in indus-
trial manufacturing. Pervasive AI thus aims for effective ways for collab-
oration between humans and AI systems, and exploiting the strengths 
of both humans and machines while keeping the human in control. The 
key challenge is confluent distributed cooperation between AI-aware 
industry workers and AI-operated machines.

AI for Worker Safety
Intelligent plant surveillance systems, automating the process of mon-
itoring and protecting plant operations, are increasingly based on 
computer vision and deep learning. AI-powered safety in the industrial 
workplace is a major step forward for improving workplace safety and 
productivity. Based on real-world data collection and analytics capa-
bilities AI is now able to target safety awareness initiatives far more 
effectively using data-driven insights from actual operations in vari-
ous ways: e.g., decreasing human error; undertaking dangerous tasks; 
tracking worker location, etc.

Green Manufacturing
Increasing adoption of AI/ML technologies promotes sustainable man-
ufacturing in all areas, ranging from the supply chain management to 
quality control, predictive maintenance, and energy consumption. AI 
systems are used in process and operational controls to optimize ener-
gy-efficient process planning and energy-efficient scheduling by reduc-
ing excessive use of certain materials and redundant production scrap 
waste, and improving inefficient supply chain management, logistics, 
and unequal distribution of energy resources. By expanding the scope 
of the contextualized data collection framework being developed in 
the first phase of the CRP, Energy and resource consumption can be 
attributed down each intermediate step of the value stream.

The transformation required to become a green manufacturer entails 
many aspects, from better production design, to alteration of existing 
processes, to facilitation of part replacement and increased durability. 
Through embracing all aspects, companies, SMEs and large corpora-
tions alike, will be able to renew and modernize their manufacturing 
processes and contribute to ‘closing the loop’ of a circular economy 
(European Green Manufacturing, 2018).
In an ever-changing and adapting world, one common issue affects a 
multitude of industries: sustainability and environmental awareness. 
The solution to this issue is known as green manufacturing, which re-
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fers to production processes creating less overall production waste and 
emitting less pollutants. In this scope are process accommodations for 
utilizing fewer resources, e.g. production techniques using less water 
or producing more durable products with replaceable parts, i.e. prod-
ucts fitting into the circular economy. (European Green Manufacturing, 
2018).

Circular Economy
The ex-ante attribution of CO2-Emission and resource consumption 
along the overall supply chain in the production network planning 
enables to identify optimization approaches before the actual start of 
production. Especially the aspect of re-use and recycling needs to be 
considered in the planning phase of a supply chain, as later changes 
may affect the product specification and may be difficult to implement 
given the tight cost and delivery conditions. Comprehensive Supply 
Chain Modelling techniques allow to predict the effect of network 
planning decisions on carbon emissions and material flows as a deci-
sions support tool for entrepreneurs and policy makers.

Flexible Safety Systems
Smart manufacturing production facilities that dynamically adapt to 
changing production demands bring along completely new challenges 
to functional safety systems. The research will address these challeng-
es by applying a Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) approach. 
It will utilize communication technologies that support interoperability 
and Real-Time capabilities to design a self-organizing safety system. 
This assistive system would support engineers and help smart manu-
facturing facilities to leverage their full potential.  

Failsafe Manufacturing Systems
“Sensing Machines”, Workflow, Quality and Maintenance Prediction 
combined with instant feedback to local or remote operators allows 
a “round the clock” usage of production infrastructures, reducing the 
environmental footprint and improving the competitive position of 
companies applying this set of technologies.

Goals and Expected Results
The overall goals and expected achievements of the hereby proposed 
research can be summarized as follows:

(i) Tracing and monitoring of energy consumption in production pro-
cesses will help identify energy utilization and wasted energy, which 
will ensure that appropriate measures for energy savings are applied. 
A reduced production energy consumption reduces the energy costs. 
Furthermore, the product’s own energy requirements need to be de-
creased as well. Minimizing product’s energy demands will reduce the 
cost of use, can make products more appealing, and at the same time 
will adhere to future standards and regulatory requirements. More-
over, a reduction of hazardous substances in products and production 
systems will lower the cost of monitoring, treatment, and disposal of 
such substances. Hence, such products will be considered generally as 
safer and more attractive.

(ii) The reduction of material waste generation and emissions will 
have a positive impact on the cost of monitoring, treatment, and dis-
posal, and will reduce the loss of economic value of utilized materials 
and material costs of produced goods. High material utilization can 
also be achieved by replacing or upgrading equipment and/or produc-
tion lines, especially in continuous production systems, which will im-
prove efficiency of operations.

(iii) Considering the entire product lifecycle, reprocessing, and re-
manufacturing of end-of-life materials will increase the value of ma-
terial inputs. These materials can be used as substitute (recycled/re-
newable) materials for non-renewables, which will save material costs 
and will create more attractive products. Moreover, an improved 
recyclability or biodegradability of products will enhance the value 
of material inputs and will reduce costs associated with disposal. 
Improved product durability will diminish the need for non-renewable 
materials and will increase product value (OECD Sustainable Manufac-
turing Toolkit, 2011).

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :: CRP II Use Cases
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PROJECTS COCKPIT

ID Name Partner Durati on
MFP 1.3 3D-RECON I - Cogniti ve Assistance 01.04.2019 - 31.03.2020

MFP 1.4.1 SeeIT - Augmeted Work Processes 01.01.2018 - 31.12.2020

DP 1.1.1 WorkIT - Workfl ow and Tool Process Modelling 01.01.2018 - 31.03.2021

DP 1.2.1 Fischer4You - Cogniti ve Skiing Products 01.01.2019 - 31.03.2021

DP 1.2.3 RTEAS - Cogniti ve Rail Track Error Analysis Support 15.11.2019 - 14.11.2020

DP 1.6.1 GUIDE - Guidance and Assistance 01.04.2018 - 31.12.2020

DP 1.6.2 HumanAI - Human Focused AI for occupati onal safety and accident prev. 01.11.2020 - 31.03.2021

StratP 1.5 AssE - Opportunisti c Awareness in Assisti ve Environments 01.04.2020 - 31.03.2021

MFP II 1.1.1 3D-RECON III - Novel Methods for 3D models from camera shoots 01.04.2021 - 31.03.2022

MFP II 1.1.2 DERELE - Deep Learning Based Reconstructi on for Linear Edifi ces 01.10.2021 - 30.09.2022

MFP II 1.2.1 APECGR - Arti fi cial Personality for Cogniti ve Guidance and Recom. Systems 01.04.2021 - 31.03.2024

MFP II 1.2.1 RTEL - Cogniti ve Rail Track Error Learning 01.04.2021 - 31.03.2024

MFP II 1.2.3 GAP - Cogniti ve Guidance for Assembly Processes 01.04.2021 - 31.03.2022

MFP II 1.3.1 Fischer4You2 - Acti ve Learning for Cogniti ve Skiing Products 01.04.2021 - 31.03.2022

MFP II 1.3.2 AI2Human - Using AI for occupati onal safety and accident preventi on 01.10.2021 - 31.03.2025

DP 2.1.1 APS.net - Adapti ve Producti on Systems 01.01.2018 - 31.03.2021

MFP 2.5.1 A2PS - Adapti ve Assembly Process Systems 01.04.2018 - 30.10.2019

MFP 2.5 LineTACT - Cogniti ve Line Tacti ng Support 01.03.2020 - 31.03.2021

StratP 2.4.1 HOP-ON - Cogniti ve Shopfl oor Monitoring 01.04.2020 - 31.03.2021

MFP II 2.1.1 CEPS - Cogniti ve Engineering Process Support 01.01.2022 - 31.12.2024

MFP II 2.2.1.1 LineTACT II - Cogniti ve Line Tacti ng Support 01.04.2021 - 30.04.2022

MFP II 2.2.1.2 CoSma - Product and Producti on Cosimulati on for Smart Manufacturing 01.04.2021 - 31.12.2023

StratP II 2.4.1 DEVINE - Deviati on in Evidence 01.05.2022 - 30.04.2023

MFP 3.1.1 EPCOS 1 - Maintenance 4.0@EPCOS OHG Preparati on and Ex-Post Analysis 01.07.2017 - 30.06.2018

MFP 3.1.2 DEFCLAS - Advanced Defect Classifi cati on 01.11.2017 - 31.05.2018

MFP 3.1.3 OnDaA - Online Data Analyti cs @ voestalpine 01.10.2017 - 30.09.2019

MFP 3.1.4 RedUsa - Predicti ve Maintenance for Producti on Environments 01.01.2018 - 31.12.2021

MFP 3.1.5 SINPRO - Predicti ve Maintenance for Producti on Environments 01.04.2018 - 30.06.2020

MFP 3.2.1 GuFeSc - Predicti ve Maintenance for Products 01.01.2018 - 31.03.2021

MFP 3.2.2 ConMon - Scalable Conditi on Monitoring Systems for Test Environments 01.01.2018 - 31.12.2020
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PROJECTS COCKPIT

ID Name Partner Durati on
StratP 3.4 SUPCODE - Supporti ng Cogniti ve Decision Making 01.04.2019 - 31.03.2021

MFP II 3.1.1 VAPS - Visual Analyti cs for Producti on Systems 01.04.2021 - 31.03.2025

MFP II 3.1.2 PreMoBAF - Data-driven methods for predicti ng and monitoring 01.04.2021 - 31.03.2025

MFP II 3.1.3 PREMAC - Predicti ve Maintenance für Krankomponenten 01.04.2021 - 30.09.2023

MFP II 3.1.4 KAL-GISS - Klassifi zierung der Spritzgießverfahren 01.10.2021 - 31.03.2025

MFP II 3.3.1 ZEWAS - Zeitreihenanalyse zur Erk. von Wartungsarb. an Schweißgeräten 01.04.2021 - 28.02.2022

StratP II 3.4.1 SERAM - Supporti ng users in exploring & reasoning in multi variate ti meseries 01.07.2021 - 30.09.2023

StratP II 3.4.2 UNSUDET - Understanding and Supporti ng Users in Decision-Making Tasks 01.07.2021 - 30.06.2023

MFP 4.1.1.1 CAVL-SD - Cogniti ve AVL: Smart Development 01.04.2018 - 31.03.2022

MFP 4.1.1.2 SAFE-TRACK -  Failsafe Autonomous drone-based warehouse check 01.09.2020 - 31.03.2021

MFP 4.1.2.1 Simati c Failsafe 4.0 -  Development Processes and Tools for Cogn. Products 01.12.2017 - 31.11.2019

MFP 4.1.3.1 DRIWE - Dependable RF Communicati on Systems for In-Car Wireless Sensors 01.03.2018 - 28.02.2021

MFP 4.1.3.2 CSG - Cogniti ve Smart Grids 01.04.2018 - 31.03.2020

MFP 4.1.3.3 CONVENIENCE - Cogniti ve building automati on infrastructure and services 16.04.2020 - 31.03.2021

StratP 4.1.4 PREDISCOVER - Unifi ed Dependable Wireless Services for Cogniti ve Products 01.03.2018 - 28.02.2021

MFP II 4.1.1.1 CORVETTE - Cogniti ve Sensing for Vehicle Fleet Driven Data Services 01.05.2021 - 31.04.2024

MFP II 4.1.2.1 CompEAS-BSW - Compositi onal Embed. Automati ve Systems - Basic Soft ware 01.04.2021 - 31.03.2025

MFP II 4.1.2.2 TWIN-SOLUTION - DigitalTwin enabled comm. & testi ng of failsafe autom. 01.04.2021 - 31.03.2025

MFP II 4.1.2.3 CompEAS-HW - Compositi onal Embed. Automati ve Systems - Hardware 01.07.2021 - 31.03.2025

MFP II 4.1.3.1 Enhance UWB - Benchmarking and adv. local. and comm. perform. UWB 01.07.2021 - 30.03.2024

StratP II 4.1.4.1 E-Minds-1 - Embedded Intelligence for Wireless Communicati on Services 01.09.2022 - 31.03.2025

MFP 4.2.1.1 CoExCo - Cogniti ve Polymer Extrusion and Compounding 01.04.2017 - 31.03.2021

MFP 4.2.2.1 ASP - Adapti ve Smart Producti on 01.01.2018 - 31.12.2019

MFP 4.2.2.2 ASP 2 - Adapti ve Smart Producti on 2 01.04.2020 - 31.03.2023

StratP 4.2.3 ENERMAN-1 -  Cogniti ve Energy Management Systems for Industrial Prod. 01.01.2019 - 31.03.2021

MFP II 4.2.1.1 AI-Gran 2 - AI based smart opti mizati on of underwater granulati on 01.04.2021 - 31.03.2023

MFP II 4.2.1.2 SmartCom - Smart Compounding 01.04.2021 - 31.03.2025

MFP II 4.2.1.3 SmartCoEx - Smart extrusion blow molding 01.04.2021 - 31.03.2025

MFP II 4.2.1.4 SmartWell - Smart corrugated pipe producti on 01.04.2021 - 31.03.2025

MFP II 4.2.2.1 SUPRA-1 - Sustainable Producti on and Assembly 1 01.04.2020 - 31.03.2023

MFP II 4.2.2.12 QA-HEdge-2 - Quality Assurance using High-Frequent Edge Technology 01.02.2023 - 30.09.2023

MFP II 4.2.2.13 SUPRA-2 - Sustainable Producti on and Assembly 2 01.04.2023 - 31.03.2025

MFP II 4.2.3.1 ACTION II - Adapti ve Cobot Integrati on 2 01.04.2021 - 30.09.2023

MFP II 4.2.3.2 ASP 2 II - Adapti ve Smart Producti on 2 II 01.04.2020 - 31.03.2023

StratP II 4.2.4 E-Manager - Energy Management for Batch and Conti nuous Producti on 01.04.2021 - 30.09.2023

nonCOMET REWAI - Reduced Energy and Waste using AI 01.04.2022 - 31.03.2025

nonCOMET X-AMINOR - Cross sensor Platf orm for lifecycle-monitoring of Transformers 01.02.2021 - 01.01.2024

nonCOMET recAIcle - Recycling-oriented coll. waste sorti ng by conti nual learning 01.09.2022 - 31.08.2025

nonCOMET TWIN - Digitale Zwillinge für zukunft sfähige Gebäude 01.03.2022 - 31.05.2023

nonCOMET AI-Flight - AI-Enabled autonomous fl ight of indoor drones 01.09.2021 - 31.10.2022
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The aim of 3D-Recon is the research and development of methods 
for high quality 3D reconstruction from images in two dimensions:  (i) 
making use of deep neural networks for higher precision and accuracy 
on camera positioning and (ii) making use of deep learning and 
computer vision in 3D reconstruction. In a first step the project will 
focus only on reconstruction of static scenes, i.e. rooms and not on 
dynamic scenes which e.g. include moving humans. The fundamental 
goal of the project is to provide improvement on existing benchmarking 
data from the scientific community as well as company partner Sony. 

The project team believes that Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have the 
potential to improve the quality of image-based 3D reconstructions, 
which could be at a very later stage be used by millions of users 
equipped with cameras in there smartphones, while e.g. laser based 
solutions will never be a commodity good. 
In order to leverage this benefit, in a first step the project team aims to 
improve 3D reconstructions, using neural networks on high-resolution 
image datasets as available by the ETH3D benchmark and using them 
for geometric image-based 3D reconstruction. With this approach, 
we foresee that especially in areas where traditional methods fall 
short, e.g. surfaces like large walls, ceilings or floors a substantial 
improvement beyond the state of the art can be made. 

The improvement will be made in two areas of multi-view stereo (MVS) 
pipelines, which are like classical two-view stereo methods, which 
build up a cost volume by matching image patches along the epipolar 
line. MVS however construct a cost volume by computing costs for a 
set of given plane hypothesis. The first area of improvement will be 
confidence prediction which is an inherent part of MVS methods. It 
calculates costs by local patch comparison based on metrics like e.g. 
Normalized Cross Correlation. The second area of improvement will 
be depth refinement, since there MVS methods tends to fall short in 
untextured areas, e.g. walls, where the matching becomes ambiguous. 
Here most 3D reconstruction pipelines include a refinement step meant 
to remove depth outliers or even estimate missing depth areas. Often 
these methods rely on a confidence map, as it is critical to understand 
which depth map areas are reliable and which need to be extended.

Overall, we aim to compare our improvements on the multi-view 
stereo reconstruction methods with existing approaches on scientific 
benchmarking sets like COLMAP or ACMM.

AREA 1 
MFP 1.2-2 3D-RECON I
Cognitive Assistance

Area 1 - Perception and Aware Systems

TU Graz, Institut für Maschinelles Sehen und Darstellen (ICG)
Ass.Prof. Dr. Friedrich Fraundorfer
fraundorfer@icg.tugraz.at

Project ID:  MFP 1.2
Project Title:  3D-RECON Guidance and Assistance
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This was achieved by confidence predicti on networks which have 
been adapted to the Multi -View Stereo (MVS) case and are trained on 
automati cally generated ground truth established by geometric error 
propagati on. We demonstrated the uti lity of the confidence predicti ons 
for the two above menti oned steps in outlier clustering and filtering 
and additi onally in the depth refinement step, shown in the Figure.

Status / Progress
This project offi  cially started in April 2019 and fi nished in March 2020. 
In this project, Pro²Future worked with our Company Partners Sony and 
the Insti tute of Computer Vision and Graphics at TU Graz towards the 
creati on of a multi  view stereo pipeline useable for 3D Reconstructi on 
from images. Various projects meeti ngs were conducted with company 
partners either at TU Graz or in Stutt gart. In additi on to senior staff , 
a student researcher Tarek Boamer and junior researcher Christi an 
Sormann were assigned to the project.
Within the frame of the project Tarek Boamer, started and fi nished 
his master thesis, named “Machine Learning for Image Based 3D 
Reconstructi on” focusing on depth refi nement using plane CNN and 
superpixels. Together the project team fi nished the pipeline and 
evaluated it against benchmark datasets in the scienti fi c community. 
The evaluati on showed an improvement  in relati on to the start of the 
art in various scenes from the dataset. The approach and evaluati on 
results was compiled into a paper named “DeepC-MVS: Deep 
Confi dence Predicti on for Multi -View Stereo Reconstructi on” and is 
currently under review. Overall the goals of the project were achieved 
and it was a success for all partners and will conti nue with  a follow up 
project on the same topic.

Goals
3D-Recon has the goal to advance 3D Reconstructi on in two dimensions 
(i) making use of deep neural networks for higher precision and 
accuracy on camera positi oning and (ii) making use of deep learning and 
computer vision in 3D reconstructi on. In a fi rst step the project team 
aims to improve in these areas, using high-resoluti on image datasets 
as available by the ETH3D benchmark and using them for geometric 
image-based 3D reconstructi on. With this approach, we foresee that 
especially in areas where traditi onal methods fall short, e.g. surfaces 
like large walls, ceilings or fl oors a substanti al improvement beyond 
the state of the art can be made. The project will focus at this stage 
solely on stati c scenes where there are no dynamic objects moving in 
front of the camera. Advancing image-based 3D reconstructi ons, has 
the benefi t, in comparison to laser-based soluti ons, that they could be 
used at a very later stage by millions of users equipped with cameras 
in their smartphones.

Approach
3D-Recon will build on- and advance over state-of-the-art methods for 
multi -view stereo pipelines. 
The fi rst area of improvement will be confidence predicti on which is 
an inherent part of these pipelines. It calculates costs by local patch 
comparison based on metrics like e.g. Normalized Cross Correlati on. 
Here we use pixel-wise esti mati on of the expected noise in the 3D 
space based on trained data from a neural network. The second area 
of improvement will be depth Refinement, since there MVS methods 
tend to fall short in untextured areas, e.g. walls, where the matching 
becomes ambiguous. Like most 3D reconstructi on pipelines we include 
a refinement step meant to remove depth outliers or even esti mate 
missing depth areas. Here build upon a pretrained plane detecti on 
neural network and super pixels to esti mate the true planes in a 3D 
space. 

Expected and Achieved Results
We aimed to establish a large improvement on accuracy and precision 
by esti mati on the camera positi on in a structure from moti on system, 
with the ulti mate goal to enable improved and comprehensive 
reconstructi on of indoor rooms, with large quanti ti es of low textured 
planes like walls, ceilings, or fl oors in contrast to existi ng state of the 
art soluti ons. 
This new approach was developed in a soft ware pipeline and applied 
to various kind of benchmarking datasets of the scienti fi c community 
and demonstrate the feasibility of image based 3d Reconstructi on. 
The areas of improvement in our multi -view stereo approach are in 
confi dence predicti on and depth refi nement, two steps which are 
crucial to 3D reconstructi on from images. In both areas we made use 
of deep neural network to advance our overall method. 

AREA 1
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AREA 1
MFP 1.4-1 SeeIT 
Augmented Work Processes

Harsh industrial environments, where workers interact with machines, 
tools or other entities (such as robots or other workers) provide a 
difficult terrain for human computer interaction. It is the aim of SeeIT 
to provide workers with digital augmentation using different forms 
of deployment, body worn/mobile or infrastructure based different 
fidelity of transmitted content,  e.g. manuals or video snippets and 
different sensory targets, such as visual, auditory or tactile channels. 
The aim is to create a holistic human-in-the-loop system as pluggable 
interaction component, which can be used by sibling projects, Guide 
and WorkIT. 

Due to the complex needs of industrial reality and the harshness found 
there, e.g. noise pollution or changing lighting conditions, perception 
capabilities of workers are limited and need to be considered carefully, 
especially when critical information needs to be received by a worker. 
The interaction design is therefore three folded based on general 
suitability, information flow (unidirectional vs. bidirectional) and 
content perception. SeeIT considers therefore several factors when 
providing augmentation: (i) environment factors like noise pollution or 
changing lightning conditions, (ii) actuator availability such as distance, 
viewpoint or powered off, (iii) content availability like media available 
for a specific sense or device, (iv) worker preferences and (v) worker 
applicability such as sensorial load for a given sense. In addition to 
that the system will provide the user with a way to interact with the 
presented information, either implicitly, e.g. by behavior change, or 
explicitly, by providing input via devices. The major focus will however 
be on implicit interaction, such as capturing the response of a worker, 
i.e. in terms of behavior change, to a system triggered information 
display. We are therefore particular interested in observing overt 
behavior changes, such as turning the head towards the audio source 
or avoiding to get closer to a dangerous machine. But we will also 
investigate intrinsic behavior changes, such as a reduction of cognitive 
load measured by eye tracking devices or GSR wrist bands. Finally, we 
aim to use sensory channels which are not already highly engaged, as 
proposed by Wickens’ Multiple Resource Theory. In addition, we strive 
to not  bind a huge amount of attention for long periods of time but 
aim to make use of subliminal stimuli, such as vibration or ambient 
lightning, and to provide brief information exchanges, e.g. through 
video snippets. These three categories, general suitability, information 
flow, and content perception, will be used to select the best suitable 
modality in case the system, e.g. Guide or WorkIT wants to exchange 
information with a worker.
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AREA 1

Status/Progress
This project offi  cially started in January 2018. In it, Pro²Future is 
working with our Company Partners Fronius, KEBA, Wacker Neuson, 
Trumpf, and the Insti tute of Technical Informati cs Technology at 
TU Graz towards the creati on of the cogniti ve feedback engine. 
The project kick off  has been held in conjuncti on with the sibling 
projects Guide and WorkIT. Aft erwards initi al inspecti ons took place 
at each company partner individually to (i) investi gate environmental 
percepti on limitati ons, such as ambient noise, (ii) examine already 
existi ng actuators present at the resulti ng workplaces and (iii) available 
content to be used by workers for their tasks. In parallel, as the project 
aim is to capture human reacti on and percepti on of feedback, work 
started into integrati ng an eye tracker as a rich source of informati on. 
Based on eye tracking data we aim to primarily monitor cogniti ve 
load as intrinsic behaviour indicator for feedback recepti on, but also 
to capture, if feedback has been perceived, e.g. primarily visually but 
secondly, also auditory or hapti c as users tend to focus on informati on 
sources.  

Furthermore, an investi gati on was launched into which actuator 
technologies, both infrastructure or mobile/wearable and which types 
of modality was already investi gated and deployed by other researchers 
into harsh industrial environments. Based on this survey, promising 
ready-to-use technologies were integrated as device nodes, such as 
tablets or wristbands, each of which can be used to provide all types of 
modaliti es. The tablet being used as an infrastructure device whereas 
the wristband as a wearable. In additi on to off -the-shelf components, 
we implemented also an embeddable tactor component, which can 
be driven by any I2C device such as an NVIDIA Jetson/Xavior or a 
Raspberry PI. As the tactor is used as subliminal vibrati on sti mulati on 
device, we also wanted to provide a subliminal visual sti mulus device, 
therefore we implemented another embeddable component, which 
drives either a single RGB LED or a whole group of RGB LEDs. Here, 
the idea is to use colour-coded feedback in the peripheral vision of a 
user to trigger behaviour changes or make him aware of something 
in the environment. The next step will be to create the reinforcement 
algorithm, which is used for the feedback opti misati on mechanism.

Goals
The project goal is to communicate digital informati on on  diff erent 
modaliti es (visual, hapti c, auditory), whereas the content is prepared 
independently of a specifi c device at the informati on source, e.g. 
WorkIT’ workfl ow recogniti on module, but tailored to a specifi c device 
at the informati on sink. E.g. an att enti on capturing noti fi cati on, will 
be sent by the source and will be translated by the system into a 
specifi c modality, the best suitable at this point in ti me, which then 
at the receiving device node will be translated into e.g. the exact 
PWM frequency for the vibrati on motor to raise the att enti on.  The 
translati on processes considers  various factors such as environmental 
limitati ons, e.g. ambient noise, or worker limitati ons, e.g. viewpoint 
towards a screen or prior engagement/load of a sensory channel 
but also contextual informati on, such as the current workstep in a 
workfl ow. 
In additi on, the presented informati on can be acted upon both explicitly 
by using input devices, such as eye trackers or implicitly by changing or 
not changing of current behaviour, be it overt -- e.g. body pose -- or 
intrinsic  -- e.g. decrease of cogniti ve load. The interacti on response 
again will be used to manipulate or sti mulate further feedback but also 
to train the system into learning how successful feedback is given not 
only on a general basis (i.e. pretrained) but for the system to learn how 
to provide feedback for a specifi c user individually. 

Approach
The system will be designed based on previous work and make use 
of a message oriented architecture. Trigged by components of other 
project, i.e. Guide and WorkIT, rather generic feedback, e.g. alert, will 
be processed in two stages. The fi rst stage will select the best suitable 
modality, where several factors are considered: (i) environment factors, 
(ii) actuator availability, (iii) content availability, (iv) worker preferences 
and (v) worker applicability such as sensorial load for a given sense. In 
a second stage the selected modality and content will be transformed 
on a device node into an actuator specifi c format, e.g. a vibrati on 
message will be converted into the corresponding PWM sequence. The 
feedback can be interacted with both explicitly with dedicated devices 
or implicitly by observing overt and intrinsic behaviour (changes). In 
additi on, the system will use the response of the user to learn and self-
opti mise how to best provide feedback in future interacti ons. 

Expected and Achieved Results
The project should result in a multi modal hardware and corresponding 
soft ware prototype, which is able to provide feedback using 
infrastructure and mobile/wearable devices, which are able to 
sti mulate visually, auditory or hapti c. We plan to have each output 
device fully connected via an IP network. A central controller acts as 
mediator between the informati on source, e.g. a workfl ow recogniti on 
module, and informati on sink, an output device node. This controller 
receives generic feedback mechanism, e.g. alerts, and fi rst derives by 
sensor data from the network which modality: (i) visual, (ii) auditory or 
(iii) hapti c is best suited based on the following: (i) environment factors 
like noise polluti on or changing lightning conditi ons, (ii) actuator 
availability such as distance, viewpoint or powered off , (iii) content 
availability like media available for a specifi c sense or device (iv) worker 
preferences and (v) worker applicability such as sensorial load for a 
given sense. Secondly, based on the selected sensory modality the 
now selected content will be send to a dedicated output device node, 
which may translate or adapt the content for a specifi c actuator, e.g. a 
vibrati on patt ern is converted into a pwm sequence. 
Aft er the feedback is provided by the system, it waits either for 
explicit interacti on using dedicated devices, such as eye trackers, or 
observes both overt behaviour, like body pose, and intrinsic behaviour, 
like cogniti ve load. Hence, through this machine percepti on of how 
feedback is aff ecti ng a worker, we aim to close the loop and provide that 
again as an input for both selecti on of modality but also about when 
and how to interact with a user. Therefore, the system will opti mise 
itself to best fi t its user. We foresee that, in conjuncti on with Guide 
and WorkIT, we will be able to provide work step relevant informati on 
such as positi on in workfl ow, work step instructi ons, material and tool 
parameters, while at the same ti me decreasing informati on overload 
by ensuring that cogniti ve load is within expected values. 
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AREA 1 
DP1.1-1 WorkIT 
Workflow and Tool Process Modelling

The vision of WorkIT is to establish cognitive capabilities in today’s 
conventional products (e.g. power tools or machines). To achieve 
this,  anything surrounding the worker in an industrial context, be it 
product, robot or machine, needs to be self-aware and possesses self-
organisation capabilities to orchestrate the recognition of workflow and 
tool processes  with others. In addition, the self-organisation approach 
needs to have the worker in the loop. Overall a collective behaviour 
of humans and machines needs to be formed, as (i) machines actively 
adapt to users behaviours and needs by (ii) algorithms and systems 
which facilitate coordination and collaboration and (iii) exploiting 
worker and machines strengths (HABA/MABA). WorkIT along with 
sibling projects SeeIT and Guide is a component of and targets the 
creation of a general cognitive assistance system. 

However, establishing cognitive abilities in product components, tools 
or machinery requires three levels of awareness: context-, activity- and 
self-awareness. Specifically for context awareness, we are interested 
in recognizing the state in the underlying workflow, composed of 
activities, i.e. work steps, which are performed in sequence or parallel 
by humans and machines. For activity awareness, we are interested in 
the recognition of atomic tasks executed by workers, e.g. grab/place a 
workpiece, which together form a work step. Finally, we are integrating 
machine/robot states and tool and material parameters, e.g. selected 
or measured torque in a dynamometric key or detection of metal sheet 
size, to formulate self-awareness of devices. 

The main focus of WorkIT will therefore be centred on recognition 
of explicit human behaviour, i.e. recognition of the work tasks but 
also by combing that information with implicit human behaviour, 
e.g. cognitive load, to formulate an overall cognitive state of an 
industrial worker. For these recognition tasks, WorkIT will deploy 
both infrastructure-embedded and mobile-wearable sensors, which 
either solely or collectively can be used to deduce the worker state. 
For explicit behaviour recognition, we target to recognize activities, 
which are of large value in the industrial field of manufacturing, such as 
screwing in complex assembly tasks or assessing quantitatively quality 
values of metal working tasks, like welding or metal bending. For 
implicit behaviour, we aim to leverage existing advances in detection 
of cognitive state, e.g. using GSR or Pupil Dilation, and aligning them 
with work tasks to estimate task complexity. 
WorkIT’s deduced cognitive state of the collective of worker, machines 
and tools will be used as input for sibling project Guide, e.g. to deduce 
action plans, or SeeIT, e.g. to provide what the next task is. 
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AREA 1

Status / Progress
This project offi  cially started in January 2018. In it, Pro²Future is 
working with our Company Partners Fronius, KEBA, Wacker Neuson, 
Trumpf, and scienti fi c partner Profactor in Steyr towards the creati on 
of the multi -layered multi -sensor recogniti on architecture. The project 
kick off  has been held in conjuncti on with the sibling projects Guide 
and WorkIT.  We started with individual inspecti ons on the premises 
of each company partner to (i) investi gate shop fl oors, workfl ow 
and task executi ons, (ii) examine already existi ng specifi cati ons and 
documentati ons of workfl ows, and (iii) collect typical or frequent error 
or mistakes which may happen. 

At the same ti me, we established an ontology map for workfl ow 
recogniti on systems to categorize prior work of fellow researchers. 
Based on that data we selected promising, both wearable and 
infrastructure-based, sensors to be used for the collecti on of multi -
modal data streams. We already integrated wrist-worn IMUs, i.e. 
Shimmer, infrastructure depth sensors, i.e. Intel Realsense, i.e. eye 
trackers, i.e. Pupil Labs Pupil and off  the shelf webcams, by providing 
sensor descripti on and subscribable sensor data streams. 
In parallel, we already implemented workfl ow modelling tools capable 
of representi ng arbitrary industrial workfl ows with parallel or in 
sequence executi ons of work tasks. 

Further, we already recorded large multi -modal data streams  of all 
industrial partners, which even includes machines data from bending 
machine and welding unit, at their shop fl oors. On this data we applied 
several state-of-the-art feature extracti on and selecti ons mechanisms. 
Whereas the outcome was fed into both an un-supervised and 
a supervised, machine learning approach and evaluated against 
each other with the target to detect atomic acti viti es. Although 
unsupervised ML looked promising in our laboratory studies, it failed 
to deliver results in the diversity of shop fl oor experiments. So far, we 
are able to detect various low-level shop fl oor acti viti es like diff erent 
types of screwing (e.g. wrenching, screwdriver), welding directi on or 
various tasks during bending (e.g. measuring, looking for workpiece) or 
att aching hoses.  The detecti on was not only performed posthumous in 
our offi  ces but also on the shop fl oor, where we looked specifi cally for 
weaknesses of the classifi cati on algorithms, which we are investi gati ng 
and addressing. 

Goals
The goal of the project is to provide awareness of three kinds: 
context-, acti vity- and self-awareness for cogniti ve machines and 
tools or as a pluggable embeddable component, which could even be 
part of robots or stand-alone. While the second form of awareness, 
acti vity awareness, is targeti ng industrial workers, the last form, self-
awareness, is targeti ng machines or tools, the fi rst form, context-
awareness is concerned with underlying processes, i.e. workfl ows, 
where men and machine need to cooperate to achieve a parti cular -- 
e.g. manufacturing -- goal. Vice versa, in order to understand context, 
i.e. recognize workfl ows, one needs to recognize human behaviour, 
both explicit and implicit, and machine behaviour on a shop fl oor. 
With the industrial setti  ng provided by the company partners, the 
project will support workfl ow recogniti on for assembly processes, 
metal forming and joining by leveraging informati on from embedded-
infrastructure and wearable-mobile sensing devices. The goal is to 
combine various informati on sources making it not only feasible to 
do workfl ow recogniti on but also to provide a high level of reliability 
by providing redundant, overlapping or disjoint sensor data either of 
the same or diff erent kind, such as e.g. multi ple camera image sensing 
onto the same viewpoint, depth sensing from multi ple angles, or 
combing data from IMUs and head-worn cameras. Additi onally, we aim 
to recognize task complexity by also incorporati ng physiological data 
indicati ve for the cogniti ve state. 

Approach
The system will be designed around a self-descripti on approach 
and publish-subscribe principle of sensors and their data. High-level 
awareness modules, i.e. context-, acti vity-, and self-awareness, harness 
this approach by potenti ally combing data from various sources. We 
aim to receive data from tools, e.g. welding pistols, machines, e.g. 
bending machines, and from human-focused dedicated sensors either 
att ached to a worker or embedded in the environment of the shop 
fl oor. Based on this self-awareness of machines and tools, and the 
acti vity-awareness of dedicated sensor soft ware/hardware modules, 
we aim to implement a high-level context awareness, in the form of 
workfl ow recogniti on. A parti cular focus of the project will be to fuse 
together various data sources into a multi -layered recogniti on chain for 
a high level of reliability. 

Expected and Achieved Results
The project aims to develop a recogniti on and awareness architecture, 
capable of combing and processing multi -sensor data streams from 
various informati on sources, such as machines, tools or human 
behaviour sensing devices, in near real ti me to correctly and reliable 
recognize industrial workfl ows. To his end the project recorded collect 
multi -modal sensor streams of sensors embedded into products (e.g. 
welding torch), machines (e.g. bending machine) or the industrial 
environment (e.g. top down RGB-D cameras), or worn by workers 
themselves (e.g. eye tracker), which recorded internal states for 
products or machines, implicit and explicit behaviour, biometric and 
physiological, but cogniti ve indicati ve, data from humans on the shop 
fl oor. We implemented various established (e.g. message queues), 
but  also create novel, pre-processing (tree based reacti ve streams) 
mechanisms  for this huge and frequent volume of data, to deal with 
redundant, overlapping and disjoined data by either same or diff erent 
sensor sources. Based on the raw or pre-processed data, we deployed 
machine learning algorithms to check for the alignment with workfl ow 
specifi cati ons and report progress or deviati ons, by a mechanism, 
which supports correct task executi on, provided by sibling projects 
Guide and SeeIT. 
Additi onally we sti ll aim to provide knowledge to ensure correct 
executi on of task order, performance and result, but also aim to 
disti nguish between att enti onal and systemati c errors in manual 
assembly processes by making use of strategic knowledge, which is 
created on the fl y by repeated work task executi ons and stored for 
analysis in a workfl ow database. This database is also what we used 
to capture data for classifi cati on on the shop fl oors of our industrial 
partners. Additi onally, we already we able to identi fy bott lenecks by 
implementi ng quanti tati ve assessment methods within the producti on 
procedure, such as ineffi  ciencies in single work step, erroneous 
operati on of industrial tools and machines.
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Fischer4you will study skier’s behavior to find their skill level of skiing, 
therefore provide them with an appropriate range of equipment 
and ski skill recommendation. This project is motivated by the fact 
that every group of skiers need skiing equipment not only based 
on their general profile but also their technical profile. Fischer4you 
will try to assess the skill level and performance of skiers in driving 
different skiing techniques upon a data driven model and therefor 
is related to fundamental research in the interdisciplinary fields of 
sport science, computer science, biomechanics and kinesiology. In 
addition, Fischer4you is not limited to performance analysis, as it goes 
beyond this by also using the data to recommend users products and 
suggestion to improve their skills according to their assessment. 

Alpine skiing techniques are defined by the Austrian skiing teaching 
union as the following: Glide, Schuss, Wedging, Snowplough, Drift, 
Parallel Short Swing, Parallel Long Swing, Carving Long Swing and 
Carving Short Swing. Each Techniques varies in several regards, like 
speed or turn rate and they also need to be adapted towards the 
state of the piste. This makes it hard for unexperienced users to have 
a consistent behavior in driving different techniques and control speed 
at each turn. Thus they often lose their control at turns and are not 
able to manage their speed and body angle to make a good curve, 
resulting in a lot of severe accidents with other skiers. Moreover, there 
is a correlation between the behavior at each turn, created curve and 
its radius, and proper equipment specification. Often users tend to use 
equipment which doesn’t fit their profile or driving style resulting in 
both a bad experience at skiing as well as endangering others as they 
cannot fully control their skis.

Therefore, Fischer4you aims to get qualitative data insights into the 
process of skiing using multi sensor setup and also test the feasibility 
of using just a single sensor smartphone system for broad usage. 
These insights should deliver where best to place the smartphone to 
get the best out of the collected data while skiing. In the end the goal 
is to provision a data preprocessing and machine learning pipeline to 
be executed on data sent by a smartphone app.  This pipeline detect 
patterns and insights from accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer 
and GPS signals, as well as derived data such as altitude, such as the 
skier’s skill from the generated patterns during skiing, make a skier 
profile and assist them by a feedback in form of product and ski 
recommendations and technique guiding. 
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Cognitive Skiing Prodcuts
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Status / Progress
This project offi  cially started in January 2019 and will conti nue ti ll 
March 2021. In it, Pro²Future is working with our Company Partner 
Fischer and the Insti tute of Pervasive Computi ng at JKU Linz towards 
the creati on of recommendati on systems based on skier driving 
skills. Several projects meeti ng provided a discussion platf orm for 
the overall approach and additi onally several data recording session 
took place not only in winter but also in summer on glaciers. With the 
current preliminary data investi gati on is in progress and, in parallel, 
consorti um members have completed the initi al system models for 
the performance analysis, acti vity recogniti on and skill assessment 
architectures. The models have been presented to the consorti um 
partner during the WIP meeti ng and were discussed in brief, with a 
more detailed discussion to be held during each individual bilateral 
partner meeti ng.

Fischer4you by itself will uti lize the created models and learning 
approaches to enhance product recommendati on as planned in the 
project outline. To this end, a machine learning soft ware framework 
is being created and interfaces set up according to the models and 
guidelines set forth by the consorti um - the focus at this point being 
the abstracti on of skier’s skill level based on generated patt erns 
and performance. In the mid-term, machine learning models will be 
trained for acti vity recogniti on, skill assessment and recommendati on 
system. These developed tools and components will determine the 
need for adapti ve feedback to users, increase performance and skill, 
and return usage informati on towards a product recommendati on. 
The key investi gators aim to achieve this by integrati ng the developed 
machine learning pipelines with the multi -sensor fusion framework 
developed as part of the WorkIT project. In the long term, the devised 
classifi cati on pipeline will be investi gated during live studies on snow 
with a large group of skiers. This is being created right now by splitti  ng 
several part of the analysis pipeline into dedicated modules, which 
are either deployed on a central server or the smartphone. Where 
the former provides the analysis part and the later provides that data 
gathering and feedback part. 

Goals
Fischer4you goal is to recommend the most suitable ski equipment 
to each ski driver according to their performance profi le and making 
them aware of their skill level and the level of consistency they have 
during skiing. Fischer4you will monitor (i) user acti viti es occurring 
during a skiing day using body worn sensors embedded into everyday 
smartphones, (ii) user behavior while skiing such as speed control and 
consistency in driving several diff erent techniques (according to the 
specifi cati on of the Austrian ski teaching union), (ii) user moti ons such 
as stability at each turn and accelerati on/decelerati on aft er/before 
each turn, to build a skill assessment model and a skier performance 
profi le. Ulti mately, this system, provides users their skiing profi le, 
supports them to access their own driving quality and choose a proper 
product and to improve their skiing skills. Further the goal is that this 
system runs on a central server and its assessment can triggered by 
just using data coming from a mobile phone, which is also used for 
informati on users about their skill level and an appropriate product 
recommendati on.

Approach
Fischer4you will build on and advance over state-of-the-start methods 
for performance and moti on analysis, acti vity identi fi cati on and skill 
level recogniti on relying on machine learning models. Fischer4you will 
acquire data via IMU sensors and GPS sensors, preprocess the received 
signals, make a skier profi le according to the generated patt erns and 
skiing performance, and derive measures of skill level through a data 
driven model which compares each user with expert users’ behavior, 
i.e. users which are teaching skiing instructors. Subsequently, skill level 
fused with the other general informati on sources, e.g. demographic 
informati on, form input to the recommendati on system to get both ski 
product and improvement recommendati ons.

Expected and Achieved Results
Fischer4you aims to develop a smartphone applicati on to be used by 
everyone with any level of skill. This recogniti on pipeline consists of 
the following components: (i) a sensor fusion module used to create 
viable sensor ensembles in an opportunisti c manner as a basis for 
moti on analysis and acti vity recogniti on, (ii) performance analysis and 
acti vity recogniti on models to know what each skier does and how 
well he is performing each technique, (iii) a data driven model based 
on expert users profi le to be used as a reference for skill assessment 
(iv) a recommendati on module, able to off er the most appropriate 
equipment to each user, and (v) a feedback trigger module, which 
will formulate a ski recommendati on and potenti ally also areas of 
improvements, e.g. like recommending seldomly driving techniques. 
This framework is to be developed as distributed applicati on, with a 
sensing and actuati ng component, e.g. an app on a smartphone, a 
reasoning component, e.g. implemented as a machine learning server 
component for recogniti on, as part of the demonstrator project 1. For 
demonstrati on purposes, the produced applicati on on a smartphone 
along with the skill assessment framework and recommendati on 
system will provide state of the art user assistance to form a stand-
alone, visual support- and guidance system for a targeted personas 
study and for a bigger audience of skiers in the long run.
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RTEAS will provide support in rail track error analysis based on the 
data from rail track machines. Along with company partner System7 
which builds this kind of machines, the analysis support will be used 
by System7 customers in the form of reporting and suggestion the 
maintenance of the rail tracks. E.g. in Europe alone over 200000 
kilometers of rail road need to be maintained, whereas a repair job 
for 500 meters takes several hours. Especially with providing a green 
alternative to flying, the maintenance of rail tracks is crucial when 
driving with very high speed, e.g. over 200KM/h. Deterioration of the 
tracks is not only governed by use but also by bad weather conditions, 
e.g.strong rain or very low or high temperatures. 

Typical rail track maintenance is costly and done with automated 
inspection of the rail tracks which records errors in several regards, 
such as longitudinal, directional, or superelevation errors, which can if 
not mitigated are sources for derailment. These errors occur typically 
when the underlying ballast bed cannot absorb the force by driving. The 
errors are fixed using semi-automatic tamping machines, which press 
together ballast. This process can be repeated on several occasions till 
a point where the gravel is destroyed by the tamping process and the 
ballast bed needs to be replaced. In order not to over-tamping areas 
which don’t need tamping as well as finding out when to replace the 
ballast, RTEAS aims to leverage data coming from the hydraulic units 
of these machines.

Therefore with both historical measurements and maintenance data 
along with the (i) Rail Road Geometry (Hight shift, direction, Height 
Variance), (ii) Ballast Measurement (compaction force, Adjustment 
travel, Regulating time) and the (iii) Position (odometer, GPS, IMU), rail 
road tracker managers as well as tamping machine operators should 
get insights into data and also derive action suggestion. Based on a 
unsupervised machine learning pipeline built in Guide and WorkIT, 
along with further descriptive data analysis measures, the project 
team aims to improve the quality of track maintenance and reduce the 
cost of unnecessary track maintenance. 
Additionally, based on the data analysis and the insights gathered from 
it, RTEAS also will build a reporting engine, which prepares this data 
into persuasive reports for both tamping machine operators as well as 
rail road track maintenance managers. 
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DP 1.2-3 RTEAS
Cognitive Rail Track Error Analysis Support
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Status / Progress
This project offi  cially started in November 2019 and will end in 
November 2020. In it, Pro²Future is working with our Company 
Partners System7, with a delayed kick off  held in December 2019 
due to organizati onal incapaciti es at the company partners side. 
Various meeti ng ti ll December 2019 were held for the team to 
establish the necessary domain knowledge needed for the data 
analysis. Preliminary data investi gati on was done in January 2020 
and, in parallel, responsible members have completed the initi al data 
analysis approaches and the methodologies which will are now the 
foundati on to build the RTEAS projects. The analysis reports have been 
presented to the partner during monthly meeti ng and were discussed 
in detail. Along with further acquisiti on of domain knowledge and 
improvements in System7  data acquisiti on on their tamping machines 
work has been done on providing Stati sti cal data analysis and 
visualizati ons (Distributi on analysis, correlati on analysis). By now the 
machine learning and descripti ve stati sti cs pipeline is ready for the 
anomaly detecti on and can provide the automati c reports, based on 
data coming from temping session. 

Ongoing work is to stabilize the development of this pipeline regarding 
data anomaly found in sensor output of the hydraulic units. In the 
second half of the project the Data analysis framework will be further 
extended by the engine, which recommends the track maintenance 
operati ons and provides persuasive material for the both track 
maintenance managers and operators alike. 

Goals
RTEAS has the goal to to provide decision support for manager and 
tamping machine operators, suggesti ng the scheduling of maintenance 
operati ons and replacement of ballast bed by monitoring and analyzing 
the (i) Rail Road Geometry (Hight shift , directi on, Height Variance), (ii) 
Ballast Measurement (compacti on force, Adjustment travel, Regulati ng 
ti me) and the (iii) Positi on (odometer, GPS, IMU). Based on machine 
learning, e.g. outlier detecti on, and descripti ve stati sti cs, e.g. variance 
analysis, correlati ons should be found between errors and data, which 
guide decisions whether or not to make the correcti on to the railroads 
in order prevent failures. RTEAS aims to use the specifi cally coming 
from system7 tamping machines sensors, i.e. the hydraulic unit, and 
will develop the anomaly detecti on mechanisms able to predict and 
generate suggesti ons for further correcti on in a railroad.

Approach
RTEAS will (i) build on over state-of-art methods for data analysis 
and correlati on in the data for anomaly detecti ons, (ii) Conventi onal 
machine learning and recogniti on architectures tailored to the railroad 
and temping session data processes, (iii) and powered by an existi ng 
data collecti ng architectures from the system 7 tamping machines. 
RTEAS will fi nd the correlati ons, plot, and calculate the wear and tear 
of the rail track. Subsequently, diff erent anomaly classes are matched 
to the models derived from domain-specifi c expert knowledge, 
thereby supporti ng predicti on, and suggesti ng the maintenance of the 
track and guiding decision makers by providing appropriate persuasive 
reports to either take acti on in various directi on, e.g. not scheduling 
maintenance for several months or immediate replacement of ballast 
bed. 

Expected and Achieved Results
RTEAS aims at two developments within the project frame: (i) a data 
analysis pipeline which will be powered by data coming from rail track 
tamping machines; (ii) a report engine which delivers high quality 
reports and charts to guide decision makers into appropriate acti ons.  
Of course, the main deliverable of this project is the Data analysis 
pipeline and predicti on of the rail track maintenance status. As for 
this data analysis, we already implemented various expected outputs 
such as an (i) In-Depth Report on Distributi on of Data and Correlati on 
between Problems and Data (ii) Interacti ve Visualizati on, which is not 
yet embedded in System7 Inframe Platf orm. As for the data analysis 
company partner System7 expects to fi nd correlati on between several 
relevant data classes, namely geometry data (longitudinal error, 
directi onal error and superelevati on), ballast bed measurements 
provided by the hydraulic units (compacti on force, compacti on 
path length and ti me) and positi on (odometer and GPS data) and 
to be provided with scienti fi c visualizati on results clearly indicati ng 
underlying problems. 
Further in the Recommendati on part of the project, the main outputs 
are (i) the implementati on of deriving appropriate acti ons in reporti ng 
Engine (ii) and the preparati on of reports on Decision Making by 
providing necessary visualizati on and outlining circumstances for 
acti ons. Additi onally persuasion techniques typically found in HCI 
sustainability projects should be applied to these reports. 
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GUIDE will investigate novel worker context recognition, assistance and 
guidance technologies for use in the manufacturing- and production 
setting. The project is motivated by the fact that suboptimal outcomes of 
interactions between man and machine (measured via product quality 
and manufacturing efficiency) are correlated with (i) the cognitive load 
and level of attention of the factory worker, (ii) the frequency and 
degree of disruptions during the manufacturing workflow, as well as 
(iii) misalignments between the worker’s skill and the task complexity. 
GUIDE will attempt to model the level of cognitive load of human 
workers in the execution of tasks and is thus related to fundamental 
research in the interdisciplinary fields of cognitive science, computer 
science, industrial research, and behaviorism. Further, GUIDE will 
extend beyond current interactive assistance systems that are mainly 
restricted to presence detection and collision avoidance by not only 
recognizing production step, but as well interpreting underlying 
motivation, level of engagement and goal for optimal activity support 
and guidance. Finally, GUIDE aims at triggering context-sensitive, 
multi-modal feedback and instructions, depending on the respective 
current workflow task, adaptable in sensory channel modality as well 
as with respect to the workers current skill level and wish for guidance.

Typical industrial work processes involve information from a 
variety of sources, usually spread out over a multitude of locations. 
Inexperienced workers are thus often forced to divide their attention 
between performing the manufacturing tasks and seeking information 
from different sources – a task that has been shown to adversely affect 
cognitive load and ultimately result in decreased productivity. As part 
of DP1, GUIDE will contribute towards the development of a prototype 
cognitive head gear (HMD) that aims at providing all necessary 
guidance information directly to the worker at the time of need. 
Specifically, GUIDE will provision a data preprocessing and machine 
learning pipeline to be executed on the HMD’s mobile processing 
unit. The key investigators aim to achieve this by utilizing an already 
previously developed framework for opportunistic, multi-sensor fusion 
in the domain of embedded activity recognition and optimizing it for 
the requirements of mobile execution in conjunction with the created 
HMD. This pipeline will be able to utilize low-level sensor data and 
transform it into high-level classification results related to (i) industrial 
workflow steps or the (ii) current cognitive state of the user. The 
produced HMD along with the context recognition framework will be 
integrated with state of the art industrial work equipment.
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Status / Progress
This project offi  cially started in January 2018. In it, Pro²Future is working 
with our Company Partners Fronius, KEBA, Wacker Neuson, Trumpf, the 
Insti tute of Computer Engineering and the Insti tute of High Frequency 
Technology at TU Graz towards the creati on of Industrial Worker 
Guide and Assistance systems. We have held the project Kick-Off , and 
conducted meeti ngs with all Company Partners at their respecti ve 
locati ons to gauge the possibiliti es and most promising approaches 
on site. Preliminary data investi gati on was used to defi ne the initi al 
system models for the guidance and assistance architectures. To this 
day they are extended using data collected in the WorkIT project, and 
by results with respect to feedback triggers to the SeeIT project.

So far the machine learning soft ware framework created, in 
conjuncti on with sibling project WorkIT,  features a classical featured 
based machine learning pipeline as well as a deep neural network 
based one additi onally the overall toolkit also features interfaces 
and implementati on for abstracti on of a workers’ cogniti ve state. The 
trained machine learning models have been trained for each industrial 
applicati on of our company partners and extends on all steps of the 
context recogniti on chain. The developed tools and components sti ll 
need to be extended for detecti ng the need for adapti ve feedback 
to industry workers, however so far, they were able to spot task 
ineffi  ciency, performance variati ons and return usage informati on 
towards product opti mizati on.

Further we also implemented a gaze analyti cs pipeline used for creati ng 
features from a mobile eye tracking unit, which are examined for 
detecti ng the workers cogniti ve state, i.e. skill level or cogniti ve load. 
So far, we investi gated skill level for company partner Trumpf during 
bending and cogniti ve load for Fronius during welding. Additi onally, 
in conjuncti on with the machine learning and multi -sensor fusion 
pipeline from WorkIT and the feedback system from SeeIT, we already 
implemented a new guiding interface for novices helping them 
during metal bending bending. The work will be extended by the key 
investi gators to all the use cases and showcases the cogniti ve reasoning 
capacity of GUIDE. 
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Goals
GUIDE has as its goal the detecti on and reacti on to threats for 
desirable interacti on outcomes, thereby preventi ng the degradati on of 
product quality and manufacturing effi  ciency. Specifi cally, GUIDE will 
monitor (i) human factors such as the vital state (fati gue, fi tness), skill 
and experience, cogniti ve load (stress), ongoing social interacti ons, 
distracti ons and peripheral interrupts (background noise), (ii) workfl ow 
complexity and state with respect to acti viti es, processes, ti meliness, 
excepti on handling, robustness, and quality assurance, (iii) apparatus 
complexity and worker skill, especially when interacti ng with complex 
manufacturing tools, (iv) support human decision making with respect 
to complex informati on (machine- or workfl ow related), unreliable or 
uncertain situati ons, and achieving transparency concerning off ered 
assistance, and (v) minimize cogniti ve load. In that, GUIDE aims at a 
modular, opportunisti c worker state recogniti on architecture, that 
makes use of dedicated mobile sensors (eye-trackers, body pose, 
and hand movements) and actuators (visual, vibro-tacti le, auditory), 
and at the development of feedback trigger mechanisms, able to 
support, warn and sense workers during manufacturing, assembly and 
producti on tasks.

Approach
GUIDE will (i) build on- and advance over state-of-the-art methods 
for cogniti ve load esti mati on, (ii) machine learning and recogniti on 
architectures tailored to industrial machines and workfl ow processes, 
(iii) build on existi ng opportunisti c sensing architectures, and (iv) 
formulate triggers for worker feedback mechanisms. To this end, 
GUIDE will derive a measure of cogniti ve load and human att enti on 
and incorporati ng the same into a user-centric and redesigned version 
of the context recogniti on chain, extended by high-level reasoning and 
recogniti on architectures. Subsequently, fused decision classes are 
matched to workfl ow process models derived from domain-specifi c 
expert knowledge, thereby supporti ng predicti on and support.

Expected and Achieved Results
GUIDE aims at the development of a holisti c framework to be used in 
multi ple industrial manufacturing and producti on use cases as agreed 
upon with our respecti ve industrial partners. This framework will 
encompass and consist of the following components: (i) a sensor fusion 
module used to create viable sensor ensembles in an opportunisti c 
manner.

This will go beyond the results of the WorkIT project and be integrated 
with the context recogniti on chain as implemented by the GUIDE 
project, (ii) purpose-build models of human att enti on and cogniti ve 
load, each based on existi ng research from the fi elds of psychology 
and cogniti on. (iii) a modelling methodology for the abstracti on 
of workfl ow processes, encompassing expert domain knowledge, 
acti vity recogniti on, context recogniti on and forecasti ng, (iv) a skill and 
experience module, able to infer worker skill and to model experience 
gain, and (v) a feedback trigger module, which will determine 
the need for feedback and formulate a recommendati on for the 
feedback modality to be used by the SeeIT project. This framework 
was integrated and exemplifi ed in a head mounted display prototype 
developed as part of the demonstrator project 1.

For demonstrati on purposes, the produced HMD along with the 
context recogniti on framework provides state of the art industrial work 
equipment to form a stand-alone, visual support- and guidance system, 
which we deployed e.g. during shop fl oor studies at company Fronius. 
In cooperati on with sibling project WorkIT project, and sophisti cated 
machine learning pipelines were developed especially for supervised 
methods, we developed both a classical feature based machine 
learning pipeline as well as multi  layered deep neural networks, based 
on state-of-the-art paradigms like CNN (e.g. UNet or Incepti on) and 
RNNs in form of LSTMs. Further we also investi gated the cogniti ve state 
of workers by building a gaze analyti cs pipeline or using data from a 
wrist-worn GSR unit, which we to this end used to investi gate cogniti ve 
load during welding or for skill recogniti on during welding.
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Work environments, particularly within the industrial sector, are un-
dergoing swift and dynamic technological transformations. Employees 
are increasingly confronted with new challenges, notably the integra-
tion of highly efficient, semi-autonomous machinery that necessitates 
seamless human collaboration. Presently, computer-driven methodo-
logies and AI-based systems (centered around human interaction) in 
the realms of industrial research and machine advancement have been 
harnessed to enhance productivity and adaptability. Regrettably, the 
well-being of workers often takes a back seat, occasionally even being 
completely disregarded.
The core objective of this endeavor is to reconceptualize this paradigm 
and embark on an extensive research initiative aimed at exploring how 
the next generation of AI-based systems can significantly enhance oc-
cupational safety and prevent the occurrence of accidents.
As part of this initial design study, preceding the main project, we are 
shaping a conceptual and technical framework for an AI cognitive sys-
tem that prioritizes human safety at work and prevents accidents. This 
system is named the "Safety-II Emergency Break Assistant." It brings 
together three interconnected models: firstly, it evaluates the worker's 
state; secondly, it tracks the progress of the tasks; and thirdly, it analy-
ses the working environment.
The system intelligently assesses potential risks, encompassing both 
those originating from human errors (intrinsic threats) and those ari-
sing from the environment or machine malfunctions (extrinsic threats). 
Subsequently, it employs appropriate guidance and support measures 
to facilitate a smooth collaboration between human operators and 
machines. This includes the ability to provide support and guidance 
to workers without disrupting their essential duties but is also able to 
shut down the system by means of an emergency brake if necessary.
The system is designed to continuously learn and improve its accura-
cy over time. This iterative process ensures that it offers practical and 
effective assistance while maintaining its trustworthiness. The underly-
ing conceptual framework, combined with a systematic exploration of 
various sensor data collection and presentation devices aimed at en-
hancing occupational safety, are documented and described in a posi-
tion paper, which will serve as the foundation for subsequent research.

Goals
This project initiates a broader study into how AI-powered, human-
centered systems can enhance occupational safety and accident 
prevention, particularly in industrial settings. Our project partners' data 
highlights that most accidents occur in the domain of manufacturing. 
Therefore, we are envisioning AI solutions which address existing 
threats to worker safety but also additional challenges that are brought 
into the domain by means of constantly increasing automation.
Our primary goal is to firmly establish the concept of “HumanAI for 
occupational safety” in the domain of industrial research. Proposing 
a solution, we envisioned a comprehensive and technical framework 
of a holistic, multisensory, and multimodal interconnected mechanism 
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that gathers data from workers and their environment and provides 
feedback not just for enhancing producti vity, but mostly, safety. Our 
system aims to seamlessly assist workers as needed, without disrupti ng 
their workfl ow, and only intervenes in real-ti me if it detects potenti al 
dangers. The goal is to recognize workfl ows that lead to dangerous 
outcomes before accidents occur. Especially experienced workers may 
circumvent safety measures seen as unnecessary. Thus, we intend to 
design the system in such a way workers will not feel compelled to 
bypass the mechanisms, a common issue in real-world situati ons.
Aft er anchoring the topic in the research fi eld, we intend to use the 
framework as a base for the follow up project, where the concepts 
discussed are planned to be materialized as demonstrators.

Approach
The sensory framework consists of three models, which analyze the 
threats initi ati ng from those areas: (i) psychophysiological analysis, (ii) 
workfl ow recogniti on, and (iii) environment and machine assessment. 
Mobile and stati onary sensors, unobtrusively deployed in the infras-
tructure and on the workers bodies, collect the necessary data. Model 
1 monitors health and wellbeing, the att enti on state and stress levels. 
Model 2 monitors the workfl ow. Model 3 evaluates the environment 
and the machines. A dual traffi  c light system informs the workers of 
danger levels adding to the system’s transparency. An emergency bra-
ke engages only in cases of acute danger, otherwise, the system is ser-
ving with assistance. Notably, the system learns from past workfl ows 
to enhance precision.

Expected and Achieved Results
Cogniti ve assistance systems are most useful when based upon ade-
quate sensors, actuators, and data processing devices. Therefore, one 
of the results of our work was a broad literature explorati on and de-
scripti on of these components. We assessed their suitability for wor-
ker safety and practi cality in real-world scenarios. An eye-opening 
takeaway was a criti cal underrepresentati on of work safety aspects in 
general, as well as a lack of potenti al applicability of the devices for 
worker safety at that ti me, revealing a criti cal gap that spurred our sub-
sequent project. Therefore, with the conceptualizati on of the technical 
framework we created an outline of the mechanism we would like to 
build, which we were able to use for further research and exchange 
with future company partners. Our emphasis here was on designing 
a system that does not only regard separate aspects and immediately 
shuts down whenever a “wrong” work step happened but can see the 
“whole” picture. The hypothesis behind was that dangerous situati ons 
might not arise when one aspect goes wrong, it is rather a combinati on 
of factors that might lead to unlucky outcomes. Also, there is not only 
one way of doing things right, but many ways that can lead to success-
ful outcomes – considering human creati vity instead of trying to elimi-
nate it was one of our moti vati ons. Another focus of research has been 
the mechanisms’ practi cality and effi  ciency, later also trust, making it 
potenti ally useful in real-world setti  ngs. The results have been sum-
marized and published in form of a positi on paper (Addressing worker 

safety and accident preventi on with AI, Huber et al.) and presented at 
a conference (IoT 2023).

Status / Progress
The project is now completed and has transiti oned into the main pro-
ject, AI2Human, which is currently ongoing. While the main project 
concentrates on real-world industrial applicati ons, analyzing existi ng 
norms and guidelines, developing risk evaluati ons, and designing pro-
totypes, it was the HumanAI phase that eff ecti vely explored the do-
main of AI for worker safety for the fi rst ti me, att racti ng signifi cant in-
terest and receiving approval within the research community.
However, sharing the proposed system with the wider community and 
potenti al stakeholders expanded our outlook, exposing us to diverse 
and at ti mes, intricate perspecti ves, along with possible limitati ons. 
The percepti on and reasoning abiliti es of a holisti c, intelligent system 
within an industrial context hinge on sensor-driven human acti vity and 
workfl ow recogniti on, going along with diligent monitoring of the in-
dustrial scene. This goes hand in hand with concerns about privacy and 
supervision. Even if the system is designed in the best possible way 
to avoid being perceived as intrusive into the private sphere, establis-
hing real trust, openness and acceptance among the workers requires 
a signifi cant investment of eff ort by the developers and, in case of a 
real-world implementati on, by the employers. To sum up, signifi cant 
technical progress cannot materialize without a concurrent improve-
ment in both knowledge and mindset.
Another concern emerges when AI components intervene into the ma-
chine control system. While AI-driven assistance systems off er guidan-
ce and informati on, a more intricate scenario unfolds when AI is gran-
ted the capability to initi ate or cease machine operati ons. Should this 
be the case, the machine requires reevaluati on and recerti fi cati on by 
the manufacturer, as it introduces additi onal vulnerabiliti es (conside-
ring scenarios where AI malfuncti ons could hinder proper shutdown).
While global regulati ons for systems incorporati ng AI elements (e.g., 
the AI Act of the European Parliament) are currently in development, 
we must deal with much uncertainty. However, in the domain of AI 
systems, rigid guidelines prove inadequate due to the highly contextual 
nature of most use cases. We confront the challenges ahead with en-
thusiasm, moti vated by the understanding that this project will make a 
lasti ng contributi on to improving worker safety.
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The purpose of "Opportunistic Awareness in Assistive Environments" 
was to support scientific work on the following topics:

• Feedback and Guidance Systems Industrial ICT systems that are 
designed to provide feedback or guidance to humans have been 
shown to fail if the provided assistance information is not suita-
ble to the worker and situation in question. AssE aims to further 
the state of the art in this aspect via provisioning of skill sensitive 
feedback, i.e. feedback that is designed for- and adapted to the 
worker’s skill and experience. Part of this approach is to guaran-
tee that provided guidance information to industrial workers is 
explainable and reconstructable.

• Embedded AI and Cognitive Products Embedded AI is expected 
to be a major future driver in industries. Waiving the need for 
large scale data centers and achieving decentralized artificial in-
telligence would open new applications for AI, removing restricti-
ons imposed by the ongoing “data silo-fication” in many domains. 
AssE aims to further the state of the art by proposing a research 
endeavor in this field. This effort will be co-organized with re-
search proposals on advancing neuromorphic architectures of 
cognitive products – a field that is still very young and in need of 
more research.

• Workflow Recognition An important puzzle piece for many in-
dustrial ICT applications involving human workers is the correct 
detection of their current work tasks. Applications are for exam-
ple the construction of quality assurance logs, or the detection of 
human oversights and manufacturing errors. AssE will focus on 
advancing the state of the art in micro- and macro work step de-
tection, as well as activity recognition using overhead cameras.

• Future AI AssE aimed at identifying long term- and short-term fu-
ture application domains for AI systems and provided text blocks 
and state of the art reviews for research grants proposals on both 
time scales: For the long term, human-like intelligence informed 
AI systems and neuro-robotics are investigated, whereas on the 
short term, cognitive systems for green technologies are resear-
ched.
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Goals
The goal of the project was to further strategic developments in terms 
of scienti fi c output. The following areas of research were investi gated:
• Sensor-based recogniti on of the state of (i) machines (system 

state), (ii) humans (skill level, cogniti ve state, vital state), and (iii) 
processes (workfl ow recogniti on).

• Display of- and interacti on with digital content, such as (i) video 
snippets for documentati on purposes, and (ii) hapti c signals for 
unobtrusive noti fi cati ons.

• Aspects of AI and its applicati ons, such as (i) human-informed AI, 
(ii) green tech and sustainability, (iii) neuroroboti cs.

The achievement of goals was demonstrated through (i) scienti fi c pu-
blicati ons, (ii) demonstrators and videos, (iii) reviews and summaries 
of the state of the art, and (iv) text blocks for research grant proposals.

Approach
To achieve the target scienti fi c output, the project was built on a strong 
scienti fi c consorti um, involving partners from the JKU and TUM, where 
Pro²Future focused on research related to (i) feedback and guidance 
systems, (ii) cogniti ve products, and (iii) workfl ow recogniti on, JKU fo-
cused on (i) embedded AI, (ii) human state recogniti on, and (iii) green-
tech AI, and TUM focused on (i) roboti cs, (ii) neuromorphic architec-
tures of cogniti ve products, and human-like intelligence informed AI.

Expected and Achieved Results
The project resulted in 1 journal paper and 4 conference papers that 
were submitt ed to the MDPI-Applied Science journal, as well as the 
PETRA and IOT conferences. 

Micro Acti viti es Recogniti on in Uncontrolled Environments (A. Abbas, 
M Haslgrübler, AM Dogar, A Ferscha; Applied Sciences 11 (21))

Determining Best Hardware, Soft ware and Data Structures for Worker 
Guidance during a Complex Assembly Task (B Anzengruber-Tanase, G 
Sopidis, M Haslgrübler, A Ferscha; Proceedings of the 15th Internati o-
nal Conference on PErvasive Technologies Related to Assisti ve Environ-
ments)

Micro-acti vity recogniti on in industrial assembly process with IMU 
data and deep learning (Georgios Sopidis, Michael Haslgrübler, Beh-
rooze Azadi, Bernhard Anzengruber-Tánase, Abdelrahman Ahmad, Alo-
is Ferscha, Marti n Baresch; Proceedings of the 15th Internati onal Con-
ference on PErvasive Technologies Related to Assisti ve Environments)

Skill Level Detecti on in Arc Welding towards an Assistance System for 
Workers (M Laube, M Haslgrübler, B Azadi, B Anzengruber-Tánase, A 
Ferscha; Proceedings of the 15th Internati onal Conference on PErvasi-
ve Technologies Related to Assisti ve Environments)

Privacy Preserving Workfl ow Detecti on for Manufacturing Using Neu-
ral Networks based Object Detecti on (A. Ahmad, M Haslgrübler, G So-
pidis, B Azadi, A Ferscha; Proceedings of the 11th Internati onal Confe-
rence on the Internet of Things)

Status / Progress
Further, contributi ons to Tiny AI were made within AssE. TinyAI aimed 
at developing scienti fi c foundati ons and technological breakthroughs 
for autonomic on-device AI, and its amplifi cati on to collecti ve on-mul-
ti ple-device AI. The expected results included (i) the miniaturizati on 
of AI systems (hardware, algorithms, methods), (ii) the orchestrati on 
of dispersed AIs, (iii) the opportunisti c self-organizati on of limited re-
source ensemble AIs, (iv) reinforcement-, federated- and transfer-lear-
ning models and methods to operate AIs, (iv) self-evolving ti ny roboti c 
brains, neuromorphic processing architectures and processor designs, 
as well as (v) the mapping of all the related fi ndings into the cognifi ca-
ti on of products and producti on systems of the future. 

Tiny AI aimed at novel algorithmic strategies for:
• small-scale machine learning techniques on resource-constrai-

ned, yet autonomous devices, including the mass deployment of 
human percepti on like ML across multi ple devices, the integrati on 
of ML into embedded and real-ti me systems, and the live (on-the-
fl y) processing of multi modal data streams from multi ple sensor 
sources. This would answer the research questi on “How to fi t ML 
into resource-constrained embedded devices?” by substanti ally 
improving the training effi  ciency (few shot learning) and inference 
effi  ciency of reinforcement learning. 

• dependable systems addressing reliability, energy effi  ciency, re-
al-ti me processing, and cogniti ve wireless communicati on (pro-
viding dependable performance even in harsh environments), 
answering the research questi on “How to assure dependability 
guarantees for ti ny ML?”. 

• device ensembles to answer the research questi on “How to ma-
nage the complexity of ti ny dynamic ML ensembles?” by devising 
engineering principles to build dynamically networked, spon-
taneously confi gured groups of Tiny AI enti ti es and making the 
complex AI ensemble behavior explainable to humans. 

• roboti cs to answer the research questi on “How to realize ti ny 
thinking roboti c ensembles?” by co-designing ti ny mechatronic 
mechanisms, ti ny neuromorphic control and ti ny brains that emp-
loy ti ny dependable ML ensembles.
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The focus of this research initiative is to advance the field of multi-view 
stereo (MVS) by addressing key challenges and introducing innovative 
solutions. One core goal is the generation of more complete 3D recons-
tructions for datasets characterized by a scarcity of captured camera 
poses. To achieve this, the approach involves generating additional 
virtual camera poses alongside existing ones. Depth maps correspon-
ding to these new poses are then refined using a depth completion 
algorithm. This refinement process significantly enhances the density 
of the resultant 3D reconstructions, enabling a more accurate repre-
sentation of the scene's geometry.
One of the novel directions within this research area is the explora-
tion of MVS techniques without relying on traditional cost-volume ap-
proaches. The aim is to devise a more adaptable architecture that can 
generalize effectively across a wide range of data types and scenarios. 
Building on recent advancements in binary mask-based depth estima-
tion from classical stereo, the project will implement a similar strategy 
within the MVS context, thereby innovating over the state of the art.
Furthermore, the research delves into the incorporation of semantic 
information, particularly for planar surfaces, to enhance depth map 
completion. By leveraging the inherent structure of certain scene ele-
ments like walls and floors, incomplete regions of the depth map can 
be intelligently filled, resulting in more coherent and realistic 3D re-
constructions.

The optimization of correspondence search, a computationally inten-
sive step in the MVS pipeline, is another vital aspect of this project. A 
hierarchical approach is being developed to reduce the computational 
burden of this process. This involves the exploration of hierarchical de-
scriptor vectors and the formulation of an appropriate cost function for 
the neural network responsible for descriptor computation.
Lastly, the project addresses the fusion of RGB color and depth (RGBD) 
data for improved feature extraction. By tailoring neural network archi-
tectures originally designed for color data to accommodate the addi-
tional depth dimension, the goal is to leverage the synergies between 
color and depth information to extract more informative and discrimi-
native features.

In essence, this research initiative aims to revolutionize the field of 
multi-view stereo by tackling critical challenges in depth estimation, 
reconstruction completeness, efficiency, and feature extraction. The 
culmination of these efforts promises to significantly enhance the qua-
lity and accuracy of 3D reconstructions, opening up new possibilities 
for applications in computer vision, robotics, and augmented reality.
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Goals
This project's objecti ve is to push the boundaries of 3D reconstructi on 
by investi gati ng, developing, and evaluati ng methods that exceed cur-
rent technological capabiliti es. The primary focus lies in incorporati ng 
semanti c insights and contemporary machine learning techniques.
Two key domains are under scruti ny:
• The deployment of machine learning, driven by data, to enhance 

the precision and dependability of camera pose determinati on.
• The integrati on of machine learning, powered by data, into the 

realm of 3D data creati on via multi -view stereo methodologies.

The project's achievement will be evident in various ways:
• The successful validati on of these novel techniques on perti nent 

benchmarks, including the notable ETH 3D dataset, as well as So-
ny's provided datasets.

• Tangible improvements that become apparent through subjecti ve 
and qualitati ve assessments.

• The disseminati on of successful methodologies through scienti fi c 
publicati ons and potenti al considerati on for patenti ng.

In essence, this initi ati ve is driven by the ambiti on to not only achie-
ve advanced 3D reconstructi ons but also to rigorously validate their 
eff ecti veness. By harnessing machine learning and semanti c insights, 
this project strives to leave a notable mark on the landscape of 3D 
reconstructi on methodologies. The project will not initi ally focus on 
reconstructi ng stati c environments such as rooms and places and will 
put less emphasis on capturing dynamic scenes or objects like humans.

Approach
The project approaches the given tasks by uti lizing arti fi cial environ-
ments and scenes derived from Unreal Engine 4, to increase the avai-
lability of data for training. In this way, dataset generati on was stre-
amlined using the large number of available scenes in the associated 
online store. Using the EasySynth plugin, it is possible to export (i) rgb 
images, (ii) camera poses (in COLMAP format), (iii) depth maps (in fl oa-
ti ng point format, (iv) normal vector maps (in fl oati ng point format), 
and (v) GT point cloud (reconstructed from the extracted depth maps 
and poses). Using this syntheti c data, existi ng MVS algorithms will be 
refi ned and a multi -detector for local feature extracti on, based on a 
retrained deep-matcher on top of the MD-net structure, developed.

Expected and Achieved Results
The project expects the following results: (i) enhancing the accuracy 
and robustness of esti mati ng camera positi ons within a structure-from-
moti on (SFM) system; (ii) improving reconstructi on of indoor spaces, 
specifi cally fl at surfaces such as walls, ceilings, and fl oors, surpassing 
the capabiliti es of current leading methods; (iii) achieving both qualita-
ti ve and quanti tati ve assessments of the newly developed techniques; 
(iv) creati ng soft ware implementati ons of these novel methods, and (v) 
fi nally showcasing the extended practi cality of 3D reconstructi on met-
hods, highlighti ng their effi  cacy in generati ng higher quality results. 
The project has been concluded and achieved its expected results. 

Status / Progress
Aft er having achieved, implemented and demonstrated (i) improved 
camera positi on esti mati on within a structure-from-moti on (SFM) sys-
tem, and improved reconstructi on of indoor spaces, the project will 
be renewed and conti nued. In 3D-Recon-IV we are conti nuing to sti ll 
further enhance 3D reconstructi on with deep learning techniques. As 
such we focused on two data driven multi -view stereo and structure 
from moti on. For the fi rst a new architecture was implemented which 
opti mizes epipolar line search with deep learning. Results were pu-
blished in IEEE WACV. For the second part, structure from moti on, the 
project team worked on deep learning-based feature extracti on of key 
points of images, a task very common in computer vision pipelines. 
Noteworthy is that the training process works fully unsupervised and 
achieves competi ti ve results on established benchmarks, published in 
IEEE ICPR.
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Machine learning-based detection of geometric shapes has emerged 
as a rapidly expanding research field, with significant attention cur-
rently directed towards external, outside geometries. This project in-
vestigated methods to achieve this for large-scale interior geometries 
while leveraging RGB-based data - a novel and intriguing challenge. At 
the heart of this project lies the development of a prototype machine 
learning algorithm, specifically designed for the recognition of longitu-
dinal edges and cross-sections. The primary objective was to provide 
valuable support to surveyors involved in the complex task of geome-
try creation for 3D tunnel models. By automating the detection of lon-
gitudinal edges and cross-sections, this machine learning approach ai-
med to streamline and expedite the process, ultimately enhancing the 
efficiency and accuracy of 3D tunnel model processing and analysis.
This project extended the boundaries of the existing state-of-the-art 
methodologies in the domain of transforming 3D models into com-
prehensive 3D tunnel geometries. By building upon the foundations 
laid by prior research, this project advanced handling of large interior 
geometries within the context of tunnel models. The inclusion of RGB-
based data further added a novel dimension, as it opened new possi-
bilities for richer and more detailed geometric analyses and texturing. 
Throughout the project, rigorous experimentation and prototyping 
was conducted to refine the machine learning model continuously. 
The focus was on optimizing the accuracy and reliability of the longi-
tudinal edge and cross-section recognition. Additionally, the research 
team collaborated closely with surveying experts, gathering valuable 
feedback to ensure the practical applicability and effectiveness of the 
developed algorithm.
This project represented a step forward in the field of machine lear-
ning-based geometric shape detection. By expanding its applications 
to encompass large-scale interior geometries and incorporating RGB-
based data, it opened doors to novel opportunities in the realm of 3D 
tunnel model processing and analysis. The successful implementation 
of this prototype provided a valuable tool to surveyors when creating 
indoor geometry and the project contributed to advancements in the 
transformation of 3D models into comprehensive 3D tunnel geome-
tries.

Goals
The primary objective of this project was to facilitate the data trans-
formation process of 3D point clouds into an actual 3D geometry, here 
instantiated at the example of a road tunnel. The point cloud was col-
lected in advance and outside of the project by a vehicle dedicated for 
the task. Previously, achieving the task of transforming point clouds 
into geometries relied on manually defining the underlying reference 
geometry to fit to the point cloud. The project aimed at leveraging ma-
chine learning techniques to automate this process at least partially, 
thereby streamlining the workflow. The project targeted the following 
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key areas of investi gati on: (i) machine learning-based recogniti on of 
fracture edges or longitudinal edges (potenti ally extending to include 
the identi fi cati on of verti cal and plan view axes), and (ii) machine lear-
ning-based cross-secti on computati on and recogniti on.

Approach
To implement the recogniti on of longitudinal edges, cross-secti ons, 
and secti on planes for point clouds and meshes using parametric, open 
curves, the following approach was adopted: 
(i) PointNet++ was used to perform point cloud segmentati on. Point-
Net++ is a deep learning architecture that can eff ecti vely handle unor-
dered point clouds. By dividing the point cloud into segments, it was 
possible to isolate disti nct regions that are relevant to specifi c edge 
and cross-secti on detecti on tasks. 
(ii) For precise identi fi cati on of corners and edges in the segmented 
point cloud, PIE-Net was used. PIE-Net is designed to detect features 
like corners and edges with high accuracy. 
(iii) Prior to applying the deep learning methods, the point cloud and 
mesh data was processed using open-source tools such as Blender.
(iv) Secti on planes in the 3D models were identi fi ed using standard 
geometric algorithms, and parametric curves that represent longitu-
dinal edges and cross-secti ons were constructed using mathemati cal 
techniques like B-spline interpolati on or fi tti  ng polynomial curves to 
capture the intricate details of the detected features.

Expected and Achieved Results
The project is now concluded. To inform the project’s approach, a com-
prehensive analysis of the state-of-the-art in transforming 3D models 
into descripti ve 3D geometries was conducted and a corresponding re-
port generated. Additi onally, the team developed prototypes to show-
case the eff ecti veness of machine learning-based fracture edge- or 
longitudinal edge recogniti on (with potenti al extensions) and machine 
learning-based cross-secti on recogniti on. These prototypes featured 
a complex processing pipeline, made up parti ally of established deep 
learning networks for processing and segmentati on of point clouds 
(PointNET++, PIE-NET), as well as purpose-built aspects of generati ng 
secti on planes and parametric curves. This pipeline was initi ally devi-
sed and prototyped using open-source data sets of object point clouds, 
and subsequently adapted and opti mized to be used with a pre-exis-
ti ng point cloud data set provided by consorti um partners. The fi nal 
system was demonstrated successfully within the frame of the project. 
The achieved advancements enhanced the effi  ciency and accuracy of 
the 3D tunnel creati on process from raw point cloud data, using an 
approach based on lineati on and longitudinal edge course detecti on, 
as well as secti on plane recogniti on, thereby contributi ng to the fi eld 
of 3D modeling and beyond.

Status / Progress
This project tackled the challenge of lineati on and longitudinal edge 
course detecti on for point clouds and meshes. To achieve this, several 
essenti al blocks were addressed. Firstly, a thorough analysis of state-
of-the-art techniques in lineati on and edge detecti on was conducted. 
This step involved (i) understanding key point detecti on, (ii) lineati on/
edge detecti on, and (iii) the intricacies of longitudinal edge course 
detecti on. Based on this analysis, further steps and methods were 
determined. The selected reference architecture was validated using 
a public dataset. This implementati on involved adapti ng the chosen 
reference architecture to suit the specifi c requirements of the project. 
The reference architecture was trained fi rst using published and pu-
blicly available data sets, enabling it to learn and recognize patt erns 
relevant to lineati on and edge course detecti on. The results obtained 
from these early training steps were compared with the state-of-the-
art to gauge the eff ecti veness of the selected approach. Aft er this ini-
ti al validati on, the focus shift ed towards adapti ng the architecture to a 
diff erent dataset, specifi c to the selected use case of tunnel surface re-
creati on. This adaptati on involved verifying the suitability of the data-
set and making any necessary modifi cati ons to the implementati on to 
ensure it functi ons seamlessly with the new data. Following this phase, 
a comprehensive hyperparameter study was conducted to fi ne-tune 
the model's performance, with further refi nement and opti mizati on 
undertaken subsequently based on the results of the conducted study. 
Hyperparameter opti mizati on was conducted iterati vely, striving to 
achieve the best possible results. The architecture was adapted to the 
problem domain, leveraging insights gained from previous stages. Ad-
diti onally, runti me opti mizati on was explored, streamlining the model 
for effi  cient deployment. 
The same basic process was followed in order to develop a machine 
learning-based system to implement secti on plane detecti on for point 
clouds and meshes, involving the computati on of cross-secti ons of the 
tunnel profi le. This was made necessary due to the fact that cross sec-
ti ons of tunnels are not necessarily shaped the same. Road tunnels 
include safety areas to the side of the tunnel, where cars may park in 
case of emergency, as well as access points for escape routes. These 
structures break the usual shape of the tunnel, complicati ng the task 
of detecti ng secti on planes, and further of generati ng 3d models of 
the tunnel structure. This issue was specifi c to the investi gated tunnel 
dataset, and it was thus necessary to develop a purpose-built recrea-
ti on pipeline for this task.
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This project researches user experience design based on emotive trig-
gers in the industrial domain, with the goal of increasing tool life by 
decreasing instances of negligent handling of industrial tools, reified 
using manual welding torches. Usually, in the industrial domain, good 
user experience design is not a significant focus. Don Norman argued 
that, while human-centered (interface) design processes in theory re-
present the ideal, in practice they are commonly untenable. He goes 
on to iterate that in his experience, market-driven pressures plus an 
engineering-driven company yield ever-increasing features, complexi-
ty, and confusion. But even companies that do intend to search for 
human needs are thwarted by the severe challenges of the product 
development process, in particular, the challenges of insufficient time 
and insufficient money. Norman anecdotally postulates that there are 
only two actual drivers of new product designs: (i) adding features to 
match the competition, and (ii) adding some features driven by a new 
technology. 

In an attempt to break this mold, APECGR puts the user at the center of 
the design process, investigating ways to make the user want to inter-
act with “their” product, and caring for it, thereby reducing the chan-
ce the device will be treated roughly and negligently. The project will 
firstly investigate ways to accurately determine instances of rough use 
to initiate an interaction with the user, and further investigate ways to 
identify states of heightened user affect. This is done, to provide either 
calming or informative interaction to reduce potential mishandling of 
the product. If successful, the project will further investigate ways to 
impact the users emotional state using interactions. The project will 
further investigate ways to design user interfaces, manually and using 
reinforcement learning, which aim to minimize frustration and optimi-
ze interaction efficiency.

Finally, the project will investigate ways to determine the skill level of 
users, in order to provide tailored interactions based on the users ac-
tual need and profile, thereby avoiding annoying and negative inter-
action experiences.

The project will implement and test the developed system in the do-
main of manual arc welding using both novices and experts at welding. 
The results will be demonstrated via multiple independent studies of 
the individual parts of the overall system in industrial environments 
and encompass the development of a final prototype.
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Goals
The goal of this project is to investi gate ways to trigger emoti onal re-
sponses in welders, ulti mately to reduce device damage induced by 
inappropriate handling of welding torches. These goals will be achie-
ved by development of an assistance system for welders, that detects 
whenever a welding device is being treated roughly, thereby reducing 
its life expectancy, and prompts the user in an emoti ve way to not do 
so in the future. The system should be engaging to interact with and re-
duce the need for device maintenance due to inappropriate handling. 
Part of this system is the development of a cogniti ve state recogniti on 
engine, that measures the users emoti onal aff ect as well as skill level, 
and provides suitable feedback, as created via stati cally designed- and 
reinforcement learning approaches. The interacti ons should provide 
methods of self-improvement for the welders, as well as demonstrate 
problems and off er avenues of improvement. The project will demon-
strate its result in form of a prototype for the envisioned user guidance 
system, using available sensors integrated in the welding torch.

Approach
The project will implement the given goals using a sensor-data driven 
approach. A purpose-built data collecti on system will be created, con-
sisti ng of (i) the welding torch itself as a data source, (ii) an eye tracker 
as indicator for aff ect, intent and interface quality, (iii) body-physio-
logical wrist-worn sensors, (iv) as well as in-ear microphones. In this 
way, the project will att empt to fi nd indicators for aff ect and skill in the 
welding domain, based on established research, and be able to inves-
ti gate the impact of user experience design choices on the emoti onal 
state of welders.

Expected and Achieved Results
The project will yield multi ple systems that coordinate in order to pro-
vide user focused feedback regarding the mindful handling of a manual 
welding torch. Specifi cally, the project will result in (i) a system that 
recognizes impacts to the welding torch that are outside the accep-
ted safe parameters using the IMU included within the welding torch 
(achieved), (ii) a system to determine the skill level of a welder based 
on their welding movements (parti ally achieved), (iii) a study on sen-
sors and derived indicators for aff ect that are suitable for the welding 
environment (in progress), (iv) an evaluati on of the graphical interface 
of the welding device with the purpose of enhancing user experience 
(achieved), and (v) methods of automati cally generati ng useful UI de-

signs based on welding tasks (in progress). This system will opti mize 
itself for known, re-occurring interacti ons during welding.

Status / Progress
The project has already achieved a large amount of its work. A compre-
hensive user experience study of the welding interface was conducted 
and has been published as an internal report. Based on the study and 
based on global usage stati sti cs, a reinforcement learning approach to 
automati cally opti mize the UI design is currently in progress. An initi al 
study to evaluate the viability of known indicators for aff ect (pupil di-
lati on, galvanic skin response, blood volume pulse etc), has been con-
ducted and will be uti lized to formulate design recommendati ons for 
future user interfaces with the goal of increasing positi ve welder aff ect 
towards the welding tool. A system to detect rough handling of wel-
ding torches was implemented. Further, the descripti on of work was 
extended in this regard to att empt to determine exact welding patt erns 
purely based on IMU data. Finally, a study to determine the skill level of 
welders is currently ongoing.

Next steps involve fi nalizing the identi fi cati on of indicators for aff ect 
and providing ground truth by establishing a system that aims to detect 
situati ons of high negati ve aff ect and positi vely impacts them, thereby 
avoiding mistreatment of the welding torch. Further, the skill level de-
tecti on system will be extended and fi nalized. This process currently in-
volves the investi gati on of new features and data processing pipelines, 
as well as a step back from categorical skill classifi cati ons due to limited 
ground truth and data. Finally, a reinforcement learning approach for 
self-adapti ve interfaces will be fi nalized. The system currently encom-
passes eight psychological and user task effi  ciency-related systems for 
evaluati ng a user interface. A large-scale grid-search study will be con-
ducted to fi nd the best set of parameters and weights.
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RTEL is an innovative Rail Track Error Learning AI system where in col-
laboration with System 7, we will analyze railroad maintenance signals 
prior to and after the tamping work, embed machine learning algo-
rithms in track bed analysis, and assess the tamping work quality. Such 
a system will spot anomalies in the rail track prior to tamping using 
signal processing and provide findings on the fly to the machine opera-
tor, e.g., suspected dirty ballast. Additionally, after tamping work, the 
system evaluates maintenance jobs and recommends maintenance ac-
tions such as ballast replacement due to low quality.

The railway is a highly energy-efficient and environmentally friendly 
mode of transportation, emitting considerably fewer greenhouse gases 
per passenger kilometer compared to planes and cars. Therefore, it's 
crucial to have a high-quality maintenance system in place to maintain 
railway infrastructure in good condition and ensure service continui-
ty. The most recognized rail track maintenance job is tamping the bal-
last, which is also necessary for the newly built tracks. Our Company 
partner, System7, not only does build such a machine but also offers 
maintenance work. The maintenance task using ballast tampers takes 
several hours for every kilometer of the railroad. Although the mainte-
nance of railways using ballast tampers is well established, the tamping 
result is not easy to evaluate.  Tamping work is the most important and 
expensive part of the maintenance process. Therefore, it's essential to 
have high-quality tamping work to fix errors and reduce costs. Howe-
ver, current tamping quality evaluation methods are limited. To bridge 
this gap, we're examining track geometry and tamping data to research 
all informative signals. We'll feed these signals, collected before, du-
ring, and after tamping, into machine learning models to formulate the 
tamping work behavior. In collaboration with System 7, our focus is on 
tamping result evaluation. To develop a tamping assessment system, 
we're going to study tamping data and investigate several machine le-
arning models to find the best one for assessing tamping work quality.

Goals
The goal of the RTEL is to spot anomalies in railway tracks, provide on-
line information to the operator, assess the tamping work in dealing 
with track errors, and recommend actions. RTEL aims to study signals 
before tamping and while tamping from System 7 machines sensors, 
i.e., the hydraulic unit, and will develop the anomaly detection mecha-
nisms to predict and generate suggestions for further correction in a 
railroad. Additionally, knowing failures in the track infrastructure helps 
with assessing maintenance work and formulating machine behavior 
in addressing rail track failures.
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Approach
The approach in the RTEL project is to build an AI system upon exis-
ti ng data collecti on architectures from the System 7 tamping machi-
nes. This system consists of an anomaly detecti on model that spots 
the positi on of the error on the railroad using signal processing, a deep 
Autoencoder which can learn tamping data, compress, and reconstruct 
them, and a deep learning model that can model tamping machine be-
havior and predict aft er tamping signals. Therefore, RTEL will fi nd failu-
res, locate and plot them, predict how they will be addressed, and eva-
luate the tamping work. This system can support decision makers to 
take appropriate maintenance acti ons or adjust the maintenance plan 
ranging from, e.g., not scheduling maintenance for several months or 
immediate replacement of ballast bed.

Expected and Achieved Results
In the scope of the RTEL project, we expect to have a pipeline imple-
mented that can detect anomalies and assess how well tamping work 
fi xes these failures. Therefore, we must develop two main models 
upon data from tamping machine sensors. The fi rst model is anomaly 
detecti on, and the second is machine behavior. We employed wavelet 
transform to study recorded data in the frequency domain. The out-
put of wavelet analysis spots failures on the track before tamping and 
helps to identi fy the source of error. Then, wavelets will be fed into a 
deep model to learn the machine behavior in tamping. So far, we have 
implemented the wavelet transform report, where it is possible to 
compare signals before and aft er tamping in the frequency domain and 
see changes due to tamping work. System 7 has already embedded 
this analysis in its reporti ng platf orm. As for the data analysis, compa-
ny partner System7 expects to identi fy the source of the error and its 
positi on based on the dominant frequencies and to be provided with 
scienti fi c visualizati on results indicati ng underlying problems.

Moreover, by formulati ng the machine behavior, System 7 will predict 
the expected result of the tamping work and can evaluate the mainte-
nance jobs. To train such a model, raw signals before and aft er tamping 
and their wavelet transformati ons will be fed into a deep-learning mo-
del. As a part of this model, we have already developed an Autoenco-

der to compress and reconstruct the prior-to-tamping signals and their 
related frequency bands. Such a model will facilitate the comparison 
between signals in their latent space. We have trained such an Auto-
encoder model to reconstruct tamping signals.

Status / Progress
This project offi  cially started on the fi rst of April 2021 and will last ti ll 
the end of March 2024. Pro2Future cooperates closely with System 7 
and has held regular discussions to report the work in progress and 
exchange informati on and ideas. During monthly meeti ngs, we have 
presented the analyses to the partner and discussed them in detail. 
Along with the further acquisiti on of domain knowledge and improve-
ments in System7 data acquisiti on on their tamping machines, we have 
worked on providing data analysis and visualizati ons (e.g., wavelet ana-
lysis). So far, anomaly detecti on using wavelet transform is ready and 
integrated into the System 7 reporti ng platf orm where every dominant 
frequency is connected to a group of error sources. Moreover, the ma-
chine learning pipeline is under development, and the signal recons-
tructi on module is delivered to the company partner.

For the rest of the project, the focus is on developing a machine be-
havior model based on wavelet results to become an accurate engine, 
which formulates tamping work, evaluates the maintenance job, and 
recommends the track maintenance operati ons. Therefore, the model 
provides online suggesti ons and informati on during the tamping to the 
operator and feedback to take appropriate acti ons to the experts.
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Human Activity Recognition (HAR) holds immense significance in com-
puter vision, offering benefits in diverse scenarios. In industrial set-
tings, manufacturing assembly steps are categorized into macro and 
micro tasks. Macro steps involve attaching or inserting components, 
while micro steps encompass swift actions like screwing. Detailed re-
search has been conducted on HAR for screwing tasks, considering 
architecture, window size, sliding rate, weighting methods, and mo-
del development. The focus is to differentiate between short-duration 
activities (e.g., screwing) and continuous movements (e.g., walking). 
The ATM assembly involves numerous steps, each containing speci-
fic screwing actions vital for completion. Tracking these actions helps 
compare with requirements, aiding error reduction, faster detection, 
and lowers costs. Additionally, human-machine collaboration could en-
hance worker confidence and shorten training periods.
Automated understanding of work steps in industrial assembly work 
is important for assistive guidance technologies in employee-machine 
collaboration and for industrial environments. Our aim is to identify 
macro work steps using depth images and micro activities of emp-
loyees during the assembly of ATM machines for auxiliary purposes in 
their daily complex tasks using hand-operated tools. 

Due to the advance of inertial measurement unit (IMU) technologies 
and pattern recognition IMU based sensing together with machine le-
arning has gained momentum on work step recognition and was selec-
ted for this study in combination with a depth camera sensor which is 
mounted on a ceiling with a top-down angle. In this work, the focus is 
on a seamless embedding of non-impeding body-worn IMUs or their 
integration into smart devices, and the depth sensor ensures the pri-
vacy of the operators, allowing for unobstructed monitoring of tools’ 
usage patterns and thus assembly work step recognition. 
The results of this study are evidenced by empirical observations of 
assembly work step executions by (i) hand screwing, (ii) screwdriver 
screwing, (iii) machine screwing, (iv) wrench screwing, with the null 
class being disproportionally dominant in the data set. Deep Learning 
models including LSTM, Temporal Convolutional Networks (TCN), and 
CNN architectures are proposed for the detection of micro activities 
and macro work steps and the identification of the current work step 
which is beneficial also for the recognition of the transition between 
each two consecutive macro work steps. A sophisticated counting me-
chanism of the classified activities is recognized as the next research 
challenge, that utilizes features from each IMU sensor with weak labels 
and the temporal information from the depth sensor.

Goals
This project investigates further development of cognitive assistance 
systems in the assembly area by incorporating new machine learning-
based mechanisms for macro and micro work step detection, as well 
as the embedding of weakly annotated data to improve the data anno-
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tati on process and the quality of the recogniti on results. Furthermore, 
it assists the worker by recognizing the work step and work acti viti es, 
allowing them to complete complex tasks without errors.
The initi al phase involves adapti ng the project's approach based on 
insights gained from the previous period. This entails transiti oning to 
smartwatches while reducing the reliance on shimmer sensors and en-
hancing user usability. However, this transiti on prompts a necessary 
adjustment in machine learning algorithms due to the altered input 
parameter confi gurati on. Simultaneously, user management becomes 
a priority, enabling personalized uti lizati on of project tools. Additi o-
nally, the project explores the implementati on of automati c work step 
identi fi cati on. Complementi ng the user's ability to navigate work seg-
ments through a smartwatch, this algorithm is refi ned using privacy-
friendly image processing techniques.
The aim of the project is to investi gate personalized Machine learning 
algorithms that can operate on weakly annotated data for micro-work 
step detecti on algorithms and privacy-friendly image processing algo-
rithms for macro-work step detecti on.

Approach
The system detects micro and macro work steps during an industrial 
assembly process shown in the fi gure. The process begins with the ini-
ti alizati on of the applicati on on the smartwatch that enables the col-
lecti on of the IMU and depth data as it is visible in the upper part of 
the image. The collected data is then sent to a CPU via Bluetooth and 
used as input to the deep learning models, which will have to predict 
the number of acti viti es that consti tute each module (left  side of the 
watch in the image) and the correct module of the workfl ow in which 
the employees currently are (right side of the watch in the image).
Individual deep models are trained to recognize similar patt erns and 
additi onally perform scene classifi cati on to provide feedback through 
a wrist-worn smartwatch. Weakly annotated data is used for the deep 
learning models to count the acti viti es.

Expected and Achieved Results
In the fi nal stage, the user will be able to have the complete system 
working in a smartwatch. Each node transmits data to the IoT system, 
where the data from the IMUs are processed and the acti vity is coun-
ted while the new work step is classifi ed based on depth images. The 
system will detect the acti viti es, classify them, and enumerate them to 
determine the stage of the process. Finally, it will provide online visual 
feedback in its built-in monitor combined with vibrati ons for delivering 
messages. Informati on on the smartwatch includes how many micro 
acti viti es are completed at each ti mestamp, how many acti viti es are 
yet to be done and what is the current macro work-step.
Currently, the system is deployed in an industrial environment whe-
re the collected data is used to train and fi ne-tune the models. LSTM 
and CNN architectures are implemented to identi fy the acti viti es and 
the work steps for this supervised problem. The classifi cati on and re-
cogniti on of the acti viti es are already achieved while the work step 

recogniti on yields promising results. The counti ng part of the problem 
as shown below is tested successfully in a public dataset related to in-
dustrial acti viti es.

Status / Progress
The provided model architecture exemplifi es its applicati on in acti vity 
counti ng using IMU data. This process involves dividing the IMU data 
into sequences of varying lengths, which serve as inputs for the model. 
Each sequence is associated with a weak label indicati ng the number 
of acti viti es within it. 
Visualizing the data input, disti nct examples showcase ti me-se-
ries data divided into sequences of segmented accelerati on 
data. These sequences vary in durati on, sample count, and 
weak label range of acti viti es (number of acti viti es/sequence). 
The weak label is generated by the number of spott ed endings (red 
arrow) inside each individual sequence.
As of the current project status, the model architecture is designed 
for acti vity counti ng employing IMU data. The uti lizati on of ragged 
tensors caters to variable-sized input data, enhancing its adaptability. 
Sequenti al processing, involving Timedistributed dense layers and an 
LSTM layer, allows the model to capture temporal patt erns and gene-
rate per-ti me-step outputs to discern transiti ons between acti viti es.
The model exhibits the capability to diff erenti ate between these steps 
even with limited data, indicati ng its promising potenti al. Enhancing 
the results is feasible with increased data acquisiti on in subsequent 
endeavors.

However, it's worth noti ng that the project is subject to further refi -
nement using real-world IMU data. In conclusion, the project has rea-
ched a stage where a model architecture for acti vity counti ng using 
IMU data has been established with data from public datasets. The 
architecture's unique features, such as the handling of variable-sized 
input using ragged tensors and the uti lizati on of square-shaped data 
representati ons for edge detecti on, contribute to its eff ecti veness. The 
macro work step detecti on is performed with the available data. On-
going eff orts are focused on refi ning and evaluati ng the model's per-
formance to ensure its viability for real-world applicati ons.

A road-map for the system proposed in this study showing the micro acti vity recogniti on in steps along with the macro work step classifi cati on.
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Fischer4You2 aims to assess recreational alpine skiers to find their skill 
level of skiing, therefore providing them with an appropriate range of 
alpine skiing equipment and skill recommendations. The primary mo-
tivation of this study is that alpine skiing equipment recommendations 
not only must be based on the general profile of skiers but also their 
skill level of skiing. Through this project, we will try to build a data-
driven model that can evaluate skiers' skills in driving different alpine 
skiing techniques. Thus, Fischer4You II needs to research the interdisci-
plinary fields of sports science, computer science, biomechanics, and 
kinesiology. Further, the ultimate goal of Fischer4You II is to go beyond 
alpine skiing activity recognition and performance analysis and offer 
product and coaching recommendations based on skiers' profiles to 
improve their skiing experience and safety.
 
Austrian Skiing Association defines alpine skiing techniques as follows: 
Glide, Schuss, Wedging, Snowplow, Drift, Parallel Short Swing, Parallel 
Long Swing, Carving Long Swing, and Carving Short Swing. These tech-
niques differ in speed, turn rate, etc. Moreover, they must be adapted 
depending on the skiing piste condition, which makes it hard for novice 
skiers to ski comfortably while performing different styles and control-
ling their speed at each turn. Therefore, inexperienced users are often 
unable to maintain their pace and body angle to make a smooth curve 
at turns and, as a result, lose control which causes severe injuries and 
accidents with other skiers. In addition, there is a direct relationship 
between the skiing behavior at turns, created curves, turn radius, and 
appropriate skiing equipment. The problem is that skiers often choose 
the wrong equipment, which does not fit their skiing profile. As a re-
sult, they will have a bad experience at alpine skiing and may endanger 
others as they cannot fully control their skis. To avoid such problems, 
there should be an easy-to-use system that can evaluate skiers and of-
fer them the right skis and bindings based on their expertise. Therefo-
re, there is a need to have an easy-to-use system that can evaluate ski-
ers and offer them the right skis and bindings based on their expertise 
to prevent such problems.

Goals
Fischer4You2 aims to recommend appropriate alpine skiing equip-
ment based on the skill level of alpine skiers and make them aware of 
their expertise and level of consistency in performing different alpine 
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skiing techniques. During the Fischer4You project, we will implement 
a pipeline that collects skiers' data via body-worn sensors embedded 
into their smartphones, processes the recorded signals to detect their 
skiing acti viti es, classifi es those acti viti es into alpine skiing techniques, 
monitor user behavior while performing diff erent skiing styles such as 
speed control and consistency and stability at each turn and accelera-
ti on/decelerati on aft er/before each turn, and scores them to provide a 
level of experti se. This pipeline processes the accelerometer, gyrosco-
pe, magnetometer, and GPS signals and detects alpine skiing patt erns 
and insights to build a skill assessment model. The model recognizes 
the skier’s skill from the generated patt erns during skiing using machi-
ne learning algorithms, creates a skier performance profi le, and assists 
them with feedback in the form of product and skis recommendati ons 
and technique guides. 
Ulti mately, this system provides users with their skiing profi le, sup-
ports them to access their own driving quality and choose a proper 
product, and improves their skiing skills. Further, the goal is that this 
system runs on a central server and its assessment can be triggered 
by just using data coming from a mobile phone, which is also used 
for informing users about their skill level and an appropriate product 
recommendati on.

Approach
The Fischer4You2's approach is to build a model based on state-of-
the-art methods in sports acti vity detecti on, performance and moti on 
analysis, acti vity identi fi cati on/classifi cati on, and skill level recogniti on 
relying on machine learning algorithms. The Fischer4You II pipeline will 
gather data using IMU and GPS sensors embedded in the smartphone, 
preprocess recorded signals, detects and analyze alpine skiing acti vi-
ti es, and creates a skier profi le based on generated patt erns. Finally, 
it will score skiers through a data-driven model that compares each 
skier with expert users' behavior and their consistency in reproducing 
similar patt erns at consecuti ve turns. Subsequently, recognized skill le-
vels fused with other general informati on sources, e.g., demographic 
informati on, form an input to the recommendati on system to get both 
ski product and coaching recommendati ons.

Expected and Achieved Results
The main goal of the Fischer4You II is to develop a smartphone appli-
cati on to be used by every recreati onal alpine skier with any level of 
skiing skill. This recogniti on pipeline consists of the following compo-
nents: (i) a sensor fusion module used to create viable sensor ensemb-
les opportunisti cally as a basis for moti on analysis and acti vity recogni-
ti on, (ii) performance analysis and acti vity recogniti on models to know 
what each skier does and how well he is performing each technique, 
(iii) a data-driven model based on expert users profi le to be used as a 
reference for skill assessment (iv) a recommendati on module, able to 
off er the most appropriate equipment to each user, and (v) a feedback 

trigger module, which will formulate a ski recommendati on and po-
tenti ally also areas of improvements, e.g., like recommending seldom 
driving techniques. This framework is developed as a distributed appli-
cati on, with a sensing and actuati ng component, e.g., an applicati on 
on a smartphone, and a reasoning component, e.g., implemented as 
a machine learning server component for recogniti on. For demonstra-
ti on purposes, the produced applicati on on a smartphone along with 
the skill assessment framework and recommendati on system provides 
state-of-the-art user assistance to form a standalone, visual support- 
and guidance system for a targeted personas study and a bigger au-
dience of skiers in the long run.

Status / Progress
This project offi  cially started in April 2021 and fi nished in March 2023. 
Through Fischer4You II, Pro²Future has collaborated with Fischer 
Sports as the partner and the Insti tute of Pervasive Computi ng at JKU 
Linz towards the development of recommendati on systems based on 
skier driving skills. Several projects meeti ng provided a discussion plat-
form for the overall approach. Additi onally, several data recording ses-
sions took place not only in winter but also in summer on glaciers. The 
preliminary data investi gati on was successful, and consorti um mem-
bers have completed the initi al system models for the performance 
analysis, acti vity recogniti on, and skill assessment architectures. The 
models have been implemented and presented to the consorti um 
partner during the WIP meeti ng and discussed in detail. Fischer4You 
II uti lizes the created models and learning approaches to enhance pro-
duct recommendati on as planned in the project outline.
To this end, we have deployed a machine-learning soft ware framework 
for acti vity recogniti on, skill assessment, and recommendati on system. 
In additi on, we have set up interfaces according to the models and 
guidelines set forth by the consorti um. Moreover, we have published a 
paper on Alpine Skiing Acti vity Detecti on using Smartphone IMUs. The 
Fischer4You applicati on is already operati ng within the Fischer Sport 
community. The mobile applicati on runs on the skier's smartphone, 
records IMU and GPS signals, and sends them to the server for analysis. 
On the server side, the backend soft ware preprocesses signals, detects 
alpine skiing acti viti es, classifi es them into techniques, evaluates them, 
and compares the skier with experts to score the skier. Based on the 
result, the model creates a skier profi le to recommend appropriate 
equipment and coaching recommendati ons.
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The technological revolution is rapidly transforming the work environ-
ment, subjecting workers to new challenges, such as collaborating with 
highly efficient and partially autonomous machines. Currently, compu-
ter-assisted techniques and AI systems (human-centered artificial intel-
ligence) are utilized in production research and machine development 
to enhance productivity and flexibility. However, occupational safety 
is often overlooked or given low priority in these advancements. This 
project aims to leverage the emerging generation of AI-based produc-
tion systems to promote occupational safety and accident prevention.
The project will focus on investigating the following areas: (i) hazard 
assessment and robustness analysis for safety-relevant AI systems, (ii) 
building trust and enabling transparent communication with safety-
relevant AI systems, (iii) preemptive testing of safety-relevant AI sys-
tems, (iv) feedback and intervention measures, with a focus on Safety 
2 approaches, and (v) analysis and implementation recommendations 
for EU regulations related to AI and machine safety, and safe AI in the 
workplace with or without machines.
The achievement of the project's objectives will be demonstrated 
through (i) sensor and algorithm-based hazard assessment, (ii) visu-
alization of intrinsic (human-caused) and extrinsic (environmental) ha-
zards, (iii) the development of an intervention and feedback system, 
and a (iv) final report on affiliated industrial projects, including an as-
sessment of state-of-the-art practices, an evaluation of occupational 
safety and accident prevention, and a critical examination of how the 
elements of the EU AI Directive were implemented in to ensure safe AI.
In summary, this project seeks to harness the potential of AI-based 
production systems to prioritize and enhance occupational safety and 
accident prevention. By addressing key aspects like hazard assessment, 
transparency, preemptive testing, and feedback systems, the project 
aims to contribute to the realization of a safer work environment and 
promote compliance with relevant EU regulations related to AI and 
machine safety. Through the integration of human-centered artificial 
intelligence, this endeavor holds the potential to create a transforma-
tive impact on workplace safety and worker well-being in the face of 
evolving technological advancements.

Goals
The project aims to implement the following goals: 
(i) developing a comprehensive survey of the current research 
landscape concerning aspects of AI systems, such as robustness, 
transparency, trust, risk assessment, and evaluation. The focus is on 
understanding the methods and tools used in previous studies and 
analyzing existing norms while proposing new ones to enhance safety 
in AI systems, 
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(ii) develop a risk assessment of AI systems in affi  liated industrial 
projects, beginning with identi fying potenti al hazards and their 
locati ons, followed by the evaluati on of risks and the implementati on of 
measures to miti gate them. The importance of trust and transparency 
should be emphasized, focusing on identi fying monitoring interfaces 
and communicati on methods to build user trust, 
(iii) implementati on of a demonstrati on case within a controlled 
factory environment. The demonstrator should showcase successful 
implementati ons of robustness, transparency, trust, risk assessment, 
and evaluati on principles in AI systems.

Approach
The project addresses its goals using a threefold approach. By joining- 
and parti cipati ng in meeti ngs of (inter)nati onal standardizati on com-
mitt ees, an understanding of issues and planned soluti ons for worker 
safety and AI systems is being created and decisions infl uenced. By 
cooperati ng with affi  liated companies outside the project consorti um, 
real world issues regarding AI systems and worker safety are identi fi ed 
and investi gated. This process will involve performing risk analyses of 
potenti al applicati on use cases for AI systems in the industrial domain. 
Finally, a prototype of a safe integrati on of an AI system into a produc-
ti on process will be developed and demonstrated within a safe indus-
trial environment. To this end, a guideline of necessary steps for this 
integrati on process will be developed and published.

Expected and Achieved Results
The project will identi fy nati onal- and EU norms regarding AI systems 
and worker safety and determine the state-of-the-art in developing 
and using sensor technology and algorithms for hazard assessment. 
It focuses on pinpointi ng weaknesses in existi ng norms and practi ces 
and proposing enhancements and test processes for safety-relevant AI 
systems. This eff ort will result in a fi nal report that includes use case 
descripti ons, risk assessments, and recommendati ons for measures, 
while ensuring compliance with AI regulati ons. Ulti mately, this line of 
work will act as a resource for safely applying AI in producti on environ-
ments to be used by industries and related stakeholders. 
Further, the project will yield risk assessments of three affi  liated in-
dustrial projects, to be used as input for the prototype development 
of a worker safety system within a safe industrial environment. The 
system will be able to monitor safety relevant parameters within the 
environment, while fulfi lling predetermined requirements in case of 
safety-criti cal applicati ons. 

At this point, much of the target project work has been achieved. A 
report on the safe integrati on of AI system into producti on processes 
was developed and distributed. A fi rst risk assessment of an affi  liated 
industrial project was developed and served as basis for the develop-
ment of a prototype system that aims to demonstrate how safety-
aware AI applicati ons could be designed, deployed and functi on. The 
prototype will be deployed for demonstrati on- and data collecti on pur-
poses in a safe industrial environment within the year. The system con-
sists of a selecti on of appropriate sensors and feedback mechanisms to 
enhance safety measures.

Status / Progress
The project work currently centers around the initi al deployment of 
the safety-aware AI prototype within the LIT factory – an industrial en-
vironment created for scienti fi c study. The developed system consists 
of multi ple small, autonomous sensor units, that collect environmental 
parameters such as air quality, and warn workers in case of danger. 
The development of the AI system is informed by a recently completed 
report on necessary steps and guidelines to integrate AI applicati ons 
into producti on environments developed within work package 2. The 
individual parts of the prototype are currently operati ng in a stand-alo-
ne fashion but could be integrated into producti on machines in case of 
non-safety criti cal applicati ons. In case the system detects a potenti ally 
hazardous situati on, a warning will be communicated to the surroun-
ding, aff ected workers in the spirit of a Safety II system, meaning that 
a warning is communicated proacti vely once a hazard is detected. The 
central focus is on creati ng a secure demo AI system that meets safe-
ty requirements. The implementati on will be followed by an in-depth 
analysis and safety assessments to ensure compliance with safety stan-
dards and regulati ons. An analysis of the safety aspects of affi  liated, 
potenti al company projects will be conducted subsequently.
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AREA 2 
DP 2.1-1 APS.net 
Adaptive Production Systems

This SFP investigates models, architectures, techniques, and algorithms 
for increasing the flexibility and adaptability of industrial production 
systems. Software, and specifically, software architecture plays a central 
role in achieving these goals. The general capabilities of a production 
plant depend on its physical layout. Yet, which capabilities are invoked, 
in which order and under which conditions is controlled mostly by 
software or human operators. Thus, fast and cheap reconfiguration 
can only happen through software designed to allow for adaptability 
and flexibility. In these systems, physical aspects such as material flow, 
manipulation of physical objects, and physical layout of machines and 
humans, play a major role.
In this SFP, we borrow concepts, approaches, and ideas from software 
Architecture to guide the design of Cyber-Physical Production Systems 
(CPPS). Adaptability in CPPS comes in two main categories: adaptation 
of the software (i.e., machine configuration, process configuration 
etc.) and adaptation of the physical layout (i.e., relocating machine, 
mobile robots, autonomous guided vehicles). Both categories imply 
software adaptability.
Traditionally, with little or no product change, engineers custom tailor 
the software for the machines/robots/production cells specifically 
for a particular product. With increasing demand for adaptability, 
two orthogonal adaptation dimensions emerge. On the one hand, 
we distinguish between the levels of adaptation, and on the other 
hand, we differentiate according to the locality of adaptation. The 
former describes adaptation of product-specific vs machine-specific 
code, while the latter separates adaptation within a machine, invisible 
to the outside (local), from adaptations affecting multiple machines 
(distributed).

APS.net investigates models for achieving interoperability on multiple 
levels. We aim to achieve this by ensuring
such a model will allow hierarchical/self-similar modeling of shop 
floors down to individual software components within a machine. 
From the point of view of a single component, interoperability can 
then occur on the same level as well as with components on lower 
levels and higher levels, while exposing capabilities, allowing discovery 
and monitoring regardless of hierarchy.
Such a model allows to define blue prints for (i) which capabilities are 
needed in a production processes, (ii) describe collaboration among 
production cells, machines, robots – hence supporting the cognitive 
reasoning on a component’s surroundings and its role within, (iii) 
allow reasoning on optimally distribute control and dataflow, for (iv) 
ultimately achieve distributed process execution.
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Status / Progress
APS.net offi  cially started in January 2018. The industrial partners in 
this project is ENGEL Austria, a manufacturer of high precision, high 
quality, and high variant injecti on moulding machines used in domains 
such as automoti ve, teletronics, medical, packaging, and many others. 
The scienti fi c partners include the Insti tute for Soft ware Systems 
Engineering (ISSE) at the Johannes Kepler University Linz (JKU), and 
the Group for Flexible Producti on Systems at PROFACTOR, Steyr. Given 
the highly iterati ve approach based on Design Thinking, regular on-site 
meeti ngs at ENGEL with weekly conference calls are necessary and 
welcome to align industry needs and research approach.
The initi al task was to collect the technical, organisati onal and non-
functi onal requirements of the industrial partner and the state of 
the art. First investi gati ons showed that existi ng approaches and 
models insuffi  ciently covered the distributed and modular nature of 
Cyber Physical Producti on Systems. The core of a novel model was 
developed within the strategic project in Area 2, with extensions for 
shop fl oor and machine/robot interacti ons developed within APS.net. 
An accompanying process editor allows to design abstract processes, 
discovery of machine capabiliti es from the shop fl oor and allocate 
abstract processes to a discovered setup of machines. 

Together with the ISSE a demonstrator, the „Factory in a box“ was 
developed, consisti ng of independent plotti  ng stati ons and conveyor 
belts. The diff erent systems were structured in a modular way, 
inspired by the Actor Model of Computati on by Hewitt . This leads 
to a reconfi gurable producti on plant that allows to add, remove and 
repositi on systems without need of reprogramming the individual 
systems. Each system hosts ist own controller, created in diff erent 
programming languages, showcasing distributed control and 
interoperability.

Current work focuses on support and guidance for workers to track 
error sources in such modular producti on cells.
Part of this project focused on the joint demonstrati on with the 
Austrian Center for Digital Producti on (CDP) in Vienna. To this end, 
this project jointly established a demonstrator that exemplifi es how, 
on the one hand, robots, AGVs, and imaging systems can be integrated 
for ghost shift  producti on, and, on the other hand, how to achieve 
resilient, adapti ve scheduling of jobs.

Goals
The overall applied research-centric goal is to investi gate a new 
middleware for the shop fl oor that enables semanti c interoperability 
and fl exible adaptati on of machines and shop fl oor confi gurati on. 
In parti cular, the focus is on the questi on of how machines, robots, 
and increasing demand for adaptability, two orthogonal adaptati on 
dimensions emerge. On the one hand, we disti nguish between the 
levels of adaptati on, and on the other hand, we diff erenti ate according 
to the locality of adaptati on. The former describes adaptati on technical 
interoperability through interface standards, (ii) achieving semanti c 
interoperability through the use of data standards, (iii) support for 
programmati c interoperability through infrastructure & central 
services, and (iv) support of engineering, development, deployment, 
operati ons of modular and adapti ve systems. The ulti mate goal is 
having a framework that allows the discovery of producti on enti ti es, 
compositi on of their capabiliti es, distributi on for decentralized 
executi on, monitoring of that executi on, and conti nuous adaptati on
thereof.

Approach
The approach is based on “Design Thinking”. Stage1 Empathize: 
Interviews and workshops with company partners showed the current 
limits of fl exibility of machines and processes at the shop fl oor. Stage 
2 Defi niti on: Based on this, specifi c objecti ves of fl exibilisati  on were 
defi ned and use cases were developed in which target att ainment 
was to be measured (e.g. relocati on of a producti on process from 
one producti on cell to a non-identi cal one). Stage 3 Ideate: Based 
on a study of the state of the art and research, several architectural 
soluti ons have been identi fi ed. Stage 4 Prototype: Simple/ advanced 
prototypes focused on the basics and iterati ve enhanced prototypes 
allow fast implementati on of ideas. A fi rst simulati on of fl exible 
machines and OPC-UA was realised. Stage 5 test: Scienti sts and 
engineers at the industrial partner evaluate the prototype and thereby 
generate feedback for the previous four stages. The whole process is 
highly iterati ve and non-linear; feedback from each stage to previous 
ones is not only possible but also explicitly desired.

 Expected and Achieved Results
 This project has two main expected results: (i) a framework for 
modeling capability-based producti on processes, and (ii) a framework 
for distributed/adapti ve executi on of producti on processes. Along the 
lines of the former expected result, an extensible meta-model provides 
the basis for modeling actors (humans, machines, robots), processes 
(work steps including control and data fl  ow), parts (the physically 
input and output of work steps), and resources (such as tools). A key 
aspect are “capabiliti es” which describe abiliti es that humans, robots, 
machines provide without having a ti ght coupling to the providing 
actor. A fi rst version of such a meta-model is complete. This model 
serves as the basis for an algorithm to semi-automati  cally match 
discovered capabiliti es (from machines etc.) to abstract processes 
(i.e., based on capabiliti es only).

Model and algorithm are available in an editor. The second main 
expected results, where preliminary aspects are complete, is an 
algorithm for analysing the control and data fl ow among process 
steps to allow opti mally allocati ng not only capabiliti es but also control 
logic to actors in a distributed fashion, thus enabling decentralized 
process executi on. The distributi on procedure involves directly 
linking up actors that need close collaborati on such as machine-robot 
synchronized acti ons, dynamically generati ng and deploying code, 
as well as dynamically interpreti ng and executi ng subprocesses on 
machines and robots. Producti on step distributi on and executi on is only 
one aspect. Scheduling multi ple process across the same machine is an 
equally relevant, orthogonal challenge. The expected result is creati ng 
a scheduling algorithm (based on prior project results) that considers 
failing transport mechanisms (e.g., AGVs) as well as machine failure 
likelihood to produce resilient plans. Such resilient plans may be less 
opti mal in terms of throughput, but require less costly, less impactf ul, 
changes in the event of failures, which is especially relevant during 
ghost shift s.
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AREA 2 
MFP 2.5-1 A2PS 
Adaptive Assembly Process System

This MFP investigates models, architectures, techniques, and 
algorithms for increasing the flexibility and adaptability of cyber-
physical production systems, specifically here adaptive assembly 
process systems (A2PS). 
A primary concern in assembly production systems is increasing the 
flexibility and adaptability as companies move towards producing 
highly customizable products in small lot sizes at the costs of mass 
production. A2PS exhibits tight dependencies between work steps, 
their duration, input, required machines/tools/skills, product variants, 
product mix, and production cells/stations. Any disturbance such 
as missing work input, delays, or degraded resources will cascade 
and grow, potentially bringing production to a standstill when left 
unmitigated. Hence self-adaptation is a key concept to managing such 
complexity.

The desired flexibility often limits the applicability for full 
automation. On the one hand cognitive capabilities required for 
adaptation to unforeseen situations can (so far) only be achieved by 
human operators. On the other hand, programming and configuring 
all the necessary automation steps for each and every product variant 
(e.g., gripping positions and movement for robots) takes an excessive 
amount of time and needs to be updated often. From an economic 
point of view, human workers are more efficient for such tasks. Self-
adaptation approaches in A2PS have to explicitly account for humans 
participating in the adaptation loop: not only as part of the adaptation 
control logic but also as the entities subject to adaptation.
In assembly lines, workers are learning and optimizing their activities 
from experience or from their peers. Regularly, mitigation actions 
become necessary to overcome micro-deviations locally. Experienced 
workers help out novices (e.g. an expert jumps in where ever s/he 
notices delays about to happen, workers reorder their tasks while they 
wait for a late input part to arrive). Such local optimizations by human 
workers are a natural way of self-adaptation at the lowest, local level. 
Such behavior prevents basic deviations to grow but cannot guarantee 
that deviations won’t cascade.

At the same time, these deviations make monitoring more difficult, 
as even with perfect observations available, these would not match 
the expected behavior. The challenge, hence, becomes obtaining 
an accurate picture of the current production that is robust to the 
above micro-deviations while remaining able to detect ‘’serious`` 
deviations early. Specifically, in this project we address the challenge of 
obtaining a reliable view on the assembly progress through modeling 
of prescribed assembly processes, monitoring heuristics that are 
robust to incomplete observations, followed by deviation detection 
algorithms that highlight impact of deviations.
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Univ.-Prof. Dr. Alexander Egyed, alexander.egyed@.jku.at

PROFACTOR, Flexible Production Systems
Dr. Georg Weichhart, georg.weichhart@profactor.at

Project ID:  MFP 2.5-1
Project Title:  Engineering Collaborative Machines
Project Lead:  Christoph Mayr-Dorn  
  Pro2Future GmbH

Duration:   19  Months, 01.04.2018 - 30.10.2019
Strategic Volume: 14.5 %

Work Packages
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WP 1: Interoperable and Adaptive Process-oriented Systems

WP 2: Digitalisation and Design Support for Assembly Systems

WP 3: Security & Safety
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Status / Progress
A2PS offi  cially started in April 2018. The industrial partners in this 
project are Wacker Neuson, a manufacturer of high-customizable 
constructi on machines such as digger, dumpers, excavators, and 
compacti on devices, and Fabasoft , a provider of cloud services for the 
digital control of documents, electronic assets, processes and record 
management. The scienti fi c partners include the Insti tute for Soft ware 
Systems Engineering at the Johannes Kepler University Linz (JKU), and 
the Group for Flexible Producti on Systems at PROFACTOR, Steyr. Given 
the highly iterati ve approach based on Design Thinking, regular on-site 
meeti ngs at Wacker Neuson and Fabasoft  with two-weekly conference 
calls are necessary and welcome to align industry needs and research 
approach. 
We started by defi ning an Assembly Process Model (based on the 
core model devised as part of strategic research in Area 2) that allows 
to link stati ons and worker (roles) to process steps, parts, and tools. 
Specifi c care was given to the ability to represent within an assembly 
process descripti on all possible variants of a parti cular product (i.e., 
the 150% bill of process). Constraints amongst steps are also modeled 
representi ng the assembly work dependencies. We show-cased how 
the real assembly processes at Wacker Neuson can be modeled using 
APM, and highlighted details and relati ons not yet captured by the 
existi ng IT infrastructure. We further prototyped the management 
and visualizati on of process specifi cati ons and process instances in the 
document-centric Fabasoft  cloud.
The next steps included capturing observati ons on the assembly fl oor. 
Manual observati ons of several product instances with varying fea-
tures provided ti mestamps for part picking and work step executi on 
acti viti es as a baseline dataset to test monitoring heuristi cs against as 
well as to obtain insights which and how many observati ons are re-
quired for a parti cular level of progress accuracy, respecti vely, ti meli-
ness. This analysis also informs the decisions where to place sensors 
and what their sensing frequency needs to be. A set of monitoring 
heuristi cs were defi ned for the tracking of assembly steps progress. 
We then applied these heuristi cs to obtain an accurate process view 
of the assembly fl oor. Subsequently, comparing the actual work status 
with the prescribed one allowed us to determine the expected impact 
such as how delays may cascade down several stati ons, or what miti -
gati on acti ons can be set to miti gate the impact, respecti vely get the 
assembly work back in ‘tact’. Diff erent types of deviati ons are detect-
able with our approach including (i) steps executed in longer ti me than 
expected, (ii) stati ons exceeding the allocated tact ti me and (iii) altered 
assembly sequences. The approach requires merely standard senso-
ry infrastructure on the assembly fl oor such as weight-sensiti ve part 
boxes or pick-by-light systems. Shopfl oor progress informati on and de-
viati on analysis is provided back in near real-ti me via a cloud-based 
dashboard soluti on hosted by Fabasoft .

Goals
The overall applied research-centric goal is investi gati ng a novel 
approach for supporti ng of networks and fl exible shop fl oors with 
dedicated focus on assembly processes. Concrete goals focus on (i)
modeling of human-intensive assembly processes and (ii) monitoring 
of human-intensive assembly processes. The former aspires to obtain 
a model of the organizati onal units carrying out the assembly work 
(i.e., assembly stati ons and human workers) fl exibly integrated with 
the assembly process steps, assembly part structures, and required 
tools. The requirement is to go beyond rigid, control-fl ow driven 
processes as these limit the workers’ fl exibility to react to unforeseen 
circumstances. At the same ti me the goal is to allow constraints among 
work tasks to allow reasoning upon the assembly progress in the 
presence of incomplete and deviati ng observati ons. A key element 
in modeling and monitoring assembly work is the high amount of 
variability within the assembly products which needs dedicated 
modelling support. The later concrete goal addresses the need to 
establish an accurate view of the assembly line without complete, fi ne-
grained observati ons.
The industry partner specifi c goal for Wacker Neuson and Fabasoft  
are obtaining a live/conti nuous picture of the assembly progress, 
respecti vely show case how assembly processes, product orders, and 
assembly progress can be managed in the cloud.

Approach
The approach is based on “Design Thinking”. Stage1 Empathize:
Interviews and workshops with company partners showed the current 
complexity of monitoring progress on the assembly fl oor and involved 
intra-organizati onal logisti cs. Stage 2 Defi niti on: Based on this, specifi c 
objecti ves of monitoring were defi ned and use cases were developed in 
which target att ainment was to be measured (e.g., detecti ng deviati ons 
and noti fying logisti cs department). Stage 3 Ideate: Based on a study 
of the state of the art and research, several architectural soluti ons 
have been identi fi ed. Stage 4 Prototype: Simple / advanced prototypes 
focused on the basics and iterati ve enhanced prototypes allow fast 
implementati on of ideas. A fi rst simulati on of assembly processes 
was realized. Stage 5 test: Scienti sts and engineers at the industrial 
partner evaluate the prototype and thereby generate feedback for the 
previous 4 stages. The whole process is highly iterati ve and non-linear, 
feedback from each stage to previous ones is not only possible but 
explicitly desired.

Expected and Achieved Results
This project has two main expected results: (i) a framework for assembly 
process modeling, and (ii) a framework for assembly line monitoring 
and deviati on detecti on. Along the lines of the former expected result, 
an extensible meta-model provides the basis for modeling actors 
(humans, stations, assembly line layout), processes (work steps
and dependencies among steps), parts (the physically input of an 
assembly step), and resources (such as tools). A key aspect is modeling 
dependencies of assembly steps that are specifi c to a parti cular 
product feature.  A fi rst model version including cloud-based editor 
has been achieved.  The second main expected result consists of 
an assembly-fl oor sensor integrati on with a cloud-based assembly 
tracking tool, heuristi cs that are able to infer from incomplete and 
indirect (privacy-respecti ng) data to the overall assembly progress 
(within specifi ed boundaries), a deviati on detecti on mechanism, 
and algorithm for inferring the impact of deviati ons in one part of 
the assembly process onto upcoming assembly steps as well as 
on subsequent process instances.  A set of heuristi cs have been 
implemented that apply constraints among work steps and stati ons to 
infer additi onal progress informati on. Detecti ng deviati ons in a ti mely 
manner is of utt ermost importance. One potenti al applicati on of the 
deviati on analysis and impact esti mati on is noti fying logisti c about 
(upcoming) changes such as delays or steps reordering. This allows 
to deliver the right parts at the right ti me to the right stati on even 
in the presence of assembly deviati ons.  The deviati on analysis can 
also serve as input for supporti ng the redesign of the assembly line 
by highlighti ng which products in their parti cular feature confi gurati on 
and assembly producti on sequence were prone to deviati ons, thus 
identi fying loci of improvement, ulti mately making the producti on 
sequence more resilient to deviati ons. To att ain this goal, a weekly/
daily assembly dashboard has been implemented in the Fabasoft  
cloud updati ng the progress of stati ons and processes in a near-real-
ti me manner and summarizing the detected deviati ons in diff erent 
categories. 
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MFP 2.5-2 LineTACT 
Cognitive Line Tacting Support

This MFP investigates models, architectures, techniques, and 
algorithms for reducing the time to rebalance a manual assembly line. 
A primary concern in assembly production systems is increasing the 
flexibility and adaptability as companies move towards producing 
highly customizable products in small lot sizes at the costs of mass 
production. Manual assembly processes exhibit tight dependencies 
between work steps, their duration, input, required machines/tools/
skills, product variants, product mix, and production cells/stations. 
Optimally balancing the assembly steps across the available assembly 
stations requires a multi-objective optimization: ensuring that all 
workers have equally much to do, don’t sit idle within a assembly tact, 
but also are not constantly stressed to meet the tact time, have all parts 
nearby to avoid non-productive activities such as fetching parts from 
their (temporary) storage location, achieving this for every station (so 
that all station consist of roughly equally long work steps, a necessity 
for a fixed tact), and achieve this over all products on a line as well as all 
product variants. The result of balancing is a set of assembly processes, 
one for each product that describes exactly which step is done at which 
station by which worker using which parts.

One aspect in generating such a distribution of tasks is the dependencies 
amongst task (some task might need another task done earlier such as 
mounting the tracks requires the prior mounting of the wheels). Hence 
obtaining a usable assembly process upon introducing a new product 
or new variant requires several rounds of design and feedback from 
the line before all errors (e.g., impossible task sequences, suboptimal 
task sequences) are removed. Most often the knowledge to do this 
is available only as tacit knowledge among the assembly workers, 
station leaders, and line leaders. Explicitly modelling all dependencies 
is not only a very costly (because time consuming) task but also 
quickly outdated as smaller and larger adjustments are made in the 
product design or line layout. Constantly checking and improving the 
dependencies quickly becomes infeasible.

Instead, this project aims at reusing data from past processes, line 
layout, and parts to find similar situations, extract dependencies 
from this and produce a baseline line balance. This reduces the effort 
required for engineers to come up with a first balance while having 
the advantage that the approach and algorithm learns over time 
from an increasing data set and also encourages thus the exchange of 
tacit knowledge across production sites. The challenge is to derive at 
suitable similarity algorithms that can distinguish between generally 
valid dependencies and variant or product specific peculiarities that 
might not be found in past data. The approach thus has to provide 
accurate results even in the presence of incomplete and inconsistent 
data (e.g., dependencies in one product are not found in another, and 
vice versa).

Area 2 - Cognitive Robotics and Shop Floors

JKU Linz, Institut für Software Systems Engineering (ISSE)
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Alexander Egyed
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Status / Progress
This project offi  cially started in March 2020. Alongside with our part-
ners Wacker Neuson and DMTM, Pro²Future is working towards the 
cogniti ve support for assembly line balancing based on step similar-
ity metrics and prior balancing data. We started investi gati ng diff er-
ent similarity metrics to determine the most similar assembly acti vity 
based on previous balancing soluti ons. Then a prototype was devel-
oped integrati ng diff erent functi onaliti es for assembly balancing sup-
port. Previous balancing soluti ons, assembly layouts and the assembly 
process to be balanced serve as input for the prototype. An upfront au-
tomati c balancing will automati cally allocate the maximum number of 
assembly steps to stati ons based on similarity measures and prior bal-
ancing soluti ons available. Further step-by-step assistance is also pos-
sible. The user can request stati on recommendati ons or related steps 
recommendati ons for individual assembly steps. Alerts are displayed if 
an allocati on violates the drawn assembly constraints. These alerts can 
then be acknowledged or dismissed. Balancing experts at our industry 
partner Wacker Neuson evaluated the functi onaliti es of the prototype 
useful for the balancing process. 

The manual assembly processes involve common categories of 
acti viti es that are repeated in multi ple steps and stati ons. These 
acti viti es are not very informati ve of the steps and can aff ect the 
similarity measures. We therefore accorded diff erent weights to 
assembly acti viti es based on their usage within a step or a stati on. 
Acti viti es that are not common and are detected in a specifi c type of 
steps are very informati ve and therefore accorded a higher weight 
value. This helps identi fy more similar steps based on the core acti viti es 
of each step. We are further investi gati ng ways to make the balancing 
process more effi  cient as a large number of similarity calculati ons need 
to be executed depending on the number of steps and the number of 
available previous balancing soluti ons. We do not need to compute 
the similarity of every pair of steps. We only need to locate the most 
similar step amongst those that are more likely to be similar. In the 
long term, additi onal resources (such as tools or parts) can be used as 
inputs for the similarity measures. 

Goals
The overall project goal is - in the sense of applied research – the 
investi gati on of a new approach to support the planning of the ti ming 
of an assembly line. The primary approach to reduce the eff ort for 
deriving a confi gurati on is to automate it as much as possible, to 
generate it at least parti ally automati cally, and thus to have provided a 
usable basis for manual refi nement and expansion.
The specifi c goal is to conti nuously improve the priority graph (the 
graph that defi nes assembly dependencies) without aiming for a 
perfect graph. Creati ng a perfect graph is too lengthy and ti me-
consuming and potenti ally changes again and again. Instead, it should 
be possible to conti nuously improve it and to model how precise / 
inaccurate certain dependencies are, hence introducing the concept 
of the parti al fuzzy priority graph.

Approach
The approach is based on “Design Thinking”. Stage1 Empathize:
Interviews and workshops with company partners showed the current 
complexity of modeling the assembly process and the balancing 
procedure. Stage 2 Defi niti on: Based on this, specifi c objecti ves of 
reducing the ti me for balancing were defi ned and use cases were 
developed in which target att ainment was to be measured (e.g., 
amount of automati cally, correctly allocated steps to stati ons). Stage 
3 Ideate: Based on a study of the state of the art and research, several 
architectural soluti ons and allocati on strategies have been identi fi ed. 
Stage 4 Prototype: Simple / advanced prototypes focused on the basics 
and iterati ve enhanced prototypes allow fast implementati on of ideas. 
A fi rst step similarity measurement algorithm was implemented. Stage 
5 test: Scienti sts and engineers at the industrial partner will evaluate 
the prototype and thereby generate feedback for the previous 4 stages. 
The whole process is highly iterati ve and non-linear, feedback from 
each stage to previous ones is not only possible but explicitly desired.

Expected and Achieved Results
This project has two main expected results: (i) a set of similarity met-
rics and step-to-stati on allocati on algorithms building on top as well as 
(ii) a prototype integrati ng these metrics and algorithms to evaluate 
the performance of the algorithms and, more importantly, enable the 
reducti on of the ti me needed for line balancing. 
The prototype will be fed with previous line balancing confi gurati ons, 
line layout, list of current steps to be balanced (i.e., allocated across 
the stati ons), and each step’s involved part (where applicable). The line 
balancing engineer then has the opti on to request step to stati on allo-
cati ons at various levels of accuracy, obtain rati onale why a parti cular 
allocati on has occurred, may refi ne the allocati on, and while doing so, 
will receive warnings if the new allocati on appears to violate some 
implicitly learned step dependency. The engineer can always choose 
to ignore the warnings.
The step similarity metrics help to identi fy where previously unseen 
steps (e.g., new steps of a new product) may best be allocated to and 
what other steps need to come before and may follow thereaft er.  
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AREA 2 
StratP 2.4-1 HOP-ON
Cognitive Shopfloor Monitoring

Production Systems are systems-of-systems and very specific and  
unique systems. Here Production Systems address machines composed 
of mechatronic systems and also shop floors that are composed out 
of machines. In order to control, adapt, and achieve interoperability 
among machines, a common communication infrastructure is 
envisioned that targets the peculiarities of shop-floors and robotics. 
Dynamics in the production environments require the system elements 
(machines, sensors, etc) to be adapted to changing needs. However, 
this flexibility of adapting a system based on changing behaviour and 
/ or structure of systems that form the system under consideration 
comes not for free, but needs to be designed in order to be available 
and hence needs a middleware that support such adaptivity.

The basis of any such adaptativity is awareness what is going on the 
shopfloor and how interactions among shopfloor participants can be 
traced back to particular orders, respectively, products. 

Goals
The overall project goal is - in the sense of applied strategic research - to 
enable a new approach to support the monitoring of work processes, 
orders, implementation on the shop floor / assembly floor between 
machines, robots, and humans. Approaches from applied software 
engineering to systems of systems monitoring are to be researched. 
These approaches are primarily evaluated in laboratory environments, 
but it is also possible / planned to prototype them with industrial 
partners (up to Technology Readiness Level 4). This exploration is 
carried out using software prototypes.

Area 2 - Cognitive Robotics and Shop Floors

Project ID:  StratP 2.4-1
Project Title:  Adaptability and Interoperability of Complex  
  Adaptive Systems
Project Lead:  Dr. Christoph Mayr-Dorn  
  Pro2Future GmbH

Duration:   12  Months, 01.04.2020 - 31.03.2021
Strategic Volume: 100 %

Work Packages
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WP 1: Monitoring - Kontextanalyse

WP 2: Analyse von bestehenden Modellen, Ansätzen und Algorithmen

WP 3: Infrastruktur und Services für Kommunikationsmonitoring

WP 4: Prototype Implementation and Evaluation

WP 5: Research Dissemination
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Expected and Achieved Results
This project is of high strategic relevance: Accurate monitoring what 
goes on on the shopfl oor and enabling all shopfl oor parti cipant to 
bett er perceive their usage context is fundamental to adaptati on at 
across all levels. Hence this project investi gated following key aspects:
• Tracking processes / orders / acti viti es through a complex 

producti on environment (system-of-system) requires the 
observati on of control / data fl ow, correlati on of events / 
messages across system boundaries and the merging of model 
informati on about the individual systems. Due to the diff erent 
processing speeds (near-realti me machine control, slower human 
workers) and parti cipants (machine, robot, humans, logisti cs), this 
is a signifi cant problem that has not yet been adequately solved.

• A new approach is control / data fl ow, the correlati on of events / 
messages is not tracked top-down (e.g. in MES) but bott om-up, 
directly via the eff ecti ve individual communicati ons, control and 
data connecti ons.

• As a side eff ect, the parti cipants were able to experience their 
work context directly instead of being provided incompletely and 
with a delay from “above” (i.e., the MES).

Concretely, the expected output of this project are prototypes and 
accompanying methodology how to incorporate cross shop fl oor 
tracing informati on in communicati on channels and how to set 
correlati on and sub interacti ons appropriately. 

Status / Progress
This project started 1 April 2020, thus only a few results are available. 
The fi rst steps focused on analyzing the extensibility and entry point 
of OPC UA frameworks for integrati on of tracing headers. In this re-
spect, we have identi fi ed ZIPKIN X-B3 headers (as applied in web-based 
systems) as a suitable mechanism to convey correlati on informati on 
between machines. We have then identi fi ed in the Eclipse Milo Frame-
work the classes, methods, and datastructure in the OPC UA client and 
server stack where such informati on can be passed in and out. 

The fi gure below displays the conceptual fl ow of trace correlati on 
informati on among shopfl oor parti cipants. The trace informati on is 
passed on between every parti cipant, even between subsystem within 
a cell or even a single machine. Upon receiving a reply, respecti vely 
completi on feedback in the scope of Machine-2-Machine communica-
ti on, parti cipants send trace informati on such as start and end to the 
Zipkin server.

Future steps focus now on the instrumentati on of running OPC UA 
clients and servers in an industrial setti  ng, using the Factory in a Box 
demonstrator (a collaborati on with JKU) as a fi rst proof-of-concept 
implementati on playgroud. This fi rst proof-of-concept will show how 
trace identi fi es can be transmitt ed across OPCUA enabled machines 
and how the captured trace informati on can be made available for 
shopfl oor monitoring. The fi gure below (taken from a web based sys-
tem) describes how such a monitoring interface will look like. Instead 
of web services and server instances, the various entries will represent 
machines and their subcomponents (including logisti cs and roboti c 
equipment) that are responsible for processing a shopfl oor order. One 
can thus quickly obtain insights into which processing steps where able 
to be completed in parallel, which steps have taken long, where has 
been ti me spent for synchonizati on or waiti ng for resources to become 
available.

Approach
The project’s approach is based on "Design Thinking".
• Stage1 Empathize: Insights into the problems of existi ng 

Pro2Future partners and other industrial companies in the 
context of existi ng collaborati on describe the current challenges 
and processes in monitoring system-of-systems in the industrial 
sector. These insights help to make realisti c assumpti ons in the 
algorithms and prototypes.

• Stage 2 Defi niti on: Building on this, the goals of system-of-system 
monitoring are adjusted based on new knowledge (stage 1) and 
use cases are refi ned, which allow the achievement of the goals of 
the project to be measured more precisely. Feedback from stage 
5 (test) enables iterati ve adjustments and objecti ves of the ideal 
phase (e.g., which model / informati on sources, i.e. algorithms, 
were promising, which were not and in which directi on the next 
idea (state 3) and prototype phase (stage 4) should go.

• Stage 3 Ideate: Based on the study of the state of the art 
and research, existi ng fuzzy informati on descripti on models 
and informati on merging algorithms are identi fi ed for their 
applicability, expandability, modifi ability or their shortcomings.

• Stage 4 Prototype: Simple / iterati ve improved prototypes 
focused on the basic concepts allow quick implementati on of the 
ideas. The prototype implementati on is based on the prevailing 
conditi ons on the shop fl oors of the industrial partners. Prototypes 
range from demonstrati on of individual algorithms, to scenario 
walkthroughs on paper, to manual simulati on of producti on 
situati ons, and use in laboratory environments.

• Stage 5 Test: Scienti sts (and indirectly reviewers as part of 
submission reviews) evaluate the respecti ve prototype and 
thereby generate feedback for the previous 4 stages.

The chosen technical approach basically consists of the following 
components:
• Enrich communicati on channels / messages / events / calls with 

context informati on: this is planned to be based on X-B3 htt p 
headers and Zipkin tracing infrastructure, whereby the header 
formats are adapted to the respecti ve transport / communicati on 
technologies: ie OPC UA header, MQTT message meta informati on, 
Akka Actor Message meta informati on, etc. 

• Pass through context informati on such as order id, iterati on ids, 
batch ids, process step ids, etc. through the individual systems: 
this means that any reacti on to signals (messages, calls, parameter 
read / writes) can be assigned to a very specifi c order and can be 
precisely tracked in what conditi on and, consequently, why the 
individual shop fl oor parti cipants reacted to this order.
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The automotive industry is developing complex, interdisciplinary sys-
tems, containing a multitude of software and hardware components 
that have to work together as a unified product. In order to achieve 
this, multiple teams with different specialty backgrounds need to de-
velop each of these components separately, while also collaborating 
tightly to assure the flawless and safe integration of these pieces into 
a whole. To ensure this collaboration and the thoroughness and safety 
of the development, each team must follow a process, which specifies 
the steps to be performed.
However, in the context of engineering processes and interdisciplina-
ry products, the process contains innumerable use cases and decision 
points. All these use cases have to be captured by the process model, 
which is then to be followed by the engineers. As a result, the level 
of complexity of this process model can easily become overwhelming, 
leading to process deviations, or frustration for the engineers.

To address this complexity, we are proposing an approach and tool 
support that supports the specification of such complex process mo-
dels. Also, we are assisting the engineers in following this process, 
through customized guidance and suggestions that help simplify the 
task of following the correct use case of the process. Additionally, we 
are developing the basis for a new type of process constraints, called 
temporal process constraints. These are rules applied on a process 
step, which capture and check that the order of the operations perfor-
med on the system is correct. These rules allow the process modelers 
to more accurately describe the process to be followed and the rela-
tionships between the operations, while also improving the guidance 
given to the engineers.

At the current state of the project, we have developed some proto-
typical implementations of the approach suggested and the temporal 
constraints, as well as a tool connector linking the approach to the 
production environment. We have also conducted a user study and a 
series of interviews to capture the main open challenges and feedback 
for our approach. In the next steps, we are improving the prototypes, 
as well as planning additional user studies and tool integrations.

Goals
As previously stated, the main goal of this project is to support the 
engineering process through tool integration and guidance. In this re-
gard, the approach targets the two most important components of the 
engineering process. 

On the one hand, we are aiming at supporting the modelling of en-
gineering processes through tool integration and constraint speci-
fication. In this regard, we are researching the modelling and use of 
temporally-aware constraints, which react to each engineer’s progress 
through the process at runtime. As such, our goal is to enable process 
modelers in defining complex and collaborative processes. 

AREA 2 
MFP II 2.1 CEPS
Cognitive Engineering Process Support

Area 2 - Cognitive Robotics and Shop Floors
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On the other hand, our approach also targets the engineers working 
through these complex processes. With the ever-increasing number of 
use cases and corner situati ons, the tool support and approach desig-
ned assist the engineers in navigati ng the process and fi nding which 
tasks are pending at each step. Additi onally, in contrast with other exis-
ti ng approaches, we are allowing process deviati ons where they occur, 
and assist the engineers with repair suggesti ons to get back on track.

Therefore, the aim of our constraints is to balance the need for ordered 
tasks, resulted from safety constraints and standards, with the fl exibili-
ty and creati vity that is intrinsic to engineering processes.

Approach
In order to achieve this goal, we are developing a process engine which 
can observe at runti me the arti facts created and manipulated through 
the process. Firstly, tool support soluti ons will enable the process en-
gine to view these arti facts and the changes that occur. Then, the cons-
traint checker integrated into the process engine evaluates whether 
the arti facts and their links fulfi ll the specifi ed process constraints for 
the current process step. Finally, based on this evaluati on, the process 
engine determines the required repairs, when a process deviati on is 
detected, or the next step to be performed in the process. The result 
of this determinati on is then transmitt ed back to the engineers in the 
form of guidance.

Expected and Achieved Results
With the aim of the project being the support of engineers and process 
modelers in working with and through the processes and their cons-
traints, our fi rst concern is the integrati on of tool support into their 
current working environment. Thus, they will not have to change the 
toolset they already have experience using. Instead, our approach will 
enhance their use of these tools with in-tool guidance and suggesti ons. 
Also, the process modeling task was extended to capture the traceabi-
lity links between related arti facts in diff erent components, and a more 
accurate and fi ne-grained view of the status of development for each 
such arti fact and component.

Additi onally, we are aiming to provide a proof-of-concept that will co-
ver the approach proposed, as well as a proof-of-concept soluti on to 

the problem of integrati on. Through these, we can evaluate our chosen 
approach in user studies and experiments, and iterati vely improve the 
process modelling, as well as the guidance and repair suggesti ons visi-
ble to the engineers.
Finally, in terms of temporal constraints, we are developing a novel 
soluti on that addresses the unique features of such constraints in the 
context of engineering processes. Namely, these constraints need to 
support a balance of fulfi lling the required standards, as well as all-
owing and supporti ng the engineers in case of process deviati ons. Ad-
diti onally, in order to provide adequate and relevant guidance, we are 
investi gati ng how violati ons of these constraints can be repaired.

Status / Progress
Currently, all the expected results are in development, with iterati ve 
proofs of concept being evaluated and improved. We are also in cons-
tant communicati on with our industry partners to ensure the develo-
ped approach matches the open challenges in their industry and can 
be applied in their specifi c context.
For the integrati on of our approach with the existi ng tool environment, 
we have started by developing a plug-in connecti on into Azure DevOps. 
Through this, the process engine prototype could access the informa-
ti on of the arti facts stored in this tool, including their inter-connecti ons 
and changes. We then expanded the integrati on to STAGES, where the 
process constraints can be defi ned and checked. We also expanded the 
traceability and status informati on captured in STAGES. This informa-
ti on can be used in the specifi cati on, checking and repair suggesti ons 
for process constraints.
The temporal constraints are also in progress, with the fi rst working 
prototype available. Through this fi rst iterati on, the temporal aspect is 
captured through special operators and evaluated iterati vely, resulti ng 
in a fast and highly scalable soluti on. The prototype also off ers a fi rst 
iterati on of simple repairs specifi c to the temporal constraints, that will 
be further improved in future prototypes.

These prototypical implementati ons have been extensively evaluated 
on process benchmarks and specifi c use cases of interest. We started 
the project with a series of interviews with the stakeholders involved 
in our approach, highlighti ng the open challenges that we needed to 
address. Our fi rst prototype was evaluated in a user study with Bosch 
soft ware engineers. The results of this user study show that our ap-
proach makes the process easier to follow. Additi onally, the engineers 
found that determining the completi on criteria at each process step 
was much clearer using our approach. Since then, we have carried out 
multi ple workshops and are currently putti  ng the basis for another se-
ries of user studies to evaluate both the progress of the approach, and 
the usability of the temporal constraints prototype.

Below, we have att ached a capture of the guidance provided by the 
fi rst working prototype of our approach. This prototype already uses 
the Azure DevOps integrati on and was used in the fi rst user study. In 
the following development iterati ons, we have integrated the tempo-
ral constraints prototype and improved the main aspects the engineers 
suggested during the user study.
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To participate in a highly competitive market, manufacturing compa-
nies today offer a wide range of product variants accommodating the 
increasing customer demand for customization. To this end, manufac-
turing companies pursue producing highly customizable products, in 
small lot sizes, at the costs of mass production. Different uncertainties, 
such as the volatility of the market demand, abrupt disruptions of sup-
ply chains, production errors, etc. may arise threatening various stages 
of production. This gives an advantage to flexible manufacturing sys-
tems for their ability to cope with these unforeseen situations.

To ensure assembly planning flexibility towards internal and external 
disturbances, prompt planning and configuration of the assembly pro-
cess are necessary. This includes the balancing of the assembly line. 
The Assembly Line Balancing Problem (ALBP) is the partitioning of 
assembly work among stations with respect to prioritized objectives. 
These objectives are cost or profit-oriented and aim to minimize the 
number of stations and/or maximize the line efficiency. The ALBP has 
drawn considerable attention from the academic and industrial com-
munities for decades. The formerly presented solutions, however, are 
not always feasible in real-world assembly systems where we notice a 
gap between the effort invested in solving the ALBP within the research 
community and its applications in industrial settings. This is often due 
to the lack of input data, namely the assembly precedence graph. Ex-
perts in different industries rely on their tacit knowledge of preceden-
ce relations and other constraints to deliver a feasible assembly line 
balancing. The process of manual assembly balancing is tedious, error-
prone, and time-consuming. It limits the rapid responsiveness of the 
assembly system, making it more vulnerable to disturbances.

Goals
This Project aims to support the prompt balancing of new products 
while addressing the lack of vital data in real-world assembly systems, 
namely the assembly precedence graph. Additionally, we plan to sup-
port the re-balancing of already existing products allowing efficient re-
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sponses to market changes and supply chain disrupti ons. To this end, 
we att empt to learn the missing precedence graph allowing the appli-
cati on of several prominent automated assembly balancing soluti ons 
in real-world assembly systems.

Approach
We proposed a novel approach for the support of the fl exibility of as-
sembly systems during the planning phase. For the fi rst case, entailing 
the planning of new products, we propose an approach providing sta-
ti on assignment recommendati ons for each task of the process. These 
recommendati ons are based on similariti es calculated to tasks of pre-
vious balancings of similar products. The output of this step is an upf-
ront task to stati on assignment. At this stage, not all tasks have been 
assigned (for some tasks, no recommendati ons are provided) and the 
assignment is not properly balanced. A planning expert then manu-
ally refi nes the assignments. We also provide support for the manual 
refi nement step through (i) recommendati ons for alternati ve stati ons 
where a task can be shift ed and (ii) warnings for violati ons of prece-
dence constraints based on the learned precedence graph. In the case 
of new products, where no past feasible sequences are available, the 
learning is based on graphs of similar products. The precedence graphs 
of similar products can be already available at the manufacturing com-
pany or generated using our approach. Using the learned precedence 
graph, an automati c balancing approach can also be used. There are 
several soluti ons available that can be applied depending on the as-
sembly conditi ons and balancing objecti ves. Manual refi nement is sti ll 
required aft er using automati c balancing soluti ons as well.

The second case entails the re-balancing of already existi ng products 
in order to adjust  the line throughput or to modify the line tact for 
example. We proposed a two-step graph mining approach. The fi rst 
step is the intra-product graph mining approach using past  feasible se-
quences if available. The second step is the inter-product graph mining 
approach, in which the initi al learned graph from the previous step can 
be improved by learning additi onal independencies from the graphs of 
similar products. Using the learned precedence graph, automati c as-
sembly balancing approaches can be used before a manual refi nement 
step is performed.

Expected and Achieved Results
We evaluated the recommendati on approach using real assembly data 
of excavator assembly and by calculati ng 2 metrics, namely the cover-
age and precision. 
Our approach is able to provide stati on assignment recommendati ons 
for 91% of the total of tasks with a precision of 82%. We also presented 
a dynamic threshold approach that improves the approach coverage 
as compared to a standard stati c threshold. We conclude that task si-
milariti es can indeed be used to derive task assignment informati on 
from other products. It is criti cal, however, to select a sensible referen-
ce product, which is typically a straightf orward task for a user familiar 
with the product portf olio.

We also investi gated to what extent can task similariti es to other pro-
ducts be used to derive precedence constraints. To this extent, we eva-
luate our precedence graph mining approach based on real industry 
data of constructi on machine assembly. We conclude that graphs of 
similar products can be used to derive task independencies. Our ap-
proach specifi cally addresses the lack of feasible sequences in the case 
of new products. We have also evaluated the results of a user study 
conducted with balancing experts, who corroborated the usability and 
usefulness of a prototype implementi ng our approach for manual ba-
lancing support, including warnings based on the mined graphs.
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Predicting quality in production systems is an open field of research, 
especially for discontinuous production like assembly.
In manufacturing of safety critical systems the final products have to 
undergo rigorous testing. These testing schemes can cause a bottleck 
in the overall production line. In addition, if a broken product is de-
tected at the end of the line, whilst the error has been caused in an 
early stage of production, many work steps are in vain, even have to be 
undone in case of repairs.

In many production lines, a great number of production parameters 
are recorded. This MFP investigates, which methods are beneficial to 
predict the outcome of such a final test. Second, we aim to determine, 
to which extent the prediction is reliable and whether it is possible 
to give a detailed estimate of which specific test in the whole testing 
scheme will fail. Finally, we apply an ablation study to determine an 
optimal station in the production line, that balances the prediction 
quality against the repair costs.

The problem was tackled by training several machine learning models. 
The developed approach was tested in an assembly line for electric 
inverters. Special focus was put on data preprocessing and feature se-
lection. This posed a great challenge, as even after rigorous filtering 
during preprocessing, roughly ten thousand features remained for trai-
ning of the model. Several methods were employed to narrow down 
the number of  features.

The trained models allow accurate predictions of failing products alrea-
dy after only half of the assembly steps have been performed. Further 
work will be done to improve the accuracy when predicting individual 
errors. The developed approach will be running in a virtual environ-
ment to evaluate its usefulness without interfering with the actual 
production.

Goals
The goal of this multi firm project is the creation of an environment, 
that allows to use real time data from the production line to predict the 
product quality. Target of prediction is the probability, that a product 
will fail in the end-of-line test. The quality of the predicition will be 
measured in comparison with the real results of the end of line tests.
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The multi  fi rm project will investi gate in detail the structure and ca-
pabiliti es of the existi ng assembly line. Based on this initi al analysis, 
requirements are developed for the system to create. Aft er a fi rst func-
ti onal system architecture is agreed upon, models are built, trained on 
measurement data and integrated with the system architecture.

Verifi cati on and validati on of the developed models will fi rst be done 
backwards, thus by comparing model predicti ons based on recorded 
data with the corresponding test results, and later in-line: manufactu-
ring data is mirrored into a live digital twin of the manufacturing line, 
allowing to investi gate the predicti on quality over an extended period 
of ti me.

Approach
Machine learning models and neural networks have been employed in 
a manifold of use cases. The focus of this project does not lie on the 
creati on of new machine learning algorithms, but rather on their incor-
porati on into an automated framework that conti nuously learns from 
new results in the manufacturing line and retrains its models on the fl y.
Especially the selecti on of features can benefi t from reliable automa-
ted tool support, as no specialist has the ti me, or is maybe not even 
capable of deciding for every variable whether it will be an important 
feature, or what its meaning is.

Expected and Achieved Results
The architecture to retrieve measurement data live from the produc-
ti on line has been implemented by partner Fronius and is already in 
use to prepare the datasets that serve to train the classifi ers. Failure 
predicti on models have been created and trained based on classical 
machine learning algorithms and neural networks. A stacked model of 
these predicti on models will be integrated in the architecture. Verifi -
cati on and evaluati on of the classifi er will be carried out unti l the end 
of the project. The results from the evaluati on will be used to esti mate 
the potenti al for opti mizati on through changing the order of test cases.

Future work will include the feedback of assembly acti ons and compo-
nents that might cause failing products in-line. This requires yet more 
rigorous data collecti on in the producti on of preproducts and clear 
tracking of those unti l the assembly stati on. Another acti vity for future 
investi gati on is the implementati on of a variable testi ng scheme, who-
se order reacts on the esti mated frequency of errors occurring.

Status / Progress
The multi  fi rm project CoSma started offi  cially in April 2021. As com-
mon with other machine learning projects, the explorati on and pre-
parati on of the recorded data took substanti al ti me. This fi rst project 
phase, together with fi rst experiments, used roughly the fi rst year. The 
insights from this phase were used to defi ne the relevant features for 
freshly recorded datasets containing measurements for a bigger set of 
enti ti es of a specifi c product type. This dataset was then used to train 
classifi cati on models and allowed to achieve impressive results.

By the ti me of writi ng, 92.85% of products predicted to have an error 
were predicted correctly, translati ng into less than 8% false positi ves 
– see also left  fi gure: false positi ves are in the top right corner, and cor-
rectly predicted faulty products in the right bott om corner. At the same 
ti me it could be shown with an ablati on study, that already in the midd-
le of the producti on line, aft er half the producti on steps – see right 
fi gure, and note the rapid increase of F2-measure from stati on 10 – 12.

We expect, that the predicti on quality can sti ll be improved through 
the use of stacked classifi ers, thus training individual models for diff e-
rent error causes – or at least the most frequent error codes among the 
~400 present in the data – and use aggregati on strategies to result in a 
more accurate classifi er.

The remaining four months will be used to employ the models in a live 
environment that mirrors the measurements recorded in producti on, 
to verify and validate the models and esti mate the benefi ts of correctly 
predicti ng errors.

So far, one conference publicati on is currently under review at the 
Internati onal Conference on Industry and Smart Manufacturing (ISM 
2023), where the ablati on study that was employed to determine the 
point in ti me to predict faulty products was published.
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In the dynamic landscape of modern industry, the integration of ro-
botic systems into manufacturing processes has become increasingly 
ubiquitous. This project seeks to redefine the conventional notion of 
human-robot collaboration by introducing a paradigm shift towards 
flexibility and adaptability. Unlike traditional robotic setups that ad-
here strictly to preprogrammed processes, our initiative capitalizes on 
cutting-edge perception technologies, including cameras and wearable 
sensors, to enable robots to comprehend and respond to human ac-
tions and progress in real-time. This heightened perceptual awareness 
forms the bedrock for a novel approach to collaborative work, where 
the robot's interventions are contextually aligned with the human ope-
rator's evolving needs.

The central tenet of this endeavor lies in the transformation of robots 
from rigid tools into intelligent and responsive collaborators. Conven-
tional industrial robots have been constrained by their inability to navi-
gate unexpected deviations, often necessitating human intervention to 
address unforeseen challenges. In contrast, our framework empowers 
robots with the capacity to assess and react to unpredicted events. By 
employing advanced data fusion techniques and machine learning al-
gorithms, the robot becomes adept at identifying patterns, anomalies, 
and potential disruptions, allowing it to dynamically adapt its actions 
to match the demands of the task at hand.

At the core of this project is the vision of a harmonious human-robot 
partnership that thrives on mutual strengths. By leveraging the human 
operator's creativity and adaptability alongside the robot's precision 
and speed, we aim to create a synergy that is exceptionally suited to 
tackling uncertainty. The fusion of human ingenuity and machine preci-
sion holds the promise of revolutionizing manufacturing practices and 
ensuring continuous operations, even in the face of the unexpected.

In summation, this project endeavors to transcend the boundaries of 
conventional human-robot collaboration by embracing adaptability 
and responsiveness. By infusing robots with the ability to comprehend 
human actions, progress, and situational context, we aspire to forge a 
new era of manufacturing efficiency, where flexibility reigns supreme. 
The outcome of this initiative holds the potential to unlock innovative 
avenues for industry, propelling human-robot collaboration to unpre-
cedented levels of productivity and resilience.
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Goals
This project aims to redefi ne human-robot collaborati on in fl exib-
le manufacturing systems. The focal point is enhancing collaborati ve 
robots (cobots) with advanced percepti on capabiliti es by integrati ng 
data from cameras and wearable sensors. This amalgamati on of inputs 
empowers the Manufacturing Executi on System (MES) to intricately 
gauge assembly progress, enabling informed decision-making.

Furthermore, the MES leverages this real-ti me progress assessment to 
tacti cally assign support tasks to available robots. This dynamic cho-
reography between MES-guided assignments and cobot-driven acti ons 
amplifi es manufacturing effi  cacy. The symphony of human intellect 
and roboti c precision unfolds, revoluti onizing the adapti ve potenti al 
and producti vity of modern manufacturing.

In essence, this initi ati ve molds a new era of synergy between humans 
and robots. The cobots, equipped with percepti ve faculti es, act as col-
laborators att uned to real-world dynamics. The MES orchestrates this 
harmony by harnessing assembly insights to distribute tasks adeptly. 
The result is an ecosystem where adaptability, producti vity, and preci-
sion converge to shape the future of manufacturing.

Approach
The system is equipped with a range of inputs, including cameras and 
IMUs, that work together to detect and track the progress of human 
workers during the assembly process. The current state of the art deep 
learning models in Human Acti vity Recogniti on (HAR) are uti lized for 
our supervised classifi cati on challenge. These include variati ons from 
simple RNN (Bi-dir LSTM) and CNN to complex att enti on models. This 
approach targets the detecti on of basic assembly micro acti viti es like 
wrenching and screwing, leveraging data from wrist-worn wearable 
sensors. Furthermore, diverse models are employed for object detec-
ti on via stati onary cameras. These models detect disti nct assembly 
components, thereby enabling traceability to specifi c assembly tasks. 
These diff erent inputs are combined and fed into a rules engine that 
combines the data and uses a pre-defi ned precedence graph to de-
termine which task the workers are currently performing. Based on the 
progress detected, the Manufacturing Executi on System (MES) triggers 
any available robots to perform assisti ve tasks that have been modeled 
for the current stage of the assembly process. The robots are equipped 
with cameras that help them determine the locati on of parts, where to 
weld, and which screws to use. The MES is also capable of scheduling 
robots to provide assistance to multi ple human workers, which is de-
tected through cameras and other sensors. As the environment chan-
ges and progress is made, the process of robots is dynamically adapted 
to ensure that they are always working eff ecti vely and effi  ciently.

Expected and Achieved Results
We have designed a controlled lab environment to meti culously test 
and assess the practi cality and effi  cacy of our proposed methodolo-
gies. It's crucial to emphasize the generalizability and scalability of this 
evaluati on setup, which can readily be extended to accommodate real 
industrial setti  ngs for the assembly of more complex products and in-
cluding more complex roboti c responsibiliti es.

Our designed environment is a dedicated assembly stati on tailored for 
the assembly of a compact bicycle, with the collaborati on of a robot. In 

this context, the robot's role entails the precision picking of small as-
sembly components like screws and nuts, subsequently handing them 
to the worker to facilitate the relevant task.

The assembly's progress is deduced through the combinati on of micro 
acti vity detecti on (such as screwing, wrenching) and the detecti on of 
the picked bike parts. This composite insight is then used by the Manu-
facturing Executi on System (MES), which then allocates the robot the 
task of picking the screw or washer relevant for the ongoing assemb-
ly step. Notably, the robot's skill to identi fy and grasp the small com-
ponents is facilitated by its dedicated camera, enabling autonomous 
recogniti on and retrieval. These components' positi ons are not fi xed 
on the assembly stati on, thereby increasing fl exibility. Additi onally, we 
have implemented a failsafe mechanism involving hand gesture com-
mands as a means of communicati on between the worker and the ro-
bot. This conti ngency approach serves as a vital approach for scenarios 
like faulty parts (e.g., broken screws).
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Expected and Achieved Results
The goal of the defi ned model was to classify the defects in advance. 
Therefore, we defi ned various predicti on horizon (e.g., 2, 5, 19, 20 and 
60 minutes), which represented the predicti on ti me before the defects 
happened. Next, we defi ned various ti me ranges (windows) (e.g., 10, 
20, 30 minutes) each representi ng a period in which we observed the 
data to generate predicti ons. The following table shows the results.

Status / Progress
This project offi  cially started in May 2018 and successfully ended in 
September 2018. In it, Pro²Future worked with our Company Partners 
EPCOS, TU Graz Insti tute of Interacti ve Systems and Data Science to-
wards the creati on of models to classify defects on produced chips. 
From the start of the project, we had several meeti ngs with the com-
pany partner where we defi ned the requirements, discussed the data 
quality and presented the preliminary results for the classifi cati on 
models. During these meeti ngs, we obtained constructi ve feedback 
which we could use to adapt the models with regard to the require-
ments of the company partner. The fi nal prototype has been delivered 
to the partner on the 28th of September 2018.

Approach
 In order to classify the defects, we analyzed two important features, 
DeltaBefore and DeltaAft er. This features where identi fi ed using 
visualizati on approaches like scatt erplot, boxplot, etc. and through the 
discussion with the domain experts from EPCOS. Finally, we structured 
and processed the data so that they could be readily interpreted from 
various clustering methods. 

We performed diff erent clustering methods (e.g., K-means clustering, 
GaussianMixture, etc.) over the data. The results showed that the 
GaussianMixture performed bett er as it could cluster the defecti ve 
parts successfully (see Figure below). The green and the yellow clusters 
represents the defects, and the purple cluster represents the normal 
behaviors.

Much eff ort has been put on collecti ng high quality event data 
(EASTGATE data). Analyzing this informati on together with the Log data 
and ISPRO data, we were able to deploy a classifi cati on model based 
on Random Forest.
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AREA 3 
MFP 3.1-2 DEFCLAS 
Advanced Defect Classification

Automatic optical inspection (AOI) in the semiconductor industry is 
considered an extremely important and demanding task for detecting 
significant errors on the wafer fab process within the Quality Process 
Control pipeline. During this step, yield deviations can more seamlessly 
identified and engage the engineers to locate the exact source of 
error with the numerous complex process steps. With the advent of 
advanced analytic techniques (e.g. Deep Learning) as well as parallel 
computing (deployment of GPU servers) is now possible to classify and 
label the errors on the chip surface by feeding large images datasets to 
Neural Networks.

Goals 
The goal of the project is to define models that should help to identify 
and classify the errors which might occur while producing chips. 
The outcome of the project should be a best-practice guide on what 
to consider when defining such models. This mainly comprises the 
methods that have been successfully applied to address the challenges 
we faced during this project: export and postprocessing the data from 
the plant, processing of the trainings data, defining of the classification 
model for error detection on the chip surface etc. With this guide we 
aim to support the experts who might face the same challenges in 
future projects.   

Area 3 - Cognitive Decision Support Systems
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We conducted an experiment to examine the eff ect of the training data 
size on the classifi cati on accuracy. We deployed the model with the fi ve 
defect classes from the WB-AOI, as images from within these classes 
are more homogeneous and stable. It is essenti al that testi ng images to 
evaluate are coming from the same distributi on (similar image context 
within classes), otherwise the outcome will be biased. Also, this is a 
strong indicati on that the model should be updated by training with 
the novel images, that the model failed to classify correctly. By above 
1200 images per class the classifi cati on accuracy is converging and thus 
providing suffi  cient evidence for the adequacy of the training data size.

Status / Progress
This project offi  cially started in August 2017 and successfully ended 
in September 2018. In it, Pro²Future worked with our Company 
Partners EPCOS, TU Graz Insti tute of Interacti ve Systems and Data 
Science towards the creati on of models to classify defects on produced 
chips. From the start of the project, we had several meeti ngs with 
the company partner where we defi ned the requirements, discussed 
the data quality and presented the preliminary results for the 
classifi cati on models. During these meeti ngs, we obtained constructi ve 
feedback which we could use to adapt the models with regard to the 
requirements of the company partner. The fi nal prototype has been 
delivered to the partner on the 28th of September 2018.

Approach
The fi rst challenge is to identi fy the relevant part of the images. 
A too large picture can distract and thus reduce the quality of the 
classifi cati on. Further, larger images increase the complexity of the data 
processing and the performance of the approach. Too small images 
on the other hand could hide relevant structures and thus reduce the 
classifi cati on quality as well. Chip images which are used for training 
a classifi cati on model should fi rst contain the appropriate context 
in terms of defect structure. This means characteristi cs should be as 
disti nguishable and intense as possible from the remaining complex 
chip architecture so not to raise any confusion to the later predicti on 
process. As it’s possible from the automated inspecti on system (AOI) 
to extract the images with the defect centered, that can facilitate for 
building a more reliable and accurate model.  

Expected and Achieved Results
In cases where enti re chip images are provided with the four solder-
ing joints (Lötstellen) an initi al classifi er model (CascadeClassifi er) is 
trained so to extract automati cally the areas of interest, namely the 
four soldering positi ons. A separate classifi cati on model (Haar Cascade 
Classifi er) was fi rst trained on 100 images. Inside these instances, the 
four soldering regions were manually defi ned by defi ning rectangles, 
enclosing the joints, of certain width-to-height rati o (256x256px) with 
their locati on coordinates. The extracted images of the soldering joints 
are fused with the labelling informati on regarding the fact that is de-
fect or not.

All defect images should have a constant size which need to be fed 
into the neural network model initi ally for training. Aft er interviews 
and fi rst wafer data we concluded to an image size of 90x90 px so that 
to achieve a trade-off  between algorithm performance (fi nal model 
size) and classifi cati on accuracy. Experiments have been conducted for 
the initi al classifi cati on problem of the 3 defect classes (“Druckstelle”, 
“Verschmutzung”, “PR-Fehler”) so to benchmark the uti lized image 
size. Images with sizes greater than 90px (e.g. 128x128) were also test-
ed and fi ndings showed that complexity was increased and thus classi-
fi cati on performance decreased.   
Convoluti onal Neural Networks (CNN) with its many architectural vari-
ati ons can fi t very well for demanding applicati ons of image recogni-
ti on tasks. Across the internet there many available datasets (see CI-
FAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [1], MNIST [2] or also ILSVRC 201* [3, 4]) which 
are mainly used for benchmarking novel models as well as to mark 
overall dataset specifi cati ons.
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MFP 3.1-3 OnDaA 
Online Data Analytics @ voestalpine

This project focuses on data analytics and visualisation for the 
continuous casting process in large-scale steel production. In modern 
steel production, sensor and process data are recorded to observe 
and control the continuous casting process and the resulting product 
quality. Monitoring this data directly is cumbersome yet demanding 
for process engineers. Hence, the monitoring is labour intensive, often 
only done on sample basis or to investigate particular events observed 
in the finished product, the so-called slabs. To improve the monitoring 
the sensor and process data, the data is processed by machine learning 
algorithms. The objective is to create a prototype for a monitoring 
solution highlighting the right information about the current steel 
production to the process engineers and limit unneeded or distracting 
aspects to a minimum.

As a preparatory work, a comprehensive data analysis was required 
highlighting characteristics of the data and establishing coherences 
with the steel production process. In the next step, a detailed feature 
engineering was conducted, where relevant features were derived 
from the process and data understanding. These features capture 
the important insights hidden in the raw data and abstract from 
shortcomings of the raw data like noise. The extracted features are 
the basis for the machine learning algorithms trained and applied on 
them. These algorithms recognise and categorise phenomena about 
the produced steel in the prepared features. Hence, the algorithms 
provide an estimation about the expected product quality and about 
the state of affairs in the ongoing process. An important part of the 
project is the visualisation of the data and the results, so that the 
process engineers get an ideal overview about the current production 
state and got informed about potential critical developments. The 
visualisation is the necessary tool to handle large amount of data in 
a comprehensible manner by providing different views with varying 
levels of detail. Hence, the process engineers can choose from different 
views depending on their task; high-level views to monitor the ongoing 
processes were also available alongside detailed views to drill down 
and investigate particular events.

Goals
The objective of the project was to conduct research into feature 
extraction, machine learning and visualisation applications for sensor 
and process monitoring in continuous casting. The feature extraction 
defines quantifiable and reliable characteristics of the raw data by 
modelling aspects of the continuous casting process influencing the 
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Status / Progress
This project offi  cially started in October 2017 and went on for 
24 months unti l September 2019. A cost-neutral elongati on unti l 
the end of 2019 took place to fi nalise the visual analyti cs part. The 
project was conducted with voestalpine AG as industrial partner, 
JKU Linz and TU Graz as scienti fi c partners, and the Know-Center as 
implementati on partner. The fi rst phase in the project was dominated 
by a strong knowledge exchange between the partners. In this phase 
the conti nuous casti ng process with its properti es and features had to 
be understood by all project partners.

This understanding was created by a walkthrough of the producti on 
plant and several data exchanges. The exchanged data was also the 
foundati on of the remainder of the project. In the second phase, this 
data was analysed and the coherences and correlati ons between 
process phenomena and the data were identi fi ed. In this phase of the 
project, additi onal data transfers took place when shortcomings in 
the fi rst data were found or new interesti ng insights needing deeper 
investi gati ons discovered.

This phase then led to the feature engineering, where the insights and 
phenomena, which should be extracted, were defi ned. All these phases 
before were the basis for the current implementati on and evaluati on 
of the machine learning and visualisati on prototypes. The prototypes 
were evaluated and enhanced in several iterati ons. In each iterati on 
the prototypes were verifi ed and enhanced. A parti cularly close 
cooperati on with the industry partner was found in the coordinati on 
of the dashboards to fi nd outliers and patt erns over ti me in data by 
means of three use cases.

output quality. The extracted features needed to be reproducible and 
robust against noise or variati ons in the process. The machine learning 
builds on said features to categorise relevant casti ng phenomenon in 
the slabs. This categorised phenomenon helps the process engineers 
to identi fy potenti al issues in the produced slabs and the underlying 
producti on process. The visualisati on provides these extracted insights 
in a neat and user-friendly graphical interface to the process engineers. 
The interface off ers diff erent levels of detail giving each process 
engineer the right amount of informati on for a given task. On the one 
hand, a high level of abstracti on caters for fast and easy to comprehend 
overviews. On the other hand, the user process engineer can select 
high levels of detail if this is required for a detailed investi gati on of a 
parti cular issue.

Approach
The centre of the project are machine-learning models. The models 
are trained to detect relevant characteristi cs of the produced slabs. In 
this training and on the subsequent usage of the model, the model 
relies on features extracted for the raw data. The constructi on of these 
features was most important for the success of the project since they 
capture all relevant aspects in the data, are low in dimension and also 
robust against noise and variati ons. While these features are the key 
success factor for the machine learning, the visualisati on was clearly 
focused on human understanding. The data is presented in a way that 
is comprehensible for the engineers and shows them the important 
aspects they need to judge the current products. Hence, the focus is 
the underlying sensor and process data. 

Expected and Achieved Results
In this work, the feature extracti on for bivariate ti me series was investi -
gated. The constructi on and defi niti on of the features is designed to the 
specifi c physical phenomena described by the customer and observed 
in the sensor and process data of the steel producti on. The features 
are the basis for the identi fi cati on of criti cal physical phenomena by 
means of machine learning. The machine learning is conducted in two 
stages. In the fi rst stage, a multi class approach was taken to determine 
if a single dominati ng phenomenon can be identi fi ed for a produced 
slab. In the second stage, a multi -label approach was chosen to allow 
the identi fi cati on of more than one relevant phenomenon occurring in 
a single slab. The expected outcome was a list of identi fi ed phenomena 
and their infl uence on each slab. Regarding the visualisati on, a visual 
analyti cs applicati on prototype was developed. This prototype allows 
for a general overview and also a detailed drill-down of the underlying 
ti me series data. This is facilitated by a customisable ranking including 
grouping and aggregati on of the underlying data. Moreover, a Micro-
soft  Power BI custom visual was developed to explore rankings of items 
based on a set of heterogeneous att ributes. It also supports hierar-
chical sorti ng and interacti ve (nested) grouping as well as provides a 
variety of visualisati ons for group aggregati ons, cells, and summaries 
of the underlying data.
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MFP 3.1-4 RedUsa 
Predictive Maintenance 
for Production Environments RedUsa

The power of the predictive maintenance lies on providing immediate 
assistance in situations where human judgment disregards the reactions 
times or when human beings do not possess the required skills. This 
is considered as highly important particularly in uncertain conditions 
where making a poor selection might cause high consequences for 
the production process. This MFP will investigate methods and tools 
to identify factors that might affects the quality of production and in 
turn to allow maintenance to be planned before the failure occurs. 
This project is motivated by the fact that while producing aluminum 
plates in Austria Metall GmbH (AMAG) and in the affiliated companies 
(with regard to § 189 a UGB), there might be not-metallic indications 
in the produced items caused by unknown factors. To be appropriate, 
these indications have an enormous effect on the quality of the 
produced plate. In order to tackle this issue, this project should provide 
methods that can be used to identify the influencing factors and to 
reveal relationships among these parameters and production quality. 
Furthermore, the gained insights should be applied to forecast the 
production. Finally, a visual analytics tool should be provided, which 
shows the end user (engineers from AMAG CAST) the influencing 
parameters visually and allows to interact with them.

The data being used in this project are production and quality data. 

 
Goals 
The goal of this project is to define visual methods, which can reveal the 
relationships among production parameters and the production quality.  
Sensors at various production steps deliver a stream of production 
data, which is time-dependent and typically, high-dimensional. While 
the data is continuously captured, its preprocessing and analysis are 
a challenge, due to the size and heterogeneity of data. The main 
challenge, however, is to map the time-dependent production data 
to the run length of the cast aluminum.  An interactive visualization 
tool should therefore provide means to visually inspect the possible 
influences of production parameters on product quality and promote a 
better understanding of parameters in production. On the top of that, 
the tool should be defined in a way that it can be used by the users 
(engineers from AMAG CAST) that have little or no expert knowledge 
in visualizations but possess the required domain knowledge about 
production aluminum plates. 
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Status / Progress
This project offi  cially started in April 2018. In it, Pro²Future is working 
with our Company Partners AMAG, TU Graz Insti tute of Computer 
Graphics and Knowledge Visualisati on, and TU Graz Insti tute of 
Interacti ve Systems and Data Science towards the creati on of visual- and 
data analyti cs tool for quality improvements in aluminum producti on. 
We have already deployed an advanced version of ADAM, including the 
interacti ve explorati on of indicati ons and the patt ern search.  In near 
future, we will focus on visualizing the extracted relevant producti on 
parameters and on defi ning methods that should help the users to 
understand the diff erence between them with regarding to the quality 
criteria. 

The fi rst results of this project including the interacti ve explorati on of 
indicati ons and the patt ern search have been submitt ed to the 54th 
Hawaii Internati onal Conference on System Sciences, which took place 
in 2021.

Even with an interacti ve visual analysis tool that off ers users several 
functi ons for exploring their data, the users can sti ll be overwhelmed 
by the huge amount of data and may have diffi  culti es to identi fy 
criti cal patt erns in their data sets. With our visual analysis tool, we 
also want to provide various methods for the detecti on of specifi c 
ultrasonic patt erns and thus try to help users to identi fy possible 
criti cal process deviati ons in producti on.

Approach
There exist several state-of the art algorithms that can be used to 
analyse data and identi fy the infl uencing process parameter. This, 
however, requires an extensive literature review to analyse which 
methods bett er applies to industrial data. Thus, within the scope of 
this project, we investi gate diff erent algorithms to detect the factors 
that might infl uence the produced aluminum plate and to forecast the 
producti on.

Note that the data we used within the scope of this project is collected 
by an ultrasonic device, used to scan the produced aluminum plates.  
For the visual analyti cs tool, however, there exist powerful visualizati on 
libraries that provide diff erent interacti ve 2D visualizati ons. These 
visualizati ons provide a good base to support user to visually navigate 
through the data and explore them to gain insights and draw important 
conclusions. 

Our next goal in this project concerns the identi fi cati on of meaningful 
patt erns in process data. The existi ng research covers a broad spectrum 
of patt ern recogniti on methodologies that can be potenti ally applied 
to elicit patt erns in data collected from industrial producti on. Hence, in 
this paper, we further analyse the applicability of diff erent methods for 
recogniti on of specifi c ultrasonic patt erns which may indicate criti cal 
process deviati ons in aluminum producti on.

Expected and Achieved Results
During a parallel aluminum cast, each batch results in several ingots via 
a casti ng pit. We developed a visual analyti cs tool (ADAM: Aluminum 
producti on Data Analysis and Monitoring) which includes scatt er 
plots, showing the front and the top view of ingots, linked with three 
frequency histograms which provide informati on about the number of 
indicati ons in length, width, and thickness of cast ingot.  ADAM has 
been successfully presented at the poster session in EuroVis2019. 

Further eff ort in this project has been put to defi ne a classifi cati on model 
to classify the ingots into “good” and “bad” quality regarding the not-
metallic indicati ons they have. Moreover, we defi ned a prototype of a 
glyph-based visualizati on to scale multi dimensional data and methods 
(currently, the classifi cati on model) to reveal the relati onships among 
producti on parameters and the producti on quality. Yet, batches and 
ingots have a diff erent distributi on of indicati ons in length, width, and 
thickness. It is important to group similar batches and ingots in order 
to investi gate the infl uence of producti on parameters in a more precise 
manner. To do this, we integrated interacti ve patt ern search in our tool 
and allowed the user to search for ingots with similar distributi on 
compared to a selected ingot. 
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MFP 3.1-5 SINPRO 
Predictive Maintenance  
for Production Environments SINPRO

This multi firm project (MFP) will investigate a novel decision support 
technology for assistance in the manufacturing- and production setting 
for plants in the context of the sintering process. The motivation is, that 
the outcome in product quality and the manufacturing efficiency can 
be increased by understanding the circumstances of all components 
and optimizing their interacting.

Within SINPRO, a huge amount of sensor data is gathered from a sinter 
production machine and analyzed to understand, which components 
of the production process affect the quality of the final product. With 
these findings a prediction model should be defined that uses the 
detected influencing factors of the whole process and predicts the 
quality and amount of production. On the top of that, the existing rules 
of the rule based expert system are investigated to understand current 
system-changing events and the resulting rules. With these findings, 
existing rules will be adapted and optimized, and new rules defined to 
gain a higher production and quality increase on the sinter production 
machine.  Finally, the influencing factors, the prediction model and 
possible rules, as well as the production data, will be visualized to 
make the research outcome better understandable for the user.

The pursued results and targeted impact contain findings about the 
process and relationships in the sinter plant and the sinter process; 
a better representation of parameters in the sinter plant and the 
implementation of further analysis in an interactive way, forecasts 
and predictions for process variables and quality characteristics and a 
customized expert system and advanced decision support.

The novelty value and scientific relevance embrace the application of 
data analytics and visual analytics approaches in the area of a sinter 
plant in the steel industry; new scientific findings and contributions 
in the field of visual interactive prediction in the industrial sector; 
requirements and solution models for introducing data analytics in an 
industrial context; findings about the possible uses or the connection 
between data analytics and visual analytics; insights into the interplay 
and connection of data and rule-based decision support in the 
industrial environment.
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Status / Progress
The SINPRO project offi  cially started in April 2019 and will last unti l 
June 2020. Due to several revisions of the sinter machine, the start 
was postponed to October 2018, a prolonging of the project end to 
December 2020 has been negoti ated.

The SINPRO team at Pro2Future GmbH is working with our Company 
Partner Primetals Technologies and the Scienti fi c Partners from the 
Insti tute for Applicati on Oriented Knowledge Processing (JKU-FAW), 
the Insti tute for Computer Graphics (JKU-CG) and the Insti tute of 
Insti tute of Interacti ve Systems and Data Science (TUG-ISDS). The 
associated partners can be found on the fi rst page of this document. 

The Kick-Off  Meeti ng was in October 2018 and several tele-conferences 
and two workshops regarding important parts of the project, e.g. for the 
currently installed expert system from Primetals Technologies and the 
data exchange for the dataset from the sinter machine at Voestalpine 
Stahl have been hold since then. There were additi onal meeti ngs for 
getti  ng in touch with the provided data, getti  ng explanati ons and 
gaining an extensive understanding of what is happening at the sinter 
machine. The fi rst investi gati ons and research resulted in a schemati c 
descripti on of the whole project, showing the individual components 
and the two use cases of the projects (see Figure).

As next, we analyzed diff erent methods to identi fy infl uencing factors 
and defi ne a predicti on model to predict DH. These methods should help 
us to address main Use Case. Hand in hand with this goal, an interacti ve 
visual analyti cs tool has been defi ned to increase the explainability of 
obtained results/models and of the current producti on data. Finally, 
we worked on adapti ng the rule-based knowledge processing expert 
system with new rules to allow higher producti on and quality increase 
on the sinter producti on machine.

Goals
The overall goal in this project is to opti mize the producti on process of 
sinter material. This should be achieved by increasing the amount of 
the produced material from the sinter strand as well as improving the 
quality of the produced material. One of the most important factors 
to reach this goal is the opti mizati on of the burn through point (BTP) 
of the material, which should be as close as possible to the end of the 
sinter strand.

Use Case 1: Understanding the infl uencing parameters for opti mizing 
the harmonic diameter (DH).
Use Case 2: Opti mizing the BTP towards the end of the sinter strand.

By applying the research methods described below, the implementati on 
of the Use Cases should lead to fulfi l the project goals.

 Approach
The approach is to understand which factors aff ect the quality of the 
fi nal sinter product. With these fi ndings, the project goal should be 
achieved. The research methods and topics of interest of the approach 
contain a ti me series analysis and classifi cati on of existi ng data on 
producti on and quality; an identi fi cati on of infl uencing variables for 
the identi fi ed classes; the creati on of a predicti on model for defi ned 
parameters; visual preparati on of the data from the sinter plant; 
an user-specifi c representati on of the visualizati ons; implementi ng 
interacti on concepts for visual analysis of the data; an extension of the 
rule-based expert system with fi ndings from the data analysis.

Expected and Achieved Results
The overall goal in this project is to opti mize the producti on process of 
sinter material. This should be achieved by increasing the amount of 
the produced material from the sinter strand as well as improving the 
quality of the produced material. One of the most important factors 
to reach this goal is the opti mizati on of the burn through point (BTP) 
of the material, which should be as close as possible to the end of the 
sinter strand. 
We fi rst defi ned a ti me model to have reference points for the analysis 
tools. We further used this model with the feature engineering and 
selecti on methods to identi fy the most relevant parameters for the 
producti on. These features are then applied to defi ne a forecasti ng 
model to predict the harmonic diameter as a central quality parameter 
indicati ng the grain sizes distributi on of the fi nished sinter. Due to the 
complexity of the model we developed and presented an approach for 
the increase of the explainability of the complex (black-box) forecasti ng 
model, enabling easier discovery of new insights and control strategies. 

To visually assess temporal data and the relati on between att ributes 
inclusive the related correlati on coeffi  cient, we made use of two open-
source visual analyti cs applicati ons and extended their functi onality. 
First, we took advantage of Ordino, an interacti ve rank-based web 
applicati on, which is used for data-driven approaches to create, 
visualize, and explore rankings of items. Second, we added further 
functi onality by using TourDino to calculate and visualize similarity 
measures. TourDino helped us in seeking relati onships and patt erns in 
data and provided an overview of the stati sti cal signifi cance of various 
att ribute comparisons without losing the existi ng ranking.

Further eff ort has been put in defi ning a concept to extend the rule-
based expert system. This concept dictates three steps:
(i) development of a prototype for a strand speed control; the purpose 
of this control is to keep the actual BTP around the BTP setpoint in an 
acceptable range and the speed as stable as possible 
(ii) integrati on of the predicti on models provided by WP 2 into the 
expert system
(iii) (opti onal) communicati on with WP3 for visualizati on: visually 
display intrinsic factors which have direct relati onships to each other 
and are related to the strand speed control, and thus to the sinter 
producti vity

The results we obtained so far have been submitt ed to AISTECH2020.
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AREA 3 
MFP 3.2-1 GuFeSc 
Predictive Maintenance for Products

Nowadays, customers require more and more specialised products 
adapted to their specific needs and circumstances. This results in a 
large number of product variants and options, creating a considerable 
challenge in the maintenance and support of all these products. 
Since customers also expect a high quality of support for all products, 
personnel working in testing, maintenance, repair or customer support 
require considerable time to familiarise themselves with all variants 
and available options so that they can satisfy these expectations.

This is as cost intensive for the manufacturer as it is cumbersome for 
the worker. Hence, there is a large potential for assistance systems that 
provide help to the maintenance and testing personnel and reduce 
their required training effort. This project researches support systems 
for maintenance and testing personnel, which are based on data 
collected during the testing and operation of the devices.

One major aspect is to split up the devices into their components. This 
spilt-up is then the basis to identify relationships between the collected 
data and the affected components. Since there are many product 
variants and options, it cannot be expected to have a sufficiently large 
data basis for all products. Hence, the approaches researched here 
should be capable of transferring insights discovered in one particular 
setup to other setups if the circumstances deem this reasonable.

This is an important aspect to support maintenance and repair 
personnel in handling rare problems and setups just as profound as 
the most common once. The prediction of wearout in some parts is 
another important aspect of the project. By modelling and estimating 
the expected wearout of parts, their lifetime can be estimated allowing 
to schedule required maintenance actions well in advance.

Area 3 - Cognitive Decision Support Systems
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Work Packages
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Status / Progress
The project started with an intensive knowledge transfer between the 
partners involved in the project. Site visits and workshops provided 
an ideal platf orm to exchange knowledge about the conditi ons in 
manufacturing and maintenance. This knowledge is necessary to 
understand and interpret the data sources. The data in these sources 
were predominantly collected for other purposes, hence, they had 
to be transformed and re-evaluated for the current task at hand. 
This was done in two steps; fi rstly, by the means of exploratory data 
analyses, including correlati on analysis, event and trend identi fi cati on. 
Secondly, the interpretati on and validati on of the results regarding 
their applicability for the project’s objecti ves.

An important preparati on for the modelling is the component split 
of the investi gated products and devices. The component split is 
the lowest level of granularity on which repair acti ons can be based 
on. This means, that in case of a necessary repair, the maintenance 
personnel might get the suggesti on to check or replace one or multi ple 
components. Moreover, we build models to predict a future failure of 
a device. For that purpose, we merged data from a fi nal test system 
(end of line test) with service data and informati on about the countries 
where the devices have been shipped. The predicti ons results show 
that the interacti on between country codes/average temperature of 
countries and fi nal test system data leads to stati sti cally signifi cant 
predicti ons which can be used in an assistance tool.

When switching from repair to maintenance acti ons, the predicti on 
of component wearout is currently investi gated. However, since 
a large part of the data are not annotated, we work on methods to 
automati cally annotate maintenance data, so that we can then build 
and train models to predict the wearout of components. 

Goals
A large number of product variants and opti ons make maintenance and 
support tasks a complex undertaking where the unique characteristi cs 
of the product at hand need to considered. It also implies that there 
are only a small number of commonaliti es between diff erent product 
variants and opti ons. The objecti ve of this project is to research new 
support systems for workers in fault identi fi cati on and maintenance. 
The support system should draw its knowledge from diff erent data 
sources capturing aspects like successful or failed product tests, 
product usage data or maintenance acti on reports. All available data 
sources currently collecti ng knowledge for other primary uses should 
be investi gated about their potenti al applicability for the envisioned 
maintenance and repair support systems.

Due to the large number of product variants and opti ons it is unlikely 
that for each and every product confi gurati on enough data are available 
to create a dedicated model. Instead, it is an objecti ve to research the 
possibility of applying a model and its insights also to other, similar 
products. In this process commonaliti es between the diff erent products 
should be identi fi ed allowing conclusions by analogy between the 
products and use them to derive support for maintenance workers 
dealing with unseen product variants. This is a requirement to adapt 
to new products or variants with small lot sizes. Hence, maintenance 
workers can be assisted with the required informati on about expected 
causes for equipment failure, provided with informati on about what 
spare parts are most likely required and when maintenance acti ons 
should be scheduled in advance.

Approach
This project follows a fully data-driven approach where at the 
beginning of the project the available data sources of the industrial 
partner are evaluated according to their potenti al use in this project. 
In an explorati ve data analysis phase, the data sources are matched to 
the informati on needed to solve the posed questi ons. This matching 
shows the potenti als and shortcomings in the available data sources 
highlighti ng where additi onal work or knowledge bases are required.

In the next step, the data are used to generate models by using machine 
learning approaches. These models are crucial for the approach, 
since they will be used to derive the support acti ons suggested to 
the workers from the data describing the case at hand. The models 
cannot be derived from a single data source but additi onally require an 
interacti on with workers to incorporate their knowledge.

Expected and Achieved Results
The project aims at the creati on of predicti ve models to support 
maintenance workers by suggesti ng (1) components potenti ally 
responsible for failures, and (2) scheduling and type of maintenance 
acti ons. These models are derived in a data driven manner from 
currently available data sources and also knowledge captured by 
employees on a daily basis. To do this, the data and knowledge are 
analysed and transformed to train models by means of machine 
learning. In this process, potenti al missing informati on is identi fi ed 
leading to a plan on how to improve and adapt the data collecti on in 
the future.

Based on the collected data and the already existi ng product structure, 
the devices are split into components. Diff erent error patt ern observed 
in the past are then matched to the components, therefore creati ng 
the basis to suggest error causes and aff ected components for 
maintenance work. This is accompanied by a wearout predicti on to 
esti mate the life ti me of selected parts. Hence, the wearout predicti on 
is essenti al to schedule necessary maintenance acti ons in advance.
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AREA 3 
MFP 3.2-2 ConMon 
Scalable Condition Monitoring System 
for Test Environments

The modern industry machines are endowed with multiple sensors 
producing huge amount of data. This also applies for automotive 
engine testbed where the durability of an engine is tested applying 
numerous sensors. The biggest challenge thereby is to collect and 
extract valuable knowledge from this data.
This task becomes even more complex since the data being generated 
by the sensors are multivariate time series. To be appropriate, to gain 
valuable insights from this data, one must possess expert knowledge 
in data analysis of time series data, as well as domain knowledge in 
automotive engineering. Yet, a testbed engineer is an expert in his 
domain but rarely in data analysis.
Thus, there is a need on a tool that can help the testbed engineers to 
readily analyse their data and gain valuable knowledge out of it. This 
knowledge can be for instance applied in for predictive maintenance, 
condition monitoring or for anomaly detection. 

A durability test of an engine is divided in so-called cycles. The test 
cycle is defined by a given engine speed and is repeated multiple 
time until the target operating hours are reached. During a durability 
test, hundreds of measurement signals (in further text, channels) are 
measured and stored continuously.
Basically, the results of each cycle should be the same. However, in 
real live scenarios this is often not the case. When this happens, we 
are talking about anomalies. Given that such a durability test can take 
up to 1000 hours and involves multiple sensors, makes it very hard to 
detect such anomalies at an early stage of the test. 

Area 3 - Cognitive Decision Support Systems
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WP 2: Model for Forecasting

WP 3: Visual Analytics Prototype
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WP 5: “Strategic Project” - Data Analytics Methods Base
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Summarized, our visual analyti cs tool provides promising methods to 
address the specifi c problems associated with automoti ve testbeds: 
analyzing multi variate ti me series and fi nding anomalies in reoccurring 
processes. The process and the results of the pair analyti cs study 
are published in BigVis2020, co-located with the 23rd Internati onal 
Conference on Extending Database Technology (EDBT 2020) & 23rd 
Intl. Conference on Database Theory (ICDT 2020. Furthermore, we 
evaluated the accuracy of the used algorithms for anomaly detecti on 
in multi variate ti me series data performing cross-validati on.

Progress
This project offi  cially started in April 2018. In it, Pro²Future is working 
with our Company Partners AVL, TU Graz Insti tute of Computer 
Graphics and Knowledge Visualisati on, and TU Graz Insti tute of 
Interacti ve Systems and Data Science towards the creati on of visual- 
and data analyti cs tool that can be used to detect anomalies cyclic 
data of automoti ve testbeds. We have already deployed our fi rst 
prototype and evaluated it with the domain experts using data from an 
automoti ve engine testbed.  Recently, we are testi ng diff erent methods 
to analyse the root-cause of the anomalies. The most accurate method 
will be added in our visual analyti cs tool as an additi onal feature to 
identi fy the anomalies and established a ti meline from the normal 
situati on up to the ti me the anomaly occurred.  

Goals
The goal of this project is to provide data- and visual analyti cs tools that 
can be used to detect anomalies cyclic data of automoti ve testbeds. 
The methods should be able to deal with large multi variate ti me series 
data and be used by domain experts (i.e., engineers) with limited or 
no knowledge in data analysis and visualisati ons. Using the provided 
tools, it should be possible to monitor and forecast the conditi ons in 
each cycle of a durability test. To achieve this, it is necessary to not only 
use data produced by the sensors but also provided by the engineers. 
The latt er is done by providing the engineers the opportunity to deliver 
feedback that is then incorporated into the system. 

Approach
There exist several state-of-the-art algorithms that can be used 
to defi ne a forecast model. This, however, requires an extensive 
literature review to analyse, which methods bett er applies to industrial 
data. Thus, within the scope of this project, we investi gate diff erent 
algorithms to detect anomalies in multi variate ti me series and to 
forecast the durability test. 

For the visual analyti cs tool, however, there exist powerful visualizati on 
libraries that provide diff erent interacti ve 2D visualizati ons. These 
visualizati ons provide a good base to support user to visually navigate 
through the data and explore them to gain insights and draw important 
conclusion. However, the literature emphasizes the strength of a glyph-
design when it comes to encode multi variate data and readily convey 
the spati al relati onship. 

Expected and Achieved Results
In this project, we propose an interacti ve visual analyti cs tool that 
displays the iterati ons of a durability test as a collecti on of color-
encoded cycle glyphs. To do so, we aim to help the engineers to readily 
monitor the test and to detect potenti al anomalies. To achieve this, the 
engineer selects one glyph (or iterati on) and the color of the remaining 
glyphs (or iterati ons) shows how much they deviate from the selected 
one: the darker the color of a glyph is the more it deviates from the 
selected one. 

To calculate the anomaly score, we apply individual Machine Learning 
approaches (correlati on-based anomaly detecti on, regression-based 
anomaly detecti on) which we have carefully selected considering their 
accuracy in detecti ng anomalies in multi variate ti me series data using 
5-fold cross-validati on.  

Our visual analysis tool has been evaluated by the experts in the fi eld 
with a pair analysis study. During this test, we investi gated how the 
domain experts work with the proposed tool to detect anomalies on 
their daily analysis goals. The study has revealed that our tool aids 
the daily work in automoti ve testbed environments for two reasons. 
First, the visual analyti cs tool helps engineers to analyze the enti re 
testbed dataset and not only a subset of well-known sensors. To do 
so, the engineers are able to investi gate the correlati on between the 
att ributes (e.g., temperature and pressure sensor) and not only each 
att ribute on its own. Second, using our tool the engineers are able to 
readily detect anomalies and explore their sources. Contact
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AREA 3 
StratP 3.4 SUPCODE 
Supporting Cognitive Decision Making

Industry 4.0 is considered as the “fourth industrial revolution” that 
either fully automatizes the production in the manufacturing industry 
or optimizes the collaboration of workers and machines. This is only 
possible when using different helping operators that facilitate the 
entire product life cycle, such as the decision support assistance 
systems.  The power of the decision support systems lies on providing 
immediate assistance in situations where human judgment disregards 
the reactions times. This is considered as highly important particularly 
in risky and uncertain conditions where making a poor selection 
might cause catastrophic consequences for humans and the operating 
environment. What makes these systems cognitive is that they apply 
methods that simulate the estimation and the thinking process of the 
humans to choose one option from a set of possibilities (Definition of 
decision-making methods & computational decision making). In order 
to enable companies to utilize such assistance systems it is paramount 
that data collected at the production site and sent to an analytics 
entity is sufficiently secured. This can be achieved by providing a 
secure connection (Secure Data Transmission). Another concern when 
working with cognitive decision support systems is the transparency. 
The outputs of the decision-making processes are often too complex 
even for the experts, to understand. Yet, this lack of transparency can 
be a key problem in many applications. In order to tackle this issue, 
there is a need on tools that can be used for e.g., to explain/explore 
predictions/decisions made by the applied model(s) (Visual analytics).

Goals
To support human decision making, Area 3 defines two objectives:
(1) Combine data-driven approaches with configuration management 
methods and simulation environments in order to provide a reliable, 
trustworthy (data) basis for decision making. 
(2) Provide this objective basis for decision making to humans in 
such a way that it takes into account their cognitive capabilities (e.g., 
information filtering in stress situations) as well as the situation/
context in which the decision has to be made (e.g., within production 
process versus design process) in order to ensure timely and optimal 
decisions.

This strategic project fosters these Area objectives by strategic 
research activities considering the following context:
• A secure data transmission module will be applied and extended 

that allows to transmit data from production site to assistive 
system.

• To ensure that end-user understand why the system made a 
particular decision, this project further focuses on state-of-the-
art visualization tools (2D, 3D) and visual analytics methods that 
are used, e.g., to explain/explore decisions made by system, the 
applied model(s) respectively.

Area 3 - Cognitive Decision Support Systems
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• The visual analyti cs tool can further be applied to support 

scheduling, performance monitoring, and anomaly detecti on for 
the manufacturing systems that might help the end-user in her 
decision-making process.

• The simulati on of scheduling and re-scheduling aft er expected 
(predicti ve maintenance) and unexpected changes (e.g. down-
ti me of machines due to failures) allows for a bett er resiliency 
of manufacturing processes. The (further) development of 
algorithms can therefore help in opti mizing the design of 
producti on systems and schedules for shop fl oors in cases of 
stochasti c failures.

Approach
• (Data) Analyti cs Methods Base & Computati onal (Data) Analyti cs

In order to build this reliable, trustworthy (data) basis for decision 
making we will create a collecti on of methods which allow us to 
collect data, facts, rules, engineering models, simulati on models, 
etc. for a specifi c decision-making process within a specifi c 
applicati on scenario. A specifi c challenge will be the integrati on 
of diff erent methods into hybrid approaches which combine 
the advantages of the individual approaches, e.g. integrati on of 
model-based and data-based approaches. In order to prove the 
reliability and trustworthiness of the resulti ng data/facts basis 
it will be crucial to invest eff ort in the creati on of training and 
test data sets which can be uti lized as gold standards in order to 
benchmark the approaches and tools being developed.

• Decision Making Methods Base & Computati on Decision Making
Decision support has to be personalized (to the individual human 
cogniti ve capabiliti es), contextualized (to the specifi c decision 
situati on), and domain-specifi c in order to lead to ti mely and 
opti mal decisions. Proven computati onal decision-making support 
mechanisms are visual analyti cs, (data-driven) recommender- and 
adaptable systems as well as simulati ons. Our aim is to synergize 
these methodologies in computati onal prototypes, enhancing 
decision-making support. Furthermore, we intend to implement 
specialized "industrial decision support" tools tailored to specifi c 
applicati on domains. As with all human-machine environments, 
careful evaluati on of the resulti ng methods and tools in real-
world environments will be crucial to the success.

• Applying data transmission security in decision support assistance 
systems used in the manufacturing industry methods to protect 
company data

• Using visual analyti cs and data analyti cs methods to support 
transparency in decisions/models made/applied by/in decision-
support systems in manufacturing industry

• New insights gained about the applicati on possibiliti es or 
interlocking of data analyti cs and visual analyti cs

Expected and Achieved Results
Decision support has to be personalized (to the individual human 
cogniti ve capabiliti es), contextualized (to the specifi c decision 
situati on), and domain-specifi c in order to lead to ti mely and opti mal 
decisions. Proven computati onal decision-making support mechanisms 
are visual analyti cs, (data-driven) recommender and adaptable 
systems. To contribute with regard to the later, we worked on a tool 
that should assist the users in analyzing their data by recommending 
the analyti cal methods to be used as next. For the recommendati ons, 
we observe the current analysis process and adapt the informati on 
space to what the user prefers and needs.
First, we worked on human-in-the-loop approaches for interacti ve data 
classifi cati on and comparison, by integrati ng acti ve learning algorithms 
and similarity search methods with high-dimensional data analysis 
(see Figure 1). Second, we worked on novel concepts how eye tracking, 
as a novel user sensing modality, can be leveraged to detect user 
interest in visual data analysis, and support adapti ve systems for data 
explorati on. In a third line of research, we have developed concepts for 
user guidance in complex visual data explorati on applicati ons. A set of 
design guidelines was developed and analyzed. 
In order to advance the fi eld of Visual Analyti cs it is very important 
to collect and discuss the state-of-the-art in parti cular sub-fi elds. 
Together with collaborators from the University of Utah we surveyed 
existi ng work on multi -variate networks. In collaborati on with US and 
UK colleagues we summarized the state-of-the-art on how to analyse 
interacti on provenance data that is collected while users perform 
an interacti ve visual analysis. Besides these acti viti es, we performed 
original research on the following topics: (1) guidance, (2) tabular data 
analysis techniques, and (3) onboarding. For the purpose of fl exibly 
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ranking tabular multi -variate data we conti nued the development 
of the Ordino visual analysis applicati on, designed the novel Taggle 
visualizati on technique, and extended it with a support view that 
allows users to stati sti cally confi rm visual patt erns. In cooperati on with 
Prof. Aigner and his group at FH St. Pölten we designed and evaluated 
how to eff ecti vely onboard users to new visualizati on techniques. 

Part of the project is related to the work in demonstrator project 
DP3. Classifi cati on and machine-learning are important methods for 
fl exible producti on systems and adapti ve scheduling.  Here, data-
driven approaches to opti mize the confi gurati on of producti on systems 
have been combined with simulati on approaches used to determine 
the impact of changed confi gurati ons on the producti on system in 
the future. The new approach has been parti ally presented at the 
intermediate evaluati on for the common research program of Pro2 
Future and the Center for Digital Producti on. 
The system consists of three components: (i) a classifi er system capable 
of learning machine confi gurati ons given a parti cular product and the 
current state of the machine and tools, (ii) a scheduling and simulati on 
system that is capable of re-organizing the producti on schedule if 
changes are required, and (iii) an integrati on component that links and 
controls the data-fl ows. 
Web-based technologies are used to provide the technical connecti vity. 
The scheduling component provides the means to rearrange the 
producti on schedule. However, this re-organizati on has again eff ects 
on the machine and tools usage. 
Frequent Itemsets Mining is a fundamental mining model in Data 
Mining. It supports a vast range of applicati on fi elds and can be 
employed as a key calculati on phase in many other mining models such 
as Associati on Rules, Correlati ons, Classifi cati ons, etc. Many distributed 
parallel algorithms have been introduced to confront with very large-
scale datasets of Big Data. However, the problems of running ti me and 
memory scalability sti ll have not had adequate soluti ons for very large 
and “hard-to-mined” datasets. We proposed a distributed parallel 
algorithm named DP3 (Distributed PrePostPlus) which parallelizes 
the state-of-the-art algorithm PrePost+ and operates in Master-
Slaves model. Slave machines mine and send local frequent itemsets 
and support counts to the Master for aggregati ons [1]. In the case of 
tremendous numbers of itemsets transferred between the Slaves and 
Master, the computati onal load at the Master, therefore, is extremely 
heavy if there is not the support from our complete FPO tree (Frequent 
Patt erns Organizati on) which can provide opti mal compactness for 
light data transfers and highly effi  cient aggregati ons with pruning 
ability. Processing phases of the Slaves and Master are designed for 
memory scalability and shared-memory parallel in Work-Pool model 
so as to uti lize the computati onal power of multi -core CPUs. We 
conducted experiments on both syntheti c and real datasets, and the 
empirical results have shown that our algorithm far outperforms the 
well-known PFP and other three recently high-performance ones Dist-
Eclat, BigFIM, and MapFIM. Furthermore, a secure data connecti on 
framework has been developed, and it has been deployed at the pilot 
factory Vienna. To this end, a hardware component together with AVL 
and this component has been adapted to the context of data analyti cs 
in industrial setti  ngs.

Status / Progress
This project offi  cially started in April 2018 and will last unti l April 2021. 
In it, Pro²Future is working with our Scienti fi c Partners from Insti tute 
for Interacti ve Systems and Data Science (TU Graz ISDS), Insti tute 
of Computer Graphics and Knowledge Visualisati on (TU Graz CGV), 
Insti tute of Computer Graphics (JKU ICG), Insti tute for Applicati on-
oriented Knowledge Processing (JKU FAW), PROFACTOR GmbH, and 
Evolaris next level GmbH to foster the research objecti ves of the area. 
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The objective of the project is to develop a prototype for an online 
visual analytics application. To achieve this goal, the project focuses 
on creating dashboards using Microsoft Power BI. These dashboards 
facilitate interactive and visual connections between various datasets, 
such as process data and segment data. To enhance user engagement, 
the project also devises innovative interaction concepts and generates 
user-specific visualizations. A pivotal aspect of this endeavor involves 
conducting statistical analyses based on an existing dataset. By lever-
aging the available data, the project aims to derive meaningful insights 
through data analysis. This approach not only aids in uncovering pat-
terns and trends but also guides the development of effective visuali-
zation strategies within the Power BI dashboards.
The ultimate aim is to empower users to intuitively explore and com-
prehend complex data relationships and trends. The utilization of Mi-
crosoft Power BI as the platform for this prototype underscores its ca-
pability to provide a seamless and user-friendly environment for data 
visualization and exploration. The development of interactive dashbo-
ards aligns with the overarching objective of offering a dynamic and 
engaging experience to users. By customizing visualizations to cater to 
user preferences and needs, the project seeks to elevate the effective-
ness and relevance of the analytics application.
In summary, the project's core mission is to construct a prototype for 
an online visual analytics application. This is achieved by crafting inter-
active dashboards using Microsoft Power BI, which facilitate visual ex-
ploration and interaction with diverse datasets. Through data analysis, 
statistical evaluations, and the creation of tailored visualizations, the 
project aims to empower users with valuable insights and a user-cen-
tric analytics experience.

Goals
Use Case 1 (BU Band)
The primary objective is to construct a prototype for an online visual 
analytics application. Dashboards within Microsoft Power BI facilitates 
interactive exploration, connecting process data with segment data. To 
achieve this, interaction models, user-specific visualizations, and sta-
tistical analyses based on existing data are developed. Key exploration 
areas include replacing current analysis tools, linking errors to process 
data, defect identification on coils, statistical defect cause analysis, and 
expediting analysis through visual data analysis and direct database 
connectivity.

Use Case 2 (BU Bramme)
This scenario focuses on interactive projection data visualization to 
identify variables influencing fault types. Microsoft Power BI is used 
to create both interactive and static dashboards. The goals encompass 
unifying reporting architecture, visualizing defects on slabs through 
projection, analyzing influencing factors of defect types like OZE, and 
representing work processes interactively using resource time scales.
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Use Case 3 (Consulti ng): This case entails consulti ng services to aid in 
selecti ng appropriate visualizati on types. Experti se in percepti on-opti -
mized design and data preparati on is shared to enhance visualizati on 
eff ecti veness. Collecti vely, these use cases drive the creati on of an in-
novati ve online visual analyti cs framework, improving data interpreta-
ti on, analysis effi  ciency, and decision-making processes.

Approach
The project methodology is based on a systemati c approach that se-
amlessly combines technical experti se and strategic understanding. It 
starts with the initi al pre-project phase, where we gather all the ne-
cessary requirements. This initi al phase sets the tone for subsequent 
phases, which include project kick-off  meeti ngs, extensive research 
analysis, joint co-design, iterati ve feedback and refi nement loops, and 
fi nally preparati on for launch. The development concludes in the fi nal 
operati onal phase, where the dashboards created are used by the end 
users and embody the collecti ve essence of the whole process.

Expected and Achieved Results
Use Case 1 (BU Band)
• Successfully delivered 4 use cases
• Created dashboards for an overview on warehouse capaciti es and 

material fl ow
• Created custom Power BI visual for quick analysis and comparison 

of hundreds of parameters
Use Case 2 (BU Bramme)
• Successfully delivered 4 use cases
• Publicati on of custom visual for effi  ciently comparing multi p-

le parameters over a common axis on Microsoft  AppSource
(htt ps://ti nyurl.com/t6xmya92)

• Created three custom visuals tailored to the needs of end users
Use Case 3 (consulti ng)
• Successfully created design process guidelines for dashboard and 

provided consultati on to several departments

Status / Progress
The project has made signifi cant progress in establishing a solid foun-
dati on for the planned online visual analyti cs soluti on. At this stage, 
signifi cant progress has been made in several key areas:
1. Use Case Development: The project has successfully developed 

comprehensive use cases that serve as blueprints for the creati on 
of interacti ve dashboards (see fi gure). These use cases align with 
specifi c business objecti ves and user requirements, acti ng as gui-

ding principles for the subsequent development stages.
2. Technical Framework Implementati on: A substanti al porti on of 

the technical framework has been implemented. Microsoft  Pow-
er BI has been harnessed to construct interacti ve dashboards, 
bringing the envisioned online visual analyti cs applicati on to life. 
The design of comprehensive interacti on models and user-speci-
fi c visualizati ons is underway, ensuring an engaging and intuiti ve 
user experience.

3. Data Analysis and Visualizati on Prototyping: The data analysis 
phase is well underway, leveraging existi ng datasets to derive 
meaningful insights. Stati sti cal evaluati ons have yielded valuable 
patt erns and trends, serving as the foundati on for data-driven vi-
sualizati ons. Prototypes of these visualizati ons are in the process 
of being developed, with initi al feedback indicati ng promising re-
sults.

4. Consultati on and Collaborati on: Collaborati ve eff orts have borne 
fruit, with cross-functi onal teams contributi ng insights from diff e-
rent business areas. The consultati on process on appropriate visu-
alizati on types has begun, facilitati ng a common understanding 
of percepti on-opti mized design principles and data preparati on 
techniques.

5. Iterati ve Refi nement and Feedback Integrati on: The project has 
embraced an iterati ve approach, allowing for conti nuous refi ne-
ment based on user feedback and evolving requirements. This 
iterati ve cycle ensures that the interacti ve dashboards evolve to 
align more closely with user needs and strategic goals.

In summary, the project stands at an advanced stage of development, 
with use cases defi ned, technical implementati on underway, data ana-
lysis and visualizati on prototyping in progress, and collaborati on eff orts 
yielding valuable insights. The project's strength lies in the synergy of 
cross-functi onal teams, technical profi ciency, and strategic vision, all 
of which highlight its capability to provide an eff ecti ve online visual 
analyti cs soluti on.

Custom Visual “Multi ple Stacked Charts”
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Blast furnace (BF) and electric arc furnace (EAF) are key processes in 
iron and steel production. The complex dynamics within these furna-
ces pose a challenge for accurate modeling, primarily due to the in-
accessibility of the internal processes for direct measurement. Conse-
quently, process operators heavily rely on their experience to select 
appropriate measures for identifying and rectifying deviations from 
normal operational conditions. 
While first-principle modeling has been considered to be a natural way 
for understanding the operations of production processes in ironma-
king, constructing such models has been exceptionally demanding due 
to the process complexity. The underlying complexity of the mecha-
nisms inherent in these dynamic systems has proven to be quite for-
midable. As a result, the resultant models are somewhat constrained 
in their practicality due to their heavy reliance on assumptions, which 
are necessary to simplify them. This, however, comes at the expense 
of accurately capturing the nuances of the real process. Conversely, 
more intricate first-principle models which closely resemble the actual 
process can pose challenges due to the excessive number of parameter 
needing approximation, as there is no established theoretical guidance 
on the parameter values. Attempts have been made to employ data-
driven techniques to model the intricate behavior of both the blast 
furnace and the electric arc furnace, albeit with limited success. While 
existing models have managed to capture certain aspects of the pro-
cess dynamics, they fall short in revealing the underlying mechanisms 
at play. Due to this “black box” characteristic of the models, the ac-
ceptance, applicability and thus the benefit in the industrial context 
is limited.
The objective of this project is to leverage data-driven approaches, 
coupled with causal methods and explainable AI (xAI), to gain a deeper 
understanding of the internal dynamics governing blast furnace and 
electric arc furnace operations.

Goals
With the overarching goal of understanding inner dynamics of the 
blast furnace and electric arc furnace, several perspectives of achieving 
this goal were established. These are focused around: (1) the detection 
of deviations from normal operating conditions, (2) modeling of the 
temporal behavior of the thermal and chemical properties during blast 
furnace operation (3) characterization of the raw material in electric 
arc furnace operation and (4) prediction of deviations from established 
EAF process models.
These goals are achieved through the application of data analytics 
techniques and the development of suitable machine learning and 
deep learning models based on the findings from the evaluation of 
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existi ng process and control data. The results provided by these machi-
ne learning models should be supported by explainable AI methods to 
provide a reasoning for the results of the algorithmic decision making. 
In additi on, large emphasis is placed on uti lizati on of causality-based 
methods which uti lize observati onal process data for discovery of un-
derlying causal generati ve mechanisms. Inputs from these methods 
not only improve the performance and transparency of machine lear-
ning models, but also drive a knowledge discovery process.

Approach
In order to model the behavior of these Ironmaking processes several 
approaches are uti lized. In practi ce, when dealing with industrial data, 
there are disti nct challenges like: discrepancies arising from sensor and 
equipment wear and tear, periods of shutdown, correlated data, data 
imbalance, missing values, and temporal inconsistencies due to manu-
al input. Data pre-processing phase comprises three steps: data clea-
ning, fi ltering out downti me periods, and fi nally adjusti ng data through 
domain-specifi c rules (see Figure 1).
In the modeling phase, due to transparency requirements, methods 
such as RandomForest, Gaussian Regression, and Support Vector Ma-
chine were used to establish a baseline performance. This baseline 
performance was compared with more complex models based on 
LSTM mechanism, Autoencoders, and even more complex approaches 
such as Temporal Fusion Transformers to establish performance-trans-
parency tradeoff . From the perspecti ve of causal modeling, we uti lized 
methods such as: FCI, LiNGAM and ANM. Additi onally, methods such 
as PCMCI were used to model the temporal behavior of the previously 
menti oned ironmaking processes. Finally, state-of-art approaches for 
xAI (SHAP, Anchors, LIME, Ceteris Paribus, etc.) were uti lized to discov-
er explanati ons on the local and global level. Furthermore, from the 
perspecti ve of reliability of the ML models, uncertainty metrics can be 
uti lized to address issues with the model parameters (epistemic uncer-
tainty). Confi dence intervals and Trust Scores are some of the methods 
which were uti lized in identi fi cati on of ML model uncertainty.

Expected and Achieved Results
The overall objecti ve of the project is to develop a transparent ap-
proach for modeling and understanding certain aspects of the process 
behavior in ironmaking processes, i.e., blast furnace and electric arc 
furnace operati on. In the fi rst stage of the project focus is put on mo-
deling and predicti ng thermal behavior of the blast furnace. In order 
to achieve this goal, we developed a transparency approach, which is 
based on the well-known CRISP-DM methodology (see Figure 2) and 
takes into account intricate specifi cs of the blast furnace operati on. 
This approach goes beyond development of a ML model for predicti ng 
thermal state indicators and provides an overall set of methods which 
should be uti lized to ensure stable operati on and uti lizati on of ML mo-
del results.

During the model development, methods for causal discovery and 
global explainability have been deployed to ensure valid basis model 
training. Furthermore, we proposed additi onal model performance 
metrics developed from the case specifi c blast furnace operati on 
requirements. Additi onal model performance metrics provided an 
insight into ML model stability and additi onal basis for model evaluati on 
and fi nally, ML model selecti on. We identi fi ed use case appropriate 
methods for monitoring data provided to the ML model and reducing 
model uncertainty through concept drift  detecti on. Finally, we 
proposed a collecti on of methods that, once deployed, provide an 
insight into the reasoning behind model predicti on aft er inference ti me 
through model simplifi cati on and counterfactual instance explanati on. 
By providing model simplifi cati on and counterfactual explanati ons, 

additi onal insights are provided, not only into the reasoning behind 
the ML model, but also into the complex blast furnace process. This 
additi onal layer of transparency allows the extracti on of various 
process rules and overall inference logic.

Status / Progress
In the fi rst stage of the project focus was put on modeling and predic-
ti ng thermal behavior of the blast furnace. Conversely, in the second 
stage of the project, focus is put on detecti ng anomalous blast furnace 
process state i.e., leveraging causal insights for anomaly detecti on. 
Drawing inspirati on from state-of-art research, we uti lize causal know-
ledge to enhance the detecti on of anomalies. This approach involves 
constructi ng a causal structure that provides insights into relati onships 
between the observed process variables. To build this causal structu-
re, we employ algorithms designed for structure learning such as FCI, 
GES, etc. Following the domain expert validati on of the main causal 
structures of the causal graph, we started with the analysis of graph 
structure properti es. For in-degree property provides informati on on 
the number of incoming connecti ons a node has and can potenti ally 
indicate the importance of this observed variable within the process. 

These nodes act as "hotspots," indicati ng areas of heightened interest 
for anomaly detecti on. In the current state, through intensive collabo-
rati on with domain experts we were able to develop a causal graph 
(data-driven, domain verifi ed) which reliably captures the complex 
dynamics of blast furnace. Additi onally, through uti lizati on of graph 
analysis methods we found hotspots node and currently uti lizing data-
driven modeling for establishing a baseline anomaly detecti on per-
formance and evaluati ng against other state-of-the-art methods such 
as Autoencoder-based approaches for anomaly detecti on. The overall 
approach is depicted in Figure 3.

 Figure 1: Simplifi ed diagram of the modelling approach

 Figure 2: CRISP-DM methodology and concept of presented Transpa-
rency Approach

 Figure 3: Overall approach for Anomaly detecti on based on causal in-
formati on.
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The efficiency and safety of heavy industries depend significantly on 
crane systems, making the condition of critical components, such as 
wire ropes, vital for seamless production processes. However, conti-
nuous stress, wear, and tear on wire ropes can lead to fatigue and un-
foreseen failures, resulting in costly downtime and safety hazards. Our 
ambitious project focuses on developing advanced predictive main-
tenance approaches for wire ropes in crane systems. Central to our 
strategy is the timely detection of wire break development, a crucial 
indicator of wire rope health. We delve into various topics, including 
sensor data dependencies and pattern recognition techniques, to crea-
te a robust Health Indicator (HI) that accurately reflects the wire rope's 
condition. Additionally, we explore the impact of factors like bending 
cycles and operating time on wire break development.
The primary aim of this project is to create a predictive model that 
estimates the remaining service life of wire ropes, enabling proactive 
maintenance planning and timely replacements. By implementing this 
model, we anticipate substantial improvements in crane system relia-
bility, significant reduction in downtime, and enhanced worker safety. 
To achieve our objectives, we thoroughly investigate sensor data de-
pendencies and leverage pattern recognition techniques to develop 
an accurate Health Indicator (HI). We also analyze the relationship 
between wire break development and critical factors such as bending 
cycles and operating time. By drawing insights from these investigati-
ons, we aim to create a robust predictive maintenance model for wire 
ropes.

Goals
The primary objective of our project is to advance predictive 
maintenance approaches focusing on crane systems. By developing 
cutting-edge methodologies and leveraging data-driven techniques, 
we aim to improve the efficiency and safety of crane operations 
within logistics environments. A significant aspect of our research 
involves investigating methods to analyze large and heterogeneous 
datasets commonly generated in logistics operations. These datasets 
encompass diverse information, such as sensor data, operational logs, 
and maintenance records. Our goal is to develop effective data analysis 
techniques that can extract valuable insights and patterns, crucial for 
informing predictive maintenance strategies.
Central to our project is the creation of a reliable prediction model 
capable of estimating the remaining useful life of wire ropes in crane 
systems accurately. This model will utilize data-driven approaches, 
including machine learning algorithms and statistical methods, to 
forecast wire rope health and degradation with high precision.
While focusing on the development of the prediction model for 
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Crane 220 at Konti glühe 2 during the initi al phase, we envision a 
transferable model that can be adapted for other cranes, conti ngent 
on the availability of relevant data. This transferability will enable wider 
adopti on and scalability across various crane systems, contributi ng to 
industry-wide improvements in predicti ve maintenance practi ces.
Moreover, we strive to develop approaches that provide opti mized 
recommendati ons for crane operati on and maintenance intensity. 
These data-driven insights will empower crane operators and 
maintenance teams to make informed decisions, leading to reduced 
downti me, minimized maintenance costs, and enhanced overall 
operati onal effi  ciency.

Approach
Our approach to developing advanced predicti ve maintenance metho-
dologies for wire ropes in crane systems combines the fusion of crane 
logisti cs and sensor data, change-point detecti on techniques, outlier 
removal based on domain knowledge, and the creati on of a Health In-
dex (HI) framework. Leveraging the power of deep learning and integ-
rati ng domain knowledge, we aim to achieve improved accuracy and 
interpretability in our predicti ve model.
Applying change-point detecti on techniques, we extract cyclic data 
patt erns from the integrated dataset. This help identi fying periods of 
signifi cant change in the wire rope's conditi on, aiding in detecti ng an-
omalies or potenti al degradati on events. Leveraging domain experti se, 
we identi fy and remove outliers from the data. By fi ltering out irrele-
vant or noisy data points, we ensure the accuracy and reliability of sub-
sequent analyses and predicti ons. 
We aim to develop a novel technique for esti mati ng the Health Index 
(HI) of the wire rope, leveraging Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) deep 
learning architectures. LSTM models excel at capturing temporal pat-
terns in ti me series data, enabling us to map these patt erns to crane 
logisti cs data and wire rope degradati on trends. To enhance the accu-
racy and interpretability of the HI, we integrate domain knowledge into 
the model development process. This incorporati on of experti se from 
crane engineers and maintenance personnel provides valuable context 
and constraints for the predicti ve model.
As part of our HI framework, we implement a physics-based approach 
that considers wire rope effi  ciency. By combining data-driven techni-
ques with fundamental physics principles, we can achieve more accu-
rate predicti ons of the wire rope's conditi on.
To assess the eff ecti veness of the constructed Health Index, we evalua-
te it against real wire rope conditi on data over an extended period of 
more than six months, encompassing approximately 25,000 operati o-
nal cycles. This rigorous evaluati on demonstrates the HI's robustness 
and its ability to capture wire rope degradati on trends eff ecti vely.
In additi on to evaluati ng the HI's accuracy, we employ a novel causal 
inference-based approach to enhance its robustness and interpretabi-
lity. This approach helps us identi fy causal relati onships between vari-
ous factors and the wire rope's health, providing valuable insights for 
maintenance planning.

Expected and Achieved Results
Health Index esti mati on: The approach involves the development of 

a novel technique for esti mati ng the Health Index (HI) of wire ropes in 
an overhead crane using LSTM Deep Learning architectures. This tech-
nique leverages the strengths of LSTM in capturing temporal patt erns 
from ti me series data. To create the HI esti mati on model, we map the 
temporal patt erns extracted from the ti me series data of the wire ro-
pe's conditi on to relevant logisti cs data. This mapping allows us to cor-
relate the operati onal history of the crane with the wire rope's degra-
dati on trends. By capturing degradati on trends, the LSTM model learns 
to identi fy patt erns and changes in the wire rope's conditi on over ti me.

Effi  ciency esti mati on (rope effi  ciency): The idea behind the effi  ciency 
esti mati on methods is, that the effi  ciency of the rope increases over 
a rope's life, and that this can be seen, among other things, by mea-
suring the torque.  To achieve this, a regression model is trained for a 
subset of the data at the beginning of the rope's life using the aver-
age torque measurements of cycles, with the avalanche weight as the 
target value. The model is subsequently applied to all other data and 
compared to the LVS weight. Residuals between esti mated avalanche 
weight and actual value can indicate a deteriorati ng rope conditi on 
over a rope life.

Causal Eff ect: The causal eff ect refers to the impact that a parti cular 
interventi on has on an outcome variable. This eff ect is oft en measured 
by comparing the outcomes of two groups: one group that receives the 
interventi on and another group that does not. The diff erence in out-
comes between the two groups is then att ributed to the interventi on. 
The outcome variable is the dependent variable that is measured. It 
is the variable that is aff ected by the interventi on variable and is used 
to evaluate the eff ecti veness of the interventi on. The method is used 
to calculate the causal eff ect (Average treatment eff ect, ATE) of raising 
and lowering on weight sensor measurement. Diff erences in causal ef-
fect over ti me should indicate decreased rope effi  ciency.

Status / Progress
This project aimed to assess rope conditi on using logisti c and sensor 
data, covering various aspects such as data preprocessing, diff erent 
methods for esti mati ng rope effi  ciency and causality analysis. While 
we faced challenges in accurately identi fying wire breaks with current 
sensor technology, our fi ndings off er valuable insights.
Furthermore, we identi fi ed opportuniti es for future improvement, in-
cluding the need for fully labeled data and data from multi ple ropes to 
enhance dataset diversity and draw more comprehensive conclusions.
In conclusion, this project has contributed signifi cant knowledge to the 
fi eld of rope conditi on detecti on, paving the way for future research. 
By refi ning our methods and expanding data sources, we can conti nue 
to advance rope conditi on assessment using sensor technologies.

 Figure 1: Health Index framework based on LSTM

Figure 2: Moving median (window size: 500 strokes) of the absolute 
residuals of the linear regression over the enti re rope life. Training data 
were selected in the period December.
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To achieve technological advancements in production machines, gai-
ning a comprehensive understanding of their inherent processes is 
crucial. Data analytics plays a pivotal role in attaining this understan-
ding by processing data originating from these production machines. 
Specifically, for this project with ENGEL, the focus is on the plastic in-
jection molding process. The data we analyze contains various signals 
generated by the production machines, encompassing parameters 
such as pressures, volumes, temperatures, specifics about the manu-
factured parts, and many more. At ENGEL, a diverse range of products 
is manufactured, ranging from small toy pieces to large plastic storage 
utensils, which presents unique challenges as this variety is reflected 
in the data. 
 
In this project, our primary objective is to create models that can effec-
tively classify and categorize specific features within these production 
processes. By harnessing the power of data analytics, we aim to gain 
insights that will enable us to derive insights that help improve the 
technological advancements in the injection molding process for EN-
GEL and its customers.
 
The data preparation process plays a vital role in this project, as it holds 
the key to discovering insights that hold value to the domain experts. 
We engage in close collaboration with those experts, working together 
to develop a robust strategy that takes into consideration all nuances 
and intricacies of the data. By understanding the challenges presen-
ted by the data originating from production machines, we define a set 
of features that will enable the model to generalize effectively to the 
underlying process. This important stage of preprocessing then emp-
owers the model to discern patterns and relationships that contribute 
to improving the understanding of the plastic injection molding pro-
cess from a data-driven point of view.

Goals
Prediction of injection molding machine specific parameters
The primary objectives of the KAL-GISS project revolve around establis-
hing a robust data analytics pipeline capable of modeling the plastic 
injection molding process in a versatile manner. By crafting a well-de-
fined set of features and employing customized state-of-the-art ma-
chine learning models, we aim to unlock a multitude of possibilities to 
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create insights from historical data. 
One example applicati on is to infer the type of plasti c material that was 
processed on a given machine for certain samples. This informati on is 
of interest to the partner company for various reasons. An example 
use case would be in service cases where decision support on the pro-
bability of certain parameters from the model leads to improvements 
in maintenance and repair processes that are done by service techni-
cians. 

Discovering causal structures in injecti on molding processes
To make informed decisions, a substanti al amount of understanding of 
the relati onships of the process-inherent variables is needed. Opposed 
to basic correlati ons, causal discovery can achieve insights that are clo-
ser to the true nature of the underlying process. Part of the project was 
to employ methods that uncover such causal relati onships.

Approach
Aft er analyzing the current state of the data, we dedicate a fair share 
of resources to improve a) the quality of the data and b) our unders-
tanding of the data by having the domain experts and their valuable 
knowledge in the loop. Aft er the data is in a suitable state we start 
fi nding sets of features and models that fi t this data. Again, this is an 
iterati ve process of presenti ng results and employing feedback from 
the plasti c injecti on molding area of experti se. As a result, we obtain 
machine learning models that can predict certain parameters which 
can provide decision support for the aforementi oned scenarios. For di-
scovering causal structures, we intend to use the same, cleaned data 
that we obtained in the previous step. Diff erent causal discovery algo-
rithms are tested and the found structures are discussed and modifi ed 
according to the domain knowledge.

Expected and Achieved Results
The expected results include a pipeline (see Figure 1) that takes as in-
put the raw data that stems from the machines in producti on and out-
puts data that fi ts the needs for the downstream tasks such as classi-
fi cati on, regression, and causal discovery. This takes care of missing or 
ill-defi ned data as well as the removal of samples that are considered 
anomalies in the given context. Selecti ng a feature set that is as litt le 
as possible but sti ll contains the needed informati on is also part of this 
process.

The key contributi on of our project lies in developing models that de-
scribe the manufacturing processes using preprocessed data. These 
models serve a dual purpose. Firstly, they have the capability to pre-
dict important parameters accurately, enabling stakeholders to make 
well-informed decisions with confi dence. Secondly, these models off er 
valuable insights into the underlying cause-eff ect relati onships present 
within the data, shedding light on the fundamental structures govern-
ing the manufacturing processes.

As of now, the data preprocessing is implemented, and a reduced fea-
ture set has been derived that is performing well on some benchmark 
predicti on tasks. We are sti ll in the process of designing causal discov-
ery algorithms to extend the general understanding of the injecti on 
molding process.

Status / Progress
As menti oned previously, we have successfully completed the prepro-
cessing stage, which involved a sophisti cated outlier removal strategy 
to address data irregulariti es. Our focus then shift ed to building classi-
fi cati on models for predicti ng parameters of interest, resulti ng in the 
fi ne-tuning of a model to predict the plasti c material used in specifi c 
producti on setti  ngs. This predicti ve capability is parti cularly valuable 
for cases where the informati on on the plasti c material is unavailable 
to the partner company.

Notably, our machine learning models have achieved remarkable accu-
racy (see Figure 2). We developed models that can classify two diff e-
rent plasti c materials with 100% accuracy, using only a limited number 
of features and data samples. For a more nuanced analysis, with the 
guidance of domain experts, we expanded our model to disti nguish 
between nine classes of plasti c material with an 80% accuracy rate 
(weighted F1 score).

To ensure transparency and comprehensibility, we incorporated ex-
plainable arti fi cial intelligence (xAI) methods. These techniques allow 
us to extract insights from black-box models and present them in a 
human-understandable manner, making the decision-making process 
more transparent and accountable.

Currently, our focus is on identi fying causal dependencies among vari-
ous signals from the injecti on molding process. To achieve this, we are 
implementi ng various causal discovery algorithms to uncover the cau-
sal relati onships between these signals. One promising approach is the 
creati on of causal graphs for diff erent plasti c materials. These graphs 
illuminate the manufacturing process diff erences for each material, re-
vealing their disti nct properti es on a causal level.  Some materials show 
signifi cant diff erenti ati on due to contrasti ng physical and chemical pro-
perti es, while others exhibit more subtle variati ons, indicati ng closely 
related properti es with nuanced diff erences.

 Figure 2: Analysis of the infl uence of outlier detecti on methods on the 
performance of classifi cati on algorithms

 Figure 1: Preprocessing and modeling pipeline
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The Perfect Welding division of Fronius International offers welding 
devices and services to customers on five continents. Data analytics 
and data-driven solutions are one key aspect to excel in the welding 
market. In this project, maintenance welding and condition data is ana-
lyzed to detect the performed maintenance events and actions. The 
main objective of this project is the detection of maintenance actions 
based on the telemetry data collected by the welding machines. The 
automatic identification of maintenance events will increase the qua-
lity and amount of useful maintenance data, helping to overcome the 
challenge of incomplete maintenance logs posted in many data analy-
tics applications so far. ZEWAS investigated two different approaches 
for maintenance event detection, one focused on template matching 
and one based on changepoint detection. The template matching is 
based on a window-based similarity search using a reference main-
tenance event. The distance approach used to estimate the similari-
ty is a correlation-based approach. The second approach is based on 
Pruned Exact Linear Time (PELT) as a change point detection method 
combined with additional post filtering steps based on a mean ratio 
and distribution threshold analysis. As a result, we found that these 
approaches could help to identify maintenance events. The results of 
both approaches must be validated against maintenance logs. To in-
crease the number of documented events, we analyzed data already 
logged by the machines, such as changes of component serial num-
bers, gaps in the otherwise automatically logged condition data, and 
compared them with the provided maintenance logs. While each of 
these data sources are potentially not complete, their unification helps 
us to identify the real maintenance events. The proposed framework 
based on PELT and extended by post-filtering identified different can-
didate events of which 75% of candidate events are validated by the 
maintenance logs. Moreover, the proposed framework showed a drop 
in the FP (False positive rate) rate of 20% when evaluating for a specific 
machine.

Goals
ZEWAS aims to detect maintenance events from sensor data, with 
a focus on changes in the wire core. The wire core is replaced when 
issues like wire jams occur due to wear. This complex maintenance 
activity takes minutes, and normal operations see rare occurrences, 
weeks, or months apart. Predicting wire core changes is crucial for pro-
active scheduling. However, finding partners with comprehensive logs 
for evaluation has been difficult. The objective is to detect wire core 
maintenance actions from welding and condition data, even with in-
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complete logs. Automati ng maintenance logs would relieve shop fl oor 
workers from manual recording burdens. In highly opti mized manufac-
turing lines, automati c log generati on is valuable, as workers lack ti me 
for manual record-keeping. Evaluati ng the framework requires more 
documented maintenance acti ons aff ecti ng the wire core. Domain ex-
perts suggest considering wire core and wire feed as a single compo-
nent to increase documented events, though this may introduce hig-
her variability. Nevertheless, this approach helps evaluate the system 
with available data.

Approach
This secti on presents the results of how various Machine Learning 
methods were applied to detect maintenance acti ons, e.g., the cor-
relati on-based annotati on for template matching and PELT as change 
point detecti on approach. The goal of this project is to test the hypo-
thesis that maintenance acti ons can be detected from conditi on moni-
toring data. Multi ple sensors are integrated in each welding device to 
conti nuously monitor the components of the welding system. Various 
measurements such as components temperature and motor currents 
are collected. In additi on to this automati cally collected data there are 
also logs of maintenance acti ons manually documented by shop fl oor 
workers and engineers. Depending on the Fronius customer, these logs 
proved to be less than complete since the additi onal eff ort of meti -
culously keeping maintenance logs is not feasible in many shop fl oor 
environments. This led to the need for new soluti ons to automati cally 
identi fy events in the conditi on data that indicate maintenance acti ons.

Expected and Achieved Results
Correlati on-based annotati on
Initi ally, we used the correlati on-based annotati on approach for main-
tenance event detecti on. This approach consisted of a simple two 
steps methodology. Firstly, select the relevant maintenance event that 
is already documented in maintenance logs as a template. Secondly, 
the patt ern of the selected maintenance event is searched in the re-
maining data. To do this, the data is split up in overlapping windows of 
a predefi ned size. Any windows that have a suffi  ciently high similarity 
to the template are listed as potenti al candidate maintenance events. 
One crucial aspect concerning this approach is tuning the hyperpara-
meters. In this case, we used GridSearch to select the relevant para-
meters. Moreover, this approach is univariate; therefore, the stati sti cal 
features are explored and considered as input features for this model 
separately. One crucial advantage of this approach is the simplicity, 
that helps to understand and interpret results.

This approach is applied in a parti cular machine and only the docu-
mented maintenance logs are considered in this case. As a results 229 
candidate events are identi fi ed using the mean of motor current as 
input feature. The main advantages of this approach are that it can 
identi fy a lot of potenti al candidate events and can identi fy already 
documented maintenance acti ons as shown in the example in Figure 1.

Change Point Detecti on (CPD) and post-fi ltering
The proposed framework based on the PELT (Pruned Exact Linear Time) 
as its central change point detecti on (CPD) approach is depicted in Fig-
ure 2. The framework’s aim is to detect real maintenance events with 
a high sensiti vity and low FP rate. In this setup, small subsets of main-
tenance data together with the completed conditi on monitoring and 
welding data are the input data to the framework and the outcome 
is the list of potenti al candidate maintenance evets. The framework 
consists of two core components, namely PELT used to detect initi al 
potenti al maintenance events and a heuristi c post-fi ltering approach 
aiming to reduce the FP rate in the potenti al maintenance events. The 
post-fi ltering methods are moti vated by the fact that the most infor-
mati ve sensors concerning maintenance events show larger variability 

and higher absolute values before the performed maintenance event 
due to worn-out wire feed components. This can be seen in the more 
signifi cant peaks and valleys of the wire feed motor current before the 
maintenance event.

The proposed framework had a noti ceable impact on reducing the FP 
rate and showed promising results in detecti ng maintenance events, 
parti cularly with eff ecti ve post-fi ltering, but further advancements are 
needed to handle complex signal changes and improve generalizability 
across diff erent machines.

To examine the generati ve nature of our framework, we conducted 
evaluati ons using the Microsoft  Azure Predicti ve Maintenance dataset, 
which is a comprehensive dataset containing sensor data, error 
logs, and maintenance records. This evaluati on aimed to assess the 
framework's capability to accurately detect maintenance events by 
uti lizing the complete and diverse informati on available in the dataset. 
The evaluati on demonstrated that the framework outperformed cases 
with no or only one post-fi ltering, resulti ng in improved accuracy and 
reduced false positi ve rates without signifi cant impact on sensiti vity. 
These promising results are benefi cial for applicati ons requiring low 
false positi ve rates to gain trust and acceptance in manufacturing 
environments.

Status / Progress
In this project, two event detecti on approaches were deployed and 
evaluated using welding data and data from a public dataset. Event de-
tecti on helps to identi fy already performed maintenance events, thus 
introducing high sensiti vity score by a low FP rate.
The results of correlati on-based annotati on approach show that alrea-
dy documented maintenance events can be detected. However, the 
outcome strongly depends on the reference events. This could limit 
the search results only to a specifi c patt ern provided by reference pat-
tern. Similarly, the results of the CPD with post-fi ltering shows that the 
proposed framework can detect already documented events with a 
high sensiti vity rate. Overall, the results are promising in the context of 
maintenance detecti on, but only a small number of the maintenance 
events of wire core and wire feed were available for the evaluati on in 
the welding data. The discussion of the high number of FP in the results 
with domain experts generated the hypothesis that some maintenance 
events, such as minor cleaning and adjustments, are not documented 
yet and show up here as FP events. Finally, the results CPD with post-
fi ltering framework evaluated in comprehensive public dataset are su-
perior in terms of sensiti vity and low FP rate. In this experiment, the 
outcomes showed that the FP rate can be reduced by around 10% on 
average keeping its original high sensiti vity achieved by PELT approach.

 Figure 1: An example of an identi fi ed maintenance events verifi ed by 
an entry in the maintenance logs.

 Figure 2: Event detecti on framework based on PELT and Post-fi ltering.
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The increase in large and complicated data sets across various indus-
tries has led to a growing need for data analytics tools that provide 
practical insights to facilitate decision-making. The overarching goal of 
our project is to create a seamless synergy between human intelligen-
ce and AI capabilities, resulting in an efficient collaborative framework. 
Within this framework, a particular focus lies on seamless identifica-
tion, exploration, and comprehensive understanding of anomalies in 
complex multivariate time series data. 
Central to this project is the development of an AI system that takes 
on the task of detecting potential anomalies, while giving human users 
the tools and techniques to optimize this symbiotic decision-making 
process. By using state-of-the-art methods such as annotation, machi-
ne learning and the meaningful incorporation of domain knowledge, 
our project aims to facilitate the collaboration between humans and 
AI.
To realize this objective, we introduce an innovative visual analysis ap-
proach, named MANDALA (Multivariate ANomaly Detection And ex-
pLorAtion). This methodology employs kernel density estimation for 
semi-supervised anomaly detection. MANDALA places the power in 
the hands of users, enabling interactive configuration of normal data 
parameters, which in turn serves as essential training data for the algo-
rithm. The platform subsequently facilitates the exploration and com-
parative assessment of anomaly candidates, their related dimensions, 
and temporal aspects. Our comprehensive visual analysis ecosystem 
includes customized components, including a scatter plot matrix with 
semantic zoom capabilities. Here, normal data is visually represented 
using hexagonal binning diagrams, while scatter plots are used to show 
candidate anomaly data. In addition, the system supports analyses 
with a broader scope that includes all dimensions and a narrower focus 
that is limited to specific pairs of dimensions.

Goals
Assisting users to identify and explore anomalies in multivariate time 
series data
Visual analytics techniques play a central role in representing com-
plex multivariate time series data in an intuitive and comprehensible 
manner. Visualizations such as line charts, scatter plots, heatmaps, and 
time series plots should be used to depict the data's temporal evolu-
tion and relationships between different variables. Employing advan-
ced anomaly detection algorithms aids in the automatic recognition of 
potential anomalies within the dataset which can be then highlighted 
using one of these visualizations. With the help of interactive inter-
faces users can delve into the data, zoom in on specific time periods, 
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and focus on variables of interest. Interacti ve fi lters and brushing tech-
niques help users isolate and analyze specifi c segments of the ti me 
series data. With a feedback loop, users can provide feedback on the 
system's suggesti ons and accuracy. The AI system can learn from user 
interacti ons and adapt its anomaly detecti on algorithms and guidance 
strategies accordingly.

Two-dimensional representati on to improve the detecti on of an-
omalies within a temporal range in a multi dimensional space
When dealing with multi variate ti me series data, it's oft en challenging 
to identi fy anomalies that occur within a specifi c ti meframe. A two-di-
mensional representati on provides a condensed view that highlights 
the temporal dimension, allowing users to concentrate their analysis 
on a parti cular ti me interval of interest. This technique involves projec-
ti ng the complex multi variate ti me series data onto a two-dimensional 
space while retaining temporal context, enabling a more focused and 
accessible explorati on of anomalies.

Enabling users to identi fy the dimensions that contribute to the an-
omaly score in multi variate ti me series data
In multi variate ti me series data, each variable or dimension represents 
a unique aspect of the observed phenomenon. An anomaly score is 
typically calculated based on the collecti ve behavior of these dimensi-
ons over ti me. Enabling users to identi fy contributi ng dimensions all-
ows them to grasp the specifi c aspects of the data that are deviati ng 
from the norm. Anomaly detecti on algorithms oft en assign weights 
or importance scores to each dimension based on their infl uence on 
the anomaly score. By visualizing these importance scores, users can 
discern which dimensions are contributi ng more signifi cantly to the 
detected anomalies. This aids in understanding the underlying causes 
of anomalies.

Approach
The tool uses a semi-supervised learning method using kernel density 
esti mati on (KDE) to detect anomalies. It introduces scatt er plot matri-
ces (SPLOMs), hexagonal binning plots and line plots as visualizati on 
and explorati on aids. These techniques allow versati le comparisons 
between individual dimensions, pairs of dimensions and the whole 
dataset, while also facilitati ng temporal analysis. Consequently, it pro-
vides adaptable perspecti ves on the data.
The explorati on process facilitates the validati on, explicati on and im-
provement of anomaly detecti ons derived from the automated KDE-

based approach. Users are able to confi rm the accuracy of anomalies, 
provide explanati ons and refi ne the anomaly detecti on process.

Expected and Achieved Results
Figure 1 illustrates the user interface of MANDALA, our visual analy-
ti cs tool to detect and explore multi variate ti me series anomalies, their 
infl uencing, and temporal scope. (A) The semi-supervised approach 
requires users to select reference data. The red color encoding high-
lights anomaly candidate cycles that diff er from reference data. (B) The 
scatt erplot matrix features semanti c zooming and visualizes bivariate 
data of investi gated anomaly candidate cycles as scatt erplots and the 
distributi on of bivariates of reference data as hexagonal binning plots. 
The diagonal shows the univariate distributi on for each dimension of 
the reference data and the anomaly candidate cycle as two histograms 
in superpositi on. (C) The color of scatt erplot points can be changed 
to multi variate or bivariate color-encoding, changing the scope of the 
analysis. (D) The temporal scope of anomalies can be explored through 
line plot views. Those views can fi lter the scatt erplot matrix through 
brushing and linking. (E) Bivariate anomalies are ranked by their an-
omaly score in the ranked channel pair suggesti on view.

Status / Progress
Our MANDALA tool has been offi  cially released and is now accessible 
through the following link: htt ps://demo1.pro2future.at/#!/.
This tool represents a signifi cant milestone in the domain of anomaly 
detecti on and explorati on within multi variate ti me series data.
With the introducti on of MANDALA, users are invited to explore a com-
prehensive platf orm designed to facilitate anomaly detecti on and ex-
plorati on. Through its user-friendly interface and a range of features, 
MANDALA off ers a toolset to eff ortlessly tackle the complexity of mul-
ti variate ti me series data.

  Figure 1: MANDALA – Visual Explorati on of Anomalies in Multi variate Time Series Data
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This project aims to facilitate a harmonious collaboration between hu-
man expertise and AI advancements, acknowledging the growing inte-
gration of AI in various aspects of our lives. The focus of this project is 
to develop a range of methodologies fostering effective cooperation 
between humans and AI systems. This collaboration seeks to enhance 
the interaction between humans and machines, particularly in deci-
sion-making processes across different application scenarios. The pro-
ject's goals include exploring various thematic domains, each contri-
buting to the overarching objective of improving the synergy between 
humans and AI.
One of the key areas of study is the utilization of visual analytics and 
dashboarding tools in practical settings. The project places a strong 
emphasis on identifying and addressing challenges that hinder the 
smooth adoption of these tools. To achieve this, the project employs 
intelligent strategies that take into account users' existing knowledge 
of dashboards. Additionally, the project delves into Interaction Prove-
nance, thoroughly investigating how users engage with Visual Analytics 
tools and devising methods to guide users towards seamless utilization 
of these tools.

Goals
The goals of the project include research into various topics, all of 
which contribute to the overarching goal of improving the collabora-
tion relationship between humans and AI:

Understanding the use of visual analytics and dashboarding tools by 
users and companies: The use of visual analytics and dashboarding 
tools has become a central aspect of modern information processing. 
This initiative takes an in-depth look at how users and businesses use 
these tools to gain insights from complex data sets. A key focus is on 
identifying and breaking down barriers that hinder the seamless ad-
option of visual analytics tools - from technological and organizational 
obstacles to broader environmental considerations. This effort spans a 
longer period of time to uncover shifts in adoption and meet the needs 
of various stakeholders, including data scientists and decision makers.

Dashboard onboarding strategies: Integrating new users into the 
world of static or interactive dashboards is a major challenge. This pro-
ject addresses the development of strategies that build on the user's 
existing knowledge of how to use dashboards. These strategies are ca-
refully tailored to guide newcomers through the nuances of dashboard 
interaction and ensure a seamless transition into using these powerful 
tools.
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Embedded analysis of high-dimensional data: Navigati ng the comple-
xity of high-dimensional data requires innovati ve approaches. This pro-
ject presents a comprehensive explorati on of interacti on provenance 
- an in-depth analysis of user interacti ons with visual analyti cs tools. 
Using dimension reducti on algorithms, the project aims to extract user 
strategies and enable a hybrid approach that uses both topology and 
att ribute-driven layouts. This allows users to drive the decision-making 
process, promoti ng a harmonious collaborati on between human intui-
ti on and AI-driven insights.

Uncovering visual patt erns for decision-making: The inherent challen-
ge of extracti ng insights from high-dimensional data is addressed by 
identi fying visual patt erns. These patt erns are revealed in embedded 
latent spaces and provide deep insights that support decision-making 
processes. The project extends its reach by incorporati ng automated 
labelling strategies, improving the comprehensibility of visual patt erns 
and reducing cogniti ve load.

Approach
Understanding the use of visual analyti cs and dashboarding tools by 
users and companies: We conducted a study to understand the ef-
fects of transiti oning to Microsoft  Power BI within one of our industry 
partner’s setti  ngs. Our study included a diverse group of parti cipants 
spanning various employee roles, backgrounds, skills, and experiences. 
A total of 19 volunteers from diverse IT and data analysis roles, with 
full approval from their supervisors, parti cipated in this study. Upon 
analysis, two parti cipants were excluded due to their notably diff erent 
and less personalized responses during the individual interviews. Con-
sequently, we focused our analysis on the insights gathered from 17 
parti cipant interviews. We divided the interview questi ons into three 
parts. In the fi rst part, the interviewers introduced themselves, the re-
search project, and the objecti ve of the interview, clarifi ed the com-
pliance with data protecti on regulati ons, and asked for permission to 
audio record the conversati on. The second stage gave the fl oor to the 
parti cipants by fi rst addressing general informati on such as their role 
at the company and their experiences using Power BI. More in-depth 
questi ons focused on the workers’ intrinsic moti vati ons and problems 
faced when making the transiti on to Power BI. In the fi nal stage of the 
interview, the interviewers asked the parti cipant for any other things 
they wished to share, and they wrapped up the interview.

Expected and Achieved Results
Understanding the use of visual analyti cs and dashboarding tools 
by users and companies: Together with Prof. Miriah Meyer from Lin-
köping University, we submitt ed a paper to IEEE VIS’23, ti tled Transi-
ti oning to a Commercial Dashboarding System. It was accepted and 
will be presented at the conference this year. In this paper, we report 
on the results of an interview study with 17 parti cipants working in a 
range of roles at a long-established, traditi onal manufacturing compa-
ny as they adopted Microsoft  Power BI. The results highlight several 
socio-technical challenges the employees faced, including diffi  culti es 
in training, using, and creati ng dashboards, and transiti oning to a mo-
dern digital company. Based on these results, we propose a number of 
opportuniti es for both companies and visualizati on researchers to im-
prove these diffi  cult transiti ons, as well as opportuniti es for rethinking 
how we design dashboarding systems for real-world use.

Dashboard onboarding strategies :This is an ongoing work in collabo-
rati on with Prof. Niklas Elmqvist, Aarhus University, Denmark. We are 
working on implementi ng strategies that leverage the work on story-
telling to create impactf ul onboarding strategies. The project has also 
resulted in an MSc Thesis ti tled Dashboard Onboarding from a User's 
Perspecti ve: Storytelling as a key to creati ng and improving the onbo-
arding experience. The main goal of this work was to fi nd a well-wor-
king programmati c soluti on for dashboard onboarding, which can help 
users to understand the dashboard, its visualizati ons, and its interac-
ti ons.

Status / Progress
This project resulted in an accepted paper for IEEE Visualizati on 2023 
on "Adapti ng to a Business Dashboard Platf orm" and a completed Mas-
ter-Thesis on "Dashboard Onboarding from a User's Perspecti ve: Story-
telling as a Key to Creati ng and Enhancing the Onboarding Experience.
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For details, 
see Figure 3

“create a data-driven culture... where anyone can prepare data, build machine learning models, and find insights quickly”

“empower team members to discover insights hidden in [their] data... [by] enabling everyone at every level of the organization to 
make confident decisions using up-to-the-minute analytics”

Narrative 
dashboards

O12: Winners and 
losers

O11: Narration 
necessary

O14: Need for 
specialization

A summary of the observati ons and opportuniti es from our study into the socio-technical challenges of employees at a large, conventi onal com-
pany as they transiti oned to using Power BI.
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AREA 4.1 
MFP 4.1.1-1 CAVL-SD 
Cognitive AVL: Smart Development

Whether manufacturing physical products or delivering virtual 
services, corporations engage in a variety of sub-processes which are 
interrelated both within and across different phases of the production 
development process. In addition to achieving the core functional 
purpose of each step, each of these sub-processes generates 
information. This can be information about the product itself as 
well as information on the process. There are countless examples of 
information generated during production development. Corporations 
have already started to collect and store such information, with 
the expectation that this data might prove useful in the future as a 
means of generating valuable insights about production, and thus 
as a means of improving the production process and the generated 
product. Although this information may already be stored, most 
of it is not yet integrated into the overall production development 
process. In addition, such data is usually designed and used in a very 
specific context (e.g., monitoring the quality of the product during a 
particular production step) which leads to this data being generated 
in a wide range of proprietary or open formats (for example, as plain 
comma-separated-value files) which lack proper or standard facilities 
for preserving possibly important accompanying metadata about the 
production development process. 
The MFP aims to develop a framework which allows (i) semantic 
modelling of the overall production development process and 
its underlying sub-processes, (ii) an interface to the production 
environment, to facilitate (iii) the active integration of process data into 
the semantic model, which leads to the potential for (iii) a data-driven 
optimization of the overall process. This will result in an application 
framework for cognitive production processes (linking the research 
with Area 4.2), which enables a process to act based on historical 
and currently perceived process information. The framework must 
provide tools and applications which allow creation, management, 
and adaptation of the models of the underlying sub-processes. 
Additionally, methods need to be derived which prepare and link 
process data generated in the various stages of the production process 
with the semantic model by means of meta-data. Once integrated into 
the process and linked to process data, the framework will be used 
to monitor and optimize key performance indicators (KPIs) of the 
production process. Automated reasoning (cognition) will be implanted 
to allow optimization of an individual process or of the overall process 
composition. To validate the ease of integration as well as the benefits 
of the framework and its underlying cognitive process, it will be tested 
in the context of dedicated use-case scenarios.

Area 4.1 - Cognitive Products

TU Graz, Institute of Technical Informatics (ITI)
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Kay Römer
roemer@tugraz.at

University of St. Gallen, Interaction and Communication-Based Sys.
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Project ID:  MFP 4.1.1-1
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Project Lead:  Dr. Konrad Diwold  
  Pro2Future GmbH

Duration:   36 Months, 01.04.2018 - 31.03.2022
Strategic Volume: 10 %

Work Packages

WP 1: Information Model of the Product Development Process 

WP 2: Information Infrastructure

WP 3: Application and Administration Tools

WP 4: Use Cases and Integration into AVL Infrastructure
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WP 6: Project Management 
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AREA  4.1

Status / Progress
The project offi  cially started in April 2018. Pro²Future is working 
with our Company Partner AVL List GmbH, the Insti tute of Technical 
Informati cs at TU Graz, and the working group “Interacti on and 
Communicati on-Based Systems” at the University of St. Gallen. The 
project was successfully kicked off  and project joure fi xes are held 
at regular intervals (approximately every 3 weeks). The fi rst months 
of the project were used to establish an in-depth understanding of 
the producti on development process of AVL. In parallel, work on the 
semanti c framework (Open Semanti c Framework, OSF) started, which 
is used to semanti cally represent the product development process. 
OSF builds on top of the Resource Descripti on Framework (RDF), 
a specifi cati on by the World Wide Web Consorti um (W3C) that was 
designed for standardizati on of Semanti c Web technologies. Within 
RDF, relati onships between objects - henceforth “resources” - are 
described using subject-predicate-resource triples, with the predicate 
consti tuti ng the relati onship between a subject and a resource (e.g., 
“Apple is-a Fruit”). Triples can be combined into directed RDF graphs 
which can be queried via query languages such as SPARQL to retrieve 
context informati on. OSF was used to implement a fi rst version of 
a typical product development process. The project successfully 
developed ways to link structured and unstructured data by means of 
appropriate Web-based embedding of unstructured formats, which 
will enable this data to be used in the context of semanti c technology 
platf orms.
Analyzing the provided testi ng data using graph based querying 
languages highlighted the limits of classical reasoning, with the reason 
being that the quality of data available in the various data lakes is 
not known, which limits any form of reasoning based on this data. 
To overcome these limits the project developed stati sti cal methods 
(Bayesian Kernel Methods), which allow to predict the quality of 
process data with uncertain quality based on process data from 
later process stages where the quality is clear. The methods allow to 
assess the quality trajectory within a producti on development process 
and enable the applicati on of reasoning. The resulti ng system, i.e., 
semanti c reasoning enriched with machine learning (also known 
as model driven analyti cs) allows to use the best of two worlds, i.e. 
the reasoning capabiliti es associated with semanti c technologies in 
combinati on with the modelling and classifi cati on capabiliti es provided 
by machine learning techniques, for the conti nuous opti mizati on of 
producti on lifecycles.  

Goals
In order to remain competi ti ve, companies constantly need to 
individualize and opti mize their producti on development processes. 
One way of achieving this is by means of acti ve integrati on and 
uti lizati on of process data. For this, a foundati on of models and tools 
is required that allow creati on and management of data-related 
models, as well as a way to link such models with whatever process 
data is available. The goal of this project is to research how semanti c 
technologies can be applied in the context of complex industrial 
processes. This requires the development of structures that enable easy 
mapping of the producti on development process into process-models. 
In additi on, methods need to be established to allow the integrati on 
of unstructured data (such as ti me-series) into these process models. 
Such structures can be used as a basis for the opti mizati on of individual 
processes and for the management of interdependent processes. 
Using such mechanisms allows a company to bett er understand the 
impact of individual steps of the product development process on the 
overall process, and to include this informati on as a driver of change 
in the development process. By providing predicti ons of the impact 
of potenti al changes on the producti on process, fl exible and adapti ve 
producti on processes are enabled.    

Approach
First appropriate informati on models and interfaces linking the 
producti on system to the semanti c model framework are established. 
An informati on model is established as a group of interlinked resource 
descripti on framework (RDF) ontologies. Each ontology maintains 
informati on relevant to a specifi c problem. Second, interfaces to 
the producti on system are designed and developed by extending 
the semanti c model framework. This includes interfaces to process 
informati on which can be enriched with metadata; interfaces allowing 
the saving, access to, and management of process informati on; as 
well as interfaces which allow external applicati ons to access the 
framework. In a third step predicti on models are developed which allow 
to esti mate the quality of processes and allow for their opti mizati on. 

Expected and Achieved Results
The product development process framework developed within this 
project will allow its users to model the overall producti on development 
process, while uti lizing interfaces into the producti on environment 
allowing acti ve integrati on of process data into the model to facilitate 
data-driven opti mizati on of the modelled process. So far, the initi al 
framework has been developed, and a simple product development 
process has been modelled. Based on this framework, we are currently 
investi gati ng how structured data stored in the form of directed graphs 
of resources can be linked to unstructured data like ti me-series data 
produced during producti on, as well as how the system can be used 
to gain informati on about ongoing producti on to further assist smart 
management of the producti on process. Aft er the concepts for this 
data integrati on are derived, the project will focus on the applicati on 
of cogniti ve reasoning for process opti mizati on. As the feasibility and 
benefi ts of such a semanti c framework will be demonstrated and 
tested in the context of several specifi c use cases of the company AVL 
List GmbH, tools which allow the integrati on of the framework into 
their product development process will be developed.
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Drones are excellent machines to carry cameras, laser scanners and 
sensors to provide data for industrial and commercial applications. 
Thanks to GPS technology their operation in outdoor applications has 
been increasing steadily in recent times. However, the adoption of dro-
ne technologies in environments where GPS positioning is not relia-
ble has been slower and always subject to the requirement of having 
a drone pilot deploy the drone for the application. This issue is even 
more present in indoor working areas, such as warehouses and other 
industrial facilities. 

Recent technological innovations in drones, computer vision and ma-
chine learning are cutting down the gap to make indoor drone auto-
matic industrial operations economically feasible. On-board odometry 
allows a drone to have a rough estimate of its local positioning, which 
estimation is based entirely on data from on-board sensors, and which 
is calculated entirely on computers on-board the drone. A drone may 
therefore gather data relevant to an industrial application relying only 
on its on-board odometry. However, the odometry calculation may 
malfunction or it may in some cases provide bad estimates, which im-
pacts the value of the gathered data – an example of this are pictures 
whose location data is inaccurate. 

A successful implementation of drones performing tasks inside indust-
rial facilities and warehouses, especially when working in the potential 
presence of human workers, requires additional layers of security. In 
this context, it is necessary to minimize the risks of an accident invol-
ving the drone. A possible approach, to achieve safe indoor drone au-
tomatic industrial operations is to add a second sensing layer off-board 
the drone, for instance with a monitoring station. Therefore, there is 
an interest in studying external means to achieve drone localization. In 
the case of a malfunction of the on-board drone odometry, this event 
can be detected by comparison to the localization data. Moreover, the 
overall drone system (consisting of the drone and the monitoring sta-
tion) can be studied under the point of view of fail-safety.

AREA 4.1 
MFP 4.1.1-2 SAFE-TRACK
Failsafe Autonomous drone-based warehouse 
check beyond visual line of sight
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Goals
In this context, the project SAFE-TRACK has had a focus on achieving 
automated drone-based inventory management (left  Figure), without 
maintaining line of sight to the drone. This is required to enable fl ights 
within operati ng hours – which means that the drone is collaborati ng 
with humans and logisti cs equipment. Over a period of seven months, 
Area 4.1 (Cogniti ve Products, P2F), TU-Graz (Insti tute of Computer Gra-
phics and Vision), D-ARIA and Roto Frank Austria have developed and 
tested methods to secure and monitor drone operati ons in warehouse 
environments.

Approach
We have investi gated the capability of tracking a drone during opera-
ti on by means of external tracking cameras – to support the operati on 
of the drone and towards achieving a higher degree of autonomy in its 
operati on. Part of our focus has been on fail-safety, that is in short, on 
achieving a drone system (consisti ng of the drone and the monitoring 
stati on) with no single point of failure, which could cause an accident 
involving the drone.  Our second focus has been on working towards 
achieving automated operati on well aligned with safety regulati ons, 
but which does not require a safety pilot (or an operator) maintaining 
line of sight to the drone during operati on.

Expected and Achieved Results
Our experiments have shown the capabiliti es of our system to track the 
drone with high reliability and positi oning accuracy.  In our system, the 
drone is tagged to ease the vision-based re-detecti on and tracking task 
and the tracking camera is placed stati cally inside the working environ-
ment. In the right fi gure, we show our results on the task of tracking 
a drone by means of external cameras. The cameras have been regis-
tered, that is localized between each other and to the environment, 
in order to be able to embed our 3D data in the images (and videos) 

of the experiment. In the images, the following reference frames are 
depicted (see right Figure): (blue) frame of the drone, (red) reference 
frame fi xed to a relevant point on the ground and (green) reference 
from of the tracking camera.

Our work represents a fi rst step towards achieving the safe operati on 
of drones in warehouse industrial environments. The experiments 
demonstrate the feasibility of uti lizing automated external monitoring 
in indoor drone operati ons. Among other advantages, our system pro-
vides more informati on to the operator, such as fl ight stati sti cs over 
ti me and the repeti ti ve acquisiti on of metrics that refl ect the perfor-
mance of the drone in each parti cular area of the warehouse where 
the system is deployed. 

For drone operati ons as a whole, our external monitoring soluti on sig-
nifi es an additi onal layer of security, which can be used as part of the 
navigati on architecture towards achieving fail-safety in drone industri-
al operati ons.

Drone performing an automated inventory task, acquiring the current 
status of the inventory in a warehouse.

Drone fl ying and performing an inventory taking task in a warehou-
se. The left  image shows the relevant reference frames: drone (blue), 
tracking camera (green) and frame (red) fi xed to a relevant point on 
the ground. Bott om-right: Image of the frame of the drone.

AREA  4.1
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AREA 4.1 
MFP 4.1.2-1 Simatic Failsafe 4.0 
Development Processes and Tools  
for Cognitive Products

The proliferation of industrial monitoring and control systems has led 
to the generation of a huge amount of data. It is predicted that 50 
billion devices will be connected to the Internet by 2020, with the 
majority generating data in industrial settings that can be used to 
optimize industrial processes and to increase flexibility and integration 
along the product life-cycle. As the Internet of Things paradigm spreads 
into the industrial realm, we need to take into consideration additional 
aspects of industrial processes, such as their safety. The desire for 
better and faster production has created an industrial environment 
where people and cognitive machines collaborate in the same physical 
space. Consequently, the safety of people and of equipment has 
emerged as one of the greatest concerns for engineers in human-
robot collaborative work settings. Manufacturers of Programmable 
Logic Controllers (PLCs) have invested a lot of resources in upgrading 
their PLCs, so that they are capable of detecting anomalies and of 
ensuring safety for the system and workers in the case of failures. 
Complex systems with multiple control units still represent a significant 
challenge, since the optimal safe state of the entire system needs to be 
determined and reached in time and space. 

This MFP investigates how functional safety, availability, and 
maintainability can be improved in industrial environments. Analysis 
tools and methods stemming from the domain of predictive analytics 
will be applied to data sources already available in industrial fail-
safe modules. Integrating data analytics (the main focus of Area 3’s 
research) into industrial fail-safe processes denotes a prerequisite 
for future cognitive products and production processes, as it should 
fulfill the level of dependability which is required in industrial cognitive 
applications. In addition, the project investigates the required 
transition of traditional, static approaches to fail-safe operation into 
more challenging dynamic environments. This is necessary as smart 
factories which employ cognitive production processes are expected 
to exhibit non-static behavior, including rapid changes of tooling, 
physical movement of robots, and even the reconfiguration of entire 
manufacturing processes when required. Consequently, future fail-
safe mechanisms must also be cognitive in order to adapt to or, ideally, 
anticipate these dynamics to guarantee fail-safe properties at all times. 
To do this, the project will investigate how to achieve an integration of 
predictive maintenance and fail-safe operation. This will result in novel 
cognitive Predictive Failsafe (PdF) mechanisms, which enable a system 
to adapt its fail-safe measures to new configurations and situations, as 
well as to forecast and mitigate errors.

Area 4.1 - Cognitive Products
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AREA  4.1

Status / Progress
This project offi  cially started in December 2017. Pro²Future is working 
with company partner Siemens AG and the Insti tute of Technical 
Informati cs at TU Graz towards the creati on of novel predicti ve fail-
safe approaches. The project was successfully kicked off  and project 
joure fi xes are held at regular intervals (every 3 weeks). In the initi al 
phase of the project methods which allow the initi al integrati on of data 
produced by Simati c fail-safe modules into the Simati c development 
environment as well as the Siemens edge and cloud environments 
(Mindsphere) were developed. Additi onally, the concept of “Predicti ve 
Failsafe” was ideated, shaping the research directi on of the project. 
Early work in the project concerned functi onal safety for collaborati ve 
workspaces.
This led to the development of a fi rst demonstrator, which shows 
how dynamic fail-safe mechanisms can foster the collaborati on of 
humans and machines in a cogniti ve producti on environment. To 
improve availability of existi ng safety soluti ons the project developed 
two new soft -error miti gati on strategies. The fi rst method concerns 
the applicati on of parity bits in the context of existi ng 1oo2D failsafe 
architectures to enable such systems with error correcti on capabiliti es. 

The second approach concerns the just in ti me (JiT) identi fi cati on 
of read and write memory operati ons, prolonging the transfer of a 
system into its safe state unti l the system tries to read from a corrupted 
memory address. Besides the investi gati ons into memory miti gati on 
strategies the project also investi gated how system parameters can 
be forecasted and monitored. A concept for temperature forecast 
and change point detecti on was developed, which allows to forecast 
environmental temperature based on temperature observed at the 
CPU of a failsafe module. In additi on, change point detecti ons were 
implemented to identi fy both slow (seasonal) and rapid (external 
infl uence: e.g., fi re) changes in temperature, which would allow a 
system to contextualize its environment and trigger respecti ve alarms. 
As a system’s safety oft en depends on external components (such as 
sensor), the project how data analyti cs and stati sti cs can be used to 
predict sensor aging. In this context a fi rst demonstrator with arti fi cial 
data has been developed and currently real sensor data is collected to 
enhance and extend the demonstrator. 

Goals
The overall goal of this project is to enhance fail-safe strategies for their 
applicati on in cogniti ve producti on environments. This will be done 
by extending fail-safe strategies to include predicti on of the mostly 
likely future states, thus leading to the new paradigm of Predicti ve 
Failsafe (PdF). PdF will give a system the ability to adapt its fail-safe 
measures to new confi gurati ons and situati ons that dynamically arise 
in smart factory environments, with the goal of protecti ng itself and its 
working environment, including human workers. In order to achieve 
the PdF paradigm two key elements are required: data sources for 
obtaining data that is relevant to fail-safe predicti ons, and predicti on 
algorithms for analyzing this data. Identi fying safety-relevant data 
sources and obtaining access to their data is not straightf orward, 
since fail-safe components are usually deliberately shielded from the 
rest of an automati on system. Obtaining this data is however crucial 
to PdF, especially since insuffi  cient data quality can lead to incorrect 
conclusions and decisions, which is especially criti cal when dealing 
with safety-relevant data. Accordingly, one research goal of the project 
is to establish new mechanisms which provide a simple way of tapping 
into existi ng data sources in order to achieve the overall research 
goal of investi gati ng how this data can be used in combinati on with 
machine learning and stati sti cal methods to establish new, cogniti ve 
predicti ve failsafe mechanisms. 

Approach
Being able to connect to and therefore uti lize data sources is a 
key requirement for PdF. The project thus initi ally focused on the 
development of methods which allow access to and communicati on 
of fail-safe data produced by PLCs of the Simati c family. In a next step, 
existi ng fail-safe approaches and their underlying methods as well as 
applicati on scenarios were studied in detail, providing a starti ng point 
towards the creati on of new predicti ve fail-safe approaches for cogniti ve 
products and processes and establishment of their requirements. In 
order to demonstrate the applicability of these new approaches they 
will be implemented as demonstrators in a virtual environment that 
simulates real-life hardware and the services established in the earlier 
steps of the project. 

Expected and Achieved Results
The fi rst results of the project were the research, evaluati on, and 
generati on of the practi ce-relevant, future fail-safe scenarios for the 
Simati c automati on device family. Based on our research, a fi rst use 
case was established which concerns the applicati on of the Simati c 
system in prospecti ve collaborati ve industrial environments. As a 
result, a demonstrator for a dynamic fail-safe system was developed. 
The demonstrator is fully integrated into the Siemens producti on 
environment and demonstrates how selecti ve, dynamic safety 
mechanisms can potenti ally be achieved based on Simati c automati on 
in future collaborati ve workspaces. During the implementati on of 
the use case, interfaces to access a Simati c’s safety data as well as 
interfaces which allow connecti ons with higher level services and 
systems (i.e., Siemens’ TIA-portal and Mindsphere cloud environment) 
were established. These interfaces consti tute a starti ng point for all 
further implementati ons in the project. The fail-safe mechanisms 
which are already implemented in the Simati c system are currently 
being investi gated in detail. Our current research focuses on the 
applicati on of machine-learning and stati sti cal methods to improve 
fail-safe mechanisms as well as to establish a fi rst iterati on of predicti ve 
fail-safe mechanisms. Based on PdF mechanisms, the project aims to 
develop mechanisms for adapti ve availability, which inform a user in 
advance about the likelihood of a given system entering a fail-safe 
state and off er concrete guidance on how to opti mize the system 
to increase its reliability and availability. Predicti ve fail-safe will be 
used to establish services which allow Siemens to achieve improved 
context for any occurring fail-safe events within the Simati c product 
line, thus helping to further improve and opti mize the performance of 
automati on systems. 
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AREA 4.1 
MFP 4.1.3-1 DRIWE 
Dependable RF Communication Systems  
for In-Car Wireless Sensors

In order to establish new services and applications in the context of 
cognitive products and production processes, it is necessary to have 
information on the current and historical behavior of the target system. 
To monitor and gather such information, a dependable communication 
infrastructure and sensors with adequate sampling rate are needed. 
A good example for products which are currently undergoing rapid 
cognification are cars. Real-time monitoring of temperature, pressure, 
acceleration, voltage, chemical composition, or force, measured at 
a high sampling rate (100 Hz) within defined areas of the vehicle, 
constitute vital information which can be used for autonomous 
driving, online optimization of vehicle performance, or to guide future 
development of car components. 
Vehicles are a challenging environment for sensor integration, partly 
because vehicles and their components (such as motors) are becoming 
increasingly compact, leaving little room for a sensor system. Given 
these spatial constraints, hardwiring the sensors within a motor 
block is not an option, although this would provide sensors with a 
continuous power supply and means of wired communication. For this 
reason, autonomous sensor solutions are required in the context of 
in-car communication, as they can provide flexibility in terms of sensor 
placement and energy supply. Current in-car communication is based 
on the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) standard, a radio frequency (RF) 
technology. BLE provides considerable flexibility regarding sensor 
placement and exhibits good power consumption characteristics. 
Unfortunately, the in-car environment contains many metallic surfaces 
which can result in unwanted reflections of RF wireless signals and a 
corresponding reduction in signal quality, thereby negatively impacting 
communication dependability. 
This MFP investigates how the intelligent design of antennas and 
wireless RF communication systems can be optimized for in-car 
communication. Antennas, among other system components, play 
a crucial role in RF communication and can therefore be adapted to 
improve communication within a specific environment. Given the vast 
amount of different car designs and sensors, it is simply not possible 
to establish a one-design-fits-all antenna design and communication 
infrastructure for optimal in-car communication. To provide dependable 
communication, the underlying solutions must be individually adapted 
for their application environment to achieve optimal performance. 
The goal of the MFP is therefore to develop a framework which allows 
optimization of the antennas used by the sensors and the underlying 
communication network topology in an RF communication system, 
given a target in-car environment. 
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AREA  4.1

Status / Progress
This project offi  cially started in March 2018. Pro²Future is working with 
company partner AVL List GmbH and the Insti tute for Microwave and 
Photonic Engineering at TU Graz. The project was successfully kicked 
off  and project jour fi xes are held at regular intervals (approximately 
every 3 weeks). The fi rst months of the project were used to establish 
an in-depth understanding of in-car environments. Based on this 
investi gati on a fi rst electromagneti c simulati on model of an in-
car environment was established. In order to tune the simulati on, 
various experiments with standard in-car sensors were performed. 
The resulti ng data will be used to specify realisti c parameter values 
for future simulati ons and will be outlined in the fi rst project 
publicati on. The next step that will be taken is the extension of the 
simulati on environment. This will allow us to model a specifi c in-
car environment and to design a RF wireless communicati on system 
which is opti mized for this environment. An initi al Matlab-Model 
for Wireless Communicati on Simulati on was implemented which is 
based on the previously performed experiments as well as simulati on 
data which was gained via CST experiments. To assess the quality of 
a given soluti on the calculati on of a link budget is crucial, therefore 
a fi rst draft  for link budget calculati on was established, which allows 
to evaluate the performance/requirements of various antenna types 
from simulati on. In additi on. the project investi gated raytracing as a 
possibility to enhance the accuracy of the channel model.

First results of the project as well as an outline on the planned 
simulati on framework (ti tled “Achieving Robust and reliable Wireless 
Communicati on in Hosti le In-Car Environments”) were presented at 
last year’s internati onal conference on Internet of Things. Additi onal 
project fi ndings have been accepted at the IEEE-APS Topical Conference 
on Antennas and Propagati on in Wireless Communicati ons (IEEE-
APWC 2020) as well as the Internati onal conference on broadband 
communicati ons for next generati on networks and multi media 
applicati ons (CoBCom 2020). 

 Goals
Dependable communicati on plays a key role in the implementati on 
of cogniti ve services and applicati ons. Given the increasing diversity 
of products and their designs, bespoke communicati on frameworks 
are necessary to achieve dependable performance. The automoti ve 
industry is a very good example for the conti nuing individualizati on 
of products. Given the vast diff erences of in-car environments, the 
development of in-car communicati on requires novel soluti ons in 
order to opti mally adapt the communicati on system to its operati onal 
environment. In this project, RF wireless communicati on systems will 
be investi gated in terms of their applicati on in this domain. 
The project will establish key performance indicators (KPIs) which 
allow the assessment of wireless communicati on systems in in-car 
environments. Based on these KPIs, the project will research means 
of improving communicati on quality. As real-world experiments for in-
car communicati on are very costly, the overall goal of the project is 
to establish a simulati on framework for the automated design of in-
car wireless communicati on systems. The envisioned framework will 
allow a specifi c in-car environment to be modelled, which can then 
be used to design the opti mal RF wireless communicati on system 
for that environment. Opti mizati on will be achieved by adapti ng 
antenna designs, antenna types, sensor positi ons, and communicati on 
network topologies for the target environment, resulti ng in bespoke, 
dependable communicati on soluti ons.

Approach
In order to establish a framework for the design of wireless 
communicati on systems for in-car environments, the following 
approach is taken. First, existi ng RF communicati on soluti ons for in-
car environments are analyzed and KPIs are established to assess 
the quality and dependability of communicati on soluti ons. Second, 
a simulati on framework is established, based on existi ng simulati on 
soft ware and parameterized using real-world sensor measurements. 
This simulati on framework will be used to calculate the KPIs of a 
communicati on system in a specifi c in-car environment. It will then 
be used to iterati vely generate, evaluate and opti mize an antenna and 
communicati on system design unti l an opti mum has been reached for 
a specifi c in-car environment. 

Expected and Achieved Results
This project involves the systemati c explorati on and development of 
dependable RF communicati on systems for in-car environments. The 
project will result in an in-depth analysis of RF constraints in cars. So 
far, an initi al electromagneti c simulati on model of a motor block and 
a typical RF antenna has been established in order to investi gate the 
behavior of reacti ve near-fi eld and radiati ve near-fi eld of antennas and 
the corresponding propagati on eff ects within the in-car environment. 
Using standard RF sensor hardware, various tests and measurements 
were designed and are currently being performed in order to specify 
the characteristi cs of the sensor hardware. These experiments involve 
establishing the directi onal characteristi cs of the wireless sensor node 
and its antenna in environments with diff ering amounts of metallic 
elements. The results of the experiments will be used to tune the 
simulati on. Once the simulati on is aligned with this ground truth, 
the project will focus on the opti mizati on of wireless sensor nodes 
in in-car environments. The opti mizati on approach will investi gate 
to what extent multi ple-input and multi ple-output (MIMO) antenna 
systems, diff erent antenna types such as directed antennas and 
broadband antennas, as well as environment-specifi c antenna designs 
can improve the dependability of wireless in-car communicati on. The 
most promising concepts and technologies will be evaluated in the 
context of a demonstrator. The methodology resulti ng from this MFP 
is a fi rst step towards establishing individualized, dependable wireless 
communicati on which is specifi cally adapted to the communicati on 
environment of a product and its producti on processes. The approach 
taken and results gained can be abstracted and used to facilitate future 
cogniti ve services in other branches. 
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AREA 4.1 
MFP 4.1.3-2 CSG 
Cognitive Smart Grids

Due to the ongoing integration of distributed energy resources such as 
domestic photovoltaics into the existing distribution grid, conventional 
– mostly passive – monitoring and control schemes of power systems 
are no longer applicable. This has led to increased research into smart 
grid technologies, in particular how novel control schemes can be 
applied on a distribution-system level with the aim of implementing 
new services to mitigate the problems associated with distributed 
energy resources. Dependable communication plays a central role in 
smart grid operation. 

The advent of the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm has precipitated 
an ever-growing number of wireless communication technologies and 
protocols which could be utilized in the context of smart grid operation, 
among many other industrial IoT applications. The available protocols 
differ in their operation characteristics, including communication 
range, bandwidth, supported nodes, and network topologies. When 
designing a new smart grid control or monitoring scheme, the question 
arises which communication protocol is best-suited for the task. In 
addition, protocols must exhibit different levels of dependability in 
order to satisfy the given use-case requirements.

This MFP investigates potential wireless communication protocols 
for smart grid operation, and the results can be abstracted to their 
application in the context of industrial IoT applications in general. 
Dependable communication is a cornerstone for future cognitive 
products, as it allows them to gain information from the outside 
world beyond their own sensors, and to act in a distributed fashion. 
As cognitive services are often highly information dependent, using 
the right means of communication is crucial for their success The MFP 
thus aims to systematically investigate potential wireless protocols and 
their properties (such as bandwidth or dependability attributes) in 
order to derive a detailed analysis of available protocols. The analysis 
will be mapped into a knowledge base (ontology), which will be used 
to establish a recommender system to allow the specification of 
dedicated smart grid communication use-cases and support decisions 
about underlying communication protocols. This will be done by 
outlining the potential technical and economical performance of the 
available protocols in the context of the particular use case. In addition 
to building a recommender system, the project will research strategies 
which allow the online adaptation of protocols in case of any changes 
in their operation environment or requirements, as well as fail-over 
functionality to further improve dependability of smart grid operation.

Area 4.1 - Cognitive Products
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Univ.-Prof. Dr. Kay Römer
roemer@tugraz.at

Project ID:  MFP 4.1.3-1
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  for Smart Grids 
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Status / Progress
The project offi  cially started in April 2018. Pro²Future is working 
with company partner Siemens AG and the Insti tute of Technical 
Informati cs at TU Graz. The project was successfully kicked off  and 
project jour fi xes are held at regular intervals (approximately every 
2 weeks). The fi rst months of the project were used to establish an 
in-depth understanding of smart grid communicati on use-cases. This 
investi gati on lead to the development of a Bluetooth-low-energy (BLE) 
based protocol which can be used for the ti me-synchronized collecti on 
of measurement data in secondary substati ons. This work resulted in a 
BLE based no low engineering demonstrator (see left  picture in fi gure) 
for the monitoring of substati ons, which allows the easy applicati on 
of sensor nodes within a substati on environment and uti lizes BLE to 
achieve a drift  < 1 µs across all nodes, which consti tutes a requirement 
for the calculati on of complex system parameters such as phase angles 
across diff erent sensor nodes.

In parallel, the semanti c framework was prepared to implement the 
recommender system, which allows a user to specify a communicati on 
use-case and required KPIs. Based on this informati on the system 
computes the best communicati on technology (or best combinati on 
of communicati on technologies) to implement the use-case. Aft er 
that the project focused on the development of tools for the cogniti ve 
management of communicati on in dynamic environments, by assessing 
current available link qualiti es (across multi ple radios) and adjusti ng 
the used communicati on channels and payloads accordingly to achieve 
robust and dependable communicati on. This led to development of a 
demonstrator (see right picture in fi gure) which allows to assess and 
rate currently available link qualiti es (across multi ple radios) and adjust 
the used communicati on channels and payloads accordingly to achieve 
robust and dependable communicati on. Currently the project focuses 
on refi ning and expanding the methods for dynamic communicati on 
channel adjustment uti lizing metaheuristi cs and deep learning 
approaches.

Goals
Within this project, detailed characteristi cs of candidate wireless 
communicati on protocols for smart grid operati on will be established 
based on typical smart grid monitoring and control applicati on 
requirements. Once established, these characteristi cs will be used 
to (i) develop an ontology-based recommender system which allows 
a user to specify a dedicated smart-grid communicati on use-case, 
and to receive recommendati ons for suitable protocols for the 
implementati on of that use-case. These recommendati ons are based 
on technical and economical feasibility. Additi onally, the ontology will 
be used to (ii) enable a use-case dependent parameterizati on of the 
target protocol (i.e., recommending not only the protocol but also a 
suitable parameterizati on). The protocol characteristi cs will also be 
used for (iii) adaptati on and reparametrizati on of protocol parameters 
during runti me as well as fail-over mechanisms (such as switching 
between communicati on protocols in case of a communicati on fault) 
in order to further strengthen and leverage the dependability of the 
protocols to the level required within a specifi c smart-grid operati on 
use-case.

Approach
First, a detailed screening of smart-grid communicati on use-cases 
is performed. Based on this screening, required key performance 
indicators (KPIs) are established which allow the assessment of wireless 
protocols regarding their applicati on in a smart-grid communicati on 
scenario. Second, an in-depth analysis of existi ng wireless protocols 
is performed. The protocols are investi gated regarding their technical 
specifi cati on, their potenti al parameterizati on, parameter infl uence on 
protocol performance, protocol requirements and limitati ons, as well 
as available mechanisms to increase dependability. This informati on is 
used to establish an ontology of wireless protocols, which is used to 
implement a recommender system. Finally, the informati on is used to 
perform online adaptati on of protocols.

Expected and Achieved Results
In the fi rst phase of the project, smart grid monitoring and control use-
cases were investi gated to establish communicati on requirements. Use 
cases where wireless communicati on is used to control system-criti cal 
infrastructures impose very strict requirements on communicati on in 
terms of underlying availability, maintainability, reliability, and security. 
In the context of this analysis the need for retrofi tti  ng brown-fi eld 
electric substati ons was identi fi ed, leading to the development of a 
Bluetooth low energy (BLE) based mechanism, which allows ti me-
synchronized collecti on of data within secondary substati ons and an 
on-site confi gurati on of sensors by authorized maintenance personnel.

In a second step, an in-depth analysis of available wireless 
communicati on protocols was performed. The technical parameters 
of various relevant protocols, both short and long range, were 
established. The focus of this analysis was the protocols’ dependability 
as well as external factors which impact their performance. The 
analysis was used to establish an ontology which represents the 
detailed protocol informati on. Ongoing research investi gates how the 
ontology can be integrated into a semanti c framework to implement 
a recommender system. The aim of this system is to allow a user to 
establish suitable protocols or protocol combinati ons for a defi ned 
communicati on use-case. Finally, the project focuses on establishing 
mechanisms which allow automati c parameterizati on of protocols for 
their applicati on in the target use-case. In additi on, the project aims 
to develop online methods to adapt a communicati on protocol in 
response to environmental changes to enable fail-over mechanisms for 
maintenance of connecti vity and communicati on requirements.
As they will be generalizable beyond smart grid applicati ons, the 
project results are a fi rst step towards establishing dependable wireless 
communicati on for cogniti ve products and their producti on processes. 
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MFP 4.1.3-3 CONVENIENCE
Cognitive building automation infrastructure 
and services

Increased automation can be observed in many application domains. 
One good example for concepts stemming from digitalization and 
the domain of IoT precipitating automation is the home automation 
sector. Home automation also known as domotics allows a user to 
control lighting, climate, entertainment systems, and appliances in 
its home.  The trend of home automation is fostered by appliances 
and products become smarter and connected, which allows their 
control and concertation. While new buildings often feature home 
automation systems an even bigger market in the context of home 
automation is retrofitting existing buildings and appliances with home 
automation solutions. Given the rapid development of new products, 
protocols and interfaces home automation system providers face a 
number of challenges. Their systems must allow an easy integration 
of an ever-growing market of solutions often differing in the used 
underlying technologies, for which they must provide dependable 
control solutions. In addition, given the private nature of home the 
systems must be secure and compliant to privacy regulations, while 
offering solutions which are easy and intuitive to use, scalable and 
optimize a living / office space in a non-intrusive way. This requires 
modular and flexible solutions which can be continuously adapted to 
allow for the integration of new products and appliances. Similar to 
other application domains of digitalization a dependable and secure 
connectivity between system and appliances is a key aspect. Wireless 
communication technology provides a good alternative to its wired 
counterpart as it ideally reduces installation and service efforts and 
does not intervene in the target environment. However, this freedom 
comes with a cost as wireless communication does not necessarily 
provide the required dependability e.g., due to interferences among 
devices communication solutions.

This MFP aims for developing an IoT strategy for an existing home 
automation solution. This concerns the evaluation and refinement of 
the underlying IT-infrastructure and services to allow for scalability, 
while providing dependable and secure communication and interaction 
between the systems entity. In addition, the project will develop 
wireless communication technology, which minimizes interference 
(in terms of communication) among the systems entities and adjusts 
to application scenarios to optimize the dependability of the overall 
system.
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Status / Progress
The project offi  cially started in April 2020. Pro²Future is working with 
company partner HMI-Master GmbH and the Insti tute of Technical 
Informati cs at TU Graz. The project was successfully kicked off  and 
project jour fi xes are held at regular intervals. The fi rst months of 
the project were used to establish an in-depth understanding of the 
home automati on use-case as well as the existi ng automati on system. 
In additi on, a screening of frameworks to enhance the scalability 
and dependability of the system was performed to establish the IoT-
roadmap. Within autumn 2020 work on the communicati on aspects 
will start. 

Goals
CONVENIENCE aims for the concepti on of an IoT strategy and roadmap 
for an existi ng home automati on soluti on and provide is on new 
methods and concepts to (i)  improve the scalability of the system in 
terms of the number of connecti ons between the managed enti ti es (ii) 
provide the seamless integrati on of IoT / mobile devices in the system, 
(iii) ensure a secure communicati on within the system and provide 
means to protect and shield sensiti ve data from att acks or data leaks 
and at the same ti me (iv) allow for a decentralized and concerted 
update to maintain the system (server, apps, studio, ...). In additi on, 
the project will investi gate the applicati on of (v) a wireless over-the-
air update functi onality for the customer as well as the (vi) adapti vity 
and confi gurati on of wireless communicati on among diff erent radio 
technology. 

Approach
First, a detailed screening of the existi ng system and its architecture 
is performed. Based on this screening the systems performance and 
accordingly the opti mizati on potenti al will be established. In parallel to 
the system’s screening the requirements of the applicati on scenarios 
are identi fi ed. This informati on is used to establish a strategy for 
the system’s improvement and highlights technological gaps in the 
context of wireless communicati on which can be tackled. The system’s 
roadmap is developed in the context of existi ng and established open 
source soft ware. Identi fi ed tech gaps in the context of dependable 
wireless communicati on (e.g., dependable over the air updates, cross 
technology communicati on) will be researched and the resulti ng 
technology will be tested in the form of demonstrators and real world 
use cases of the system. 

Expected and Achieved Results
The outcome of the project is two-fold. On the one hand the project 
will result in a roadmap outlining the necessary steps and concepts to 
refi ne an existi ng home automati on system to 
• improve the scalability of the overall system 
• allows for the seamless integrati on of new enti ti es in the system
• ensure a secure communicati on and data storage within the 

system 
• allow for decentralized updates.

As wireless communicati on plays an important role to realize such a 
system the project will also investi gate f wireless communicati on in 
the context of home automati on to provide and establish concepts/
methods for 
• dependable wireless over-the-air update functi onality
• the concertati on of diff erent wireless communicati on technology 

within a home automati on system 

The investi gated topics will result in tech demos and prototypes and 
accompanying methodology which allow the transfer of the project 
results in other applicati on domains. 
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StratP 4.1.4 PREDISCOVER
Unified Dependable Wireless Services for
Cognitive Products

In this strategic project, use cases and communication requirements 
for smart products in various environments are investigated. The 
goal is to provide unified dependable wireless services for cognitive 
products. These wireless ICT platforms enable cognitive products to 
anticipate, react, and adapt to their environment. The research in this 
strategic project focuses on various sensors, with a particular emphasis 
on location sensing. This allows the cognitive products to be aware of 
their environment and develop a model of themselves.
Another important aspect is the ability of cognitive products to 
network and communicate effectively. This enables them to interact 
and cooperate with other cognitive products, their environment, and 
humans. The wireless services encompass batteryless RF-based sensing 
of the cognitive product's environment, localization both within and 
outside the production environment, and networking of products and 
production systems.
A key aspect of the project is the co-designing of these wireless services 
to maximize their dependability while minimizing their total cost of 
ownership. The results of the strategic project are of great significance 
for several Manufacturing Flagship Projects (MFPs). In particular, they 
have implications for MFP 1 (sensing and localization), MFP 2 (all 
wireless services), and MFP 3 (networking).
By addressing these challenges, the project aims to create a strong 
foundation for the development and implementation of cognitive 
products with robust and efficient wireless capabilities. This will pave 
the way for a new era of smart and interconnected devices in various 
industries.

Goals
The goal of this project is to pre-investigate and identify application 
scenarios of a communication infrastructure for cognitive products. 
This preliminary investigation enables the requirements for the 
targeted communication infrastructure to be determined in a targeted 
manner. The results of these investigations will be consolidated in a 
unified roadmap, which will serve as the starting point for targeted 
research and development in strategic follow-up projects. In summary, 
the goals are as follows: 
• Identification of application scenarios and requirements for a 

communication infrastructure for cognitive products.
• Identification of open research questions regarding existing 

technologies. 
• Identification of cross-technology research questions.
• Consolidation of application scenarios, technologies and research 

questions in a roadmap as a starting point for strategic follow-up 
projects.
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Approach
PREDISCOVER is structured in two phases. Phase 1 is used to establish 
a wide range of use cases across potenti al applicati on domains. These 
will be discussed and developed together with potenti al industrial 
partners as well as the academic partners in the project. In the second 
phase the functi onal and nonfuncti onal requirements of the use cases 
will be established. These requirements will then subsequently be used 
to identi fy suitable technology for implementi ng unifi ed dependable 
wireless services and to identi fy current shortcomings (research gaps) 
which must be addressed in future projects in order to allow for a truly 
unifi ed service architecture. As a whole, the project will therefore 
result in a roadmap outlining the directi on of future strategic research 
that will lead to the envisioned communicati on infrastructure and 
services. 
• Development of representati ve communicati on use cases for 

cogniti ve products and their requirements.
• Initi al screening of existi ng communicati on technologies regarding 

their suitability in the context of communicati on of intelligent 
products. 

• Development and identi fi cati on of potenti al cross-technology 
research questi ons.

Expected and Achieved Results
In the course of the project, several communicati on scenarios have been 
developed. These scenarios span many domains (building automati on, 
autonomous driving, factory automati on, infrastructure monitoring) 
and are the result of discussions with ongoing project partners as well 
potenti al future project partners. A number of research arti cles are 
the direct result of the developed use cases. We are currently working 
on a mapping between technologies and use cases that will allow us 
to identi fy potenti al research gaps in these specifi c domains and to 
develop a general, strategic roadmap that will allow us to work towards 
developing a unifi ed communicati on infrastructure for dependable 
wireless services. 
• Applicati on scenarios that can be used to evaluate a 

communicati on infrastructure for cogniti ve products. 
• Requirements for a communicati on infrastructure for cogniti ve 

products. 
• Identi fi cati on of open technological and cross-technological 

research questi ons.

Status / Progress
This project offi  cially started in March 2018 and will last unti l April 
2021. In it, Pro²Future is working with our Scienti fi c Partners from 
Insti tute for Technical Informati cs (TU Graz ITI) and the Insti tute of 
Microwave and Photonic Engineering (TU Graz IHF) to foster the 
research objecti ves of the project. The fi rst phase of the project was 
successfully completed and a number of communicati on scenarios for 
cogniti ve products and producti on processes have been developed in a 
wide range of applicati on domains (building automati on, autonomous 
driving, factory automati on, infrastructure monitoring). As a fi rst 
result of PREDISCOVER, the arti cle “The Quest for Infrastructures and 
Engineering Methods Enabling Highly Dynamic Autonomous Systems”, 
was presented at the 2019’s European Conference on Soft ware 
Process Improvement. Another publicati on which was established in 
the context of the project concerns communicati on-based localizati on 

mechanisms (e.g. by uti lizing ultra-wide-band technology) an emerging 
trend and viable use case for communicati on infrastructures. The 
arti cle co-authored with colleagues from the Insti tute of technical 
Informati cs was accepted and presented at the IEEE 16th Workshop on 
Positi oning, Navigati on and Communicati ons.

The project focused on investi gati ng diverse wireless communicati on 
scenarios in industrial applicati ons and environments, including 
those with dynamic and changing conditi ons. Each scenario had 
specifi c requirements (such as situati on, system type, data type, and 
feasibility), which guided the design of sensor system architectures.
One aspect of the project involved establishing a system with visual 
capabiliti es and thoroughly evaluati ng its communicati on to a backend 
through simulati ons. Additi onally, the wireless communicati on channel 
was characterized to ensure reliable representati on.

In another use case, the project tackled the challenging environment 
of a fi retruck, where RFID tags were used to track equipment. The goal 
was to establish a reliable tagging system in the physically demanding 
metal environment. Various approaches were developed to create a 
functi onal soluti on.
Furthermore, the project investi gated wireless communicati on in 
industrial manufacturing sites, where requirements constantly vary 
due to moving elements. A dynamic system architecture was devised 
to cope with the changing setup. Challenges included considering the 
impact of movable components and material properti es on wireless 
components like antennas.
The project's outcomes provided robust wireless communicati on 
soluti ons, tailored to the specifi c demands of various industrial 
scenarios.
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The CORVETTE project aims to establish a robust software infrastructu-
re for cognitive vehicle fleet monitoring, enabling comprehensive data-
driven services. The project encompasses diverse CORVETTE services, 
from data-driven development support to predictive maintenance and 
identifying emerging mobility trends through fleet data analysis. AVL is 
the esteemed company partner.
In the initial phase, rapid prototyping of onboard measurement hard-
ware will ensure seamless data acquisition in real vehicles for method 
development. Concurrently, existing AVL solutions, such as AVL SMS, 
will facilitate swift data-driven method development.
CORVETTE's core focus is on developing methods for onboard measu-
rement hardware and the CORVETTE backend, addressing multiple use 
cases involving monitoring vehicle movement, displayed information, 
and various driving parameters. One key challenge is achieving high-
resolution monitoring of driving parameters, with a sampling rate of 
at least 10 Hz frequency, crucial for realizing the project's objectives.

The main objectives of the project are:
• Efficient data collection through rapid prototyping of onboard 

measurements
• Designing modular devices for tailored data capture and future 

expansions which can be deployed in different vehicle types
• Backend infrastructure for data storage, data analysis, and live re-

training of machine learning models 
• Performing onboard data capture, interpretation, and preproces-

sing for intelligent analysis with a high resolution (>10 Hz)

Goals
Onboard Data Acquisition: Data is collected and pre-processed onbo-
ard the vehicle, prioritizing data collection and transmission to mini-
mize communication overhead. This approach focuses on capturing 
valuable information for higher-level CORVETTE services and novelty. 
Contextualized data for advanced CORVETTE services is generated 
using Statistical Machine Learning (ML) techniques, such as Autoen-
coders and Gaussian Mixture Models, along with preprocessing met-
hods. The primary goal is to ensure robust and stable ML methods, 
enabling reliable detection even with variations in input data. Privacy 
preservation is achieved through ML-based data preprocessing.

Backend Data Processing: The central CORVETTE backend efficient-
ly manages the Onboard Devices, handling device management and 
aggregating all collected data for higher-level services. The project 
aims to achieve a flexible and scalable backend, implementing routing 
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mechanisms for automati c provision of specifi c services for incoming 
Onboard events and context-sensiti ve data processing. Multi modal ML 
methods will be designed to automati cally assign incoming Onboard 
data to situati on classes. The backend will support individual Onbo-
ard ML model training, where existi ng Automated Machine Learning 
Frameworks will be extended for automated model generati on, with a 
focus on adapti ng models for embedded ML on Onboard Devices (e.g., 
Pruning). We will provide suitable visualizati ons and Northbound inter-
faces for easy data access and seamless integrati on with higher-level 
systems.

Demonstrati on and Testi ng: The developed methods in CORVETTE will 
undergo thorough testi ng and demonstrati on through various imple-
mented use cases, showcasing their adaptability across diff erent sce-
narios. Agile and iterati ve method development, based on real vehicle 
data, will ensure conti nuous evaluati on. The project will culminate in a 
long-term test, where the methods and the CORVETTE Framework will 
be showcased.

Approach
The project adopts a scienti fi c approach, with a primary focus on deve-
loping systemati c methods for integrati ng and uti lizing real-ti me vehic-
le data in higher-level services, both at the vehicle level and fl eet level.

The following topics are investi gated:
• ML-based anomaly detecti on and novelty detecti on in multi mo-

dal measurement ti me series
• Automati c ML-based contextualizati on and preprocessing of mea-

surement ti me series  
• Privacy-aware ML
• Methods for improved ML Robustness & Reliability  
• SOA / Microservice Service Architectures
• Automated generati on of ML models 
• Methods for automated model transformati on (Embedded ML)

Expected and Achieved Results
The research contributes to the fi eld of industrial applicati ons of ma-
chine learning, specifi cally addressing domain-specifi c challenges po-
sed by multi modal sensor data. This includes tackling issues related 
to robustness, privacy, and changepoint/novelty detecti on, tailored to 
the unique requirements of the industry.

The achievement of the goals becomes visible by:
• Robust and adapti ve ML models for anomaly or novelty detecti on 

in vehicle sensor data.
• Situati on-specifi c generati on of ML classifi cati on models 
• Prototype CORVETTE onboard measurement hardware
• Prototype CORVETTE Backend
• Demonstrati on of the CORVETTE concept in the context of two 

defi ned use cases (Automated model generati on, OnDevice data 
acquisiti on / recogniti on, Automated classifi cati on of incoming 
OnDevice measurement ti me series on fl eet level, Higher-level 
service integrati on)

In the project's initi al phase, the soft ware infrastructure was success-
fully established, enabling eff ortless integrati on of new applicati ons 
within Docker containers. This modular approach ensures easy addi-
ti on of functi onaliti es. Applicati ons can be conveniently downloaded 
and updated directly on onboard devices in the Docker environment.
A unifi ed soft ware system remains consistently available, accessible at 
system startup regardless of the number of vehicles or onboard devi-
ces. Several implemented use case applicati ons are currently operati o-
nal on the devices. These applicati ons include:
• Digit Dashboard Detecti on – QR code approach to identi fy regions 

of interest (ROIs)
• Weather and Tunnel Detecti on 
• Anomaly Detecti on – Monitoring accelerati on data
• Up/Download of recorded data to a backend where data analysis 

algorithms are applied
• Retraining of ML models in the backend which can be updated on 

the edge device in runti me

Status / Progress
The setup includes a powerful NVIDIA Jetson XAVIER AGX edge device 
onboard the vehicle, enabling effi  cient GPU-based video frame pre-
processing. The data processing and communicati on pipeline is fully 
operati onal with all components in place. Applicati ons can be easily 
installed and launched within the onboard docker container environ-
ment, storing pre-processed data for backend analysis. The backend, 
hosted on MS Azure, securely stores recorded data using blob storage, 
with data transmission facilitated by an LTE router setup.

The soft ware infrastructure for cogniti ve vehicle fl eet monitoring has 
been successfully established, with several high-performing applicati -
ons already implemented and running on the edge device. The system 
architecture allows for easy adaptati on, updates, and extensions wit-
hin a git environment.

Implemented applicati ons boast high detecti on accuracy, exceeding 
85% overall and even surpassing 95% in specifi c cases like weather and 
tunnel detecti on during test drives.

The uploaded data is invaluable for model retraining, especially when 
the edge device lacks prior dashboard recordings. Aft er a single test 
drive, suffi  cient data allows us to retrain models using our pipeline, 
ensuring high detecti on accuracy tailored to the specifi c vehicle.
This agile and extensible soft ware infrastructure enables effi  cient de-
ployment and management of various applicati ons, ensuring a cutti  ng-
edge and adaptable onboard ecosystem. As the project progresses, 
we will expand the number of applicati ons to further enhance vehicle 
intelligence and opti mize fl eet operati ons.

• Real-ti me Monitoring: Provides live data on vehicle performance 
and status

• Predicti ve Maintenance: Uti lizes data analyti cs to forecast poten-
ti al maintenance needs

• Fleet Analyti cs: Off ers comprehensive insights into fl eet-wide per-
formance and trends

• Driver Behavior Analysis: Assesses driving patt erns to enhance 
safety and effi  ciency

• Traffi  c and Weather Informati on: Delivers real-ti me traffi  c and 
weather updates to opti mize routes
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Embedded systems for vehicles are still implemented in a strictly static 
way: The individual functions are first implemented and tested sepa-
rately for each Electronic Control Unit (ECU); their integration in an 
ECU is then largely manual. However, there is little support for dynamic 
modifications or partial updates in the field and there are currently no 
established and standardized mechanisms for ensuring the preserva-
tion of correctness during or after a modification. This applies to both 
the basic and application software and needs to change significantly 
due to the increasing number and complexity of in-vehicle and cross-
vehicle functions.  

First, the computing power required for future vehicles (e.g., for AI and 
machine learning for ADAS and autonomous driving) cannot be increa-
sed simply by installing more ECUs. Instead, a wide range of functions 
must be integrated on as few devices as possible per vehicle to redu-
ce costs, weight, energy consumption, etc. In addition, new hardware 
functions (e.g., processors with domain-specific functions) to dynami-
cally variable logic (e.g., in FPGAs) are constantly added. In addition, 
wireless networking of vehicles brings new challenges. While custo-
mers want convenient access to new features and flexible customiza-
tion, security vulnerabilities or software failures need to be addressed 
in a timely manner to prevent malfunctions and attacks. This relevance 
is not only about the careful development of a reliable Embedded 
Automotive System (EAS), but also about its long-term maintenance. 
The software must be re-integrated during updates and the basic soft-
ware must be adapted to new hardware.  CompEAS-BSW is dedicated 
to automating the necessary processes by exploring new concepts for 
model-based software design and the composition of modular soft-
ware with changing non-functional requirements.

CompEAS-BSW addresses with the dynamic composition and relia-
bility of the entire software stack of embedded systems: The holistic 
approach ranges from the conception of future basic software (model-
based OS design and portability) to module-based software develop-
ment and partial updates (automatic integration and non-functional 
requirements). The results of CompEAS-BSW results should help to im-
prove/expand the service and product portfolio of the partners while 
optimizing internal development processes. The technology transfer 
through the intensive interaction of all partners is expected to open 
up new business models, as more flexible and reliable products and 
services can be offered to customers.
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Goals
The goal of this project is to investi gate reliability aspects and the dy-
namic compositi on of soft ware and hardware of complex computer 
platf orms or EAS over the enti re system stack.  Scienti fi c methods are 
to be used to (1) derive concrete questi ons from the current industry 
practi ce, (2) develop viable soluti ons for the systemati c realizati on and 
long-term maintenance of future EAS, and (3) transfer the knowledge 
gained to partner companies and established standards.

The project is about the evaluati on/development of new technical con-
cepts that are close to general research focusing on the Classic AUTO-
SAR environment. It focuses on Classic AUTOSAR and thereby on (1) 
improvements to the low-level Basic Soft ware (BSW) layer (OS, drivers) 
with respect to portability and verifi cati on, (2) support for modeling 
of non-functi onal requirements (NFRs) in middleware through auto-
mati c AUTOSAR confi gurati on/verifi cati on/code generati on according 
to these NFRs, and (3) improvement of integrati on and verifi cati on of 
compositi onal applicati on soft ware.

Approach
The approach is to apply formal methods to model and verify em-
bedded operati ng systems (OS). By analyzing common programming 
paradigms in embedded OS, we create consistent formalizati ons for 
hardware and soft ware models (HW/SW), that ensure compliance with 
functi onal and non-functi onal requirements. Non-functi onal require-
ments (NFRs) are integrated into BSW through a "Budget Manager", 
which enables systemati c derivati on of target values that sati sfy the 
NFRs. Implement generic NFR managers in operati ng systems to ena-
ble offl  ine analysis and online management of NFRs. Improve system 
maintainability through runti me soft ware updates and compati bility 
checks via SWC fi ngerprinti ng and algorithms, enhancing both mode-
ling and compositi onal aspects of EAS.

Expected and Achieved Results
The expected outcomes of CompEAS-BSW project are:
LongtermBSW: Concepts for model-based development of BSW with 
the aim of verifying models with respect to the target architectures 
and porti ng basic soft ware largely automati cally.
GenericNFR: Concepts for the formal specifi cati on of non-functi onal 
requirements (NFR) in the sources of Applicati on Soft ware (ASW) with 
the aim of formalizing these NFRs of the BSW and enabling the BSW to 
comply with them at runti me.
CompASW: Concepts for extracti ng NFRs and generati ng metadata 
for individual soft ware components (SWC) of the ASW with the aim of 
automati cally checking them for compati bility ("automati c integrati on" 
for parti al changes (updates, etc.).
The publicati on of the project results at scienti fi c conferences and in 
journals, the technology transfer to the company partner and, if ne-
cessary, the publicati on of concrete implementati ons of the results in 
open-source soft ware.

Status / Progress
The project offi  cially started in December 2020. Pro2Future is working 
with company partner Elektrobit GmbH and the Insti tute of Technical 
Informati cs at TU Graz. By April 2021, three PhD students have started 
their work in the respecti ve work packages WP2, WP3, and WP4. The 
project jour fi xes take place weekly and serve to exchange knowledge, 
synchronize on the research progress, and discuss research results. Af-
ter the initi al literature review and understanding of Elektrobit AUTO-

SAR Operati ng Systems (OS), all the work packages have defi ned their 
research path, which deals with long-term maintenance, integrati on, 
and formalizati on of NFRs, and dynamic compositi on respecti vely. 

Long-Term BSW: Based on existi ng work and an initi al literature re-
view, we proposed an extensible framework that integrates formal 
methods, LLVM, and Worst-Case Executi on Time (WCET) tool to impro-
ve the portability and correctness of OS. First, we developed a stati c 
analysis framework based on a WCET tool to verify the correctness of 
the hardware-dependent code of OS. The idea is to model the hard-
ware-dependent code using formal method Event-B and verify it for 
correctness against the functi onal requirements. Aft er verifi cati on, we 
will integrate the hardware-dependent models with the hardware-in-
dependent OS models in the formal method: UPPAAL. The models will 
be verifi ed for correctness against functi onal and non-functi onal re-
quirements. In the next step, the models will be translated into code 
using LLVM. 

GenericNFR: The industry partner has provided Non-Functi onal Re-
quirements (NFRs) on aspects such as applicati on response ti me,  
homegenous core uti lizati on, etc. To address these Generic NFRs sys-
temati cally, we conducted a literature review. In collaborati on with 
the industry partner, we propose the following approach: (1) Mode-
ling generic NFRs: Creati ng a mathemati cal model that describes the 
crucial variables that aff ect the NFRs. The goal is to quanti fy NFRs. (2) 
Formal generic NFR specifi cati on: we will look at established methods, 
such as AUTOSAR Timex, to formally specify NFRs within the research 
community. (3) Modeling NFRs for opti mizati on: In this phase, we will 
address NFRs and the applicati on as an opti mizati on problem. We will 
use metaheuristi c or evoluti onary algorithms to fi nd feasible soluti ons. 
(4) Validati on: This will be achieved by testi ng potenti al soluti ons on 
an embedded platf orm, using a customized monitoring and analysis 
module.

CompASW: The CompASW work package is concerned with improving 
the maintainability of the system through parti al soft ware updates. In 
order to develop a robust parti al update mechanism for automoti ve 
systems, algorithms must be developed to analyze the various depen-
dencies and requirements (functi onal and non-functi onal) of SWCs and 
perform compati bility checks. These compati bility checks must be per-
formed on the target hardware by the BSW and based on the results, 
the system must be prepared for an update.  To achieve this, this work 
package is divided into 2 parts. Part 1 deals with the identi fi cati on and 
extracti on of meta-informati on for compati bility checks during soft -
ware integrati on. Using this informati on, Part 2 deals with developing 
algorithms that perform "online" compati bility checks during automa-
ti c soft ware integrati on by the BSW on the target system.
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Due to the complexity of automation systems, extensive on-site engi-
neering is required during installation, commissioning, and maintenan-
ce. Skilled engineers and technicians need to be close to the automa-
tion system to assemble and configure components, perform rigorous 
testing, and fine-tune control parameters, making this approach re-
source costly. Furthermore, working on a real physical system does not 
provide full flexibility, meaning that during the testing and configura-
tion phase, the automation components can be damaged if a system 
is configured wrongly. This is especially a problem with safety-critical 
systems since testing in such systems often requires dangerous fault 
injection to test implemented safety functions and see if they can pro-
tect operators, machines, and the environment in the case of failure.

To reduce on-site engineering and allow more flexibility to the engi-
neers and technicians, virtual commissioning and digital twins are 
emerging as promising concepts in automation systems, especially in 
safety-critical ones. Virtual commissioning is a process that involves 
simulating a physical manufacturing environment using software sys-
tems. The primary purpose of this simulation is to provide engineers 
with an opportunity to validate their configurations and test behavior 
before system debugging in the manufacturing production environ-
ment, enabling remote design, installation, and maintenance of auto-
mation systems that comply with defined standards and regulations 
without hardware equipment.
The core of the successful virtual commissioning process is a digital 
twin, which can represent a virtualized copy of various physical assets 
ranging from a production line to a single component. The digital twin 
integrates all data, models, and information of a physical asset, inclu-
ding its behavior and technical performance. The role of the digital 
twin is to predict and optimize performance. Digital Twins enable the 
virtual test of a system's behavior and have a high potential for the 
rapid execution of risk analyses and system tuning to verify the consis-
tency, correctness, and completeness of an automation/autonomous 
system.

In the safety system, the configuration of safety functions and their 
testing is of very importance since, besides machines and the environ-
ment, human lives are also at stake, and the wrong configuration could 
lead to hazardous events. In this project, we wanted to develop a di-
gital twin of the safety components and leverage the use of a virtual 
environment to do risk-free testing and parametrization (i.e., virtual 
commissioning) of the safety systems and their safety functions com-
plying with the safety standards.
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Goals
As virtualizati on and digital twin technologies hold great promise, the 
goal is to use these approaches to reduce commissioning and main-
tenance ti me in the automati on industry while ensuring system con-
sistency and features, such as safety. The research involves analyzing 
the behavior and performance of current safety-related physical com-
ponents (e.g., safety controllers or safety input/output modules) to 
create their digital copies (i.e., digital twins) in the virtual environment.  
Since safety in these components is ensured with multi ple safety func-
ti ons, the goal is to successfully implement all safety functi ons and 
produce highly accurate digital replicas (i.e., digital twin) of the safety 
component that can aid in thorough testi ng and validati on, ulti mately 
contributi ng to enhanced safety and reliability in automati on systems. 
The implementati on of such digital twins will also lead to decreased 
resource requirements and off er a faster, safer, and easier way to meet 
the strict requirements set by safety standards. The long-term goal is 
to contribute to the identi fi cati on and development of technologies 
that will play a crucial role in industrial and process automati on, espe-
cially in safety-criti cal systems, in the years to come.

Approach
In the beginning phase, the behavior and performance of current phy-
sical safety-related components are analyzed. To ensure an organized 
approach, we categorized and prioriti zed the safety functi ons of these 
devices based on the valuable insights of on-fi eld control engineers. In 
the next phase, Siemens' virtual portf olio and their virtual embracing 
tools, such as PLCSIM Advanced v3.0 and SIMIT tool are carefully ana-
lyzed. These tools together with a result of components analysis played 
a main role in our research and development process. The focus lies 
in comprehensively researching each safety functi on, creati ng a digital 
footprint of these functi ons, and understanding how they behave (i.e., 
their capabiliti es and limits) in the virtual industrial environment. Mo-
reover, based on the relevant norms and regulati ons we design rigo-
rous tests and conduct simulati ons, with a special emphasis on criti cal 
aspects like reacti on ti me.

Expected and Achieved Results
The fi rst outcome of the project was the detailed study and analysis 
of the safety functi ons implemented in real physical devices, which 
enabled the translati on of their functi onaliti es and performance to the 
virtual world. The safety components analyzed were the fail-safe input 
and output modules, indicati ng that in the fi rst phase of the project, 
the goal was to have 2 digital twins so that the enti re input-control-
output automati on loop could be simulated. Based on these results, 
the fi rst version of the digital twins was developed using a simulati on 
platf orm called SIMIT tool. Due to the complexity of the device itself 
and the complexity of the underlying soft ware, the initi al versions of 
the digital twins simulated some key safety functi ons that could be 
used for further evaluati on of the overall system. One such simulated 
functi on is a logical behavior of the safety component that simulates 
the usage of safety architectures such as 1oo1 or 1oo2. This enables 
engineers to simulate and test the logical behavior of the enti re system 
that uses safety-related components. In additi on to the logical aspect, 
digital twins simulate additi onal functi onaliti es. For both digital twins 
(i.e., input and output), a safety functi on is implemented that calcu-
lates the worst response ti me of the modules and informs the user 
about it. For the digital input, the behavior of the discrepancy ana-

lysis is simulated, which enables error detecti on in sensors connected 
to the fail-safe input module. In additi on to the simulati on itself, the 
developed digital twins impact industrial automati on by enabling new 
and more effi  cient approaches such as safety-related relevant data col-
lecti on, which becomes possible without additi onal hardware, simpli-
fying processes and reducing costs. In additi on, the new way of gene-
rati ng data supports research and development of novel approaches 
for preventi ve and predicti ve maintenance and revoluti onizes the way 
systems are managed and maintained.

Status / Progress
The project offi  cially started in April 2021. Pro2Future is working on 
this project with the industrial partner Siemens AG and the scienti fi c 
partner Insti tute of Technical Informati cs at TU Graz to develop a digital 
twin for safety-related industrial devices.  In the previous period, an 
analysis was conducted on a range of useful tools, mostly provided in-
ternally by Siemens. Using selected tools, new digital twins were deve-
loped for the fail-safe digital input modules and fail-safe digital output 
modules. These digital twins have the capability to simulate various 
safety functi ons recommended by safety standards, which are present 
in the current physically available fail-safe modules.

To fully uti lize the digital twins, additi onal data was needed: module-
specifi c data and custom (i.e., user) confi gurati ons for specifi c devices/
projects. To enable the use of the diff erent types of data in the digital 
twin a special script was developed. The script allows the user to select 
a module and collect the relevant data from various sources, which are 
then used to generate a fi le readable by the digital twins. In additi on, 
the script allows fi ne-tuning of important parameters such as watch-
dog ti me, which is a criti cal factor in calculati ng the maximum reacti on 
ti me, and thus observes the impact on the overall system parameters 
in the context of safety-criti cal systems. Additi onally, an automated 
test process, where the developed components as well as the overall 
system can be tested, is developed. The test cases used are derived 
from the offi  cial integrati on tests used by the integrati on team at Sie-
mens to test a real (i.e., physical) fail-safe module. 
Finally, the implemented digital twins are used and tested in the de-
monstrator, which shows how a simple safety loop can be simulated 
using the developed digital twins. The safety loop consists of an auto-
nomous roboti c arm as an actuator and a safety curtain as a sensor. 
The safety curtain detects the presence of the worker in the robot's 
workspace and acti vates all necessary acti ons (i.e., stopping or slowing 
down the robot arm) to protect the worker. In additi on, the demons-
trator has an emergency butt on that can be pressed in the event of a 
dangerous event.
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The execution of software has a significant impact on various runtime 
characteristics of the hardware.  Software critically influences the ener-
gy consumption, thermal, or the electromagnetic behavior of a micro-
controller unit. While Electromagnetic Compatibility Check analyses 
can be used for side-channel attacks, critical temperature patterns and 
LoadJumps (LJ) or PowerPeaks (PP) can lead to malfunctions. The new 
topic "Optimization of processor power characteristics in software" un-
der CompEAS-HW shall be dedicated to the avoidance of LoadJumps 
and PowerPeaks.

Together with its industrial partner Elektrobit Automotive GmbH 
(Erlangen), CompEAS-BSW project has been dedicated to reliability 
aspects and the dynamic composition of software for embedded auto-
motive systems (EAS). These aspects are now to be extended to the 
hardware together with Infineon AG (Munich) across the entire system 
stack.

The CompEAS-BSW project is already dedicated to the specification 
and implementation of Non-Functional Requirements (NFR) for soft-
ware components. Hardware often imposes limits on their fulfillment/
implementation through Non-Functional Properties (NFP). Interme-
diate Basic Software (BSW) or Hardware Adaptation Layer (HAL) layers 
mediate between ASW and HW and require a complete and formal 
specification of NFR and NFP. Unfortunately, this specification is usually 
inadequate, which is why novel concepts must be developed to mit-
igate the resulting problems. The collaboration with Infineon in Com-
pEAS-HW will lead to new insights for the optimization of processor 
performance characteristics in software.

Goals
The CompEAS-HW (Compositional Embedded Automative Systems) 
project investigates the interactions and synergies between embed-
ded automotive software and hardware. Scientific methods are to be 
used to (1) derive concrete questions from practice, (2) develop viable 
solutions for the systematic implementation of future hardware and 
(3) transfer the knowledge gained to the partner companies and esta-
blished standards.
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TU Graz, Institut für Technische Informatik (ITI)
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Marcel Baunach
baunach@tugraz.at

Project ID:  MFP II 4.1.2.1
Project Title:  CompEAS-HW -  Compositional Embedded   
  Automotive System Hardware
Project Lead:  Dr. Michael Krisper 
  Pro2Future GmbH

Duration:   45 Months, 01.07.2021 - 31.03.2025
Strategic Volume: 18 %

Work Packages

WP 1: Project Management

WP 2: Dissemination and Exploitation

WP 3: Use Cases und Requirements Analysis

WP 4: Optimization of processor power characteristics in software 
(PCOpt)

Company Partners
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Dr. Alexander Mattausch
alexander.mattausch@elektrobit.com
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Overarching opti mizati ons at the compiler, BSW, and HW levels are in-
tended to facilitate the development of soft ware that fundamentally 
triggers fewer (or no) Load Jumps and PowerPeaks. This, in turn, has 
implicati ons for the design of future hardware and soft ware, as well 
as the mechanisms they contain for handling criti cal LJ/PP situati ons 
at runti me. The insights/results obtained can serve as informati on 
for soft ware developers (Dos & Don'ts) as well as for the creati on of 
specifi cati ons/guidelines for compiler and BSW vendors. They should 
support the development and opti mizati on of future hardware (e.g., 
processor cores, on/off -chip components).

Approach
The approach under CompEAS-HW is to analyze processors by execut-
ing code sequences with respect to LJ/PP. The eff ects of concrete code 
sequences can be determined by HW simulati on, self-monitoring (if 
supported by the hardware), or external measurement. For this pur-
pose, appropriate models must be implemented, or test setups must 
be realized. The next step is to create a methodology to detect criti cal 
code sequences in real code or even generate them specifi cally for the 
test case generati on. Then develop a method to stati cally and dyna-
mically resolve the criti cal code and opti mize its executi on at runti me.

Expected and Achieved Results
CompEAS addresses with the dynamic compositi on and reliability of 
the enti re soft ware stack of embedded systems: The holisti c approach 
ranges from the concepti on of future basic soft ware (model-based OS 
design and portability) to module-based soft ware development and 
novel processor architectures (opti mizati on of energy behavior). 
The results of CompEAS are expected to help improve/expand the 
partners’ service and product portf olio while opti mizing internal de-
velopment processes. It is expected that the technology transfer will 
open up new business models through the intensive interacti on of all 
partners, as more fl exible and reliable products and services can be of-
fered to customers. All partners are expected to benefi t from the Com-
pEAS employees as highly qualifi ed experts for further projects and as 
co-designers of future automoti ve standards, thus also strengthening 
the industrial locati on Graz and Austria. From an academic perspecti -
ve, a signifi cant contributi on to the scienti fi c community is expected: 
This should include the scienti fi c publicati on of the results.

Status / Progress
The project offi  cially started in July 2022. Pro2Future is working with 
company partners Elektrobit GmbH, Infi neon Technologies AG and 
the Insti tute of Technical Informati cs at TU Graz. The project jour-fi xes 
take place weekly within CompEAS and serve to exchange knowled-
ge, synchronize research progress, and discuss research results. The 
project has made signifi cant progress in several key areas. The initi al 
focus was on establishing the necessary development environments 
and ensuring seamless access to systems and hardware resources. This 
was followed by the establishment of effi  cient device communicati on 
and logging mechanisms to enable comprehensive data collecti on. An 
Expert Exchange Workshop held at Infi neon Germany in August further 
enriched our understanding and insights. 

A notable achievement was the successful development of an expe-
rimental setup that can detect voltage spikes, bursts, and outages - 
a crucial step in our investi gati on. To establish a solid foundati on, we 
meti culously evaluated and reproduced previously known faulty code 
sequences, gaining valuable insights in the process. Subsequent ana-
lysis and inference allowed us to identi fy possible causes for the ob-
served problems. The establishment of a robust debug framework 
was instrumental in accurately identi fying and examining erroneous 
code sequences. In additi on, through a comprehensive analysis of 
both known and randomly generated code sequences, we examined 
the performance of various compilers and test sequences and gene-
rated insightf ul stati sti cs on code coverage. On the hardware side, the 
project has made signifi cant progress as we have successfully develo-
ped an experimental setup engineered to detect voltage anomalies, 
such as spikes, bursts, and outages. This progress culminated in the 
inclusion of initi al measurements with embedded device benchmarks, 
a promising step forward. As the project progresses, we will build on 
these achievements, further refi ning our methods and contributi ng to 
the progress in our fi eld.

AREA  4.1
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The rapid digitalization across all industrial sectors has fostered an 
increased need for connectivity in heterogenous application environ-
ments. As a consequence, research and development of radio-based 
technologies for long- and short-range communication has intensified 
over the last decade, with a multitude of technologies and protocols 
currently available. Ultra-WideBand ("UWB") is a radio-based commu-
nication technology that offers reliable data transmission for indoor 
and outdoor application scenarios. Latest UWB transceivers are relati-
vely energy-efficient and thus support battery-powered mobile appli-
cations. UWB has applications in automotive, data transfer, radar, mo-
bile phones, real-time localization, and related industrial applications, 
and has the potential to catalyze the seamless digitalization of shop 
floors, warehouses, and process chains.  
Several challenges remain for UWB, including the mitigation of non-
line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions in the context of localization appli-
cations. Another challenge concerns the use of UWB systems in the 
presence of co-located wireless devices sharing the same frequencies 
(e.g., Wi-Fi 6E devices), which can result in detrimental collisions that 
may degrade the communication and localization performance. 
To further advance NXP’s existing UWB solutions, the project ENHAN-
CE-UWB aims to develop a testbed allowing for the reproducible study 
of UWB in complex application environments. Bluetooth Low Energy 
communication (BLE) often functions as a communication link for lo-
calization systems and as UWB is often used in combination with BLE 
(e.g., for discovery purposes), the ENHANCE-UWB testbed should also 
allow benchmarking of a BLE link’s communication performance in the 
presence of co-located wireless devices sharing the same spectrum. 
Overall, the envisioned testbed will allow the project to pursue the fol-
lowing research directions: 
• UWB real-time non-line-of-sight (NLOS) detection and mitigation 
• Performance study of UWB and BLE co-existence issues with co-

located wireless devices (e.g., Wi-Fi 6E devices)

Goals
G1: Design and realization of a UWB testbed for the reproducible study 
of NLOS and coexistence scenarios. 
G2: Development of NLOS detection and mitigation strategies and 
their demonstration and evaluation in the ENHANCE-UWB testbed.  
G3: Incorporation of Master/Bachelor projects and thesis into ENHAN-
CE-UWB.

AREA 4.1 
MFP II 4.1.3.1 Enhance UWB
Benchmarking and advancing localization and 
communication performance UWB

Area 4.1 - Cognitive Products

TU Graz, Institute of Technical Informatics (ITI) 
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Kay Römer
roemer@tugraz.at

Project ID:  MFP II 4.1.3
Project Title:  Enhance UWB - Benchmarking and advancing  
  localization and comm. performance UWB
Project Lead:  Dr. Michael Krisper 
  Pro2Future GmbH

Duration:   36 Months, 01.07.2021 - 30.03.2024
Strategic Volume: 18 %

Work Packages

WP 1:  Project-Management 

WP 2:  Dissemination and Exploitation 

WP 3:  Testbed Design and Implementation 

WP 4:  Methods for non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
 detection and mitigation 

WP 5: Study of UWB and BLE performance and co-existence issues 
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NXP Semiconductors Austria GmbH Co & KG 
Dr. Pablo Corbalan Pelegrin 
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Approach
We focus on the investi gati on of NLOS conditi ons in the context of 
UWB localizati on scenarios, as well as on the development of NLOS 
detecti on and miti gati on strategies. A parti cular focus of this work lies 
on the study of ‘strong NLOS’ conditi ons, i.e., situati ons where the LOS 
component is blocked enti rely and no longer detectable by the recei-
ver. As outlined in the project goals, this aims to answer the following 
research questi ons:
• Is it possible to detect and miti gate NLOS conditi ons without re-

quiring environment specifi c training data (new environment)? 
• Is it feasible to defi ne a quality metric to indicate, with high pro-

bability, that LOS conditi ons are present?
In a fi rst task, suitable and challenging testi ng scenarios will be designed 
for implementati on and executi on within the ENHANCE-UWB testbed. 
The diff erent CIR signals in NLoS/LoS will be analyzed. In a second task, 
existi ng approaches for NLOS detecti on and miti gati on will be adapted 
for applicati on on NXP UWB hardware. These approaches will serve as 
a baseline for further investi gati on. In a third step, the testi ng scenarios 
defi ned in the previous step will be implemented in the testbed and 
the baseline methods will be tested and benchmarked. The results 
serve as a starti ng point for the development of novel and refi ned NLOS 
detecti on and miti gati on concepts. The last task of the work concerns 
a fi nal benchmarking of the developed methods and the creati on of a 
demonstrator regarding the best derived methods.

Expected and Achieved Results
We have developed an automated machine learning workfl ow for de-
veloping ML models for categorizing UWB NLoS/LoS situati ons. In or-
der to decrease the computati onal complexity, our soluti on employs 
two key strategies: 
(1) feature selecti on, we choose the most essenti al features for classi-
fi cati on and only use them. 
(2) by reducing the CIR Window Length (CIR-WL) for feature extracti on, 
the feature extracti on ti me is reduced.
We employ a large number of features (29), various ML classifi ers to 
create our models, and fi ve datasets to test them in order to compare 
them fairly to the State of the Art (SoA). Nested Cross-Validati on (Nes-
ted CV) is used in our suggested ML pipeline in order to perform hyper-
parameter (HP) tuning and provide unbiased performance esti mates 
for our ML models.
To get results that are generalizable, we specifi cally took into account 
29 features and investi gated the impact of feature selecti on across fi ve 
diff erent datasets. We demonstrated that we can extract two sets of 
just 3 and 8 features, resulti ng in ti ny machine learning models (less 
than 1 kB) and quick computati on speeds (3.6 ms and 27.7 ms, respec-
ti vely, using an 80 MHz ESP8266 microcontroller). Compared to the 
state of the art, this enables a runti me reducti on of more than 90% 
while retaining an average classifi cati on accuracy of more than 85% 
across all fi ve datasets.

Status / Progress
We have investi gated and suggested techniques to apply ML-based fea-
ture selecti on and shorten the window length of the channel impulse 
response for feature extracti on to lower the computati onal complexity 
of NLoS classifi cati on models. In our future work, we will expand on 
this analysis in future work by using NLoS error miti gati on in additi on 
to classifi cati on. Regarding our ML pipeline, we are planning to include 
the feature extracti on ti me as part of the HP tuning inside the ML Pipe-
line, we further want to enhance our feature selecti on methodology.

AREA  4.1
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The objective of this project is to provide techniques and toolchains 
that make it possible to train and deploy AI/ML models for embedded 
systems with little resources. This should allow the use of trustworthy 
embedded intelligence in the future in cognitive products and produc-
tion systems. The project will showcase the created methodologies 
and toolchains by applying them to industrial case-studies.

Goals
In today's swiftly changing tech landscape, two vital domains emerge: 
creating AI/MI models for resource-constrained embedded systems 
and integrating Cognitive Wireless Sensing into evolving wireless 
communication, especially in the context of 6G research priorities. 
Our exploration delves into these contexts, examining efficient AI/MI 
model creation and seamless Cognitive Wireless Sensing integration.
We're crafting a comprehensive training framework. This encompasses 
data collection, evaluation, training technique selection, and model 
provisioning. To achieve optimal results, we aim to:
• Integrate varied training frameworks and concepts from different 

MFPs and literature.
• Investigate compression principles for simplifying models for em-

bedded device use.
Efficient model deployment onto designated devices is central to our 
project. We're actively developing semi-automated toolchains for 
streamlined implementation. The designed toolchain's demonstration 
aligns with the specifications from the "Enhancing UWB with Embed-
ded Intelligence" case study. We're meticulous in selecting and develo-
ping the case study to ensure accessible training data, methodologies, 
and efficient measurement models for embedded ML models.

Approach
Firstly, to ensure the successful outcome of our work, our approach 
begins with an in-depth exploration of existing training frameworks, 
concepts, and methodologies in the literature about embedded intel-
ligence . 
Moving forward, our trajectory involves the selection of diverse mo-
dels and techniques that align seamlessly with the ground truth of our 
task. These chosen models must inherently adhere to the constraints 
imposed by our task's model, including factors like timing considera-
tions. 
With our chosen models in hand, our next step entails deployment 
through a meticulous process involving compression and pruning tech-
niques drawn from existing literature. This strategic approach aims 
to optimize the models while maintaining their integrity and perfor-
mance.
Subsequently, the culmination of our efforts leads to the presentation 
of our meticulously developed toolchain in the form of a demonstra-
tive showcase, prominently featuring the advancements made in the 
realm of "Enhanced UWB." This showcase serves as a testament to the 
effectiveness and practicality of our approach.

AREA 4.1 
StratP II 4.1.4.1 E-Minds-1
Embedded Intelligence for wireless
communication services

Area 4.1 - Cognitive Products

TU Graz, Institute of Technical Informatics (ITI
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Kay Römer, roemer@tugraz.at
Ass. Prof. Dr. Olga Saukh, saukh@tugraz.at

University of St. Gallen, Institute for Computer Science, Interaction- 
and Communication-based Systems
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Simon Mayer
simon.mayer@unisg.ch

Project ID:  StratP II 4.1.4
Project Title:  E-Minds-1 - Embedded Intelligence for wireless
  communication services
Project Lead:  Dr. Michael Krisper 
  Pro2Future GmbH

Duration:   31 Months, 01.09.2022 - 31.03.2025
Strategic Volume: 100 %

Work Packages

WP 1: Project management

WP 2: Dissemination und Exploitation

WP 3: Training Embedded Intelligence

WP 4: Verification of Embedded Intelligence

WP 5: Deployment of Embedded Intelligence

WP 6: Case Studies

Academic Partners
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Basing our insights on thorough scienti fi c research, we have identi fi ed 
a set of foundati onal points that can serve as a starti ng base for ad-
dressing and aligning with the previously menti oned key approaches:
• To achieve the compression and portability of various types of 

models, it is essenti al to consider multi ple frameworks. For in-
stance, the MicroML Library demonstrates the capability to port 
several types of models, such as Decision Trees (DT) and Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) models, while not accommodati ng Percep-
tron’s. On the other hand, the Micro Learn Library specializes in 
porti ng Perceptron’s and for DTs. 

• Conducti ng an evaluati on of these frameworks becomes impera-
ti ve to showcase their respecti ve strengths and compati bility with 
diff erent models. This assessment will show which framework is 
most suitable for specifi c types of models, opti mizing their per-
formance .

• The process of generati ng versati le fi les from the porti ng frame-
works extends beyond the typical showcasing solely on platf orms 
like Arduino. To ensure broader usability across various MCU im-
plementati ons, two criti cal points must be addressed: (i) Frame-
work Adaptati on and Tailoring: The fi rst imperati ve involves adap-
ti ng and tailoring the framework outputs to harmonize seamlessly 
with diverse MCU environments; and (ii) C-Library Generati on for 
Runti me Adaptability: The second focal point centers around the 
generati on of libraries featuring specifi c models. These libraries 
should possess the capability to adapt dynamically during runti -
me on the MCU by remote commands. This approach can facili-
tate a broader and more adaptable implementati on, allowing for 
increased fl exibility and versati lity.

Hardware requirements: To obtain an accurate performance esti ma-
ti on for various applicati ons under diff erent constraints, it is imperati ve 
to apply the techniques across disti nct categories of hardware. This 
entails evaluati ng the techniques on the following HW-categories:
• Slower Hardware without FPU and DSP Instructi ons: This catego-

ry involves hardware confi gurati ons that lack Floati ng-Point Unit 
(FPU) and Digital Signal Processor (DSP) instructi ons, which oft en 
pose limitati ons on computati onal capabiliti es (e.g., ESP8266).

• Hardware with FPU and DSP Instructi ons: The second category 
encompasses hardware equipped with FPU and DSP instructi ons, 
allowing for enhanced computati onal capabiliti es (e.g., ESP32).

• For a thorough evaluati on, it's crucial to include hardware custo-
mized for the intended purpose. This specialized hardware should 
closely match the applicati ons, shedding light on techniques' re-
al-world performance and suitability. A prime example of this is 
the nRF52833, coupled with the DW1001, which aptly suits Ultra-
Wideband (UWB) applicati ons and is prominently featured in the 
literature.

• A larger memory space provides testi ng advantages. Despite op-
ti mizing models for constrained memory, having more memory 
allows realisti c testi ng of signifi cantly reduced models. Larger 
memory accommodates larger ML models, facilitati ng accurate 
reducti on esti mati on without immediate implementati on cons-
traints. This comprehensive approach enhances reducti on poten-
ti al assessment.

• Communicati on capability: For smooth and fl exible communica-
ti on while in moti on, it's crucial to support device interacti on du-
ring operati on. This means being able to adapti vely transfer data 
and model parameters on the fl y, especially for live demos. To 
achieve this, equipping the hardware with an additi onal wireless 
communicati on port becomes important, enhancing its versati lity 
and practi cality.

Expected and Achieved Results
Our project encompasses several key objecti ves. Firstly, we aim to de-
velop effi  cient techniques for model selecti on and training within the 
domain of embedded intelligence. Furthermore, we are confi dent in 
our ability to devise methods that assess and validate the correctness 
and behavioral aspects of models, including their ti ming characteris-
ti cs. Additi onally, we are dedicated to refi ning methods to opti mize 
model sizes for deployment on embedded platf orms. Our focus also 
involves creati ng seamless and automated deployment processes for 
specifi c embedded devices, seamlessly integrated into our training 
platf orm. Moreover, we are enthusiasti c about data collecti on and 
plan to implement machine learning-based approaches to enhance 
applicati ons of Ultra-Wideband (UWB) technology. These combined 
eff orts will culminate in a demonstrator that eff ecti vely showcases our 
accomplishments. Guiding our endeavors is a structured framework 
that serves as a roadmap to att ain these objecti ves. 

Example: Toolchain/Demonstrati on Framework Architecture
Figure 1: Demonstrates a key research outcome - the creati on of a 
measurement and testi ng framework. The UWB devices are connected 
to a Raspberry Pi, which acts as a forwarding and fl ash device, chan-
neling data to our Backend for collecti on. The measurements collected 
can be sent to an MCU without an existi ng UWB driver. The MCU re-
ceives conti nuous test data for model evaluati on. During testi ng, per-
formance metrics such as predicti on durati on, outcome, and memory 
usage are sent back to the backend for further analysis. This structure 
results the advantage to off er dual capabiliti es: real-ti me data execut-
ion and testi ng using stored test data. This allows for comparing the 
original model to its scaled-down version. Furthermore, verifi cati on 
primarily focuses on the MCU, negati ng the need for extensive imple-
mentati on with other hardware.
The approach facilitates testi ng the same model across diverse hard-
ware setups, enabling the creati on of a hardware/model benchmark.
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Polymer processing plants show a nonlinear relation between extruders 
and downstream equipment, so this MFP will investigate and develop 
novel strategies for self-optimization in the field of film and sheet 
processing, pipe coextrusion, corrugated pipe processing, gravimetric 
dosing, as well as coextrusion blow molding. Up to now concepts 
of self-optimization for polymer processing lines are unknown in 
applicable complexity but the production systems would need almost 
real-time reactions based on process data. Therefore productivity and 
quality remains highly dependent on the operator in production runs 
as well as in ramp up after material change. 
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Goals
As processes for polymer producti on show a high variety the goals 
of this MFP do either. The thermal management of extruders will be 
investi gated, as extruder mostly have several but uncoupled heati ng 
zones. New control algorithms will be developed showing improved 
temperature management in heati ng as well as in operati ng change. 
Gravimetric dosing will also be investi gated, as dosing units change 
to volumetric mode when shaked. Volumetric mode will become 
independent from screw characteristi c lines by applying data based 
modeling and improvements to gravimetric mode sensiti vity will be 
investi gated. Online layer thickness measurement techniques will 
be developed to be applicable to corrugated pipe processing and 
the separati on point inside the corrugator will be investi gated for 
improvements of the cooling process. Furthermore, many simulati ons 
are intended to create a mathemati cal model that describes the 
process in a new way. As many polymeric products are processed 
by coextrusion, this process will be investi gated by developing a 
novel coextrusion demonstrator to study the occurrence for layer 
rearrangements and fl ow instabiliti es in more detail under clear 
conditi ons. By means of data modeling and big data analysis new 
models for process design will be developed.

Approach
By combining approaches and data of physical/mathemati cal modeling 
(fi rst principle), numerical calculati on (e.g. network theory), CFD-
simulati ons, experimental and producti on data, model-based control 
engineering, smart data mining etc. control concepts will be developed 
especially designed for polymer processing. Additi onally, new sensor 
concepts will be applied or developed when needed for online process 
or quality control. 

Expected and Achieved Results
In modeling of corotati ng twin-screw extrusion a parametric study 
based on a dimensional analysis was performed, leading to novel 
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parameters for the dimensionless conveying parameters of kneading 
blocks (like A1;see below). Consecuti ng research work will perfom a) 
an regression analysis leading to analyti c expressions to enable fast and 
accurate screw design calculati ons and b) an experimental validati on.

Additi onally, to esti mate the temperature distributi ons within 
the extruder and the heat fl ow between melt and barrel a model 
predicti ve control for start up, as well as set point and material change 
was developed. Experimental validati on was performed showing good 
accordance when applying disturbance observer based on precise 
process model (see below).

Status / Progress
Due to personnel changes the project was slightly in delay and under 
serious reconfi gurati on, but in the meanwhile progress is as expected 
and good results have been achieved.
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AREA 4.2 
MFP 4.2.2-1 ASP
Adaptive Smart Production - Part DP 1

The rising share of e-mobility in the transport sector motivates this 
project. Electric vehicles, whether battery or hydrogen driven, are 
increasingly replacing combustion-based vehicles. Nevertheless, the 
absolute number of electric vehicles on the road is still relatively small. 
This is partly due to the fact that the infrastructure for re-charging is 
only slowly increasing, and partly due to the relatively high start-up 
costs of such vehicles. Making electric vehicles affordable requires the 
production costs to be lowered, which needs among other things to 
reduce the production cost of one of the main cost drivers: the electric 
powertrain. The electric powertrain consists of e-motor, gearbox and 
power electronics. Producing this electric powertrain at as low costs 
as possible is therefore a key requirement for future automotive 
development.

Reducing production costs requires changes in the production 
paradigms, in particular when compared to production of conventional 
powertrains. It is not sufficient to tailor existing manufacturing 
processes for increased efficiency. This is due to the fact that the 
current production lot size of electric powertrains is still at low volume 
meaning that the full capacity of the production machines cannot be 
used. Producing different electric powertrains in the same production 
plant solves the capacity problem, but new challenges emerge: How 
can different electric powertrains be produced in the same production 
plant without any delays, ramp-up time and defect parts? The answer 
is a new paradigm: adaptive and cognitive production.

Area 4.2 - Cognitive Productions Systems

TU Graz, Institute of Production Engineering (IFT)
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Franz Haas, franz.haas@tugraz.at

TU Graz, Inst. of Machine Components and Development Meth. (IME)
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Hannes Hick, hannes.hick@tugraz.at

Project ID:  DP 1 WP1.5, MFP 4.2.2-1
Project Title:  ASP - Adaptive Smart Production 
Project Lead:  Univ.-Prof. Dr. Franz Haas 
  TU Graz, Institute for Production Engineering

Duration:   24  Months, 01.01.2018 - 31.12.2019
Strategic Volume: 10 %

Work Packages

WP 1: „Design-Benchmark“ of SOTA E-Powertrains

WP 2: „Production-Benchmark“ of One E-Powertrain

WP 3: Derivation of Assembly Process of One E-Powertrain

WP 4: Optimization Strategies in the Assembly Process („Design for  
            Production“)

WP 5: Empirical Verification and Validation of the „Design for  
            Production“

WP 6: Project Management

Company Partners

AVL List GmbH  
Dr. Eric Armengaud
eric.armengaud@avl.com

Academic Partners
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Status / Progress
This project offi  cially started in January 2018. In it, Pro²Future is 
working with our Company Partner AVL List GmbH and our scienti fi c 
partners the Insti tute of Producti on Engineering and the Insti tute of 
Machine Components at TU Graz. We have held the project Kick-Off  
and started with investi gati on of diff erent electric powertrain systems 
provided by AVL.

During the investi gati on, new ideas were created and combined with 
the results of a brainstorming process: 12 high-potenti al product ideas 
for future electric powertrains (regarding the whole powertrain and 
the e-motor) were developed to increase the effi  ciency of the cooling 
process. Furthermore, four high-potenti al manufacturing ideas were 
created concerning a new method of stacking the electric sheet in 
e-motors. Aft er that, the assembly workfl ow for diff erent electronic 
powertrains was described in detail. This workfl ow highlighted two 
facts: the assembly process of an e-motor depends heavily on the type 
of motor, and the assembly process of diff erent electric powertrains 
(excluding the e-motor) is usually very similar.

In additi on, the e-motor is typically purchased as a fi nished part, which 
is then assembled into the electric powertrain. Therefore, we have 
not investi gated the e-motor in detail and instead focused on other 
electric powertrain components. In the next step of this project, the 
assembly line concept was developed. Starti ng with the big picture of 
the adapti ve and fl exible layout structures for the whole plant (bionic 
layout structures), we could deduce the assembly cell structure. We 
are currently investi gati ng assembly cells, which need to be highly 
fl exible in their design to contribute to the fl exibility of the enti re 
producti on process. We are also developing our simulati on model 
and implementi ng new assembly strategies (with collaborati ve robots, 
learning machines etc.) for the cogniti ve producti on system.

Goals
The goal of this project is to establish a new paradigm of producti on 
systems for electric powertrain assembly. Future assembly lines for 
electric powertrains must be (i) more fl exible, to achieve assembly 
of high variety and low volume parts. Combining the high variety 
with high effi  ciency addresses the issue of ramp-up ti me (converti ng 
the assembly process). (ii) Reducing ramp-up ti me is essenti al when 
assembling many diff erent types of powertrains. In this project, 
reducing the ramp-up ti me will be investi gated by combining simulati on 
of the assembly process (virtual) with data from the real assembly 
process (physical). This combinati on will lead to a very signifi cant and 
powerful predicti on and bett er plannable ramp-up ti me. Decreasing 
producti on costs can also be achieved by (iii) reducing assembly ti me. 
This can be realised by (iv) well-balanced human-machine interacti ons 
in each assembly cell and assembly operati on. Regarding this, the 
human factor (cogniti ve load in complex assembly process) needs to 
be considered. Hence, the cell itself needs cogniti ve and self-learning 
elements for engaging fl exibly with the human worker. Flexibility is also 
a factor when connecti ng diff erent assembly cells. Flexibility in terms 
of connected assembly cells will be investi gated for (v) adapti ve and 
fl exible plant and cell layout structure. 

Approach
Starti ng with the analysis of the architecture of diff erent electric 
powertrains and their assembly processes, we will pinpoint similariti es 
and diff erences. Based on this analysis, the requirements of the whole 
assembly line and each consti tuent assembly cell will be established. 
Existi ng technologies for each requirement (e.g. collaborati ve robots 
for heavy parts, cogniti ve guidance systems for complex assembly 
operati ons) will be investi gated in more detail. Aft er evaluati on, a 
candidate soluti on will be implemented in an existi ng physical assembly 
process and in a simulati on-based model. This proof of concept will 
present new adapti ve and cogniti ve paradigms in producti on, as well as 
an overview of the weaknesses and challenges of this new paradigm.

Expected and Achieved Results
The achieved results in the project are a (i) detailed descripti on of 
the assembly workfl ow of diff erent electric powertrain architectures. 
This is necessary to demonstrate the diversity of assembly processes 
and to capture the limits of current assembly lines. Current trends 
in e-motor technology emphasize that new motor technologies will 
be used in future powertrains. Therefore, a further focus lies on (ii) 
e-motor assembling. The ongoing project should demonstrate an 
(iii) assembly line concept for e-motor producti on focusing on the 
att ributes of adapti vity and fl exibility. To investi gate the impact of 
promising technologies on these att ributes, an (iv) innovati ve test 
bed for e-powertrains must be developed. This test bed is built on 
the outcomes of (i)-(iii). In (iv) a real-world assembly process will be 
examined in more detail. In tandem, the test-bed evaluati on provides 
informati on of high importance to improve both the assembly process 
and the design process of future electric powertrains. This informati on 
concerns effi  cient (v) ramp-up and scale-up scenarios for the assembly 
process. Based on these fi ndings, future electric powertrains can be 
designed with a stronger focus on effi  cient assembling (“design for 
manufacturing”, “design for assembly”). To avoid informati on loss the 
fi ndings should be reported in a (vi) design checklist.

Contact

Markus Brillinger
Pro2Future GmbH
Inff eldgasse 25F/ 1.OG, 8010 Graz
Phone: +43 (316) 873 – 9156
E-mail: markus.brillinger@pro2future.at
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AREA 4.2 
MFP 4.2.2-2 ASP 2
Adaptive Smart Production 2

The project MFP II 4.2.3-2 Adaptive Smart Production 2 (ASP 2), deals 
with two use-cases: fuel-cell component assembly and high-speed 
bearing system improvement.

The use-case fuel-cell  component  assembly  in  the  field  of  mobility 
answers following questions: 
• How to optimize fuel cell design for efficient production (DfM and 

DfA)? 
• How to adapt existing production lines to follow market uptake?
• How far production processes from other domains can be used 

for fuel cells systems. 
• Also, focusing on how to adapt existing production lines to follow 

the market uptake in the next 5 – 10 years. 

Another use-case deals with high-speed  bearing  system for  electric  
powertrains  systems.  Higher speed  e-powertrains must be designed 
to achieve the required power as this must compensate for the 
downsizing of these e-powertrains. Another reason is that the demand 
and sales of these compact down-sized e-powertrains,  which  is  
increasing  over  time.  However,  the  knowledge  of  production-
based  bearing behavior of high-speed bearing systems in the 
automotive industry is still at low level. Thus, this use-case focuses 
on the instrumentation and testing of a testbed to investigate the 
influence of manufacturing and assembly  tolerances on  the bearing 
system behavior, e.g. noise, vibration, harshness, load-based bearing  
temperature  and  the  testbed  behavior  in  general  and  operation  
conditions.  To  support  this investigation,  we  will  apply  state  of  the  
art  classification  algorithms  which  uses  image  data  in combination  
with  other  measurands  taken  on  the  testbed  and  gain  system  
knowledge.

Following research questions will be answered: 
• What is the impact in terms of design & validation to develop 

and validate designs & products able to provide the required 
performances? 

• What is the impact in terms of production tolerance to reduce 
production costs?  

All use-cases addresses  the  megatrends  for  customized  products 
(which  requires  flexible  production systems), silver society (requires 
an age-based workspace adaption) and personalized mobility (specific 
to the trend of e-mobility).

Area 4.2 - Cognitive Productions Systems

TU Graz, Institute of Production Engineering (IFT)
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Franz Haas
franz.has@tugraz.at

TU Graz, Institute of Machine Components and Dev. Methods (IME)
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Hannes Hick
hannes.hick@tugraz.at

Project ID:  MFP 4.2.2-2
Project Title:  ASP 2 - Adaptive Smart Production 2
Project Lead:  Dr. Markus Brillinger 
  Pro2Future GmbH

Duration:   36  Months, 01.04.2020 - 31.03.2023
Strategic Volume: 14 %

Work Packages

WP 1: Literature
WP 2: Requirement Definition
WP 3: Workflow, Instrumentation and Testing Design
WP 4: Simulation and Optimization
WP 5: Implementation
WP 6: Verification and Validation
WP 7: Dissemination
WP 8: Project Management

Academic Partners

Company Partners

AVL List GmbH  
Dr. Eric Armengaud
eric.armengaud@avl.com
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Expected and Achieved Results
The results of the project can be stated in general as a new approach 
for future assembly and producti on line adaptati on, considering the 
human as a criti cal success factor. Implementati on, verifi cati on and 
validati on of a new producti on concept generates a unique selling 
propositi on:

Considering the use-case fuel-cell component assembly, innovati ve 
fuel-cell designs (based on design for effi  cient assembly), which 
enables a decrease in producti on costs will be developed. Furthermore, 
a strategy for producti on line adaptati on for high-voltage batt ery 
assembly, fuel cell assembly, e-motor and fuel-cell can be derived. 

Considering the use-case testbed and test procedures for high-speed 
bearing systems for electric powertrains systems, a beyond state-
of-the-art testbed will be developed to investi gate the infl uence 
of manufacturing and assembly tolerances on the bearing system 
behavior. The generated data assists to opti mize the assembly line 
towards increasing quality and fl exibility. On the top of that, we will 
acquire knowledge about the conditi ons under which classifi cati on 
algorithms based on image data can be used combined with mechanical 
measurands.

Status / Progress
The project started at 01.04.2020 with a literature in the topic of fuel-
cell component assembly line and for high-speed bearing systems for 
electric powertrains systems. The literature results will be summarized 
in a state-of-the-art report which will be published in Q3/2020. 

Goals
ASP2 has as its goal:

• To develop of innovati ve high-speed testbed and test procedures 
for e-drive components 

• To develop innovati ve products and test methodologies for e-
drive (bearing system in the loop) 

• To create success stories supported by data analyti cs  
• To develop innovati ve fuel cell designs enabling producti on cost 

decrease /performance increase 
• To identi fy cost-effi  cient  bipolar  plate  materials  and  

corresponding  manufacturing processes 
• To adapt producti on lines from conventi onal ICE assembly line to 

FC stack and BOP assembly line (Producti on Engineering for AVL 
customers) 

• To adapt producti on line for high-voltage batt ery assembly and 
fuel cell stack assembly (AVL BIC) 

• To gain experience of producti on-based bearing systems behavior 
of high-speed bearing system 

• To investi gate  the infl uence of manufacturing and assembly  
tolerances on  the bearing system behavior,  e.g.  noise,  vibrati on,  
harshness,  load-based  bearing  system  temperature  and  the 
testbed behavior in general 

• To investi gate the general conditi ons and new opportuniti es to 
use the classifi cati on algorithms based on image data in the fi eld 
of testbed monitoring combined with mechanical measurands.

Approach
The project starts with a literature in the topic of fuel-cell component 
assembly line and for high-speed bearing systems for electric 
powertrains systems. The literature results will be summarized in a 
state-of-the-art report. The requirements defi niti on for a new assembly 
line and the high-speed bearing systems will be set based on literature 
outcome and further developed with workshops along the company 
partners and Pro²Future on-site visits of the existi ng producti on system 
in mobility. Defi ning the requirements will embrace machine, process, 
human and quality aspects.

Based on the requirements defi niti on, the workfl ow, instrumentati on 
and testi ng design will be initi ated. Aft er an ideati on phase, possible 
concepts for assembly workfl ows for fuel-cell component and testi ng 
of high-speed bearing systems will be derived. These concepts will be 
evaluated based on the defi ned requirements. A simulati on model 
proves the derived best-performing concept and is used for further 
opti mizati on. This opti mizati on is done via specifi c simulati on tools, 
e.g. Siemens PlantSimulati on for assembly and e.g. MKS for testbed. It 
helps to identi fy and focus on criti cal issues in highly fl exible assembly 
lines and high-speed systems. The identi fi cati on of the criti cal issues 
will be supported by the classifi cati on algorithms based on image data 
which are recorded on the testbed and illustrate the testbed behavior.

The implementati on phase transfers the opti mized best-performing 
concept for both use-cases onto shopfl oor and laboratory. Connecti ng 
and testi ng hard- and soft ware systems (e.g. cobot with manufacturing 
executi on system, high-speed bearing testbed) will be the focus in this 
workpackage. First, a prototype of the assembly line/workstati on/ 
high-speed bearing systems is built-up at Insti tute of Producti on 
Engineering and Insti tute of Machine Component and Development 
Methods at TU Graz. Further from the prototype, two adapti ons will 
be derived for the fuel cell component assembly and high-speed 
bearing systems, which are transferred to the company partner AVL. 
Verifi cati on and validati on are followed post the implementati on 
and installati on of the two adapti ons at company partners. The focus 
lies on acceptability of new technologies by the workers/testbed 
engineers, safety for workers, personalized workspace adapti on as well 
as performance of high-speed bearing systems. The outcomes are two 
best-practi ce use-cases for design, implementati on and evaluati on of a 
high-performance fuel-cell assembly lines and Design-for-Producti on 
recommendati ons resulted by the high-speed bearing systems.

Contact

Markus Brillinger
Pro2Future GmbH
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AREA 4.2 
StratP 4.2.3-1 ENERMAN-1
Cognitive Energy Management Systems  
for Industrial Production

The research vision of the strategic project ENERMAN-1 deals 
with decreasing the energy consumption in continuous as well 
as batch production as a subject of extremely importance for all 
partner organizations. In it, the energy demand of machinery during 
manufacturing were investigated with respect to smoothing power 
peaks and lowering the total energy demand. The focus lies on 
reducing high energy consumption due to long process times and 
decreasing the high-power peaks due to acceleration of machinery 
components. The benefit of smoothing power peaks and lowering the 
total energy demand in production lies in a significant cost reduction 
of the process. The vision of this project is to provide a scientific output 
leading to a significant reduction of energy and power consumption of 
the production systems.

Goals
ENERMAN-1 has as its goal the detection and reduction of energy 
demand of produced parts in batch and continuous production 
systems. The research goal is to develop a standardized new energy 
management system within a continuous extrusion and batch 
production system by (i) derivation of efficiency parameters (e.g. 
efficiency labels, retrofit factor, …) for different manufacturing 
processes (subtractive, polymer extrusion) and (ii) calculate and 
compare different machinery at JKU Linz as well as TU Graz. To increase 
the (iii) understanding of influence of processing parameters on energy 
consumption (e.g. an optimum barrel temperature setting to polymer 
melt quality) will help to (iv) develop strategies for energy and power 
consumption reduction for typical batch and continuous production 
(e.g. power factor correction, peak load optimization, drive technology 
with excellent efficiency class, thermal insulation, split and adapted 
circuits for process cooling). Creation of (v) academic fundamentals are 
the basis for industry cooperation in future.

Approach
The research approach and method of this strategic project is focused 
on the ICT-supported strategies, methods and model-based control 
technologies by application of experimental and computational 
modelling within a continuous and batch production system. Key 
technologies will be the wireless infrastructure and data mining. 
Special strategies to reduce the energy consumption represent the 
framework of a new system that is also influenced by the results of 
the other Pro²Future working groups (e.g. cognitive decision making).

Area 4.2 - Cognitive Productions Systems

TU Graz, Institute of Production Engineering (IFT)
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Franz Haas, franz.haas@tugraz.at

TU Graz, Inst. of Machine Components and Development Meth. (IME)
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Hannes Hick, hannes.hick@tugraz.at

JKU Linz, Institute of Polymer Extrusion and Compounding (IPEC)
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Georg Steinbichler, georg.steinbichler@jku.at

JKU Linz, Inst. of Automatic Control & Control System Techn.(REGPRO)
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Kurt Schlacher, kurt.schlacher@jku.at

University of Maribor, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Zdravko Kačič, zdravko.kacic@um.si
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Bojan Ačko, bojan.acko@um.si

Project ID:  StratP 4.2.3-1
Project Title:  Cognitive Energy Management Systems 
              for Industrial Production
Project Lead:  Dr. Markus Brillinger  
  Pro2Future GmbH

Duration:   15 Months, 01.01.2019 - 31.03.2021
Strategic Volume: 100 %

Work Packages

WP 1: Definition Test Environment
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WP 3: Demonstrator

WP 4: Dissemination

WP 5: Project Management

Academic Partners
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Demonstrators
In this workpackage methodologies for energy management were 
developed which are sti ll in implementati on phase for conti nuous 
polymer extrusion processes at LivingLab (at JKU Linz) and for 
batch producti on in smartf actory (at TU Graz). The implementati on 
process covers the installati on of selected hardware (sensors, control 
hardware…) and soft ware (control algorithms,…) for the detailed use-
cases of conti nuous polymer extrusion and batch producti on. In nearer 
future the workpackage will be fi nished. The deliverables will be the 
installed energy management system in both producti on systems.

Aft er this, the implemented system and their limits will be explored. 
Based on the developed key performance indicators (energy saving 
potenti al, retrofi tti  ng factor…), practi cal energy saving recommendati on 
will be derived. Furthermore, a strategy for improving the energy 
management systems in conti nuous and batch producti on must be 
given. The outcome will be an energy improvement-report and a 
strategy for enhancing the developed energy management system.

Disseminati on
The project results are sti ll under disseminati on at high-ranked 
scienti fi c conferences and journals with high impact factor. 

Project Management
This workpackage is ongoing along the complete project runti me. In 
it, the project manager deals with organizati onal and scienti fi c issues 
(e.g. meeti ng and appointment organizati on, controlling costs target, 
responsibility for publicati on strategy…).

Expected and Achieved Results
The results of ENERMAN-1 can be summarized as follow:
A unique test system with intelligent evaluati on soft ware for conti nuous 
and batch producti on are installed at Living Lab for polymer extrusion 
and compounding at JKU Linz, for batch producti on within the new 
pilot factory at TUG with the brand name “smartf actory@tugraz”. In 
conti nuous producti on a new metrology method for identi fying the 
length-based energy input in an extrusion process were developed. 
The new metrology method helps to identi fy the energy input in 
an extrusion process which is crucial for verifi cati on of the process 
simulati on.

Indicators for energy effi  ciency for a representati ve set of producti on 
technologies were developed and evaluated in case studies. Based 
on this case studies guidelines for energy effi  cient product design 
are under progress. These guidelines developed in ENERMAN-1 will 
evolve the competence of the center and covers long-term industrial 
interests. The project results can be exploited in four business cases: 
(i) distributi ng the knowledge via training and educati on, (ii) providing 
the developed hard- and soft ware, (iii) consultati ve providing the 
gained knowledge and (iv) performing truly-joint research cooperati on 
projects.

Status / Progress
Defi niti on of Test System
In it, the state-of-the-art of science and technology for energy 
management systems for conti nuous and batch producti on were 
identi fi ed. Furthermore, the research gap for energy management 
systems were determined. Two specifi c use-cases were defi ned, one 
in conti nuous polymer extrusion process and one in batch producti on. 

Testi ng Equipment and Analysis Tools
This workpackage embraced an approach for negoti ati ng or miti gati ng 
the research gap by combining the domain knowledge of mathemati cs 
and control algorithms (REGPRO, JKU Linz), extrusion (IPEC, JKU 
Linz) and batch producti on (IFT, TU Graz) as well as measurement 
instrumentati on and testi ng (University of Maribor). The outcome 
of this workpackage was the selected hardware (sensors, control 
hardware…), the programmed soft ware (control algorithms,…) and 
developed key performance indicators (energy saving potenti al, 
retrofi tti  ng factor,…) based on the requirements specifi ed in this 
workpackage. 
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The manufacture of plastic products is closely related to the use of 
plastic pellets. There are numerous influencing factors in the produc-
tion of these pellets that have a significant impact on their quality. The 
process begins with the melting of the filling material in an extruder, 
although this part of the process cannot be directly influenced.
The molten material is then directed from the extruder through a di-
verter valve towards a die plate and cutter. The cutting tool is a rotating 
knife head. The material is pressed through the perforated plate and 
the resulting strands of plastic are cut off under water by the cutting 
tool. The cutting tool is a rotating knife head. The cut off pellets go 
through a hose into a collection container. There is also a camera in the 
hose that takes pictures of the pellets.
The pellet quality is of great importance, which is why the machine 
parameters must be set precisely. In this project, the quality of the pel-
lets is defined by the regularity of their shape. Any deviations in the 
pellets must be detected and corrected to ensure consistent quality. 
It should be noted here that the process temperatures, depending on 
the plastic material, must be kept within a specific range in order to 
avoid undesirable effects on the plastic properties.
The production of plastic pellets is a complex process that is influen-
ced by the interaction of many factors. Choosing the right machine set-
tings, monitoring temperatures and regularly checking pellet quality 
are crucial to producing high quality plastic pellets.
Overall, plastic pellets play an important role in the plastics industry. 
Optimizing pellet production and maintaining consistently high quality 
pose significant challenges. This requires a holistic approach to ensure 
the plastic pellets meet the high standards.

Goals
In order for the later products to achieve the desired quality, it is cru-
cial that the plastic granules meet certain quality standards. The main 
goal is to ensure that these granules have an even and smooth shape. 
In order to meet this goal, existing camera software is used, which sup-
plies the images of the granules. A suitable controller is to be develo-
ped that can effectively correct deviations in the granules.
By analyzing the readings provided by the camera software, one will 
be able to identify deviations in the size and shape of the granules, 
allowing the controller to make the necessary adjustments to the ma-
chine parameters to ensure quality.

AREA 4.2 
MFP II 4.2.1.1 AI-Gran 2
AI based smart optimization of
underwater granulation

Area 4.1 - Cognitive Production Systems

JKU Linz, Institute of Polymer Processing and Digital Transformation 
(IPPD) 
Univ.-Prof. DI Dr. Gerald Berger-Weber
gerald.berger-weber@jku.at
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Technology (REGPRO)
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In order to achieve the desired quality, the machine parameter set-
ti ngs depend heavily on the materials used. In order for the granulate 
to have a high quality, it is crucial that the setti  ng values of the para-
meters are adjusted according to the material used. However, we are 
striving to design a controller concept that is ideally independent of 
the material. This would not only increase fl exibility, but also minimize 
the eff ort for individual adjustments.

Approach
The measuring principle sti ll has to be adapted so that the measured 
values are of suffi  cient quality. The current approach ensures that the 
range of fl uctuati on in the measured values is too high. The strategy for 
solving this problem is that the secti ons in which the images are taken 
are clocked in such a way that the variati on in the measured values is 
small enough to make a statement. The proposed control concept con-
sists of a model-free opti mizati on process. This uses the parameters of 
the camera soft ware and sets the contact pressure of the knives, the 
temperatures and the number of revoluti ons of the cutti  ng tool.

Expected and Achieved Results
It is possible to measure the required machine parameters and also 
adjust them individually, provided the values to be set are within their 
setti  ng range.

The quality of these measured values could also be checked. With the 
camera system, a new approach enables a remarkably smaller range 
of fl uctuati on of the required camera parameters compared to the old 
system. A more precise evaluati on of the data is achieved through the 
rapid and conti nuous recording of images at short intervals. The ca-
mera system captures images in rapid succession unti l a predefi ned 
number is reached. Meanwhile, these images are evaluated in parallel 
to obtain the relevant informati on about the pellet quality. Then the 
procedure is repeated for the next scanning step.

In contrast, the previous approach was to capture a single image at 
each sampling step. Although this enabled a shorter sampling ti me 
compared to the current method. However, this method also had dis-
advantages, in parti cular a higher fl uctuati on range of the recorded 
data.

The consistent series of image recordings in connecti on with the si-
multaneous data analysis leads to a more targeted, more precise data 
acquisiti on. By reducing the range of fl uctuati on, the results become 
more reliable and reproducible. This has a signifi cant impact on the 
effi  ciency of the overall operati ons and helps to signifi cantly increase 
the quality of pellet producti on.

Status / Progress
Thanks to the functi oning access to the machine, the machine para-
meters can now be read and set, and the quality of these values can be 
described as sati sfactory. An important step in improving the process 
was to adapt the evaluati on of the camera soft ware. The fl uctuati on 
range of the parameters could be noti ceably reduced by taking pic-
tures quickly. In parti cular, the smoothness values, which are of great 
importance for the subsequent controller, show improved consistency.

A sample consists of about 15 recorded images, which provide a more 
meaningful basis for analyzing the pellet quality.
It remains to be determined how the parameters change when the 
pellets no longer have the desired quality and the controller has to 
intervene. It is important to verify whether possible changes in ma-
chine parameters can be detected or whether they cannot be reliably 
identi fi ed due to the unavoidable fl uctuati ons. Eff ecti ve control of the 
process requires the ability to recognize and respond to changes in pel-
let quality.

As part of process opti mizati on, a fi lter based on a machine learning 
model was developed. This fi lter has the important task of recogni-
zing and fi ltering out faulty image fragments. Such fragments can arise 
from a variety of circumstances, such as the overlapping of multi ple 
pellets, the presence of foreign objects, or arti fi cially created image 
arti facts due to incorrect exposure.

The fi lter can learn to recognize characteristi c features of erroneous 
image fragments and disti nguish them from the actual pellet images. 
This signifi cantly improves the accuracy and reliability of the image 
analysis. Defecti ve images are sorted out before they can fl ow into fur-
ther processing, which increases the quality and effi  ciency of the enti re 
manufacturing process.
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To tailor the property profiles for their respective applications, almost 
all plastic materials undergo a compounding step as a part of their 
processing history. Due to its excellent mixing capability, economic ef-
ficiency, and flexibility, the fully-intermeshing co-rotating twin-screw 
extruder is the most important processing machine for compounding. 
The extruder has to fulfil various functional tasks, including solids 
conveying, melting the polymer(s), distributive and dispersive mixing 
of the individual components, devolatilization of the melt, and melt 
conveying. For this purpose, the extruder design is commonly modular 
and uses both segmented barrels and different screw elements that 
are used according to the function of the corresponding processing 
zone. The most important screw elements used in industry are con-
veying elements and kneading blocks. The screw configuration and the 
processing parameters mainly define the flow conditions within the ex-
truder, which finally have a significant influence on the quality of the 
extruded product. 
The sub-project Smart Compounding paves the way for digitising 
this essential processing step by developing (i) a novel modelling 
framework for the flow conditions in fully-intermeshing co-rotating 
twin-screw extruders, (ii) model-based soft sensors, and (iii) optimi-
sed control concepts. This allows the process behaviour (as pressu-
re-throughput behaviour, melt temperature development, residence 
time, and others) to be accurately predicted by means of computer-
aided screw and process design tools. Furthermore, the compounding 
process can be monitored inline to detect batch fluctuations, machine 
wear, and other external influences. By the implementation of smart 
control concepts, the machine can react to these disturbance variables 
completely autonomously. This increases the overall equipment effi-
ciency (OEE) by reducing machine downtimes, optimizing the energy 
management, and minimizing the amount of reject being produced.

Goals
The main objective of this project is to significantly outperform existing 
modelling frameworks predicting the conveying and power consump-
tion behaviour in the processing zones of a fully-intermeshing co-rot-
ating twin-screw extruder. By avoiding geometry simplifications (e.g., 
negligence of clearances or application of the flat-plate model) and 
consideration of the fundamental physics of the flow process, an in-
crease in accuracy should be achieved. Another major novelty value of 
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the models that is being sought is their real-ti me capability (e.g., avoi-
dance of numerical simulati ons) and generalisability (applicability to 
arbitrary extruder sizes and plasti c materials), which is the prerequisite 
for the implementati on of the models into industry 4.0 applicati ons (di-
gital twins, smart sensors, predicti ve maintenance tools, and others). 
In compounding applicati ons, the extruder is commonly operated in 
combinati on with a melt pump. Thereby, the extruder screw speed is 
controlled to maintain a certain melt pressure level at the screw ti p. 
Using aforementi oned fl ow models, a smart control concept for the 
extruder screw speed should be developed to account for process-re-
lated viscosity fl uctuati ons.

Approach
A hybrid modelling approach that combines analyti cal, numerical, and 
data-based methods is employed. The screw confi gurati on of a co-rot-
ati ng twin-screw extruder commonly includes elements of diff erent 
geometry. At fi rst, sub-models for the conveying elements and the 
kneading blocks are developed. In a second step, the sub-models are 
coupled to create a holisti c model that is capable to predict behavi-
our of the enti re extruder screw confi gurati on. Finally, a lab-scale twin 
screw extruder is used to experimentally validate the results. A wide 
range of processing conditi ons (throughput and screw speed), material 
properti es (materials with diff erent viscositi es), and geometry variati -
ons (diff erent conveying and kneading elements) commonly used in 
industry is considered.

Expected and Achieved Results
A dimensional analysis based on the Buckingham Π-theorem was car-
ried out to reveal the independent dimensionless infl uencing parame-
ters both for the conveying element and the kneading block. These 
parameters were then varied within ranges of practi cal interest wit-
hin a huge parametric design study. For each design point, a nume-
rical simulati on using the commercial CFD soft ware ANSYS Polyfl ow 
was carried out to obtain four characteristi c target quanti ti es, namely 
the dimensionless drag-fl ow capacity  A1, the dimensionless element 
conductance A3, the dimensionless turning point B2, and the dimensi-
onless turbine parameter B3 to characterize the pressure-throughput 
behaviour and the power consumpti on, respecti vely. Note that for a 

Newtonian fl uid, the relati onships for the conveying behaviour and the 
power consumpti on are linear, and thus, only two characteristi c points 
are required. The numerical dataset was then used for the data-based 
modelling step. Using the open-source soft ware package Heuristi cLab, 
a set of eight symbolic regression models was derived to predict the 
target quanti ti es A1, A3, B2, and B3 for both the conveying elements 
and the kneading blocks. With mean relati ve errors below 2%, excel-
lent accuracy between numerical data and model predicti ons could 
be achieved. Furthermore, the conveying models for kneading blocks 
have been validated successfully. Taking into account three diff erent 
commercial plasti c grades and kneading blocks with three diff erent 
staggering angles, the results clearly outperformed state-of-the-art 
models using the fl at plate assumpti on.

Status / Progress
So far, in the project Smart Compounding predicti on models for the 
conveying performance and the power consumpti on for two charac-
teristi c processing zones of fully-intermeshing twin-screw extruders 
– conveying elements and kneading blocks – were successfully develo-
ped.  Whereas the accuracy of the predicti on models for the kneading 
blocks has been shown experimentally for a wide range of processing 
conditi ons and diff erent materials, validati on of the conveying ele-
ments is currently under planning. 

The models were also integrated into a screw calculati on soft ware tool 
that enables to evaluate and assess the performance of enti re screw 
confi gurati ons. This tool enables accurate predicti on of pressure bu-
ild-up capacity (i.e., determinati on of back-pressure length), melt 
temperature development along the extruder length, and power con-
sumpti on, and thus, computer-aided design procedures for twin-screw 
extruders in industrial compounding processes addressing an increase 
of process reliability and minimisati on of producti on scrap.

Since the predicti on models only use simple algebraic relati onships, 
they can be evaluated in simple spreadsheets or processed by machine 
controls (e.g., programmable logic controllers). Consequently, a smart 
control concept for the extruder screw speed, which aims to suppress 
pressure fl uctuati ons that occur at the end of the extruder, is currently 
under development. A fi rst mathemati cal model for the pressure con-
diti ons at the end of the extruder and the downstream melt pumps 
was created. The undesired pressure fl uctuati ons, previously only ob-
served in producti on machines, could be reproduced on the test ma-
chine on site in initi al trials. The soft ware for communicati on with the 
OPC UA server is being expanded to include interfaces for the newly 
added pressure sensors. This confi gurati on allows signifi cantly faster 
and thus higher-resoluti on measurements, and also avoids the occur-
rence of aliasing.  Further tests will be carried out, in parti cular for the 
parameterisati on of the mathemati cal model.

The modelling strategy developed in this project can also be extended 
to include other target variables. For example, the residence ti me dis-
tributi on of the melt or the mixing eff ect in the extruder screw could 
be modelled. Since plasti c melts usually exhibit non-Newtonian beha-
viour, more complex material models could be taken into account.
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An important process for the production of plastic products such as 
packaging, pipes, etc. is the extrusion process. In this process, plastic 
granules are fed into a machine, the extruder, conveyed through the 
extruder cylinder with a complex screw and melted with the help of 
pressure and heat. The heat required for melting is generated by fric-
tion and heating elements, and the pressure is generated by the screw. 
The pressure, mass flow and temperature of the melt should assume 
values that can be specified at the outlet. With the newly developed 
control, the extrusion process can run faster, more efficiently and in 
a more environmentally friendly manner, while at the same time en-
suring optimal product quality. This process should be as energy-ef-
ficient and environmentally friendly as possible, but it should also be 
able to extrude a large number of polymers in such a way that the end 
products are of high quality. Today's challenges are the lack of active 
cooling and the processing of granules with varying properties, e.g., in 
recycling. The standard is that experienced employees set the extruder 
with the help of recipes in such a way that the best possible behavior is 
achieved under the same conditions. Changes over time due to defects 
or changes in the composition of the granules cannot be specifically 
taken into account. The recipes also have to be elaborately created. 
Modern extrusion is an extremely complex process that changes a lot 
over time and the best possible settings have to be found.

Goals
In order to ensure adequate quality of the extruded products, the ma-
terial melt temperature must be close to an appropriate desired melt 
temperature. The temperature controllers commonly used in extru-
ders do not regulate the melt temperature, but rather the tempera-
tures in the barrel. The control concept developed should be able to 
regulate the temperature of the melt. The advantage of a control con-
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cept that controls the temperature is that it can react to small chan-
ges in the melt temperature. A concept that only controls the barrel 
temperatures cannot react to small changes in the melt temperature. 
Another goal is to achieve a quick start of extrusion and a quick heat-
up phase of the extruder. The commonly used PID controllers are slow 
and do not take into account the coupling eff ect between the heati ng 
zones. Therefore, the concept must be model-based. Waste should be 
minimized, and energy-effi  cient operati on should be guaranteed. The 
concept must be applicable to diff erent extruder types that diff er in 
size and number of sensors and actuators. Producti on-related restric-
ti ons must be observed to ensure high product quality. The concept 
must make it possible to extrude diff erent materials without knowing 
their physical properti es.

Approach
The control concept developed consists of several superimposed lay-
ers. The fi rst layer includes the heater band temperature control im-
plemented as a PI controller. The next layer consists of an observer 
(smart sensor) and a model predicti ve controller. A model predicti ve 
controller calculates appropriate temperature targets for the heater 
band temperatures to achieve the desired temperature profi les in the 
extruder while meeti ng any defi ned process or vendor-specifi c cons-
traints. Another superimposed concept enables fast operati ng point 
changes by determining opti mal cylinder temperature profi les. A ma-
terial-independent melt temperature controller forms the top layer of 
the developed concept.

Expected and Achieved Results
To underpin the applicability and eff ecti veness of the newly developed 
control concept for diff erent types of extruders, extensive test series 
were carried out on two diff erent extruders. These test series enabled 
a thorough analysis of the performance of the control concept in va-
rious operati ng phases, including heati ng processes, extrusion starts, 
operati ng point changes and fault scenarios. The capabiliti es of the 
concept were comprehensively evaluated both through detailed si-
mulati ons and through practi cal tests on industrial extruders. An outs-
tanding advantage of the control concept became apparent when the 
operati ng point changed. The quick and accurate adjustment of the 
process parameters enabled a seamless transiti on between diff erent 
producti on requirements. This fl exibility plays a crucial role in modern 

producti on environments where rapid changeovers are required to 
meet dynamic market demands. The control system also proved to 
be extremely robust and reliable in disrupti on scenarios. It responded 
quickly and eff ecti vely to various disrupti ve factors such as material 
variati ons or temperature variati ons to maintain process stability. This 
counteracted possible negati ve eff ects on product quality and ensured 
conti nuous producti on.
Overall, the results of the test series clearly demonstrate the high per-
formance and applicability of the control concept developed on vari-
ous types of extruders. The precise control and the ability to fl exibly 
adapt to changing producti on conditi ons make the concept a promi-
sing soluti on for opti mizing the extrusion process. It makes a signifi cant 
contributi on to improving effi  ciency, product quality and sustainability 
in plasti cs processing and opens up new opportuniti es for innovati ve 
plasti c products in various branches of industry.

Status / Progress
A multi -layer concept to control the melt temperature of the extru-
ded material within an extruder was developed and successfully im-
plemented. The concept is based on a thermal fi nite volume model of 
the extruder. A Model Predicti ve Control (MPC) in conjuncti on with a 
Smart Sensor was introduced to regulate the extruder according to the 
desired temperatures inside the extruder. The esti mati on of the heat 
fl ows from the intelligent sensor not only enabled an analysis of the 
extrusion process, but also an opti mizati on of the mechanical extruder 
design (screw geometry, dimensions).
An opti mal duty cycle routi ne selects appropriate MPC setpoints to 
reduce duty cycle ti me and thus minimize the amount of scrap mate-
rial during the extrusion process. A melt temperature controller for a 
material during the extrusion process adjusts the desired values in the 
barrel unti l the melt temperature is within a desired range. The form 
of the interventi on is based on the current esti mate of the heat fl ow.
The concept developed is material-independent and has been success-
fully implemented on various types of extruders. The whole concept 
was validated through benchmark experiments, which confi rmed the 
performance of the controller in producti on-specifi c situati ons. In ad-
diti on, the results of the experiments were compared with the results 
of a standard controller. Only one point measurement of the melt was 
used. However, the shape of the radial temperature profi le of the melt 
temperature aff ects the product quality. In order to adjust the tempe-
rature profi le of the melt to a desired shape, measurements could be 
taken with an advanced sensor to adjust the shape of the interventi on 
of the melt temperature controller accordingly.
A patent applicati on has been fi led for the results, with the prospect of 
publicati on of the patent as of August 15, 2023.
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Corrugated pipes provide both higher stiffness and higher flexibility 
while simultaneously requiring less material than rigid pipes. Due to ri-
sing commodity prices, pipe manufacturers have been driven to produ-
ce corrugated pipes of high quality with reduced material input. To the 
best of our knowledge, corrugated pipe geometry and wall thickness 
distribution significantly influence the mechanical properties of the fi-
nal product.  Essential factors in optimizing wall thickness distribution 
include adaptation of the mold block geometry and structure optimi-
zation. In addition, the energy flow in the corrugator, in particular the 
cooling process of the corrugated pipe, is also important for corrugator 
design. Modeling and simulation of the thermal energy flow during the 
corrugated pipe extrusion from the die exit to the finished pipe from 
the corrugator is the basis for solution strategies aiming at process 
optimization in terms of efficient cooling. Therefore, in this research 
work, a workflow, guidelines, and mathematical models are developed 
to predict the wall thickness distribution, the cycle time for the entire 
inflation process and the dissipated energy of the entire pipe manu-
facturing process. Subsequently, the models can be used for structu-
ral analysis, enabling digital mold block design, optimization of wall 
thickness distribution, optimization strategies with respect to fast and 
efficient cooling of corrugated pipes, and optimization of corrugator 
performance considering thermal energy aspects. The results of this 
research work can provide an important contribution to sustainability 
and resource conservation.

Goals
The main objective of this research work is the smart optimization of 
the production process of corrugated pipes. A variety of modeling met-
hods are used to achieve the project goals. We implemented a hybrid 
modeling approach combining analytical, numerical and data-based 
modeling for corrugated pipes. Multi-dimensional mathematical mo-
dels were developed and implemented using symbolic regression ana-
lysis based on genetic programming for predicting the wall thickness 
distribution as function of the mold geometry and initial parison thick-
ness. These models are later optimized by taking the thermal energy 
flow parameters into account. Thus, the production process can also 
be optimized for efficient cooling. Furthermore, to ensure the relia-
bility and performance of the created pipe geometry, a mechanical 
performance analysis was also performed based on the models to de-
termine the strength of a geometry. These results will help to develop 
guidelines for energy-efficient manufacturing a lightweight corrugated 
pipe that has the required mechanical performance with minimum 
material requirements. In addition, the findings can be used for the 
effective design and operation of corrugator and for the optimization 
of corrugated pipes.

Approach
In the progress of this project, a hybrid modeling approach that combi-
nes numerical and data-based modeling is implemented. The workflow 
is structured as follows: first, the mold block geometry with different 
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mold shapes is analyzed. Then, the similarity theory is applied to deter-
mine the dimensionless infl uencing geometry and processing parame-
ters, and then a comprehensive parameter design study is conducted 
to identi fy the most criti cal infl uencing parameters. The results of nu-
merical simulati on are later used as input for data-based modeling so 
that mathemati cal models can be developed. Furthermore, a mecha-
nical performance analysis is performed based on the wall thickness 
models to determine the achievable strength of geometry. In order to 
gain insight into the physical conditi ons during the mold process, a se-
lected mold block, equipped with a specifi cally devised sensor inset, 
will autonomously collect data for the analysis process.

Expected and Achieved Results
In general, the expected results of this research work relate to the 
knowledge gained to opti mize the manufacturing process and the fi -
nal product itself, as well as to opti mize the corrugator design. Using 
engineering simulati on and data-based modeling to develop mathe-
mati cal models for the predicti on of the wall thickness distributi on and 
the heat fl ux in the corrugator. Furthermore, guidelines and strategies 
for manufacturing a lightweight corrugated pipe that has the required 
mechanical performance with minimum material requirements will be 
provided. 
So far, the initi al stage of modeling the enti re process of corrugated 
pipe extrusion has been achieved. The infl uences of major geometry 
parameters on the parison infl ati on process were identi fi ed and in-
vesti gated by applying the theory of similarity, dimensional analysis, 
and a parametric design study. Correlati ons between independent and 
target parameters were established and uti lized to esti mate the wall 
thickness and its distributi on in corrugated pipes. Multi -dimensional 
regression models of the wall thickness distributi on as a functi on of 
mold geometries in extrusion blow molding of corrugated pipes were 
developed using heuristi c approaches and implemented for mold de-
sign in the early design phase. The comparison of numerical simulati on 
results and model predicti ons also confi rmed the validity and feasibili-
ty of the regression models developed in this work. First comparisons 
with experimental trials delivered promising results. These results 
showed that the wall thickness predicti ons capture the reality as long 
as the velocity of the extruded parison approximately equals the line 
speed of the corrugator. For new processes, the proposed method may 
prove to be a valuable tool for minimizing the number of expensive 
and ti me-consuming experiments when evaluati ng (new) pipe designs 
and may add value well before the fi nal product is produced. The deve-
loped models allow a target variable (of the corrugated pipe geometry) 
to be predicted without manufacturing and prototyping of a product. 
In additi on, the regression models can cover a wide range of geometry 
variati ons as they are dimensionless, and as long as the new geome-
try is within the chosen dimensionless geometry parameter range. For 
very small and very large corrugated pipes, there is some risk that the 
dimensionless parameters fall within the extrapolati on range for vari-
ous reasons.

Status / Progress
Based on the results of the initi al stage, the further stage of process 
modeling is carried out by taking the heat fl ux in the corrugator into 
account. Therefore, some new parameters (processing parameters, 
e.g., mold and melt temperature, vacuum and air pressure, no-fl ow 
temperature, etc.) were additi onally extended to the previous dimen-
sional analysis. Up to now, the individual thermal energy fl ow in the 
corrugator  has been investi gated, which includes all processing stages 
(parison infl ati on process, cooling in the mid channel and air cooling). 

Numerical simulati ons (thermal simulati ons with phase change ma-
terial) have been carried out to analyze the cooling process. On the 
basis of the simulati on results, the infl uencing parameters (e.g., heat 
transfer coeffi  cient, melt and mold temperature, corrugator speed, 
wall thickness, etc.) during the cooling process can be identi fi ed. In 
additi on, the cycle ti me for the enti re infl ati on process could be de-
termined for each initi al melt temperature and the heat transfer bet-
ween polymer and mold block. In order to allow full automati on and 
interconnecti on between fl ow and fi nite element (FE) simulati on soft -
ware, the consecuti ve simulati on study was scripted in Python so that 
both the infl ati on and shrinkage process can be investi gated. As the 
process now involves many parameters, a stati sti cal screening design 
study (two-level fracti onal factorial design with one center point) was 
conducted to determine which infl uencing parameters contribute the 
most to the variability in the target parameters (wall thickness rati o, to-
tal pipe cooling energy, and infl ati on ti me) and which parameters have 
stati sti cally signifi cant eff ects on the target parameters. Subsequent-
ly, a comprehensive parametric-driven design study of the corrugated 
pipe extrusion process will be conducted for a wide parameter range. 
The developed approximati on equati ons will be derived by means of 
symbolic regression using geneti c programming based on the nume-
rical simulati on results. The accuracy of the models is later evaluated 
using error analysis and validated against an independent dataset that 
is not previously considered in the modeling. 

For inline sensing of physical parameters during the mold process, a 
sensor inset for the mold blocks has been designed, and the techno-
logy for fabricati on of additi vely printed sensors on the surface of this 
inset, that can withstand the harsh environmental conditi ons during 
the producti on process of the corrugated pipes, has been developed. 
Various physical sensor principles have been evaluated with regard to 
their suitability to provide data about the actual casti ng and debonding 
process of the pipe in the mold block, and a demonstrati on device to-
gether with the autonomously operati ng measurement electronics has 
been realized for fi rst tests in a real manufacturing environment.
Moreover, a new method for measuring pipe wall thickness was also 
developed. An opti cal coherence tomography (OCT) sensor was imple-
mented inline directly aft er the corrugator, so that the process can be 
automated and allows us to get a bett er indicati on of the relati onship 
between process variati on and wall thickness distributi on. The inline 
OCT sensor supports the machine operator by facilitati ng process start-
up, process monitoring, and process troubleshooti ng. This inline mea-
surement concept off ers great potenti al for process digitalizati on (e.g., 
autonomous operati on by means of a model-based machine control). 
Up to now, the wall thickness of pipes in producti on has been measu-
red commonly atline with a caliper gauge, which has a high measure-
ment uncertainty. Alternati vely, the wall thickness distributi on can be 
measured more accurately offl  ine using opti cal microscopy.

AREA  4.2
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AREA 4.2 
MFP II 4.2.2-1 SUPRA-1
Sustainable Production and Assembly 1

SUPRA refers to efficient and sustainable production strategies in batch 
production, namely peak power reduction. In it,
• existing KPIs for sustainable production, e.g. Franz Haas’ EEC 

(energy efficiency coefficient) will be applied.
• new KPIs for sustainable production will be developed.

Goals
By using the methods developed in the strategic project “MFP 4.2.3 
– Cognitive Energy Management Systems in Industrial Production 
Systems” (ENERMAN-1) executed in funding period 1, new methods 
for power demand peak detection (e.g. edge device) and prediction 
methods (e.g. machine learning), with high relevance to machining 
processes were investigated. Based on the this, the SUPRA project 
refers to develop and apply new sustainability-KPIs focusing on peak 
power reduction.  

Approach
The project starts with a literature review in the topic. After that, 
mathematic models for peak power reduction will be derived, 
implemented and evaluated at shop floor level.
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Expected and Achieved Results
SUPRA will reduce the peak power level of diff erent machining 
processes, e.g. milling, ultrasonic machining, and therefore decreasing 
the power demand in batch producti on processes in metal industries. 
This will reduce the producti on costs and therefore achieve a 
competi ti ve advantage for the parti cipati ng company. The result will 
be a cornerstone in future sustainable producti on systems dealing with 
power demand and energy effi  ciency.  

Contact

Markus Brillinger
Pro2Future GmbH
Inff eldgasse 25F/ 1.OG, 8010 Graz
Phone: +43 (316) 873 – 9156
E-mail: markus.brillinger@pro2future.at

Contact

Status / Progress
The project started at 07.07.2020 with a literature in the topic of peak 
power reducti on. First achieved results were already implemented at 
company partner’s shopfl oor.
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The adoption of automation, connectivity, and data analysis in data-
driven industries and shop floors has resulted in improved efficiency, 
productivity, and profitability of manufacturing processes. However, 
the complexity of the manufacturing process, coupled with high pro-
duction speeds and product variety, poses a higher risk of defects and 
quality issues. To achieve zero-defect manufacturing, it is essential for 
shop floors to prioritize quality and defect detection. This ensures that 
products are manufactured according to the required quality stan-
dards and specifications. By identifying defects during the production 
process, manufacturers can pinpoint the root causes and take steps 
to minimize the production of defective products in the future. This 
reduction in defects leads to cost savings by avoiding scrap and rework, 
while also enhancing the overall efficiency of the production process. 
Moreover, quality and defect detection efforts can provide valuable in-
sights into the root causes of defects. This knowledge can be leveraged 
to drive process improvements and elevate the overall quality of the 
production process.
Based on the current techniques used in the industry, quality detec-
tions are performed during the end-of-line tests or on products that 
have been assembled. For example, the fuel cell stacks are tested for 
performance, leakage, or internal operations post the stacking or elec-
trical integration into the stack. Generalising in three simple steps, first, 
manufacturing of individual parts is done, - second, assembly of the 
manufactured parts into a developed product, - and finally, end-of-
line testing is performed to test and validate the complete product. 
The approach presented in this project is from a patent - P2D2 (Power 
Processing for Defect Detection) and offers a paradigm shift of quality 
tests from end-of-line testing to the first step, i.e., manufacturing. In 
this project, however, the defect detection approach from P2D2 is ben-
chmarked with AnalyzeMyWorkpiece tool from Siemens AG. Various 
sized defects are induced in the material and the defect detection is 
validated using both approaches.

Goals
The goal of the "QA_HEdge-2" project is to answer the research 
questions with respect to detection of defects in a material. Specifically, 
the following questions were investigated in detail: 
• What is the minimum size of material imperfections (pores, 

segregations, etc.) in machining operations to still be detectable 
by high-frequency machine data? 

• How can the minimum size of material imperfections be described 
analytically by known parameters (e.g. cutter diameter, feed rate, 
cutting speed, etc.)? 

• How accurately do different methods detect the material 
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imperfecti ons (method of Pro2Future, method of Siemens AG) 
compared to the analyti cally described limit values?

Apart from the aforementi oned goals, an important aspect of extending 
the results of P2D2 for defect detecti on was developed and achieved. 
• Extension of the achieved results to identi fy minute pores, i.e., 

material imperfecti ons.
• Solidifying the workfl ow methodology of P2D2
• Testi ng the approach on diff erent subtracti ve manufacturing 

processes and with diff erent materials.

Approach
The approach is threefold: 
1. From the perspecti ve using analyti cal methods: Descripti on of 

analyti cal relati onships between machining parameters with mat-
hemati cal correlati ons in analyti cal form along with visualizati on 
of correlati ons. 

2. The aspect of benchmarking of P2D2 versus the method from Sie-
mens AG: This includes the preparati on, executi on and evaluati on 
of the experiments using the method from Siemens AG (toolkit 
called AnalyzeMyWorkpiece - AMW/Monitor). A CNC machine at 
TUG IFT is used for this purpose.

3. To further depict the robustness of P2D2 workfl ow, see diagram 
above.

Expected and Achieved Results
To goal from one of the sub-topics was to develop a mathemati cal 
model that determines cutti  ng forces, cutti  ng torques and cutti  ng per-
formance as a functi on of various parameters (speed, cutt er diameter, 
pore diameter, etc). The realizati on was that a number of factors in-
fl uence the measured values: cutt er diameter D (linearly infl uencing), 
non-linearly infl uencing are – pore diameter d, cutti  ng speed vc, feed 
per tooth fz, number of cutti  ng edges cutt er z, sampling interval T.
The second and third goal was a benchmark evaluati on between AMW 

tool from Siemens and the P2D2 approach. This was tested on several 
parts and one of the parts is as depicted in the fi gure below.

Status / Progress
Addressing the goals of the project, the benchmarking evaluati on is 
yet under progress for diff erent material, i.e., steel. With respect to 
the P2D2 approach, specifi c models were researched and developed to 
generate value in the manufacturing process. Detailed descripti on and 
the models implemented are not highlighted due to IPR. With the help 
of these models, defects with less than 1mm and up to 0.5mm (steel 
material) were detected with high accuracy. Further extension of these 
models is already in progress to enhance the correcti on rate of detecti -
on and to further detect micro defects. Thus, the data evaluati on met-
hods used in both, grinding and milling, proved reliable and focused in 
detecti ng defects and improving the quality of manufacturing process.

AREA  4.2
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The project “SUPRA-2” is motivated by company partner AVL. Sustai-
nable production and assembly (SUPRA) are critical aspects in the de-
velopment and implementation of fuel cell technology. Fuel cells are 
promising technologies for clean and efficient energy conversion, and 
they have the potential to play a significant role in reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions, addressing energy security concerns, and most import-
antly addressing SDGs and EU Green deal. Among the various types 
of fuel cells, the polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) and 
the solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) are two of the most widely researched 
and developed technologies. PEMFCs are known for their high energy 
efficiency, quick start-up time, and compact design, making them well 
suited for transportation and portable power applications. SOFCs, on 
the other hand, are capable of operating at high temperatures, provi-
ding high fuel utilization and thermal efficiency, making them suitable 
for large-scale stationary power generation and cogeneration applica-
tions. In order to achieve sustainable production and assembly of fuel 
cells, it is essential to consider various aspects of the fuel cell life cycle, 
such as the materials used in their production, the manufacturing pro-
cesses employed, and the end-of-life scenarios for the fuel cells. With a 
focus on PEMFCs and SOFCs, this research aims to identify sustainable 
production and assembly practices, as well as to explore the potential 
for further improvements in terms of reducing the environmental im-
pact and increasing the economic viability of these technologies.

Goals
The focus towards the Sustainable Development Goals and Circular 
Production is addressed by the SUPRA-2 Project. Four topics or goals 
will be addressed in this SUPRA-2 project. They are:
• UC1: Extension of current pe-assembly and cleanroom cabin of 

PEMFC to SOFC
• UC2: Development of Fuel Cell Innovation Center (FC-IC)
• UC3: Development of “Metric of Recyclability” for the in-use PEM 

and SOFC
• UC4: Enhancing fuel cell assembly line for production of electro-

lysers

The goals among the four use-cases are summarized below:
• Extension of ASP2 results, i.e., pre-assembly and sorting of indi-

vidual components along with the cleanroom demonstrator, to a 
new type of fuel cell.
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• In ASP2, the focus was on Gen0 and Gen1 PEMFC. However, this 
will be extended to include SOFC in SUPRA 2.

• Design and development of complete assembly process line at IFT 
for: PEMFC – Extension to include all assembly steps unti l start-up 
and testi ng; and SOFC – Development from pre-assembly to start-
up and testi ng.

• Acquisiti on, constructi on, and testi ng of the assembly line to si-
multaneously perform assembly operati ons of both, PEM and So-
lid-oxide fuel cells.

• A beyond state-of-the-art demonstrator for combined assembly 
of both fuel cells -> Fuel cell innovati on center (FC-IC).

• Real-ti me sensory data acquisiti on of the in-use products. 
• Data processing and visualizati on along with anomalies detecti on 

to ensure predicti ve maintenance. 
• Finally, an evaluati on metric, i.e., metric of recyclability, will be 

developed to indicate the level of recyclability of the fuel cell. 
• This metric will indicate a score and based on this score; the right 

feasible directi on will be chosen. 
• The producti on of electrolysers that are used for electrolysis.
• Methods and design of these electrolyser units 
• Development of initi al demonstrators via additi ve manufacturing 

technologies
• Three diff erent electrolyser units will be developed -> alkaline 

electrolyser, PEM electrolyser, and solid-oxide electrolyser.

Approach
The use-cases are intertwined with one another as depicted in the 
image. Use-case 1 extends the developments from ASP2 project to in-
clude other assembly steps in the PEMFC and SOFC. Additi onally, the 
project will also address the producti on of electrolysers, with which 
hydrogen producti on can be achieved much cheaper than supplied by 
high-pressure cylinders.

Expected and Achieved Results
The four sensory capsules are well integrated into the cleanroom ca-
bin and are conti nuously monitoring the parameters. They are further 
displayed on the control monitor which also has an integrated control 
of the fi lter-fan-unit. This extension has been followed by the results of 
ASP2 project. The control mechanism developed in this project extends 
the reliability of the system. Thus, the system now operates in a closed 
loop without no or minimum interference. As depicted in the images, 
one of the sensory capsules are shown among the four capsules.

Status / Progress
Addressing the goals of the project, the fi rst use-case is in progress, 
i.e., extension of current pre-assembly and sorti ng of components 
from PEMFC to SOFC. Also, the cleanroom cabin developed is further 
enhanced to parametrize the conditi ons of both fuel cells. Once this is 
achieved, the research will conti nue with the second use-case for the 
integrati on of further steps in fuel cell assembly of PEMFC. Here, the 
complete integrati on of assembly will form the basis for the develop-
ment of fuel cell innovati on center (FC-IC). As aforementi oned in the 
goals, the metric of recyclability will be developed based on the data 
retrieved from the existi ng in-use products. And fi nally, in the last use-
case, the design and development of electrolyser units will be focussed 
on using additi ve manufacturing technologies existi ng at Insti tute of 
Producti on Engineering.

AREA  4.2
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The complexity and demands of assembly tasks in production have 
been found to increase cognitive load in assembly workers. This leads 
to physical stress effects induced by work overload. To determine how 
assembly tasks can be assessed for stress effects, the project conduc-
ted a study using wearable sensors to measure heart rate and heart 
rate variability. The project showed that heart rate and heart rate va-
riability, along with questioning of the assembly workers, is a valid pro-
cess for stress detection and classification. The project used the ma-
chine learning algorithms, Random Forest and K-Nearest-Neighbours, 
to analyze heart rate and heart rate variability. These algorithms were 
able to distinguish between assembly task and rest phase, as well as 
between an easy and hard type of assembly tasks, which is a significant 
novelty of the project.

Goals
In the state of the art, a wide variety of stress detection studies were 
conducted. However, these were carried out exclusively under labora-
tory conditions with highly accurate and expensive measuring equip-
ment which require specialized personnel to use. Furthermore, there 
are no studies in the literature so far, that assess the stress of workers 
during assembly operations with commercially available wearable sen-
sors. As a consequence, the research questions of this project emerge 
as follow: 
• Are there commercially available sensors which are able to mea-

sure physiological stress responses? 
• Can machine learning algorithms distinguish between workload 

(overload) phases and rest phases by evaluating vital parameters 
of subjects during assembly tasks? 

• If this is the case, is it possible for the algorithms to distinguish 
between the workload of a task based only on the measured 
stress responses?

• If machine learning algorithms can satisfy the previous research 
questions: how well do machine learning algorithms perform in 
recognising and classifying stress?

Approach
This project investigates how the condition of a subjects measured by 
means of a commercially available wearable sensor is related to the 
subjectively perceived stress. Based on two machine learning algo-
rithms, Random Forest algorithm (RF) , K-Nearest-Neighbours algo-
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rithm (KNN), it is investi gated if and how precisely these algorithms can 
disti nguish between a person put under work overload and a resti ng 
phase. For this purpose, a study is conducted in the fi eld of assemb-
ly tasks. The assembly tasks during the study must be performed by 
each subject faster than calculated by the Method Time Measurement 
(MTM) method, which should induce work overload related stress to 
the subject. The physiological stress response is measured by the rela-
ti ve changes in of HRV and HR. In additi on, a subjecti ve assessment of 
workload was conducted using the NASA-TLX method. The results are 
compared aft erwards.

Expected and Achieved Results
In this project, a commercially available wearable sensor was used to 
measure ti me series of HR and HRV of subjects. Two machine learning 
algorithms, KNN and RF, were trained to automati cally disti nguish bet-
ween the diffi  culty levels of an assembly task. The KNN was found to 
have lower overall accuracy compared to the RF. The RF algorithm was 
found to be more suitable for both stress detecti on and stress diff e-
renti ati on. The highest achieved labeling accuracy between 75% and 
90% was produced by an unbiased RF classifi er. The detected stress 
levels are compliant with the subjecti ve stress percepti on: Robustness 
comparison for algorithms trained on all subjects but one and tested 
on the missing subject with absolute maximum normalisati on. The NA-
SA-TLX score is interpreted with an given workload scale: low (0-9), 
medium (10-29), somewhat high (30-49), high (50-79), and very high 
(80-100). The global minimum approach reduced the accuracy of both 
algorithms signifi cantly. One reason for this decrease in accuracy is the 
resulti ng form a skew change and decrease of deviati on of the distribu-
ti ons resulti ng form the normalisati on and scaling. When the absolute 
maximum value normalisati on is applied the resulti ng distributi on of 
data has more similarity (standard deviati on, skew, quanti les, ect.) to 
the distributi on of the raw data when compared to the minimum va-
lue scaling. The minimum value scaling ti ghtens the distributi on and 
therefore reduced the standard deviati on of the resulti ng distributi on 
compared to the raw data distributi on. This eff ect leads to worse per-
formance especially with respect to the KNN algorithm which is highly 
aff ected from the distributi on of the data.

Status / Progress
At fi rst a research about how stress aff ects vital parameters of humans 
was done. This research led to the conclusion that for stress detec-
ti on the behaviour of the HR as well as the HRV of workers are major 
indicators of stress in the wide range of human vital parameters. In 
order to validate the capability of the commercially available wearable 
sensor in use a project where the subjects were equipped with such 
sensor was performed. The study put the parti cipants under diff erent 
amounts of stress determined by the amount of tasks to be concluded 
within a set target ti me (lower than the MTM target ti me). The fi rst 
evaluati on of the collected data proves that the sensor was capable of 
collecti ng data with enough precision and accuracy with consequence 
that a diff erenti ati on between a assembly task phase and rest phase 

was possible. Furthermore, the feasibility of two machine learning al-
gorithms for stress detecti on and diff erenti ati on was investi gated. The 
fi rst step was to validate machine learning algorithms (KNN and RF) 
on their capability of diff erenti ati ng rest phases from assembly task 
phases. Since this approach yielded good result further validati on tests 
were performed. At the beginning the algorithms were tested and trai-
ned on one parti cipant’s dataset. Then with all parti cipants datasets 
and then fi nally the algorithms were trained on all parti cipants data-
sets but one and tested with the missing parti cipant to remove the trai-
ning data bias. As a result, the RF achieved an accuracy within the ran-
ge of 75% to 90% with a data normalisati on on the absolute maximum 
of the datasets. This result could be improved by a hyperparameter 
tuning of the classifi er. The simple KNN uses much less resources than 
the RF but the accuracy of the RF outperforms the KNN as menti oned 
in the previous secti on. Based on the evidence presented, it can be 
concluded that subjecti ve stress can only be approximately operati o-
nalized for the ti me being. Nevertheless, it is possible to recognize and 
diff erenti ate diff erent workload levels of workers via a commercially 
available sensor system and a machine learning classifi er. 

In future, it is planned to expand the target group of the studies to 
also include female parti cipants as well as parti cipants over 35 years 
of age and with diff erent levels of educati on. Furthermore, it must 
be investi gated how valid the machine learning algorithms are regar-
ding more complex assembly processes. In additi on, the examinati on 
of the performance of ML algorithms with much more training data-
sets available can give more insights on the feasibility of a universally 
applicable stress detecti on algorithm. Finally, long-term studies with 
the same target groups over months should investi gate how the objec-
ti ve and subjecti ve stress percepti on changes. Other research topics, 
aside investi gati ng further algorithms, might include the challenge of 
interpreti ng HRV with the help of EEG data in order to get a deeper 
understanding of positi ve- and negati ve-stress just form the HRV data. 
It reveals a signifi cant change with increased acti vity. However, it is not 
always clear whether this is due to positi ve acti vati on or corresponds 
to negati ve stress. Further on, the use of personal data not only has to 
be in conformity with all existi ng privacy laws, but should also be done 
with the aim of maximising the positi ve impact of this technology on 
the individual instead of exploiti ng the data to maximise the fi nancial 
profi t.

AREA  4.2
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In recent years, research in the field of fuel cells is gaining momentum. 
Leading automotive industries are investing in e-mobility. In fuel cell 
research, topics such as fuel cell durability, degradation phenomenon, 
catalyst performance enhancement, etc., are mainly researched upon. 
However, one fails to recognize the need for innovations in the area 
of assembly systems for the stacking process. In this project, a modu-
lar approach referencing two topics is addressed. Firstly, the gripping 
of bipolar plates and the membrane electrode assembly layers for the 
stacking process. Second, the development of modular cleanroom for 
the stacking process of the polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell 
(PEMFC). A vacuum end-effector (VEE) gripper is innovated, desig-
ned, and manufactured using 3D printing methods. It is then tested 
in real-time at the maximum acceleration of the Cobot. The cycle time 
of assembly per unit cell achieved was 1.25s; for comparison, manual 
stacking per unit cell is averaged to approx. 8s. Therefore, huge poten-
tial savings in assembly time were denoted. Additionally, the benefit of 
using a vacuum end-effector gripper mitigates the particulate matter 
induced via manual handling. This prevents the early degradation of 
the fuel cell. The assembly technology postulated in this project integ-
rates a complete loop of design, manufacturing, and assembly of the 
VEE gripping mechanism. With respect to the second topic, the clean-
room is designed and developed to address the fuel cell contamination 
occurring during the handling and manual assembly of the PEMFC. 
Four sensory capsules situated in the cabin, where the stacking process 
takes place, capture the relevant data with respect to the environment. 
These sensors measure parameters such as temperature, pressure, hu-
midity, dust levels, i.e., particulate matter, etc., and monitor the en-
vironment. Additionally, the filter-fan-unit responds to the measured 
parameters accordingly to deliver clean air to the cabin. Thus, addres-
sing the closed-loop system for the fuel cell stacking process.

Goals
The focus towards the Sustainable Development Goals and Circular 
Production is addressed by the ASP2 Project. At ASP2, the goal is to 
develop a resilient adaptive system of the fuel cell stacking process 
that must be integrated with the existing battery stacking process. 
Vacuum end-effector (VEE) gripping mechanism is developed for 
handling of unit cells along with the stacking process. The concept of 
ISO standard cleanroom for stacking process is also prototyped at the 
institute. In ASP2, we focus on:
• Development of flexible handling technology for gripping of BPP 

and MEA layers.
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• Analysing the necessity of a clean environment, i.e., cleanroom 
for the stacking operati on.

• Development of a modular cleanroom with ISO standards.
• A GUI (Graphical User Interface) of real-ti me monitoring of cle-

anroom which also indicates the control environment of the fi lte-
ring and high-effi  ciency blower system.

• Stacking process of the unit cell components, which form the 
core of each polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC).

Approach
The challenge was to handle the individual unit cell components robo-
ti cally since some of them are very sensiti ve and limp. Unti l now, the 
cell plates have been stacked almost exclusively by hand, due to careful 
handling and maximum precision in positi oning is required to guaran-
tee the full power potenti al of the fuel cell with the longest possible 
service life. For the automati on of stacking, a collaborati ve robot was 
used on which a specially developed vacuum end-eff ector (VEE) made 
by SLA printi ng was mounted. 
In the aspect of development of cleanroom, the basic approach is to 
uti lize the data generated from the sensory system to enhance the 
stacking process via the developed user model. Four sensory capsules 
with 6 sensors in each capsule record the data and displays it on a GUI 
with real-ti me monitoring and control. They are: Temp – °C, humidity 
– %, pressure – Pa, velocity of airfl ow – m/s, light intensity – lux, and 
parti culate matt er – µm are monitored. Through the developed graphi-
cal user interface (GUI), airfl ow – m³/hr is controlled.

Expected and Achieved Results
The runs with the fastest setti  ngs had an angular velocity of 180deg·s-1 
with an angular accelerati on of 500deg·s-2. Since the sucti on cups 
were dimensioned accordingly, the holding force was suitable for the 
test sequences. During the verifi cati on of the VEE gripper, the ti me of 
a sub-cycle lasted 5s. This sub-cycle included the parallel gripping of 
the two-unit cell components - BPP and MEA, and two intermediate 
layers - between the unit cell components (see Figure 6). The cycle 
ti me of the stacking process per handling object is therefore 1.25s. 
For comparison, manual stacking at this assembly stati on resulted in 
an average cycle ti me of approx. 8s, with comparable accuracy. The 
unit cell components were assembled with high accuracy. In this case, 
the BPP and the MEA layers could be positi oned congruently to each 
other, with an accuracy of less than 0.2mm. The unit cell stack, i.e., 
the enti re stack, for the Gen0-PEMFC includes 142 BPPs and 142 MEA 
plates, therefore 284 unit cell components. Assuming that another 284 
intermediate layers are placed in each of the shaft  magazines of the 
unit cell components, the total number of handling objects would be 
568. Therefore, the stacking of the enti re unit cell stack would take 
710s or 11.83min without interrupti ons of material feeding. By further 
calculati on, the cycle ti me of 1.25s per handling object would mean 
a theoreti cal unit cell stack producti on of 15200 pieces per year. This 
is achieved by assuming 568 handling objects, an overall equipment 
effi  ciency of the system of 80% and a two-shift  system of 8 hours each.

Status / Progress
This cleanroom concept is developed with the idea of using HEPA fi lters 
for supplying clean air. HEPA fi lter system are cheaper compared to the 
HVAC systems. When coupled with sensors and a decision-making mo-
del, an automated cleanroom can be developed. Unti l now, industries 
or OEMs have not defi ned an ISO standard for the stacking of fuel cells, 
therefore they defi ne these standards internally. To be certi fi ed as a 
‘cleanroom,’ certain standards must be met. ISO 14644 defi nes these 
classifi cati ons that range from ISO 1 to ISO 9. In the ASP2 project, a 
cleanroom cabin with varying ISO standards from 6-9 is developed. The 
standard needed could be achieved with the help of a control system. 
The maximum parti cles per m³ are monitored via the high-effi  cien-
cy blower and the fi lter system. The three fi ltering stages, pre-fi lter, 
intermediate fi lter, and fi ne fi lter, helps in maintaining the required 
ISO standard. Four sensory capsules, which are located at opti mized 
locati ons in the cleanroom cabin measure the necessary parameters 
and display them in a visualizati on environment via a graphical user 
interface (GUI). Through the GUI, airfl ow (m³/hr) into the cabin can be 
controlled along with the operati on of the high-effi  ciency blower. Mo-
reover, the three sensor capsules with twenty-four sensors also pre-
sent a visualizati on environment for monitoring. For example, if the 
parti culate matt er increases, the airfl ow into the cabin increases and 
vice versa. This system control is an automated process, and the data 
generated via the sensors is stored in a repository for further quality 
checks.

AREA  4.2
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To reduce CO2 emissions, besides the automotive industry, manufac-
turing industries are increasingly under pressure to optimize processes 
and procedures for energy efficiency. These optimizations mainly in-
volve the production processes, where most energy demand occurs. 
Alternatively, when most of this energy demand can be determined 
during the product design phase, the product designer can make ener-
gy-efficient decisions in the design phase. Most product designers are 
unaware of their decisions’ significant impact on a product’s energy de-
mand. Therefore, this project develops a workflow and novel method 
for predicting the energy demand of parts of their machining operation 
during the design phase. For this purpose, 29 energy consumption mo-
dels for machining processes are examined, and the data published in 
the literature are summarized. Four resulting comprehensive process 
maps are derived, which enable the prediction of a part’s energy con-
sumption due to machining, specifically, the milling operation, based 
on the geometric features of the part. This was further verified on 
three machined parts. The workflow and methods developed in this 
project are some of the first steps to facilitate conscious decisions al-
ready in the product design phase. The benefits of the method were 
demonstrated in a final survey: Both product designers and machine 
operators showed in this survey that their estimation of the energy 
consumption of the parts investigated differed by orders of magnitude.

Goals
All state of the art energy consumption models in machining examined 
are based on machining parameters, which cannot be determined so-
lely based on geometry. The second point to note is that all models are 
based either on general physical relations or on experimentally deter-
mined data, but there is no formal mathematical inductive derivation. 
Thirdly, some specific models are difficult to generalize or the accuracy 
of these models is greatly reduced. The question, therefore, arises as 
to how the extensive data and models in the literature can be used to 
predict energy consumption during the machining phase. Moreover, 
the prediction must be done at the product design phase by the use of 
geometrical features of the designed part and the volume of raw ma-
terial of the part. The challenge lies, on the one hand, in the fact that in 
the product design phase, there is not yet any precise information ab-
out the subsequent machining and the associated related parameters. 
On the other hand, a key basis of many models for predicting ener-
gy consumption is the process-related material removal rate (MRR), 
which is also not known precisely in the product design phase but can 
be estimated between upper and lower borders based on literature 
and industry experience.
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Approach
In the progress of this project, we fi rst investi gated how such a pre-
dicti on of the energy consumpti on of parts can already be made in 
the design phase with the help of a workfl ow and which parameters 
are necessary for this. It is shown that the workfl ow is more compre-
hensive than can be researched in this project. Therefore, the core of 
this workfl ow, the method that assigns diff erent geometrical features 
to energy consumpti on. In the next step, this method is derived theo-
reti cally. In contrast to existi ng methods from the literature, which are 
derived inducti vely from experiments, this project proceeds deducti ve-
ly and derives an analyti cal connex between energy consumpti on and 
part geometry. This correlati on is verifi ed in the following step uti lizing 
experiments for machining and validated in the next step through a 
user study with product designers and machine operators.

Expected and Achieved Results
To determine the energy consumpti on of the parts already in the de-
sign phase, data from the corresponding machining process and the 
part geometry from the CAD soft ware are necessary. The entangle-
ment of these data is the fi rst novelty of this project. From the CAD 
soft ware, the material, surface and volume properti es assigned to the 
part are read out, as well as the individual geometry features. Based on 
these properti es, a machining strategy is assumed for each geometric 
feature. With the assumed machining strategy, the metal removal rate, 
the specifi c energy consumpti on and fi nally the total energy consump-
ti on are calculated for each geometric feature. Finally, the geometry 
features are sorted and prioriti zed according to the ranking of energy 
consumpti on. These can be fed back to the designer as a design re-
commendati on in the form of a closed loop to create awareness and 
enable the designer to design parts in a more energy effi  cient way. 
Furthermore, as part of this workfl ow, this project investi gates how 
total energy consumpti on can be derived from an assumed machining 
strategy, thus developing an analyti cal method, which is the second 
and the major novelty of this project. To verify this method we focus-
sed on the machining strategy of fi ne milling.

In this project, a workfl ow for predicti ng the total machining-related 
energy consumpti on of a part during the design phase was developed. 
Within this workfl ow, a novel method was derived that links parame-
ters from product design, like the removed volume of material, with 
data from the literature for machining. Therefore, 628 data points from 
the literature were elicited and reverse-calculated to create process 
maps for steel, aluminium, cast iron and nickel. In most of the studies 
in literature, the parts were machined without lubricati on. However, 
the data points for nickel come from a study that uses a special form 
of minimum quanti ty lubricati on and therefore they are signifi cantly 
lower than the others. This method was verifi ed based on 3 experi-
ments. Experiments were performed for 3 aluminium parts and the 
novel model was applied. All experimentally assessed values of energy 
consumpti on were within the upper and lower limits of the developed 
theoreti cal model. Hence, it was shown that it is possible to predict the 

total energy consumpti on in machining processes based on the part 
geometry and material type within reasonable margins of error. The 
benefi ts of the workfl ow were confi rmed by two surveys: The novel 
method limits the variance of the esti mates of the energy consumpti on 
of the parts of part designers and machine operators by more than a 
power of ten. From the results unti l now, we can draw the following 
conclusions:
• First, the specifi c energy consumpti on for machining of all inves-

ti gated material types decreases with higher material removal 
rates.

• Second, the energy consumpti on of machining a part can already 
be esti mated in the design phase. In the cases researched in this 
project, a maximum deviati on from the experimentally measured 
energy consumpti on of 208% for machining could be determined. 

• Third, the maximum deviati on of the presented model is, howe-
ver, smaller than the deviati on of the opinion-based esti mated 
energy consumpti ons of designers and machine operators, which 
was shown by a study carried out. The deviati on in this study was 
several orders of magnitude higher than that of the model.

Status / Progress
On this basis, further research must be carried out, which includes ma-
terial types, machine types, machining strategies, but also geometry 
features. The novel method developed in this project was verifi ed on 
machining, which is a subtracti ve manufacturing process. Further ap-
proaches are to include other manufacturing processes, e.g. additi ve 
manufacturing. Furthermore, detailed investi gati ons are necessary to 
derive the machining strategy from individual geometry features (sur-
face, volume) of the part and, subsequently, how the material removal 
rate can be assumed. Hence, the machining strategy plays a major role 
in the proposed model. A new study of the relati on between material 
removal rates for diff erent machining strategies is necessary unless the 
values reported are sti ll used in the industry as rough esti mates. To 
transfer the results into an applicati on, an implementati on of both the 
workfl ow and novel method in a soft ware tool is necessary. This can be 
used by product designers to analyse and subsequently opti mize their 
product design in the context of energy consumpti on in machining pro-
cesses. This step is currently being taken by Pro2Future GmbH, whose 
strategy includes sustainable producti on processes. The soft ware tool, 
which incorporates the fi ndings from this project, is currently under 
development based on the fact that the benefi t of the novel method 
has been shown in Fig. 9. This project represents a fi rst step towards 
a geometry-based energy opti mizati on of a part in the design phase, 
which contributes signifi cantly to clean, energy-effi  cient, and thus sus-
tainable producti on.
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INHABIT H2020, ICT-32-2018 EU The Provost Pro²Future, Stichting GmbH, TU Graz

HOTMET H2020, DT-SPIRE-06 EU NORCE Pro²Future, ATOS Spain, Saint Gobain Cer., FerroAtlantice

Digital Inspector IKTdZ FFG Pro²Future Siemens, TUG, Joanneum Research, SES-imagotag

CyPhy H2020, ICT-01-2019 EU TU Delft Pro²Future, TH Aachen, EURECAT Centre Tecnologic

ICP-FWF Int. Coop. Proj FWF Pro²Future JKU, Universidad Nacional de Education a Distancia

20
20

AI MAN H2020, ICT-38-2020 EU NORCE Pro²Future, ATOS Spain, Senior Europa SL

Delight Chist-Era FWF University Bochum Pro²Future, TU Vienna, HSG, LNU, IMTA

X-AMINOR Energieforschung FFG Joanneum Research Pro²Future, Siemens AG Österreich, Austrian Power Grid

20
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Prev. Maint. in Manuf. FF4EuroHPC EU 3ACES Pro²Future, Armengaud Innovate GmbH

TWIN Stadt der Zukunft FFG TUG/IBGH Pro²Future, AIT, Siemens AG Österreich, Digitalfindetstatt

AI-Flight Take Off FFG TU Graz Pro²Future, D-Aria, Roto Frank

Hasslacher-Challenge TechHouse Pitch TechHouse Pitch AIG Pro²Future

DiPro Fast Track Digital FFG AIG Pro²Future, Armengaud Innovate, Antemo, Fuchshofer

P²aaS COMET Module FFG Pro²Future JKU, TUG, WU Wien, Cambridge, TU Darmstadt, IWI, Alpla, 
ACDP, EVVA, Fronius, KEBA, Siemens, TCM

Tiny AI COMET Module FFG Pro²Future JKU, TUG, TUM, DFKI, AVL, Fronius, STMicro, STTech, 
Trumpf

DIADEM ZDMP EU AIG, ITML Pro²Future

Sustainable Production 
System

WTZ Österre-
ich-Slowakei BMK/BMVIT TUKE FMT Pro²Future

UC18 ADEDIM TRINITY Demonstration EU AIG Pro²Future, ITML

UC6 DASH-PROD TRINITY Demonstration EU ITML Pro²Future, Armengaud Innovate GmbH

circular_b2b FTI DL FFG Pro²Future Syrion, WU Wien

GreenFashion4Future Talente Praktika FFG Pro²Future -

SmartSync4EnergyAu-
tonomy NEXT GREEN TECH Land Steiermark Pro²Future TUG

Multi-ID-Smart Horizon-CL4-2021 EU Universität Bremen Pro²Future, Cranfield, Caltec, Fabrician, AVL, Kairos Digital, 
Dare2Innovate, ...

VibroHone CORNET FFG Pro²Future & DFMRS IWU Deutschland, TU Graz, BIMAQ

4.0_inklusive Projektfonds Arbeit 4.0 AK Steiermark Team Styria Pro²Future

recAIcle AI for Green FFG Pro²Future MU Leoben, Siemens AG

REWAI AI for Green FFG Pro²Future JKU, TUG, Lenzing AG
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E³SUSTAIN PdZ FFG Pro²Future AVL, CDP, KnowCenter, MIBA, Palfinger, Profactor, Syrion, 
Tripan, Haratech, EVVA
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ten GmbH Pro²Future
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JKU Linz, TU Munich, DFKI Kaiserslautern

Mentor5 ERASMUS-EDU-2023 EU Pro²Future

TU Graz, Found.ation Maker's Place Private Company, 
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ITY DESIGN LABS, EUROTRAINING EDUCATIONAL ORGANI-
ZATION, Centar za inovacije, CCIV, CECIMO

Smart_Waste INTERREG EU VSB Ostrava Pro²Future, University of Economy in Bydgoszcz, GABEN, 
CTU Prag, TUKE FML, Poznan Uni of Technology
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Enabler OEAD-WTZ OEAD-WTZ Pro²Future Universität Zagreb
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E3SUSTAIN Produktion und
Material 2023 FFG Pro²Future TRIPAN, AVL, MIBA, HARATECH, TUG, JKU, KnowCenter, 
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WasteCycle AI for Green FFG Pro²Future MU Leoben, Saubermacher, Mayer Recycling
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REWAI
Reduce Energy and Waste using AI

The REWAI project aims to enhance sustainability through cognitive 
decision-making, utilizing explainable AI techniques to augment hu-
man intelligence with machine intelligence. For this purpose, it con-
tributes (i) virtual sensor implementation for quality prediction in time 
series, (i) development of trustworthy Explainable AI techniques which 
establish trust with users, (iii) establishing the cause-effect relation-
ships within the production parameters. Along with company partner 
Lenzing, these interfaces will enable human workers to be in control 
and provide human oversight by creating trust in Human-AI collabo-
ration. The main factors of the environmental impact in global fashion 
industry are the use of resources (lands, water, chemicals, etc.) and 
energy, and greenhouse gas emissions. AI-based methods are leve-
raged to optimize resource efficiency and increase competitiveness of 
sustainable fibers, reducing the industry's footprint and boosting mar-
ket pressure on unsustainable synthetics.

The process incorporates parallel sieves, arranged in dual groups, 
where each sieve executes filtration and rejection/backwash procedu-
res. Filtration removes impurities from the input fluid (viscose), whi-
le rejection/backwash removes the filtered impurities. The outcome 
is the sought-after high-quality, clean material. The process entails a 
causal mechanism influencing the material quality. Adjusting parame-
ters impacting output has the potential to elevate the final product's 
quality. Moreover, this mechanism is valuable for root cause analysis, 
identifying origins of faulty items, and it enables predictive analysis, 
anticipating faulty products and suggesting changes to prevent defects 
in advance. However, there are challenges behind the optimization 
and adoption of AI in this process, e.g., complex relationships among 
factors, finding global optima, ensuring stability, high dimensionality. 
Also, creating accurate and interpretable models is related to the right 
balance between intricate models and transparent decision pathways 
since those models often tend to function as “black boxes”. 

To overcome these challenges, we use various AI-based techniques 
with the aspects of data analysis in production process and the re-
al-life application. We implement a trustworthy AI in the production 
pipeline, fostering human-machine collaboration to enhance human 
performance by combining human perception with the process power 
of computers. To prevent low-quality outcomes, we focus on high-fre-
quency data for initial optimization and low-frequency data to esta-
blish causal relationships between subsequent stages. This strategy 
aims to avoid inferior quality products that would require recycling, 
thereby reducing energy loss, plastic waste, and storage needs. Addi-
tionally, we develop techniques where the users can understand the 
implications of AI with confidence and control over the system by cle-
arly communicating key data and methods.

nonCOMET
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Goals
REWAI focuses on diminishing the environmental impact of the tex-
ti le industry with the aim of reducing operati ng costs and enhancing 
the competi ti ve edge of unsustainable syntheti c fi bers.  This initi ati -
ve encompasses two primary objecti ves: (i) constructi ng a predicti on 
system upon the already implemented sensor instrumentati ons to en-
sure ti mely interventi on and (ii) trustworthy decision-support to the 
decision-makers throughout the producti on pipeline to guide human 
using AI tools. The pursuit of opti mized producti on, minimizing energy 
loss, and waste necessitates (a) uncovering causality gaps and measu-
rement gaps, (b) embedding energy-effi  cient explainable AI tools and 
(c) providing counterfactual-based explanati ons for what-if analysis to 
the overall process. We establish root cause analysis that identi fi es rea-
sons malfuncti ons or suspicious acti viti es by defi ning the underlying 
causal mechanisms. This knowledge allows us to enhance fi nal pro-
duct quality by addressing direct and indirect factors impacti ng output 
parameters. Meanwhile, the explainability in our system will ensure 
that the operators and end-users can understand the output of ML 
and predicti ons so that they can be able to perform human oversight, 
monitor the outputs conti nuously and be enabled to re-evaluate the 
model with ensuring the validated input and output.

Approach
We use diverse AI-based models, including CNN, RNN, LSTM, and 
the hybrid ML models, Autoencoders. Initi ally, we train these models 
individually on each sieve’s data, later, perform combined training on 
all data for a unifi ed predicti on model. This approach aids in model 
comparison and evaluati on of its generalizati on ability. The pivotal 
aspect of this is comprehending the operati onal intricacies of each 
machine and their interacti ons in parallel operati ons, along with 
discerning the impact of individual and collecti ve machine behavior on 
sensor values.
 We use anomaly detecti on to tackle component failures and build 
a causal graph for the process. Causal discovery algorithms identi fy 
relati onships in normal and anomalous data, comparing cause-
eff ect using metrics to locate anomaly origins. In the fi eld of xAI, 
counterfactuals provide interpretati ons to point out which changes 
would be necessary to accomplish the desired goal.

Expected and Achieved Results
REWAI has two main objecti ves: (i) implementati on of AI-driven qua-
lity outcome predicti on within the producti on pipeline, (ii) building a 
trustworthy for decision-making system with the aspect of “human-in-
the-loop”. Our primary focus is on comprehending the factors that lead 
to low quality producti on and provide this insight to the users with the 
context of fairness, explainability, auditability and safety. 
We have used Autoencoders to drive an input representati on from 
multi -dimensional ti me series data, thereby extracti ng relevant fea-
tures. Later, we have created univariate and multi variate input-output 
structures and performed AI models to achieve real-ti me performance. 
Our fi ndings show that these models  can capture the meaningful fea-
tures and the patt erns by r educing input dimensionality, and they can 
be used for high-frequency data labelling where the changes and out-
liers occur at a lower frequency. Parallel to this, we have employed 

individual models for each sieve and a unifi ed model trained on the 
enti rety of the data to observe predicti on models’ sequence predicti on 
performance. The goal of observing the behaviour of the predicti on 
models with several approaches is to draw a framework for the XAI 
applicati on according to the reasons behind the input-output relati on.
However, in practi cal scenarios, it is not always feasible to measure 
every quality att ribute and establish a direct relati onship with the fi nal 
product quality. Hence, conducti ng causal discovery becomes essen-
ti al to identi fy the key factors aff ecti ng product quality and opti mize 
them eff ecti vely. Causality analysis serves two main objecti ves in this 
context. Firstly, it enables root cause analysis for identi fi cati on of the 
reasons behind malfuncti ons or suspicious acti viti es occurring in the 
process. Secondly, causality analysis holds the potenti al to improve fi -
nal product quality. The knowledge derived from the causal graph can 
be uti lized for predicti ve analysis for a feasible predicti on of when a 
hole is likely to be created in the sieve, enabling proacti ve measures to 
prevent or miti gate potenti al issues.

Status / Progress
The project began in April in 2022.  Data were collected in two pha-
ses:  January 18 to June 2 2022, and June 13 to October 11, 2022. Our 
approach began with stati sti cal analyses, off ering insights into ti me se-
ries data behaviours for AI methods. The initi al stage involved linear 
predicti ve models, serving as a foundati onal assessment of the data. 
Later, we transiti oned to advanced machine learning models due to 
the intricate multi dimensional nature of the data. These sophisti ca-
ted models aff ecti vely captured in-depth features for more eff ecti ve 
predicti ons. We observed that Autoencoders emerged as useful mo-
del to extract the representati on of certain features and capture in-
put data distributi on in high-frequency ti me series containing diver-
se behaviours (e.g., binary and conti nuous signals). Additi onally, the 
predicti on performance of RNN-based LSTM and hybrid models with 
CNN has been demonstrati ng on single step and sequence predicti on 
in univariate and multi variate input-output structures and diff erent in-
put sizes. Furthermore, RNN-based LSTM and hybrid models featuring 
CNN have been employing for univariate and multi variate input-output 
structures, across various input sizes for both single-step and sequence 
predicti ons.

Before conducti ng causality analysis, we applied Bayesian Change 
Point Detecti on to identi fy potenti al shift s or anomalies in the data 
that may aff ect the causal relati onship between variables. By detec-
ti ng and addressing these changes in the data, we can ensure that our 
causal analysis is accurate and refl ects the underlying relati onships 
between variables, as failures to account for change points can result 
in biased or incorrect causal inference.  Using the results of the change 
point detecti on we were able to split the data into two groups: "good 
data" when the sieve operated perfectly, and "bad data" when some 
anomalous behavior occurred. Causal discovery was performed sepa-
rately on both sets, considering the fi ltrati on and rejecti on/backwash 
processes. The main idea behind segregati ng data into two categories 
is to facilitate the root cause analysis. This process involves determin-
ing the factors that led to anomalies during unfavorable periods and 
pinpointi ng their origins. This comparati ve analysis involves assessing 
causal graphs from both sets of data and uti lizing metrics like Structural 
Hamming Distance and Frobenius Norm to detect the (dis-) similarity 
between the graphs. Once the underlying reasons for these undesira-
ble occurrences are identi fi ed, predicti ve analysis can be employed to 
proacti vely avert similar system failures. Ulti mately, this approach aims 
to prevent any degradati on in the product or system's performance. 
Considering the dynamic nature of the complete process, causal disco-
very with ti me lags was necessary to examine the delayed infl uences 
between variables on product quality. The resulti ng graph, produced 
using the LPCMCI causal discovery algorithm, sampled data every 10 
seconds and considered 2-ti me lags (20 seconds) for the rejecti on pha-
se on 10th Aug 2022 (good data). The enti re procedure of causal disco-
very is depicted in the fi gure.
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X-AMINOR
Cross sensor PlAtforM for lifecycle-moNitORing 
of Transformers

The current developments in the energy system pose new challenges 
to grid operators, as the increased integration of renewables and the 
introduction of dynamic loads into the power systems lead to a decou-
pling of consumption and production. Digitalization is one of the major 
tools for grid operators to tackle these challenges, as it allows them to 
implement flexible and advanced operation and planning strategies, 
which reduce costs while increasing service security.

Transformers constitute a core component in energy grids. Their avai-
lability and longevity can thus be seen as command variables in the 
context of service security. The outage of a transformer can lead to 
service loss in combination with high costs. Predictive maintenance is 
an important factor to increase the longevity of these essential infras-
tructure elements. At the start of its life, a transformer may fail due to 
mistakes made in the manufacturing process or its transportation and 
installation at the operational site. Towards the end of its life, the risk 
of failure increases due to its age and wear. Transformer fires, short 
circuits, mechanical faults, and overvoltage events are all destructive 
events that can occur during operation and cause significant damage 
to the transformer and its surrounding infrastructure. Unfortunately, 
destructive events can lead to a lack of data available for investigators 
during post-event forensics and failure analysis, which may impede the 
identification of the event’s cause and the further development of pre-
ventative measures, for instance fire protection.
Due to the long-life expectancy of transformers and the large number 
of legacy components in the energy grid, comprehensive retro-fitting 
of these components is not economically feasible and additionally po-
ses a logistical challenge due to the amount of components and asso-
ciated required engineering. To achieve this, data from existing moni-
toring systems will be combined with additional, new data modalities 
and advanced models to enable improved and dynamic monitoring of 
transformers. In X-AMINOR, our solution aims at providing functiona-
lity for dynamic transformer monitoring and optimization of operation 
to reduce operation costs, preventing failures, and supporting intelli-
gent grid planning strategies.

Goals
X-AMINOR aims at developing novel approaches for the exploitation 
of audio, video, thermal and other data towards achieving better li-
fecycle-monitoring of transformers, without requiring a comprehensi-
ve retro-fitting of these essential components of the power grid. The 
technical result of X-AMINOR is a mobile lifecycle-monitoring robotic 
and cloud backend solution to perform minimally invasive transformer 
monitoring to be deployed alongside standard existing transformer 
monitoring strategies. The robotic platform is equipped with a cross-/
multi-sensor platform (audio, video, thermal), which can gather data 
similar to a traditional on-site inspection of the transformer. The sys-
tem is initialized in the vicinity of a transformer and performs autono-
mous monitoring and assessment. Advanced data analytics are used to 
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build data models which provide the basis for predicti ve maintenance 
and conti nuous product improvements. The project will demonstrate 
this functi onality on a system level in the form of a demonstrator.

X-AMINOR has been developed in the context of two applicati on sce-
narios (fi nal acceptance test aft er producti on and normal operati on). 
Long term evaluati on scenarios are used for an in-depth quanti tati ve 
and qualitati ve evaluati on of the system and allow the assessment of 
the quality of the developed methods and the benefi t of such a system 
in the context of automated conditi on monitoring.

Approach
The use of conti nuous monitoring and predicti ve maintenance is es-
senti al to prolong the life of transmission systems and reduce any un-
expected outages. Standard monitoring soluti ons are integrated into 
a SCADA system to monitor the key performance indicators (KPIs) of 
power transformers. The type of data which can be gathered from a 
transformer depends on the model. Generally, modern transformers 
have access to a greater range of informati on compared to older mo-
dels (like winding hotspot sensors and dissolved gas analyzers).

In contrast, in the X-AMINOR project, we are developing a roboti c 
multi -sensor platf orm and cloud backend soluti on to perform minimal-
ly invasive transformer monitoring to be deployed alongside standard 
existi ng transformer monitoring strategies (Figure 1). The roboti c plat-
form provides transformer on-site data periodically, which is processed 
and made available to stakeholders by means of the cloud backend. 
Our system will, among other capabiliti es, support the lifecycle-moni-
toring of the transformer and provide data for post-event forensics in 
the case of destructi ve events.

Expected and Achieved Results
X-AMINOR is designed to collect and analyze visual and acousti c infor-
mati on in additi on to already available operati ng parameters in order 
to enable a more precise assessment of the transformer’s conditi on. 
For an autonomous operati on it requires suitable transportati on me-
ans (mobile platf orm) and IT technologies (middleware and edge com-
puti ng).

X-AMINOR uti lizes recent developments from the area of the Internet 
of Things (IoT), where a range of protocols and architectures for instan-
ti ati ng intelligent monitoring systems have been proposed. To guaran-
tee scalability, edge computi ng will be implemented via GPU-enabled 
computi ng nodes. This will allow nodes to preprocess data streams and 
perform fi rst analyses, while the backend performs computati on-hea-
vy analyti cs as well as model training and development.

Visual diagnosti cs in X-AMINOR rely on three pillars: a reasonable ac-
curate mapping of the transformer, resulti ng in an as-built 3D trans-
former model, and its uti lizati on for the localizati on or registrati on of 
newly acquired images. These capabiliti es allow to localize detected 
conditi ons and fi ndings, the visual detecti on of specifi c defect types 
known in advance and of generic changes on the transformer surface, 
such as those caused by rust and oil leakages. The precise localizati on 
of the positi ons of our multi -sensor platf orm, allows us to achieve 
acousti c, thermal and visual modelling of the transformer; as well as 
the automati c vision-based localizati on and readout of legacy and non-
legacy equipment, such as temperature and oil level meters.

Our focus is on achieving results towards the leveraging of these multi - 
modal and sensor transformer data for the lifecycle-modelling of trans-
formers. The data established with the X-AMINOR monitoring system 
will allow us to validate and tune existi ng aging models based on op-
erati onal data. Moreover, such data can be used as additi onal model 

input to individually model a specifi c target transformer. Additi onally, 
this informati on allows the development of new models which relate 
acousti c, visual, and thermal informati on established during end-of-
line testi ng with operati onal data, allowing for a conti nuous evaluati on 
of the transformer.

Status / Progress
The project consorti um has implemented, integrated together, and 
tested the roboti c multi -sensor platf orm and cloud backend soluti on, 
with a focus toward automati c dataset acquisiti on and processing. The 
data processing has been divided among the robot and the cloud ba-
ckend. The main diff erences of the X-AMINOR system in comparison to 
similar ongoing projects are: our use of (1) a 3D microphone array to 
analyze  noise patt erns and their sources at the transformer’s surface, 
(2) a more cost-eff ecti ve robot (a Husky UGV, by Clearpath Roboti cs, 
for instance instead of a Spot by Boston Dynamics); and (3) our im-
plementati on of LiDAR only once – i.e., initi ally, to create an accurate 
3D model of the transformer, which is used later as template for the 
precise 3D registrati on of the acquisiti on viewpoints by means of RGB-
D images. 

In the literature, a majority of approaches have focused on the detec-
ti on of defects in individual 2D images. In the X-AMINOR project indi-
vidual 2D detecti on results, such as oil leakage or rust marks, are in-
tegrated and consolidated in the as-built 3D model of the transformer. 
This way, the reliability of detecti ons can be improved by correcti ng 
individual false positi ves via the results from other images. Based on 
the given 3D transformer model and the localizati on informati on of the 
sensor system relati ve to the device, a holisti c detecti on model can be 
established, linking the diff erent sensing modaliti es. Additi onally, the 
system can read legacy equipment, such as analog displays and meters, 
from images acquired via the sensor system, which we have implemen-
ted for the readout of oil and winding temperature indicators.
In contrast to specifi c visual inspecti on tasks, change detecti on focuses 
on observing a scene over a longer period of ti me and on registering 
all types of expected or unexpected changes. X-AMINOR has aimed 
at building on the robustness of current methods from the literature, 
which fundamentally seem promising but had to be evaluated in detail 
for the present scenario. The eff ects of small amounts of training data 
as well as transfer learning methods are being examined. 

During the project we have acquired measurements using our multi -
sensor setup at a substati on managed by our project partner, the Aus-
trian Power Grid AG. Our fi rst fully automated measurement campaign 
using the roboti c platf orm, with automati c upload and data processing 
in the cloud backend, is taking place in the summer of 2023. Overall, 
these data acquisiti on and processing will allow us to monitor a re-
lati vely modern transformer installed at a substati on for less than 20 
years. Unti l the end of the project, we will test our algorithms, analyze 
their processed results, and create a roadmap for the further digitali-
zati on of the lifecycle-monitoring of transformers through roboti c sys-
tems.

 Figure 1 Proposed roboti c multi -sensor platf orm and cloud backend so-
luti on for the lifecycle monitoring, inspecti on, and diagnosti cs of trans-
formers. Shown: Data acquisiti on informati on fl ow diagram.

Figure 2 (left ): Automati c vision-based localizati on and readout of le-
gacy and non-legacy equipment, such as temperature and oil level me-
ters. Figure 3 (right): Automati c detecti on of defects such as corrosion, 
dirt, or oil on the transformer surface.
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recAIcle
Recycling-oriented collaborative waste sorting 
by continual learning

Waste contributes significantly to greenhouse gas emissions. As eco-
nomic growth is the main driver for increased waste generation, a de-
crease in waste production while maintaining economic growth is a 
primary objective of the new European Circular Economy Action Plan. 
Recycling constitutes a key solution to this issue as it reduces the de-
mand for primary, raw resources and mitigates the loss of value in was-
te management. Accordingly, the EU aims for high recycling rates and 
has a current target of 70% of packaging waste to be recycled by 2030 
and 65% of municipal waste to be recycled by 2035.
Recycling requires materials to be pre-sorted. Despite the already uti-
lized sophisticated sensors and machinery, manual sorting by human 
employees is still an integral part of waste sorting for recycling (1) to 
allow the quality assurance of material concentrates and (2) to achieve 
the high levels of purity required by recycling plants to produce high-
quality recyclates. In this project, we aim to capitalize on human ex-
pertise by integrating human and machine intelligence into recAIcle: 
a human-guided approach to fine-tuning the sorting process, which 
additionally provides support to the human worker in the form of aug-
mented guidance.

There is a clear benefit in interfacing and integrating sensor-based clas-
sification models with the worker’s task in terms of improved machi-
ne learning classification and highlights the importance of the human 
worker in such applications. In combination with guidance and aug-
mentation technology, increased robustness of the classification mo-
dels will allow recAIcle to support workers by: (i) guiding them towards 
potential areas of interest, (ii) providing initial skill adaptation training 
and support for novice personnel, and (iii) reducing the monotony and 
strain involved in sorting tasks; leading to increased sorting efficiency 
and worker satisfaction. The developments planned within recAIcle are 
guided by at least two complementary use cases, both highly relevant 
in the context of current recycling efforts: plastic package sorting and 
battery sorting. With the methods developed within recAIcle we aim to 
increase the output of recyclable plastic waste by 25% without increa-
sing the number of sorting workers. This will significantly help to in-
crease the sustainability of waste management and further strengthen 
Austria as a leader in recycling and as a competitive and innovative 
technology provider in Europe regarding the sustainable development 
goals.

Goals
For all use case and application scenarios envisioned in the project, 
our focus is not on replacing the sorting worker’s labor. While AI will 
radically alter how work gets done and who does it, the technology’s 
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larger impact will be in complementi ng and augmenti ng human capa-
biliti es, not replacing them. To support these eff orts the recAIcle pro-
ject aims for the development of a novel conti nual learning approach, 
which enables the conti nuous improvement of automati c classifi cati on 
systems solely by observing a human worker completi ng the task. In re-
turn the system will be used to support an operator carrying out their 
task. The technologies will be applied to achieve effi  cient recycling (by 
signifi cantly improving mixed municipal waste sorti ng rates) in a cir-
cular economy. By reciprocal improvement of human and AI, a robust 
automati c classifi cati on of mixed municipal waste can be achieved, 
while supporti ng workers during manual sorti ng eff orts. 

Our objecti ve is to achieve a system with wide applicability. For this 
reason, we will focus on two or three diff erent waste sorti ng use cases, 
for instance plasti c, metal and batt eries, to ensure that our methods 
are applicable to a broad scope of recycling material sorti ng problems.

Approach
From a purely technical perspecti ve, a human sorti ng worker consti -
tutes an expert sorti ng instance, comprised of sensors (i.e., vision), a 
classifi er (i.e., experti se), and actuators (i.e., hands). By choosing an 
element to be removed from the material fl ow, the human worker 
indirectly annotates the element as one requiring classifi cati on by an 
automati c sensor-based sorti ng approach. The recAIcle project aims 
to use these and other indirect annotati ons as the core element for 
devising a novel, passively human-guided conti nual learning approach, 
which enables the conti nuous improvement of automati c classifi cati on 
systems by observing a human operator working in an applicati on do-
main.

Expected and Achieved Results
There are several main challenges which will have to be addressed in 
the project. First, the recycling material fl ow varies across the year, de-
pending on the presence of seasonal products as well as new products 
on the conveyor belt. And second, due to the monotony and strain in-
volved in sorti ng tasks, the sorti ng workers will execute their task with 
a certain level of error rate, for instance picking from or leaving the 
wrong objects on the conveyor belt. To address these challenges, we 
will develop a conti nual or long-life learning framework, which is able 
to leverage data from the past, while focusing on the compositi on of 
the material fl ow in recent ti me, as well as from multi ple plants.

Similarly, we will have to address challenges arising from the interac-
ti ons between our system and the sorti ng workers. We are considering 
the usage of diff erent sensing technologies for performing acti on re-
cogniti on. Furthermore, our system is intended to support the workers 
without overwhelming them with informati on. For instance, an inte-
resti ng use case is the detecti on and highlighti ng of dangerous waste 
parti cles such as batt eries, for their removal from the material fl ow. 
Finally, we plan to test and compare the effi  ciency of the worker with 
and without the support of our system. 

As the methods will be developed in the context of a specifi c auto-
mati on scenario, they must be self-contained and resource effi  cient in 
order to be successfully deployed on standardized industrial hardware. 
Resource effi  ciency will be addressed from the design phase onwards, 
parti cularly in the system implementati on.

In order to att ain the development of methods applicable to multi ple 
use cases, during the project we will implement and test our system in 
collaborati on with at least 2 end users working with diff erent material 
fl ows, for instance plasti c and batt eries.

Status / Progress
Our interacti ons with the recycling industry and several internal work-
shops have allowed us to perform a requirements analysis, achieve a 
design for our fi rst prototype system and defi ne use case and verifi ca-
ti on scenarios for our prototype system. We have designed a sensors 
and systems architecture allowing to learn from the sorti ng workers, 
see letf t fi gure, without directly recording them. To this end it features 
cameras before and aft er each sorti ng worker, as well as other sensors 
installed either in a sorti ng cabin or at the conveyor belt. Assistance is 
provided by projectors that can interact with the workers by pointi ng 
at certain objects on the conveyor belt. The combinati on of sensors 
and cameras will allow the system to learn waste sorti ng by unders-
tanding which objects are to be picked up and where they are to be 
dropped off .

The fi rst implementati on of an object detecti on framework and a con-
ti nual learning framework for the classifi cati on of trash have been de-
veloped, which will allow our system to adapt to changes in the mate-
rial fl ow, e.g., seasonal changes or special holidays. One approach to 
allow the system to learn from workers is to track their hands and the 
acti ons they perform (right fgure). Currently this is also realized using 
object detecti on. Their integrati on into a single system and further tes-
ti ng are pending. Our ongoing algorithm development has been based 
on publicly available datasets. Meanwhile the deployment of our pro-
totype system and a data acquisiti on campaign using recycling plasti c 
material are ongoing at the Digital Waste Research Laboratory (DWRL) 
of our partner Montanuniversität Leoben. 

Our consorti um has presented our design concept at the Austrian 
Waste Management Conference 2023 (ÖWAV-Tagung 2023) and at the 
19th Internati onal Symposium on Waste Management and Sustaina-
ble Landfi lling (SARDINIA 2023). In order to att ain the development of 
methods applicable to multi ple use cases, we have contacted multi ple 
potenti al end users. We have started a collaborati on with Mayer Recy-
cling, who is focused on metal sorti ng. We are in ongoing contact with 
companies focused on plasti c recycling and sorti ng, but who could not 
start a collaborati on this year. For plasti c sorti ng we will start working 
at the DWRL. We plan to renew our contacts with plasti c sorters, once 
our developed methods are more mature.
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TWIN
Digitale Zwillinge für
zukunftsfähige Gebäude

Digital twins are virtual replicas of physical objects or processes that 
are synchronized with the real thing and kept up-to-date to reflect rea-
lity. In the TWIN project we investigated the state and integration of 
digital twins for the construction and building industry. It is commonly 
assumed that digital twins have huge potential within the building life-
cycle, notably contributing towards the "European Green Deal" objec-
tives, since the building sector has a huge impact there.
Similar to the automotive industry or other huge production indus-
tries, the building sector has an enormous inherent complexity by in-
corporating many stakeholders, like suppliers, builders, maintainers, 
facility management, technicians, operators, and users over very long 
timeframes spanning several decades and even hundreds of years 
for some historical buildings. There are already many standards and 
models for specific phases, tasks and use-cases during construction, 
operation, maintenance, and usage. However, they are often discon-
nected, not updated, or not used holistically amongst different parties 
throughout a buildings’ lifecycle. Hence, the application of digital twins 
in construction and real estate remains limited in practice. However, 
within research and demo projects, they showed promising results in 
the areas of energy management, site logistics optimization, model-
based services, reduction of errors and simplification of collaboration 
amongst stakeholders. Still, practical challenges to their application 
include technology hurdles, stringent regulatory requirements and lia-
bility, trust and data protection issues within the construction and real 
estate sector. Also, the resource-intensive nature of initially creating 
and maintaining digital twins over time is a hindrance to their appli-
cation.
The TWIN project serves as a precursor to a comprehensive lighthouse 
project, aiming to showcase the value of digital building twins. This 
intends to catalyze the application of digital twins in future building 
endeavors. This subsequent lighthouse project will address the holistic 
applications of digital twins throughout the building's lifespan, consi-
dering ecological impacts, stakeholder economic interests, and indus-
try-specific regulatory challenges in Austria.

Goals
The main goal of the TWIN project is to prepare a roadmap for a com-
prehensive lighthouse project and research programme, aiming to 
demonstrate and apply digital building twins in real-world settings. 
It should stimulate the application of digital twins in future building 
ventures to help fulfill long-term sustainability goals. We strived for 
a holistic approach, spanning a building's entire life cycle, while ac-
counting for ecological impacts, stakeholder economic interests, and 
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industry-specifi c regulatory challenges in Austria. Another integral part 
of TWIN's agenda was to pinpoint current technological gaps, and con-
sequently extract the R&D needs for the following project. This inclu-
des proprietary soft ware and standards as well as open standards and 
technologies. For the general recommendati ons, however, the focus 
in the project was on using open standards like IFC wherever possible, 
to avoid vendor-specifi c dependencies on single companies. The stan-
dards, methods and technologies should be future-proof and freely 
available to maximize the availability, impact and usability thereof.

Approach
To achieve the goal of retrieving a realisti c landscape of the state-of-
the-art in building industry and to give recommendati ons how to ta-
ckle them, we did several rounds of reconciliati on and interviews with 
industry stakeholders. Initi ally, we performed a thorough assessment 
of potenti al digital twin applicati ons, emphasizing their strengths and 
opportuniti es. This analysis already involved close collaborati on with 
industry from diff erent areas in the building domain, e.g., construc-
ti on, manufacturing, operati on, asset management, and digital facility 
management. Aft erwards we combined, clustered, and selected fi ve 
use-case-chains for deeper explorati on in the subsequent interviews. 
Based on these interviews we did a gap and SWOT analysis which gave 
us insight on the problems, needs, fears as well as the potenti al bene-
fi ts, gains and wishes from building industry regarding the wholisti c 
applicati on of digital twins and to give recommendati ons for a road-
map in the subsequent lighthouse project.

Expected and Achieved Results
The most important outcomes of the project are twofold:
1. A general roadmap as guidance for further development in future 

research projects and governmental directi on.
2. Recommendati ons about specifi c aspects, technologies and re-

quired legal enhancements.
Furthermore, intermediate deliverables were created during the pro-
ject, e.g., a collecti on of use-cases, stakeholder analysis, requirements 
analysis, dependencies, and a skill-and-responsibility-matrix amongst 
stakeholders in diff erent phases of buildings, a gap- and SWOT-ana-
lysis, interview documentati ons and reports on state-of-the-art and 
technologies. The broad stakeholder interest in TWIN was evident by 
collecti ng 14 Lett ers of Interests from industry companies.

TWIN's outcomes, such as identi fi ed use cases, their ecological and 
economic evaluati ons, and spott ed R&D gaps, were consolidated into 
a roadmap, laying the foundati on for the lighthouse project. Here is 
the list of identi fi ed use-case-chains together with a short descripti on 
of their purpose:
• enEff : Using digital twin to opti mize energy-effi  ciency in heati ng, 

venti lati on and air-conditi oning for buildings.
• asBuilt2Work: Keeping digital twins, models and plans up-to-date 

to the current state of the building (“as it was built”).
• smart.tag: Identi fying and tracing parts of buildings (maybe also 

including their usage history) and reuse them deconstructi on or 
replacement.

• Open.Fab: Streamline the fabricati on of building parts (batch 
constructi on, templates, modularizati on) and foster fabricati on 
on-site.

• BBIM: Enable data conti nuity, reuse, and synchronizati on of di-
gital twin models amongst all building phases and stakeholders.

The left  fi gure shows a simplifi ed responsibility matrix that was crea-
ted throughout the project. The table depicts which stakeholder-group 
(consisti ng of users, planers, supervisors, and builders) are involved in 
which building phase, and how high their required skills and compe-
tencies should be.

Status / Progress
The project started in March 2022 and fi nished in May 2023. Pro²Futu-
re was working together with Graz University of Technology, Siemens 
AG, building Smart Austria and AIT. While we were parti cipati ng in all 
acti ons, our focus was on the technological aspects rather than on the 
process or legal aspects. With monthly meeti ngs we established a he-
althy communicati on and project synchronizati on style. Furthermore, 
we parti cipated in several on-site workshops to collaborate and discuss 
with the other partners.

The right fi gure shows an excerpt from the recommended roadmap 
for future projects and research program. It shows the found use-ca-
se-chains and interrelati ons as well as the core issues and themes that 
must be addressed in these future projects.

Within this project, a transiti on of employees between partner compa-
nies took place: Konrad Diwold changed from Pro²Future to Siemens 
AG, and sti ll conti nued to parti cipate in the project (only from the 
other side from that ti me on). This transiti on fostered the collabora-
ti on between companies within the project even more and showed 
the positi ve impact of expert exchange and trust amongst the partner 
companies within the consorti um.

FFDDSS22
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FFDDSS55
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nonCOMET
AI-Flight
AI-Enabled autonomous flight
of indoor drones

In the last decade, drones are showing a great potential as data acqui-
sition platforms, which can support industrial systems in achieving fur-
ther automatization, for instance in tasks such as mapping/surveying 
and inventory taking. However, especially in indoor operations, the im-
plementation of drone-based solutions must be supervised by safety 
pilots within visual line of sight, and often the pilot must manually fly 
the drone during the task. This necessity stems from the fact that such 
an operation requires the detection of safety hazards and bringing the 
drone to a safe halt during such situations.

Goals
AI-Flight aims towards achieving the autonomous operation of drone 
systems for indoor industrial applications, as well as towards the inter-
mediate step of beyond-visual-line-of-sight operation. Many commer-
cially available off-the-shelf (COTS) drones readily provide interfaces 
for the deployment of machine learning models to analyze the drone’s 
video stream and acquired imagery and for the customization of the 
drone’s operation. AI-Flight will assess the applicability of image pro-
cessing artificial intelligence (AI) in the context of autonomous drone 
operation to achieve a dependable operation of COTS drones beyond 
visual line of sight in industrial indoor environments. This approach 
enables service providers to choose the COTS drone best suited for 
the application and to reduce their dependency on specific drone ma-
nufacturers. 

Therefore AI-Flight will explore and test the provisioning of AI models 
to achieve situational awareness for COTS drones, which allows a dro-
ne during operation to detect, track and react to third parties (vehicles 
and people) and to obstacles inside and around the working area, and 
guide the compilation of further methodological steps and research 
directions required to achieve such a system..

Approach
In AI Flight, rather than building a fail-safe drone, we have investiga-
ted, tested and implemented safety extensions by means of external 
monitoring that enable a safer operation of COTS drones towards the 
achievement of a fail-safe operation inside industrial warehouse envi-
ronments. AI-Flight will concretize the goals (situation awareness and 
external monitoring) into metrics and perform first necessary quanti-
tative evaluations within a real logistics environment, focusing on wa-
rehouses arranged in corridors. 

In addition, the project AI-Flight has had a focus on achieving auto-
mated drone-based inventory management, therefore, AI methods 

nonCOMET
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to add new capabiliti es to COTS drones related to this industrial ap-
plicati on have been explored. Keeping stock of warehouse inventory 
requires the employed drone to be able to count. Due to its camera, it 
has the necessary percepti ve capabiliti es but sti ll lacks the intelligence 
to count. We intend to equip the drone with counti ng capabiliti es via 
a trained convoluti onal neural network which generates density maps 
of desired objects. These can then be used to esti mate the number of 
objects present during inventory taking.

 Figure 1: Situati onal awareness through external monitoring of the 
COTS drone by means of the MMS (or AGV).

Achieved Results
As shown in Figure 1, our investi gati ons have led us to the design of 
a Mobile Monitoring Stati on (MMS) to achieve the external monito-
ring of the drone. The MMS is an Autonomous Ground Vehicle (AGV), 
which monitors the COTS drone repeti ti vely from the same point of 
view. Additi onal equipment – computi ng resources, AI methods and 
sensor systems – are installed on the MMS to monitor the immedia-
te surroundings of the drone and its operati onal area. In our system: 
(1) the COTS drone can achieve stable fl ight inside the warehouse, but 
has only limited capacity to avoid collisions with obstacles; therefore 
(2) the MMS monitors at all ti mes the fl ight of the COTS drone and 
its surroundings and provides commands to the drone to perform the 
task safely and in an opti mal manner. The usage of a repeti ti ve point of 
view of the drone from the MMS, allows a very reliable and repeti ti ve 
drone tracking behavior by the MMS, allowing the deployment of such 
a system in diff erent buildings, applicati ons, and scenarios.

Figure 1 shows the MMS equipped with omni-directi onal situati onal 
awareness, which covers the area shown by the green circles surroun-
ding the MMS. With this awareness it can detect people (co-workers), 
objects (fork-lift s and other drones) and obstacles (e. g., storage racks, 
walls, boxes, trolleys, …) precisely for safe operati on. Fisheye cameras 
are an example cost-eff ecti ve hardware to achieve omni-directi onal 
percepti on. Over the course of this project an initi al prototype of this 
fail-safety system was achieved, details can be seen in Figure 2 (left ).

The main topics that have been addressed regarding our envisioned 
drone system are omni-directi onal situati onal awareness – the auto-
mati c monitoring of the drone system and its surroundings –, the auto-
mati c in-place confi gurati on of the drone system in the warehouse and 
the cost-eff ecti ve adaptability of such a system to diff erent applicati on 
scenarios. Regarding the omni-directi onal situati onal awareness, we 
have tested and evaluated AI-based omni-directi onal depth esti mati on 

approaches for fi sheye multi -camera sensors (Figure 2, right), the auto-
mati c image/point-cloud segmentati on of ground versus storage racks 
(Figure 3, center) and the omni-directi onal detecti on of certain objects 
– that is, either air-borne obstacles (e.g., drones), ground-based ve-
hicles (e.g., fork-lift s) and human co-workers. Regarding the automati c 
in-place confi gurati on of the system and in view of our external mo-
nitoring concept, we have investi gated AI methods ensuring a good 
accuracy of the anchoring transformati on of the MMS with respect to 
the surrounding hallway.

Our initi al prototype for the automati c object counti ng AI method al-
ready achieved competi ti ve results. Transfer learning was done with a 
small dataset of >100 samples. On the unseen validati on samples the 
counti ng error was 25%. Our counti ng method has potenti al for impro-
vement and further research. This will be explored over the course of 
follow-up projects. 

The project partners organized a workshop at Roto Frank GmbH (Karls-
dorf) in February 2022 for stakeholders interested in the topic of “safe 
indoor drone operati ons”. The workshop att racted, among others, se-
veral safety certi fi cati ons experts, potenti al end users, as well as 2 ma-

nufacturers of automated AGVs for warehouse soluti ons. The content 
of the workshop infl uenced our planning and realizati on of other tasks 
and work packages, as well as the writi ng of our roadmap “towards an 
AI-enabled drone operati on”.

 Figure 2 (Left ): Initi al prototype of our envisioned system, the MMS tracks the positi on of a person while the drone performs its task. The drone 
enters the safe state if the person approaches the system too much. Figure 2 (Right): Omni-directi onal depth esti mati on by means of fi sheye 
multi -camera sensors and an appropriate AI method on an image dataset acquired at the warehouse using our own prototype hardware.

Figure 3: Developed Deep Learning method to classify ground points 
versus storage racks
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NETWORK
Scienti fi c Partners 

JKU - Johannes Kepler University
www.jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 0
Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz
Austria

PROFACTOR GmbH
www.profactor.at
Phone:+43 7252 885-0
Im Stadtgut A2, 4407 Steyr-Gleink
Austria

TU Graz - Graz University of Technology
www.tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 0
Rechbauerstraße 12, 8010 Graz
Austria

Karl-Franzens-University Graz
www.uni-graz.at
Phone: +43 316 380 - 1296
Universitaetsplatz 3, 8010 Graz
Austria

Montanuniversity Leoben
Economics and Business Studies (wBw)
wbw.unileoben.ac.at
Phone: +43 3842 402 
Franz-Josef-Strasse 18, 8700 Leoben 
Austria

KIT
www.kit.edu
Phone: +49 721 608-0
Hermann-von-Helmholtz-Platz 1, 76021 Karlsruhe
Germany

University of Stutt gart
www.uni-stutt gart.de
Phone: +43 1 5336112 0
Keplerstraße 7, 70174 Stutt gart
Germany

MIT Media Lab
www.media.mit.edu
Phone: +1 617-253-5960
75 Amherst St, 2139 Cambridge
USA
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DFKI Kaiserslautern
German Research Center for Arti fi cial Intelligence
www.dfk i.de
Phone: +49 631 20575 0
Trippstadter Strasse 122, 67663 Kaiserslautern
Germany

University of Maribor
www.fs.um.si
Phone: +386 2/220-7500
Smetanova ul. 17, 2000 Maribor
Slovenia

NETWORK :: Scienti fi c Partners

IFZ
Interdisciplinary Research Center for Technology, Work and Culture
www.ifz.at
Phone: +43 316 813909 0
Schlögelgasse 2, 8010 Graz 
Austria

DFKI Saarbruecken
German Research Center for Arti fi cial Intelligence
www.dfk i.de
Phone: +49 681 85775 0
Stuhlsatzenhausweg 3, 66123 Saarbrücken
Germany

Technical University of Munich
www6.in.tum.de
Phone: +49 89289-01
Arcisstraße 21, 80333 Munich
Germany

EPFL
www.epfl .ch
Phone: +41 (0)21 693 11 11 
Rosenheimer Strasse 141 e, 1015 Lausanne
Switzerland

ETH Zurich
www.ethz.ch
Phone: +41 44 632 11 11
Raemistrasse 101, 8092 Zurich
Switzerland

University of Passau
www.uni-passau.de
Phone: +49 851/509-1005
Innstraße 41, 94032 Passau
Germany

Nanyang Technological University
www.ntu.edu.sg
Phone: (65) 67911744 
50 Nanyang Avenue, Singapore 639798 
Singapore

JOANNEUM RESEARCH Forschungsgesellschaft  mbH
www.joanneum.at
Phone: +43 316 876-0
Leonhardstraße 59, 8010 Graz
Austria
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OFAI
Austrian Research Insiti tute for Arti fi cial Intelligence
www.ofai.at
Phone: +43 1 5336112 0
Freyung 6/6, 1010 Vienna
Austria

Osaka University
www.osaka-u.ac.jp
Phone: +81-6-6879-4750
1-1 Yamadaoka, Suita, Osaka 565-0871 
Japan

Université de Lorraine
www.univ-lorraine.fr
Phone: +33 (0) 3 72 74 00 00
34 Cours Léopold, 54000, Nancy
France

Uppsala Universitet
www.uu.se
Phone: +46 18 471 00 00
Box 256, 75105 Uppsala
Sweden

Universität St.Gallen
www.unisg.ch
Phone: +41 71 224 22 70
Dufourstrasse 50, 9000 St. Gallen
Switzerland

Carnegie Mellon University
www.cmu.edu
Phone: +1 412-268-2000
5000 Forbes Avenue,15213 Pitt sburgh
USA

Know-Center GmbH
www.know-center.at
Phone: +43 316 873 30801
Sandgasse 36/4, 8010 Graz
Austria

Research Studios Austria Forschungsgesellschaft  mbH
www.researchstudio.at
Phone: +43 662 83 46 02 0
Leopoldskronstraße 30, 5020 Salzburg
Austria

Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München
www.lmu.de
Phone: +49 89 21800
Geschwister-Scholl-Platz 1, 80 80539 Munich
Germany

Soft ware Competence Center Hagenberg
www.scch.at
Phone: +43 50 343
Soft warepark 21, 4232 Hagenberg
Austria

NETWORK :: Scienti fi c Partners
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Company Partners 

AMAG Austria Metall AG
www.amag-al4u.com 
Phone: +43 7722 801 0
Lamprechtshausener Strasse 61, 5282 Braunau-Ranshofen
Upper Austria, Austria

AMS AG
www.ams.com
Phone: +43 3136 500 0
Tobelbader Strasse 30, 8141 Premstaett en
Styria, Austria

Antemo GmbH Anlagen & Teileferti gung
www.antemo.com
Phone: +43 3579 82 105
Gewerbepark 6, 8755 St. Peter ob Judenburg
Styria, Austria

AVL List GmbH
www.avl.com
Phone: +43 316 787 0
Hans-List-Platz 1, 8020 Graz
Styria, Austria

AZO GmbH + Co. KG
www.azo.com 
Phone: +49 6291 92 0
Rosenberger Strasse 28, 74706 Osterburken
Baden-Wuertt emberg, Germany

AUVA Allgemeine Unfallversicherungsanstalt
www.auva.at
Phone: +43 5 93 93-20000
Adalbert-Sti ft er-Strasse 65, 1200 Vienna
Vienna, Austria

batt enfeld-cincinnati  Austria GmbH
www.batt enfeld-cincinnati .com
Phone: +43 61 006-0
Laxenburger Strasse 246, 1230 Vienna 
Vienna, Austria

AT & S Austria Technologie & Systemtechnik
www.ats.net
Phone: +43 3842 2000
Fabriksgasse 13, 8700 Leoben
Styria, Austria
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ECON GmbH
www.econ.eu
Phone: +43 7243 56560
Biergasse 9, 4616 Weisskirchen/Traun
Upper Austria, Austria

Fabasoft  Austria GmbH
www.fabasoft .com
Phone: +43 732 606162 0
Honauerstrasse 4, 4020 Linz
Upper Austria, Austria

EPCOS OHG (TDK Group)
www.tdk-electronics.tdk.com
Phone: +49 89 54020 0
Rosenheimer Strasse 141 e, 81671 Munich
Bavaria, Germany

ENGEL AUSTRIA GmbH
www.engelglobal.com
Phone: +43 50 620 0
Ludwig-Engel-Strasse 1 , 4311 Schwertberg
Upper Austria, Austria

Deutsche MTM ASSOCIATION e. V.
mtm.org
Phone: +49 40 822779-0 
Elbchaussee 352, 22609 Hamburg 
Hamburg, Germany

D-ARIA GmbH
www.d-aria.at
Phone: +43 676 615 5840 
Möllwaldplatz 2/10, 1040 Wien
Vienna, Austria

dibit Messtechnik GmbH
www.dibit.at
Phone: +43 512 260026
Framsweg 16, 6020 Innsbruck
Tyrol, Austria

Elektrobit Austria GmbH
www.elektrobit.com
Phone: +43 1 599830
Kaiserstraße 45, 1070 Wien
Vienna, Austria

NETWORK :: Company Partners

FISCHER SPORTS GMBH
www.fi schersports.com
Phone: +43 7752 909 0
Fischerstrasse 8, 4910 Ried im Innkreis
Upper Austria, Austria

FRONIUS Internati onal GmbH
www.fronius.com
Phone: +43 7242 241 0
Froniusstrasse 1, 4643 Pett enbach
Upper Austria, Austria
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GAW GROUP Pildner-Steinburg
www.gawgroup.com
Phone: +43 316 2704 0
Puchstrasse 76, 8020 Graz
Styria, Austria

KEBA AG 
www.keba.com
Phone: +43 732 7090 0
Gewerbepark Urfahr, 4041 Linz 
Upper Austria, Austria

Fuchshofer Präzisionstechnik GmbH
www.fuchshofer.at
Phone: +43 3466 47 0 25 0
Haselbach 100, 8552 Eibiswald 
Styria, Austria

HMI-Master GmbH
www.hmi-master.at
Phone: +43 316 425973
Neufeldweg 250, 8041 Graz
Styria, Austria

Infi neon Technologies AG
www.infi neon.com
Phone: +43 517 7715151
Donaufeldstraße 5, 4040 Linz
Upper Austria, Austria

Knapp AG
www.knapp.com
Phone: +43 5 04952 0
Guenter-Knapp-Str. 5-7, 8075 Hart bei Graz
Styria, Austria

Leistritz AG
www.extruders.leistritz.com
Phone: +49 911 43060
Markgrafenstrasse 38, 90459 Nuremberg
Bavaria, Germany

Magna Steyr AG & Co KG
www.magna.com
Phone: +43 316 404 0
Liebenauer Hauptstrasse 317, 8041 Graz
Styria, Austria

Method Park by UL
www.methodpark.de
Phone: +49 9131 972060
Wett erkreuz 19a, 91058 Erlangen
Nuremberg, Germany

Microtronics Engineering GmbH
www.microtronics.com
Phone: +43 2756 77180
Hauptstraße 7, 3244 Ruprechtshofen
Lower Austria, Austria
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Siemens AG Österreich
www.siemens.com
Phone: +43 51707 0
Siemensstrasse 90, 1210 Wien
Vienna, Austria

Roto Frank Austria GmbH
www.roto-frank.com
Phone: +43 664 4212248
Lapp-Finze-Strasse 21, 8401 Katsdorf
Styria, Austria

sanSirro GmbH
www.sansirro.com
Phone: +43 664 88976460
Stangersdorf-Gewerbegebiet 110, 8403 Lebring
Styria, Austria

Sony Europe Limited
www.sony-europe.com
Phone: +43 1 79 567 639
Wienerbergstraße 41, 1120 Wien
Vienna, Austria

NETWORK :: Company Partners

Primetals Technologies Austria GmbH
www.primetals.com
Phone: +43 732 6592 0
Turmstrasse 44, 4031 Linz
Upper Austria, Austria

POLOPLAST GmbH & Co KG
www.poloplast.com
Phone: +43 732 3886 0
Poloplaststrasse 1, 4060 Leonding
Upper Austria, Austria

NXP Semiconductors Austria GmbH & Co KG
www.nxp.com
Phone: +43 312 4299 201
Mikron-Weg 1, 8101 Gratkorn
Styria, Austria

Robert Bosch AG
www.bosch.at
Phone: +43 1 798 0310
Göllnergasse 15-17, 1030 Wien
Vienna, Austria
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NETWORK :: Company Partners

voestalpine Stahl GmbH
www.voestalpine.com/stahl
Phone: +43 50304 15 0
voestalpine-Strasse 3, 4020 Linz
Upper Austria, Austria

Wacker Neuson Beteiligungs GmbH
www.wackerneuson.at
Phone: +49 89 35 402 0
Preußenstrasse 41, 80809 Munich
Bavaria, Germany

TRUMPF Maschinen Austria GmbH + Co.KG
www.trumpf.com
Phone:+43 7221 6030
Industriepark 24, 4061 Pasching
Upper Austria, Austria

UNICOR GmbH
www.unicor.com
Phone: +49 9521 956 0
Industriestrasse 56, 97437 Hassfurt
Bavaria, Germany

Soplar sa
www.soplar.com
Phone: +41 71 757 14 14
Transportstrasse 1, 9450 Altstaett en
Rhine Valley, Switzerland

TCM Internati onal Tool Consulti ng & Management GmbH
www.tcm-internati onal.at
Phone: +43 3463 600 90 0
Technologiepark 3, 8510 Stainz
Styria, Austria

system7 rail support GmbH
www.s7-rail.com
Phone: +43 7613 44700
Gewerbegebiet Süd 11, 4664 Laakirchen
Upper Austria, Austria

TIGER Coati ngs GmbH & Co. KG
www.ti ger-coati ngs.com
Phone: +43 7242 400
Negrellistraße 36, 4600 Wels
Upper Austria, Austria
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HUMAN RESOURCES
Area Leaders & Key Researcher

Alois Ferscha
JKU, Institute of Pervasive Computing 
Area Leader, Area 1
ferscha@pervasive.jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4762

Alexander Egyed
JKU, Institute for Software Systems Engineering
Area Leader, Area 2
alexander.egyed@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 - 4382

Andreas Pichler
PROFACTOR
Area Leader, Area 2
andreas.pichler@profactor.at
Phone: +43 7252 885 306
(01.04.2017-31.03.2021)

Andreas Müller
JKU, Institute of Robotics 
Area Leader, Area 2
a.mueller@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 - 6491

Marc Streit
JKU, Institute of Computer Graphics 
Area Leader, Area 3
marc.streit@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6635

Alois Knoll
TU Munich
Area Leader, Area 1
knoll@mytum.de
Phone: +49 89 289 18104

Paul Lukowicz
DFKI Kaiserslautern
Key Researcher, Area1
Paul.Lukowicz@dfki.de
Phone: +49 631 20575 4000

Gabriele Kotsis
JKU, Institute for Telecooperation
Key Researcher, Area 1
gabriele.kotsis@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4671

Christoph Mayr-Dorn
JKU, Institute for Software Systems Engineering 
Key Researcher, Area 2
christoph.mayr-dorn@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4388

Georg Weichhart
PROFACTOR
Key Researcher, Area 2
georg.weichhart@profactor.at
Phone: +43 725 2885 – 355
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HUMAN RESOURCES :: Area Leaders & Key Researcher

Tobias Schreck
TU Graz, Insti tute of Computer Graphics and 
Knowledge Visualizati on 
Area Leader, Area 3
tobias.schreck@cgv.tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 5403

Stefanie Lindstaedt
Know-Center 
Area Leader, Area 3
slind@know-center.at
Phone: +43 316 873 30600
(01.04.2017-31.03.2021)

Kay Römer
TU Graz, Insti tute of Technical Informati cs 
Area Leader, Area 4.1
roemer@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 6400

Jasmin Grosinger
TU Graz, Insti tute of Microwave and Photonic Eng. 
Area Leader, Area 4.1
jasmin.grosinger@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 - 3314

Franz Haas
TU Graz, Insti tute of Producti on Engineering 
Area Leader, Area 4.2
franz.haas@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 7170

Kurt Schlacher
JKU, Insti tute of Automati c Control and Control 
Systems Technology
Area Leader, Area 4.2
kurt.schlacher@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6321

Rudolf Pichler
TU Graz, Insti tute of Producti on Engineering 
Key Researcher, Area 4.2
rudolf.pichler@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 7670

Josef Küng
JKU, Insti tute of Applied Knowledge Processing
Key Researcher, Area 3
josef.kueng@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4182

Roman Kern
TU Graz, Insti tute of Interacti ve Systems and
Data Science
Key Researcher, Area 3
rkern@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 30860

Marcel Baunach
TU Graz, Insti tute of Technical Informati cs 
Key Researcher, Area 1
baunach@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 6412

Olga Saukh
TU Graz, Insti tute of Technical Informati cs
Key Researcher, Area 4.1
saukh@tugraz.at

Simon Mayer
University St. Gallen
Key Researcher, Area 4.1
simon.mayer@unisg.ch

Bernhard Löw-Baselli
JKU, Insti tute of Polymer Processing and Digital 
Transformati on
Key Researcher, Area 4.2
bernhard.loew-baselli@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6586

Gerald Berger-Weber
JKU, Insti tute of Polymer Processing and Digital 
Transformati on
Key Researcher, Area 4.2
gerald.berger-weber@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6572
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Centre and Area Management 

Alois Ferscha
Scientific Director, CSO
alois.ferscha@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 - 4762
Linz

Gerd Hribernig
CEO 
gerd.hribernig@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 316 873 - 9150
Graz

Belgin Mutlu
Area Manager, Area 3
belgin.mutlu@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 316 873 - 9163
Graz

Michael Haslgrübler
Area Manager, Area 1
michael.haslgruebler@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 732 2468 - 9475
Linz

Markus Jäger
Center Communications Manager 
Assistance Scientific Director
Senior Researcher
markus.jaeger@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 732 2468 - 4191
Linz

Michael Krisper
Area Manager, Area 4.1
michael.krisper@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 664 78517623
Graz

Markus Brillinger
Area Manager, Area 4.2
markus.brillinger@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 316 873 - 9156
Graz

Konrad Diwold
former Area Manager, Area 4.1
konrad.diwold@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 316 873 - 9154
Graz
(01.10.2018-31.08.2022)

Michael Mayrhofer
former interim. Area Manager, Area 2
michael.mayrhofer@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 732 2468 9464
Linz

Ouijdane Guiza
interim. Area Manager, Area 2
ouijdane.guiza@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 - 9465
Linz
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Christina Pichler
Finance, Office Management
christina.pichler@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 316 873 - 9152
Graz

Dominik Pollhammer
IT Management
dominik.pollhammer@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 - 4781
Linz
(01.10.2018-15.12.2021)

Georg Hoffberger
Head of Finance and Administration
georg.hoffberger@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 316 873 - 9151
Graz

Thomas Martetschläger
Marketing & Public Relations, Office Management
thomas.martetschlaeger@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 - 4783
Linz

Silvia Schnauderer
Controlling
silvia.schnauderer@pro2future.at
Graz
(01.03.2020-31.08.2022)

HUMAN RESOURCES
Centre Administration 

Sandra Neuhold-Pauer
Head of Organisational Development  
and HR Management
sandra.neuhold-pauer@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 316 873 - 9151
Graz

Atifa Fusko
Trainee
atifa.fusko@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 316 873 - 9152
Graz

Karin Puza
Commercial Allrounder
karin.puza@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 316 873 - 9164
Graz

Heimo Theuretzbacher-Fritz
former CEO
Graz
(01.07.2017-31.08.2020)

Veronika Simmer
Office Management
Linz
(11.09.2017-30.06.2019)
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HUMAN RESOURCES
Research Team - Area 1 

Alois Ferscha
Key Researcher @ Scientific Partner
alois.ferscha@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4762

Expertise:
Embedded AI, Cognitive Computing

Alois Knoll
Key Researcher @ Scientific Partner
knoll@mytum.de
Phone: +49 89 289 18104

Expertise: 
Autonomous Systems, Robotics, Human-Robot 
Interaction, Artificial Intelligence Applications to 
Robotics

Bernhard Anzengruber-Tanase
Senior Researcher
bernhard.anzengruber@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 9474 

Expertise: 
Machine Learning, Multi-Sensor Classification, 
Cognitive Ensembles, Interaction

Georgios Sopidis
Researcher
georgios.sopidis@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 9470

Expertise: 
Sensor Systems & Robotics, Machine Learning

Behrooz Azadi
Researcher
behrooz.azadi@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 732 2468 - 9469

Expertise: 
Sensor Based Activity Recognition,  
Unsupervised Machine Learning

Paul Lukowicz
Key Researcher @ Scientific Partner
Paul.Lukowicz@dfki.de
Phone: +49 631 20575 4000

Expertise: 
Artificial Intelligence, Computer Science

Kay Römer
Key Researcher @ Scientific Partner
roemer@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 6400

Expertise: 
Cyber-Physical Systems, Internet of Things, 
Distributed Systems

Michaela Murauer
Researcher
michaela.murauer@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 9467 

Expertise:
Eye-Tracking, Gaze Based Interaction
(12.02.2018-22.05.2020)

Michael Haslgrübler
Area Manager
michael.haslgruebler@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 9475

Expertise:
Software Architecture, Machine Learning

Gabriele Kotsis
Key Researcher @ Scientific Partner
gabriele.kotsis@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4671

Expertise: 
Distributed Systems, Media & Interaction, wireless 
ad-hoc networks, mobile connected systems
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HUMAN RESOURCES :: Research Team - Area 1  

Johannes Selymes
Researcher
johannes.selymes@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 9472

Experti se: 
Embedded Systems, Hardware
(01.10.2018-05.08.2022)

Emanuele Santellani
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
emanuele.santellani@icg.tugraz.at
Phone: +43 (316) 873 – 5011 

Experti se:
Computer VIsion

Markus Laube
Researcher
markus.laube@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 9467 

Experti se:
Data Science

Jaroslava Huber
Researcher
jaroslava.huber@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 9476

Experti se:
Cogniti ve Neuroscience, Human-centered AI,
AI in the context of worker safety

Obad Ahmad
Researcher
obad.ahmad@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 9468

Experti se:
Embedded Systems, IoT and Sensor Systems
(01.05.2018-15.12.2021)

Christi an Sormann
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
christi an.sormann@icg.tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 5091 

Experti se:
3D Reconstructi on, Dense Matching, Semanti c 
Segmentati on, Machine Learning

Aysenur Gilik
Researcher
aysenur.gilik@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 9476

Experti se:
Machine Learning, Arti fi cial Intelligence, Time Series 
Predicti on/Analysis, Explainable AI

Michael Siegl
Research Assistant
michael.siegl@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 9475

Experti se:
AI/MachineLearning, Computer Vision, MLOps, 
Soft ware Engineering

Carson Marle Witt wer
Research Assistant
carson.witt wer@pro2future.at

Experti se:
IoT, Human Robot Interacti on, Ubiquitous Computi ng
(01.08.2022-31.08.2023)

Hyovin Kwak
Research Assistant
hyovin.kwak@pro2future.at

Experti se:
Compuiter Vision
(18.01.2023-30.09.2022)

Ali Abbas
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
abbas@pervasive.jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 9470

Experti se:
Deep Learning,Reinforcement Learning, Data 
Science, Long Term Patt ern Recogniti on
(01.10.2018-31.03.2021)

Stefan Grünberger
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
gruenberger@pervasive.jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4784 

Experti se:
Embedded Hardware-Soft ware, Near Field 
Communicati on
(01.04.2020-31.03.2023)

Dominik Hochreiter
IT Management, Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
hochreiter@pervasive.jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4781

Experti se:
Computer Science, Networks, Infrastructure
(17.01.2022-31.03.2022)

Friedrich Fraundorfer
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
fraundorfer@icg.tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 5020

Experti se:
3D Computer Vision, Robot Vision, Machine Learning 
and Deep Learning for Image Analysis

Dari Trendafi lov
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
dari.trendafi lov@pervasive.jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4777 

Experti se:
Human-Machine Interacti on, Arti fi cial Intelligence, 
Data Science, Complex Systems, Informati on Theory
(01.10.2018-31.03.2023)

Sepp Hochreiter
Key Researcher  @ Scienti fi c Partner
sepp.hochreiter@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4539

Experti se:
Machine Learning, Deep Learning, AI, LSTM
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Benedikt Aspetsberger
Researcher @ Scientific Partner
benedikt.aspetzberger@pervasive.jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4773

Expertise: 
Reinforcement Learning, User Interfaces

Martin Schobesberger
Researcher @ Scientific Partner
martin.schobesberger@pervasive.jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4771

Expertise: 
Opportunistic Awareness, Human Focused AI, 
Wearables, Worker Safety

Helmut Ennsbrunner
Researcher @ Company Partner
ennsbrunner.helmut@fronius.at
Phone: +43 7242 241 – 2406

Expertise: 
Perfect Welding Research

Heinrich Schmitzberger
Researcher @ Company Partner
heinrich.schmitzberger@s7-rs.com
Phone: +43 664 184 777 5

Expertise: 
Rail Error Analysis

Gerald Berger-Weber
Key Researcher @ Scientific Partner
gerald.berger-weber@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6572

Expertise: 
Polymer Processing, Sustainability

Viktorijo Malisa
Researcher @ Company Partner
viktorijo.malisa@auva.at
Phone: +43 699 1405 1189

Expertise: 
Worker Safety

Robin Dietrich
Researcher @ Scientific Partner
robin.dietrich@tum.de
Phone: +49 89 289 – 17626

Expertise: 
Spiking Neural Networks, Multi-Modal Perception

Laleh Samadfam
Research Assistant
laleh.samadfam@pro2future.at

Expertise: 
Computer Vision
(08.02.2021-15.04.2021)

Gerhard Paar
Researcher @ Scientific Partner
gerhard.paar@joanneum.at
Phone: +43 316 876 – 1716

Expertise: 
Picture Analysis and Measurement Systems

Arnold Bauer
Researcher @ Scientific Partner
arnold.bauer@joanneum.at
Phone: +43 316 876 – 1741

Expertise: 
Picture Analysis and Measurement Systems

Hannes Fassold
Researcher @ Scientific Partner
hannes.fassold@joanneum.at
Phone: +43 316 876 – 1126

Expertise: 
Picture Analysis and Measurement Systems

Birgit Ettinger
Researcher @ Company Partner
et@keba.at

Expertise: 
Automation Systems

Thomas Nordwest
Media Technician @ Scientific Partner
nordwest@pervasive.jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4775

Expertise: 
Media Technology, Multimedia

Vildan Travaci
Research Assistant
vildan.travaci@pro2future.at

Expertise: 
Implementation
(09.08.2021-28.02.2022)

Martin Gieler
Researcher @ Company Partner
martin.gieler@wackerneuson.com 

Expertise: 
IT & Digitalization
(01.06.2018-28.02.2020)

HUMAN RESOURCES :: Research Team - Area 1  
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Christoph Mayr-Dorn
former Area Manager, Key Researcher
christoph.mayr-dorn@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4388

Expertise:
Process Modeling, Self-Adaptive Systems

Michael Mayrhofer
former interim Area Manager, Researcher
michael.mayrhofer@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 9464

Expertise:
Design Processes, Automated Reasoning, 
Mechatronic Design, OPC UA

Ouijdane Guiza
interim. Area Manager, Senior Researcher
ouijdane.guiza@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 9465

Expertise: 
Data Science, Deep Learning\Computer Vision

Jan Holzweber
Research Assistant
jan.holzweber@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 9466

Expertise: 
Eclipse Grahical Editing Framework,  
Graphical Process Modeling

HUMAN RESOURCES
Research Team - Area 2 

Alexander Egyed
Key Researcher @ Scientific Partner
alexander.egyed@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4382

Expertise: 
Software & System Design Modeling, Consistency, 
Traceability, Product Line Engineering

Georg Weichhart
former Area Manager, Key Researcher
georg.weichhart@profactor.at
Phone: +43 725 2885 – 355

Expertise: 
Complex Adaptive-Systems, Flexible Production 
Systems, Business Processes, Multi-Agent Systems

Cosmina-Cristina Ratiu
Researcher
cosmina-cristina.ratiu@pro2future.at

Expertise: 
Flexible Guidance for Software Development 
Processes

Alois Knoll
Key Researcher @ Scientific Partner
knoll@mytum.de
Phone: +49 89 289 18104

Expertise: 
Autonomous Systems, Robotics, Human-Robot 
Interaction, Artificial Intelligence Applications to 
Robotics

Alois Ferscha
Key Researcher @ Scientific Partner
alois.ferscha@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4762

Expertise:
Embedded AI, Cognitive Computing

Frank Brandt
Researcher @ Company Partner
frank.brandt@dmtm.com
Phone: +49 3512699918

Expertise: 
SAP Systems
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Andreas Müller
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
a.mueller@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6491

Experti se:
Roboti cs, Hexapods

Ari Muthusami
Research Assistant
ari.muthusami@pro2future.at 

Experti se: 
Roboti cs Control, Soft ware Engineering
(01.04.2022-30.09.2022)

Thomas Fischinger
Researcher @ Company Partner
thomas.fi schinger@wackerneuson.com
Phone: +43 7221 63000 3140

Experti se: 
Digitalizati on

Stefan Thalhuber
Researcher @ Company Partner
thalhuber.stefan@fronius.com
Phone: +43 7242 241 – 2406

Experti se: 
Advanced Manufacturing

Thomas Mandl
Researcher @ Company Partner
thomas.mandl@at.bosch.com
Phone: +43 1 79722 – 5586

Experti se: 
Ontologies, Systems Engineering

Gala Walden
Researcher @ Company Partner
gala.walden@at.bosch.com

Experti se: 
Soft ware Development, Control Engineering, 
Machine Vision

Marc Iseler
Researcher @ Company Partner
marc.iseler@methodpark.de
Phone: +49 9131 97206 – 351

Experti se: 
Soft ware Development

Pedro Luiz de Paula Filho
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner

Experti se:
Computer Vision, Machine Learning Applicati ons

Alois Zoitl
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
alois.zoitl@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 9480

Experti se:
Cyber Physical Systems

Paul Grünbacher
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
paul.gruenbacher@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4368

Experti se:
Monitoring and Evoluti on of Very-Large-Scale 
Soft ware Systems

HUMAN RESOURCES :: Research Team - Area 2

Klemens Springer
Researcher @ Company Partner
klemens.springer@engel.com
Phone: +43 50 620 742 46

Experti se: 
Roboti cs

Hannes Fritz
Researcher @ Company Partner
hannes.fritz@engel.com
Phone: +43 50 620 4450

Experti se: 
Producti on

Björn Fanta
Researcher @ Company Partner
bjoern.fanta@fabasoft .com
Phone: +43 732 606162-0

Experti se: 
Soft ware
(01.04.2017-31.03.2020)

Mario Krizic
Research Assistant @ Scienti fi c Partner
mario.krizic@jku.at

Experti se:
Roboti cs Automati on
(01.04.2020-31.07.2023)

Alexander Hämmerle
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
alexander.haemmerle@profactor.at
Phone: +43 7252 885

Experti se: 
Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Opti misati on 
Algorithms

Andreas Pichler
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
andreas.pichler@profactor.at
Phone: +43 7252 885 306

Experti se: 
Roboti cs, Simulati on
(01.04.2017-31.03.2021)
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HUMAN RESOURCES :: Research Team - Area 2

Anamaria Roberta Preda
Research Assistant @ Scienti fi c Partner
anamaria-roberta.preda@jku.at

Experti se:
Soft ware Systems Engineering
(01.03.2021-31.01.2022)

Bahman Bahman Zangi
Research Assistant @ Scienti fi c Partner
bahman.bahman_zangi@jku.at

Experti se:
Soft ware Systems Engineering
(01.06.2018-31.12.2019)

Marti n Gieler
Researcher @ Company Partner
marti n.gieler@wackerneuson.com

Experti se: 
IT & Digitalizati on
(01.06.2018-28.02.2020)

Andreas Dangl
Researcher @ Company Partner
andreas.dangl@fabasoft .com

Experti se: 
Soft ware
(01.04.2017-31.03.2020)
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Milot Gashi
Researcher
milot.gashi@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9157

Experti se:
Time Series Analysis, Machine Learning, xAI, 
Predicti ve Maintenance
(15.01.2018-30.06.2022)

Georgios Koutroulis
Researcher
georgios.koutroulis@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9153

Experti se:
Time Series Analysis, Machine Learning, Deep 
Learning, Causal Discovery, Root Cause Analysis
(01.08.2017-30.11.2022)

Nikolina Jekic
Researcher
nikolina.jekic@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9159

Experti se: 
Data Analyti cs,Visual Analyti cs
(10.04.2018-31.03.2021)

Matej Vukovic
Researcher
matej.vukovic@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9162

Experti se:
Time Series Analysis, Machine Learning, Deep 
Learning, Causal Discovery, Root Cause Analysis, xAI

Josef Küng
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
josef.kueng@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4182

Experti se:
Knowledge Processing, Databases, 
Rule based Systems, Reasoning

Tobias Schreck
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
tobias.schreck@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 5403

Experti se:
Visual Analyti cs, Visualizati ons

Josef Suschnigg
Researcher
josef.suschnigg@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9160

Experti se:
Visual Analyti cs, Conditi on Monitoring, 
Predicti ve Maintenance

Vaishali Dhanoa
Researcher
vaishali.dhanoa@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 9473

Experti se:
Cogniti ve Decision Support, Visual Data Analyti cs, 
Uncertainty Visualisati on

HUMAN RESOURCES
Research Team - Area 3 

Belgin Mutlu
Area Manager
belgin.mutlu@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9163

Experti se:
Visual Analyti cs, Recommender Systems, Machine 
Learning, Informati on Retrieval, Semanti c Web

Marc Streit
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
marc.streit@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6635

Experti se:
Visual Data Science, Visual Data Analyti cs, 
Visualizati ons, xAI
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HUMAN RESOURCES :: Research Team - Area 3

Van Quoc Phuong HUYNH
Senior Researcher
phuong.huynh@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4194

Experti se:
Data Mining & ML, Algorithm, Parallel & High-
Performance Computi ng, Informati on Security
(01.05.2020-30.09.2020)

Markus Jäger
Senior Researcher
markus.jaeger@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4191

Experti se:
Knowledge Processing, Trust, Security, 
Rule Based Systems

Stefanie Lindstaedt
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
lindstaedt@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9250

Experti se:
AI, CSCW, Informati on Systems

Conny Walchshofer
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
conny.walchshofer@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4783

Experti se:
Visual Data Science, Visual Data Analyti cs

Vanessa Fediuk
Research Assistant @ Scienti fi c Partner
vanessa.fediuk@jku.at

Experti se:
Frontend Development

Jakob Zethofer
Research Assistant
jakob.zethofer@pro2future.at

Experti se:
Frontend Development

Markus Brummayer
Researcher @ Company Partner
markus.brummayer@voestalpine.com
Phone: +43 664 8360395

Experti se:
Arc Furnace, BU Bramme

Christi an Gutenbrunner
Researcher @ Company Partner
christi an.gutenbrunner@voestalpine.com
Phone: +43 664 6159498

Experti se:
Arc Furnace, BU Band

Asha Choudhary
Researcher
asha.choudhary@pro2future.at 

Experti se:
Time Series Analysis, Machine Learning, Causal 
Discovery

Paul Haferlbauer
Technical Project Expert
paul.haferlbauer@pro2future.at 

Experti se:
NLP, LLM, Machine Learning, xAI

Petra Krahwinkler
Researcher @ Company Partner
petra.krahwinkler@primetals.com
Phone: +43 732 6592 – 75397

Experti se:
Manufacturing Systems

Dieter Betti  nger
Researcher @ Company Partner
dieter.betti  nger@primetals.com
Phone: +43 732 6592 – 4770

Experti se:
Manufacturing Systems

Alois Altendorfer
Researcher @ Company Partner
alois.latendorfer@primetals.com

Experti se:
Manufacturing Systems

Stefan Thalmann
former Area Manager, Key Researcher
stefan.thalmann@uni-graz.at
Phone: +43 316 380 – 7600

Experti se:
Business Analti cs, Data Driven Decision Support, 
Knowledge Protecti on, Industrial Data Analysis

Patrick Louis
Research Assistant
patrick.louis@pro2future.at

Experti se:
Visualisati on

Hubert Biedermann
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
hubert.biedermann@unileoben.ac.at
Phone: +43 3842 402 – 6000

Experti se:
Predicti ve Maintenance, Data Analyti cs
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Philipp Thomas Kraker
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
philipp.kraker@unileoben.ac.at

Experti se:
Predicti ve Maintenance, Data Analyti cs

Florian Kaiser
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
fl orian.kaiser@unileoben.ac.at

Experti se:
Predicti ve Maintenance, Data Analyti cs

Roman Kern
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
rkern@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 30860

Experti se:
Data Mining, Causal Discovery, Causal Inference, 
Machine Learning, Deep Learning, NLP

Andreas Pichler
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
andreas.pichler@profactor.at
Phone: +43 7252 885 306

Experti se: 
Roboti cs, Simulati on
(01.04.2017-31.03.2021)

Christi an Kitt l
Researcher @ Company Partner
christi an.kitt l@evolaris.net

Experti se:
Security
(01.04.2017-31.03.2021)

Fati h Gültekin
Developer
fati h.gueltekin@pro2future.at

Experti se:
Visualisati on, Development
(01.04.2021-15.12.2021)

Johannes Kilian
Researcher @ Company Partner
johannes.kilian@engel.at
Phone: +43 50 620 4320

Experti se:
Polymer Processing

Hussain Hussain
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
hussain@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 30823

Experti se:
Time Series Analysis, Machine Learning

Heimo Gursch
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
hgursch@know-center.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 30680

Experti se:
Signal Processing, Machine Learning

Thomas Hutt erer
Researcher @ Company Partner
thomas.hutt erer@engel.at

Experti se:
Industrial Smart Development, Requirements 
Engineering, Data Sycience

Oliver Reiter
Researcher @ Company Partner
oliver.reiter@engel.at

Experti se:
Industrial Soft ware Development

Christi an Tauber
Researcher @ Company Partner
christi an.tauber@primetals.com

Experti se:
Mechatronic product and process development
Process technology calculati ons

Michael Kempinger-Kreil
Researcher @ Company Partner
michael.kempingerkreil@voestalpine.com

Experti se:
IT Architectures, Data Governance, Databases

Johannes Fürnkranz
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
juffi  @faw.jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 4181

Experti se:
Knowledge Engineering, Arti fi cial Intelligence

HUMAN RESOURCES :: Research Team - Area 3

Lena Ciubulski
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
lena.cibulski@igd.fraunhofer.de

Experti se:
Visual Analyti cs, Visualizati on

Bernhard Peischl
Researcher @ Company Partner
bernhard.peischl@avl.com

Experti se:
Soft ware Development, Testi ng, Soft ware Modeling
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HUMAN RESOURCES :: Research Team - Area 3

Michael Erich Hammer
Researcher @ Company Partner
michaelerich.hammer@avl.com

Experti se:
Big Data Analysis, Automoti ve Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering

Joscha Eirich
Researcher @ Company Partner
joscha.eirich@bmw.de

Experti se:
Visual Analyti cs, Manufacturing Data, Explainable AI, 
Machine Learning

Manuela Schreyer
Researcher @ Company Partner
manuela.schreyer@amag.at

Experti se:
Data Analyti cs
(01.04.2017-31.03.2021)

Werner Fragner
Researcher @ Company Partner
werner.fragner@amag.at

Experti se:
Materials Engineering, Chemical Thermodynamics, 
Materials Chemistry, Nanotechnology
(01.04.2017-31.03.2021)

Michael Prohammer
Researcher @ Company Partner
michael.prohammer@tdk-electronics.tdk.com

Experti se:
Process and device development
(01.04.2017-31.03.2021)

Jörn Kohlhammer
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
joern.kohlhammer@igd.fraunhofer.de

Experti se:
Informati on Visualizati on, 3D Visualizati on, Visual 
Analyti cs

Stefan Pichler
Researcher @ Company Partner
pichler.stefan@fronius.com

Experti se:
Sensor and Process Technologies, Data Analyti cs

Edmund Marth
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
edmund.marth@jku.at

Experti se:
Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering

Hubert Mitt erhofer
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
hubert.mitt erhofer@lcm.at

Experti se:
Mechatronics, Roboti cs

Helmut Ennsbrunner
Researcher @ Company Partner
ennsbrunner.helmut@fronius.at
Phone: +43 7242 241 – 2406

Experti se:
Perfect Welding Research

Milan Zivadinovic
Researcher @ Company Partner
milan.zivadinovic@avl.com

Experti se:
Big Data Engineering, Mathemati cs
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Kay Römer
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
roemer@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 6400

Experti se:
IoT, Dependable Communicati on

Simon Mayer
former Area Manager, Key Researcher
simon.mayer@unsig.ch

Experti se:
IoT, Semanti c Web Technologies, System Integrati on, 
Process Modelling
(01.11.2017-30.09.2018)

Jasmin Grosinger
Key Researcher @ Scienti fc Partner
jasmin.grosinger@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 3314

Experti se:
Antenna Design, Near Field Communicati on, 
Simulati ons

HUMAN RESOURCES
Research Team - Area 4.1 

Konrad Diwold
former Area Manager, Key Researcher
konrad.diwold@siemens.com

Experti se:
IoT, Semanti c Web Technologies, System Integrati on
(01.10.2018-31.08.2022)

Daniel Kraus
Senior Researcher
daniel.kraus@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9158

Experti se: 
Antenna Design, Near Field Communicati on, 
Simulati ons

Amer Kajmaković
Senior Researcher
amer.kajmakovic@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9155

Experti se:
FailSafe Mechanisms, Embedded Systems, 
System Integrati on

Katarina Milenković
Researcher
katarina.milenkovic@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9164 

Experti se:
Semanti c Web Technologies, Process Modelling

Michael Krisper
Area Manager
michael.krisper@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 664 78517623

Experti se:
IoT, Semanti c Web Technologies, System Integrati on

Olga Saukh
Key Researcher @ Scienti fc Partner
saukh@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 6433

Experti se:
Sensind, Machine Learning

Jesus Pestana
Senior Researcher
jesus.pestana@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9152

Experti se: 
Drones, Machine Learning, Benchmarking
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HUMAN RESOURCES :: Research Team - Area 4.1

Leo Happ Botler
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
leo.happ_botler@siemens.com

Experti se:
Embedded Systems, Localizati on Mechanisms, IoT
(01.04.2018-30.06.2023)

Erich Leitgeb
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
erich.leitgeb@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 107442

Experti se:
Optoelectronical Communicati on Engineering, 
Modelling, Simulati on and Computer-Aided Design in 
Engineering and Management

Markus Schuss
Researcher @ Scienti fc Partner
markus.schuss@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9155

Experti se:
Networked Embedded Systems, Internet of Things, 
Cyber-Physical Systems, Wireless Sensor Networks
(01.04.2018-31.12.2020)

Rainer Hofmann
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
rainer.hofmann@dewinelabs.com

Experti se:
Technical Informati cs, Networked Embedded Systems
(01.10.2018-30.06.2023)

Samuel Manfredi
Research Assistant
samuel.manfredi@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9154

Experti se:
Embedded Systems, Roboti cs
(01.02.2021-31.08.2023)

Sandro Lic
Research Assistant
sandro.lic@pro2future.at

Experti se:
Databases, Communicati on, Cloud Services

Peter Priller
Researcher @ Company Partner
peter.priller@avl.at
Phone: +43 316 7871232

Experti se:
IoT, ITS, Wireless Communicati on, Sensing

Marcel Baunach
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
baunach@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 6412

Experti se:
Embedded Automoti ve Soft ware

Vignesh Manjunath
Researcher
vignes.manjunath@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9152

Experti se:
Compositi on of Embedded automoti ve soft ware, 
model-based development

Herbert Tanner
Researcher @ Company Partner
herbert.tanner@siemens.com
Phone: +43 664 8011763721

Experti se:
Failsafe Mechanisms, Embedded Systems, System 
Integrati on

Elisei Ember
Researcher
elisei.ember@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9161

Experti se:
Wireless Communicati on, IoT, Embedded Hardware

Tanveer Ali Ahmad
Researcher
tanveer.ali-ahmad@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9154

Experti se:
Compositi on of Embedded Automoti ve Soft ware, 
model-based development

Thomas Nothdurft 
Researcher @ Company Partner
thomas.nothdurft @elektrobit.com

Experti se:
Embedded distributed system development, safety 
and security

Kimberly Garcia
Researcher @ Scienti fc Partner
kimberly.garcia@unisg.ch

Experti se:
semanti c web technologies, knowledge graphs
(01.10.2020-31.03.2021)

Daniel Schwaiger
Researcher
daniel.schwaiger@pro2future.at 
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9156

Experti se:
Automati on systems, Systems integrati on, Safety
(01.05.2023-31.07.2023)

Elisabeth Salomon
Research Assistant
elisabeth.salomon@pro2future.at 

Experti se:
WiFi, RF, localizati on
(15.12.2020-31.03.2021)
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Amel Jelidi
Researcher
amel.jelidi@pro2future.at 

Experti se:
Industrial IT, Anomaly Detecti on, Power Electronics, 
Industry 4.0

Arnela Dizdarević
Research Assistant
arnela.dizdarevic@pro2future.at 

Experti se:
Machine Learning, Computer Vision, Electrical 
Engineering

Somayeh Shami
Research Assistant
somayeh.shami@pro2future.at 

Experti se:
Computer Vision, Image Processing, Deep Learning, 
Data Mining

Iris Unterkircher
Research Assistant
iris.unterkircher@pro2future.at 

Experti se:
Embedded Systems, Hand Tracking, Localizati on with 
UWB, Microelectronics

Dong Wang
Researcher @ Scienti fc Partner
dong.wang@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 6430

Experti se:
Embedded Machine Learning

Sanjiv Jha
Researcher @ Scienti fc Partner
sanjiv.jha@unisg.ch

Experti se:
IoT, Machine Learning
(01.10.2020-31.03.2021)

Carlo Boano
Key Researcher @ Scienti fc Partner
cboano@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 6414

Experti se:
IoT, UWB, Dependability, Wireless Communicati on

Michael Stocker
Researcher @ Scienti fc Partner
michael.stocker@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 6910

Experti se:
Wireless Communicati on, UWB

Pablo Corbalan Pelegrin
Researcher @ Company Partner
pablo.corbalanpelegrin@nxp.com
Phone: +43 3124 299

Experti se:
UWB, Wireless Communicati on

Norbert Netuschil
Researcher @ Company Partner
norbert.netuschil@elektrobit.com

Experti se:
Emebedded Automoti ve Soft ware

Alexander Matt ausch
Researcher @ Company Partner
alexander.matt ausch@elektrobit.com

Experti se:
Emebedded Automoti ve Soft ware

Drona Nagarajan
Researcher @ Scienti fc Partner
drona.nagarajan@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 6432

Experti se:
Embedded Automoti ve Soft ware

Franz Papst
Researcher @ Scienti fc Partner
papst@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 6433

Experti se:
Sensing, Embedded Machine Learning

Robert Egger
Researcher @ Scienti fc Partner
robert.egger@siemens.com
Phone: +43 51707-63631

Experti se:
Failsafe Mechanisms, Embedded Systems, System 
Integrati on

HUMAN RESOURCES :: Research Team - Area 4.1
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HUMAN RESOURCES
Research Team - Area 4.2 

Kurt Schlacher
Key Researcher @ Scientific Partner
kurt.schlacher@jku.at
Phone: +732 2468 – 6321

Expertise: 
Automatic Control

Bernhard Löw-Baselli
Key Researcher @ Scientific Partner
bernhard.loew-baselli@jku.at
Phone: +732 2468 – 6586

Expertise: 
Polymer Processing

Hanny Albrecht
Researcher
hanny.albrecht@pro2future.at
Phone: + 43 732 2468 – 6581

Expertise: 
Polymer Processing

Maximilian Zacher
Researcher, Researcher @ Scientific Partner
maximilian.zacher@pro2future.at
Phone: + 43 732 2468 – 6580

Expertise: 
Polymer Processing
(15.04.2019-30.11.2022)

Markus Brillinger
Area Manager
markus.brillinger@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9156

Expertise:
Production & Manufacturing

Franz Haas
Key Researcher @ Scientific Partner
franz.haas@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 –  7170

Expertise:
Production & Manufacturing

Rudolf Pichler
Key Researcher @ Scientific Partner
rudolf.pichler@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 7670

Expertise: 
Advanced Manufacturing

Wolfgang Roland 
Deputy Area Manager, Key Researcher
wolfgang.roland@jku.at
Phone: + 43 732 2468 –  6589

Expertise: 
Polymer Processing
(01.11.2020-30.11.2022)

Muaaz Abdul Hadi
Researcher
muaaz.abdul-hadi@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9152

Expertise: 
Cognitive Production Systems, Smart Production in 
Assembly Plants

Gerald Berger-Weber
Key Researcher @ Scientific Partner
gerald.berger-weber@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6572

Expertise: 
Polymer Processing
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Johannes Diwold
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
johannes.diwold@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6320

Experti se:
Opti mal Trajectory Planning for Plasti c Extruders, 
Temperature Control of Plasti c Extruders, Thermal 
Models Based on Finite Element Methods

Hannes Hick
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
hannes.hick@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 7360

Experti se: 
Design

Michael Bader
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
michael.bader@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 7366

Experti se:
Design

Marti n Bloder
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
marti n.bloder@student.tugraz.at
Phone: +43 650 7677866

Experti se:
Design

Ursula Stritzinger
Senior Researcher, Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
ursula.stritzinger@jku.at
Phone: +732 2468 – 6745

Experti se:
Polymer Processing
(01.03.2023-31.05.2023)

Peter Kopsch
Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
peter.kopsch@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 7873

Experti se:
Design

Marcel Wuwer
Researcher
marcel.wuwer@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9152

Experti se:
Producti on Engineering
(01.05.2020-28.02.2022)

Disha Tupe
Researcher
disha.tupe@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6745

Experti se:
Polymer Processing
(15.10.2020-30.04.2021)

Marti n Weinzerl
Researcher @ Company Partner
marti n.weinzerl@avl.com
Phone: +43 316 787 – 4284

Experti se:
R&D Management

Bojan Acko
Key Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
bojan.acko@um.si
Phone: +386 41 388 – 143

Experti se:
Producti on Systems

HUMAN RESOURCES :: Research Team - Area 4.2

Raff ael Rathner
Researcher
raff ael.rathner@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6578

Experti se:
Polymer Extrusion
(01.04.2020-31.03.2021)

Emanuel Watschinger
Research Assistant
emanuel.watschinger@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9152

Experti se:
High-Speed Bearing Systems
(01.10.2020-30.09.2021)

Dominik Leder
Student Project Employee (Junior Pre-Graduate)
dominik.leder@pro2future.at
Phone: + 43 316 873 – 9152

Experti se:
Design, Engineering
(01.12.2020-30.09.2021)

Viktorijo Malisa
Researcher @ Company Partner
viktorijo.malisa@auva.at
Phone: +43 699 1405 1189

Experti se:
Worker Safety

Maximilian Prechtl
Researcher, Senior Researcher @ Scienti fi c Partner
maximilian.prechtl@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6577

Experti se:
Polymer Processing
(01.07.2021-18.10.2022)

Hannah Zeilinger
Research Assistant @ Scienti fi c Partner
hannah.zeillinger@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6583

Experti se:
Polymer Processing
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HUMAN RESOURCES :: Research Team - Area 4.2

Sebastian Michlmayr
Researcher @ Scientific Partner
sebastian.michlmayr@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 5929

Expertise: 
Measurement Technology

Samet Taskiran
Researcher @ Scientific Partner
samet.taskiran@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6320

Expertise: 
Automatic Control
(01.10.2017-01.10.2021)

Dominik Neumann
Researcher @ Company Partner
d.neumann@econ.eu
Phone: +43 7243 56 560 38

Expertise: 
Polymer Processing

Bernhard Zagar
Key Researcher @ Scientific Partner
bernhard.zagar@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 5921

Expertise: 
Measurement Technology

Eric Armengaud
Researcher @ Company Partner
eric.armengaud@avl.com
Phone: +43 316 787 – 6945

Expertise: 
R&D Management
(01.04.2018-31.12.2020)

Konrad Bahle
Research Assistant @ Scientific Partner
konrad.bahle@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 7271

Expertise: 
Fuel Cell Assembly

Martin Brunner
Researcher @ Company Partner
m.brunner@antemo.at
Phone: +43 664 9440459

Expertise: 
Manufacturing for Aviation

Markus Düringer
Researcher @ Company Partner
markus.dueringer@soplar.com
Phone: +41 79 433 06 81

Expertise: 
Polymer Processing

Stefan Mehr
Researcher @ Company Partner
stefan.mehr@qus-sports.com
Phone: +43 664 8868 3039

Expertise: 
Sensors and Networks

Michael Pichler
Research Assistant @ Scientific Partner
michael.pichler@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 7276

Expertise: 
Implementation and Smart Production

Rigon Gashi
Research Assistant
rigon.gashi@pro2future.at

Expertise: 
Implementation
(01.03.2022-15.08.2022)

Granit Gashi
Research Assistant
granit.gashi@pro2future.at

Expertise: 
Implementation

Alexander Hammer
Senior Researcher @ Scientific Partner
alexander.hammer@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6746

Expertise: 
Polymer Processing

Stefan Trabesinger
Key Researcher @ Scientific Partner
stefan.trabesinger@tugraz.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 7675

Expertise: 
Batch Production Systems

Kevin Schwarzinger
Senior Researcher @ Scientific Partner
kevin.schwarzinger@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6320

Expertise: 
Automatic Control

Michael Heiss
Key Researcher @ Company Partner
michael.heiss@siemens.com
Phone: +43 664 88551526

Expertise: 
Digital Industries & Smart Production
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Siegfried Lösch
Senior Researcher
siegfried.loesch@pro2future.at
Phone: +43 316 873 – 9152

Expertise: 
Simulation
(01.01.2021-31.07.2021)

Michael Rachinger
Senior Researcher
michael.rachinger@pro2future.at

Expertise: 
Legal Project Management
(26.07.2021-30.09.2021)

Christian Fiebig
Researcher @ Company Partner
cfiebig@unicor.com
Phone: +49 151 72837894

Expertise: 
Polymer Processing

Philipp Haselsteiner
Research Assistant @ Scientific Partner
philipp.haselsteiner@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6583

Expertise: 
Polymer Processing

Eike Wedell
Researcher @ Company Partner
ewedell@leistritz.com
Phone: +49 911 4306108

Expertise: 
Polymer Processing

Wolfgang Hilber
Key Researcher @ Scientific Partner
wolfgang.hilber@jku.at
Phone: +43 732 2468 – 6259

Expertise: 
Measurement Technology

Hannes Dirnberger
Researcher
hannes.dirnberger@pro2future.at

Expertise: 
Polymer Processing
(01.11.2018-29.02.2020)

Parham Maleki
Research Assistant
parham.jahani-maleki@pro2future.at

Expertise: 
Implementation
(01.03.2022-31.08.2022)

Maximilian Orgner
Researcher
maximilian-johannes.orgler@pro2future.at

Expertise: 
Energy Management Systems
(01.04.2022-30.09.2022)

Martin Ratasich
Research Assistant
martin.ratasich@pro2future.at

Expertise: 
Implementation
(16.11.2022-30.04.2023)

Hamideh Ayati
Research Assistant
hamideh.ayati@pro2future.at

Expertise: 
Sustainability
(01.04.2022-31.03.2023)

Martin Lindorfer
Researcher, Researcher @ Scientific Partner
martin.lindorfer@pro2future.at

Expertise: 
Polymer Processing
(16.05.2022-31.03.2023)

HUMAN RESOURCES :: Research Team - Area 4.2
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8
PUBLICATIONS & TARGET VALUES
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2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
Scientific Journals 3 9 8 7 25 38

Peer Reviewed Conference Paper 10 24 40 24 27 22
Books & Bookchapters 3 1 2 1 5

Other Publications & Special Talks 7 13 9 4 7 10
Technical Reports, Patents & Posters 2 6 2 7 2

Awards & Honors 5 3 4 4
Finished PhD 1 1 4 2 5

Finished Master/Diploma 2 4 7 3 5
Finished Bachelor 2 3 1 7 5

Finished Habilitations 1 3

PUBLICATIONS & TARGET VALUES
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TARGET VALUES FP1

Quantitative Indicators/Target values Actual values PLAN
year 1 year 1-2 year 1-3 year 1-4 FP1

Indicators related to science 
Total number of publications in relevant journals 30 59 108 141 110
• thereof number of contributions in scientific papers with peer review 5 10 16 24 30
• thereof number of contributions at conferences with peer-review 28 69 84 106 80
• thereof number of co-publications between science and industry 3 13 24 36 60
Share of strategic research projects in entire research programme 22,68% 20,50% 28,32% 25,59% 28,46%
Share of 100% strategic projects 17,37% 10,26% 17,54% 16,01% 17,71%
Number of planned additional scientific partners (at organisation level) 1 3 4 7 2

Indicators related to industry
Number of patents 0 0 1 2 3
Number of licences 0 0 1 1 4
Number of other IPR i.e. trademark rights, registered company name, ... 0 0 1 1 0
Number of prototypes 4 8 10 37 25
Number of spin-offs initiated by the research programme 0 0 0 0 0
Number of planned additional company partners 3 4 7 16 4

Human resources
Total number of FTE at the centre in its full configuration 12,14 28,83 30,70 41,60 45
      • thereof share of administrative staff (FTE) 29,85% 13,87% 19,54% 17,57% 9,00%
Total number of scientists at the centre  (FTE) 8,52 24,31 24,18 33,77 40
• thereof share of female scientists (FTE) 23,48% 23,12% 23,24% 25,17% 25,00%
Number of PhD thesis in total 8 18 30 33 27
• thereof  by centre staff 3 12 23 24 15
• thereof by staff of company partners 0 0 0 0 2
• thereof by staff of scientific partners 5 6 7 9 10
Number of master thesis (Diplom-/Masterarbeiten) in total 4 12 17 23 28
• thereof by centre staff 1 5 5 9 4
• thereof by staff of company partners 0 0 1 1 8
• thereof by staff of scientific partners 3 7 11 13 16
Number of bachelor thesis 0 4 8 11 28
Number of habilitations 1 1 1 4 1
Number of research stays at the centre (incoming) 0 2 2 2 12
Number of outgoing research stays 0 0 0 0 12
Number of internships 0 3 3 4 10
Number of lectures hold by Centre staff 6 6 8 34 10
Number of endowed professorships related to the centre 1 2 2 2 3

International Integration 
Number of partications of the centre in international projects 0 0 0 0 4
• as a coordinator 0 0 0 0 1
• as a partner 0 0 0 0 3
Number of international partners 10 12 13 13 12
• thereof international scientific partners (at organisation level) 6 7 7 7 8
• thereof international company partners 4 5 6 6 4
Number of international associated partners 7 7 7 7 25
Number of nominations in relevant international boards and commitees 36 45 45 45 10

Non Comet Area (Non-K)
additional funded projects beside COMET 0 € 0 € 154 k€ 258 k€ 4 700 k€
• from assignment by companies 0 € 0 € 154 k€ 243 k€ 1 200 k€
• from national sources (e.g. FWF, FFG, regional funds…) 0 € 0 € 0 € 15 k€ 1 500 k€
• from international sources (e.g. EU-programme/Horizon2020, ....) 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 2 000 k€

Centre specific indicators 
Number of Pro²Future-labeled innovations implemented @ industry 0 0 0 2 5
Number of externships @ industry 2 5 5 5 15
Number of pre-study programs for cognitive girls & boys 0 0 0 0 8
Number of international visiting delegations 0 1 1 1 3
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TARGET VALUES FP2

Quantitative Indicators/Target values Actual values PLAN
year 1 year 1-2 year 1-3 year 1-4 FP2

Indicators related to science
Total number of publications in relevant journals 53 111 140
• thereof number of contributions in scientific papers with peer review 28 55 40
• thereof number of contributions at conferences with peer-review 22 44 100
• thereof number of co-publications between science and industry 8 23 30
Share of strategic research projects in entire research programme 29,42% 29,42% 31,15%
Share of 100% strategic projects 17,97% 17,97% 19,97%
Number of planned additional scientific partners (at organisation level) 0 1 2

Indicators related to industry
Number of patents 2 6 5
Number of licences 0 2 5
Number of other IPR i.e. trademark rights, registered company name, ... 1 1 0
Number of prototypes 29 34 25
Number of initiated products, processes and services 0 4 8
Number of spin-offs initiated by the research programme 0 0 0
Number of planned additional company partners 1 0 5

Human resources
Total number of FTE at the centre in its full configuration 37,79 38,68 35
      • thereof share of administrative staff (FTE) 16,26% 14,50% 21,50%
Total number of scientists at the centre  (FTE) 30,86 31,07 27
• thereof share of female scientists (FTE) 17,17% 33,44% 30,00%
Number of PhD thesis in total 31 32 30
• thereof  by centre staff 19 20 18
• thereof by staff of company partners 0 0 2
• thereof by staff of scientific partners 12 12 10
Number of master thesis (Diplom-/Masterarbeiten) in total 12 17 35
• thereof by centre staff 4 5 15
• thereof by staff of company partners 1 1 5
• thereof by staff of scientific partners 7 11 15
Number of bachelor thesis 19 21 10
Number of habilitations 0 1 1
Number of research stays at the centre (incoming) 3 6 15
Number of outgoing research stays 2 4 15
Number of internships 10 23 15
Number of lectures hold by Centre staff 38 73 20
Number of endowed professorships related to the centre 0 0 0

International Integration 
Number of partications of the centre in international projects 1 2 2
• as a coordinator 1 2 0
• as a partner 0 0 2
Number of international partners 14 13 15
• thereof international scientific partners (at organisation level) 7 5 6
• thereof international company partners 7 8 9
Number of international associated partners 7 7 4
Number of nominations in relevant international boards and commitees 25 25 50

Non Comet Area (Non-K)
additional funded projects beside COMET 292 k€ 1 128 k€ 4 200 k€
• from assignment by companies 100 k€ 272 k€ 1 200 k€
• from national sources (e.g. FWF, FFG, regional funds…) 192 k€ 855 k€ 1 000 k€
• from international sources (e.g. EU-programme/Horizon2020, ....) 0 € 0 k€ 2 000 k€

Centre specific indicators 
Number of Pro²Future-labeled innovations implemented @ industry 6 10 10
Number of externships @ industry 3 9 20
Number of pre-study programs for cognitive girls & boys 1 3 10
Number of international visiting delegations 2 3 8
Number of A-ranked publications (in peer reviewed journals or conf.) 30 58 70
Number of scientific conferences organized by the Centre 0 1 1
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PUBLICATIONS 2017 

Scientific Journal Papers

Weichhart, G., Stary, C., and Vernadat, F.: Enterprise modelling for interoperable and knowledge-based enterprises. 
International Journal of Production Research 56.8 (2018): 2818-2840. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1080/00207543.2017
.1406673

Pammer-Schindler, V., Fessl, A., Weghofer, F. and Thalmann, S.: Lernen 4.0 Herausforderungen für Menschen in der 
Industrie 4.0 erfolgreich meistern. Journal Productivity, Ausgabe 22, pp. 62-64. 2017.

Thalmann, S. and Pammer-Schindler, V.:. Die Rolle des Mitarbeiters in der Smart Factory. Journal Wissensmanagement, 
Volume 3. 2017.

Peer-Reviewed Conference Papers

Haslgrübler, M., Fritz, P., Gollan, B., and Ferscha, A.: Getting through: modality selection in a multi-sensor-actuator 
industrial IoT environment. IoT 2017, 7th International Conference on the Internet of Things, Article 21, pp. 1-8. ACM. 
2017. https://doi.org/10.1145/3131542.3131561

Haslgrübler, M., Murauer, M., and Ferscha, A.: Gazor: a gaze aware industrial IoT-based instructor. IoT 2017, 7th International 
Conference on the Internet of Things, Article 30, pp. 1-2. ACM. 2017. https://doi.org/10.1145/3131542.3140266

Hottner, L, Bachlmair, E., Zeppetzauer, M., Wirth, C., and Ferscha, A.: Design of a smart helmet. IoT 2017, 7th International 
Conference on the Internet of Things, Article 42, pp. 1-2. ACM. 2017. https://doi.org/10.1145/3131542.3140275

Jungwirth, F.,  Haslgrübler, M., and Ferscha, A.: Contour-guided gaze gestures: eye-based interaction with everyday 
objects and IoT devices. IoT 2017, 7th International Conference on the Internet of Things, Article 26, pp. 1-2. ACM. 
2017. https://doi.org/10.1145/3131542.3140262

Mayer, S.: Open APIs for the Rest of Us. WoT 2017, 8th International Workshop on the Web of Things, pp. 8-10. ACM. 
2017. https://doi.org/10.1145/3199919.3199922

Murauer, M., Haslgrübler, M., and Ferscha, A.: Natural pursuit calibration: using motion trajectories for unobtrusive 
calibration of mobile eye trackers. IoT 2017, 7th International Conference on the Internet of Things, Article 35, pp. 1-2. 
ACM. 2017. https://doi.org/10.1145/3131542.3140271

Stary, C. and Weichhart, G.: Enabling Digital Craftsmanship Capacity Building: A Digital Dalton Plan Approach. ECCE 2017, 
European Conference on Cognitive Ergonomics, pp. 43-50. ACM. 2017. https://doi.org/10.1145/3121283.3121287
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PUBLICATIONS 2017

Weichhart, G., and Hämmerle, A.: Lagrangian relaxation realised in the NgMPPS multi actor architecture. MATES 
2017, 15th German Conference on Multiagent System Technologies, pp. 138-155. Springer, Cham. 2017. https://doi.
org/10.1007/978-3-319-64798-2_9

Weichhart, G. and Stary, C.: Project-based learning for complex adaptive enterprise systems. IFAC-PapersOnLine Volume 
50, Issue 1, pp. 12991-12996. Elsevier. 2017. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ifacol.2017.08.1810

Weichhart, G. and Stary, C.: Interoperable process design in production systems. OTM 2017, Confederated 
International Conferences "On the Move to Meaningful Internet Systems", pp. 26-35. Springer, Cham, 2017. https://
doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-73805-5

Talks & Presentations

Ferscha, A.: Industrie 4.0 - Digitalisierung der Arbeitswelt. Industrie 4.0 - Digitalisierung der Arbeitswelt. Linz, Austria. 
2017.

Ferscha, A.: Tatort Digitalisierung: Menschliche Motive und ihre symbiotischen IT-Systeme. Tiroler IT-Day. Innsbruck, 
Austria. 2017.

Jungwirth, F. and Murauer, M.: Gaze-based Action Zones: A universal interaction modality for IoT devices. Workshop 
Talk on Handling the Intenret of Things (in conjunction with IoT 2017). Linz, Austria. 2017.

Mayer, S.: The Cognitive Internet of Things - a New Era of Computing and Networking? Panel 15th International 
Conference on Advances in Mobile Computing & Multimedia. Salzburg, Austria. 2017.

Thalmann, S.: Decision support with augmented reality in the context of Industry 4.0. Augmented and Virtual Reality 
Symposium. Kufstein, Austria. 2017.

Thalmann, S. and Mayer, S.: Panel Industry 4.0. Pro²Future at the Internet of Things. Linz, Austria. 2017.

Finished PhD Theses

Gollan, Benedikt: Sensor-based Online Assessment of Human Attention

Finished Master Theses

Murauer, Michaela: Natural Pursuits for Eye Tracker Calibration

Jungwirth, Florian: Contour-Guided Gaze Gestures: Eye-based Interaction with Everyday Objects
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PUBLICATIONS 2018 

Scientific Journal Papers

Chegini, M., Shao, L., Gregor, R., Lehmann, D.J., Andrews, K., and Schreck, T.: Interactive visual exploration of local 
patterns in large scatterplot spaces. Computer Graphics Forum, Vol. 37, No. 3, pp. 99-109. Wiley. 2018. https://doi.
org/10.1111/cgf.13404

Ilvonen, I., Thalmann, S., Manhart, M., and Sillaber, C.: Reconciling digital transformation and knowledge protection: 
a research agenda. Journal Knowledge Management Research & Practice, Volume 16, Issue 2, pp. 235-244. Taylor & 
Francis Online. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1080/14778238.2018.1445427

Mayer, S. and Römer, K.: Intelligente Schnittstellen für Analoge Dinge - Semantische Technologien und Mixed Reality 
machen versteckte Abhängigkeiten sichtbar. Journal Industrie 4.0 Management, Volume 4, p. 33. GITO Verlag. 2018.

Mayer, S., Ciortea, A., Ricci, A., Robles, M.I., Kovatsch, M., and Croatti, A.: Hypermedia to connect them all: Autonomous 
hypermedia agents and socio-technical interactions." Journal Internet Technology Letters, Volume 1, Issue 4, e50. 2018. 
https://doi.org/10.1002/itl2.50

Haslgrübler, M., Gollan, B., and Ferscha, F.: A cognitive assistance framework for supporting human workers in industrial 
tasks. Journal IT Professional, Volume 20, Issue 5, pp. 48-56. IEEE. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1109/MITP.2018.053891337

Michahelles F., Kawsar F., Mayer S., and Mottola, L.: Beyond Testbeds: Real-World IoT Deployments. Journal IEEE 
Pervasive Computing, Volume 17, Issue 4, pp. 13-14. IEEE. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1109/MPRV.2018.2877789

Thalmann, S.: Data driven decision support. Journal it-Information Technology, Volume 60, Issue 4, pp. 179-181. De 
Gruyter. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1515/itit-2018-0017

Vagliano, I., Günther, F., Heinz, M., Apaolaza, A., Bienia, I., Breitfuss, G., Blume, T., Collyda, C., Fessl, A., Gottfried, S., 
Hasitschka, P., Kellerman, J., Köhler, T., Maas, A., Mezaris, V., Saleh, A. Skulimowski, A.M.J., Thalmann, S., Vigo, M., 
Wertner, A., Wiese, M., and Scherp, A.: Open Innovation in the Big Data Era With the MOVING Platform. Journal IEEE 
MultiMedia, Volume 25, Issue 3, pp. 8-21. IEEE. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1109/MMUL.2018.2873495

Weichhart, G., Stary, C. and Appel, M.: The digital Dalton Plan: Progressive education as integral part of web-based 
learning environments. Knowledge Management & E-Learning: An International Journal, Volume 10, Issue 1, pp. 25-52. 
2018. https://doi.org/10.34105/j.kmel.2018.10.002
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PUBLICATIONS 2018

Peer-Reviewed Conference Papers

Fast-Berglund, A., Thorvald, P., Billing, E., Palmquist, A., Romero, D. and Weichhart, G.: Conceptualizing Emodied 
Automation to Increase Transfer of Tacit knowledge in the Learning Factory. IS 2018, IEEE 2018 International Conference 
on Intelligent Systems, pp. 358-364. IEEE. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1109/IS.2018.8710482

Ciortea, A., Mayer, S., and Michahelles, F.: Repurposing manufacturing lines on the fly with multi-agent systems for 
the web of things. AAMAS 2018, 17th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and MultiAgent Systems, pp. 
813-822. ACM. 2018.

Diwold, K., Mayer, S., Einfalt, A., Parreira, J. X., Hodges, J., Anicic, D., and Mosshammer, R.: Grid Watch Dog: A Stream 
Reasoning Approach for Lightweight SCADA Functionality in Low-Voltage Grids. IoT 2018, 8th International Conference 
on the Internet of Things, Article No. 12, pp. 1-8. ACM. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1145/3277593.3277601

Koutroulis, G. and Thalmann, S.: Challenges from Data-Driven Predictive Maintenance in Brownfield Industrial Settings. 
BIS 2018, International Conference on Business Information Systems, pp. 461-467. Springer, Cham. 2018. https://doi.
org/10.1007/978-3-030-04849-5_40

Haslgrübler, M., Ferscha, A., and Heftberger, J.: Transferring Expert Knowledge through Video Instructions. PETRA 
2018, 11th PErvasive Technologies Related to Assistive Environments Conference, pp. 358-362. ACM. 2018. https://
doi.org/10.1145/3197768.3201571

Haslgrübler, M., Jungwirth, F., Murauer, M., and Ferscha, A.: Visually Perceived Relevance of Objects reveals Learning 
Improvements and Task Difficulty. PETRA 2018: 11th PErvasive Technologies Related to Assistive Environments 
Conference, pp. 265-268. ACM. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1145/3197768.3201520

Huemer, C., Kappel, G., Wimmer, M., Proper, H. A., Reich, S., Behrendt, W., Thalmann, S., Weichhart, G., and Zoitl, A.: 
Interoperability and Integration in Future Production Systems. CBI 2018, IEEE 20th Conference on Business Informatics, 
Vol. 2, pp. 175-177. IEEE. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1109/CBI.2018.10067

Iglesias-Urkia, M., Casado-Mansilla, D., Mayer, S., and Urbieta, A.: Enhanced publish/subscribe in CoAP: describing 
advanced subscription mechanisms for the observe extension. IoT 2018, 8th International Conference on the Internet 
of Things, Article No. 14, pp.1-8. ACM. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1145/3277593.3277594

Iglesias-Urkia, M., Casado-Mansilla, D., Mayer, S. and Urbieta, A.: Validation of a CoAP to IEC 61850 Mapping and 
Benchmarking vs HTTP-REST and WS-SOAP. ETFA 2018, 23rd IEEE International Conference on Emerging Technologies 
and Factory Automation, Vol. 1, pp. 1015-1022. IEEE. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1109/ETFA.2018.8502624

Jungwirth, F., Haslgrübler, M., Murauer, M., Gollan, B., Elancheliyan, P., and Ferscha, A.: EyeControl: Towards 
Unconstrained Eye Tracking in Industrial Environments. SUI 2018, Symposium on Spatial User Interaction, pp. 177-177. 
ACM. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1145/3267782.3274673

Jungwirth, F., Haslgrübler, M., and Ferscha, A.: Contour-guided gaze gestures: using object contours as visual guidance for 
triggering interactions. ETRA 2018, Proceedings of the 2018 ACM Symposium on Eye Tracking Research & Applications, 
Article No. 28, pp. 1-10. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1145/3204493.3204530

Jungwirth, F., Murauer, M., Haslgrübler, M., and Ferscha, A.: Eyes are different than hands: An analysis of gaze as 
input modality for industrial man-machine interactions. PETRA 2018, 11th PErvasive Technologies Related to Assistive 
Environments Conference, pp. 303-310. ACM. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1145/3197768.3201565

Kajmakovic, A., Zupanc, R., Mayer, S., Kajtazovic, N., Hoeffernig, M., and Vogl, H.: Predictive Fail-Safe - Improving the 
Safety of Industrial Environments through Model-based Analytics on hidden Data Sources. SIES 2018, 13th International 
Symposium on Industrial Embedded Systems, pp- 1-4. IEEE. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1109/SIES.2018.8442104

Mayrhofer, M., Goos, J., Witters, M., and Egyed, A.: Explore Design Spaces using a generic framework." REM 2018, 19th 
International Conference on Research and Education in Mechatronics, pp. 24-29. IEEE. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1109/
REM.2018.8421786

Murauer, M., Haslgrübler, M., and Ferscha, A.: Natural Pursuits for Eye Tracker Calibration. iWOAR 2018, 5th 
international Workshop on Sensor-based Activity Recognition and Interaction, Article No. 3, pp. 1-10. ACM. 2018. 
https://doi.org/10.1145/3266157.3266207

Nwabuona, S., Schuss, M., Mayer, S., Diwold, K., Krammer, L., and Einfalt, A.: Time-synchronized Data Collection in 
Smart Grids through IPv6 over BLE. IoT 2018, 8th International Conference on the Internet of Things, Article No. 25, pp. 
1-4. ACM. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1145/3277593.3277632
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Shafei, A., Hodges, J., and Mayer, S.: Ensuring Workplace Safety in Goal-based Industrial Manufacturing Systems. 
SEMANTiCS 2018, 14th International Conference on Semantic Systems, pp. 90-101. ELSEVIER. 2018. https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.procs.2018.09.009

Thalmann, S., Mangler, J., Schreck, T., Huemer, C., Streit, M., Pauker, F., Weichhart, G., Schulte, S., Kittl, C., Pollak, 
C., Vukovic, M., Kappel, G., Gashi, M., Rinderle-Ma, S., Suschnigg, J., Jekic, N., and Lindstaedt, S.: Data Analytics for 
Industrial Process Improvement - A Vision Paper. CBI 2018, 20th Conference on Business Informatics, Vol. 2, pp. 92-96. 
IEEE. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1109/CBI.2018.10051

Thomay, C., Gollan, B., Haslgrübler, M., Ferscha, A., and Heftberger, J.: Modeling Worker State for Optimal Training 
of Novices in Complex Industrial Processes. ICETA 2018, 16th International Conference on Emerging eLearning 
Technologies and Applications, pp. 577-582. IEEE. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1109/ICETA.2018.8572151

Weichhart, G.: Representing Processes of Human-Robot Collaboration. S-BPM-ONE 2018, S-BPM-ONE Workshop 
Proceedings. CEUR-WS Vol. 2074. 2018. http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-2074/article_2.pdf 
Weichhart, G., Akerman, M.,  Akkaladevi, S.C., Plasch, M. Fast-Berglund, A., and Pichler, A.: Models for interoperable 
human robot collaboration. IFAC-PapersOnLine Volume 51, Issue 11,  pp. 36-41. ELSEVIER. 2018. https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.ifacol.2018.08.231

Weichhart, G., Pichler, A., and Wögerer, C.: Workflow representations for human and artificial agent collaborations. 
ACHI 2018, 11th International Conference on Advances in Computer-Human Interactions. pp. 132-136, IARIA, 2018.

Weichhart, G., Fast-Berglund,A., Romero, D., and Pichler, A.: An Agent- and Role-based Planning Approach for Flexible 
Automation of Advanced Production Systems. IS 2018, IEEE 2018 International Conference on Intelligent Systems, pp. 
391-399. IEEE. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1109/IS.2018.8710546

Zörrer, H., Weichhart, G., Plasch, M., and Vorderwinkler, M.: Chatting Roles: A Pragmatic Service Resolution Infrastructure 
for Service Choreography based on Publish/Subscribe. IFAC 2018, IFAC-PapersOnLine 51.11. ELSEVIER. 2018. https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.ifacol.2018.08.335

Talks & Presentations

Ferscha, A.: Pro²Future. FFG Forum Produktion. Graz, Austria. 2018.

Ferscha, A.: Enterprise Interoperability. ICIST 2018, Keynote 8th International Conference on Information Society and 
Technology 2018. Kopaonik, Serbia. 2018.

Ferscha, A.: Pro²Future: Produkte und Produktionssysteme der Zukunft werden denken! JKU Transfertag. Linz, Austria. 
2018.

Ferscha, A.: Spotlight 5 - IoT, the thinking things. ECSEL-Austria Conference. Linz, Austria. 2018.

Ferscha, A.: The Future of Products and Production Systems is Cognitive. Pro²Future in Progress. Linz, Austria. 2018.

Ferscha, A.: Shaping the cognitive productions systems of the future. INDustrial TECHnologies. Vienna, Austria. 2018.

Ferscha, A. and Pollak, C.: Pro²Future und CDP: Common Research Program. CDP Opening Event. Vienna, Austria. 2018.

Haslgrübler, M.: Cognitive Worker Assistance. ÖWGP Dissertationskolloquium. Vienna, Austria. 2018.

Theuretzbacher-Fritz, H., Pollak, C., and Weichhart, G.: Research for Industry 4.0 and beyond. Hannover Messe. 
Hannover, Germany. 2018.

Weichhart, G.: Future of Manufacturing and Logistics Systems. INCOM 2018, 16th IFAC Symposium on Information 
Control Problems in Manufacturing. Bergamo, Italy. 2018.

Weichhart, G.: Enterprise Integration & Interoperability. 33. österreichischer Automatisierungstag der OCG. Vienna, 
Austria. 2018.

Weichhart, G.: Interoperability in the Connected Factory. EFFRA - European Factories of the future research association, 
Connected Factories Regional Workshop. Linz, Austria. 2018.

PUBLICATIONS 2018
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PUBLICATIONS 2018

Weichhart, G.: What’s up after Industry 4.0? Expertenpanel “Forschung und Weiterbildung für die Digitale Produktion 
@ TU Wien”. Vienna, Austria. 2018. 

Bookchapters

Thalmann, S. and Schäper, S.: Localizing Knowledge in Networks of SMEs—Implication of Proximities on the IT Support. 
Knowledge Management in Digital Change, pp. 189-206. Springer, Cham, 2018. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-
73546-7_11

Thalmann, S. and Ilvonen, I.: Balancing Knowledge Protection and Sharing to Create Digital Innovations. Knowledge 
Management in Digital Change, pp. 171-188. Springer, Cham, 2018. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-73546-7_10

Weichhart, G. and Egyed, A.: Interoperability Requirements for Adaptive Production System-of-Systems. Enterprise 
Interoperability: Smart Services and Business Impact of Enterprise Interoperability, pp. 57-63. ISTE, Wiley Online 
Library. 2018. https://doi.org/10.1002/9781119564034.ch7

Technical Reports & Posters

Brillinger, M., Bloder, M., Ratasich, M., Kopsch, P., Bader, M., and Fuckar G.: Spaltrohrmotor mit segmentiertem 
Spaltrohr. Erfindungsmeldung. 2018.

Kolar, B., Gehring, N., and Schöberl, M.: On the Calculation of Differential Parametrizations for the Feedforward Control 
of an Euler-Bernoulli Beam. arXiv preprint. 2018.

Finished PhD Theses

Brillinger, Markus: 3D-Druck von Natriumacetat-Trihydrat als das Ergebnis eines konsequenten Entwicklungsprozesses

Finished Master Theses

Abdelrahman Mahmoud, Ahmad: A smart network for marketing solutions

Kritzinger, Lisa: Visualization Support for Requirements Monitoring in Systems of Systems

Gashi, Milot: Goal oriented Visual Recommendation via User Behavior Analysis

Finished Habilitations

Thalmann, Stefan: The Management of Knowledge Sharing and Protection in Inter-Organizational Relationships
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PUBLICATIONS 2019 

Scientific Journal Papers

Chegini, M., Bernard, J., Berger, P. Sourin, A., Andrews, K., and Schreck, T.: Interactive labelling of a multivariate dataset 
for supervised machine learning using linked visualisations, clustering, and active learning. Journal Visual Informatics, 
Volume 3, No. 1, pp. 9-17. Elsevier. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.visinf.2019.03.002

Furmanova, K., Gratzl, S., Stitz, H., Zichner, T., Jaresova, M., Ennemoser, M.,  Lex, A., and Streit, M.: Taggle: Combining 
Overview and Details in Tabular Data Visualizations. Journal Information Visualization, Volume 19, No. 2, pp. 114-136. 
SAGE. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1177%2F1473871619878085

Nobre, C., Streit, M., Meyer, M., and Lex A.: The State of the Art in Visualizing Multivariate Networks. Computer Graphics 
Forum, Vol. 38, No. 3, pp. 807-832. Wiley. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1111/cgf.13728

Panetto, H., Iung, B., Ivanov, D.A., Weichhart, G., and Wang, X.: Challenges for the cyber-physical manufacturing 
enterprises of the future. Journal Annual Reviews in Control, Volume 47, pp. 200-2013. Elsevier. 2019. https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.arcontrol.2019.02.002

Panetto, H., Weichhart, G., and Pinto, R.: Special section on Industry 4.0: Challenges for the future in manufacturing. Journal 
Annual Reviews in Control, Volume 47, pp. 198-199. Elsevier. 2019. http://doi.org/10.1016/j.arcontrol.2019.04.002

Weichhart, G., Ferscha, A., Mutlu, B., Brillinger, M., Diwold, K., Lindstaedt, S., Schreck, T., and Mayr-Dorn, C.: Human/
machine/roboter: technologies for cognitive processes. Journal e & i Elektrotechnik und Informationstechnik, Volume 
136, pp. 313-317. Springer. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1007/s00502-019-00740-5

Brillinger, M.: Neuartiges Verfahren für hohe Bauvolumen. Journal Additive Fertigung, Volume 2, pp. 62-63. x-technik. 
2019.

Streit, M., Gratzl, S., Stitz, H., Wernitznig, A., Zichner, T., and Haslinger, C.: Ordino: visual analysis tool for ranking 
and exploring genes, cell lines, and tissue samples. Journal Bioinformatics, Volume 35, No. 17, pp. 3140-3142. Oxford 
Academic. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btz009

Peer-Reviewed Conference Papers

Anzengruber-Tanase, B., Ferscha, A., and Schobesberger, M.: Attention/Distraction Estimation for Surgeons during 
Laparoscopic Cholecystectomies. ACII 2019, 8th International Conference on Affective Computing and Intelligent 
Interaction, pp. 1-7. IEEE. 2019. http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/ACII.2019.8925517
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PUBLICATIONS 2019

Ashraf, U., Mayr-Dorn, C., and Egyed, A.: Mining Cross-Task Artifact Dependencies from Developer Interactions. SANER 
2019, 26th IEEE International Conference on Software Analysis, Evolution and Reengineering, pp. 186-196. IEEE. 2019. 
https://doi.org/10.1109/SANER.2019.8667990

Auer, D., Jäger, M., and Küng, J.: Linking Trust to Cyber-Physical Systems. DEXA 2019, 30th International Conference on 
Database and Expert Systems Applications, pp. 119-128. Springer, Cham. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-
27684-3_16

Azadi, B., Haslgrübler, M., Sopidis, G., Murauer, M., Anzengruber, B. and Ferscha, A.: Feasibility analysis of unsupervised 
industrial activity recognition based on a frequent micro action. PETRA 2019, 12th PErvasive Technologies Related to 
Assistive Environments Conference, pp. 368-375. ACM. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1145/3316782.3322749

Bjetak, R., Diwold, K., and Kajmakovic, A.: Retrofit: Creating Awareness in Embedded Systems-A Usecase for PLCs. IoT 2019, 
9th International Conference on the Internet of Things, pp. 1-4. ACM. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1145/3365871.3365907

Botler, L., Diwold, K., and Römer, K.: We've got the power: Overcoming the distance enlargement fraud with wireless 
power transfer. WPTC 2019, IEEE MTT-S Wireless Power Transfer Conference, pp. 434-439. IEEE, 2019. https://doi.
org/10.1109/WPTC45513.2019.9055566

Botler, L., Diwold, K., and Romer, K.: E-SALDAT: Efficient Single-Anchor Localization of Dual-Antenna Tags. WPNC 
2019, 16th Workshop on Positioning, Navigation and Communications, pp. 1-6. IEEE. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1109/
WPNC47567.2019.8970253

Brillinger, M., Abdul-Hadi, M., Haas, F., and Weinzerl, M.: Adaptive smart assembly concept in e-mobility: a research 
direction. MIFS 2019, 7th Mediterranean interdisciplinary forum on social sciences and humanities, pp. 1-14. ESI. 2019. 
https://doi.org/10.19044/esj.2019.v15n33

Brillinger, M., Martinez, J.C., and Schmid, J.: Improving CAD/CAM Process Chains in Forging Industries in the Era 
of Digitalization Based on a Case Study. MCM 2019, 5th World Congress on Mechanical, Chemical, and Material 
Engineering. ArticleNo. 121, pp. 1-7. International ASET Inc. 2019. http://www.doi.org/10.11159/icmie19.121

Eckelt, K., Adelberger, P., Zichner, T., Wernitznig, A., and Streit, M.: TourDino: A Support View for Confirming Patterns 
in Tabular Data. EuroVA 2019, EuroVis Workshop on Visual Analytics, pp. 7.-11. The Eurographics Association. 2019. 
https://doi.org/10.2312/eurova.20191117

Fernandez-Amoros, D., Heradio, R., Mayr-Dorn, C., and Egyed, A.: A Kconfig translation to logic with one-way validation 
system. SPLC 2019, 23rd International Systems and Software Product Line Conference, pp. 303-308. ACM. 2019. https://
doi.org/10.1145/3336294.3336313

Funk, M., Kritzler, M., Mizutani, I., Mayer, S., and Michahelles, F.: LookUnlock: Using Spatial-Targets for User-
Authentication on HMDs. CHI EA 2019, Extended Abstracts of the 2019 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing 
Systems, Paper No. LBW0014, pp. 1-6. ACM. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1145/3290607.3312959

Gunawardena, N., Matscheko, M., Anzengruber, B., Ferscha, A., Schobesberger, M., Shamiyeh, A., Klugsberger, B., 
and Solleder, P.: Assessing Surgeons' Skill Level in Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy using Eye Metrics. PETRA 2019, 
11th ACM Symposium on Eye Tracking Research & Applications, Article No. 30, pp. 1-8. ACM. 2019. https://doi.
org/10.1145/3314111.3319832

Gunawardena, N., Matscheko, M., Anzengruber, B., Ferscha, A., Schobesberger, M., Shamiyeh, A., Klugsberger, B., and 
Solleder, P.: The Effect of Expertise on Gaze Behaviour in Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy. EMBC 2019, 41st Annual 
International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society, pp. 7123-7127. IEEE. 2019. https://
doi.org/10.1109/EMBC.2019.8857612

Gutschi, C., Furian, N., Suschnigg, J., Neubacher, D. and Voessner, S.: Log-based predictive maintenance in discrete 
parts manufacturing. CIRP 2019, 12th CIRP Conference on Intelligent Computation in Manufacturing Engineering, pp. 
528-533. ELSEVIER. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.procir.2019.02.098

Haslgrübler, M., Gollan, B., and Ferscha, A.: Towards Industrial Assistance Systems: Experiences of Applying Multi-
sensor Fusion in Harsh Environments. PhyCS 2019, International Conference on Physiological Computing Systems, pp. 
158-179. Springer. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-27950-9_9

Haslgrübler, M., Gollan, B., Thomay, C., Ferscha, A., and Heftberger, J.: Towards Skill Recognition using Eye-Hand 
Coordination in Industrial Production. PETRA 2019, 12th PErvasive Technologies Related to Assistive Environments 
Conference, pp. 11-20. ACM. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1145/3316782.3316784
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Heradio, R., Fernandez-Amoros, D., Mayr-Dorn, C., and Egyed, A.: Supporting the Statistical Analysis of Variability 
Models. ICSE 2019, 41st International Conference on Software Engineering, pp. 843-853. IEEE. 2019. https://doi.
org/10.1109/ICSE.2019.00091

Jungwirth, F., Murauer, M., Selymes, J., Haslgrübler, M., Gollan, B., and Ferscha, A.: mobEYEle: an embedded eye tracking 
platform for industrial assistance. UbiComp 2019 & ISWC2019, ACM International Joint Conference on Pervasive and 
Ubiquitous Computing & ACM International Symposium on Wearable Computers, pp. 1113-1119. ACM. 2019. https://
doi.org/10.1145/3341162.3350842

Kajmaković, A., Diwold, K., Kajtazovic, N., Zupanc, R., and Macher, G.: Flexible Soft error Mitigation Strategy for 
memories in mixed-critical systems. ISSREW 2019, International Symposium on Software Reliability Engineering, pp. 
440-445. IEEE. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1109/ICGSE.2019.00033

Kanakis, G., Fischer, S., Khelladi, D.E., and Egyed, A.: Supporting a flexible grouping mechanism for collaborating 
engineering teams. ICGSE 2019, ACM/IEEE 14th International Conference on Global Software Engineering, pp. 129-
138. IEEE. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1109/ICGSE.2019.00033

Kraus, D., Ivanov, H., and Leitgeb, E.: Novel Optical Network Design for Automotive Applications using ROADMs. 
ConTEL 2019, 15th International Conference on Telecommunications, pp. 1-6. IEEE. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1109/
ConTEL.2019.8848538

Kraus, D., Priller, P., Diwold, K., and Leitgeb, E.: Achieving Robust and Reliable Wireless Communications in Hostile In-
Car Environments. IoT 2019, 9th International Conference on the Internet of Things, Article No. 30, pp. 1-4. ACM. 2019. 
https://doi.org/10.1145/3365871.3365904

Krismayer, T., Mayr-Dorn, C., Tuder, J., Rabiser, R., and Grünbacher, P.: Using constraint mining to analyze software 
development processes. ICSSP 2019, IEEE/ACM International Conference on Software and System Processes, pp. 94-
103. IEEE. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1109/ICSSP.2019.00021

Kuang, H., Gao, H., Hu, H., Ma, X., Lu, J., Mäder, P., and Egyed, A.: Using Frugal User Feedback with Closeness Analysis 
on Code to Improve IR-Based Traceability Recovery. ICPC 2019, International Conference on Performance Computing, 
pp. 369-379. IEEE. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1109/ICPC.2019.00055

Macher, G., Diwold, K., Veledar, O., Armengaud, E., and Römer, K.: The Quest for Infrastructures and Engineering 
Methods Enabling Highly Dynamic Autonomous Systems. EuroSPI 2019, 26th European Conference on Systems, 
Software and Services Process Improvement, pp. 15-27. Springer. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-28005-5_2

Mayrhofer, M., Mayr-Dorn, C.,Zoitl, A., Guiza, O., Weichhart, G., and Egyed, A.: Assessing Adaptability of Software 
Architectures for Cyber Physical Production Systems. ECSA 2019, 13th European Conference on Software Architecture, 
pp. 143-158. Springer. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-29983-5_10

Milenkovic, K., Mayer, S., Diwold, K., and Zehetner, J.: Enabling Knowledge Management in Complex Industrial Processes 
Using Semantic Web Technology. TAKE 2019, International Conference on Theory and Applications in the Knowledge 
Economy. 2019.

Murauer, M., Jungwirth, F., Anzengruber, B., Abbas, A.,Ahmad, A., Azadi, B., Cho, J., Ennsbrunner, H., Ferscha, A., Gerhard, 
D., Gollan, B., Haslgrübler, M., Selymes, J., Sopidis, G., Stütz, M., and Weißenbach, P.: A Task-Independent Design 
and Development Process for Cognitive Products in Industrial Applications. PETRA 2019, 12th PErvasive Technologies 
Related to Assistive Environments Conference, pp. 358-367. ACM. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1145/3316782.3322748

Silva, N., Blaschek, T., Jianu, R., Rodrigues, N., Weiskopf, D., Raubal, M., and Schreck, T.: Eye tracking support for visual 
analytics systems: Foundations, current applications, and research challenges. ETRA 2019, 11th ACM Symposium on 
Eye Tracking Research & Applications, ArticleNo. 11, pp. 1-10. ACM. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1145/3314111.3319919

Stoiber, C., Grassinger, F., Pohl, M., Stitz, H., Streit, M., and Aigner, W.: Visualization Onboarding: Learning How to 
Read and Use Visualizations. IEEE VIS 2019, IEEE Workshop on Visualization for Communication, pp. 1-6. IEEE & OSF 
Preprints. 2019. https://doi.org/10.31219/osf.io/c38ab

Suschnigg, J., Thalmann, S., Vukovic, M., Ziessler, F., Mangler, J., and Schreck, T.: Understanding Industrial Processes 
using Process-Driven Visual Analytics. WM 2019, 10. Konferenz Professionelles Wissensmanagement, pp. 303-306. 
Fachhochschule Potsdam. 2019. https://doi.org/10.34678/opus4-2412

Thalmann, S., Gursch, H., Suschnigg, J., Gashi, M., Ennsbrunner, H., Fuchs, K., Schreck, T., Mutlu, B., Mangler, J., Kappl, 

PUBLICATIONS 2019
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PUBLICATIONS 2019

G., Huemer, C., and Lindstaedt, S.: Cognitive Decision Support for Industrial Product Life Cycles: A Position Paper. 
Cognitive 2019, 11th International Conference on Advanced Cognitive Technologies and Applications, pp. 3-9. IARIA. 
2019.

Thalmann, S., Vukovic, M., Mangler, J., Huemer, C., Kappl, G., and Lindstaedt, S.: Data Analytics for Process Improvement 
in Industrial Settings. ECDA 2019, European Conference on Data Analysis, Extended Abstract, pp. 36-37. Universität 
Beyreuth. 2019.

Thomay, C., Gollan, B., Haslgrübler, M., Ferscha, A., and Heftberger, J.: A multi-sensor algorithm for activity and workflow 
recognition in an industrial setting. PETRA 2019, 12th ACM International Conference on PErvasive Technologies Related 
to Assistive Environments, pp. 69-76. ACM. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1145/3316782.3321523

Trendafilov, D. and Polani, D.: Information-theoretic Sensorimotor Foundations of Fitts' Law. CHI 2019, Extended 
Abstracts of the 2019 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, Paper No. LBW2516, pp. 1-6. ACM. 
2019. https://doi.org/10.1145/3290607.3313053

Trendafilov, D., Zia, K., Ferscha, A., Abbas, A., Azadi, B., Selymes, J., and Haslgrübler, M.: Cognitive Products: System 
Architecture and Operational Principles. Cognitive 2019, 11th International Conference on Advanced Cognitive 
Technologies and Applications, pp. 62-71. IARIA. 2019.

Vuković, M., Kittl, C., Mangler, J.,and Thalmann, S.: An Approach for Secure Data Transmission in a Distributed Production 
Environment. BLED 2019, 32nd Bled eConference. AISEL. 2019.

Zia, K., Ferscha, A., and Trendafilov, D.: Importance of Coordination and Cultural Diversity for an Efficient and Flexible 
Manufacturing System. Cognitive 2019, 11th International Conference on Advanced Cognitive Technologies and 
Applications, pp. 28-31. IARIA. 2019. 

Zia, K., Ferscha, A., and Trendafilov, D.: Conceptualization of Cultural Diversity for Efficient and Flexible Manufacturing 
Systems of the Future. CogSci 2019, 41st Annual Meeting of the Cognitive Science Society, pp. 1290-1295. CogSci. 2019.

Talks & Presentations

Diwold, K.: Reaching Industrial Standards: The Quest For a Dependable Internet of Things. Research Journal of Graz 
University of Technology #22. 2019

Ferscha, A.: T12 / T22 = a13 /a23. Jubiläumssymposium 400 Jahre Keplers Buch, Linz, Austria. 2019. 

Ferscha, A.: Ich bitte um Ihre Aufmerksamkeit! Wahrnehmungsgesteuerte Selbstanpassung zukünftiger IT-basierter 
Produktionssysteme. Keynote Production & IT Conference in Linz, Austria. 2019.

Ferscha, A.: Cognitive IT: The Dawn of the Age of Machine Thinking. Keynote ComputationWorld 2019, Venice, Italy. 
2019.

Ferscha, A.: Cognitive Load in Laparoscopic Surgery. 5. Kepler Science Day am Kepler Universitätsklinikum, Linz, Austria. 
2019.

Ferscha, A.: Cognitive Systems in Industry. ÖWGP Tagung 2019, Vienna, Austria. 2019.

Haas, F., Brillinger, M., and Eisele, P.S.: Die Zukunft der Fertigungstechnik - E-Achse, Batteriesysteme, Brennstoffzelle & 
Co. Tooling Days, Kapfenberg, Austria. 2019.

Roland, W.: Ein hybrider Modellierungsansatz in der Kunststoffverarbeitung. LIT Factory ditiTea(m)-Time, Linz, Austria. 
2019.

Weichhart, G.: Mensch/Maschine/Roboter: Technologien für Kognitive Prozesse. IT-Kolloquium 2019 Intelligente 
Roboter, Vienna, Austria. 2019.

Bookchapters

Brillinger, M.: 3D-Druck von Natriumacetat-Trihydrat (Auszüge aus der Dissertation). pp. 1-108. SVH Verlag. 2019. ISBN 
978-3-8381-5241-7
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Technical Reports & Posters

Bloder, M., Brillinger, M., Bader, M.,  Ratasich, M., Kopsch, P, and Hick H.: AXIALFLUSSMASCHINE - Neuartiges 
Motorkonzept verbessert Umweltbilanz von Elektroantrieben. Poster @ IONICA 2019, Zell am See, Austria. 2019.

Brillinger, M., Abdul Hadi, M., Haas, F., Weinzerl, M.: Low-Cost E Mobility: Cost Reduction Through New Approaches 
in Production. Poster @ MIFS 2020 - 7th Mediterranean Inderdisciplinary Forum on Social Sciences and Humanities, 
Barcelona, Spain. 2019.

Brillinger, M., Abdul Hadi, M., Haas, F., Weinzerl, M.: LEISTBARE E-MOBILITÄT - Kostensenkung durch neue Ansätze in 
der Produktion. Poster @ IONICA 2019, Zell am See, Austria. 2019.

Brillinger, M.: 3D-Druck von Natriumacetat-Trihydrat: produktiv, einfach, ressourcenschonend. Poster @ PEG - 
Production Engineering Graz, Austria. 2019.

Jekic, N., Mutlu, B., Faschang, M., Neubert, S., Thalmann, S., and Schreck, T.: Visual Analysis of Aluminum Production 
Data with Tightly Linked Views. Poster @ EuroVis 2019, Porto, Portugal. 2019.

Stoiber, C., Wagner, M., Ceneda, D., Pohl, M., Gschwandtner, T., Miksch, S., Streit, M., Girardi, D., and Aigner, W.: 
Visualization Onboarding: Learning How to Read and Use Visualizations. IEEE VIS 2019 Application Spotlight Workshop. 
IEEE. 2019.

Awards & Honors

Abdul Hadi, M.: Best Paper Award "Adaptive Assembly Approach for E-Axles". MMS2019 & MobilityIoT 2019. 2019. 

Brillinger, M. and Bloder, M.: Best Poster Award "Axialflussmaschine - Neuartiges Motorkonzept verbessert Umweltbilanz 
von Elektroantrieben". IONICA 2019. 2019.

Kraus, D.: Forschungspreis 2018 "Informationstechnologie" für die Masterarbeit "Approach for a novel optical network 
design for future automotive applications". Österreichische Bundeskammer der ZiviltechnikerInnen. 2019.

Kraus, D.: Best Paper Award "Achieving Robust and Reliable Wireless Communications in Hostile In-Car Environments". 
IoT 2019. 2019.

Trendafilov, D.: Best Paper Award "Importance of Coordination and Cultural Diversity for an Efficient and Flexible 
Manufacturing System". COGNITIVE 2019. 2019.

Finished PhD Theses

Roland, Wolfgang: Selected Topics of Modeling Transport Phenomena in Single-Screw Extrusion: Viscous Dissipation, 
Melt-Conveying, and Mixing

Huynh, Phuong Van Quoc: Frequent Itemsets Mining for Big Data

Jäger, Markus: Working with Trust and Precision of Information and Data in Knowledge Processing Systems

Anzengruber-Tanase, Bernhard: A Cognitive Ensemble Reference Architecture

Finished Master Theses

Huber, Christian: MODELING OPC UA FROM IEC 61131-3

Kraus, Daniel: Approach for a novel optical network design for future automotive applications

Kassem, Ahmed: Simulation Based Concepts for Adaptive Assembly Line for E-axles

Martinez, Juan Calejero: System benchmark of CAD-CAM in the area of tool making

Abdul Hadi, Muaaz: Adaptive Assembly Methods for E-Axles

PUBLICATIONS 2019
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PUBLICATIONS 2019

Finished Bachelor Theses

Laube, Markus: Person Re-Identification from Top Down Cameras

Bahman-Zangi, Bahman: Modeling and Simulating Assembly Processes

Schwaiger, Simon: Analyse und Auswertung von Getrieben
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PUBLICATIONS 2020 

Scientific Journal Papers

Brillinger, M., Abdul Hadi, M., Haas, F., and Weinzerl, M.: Adaptive Smart Assembly Concept in e-Mobility: A Research 
Direction. European Scientific Journal, Special Edition, pp. 1-14. ESJ. 2020. 

Ceneda, D., Andrienko, N., Andrienko, G., Gschwandtner, T., Miksch, S., Piccolotto, N., Schreck, T., Streit, M., Suschnigg, 
J., and Tominski, C.: Guide Me in Analysis: A Framework for Guidance Designers. Computer Graphics Forum, Volume 
39, No. 6, pp. 269-288. Wiley. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1111/cgf.14017

Huynh, V.Q.P. and Küng, J.: FPO tree and DP3 algorithm for distributed parallel Frequent Itemsets Mining. Journal Expert 
Systems with Applications, Volume 140, ArticleNo. 112874. Elsevier. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eswa.2019.112874

Lovrić, M., Pavlović, K., Vuković, M., Grange, S. K., Haberl, M., and Kern, R.: Understanding the true effects of the 
COVID-19 lockdown on air pollution by means of machine learning. Journal Environmental Pollution, ArticleNo. 115900. 
Elsevier. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envpol.2020.115900 

Marschik, M., Roland, W., Dörner, M., Schaufler, S., Schöppner, V., and Steinbichler, G.: Application of Network Analysis 
to Flow Systems with Alternating Wave Channels: Part B. (Superimposed Drag-Pressure Flows in Extrusion). Journal 
Polymers 2020, Volume, 12, Issue 9, Article 1900, pp. 1-24. 2020. https://doi.org/10.3390/polym12091900

Xu, K., Ottley, A., Walchshofer, C., Streit, M., Chang, R., and Wenskovitch, J.: Survey on the Analysis of User Interactions 
and Visualization Provenance. Computer Graphics Forum, Volume 39, No. 3, pp. 757-783. Wiley. 2020. https://doi.
org/10.1111/cgf.14035

Gehring, N.: Ein systematischer Backstepping-Zugang zur Regelung gekoppelter ODE-PDE-ODE-Systeme. at - 
Automatisierungstechnik, Volume 68, No. 8, pp. 654-666. DeGruyter. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1515/auto-2020-0030

Peer-Reviewed Conference Papers

Abdul Hadi, M., Brillinger, M., and Haas, F.: Adaptive assembly approach for e-axles. EAI MMS 2019, 4th EAI 
International Conference on Management of Manufacturing Systems, pp. 249-260. Springer, Cham. 2020. https://doi.
org/10.1007/978-3-030-34272-2_23

Ahmad, A., Haslgrübler, M., Ferscha, A., Ettinger, B., and Cho, J.: Macro Workstep Detection for Assembly Manufacturing. 
PETRA 2020, 13th PErvasive Technologies Related to Assistive Environments Conference, ArticleNo. 31. ACM. 2020. 
https://doi.org/10.1145/3389189.3397976
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PUBLICATIONS 2020

Botler, L., Kajtazovic, N., Diwold, K., and Römer, K.: Jit Fault Detection: Increasing Availability in 1oo2 Systems Just-In-
Time. ARES 2020, 15th International Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security, ArticleNo. 9, pp. 1-10, ACM. 
2020. https://doi.org/10.1145/3407023.3407054

Brillinger, M., Pichlkastner, C., Trummer, A., Haas, F., and Abdul Hadi, M.: Additive manufacturing of salt hydrates: 
Primary process parameters and case study. ICPEME 2020, 4th International Conference on Power, Energy and 
Mechanical Engineering together with ICMEP 2020, 9th International Conference on Manufacturing Engineering and 
Processes & E3S Web of Conferences, Vol. 162, ArticleNo. 02003, pp. 1-5. EDP Sciences, 2020. https://doi.org/10.1051/
e3sconf/202016202003

Brillinger, M. and Pendl, K.A.: Non Newtonian material behaviour in extrusion based 3D printing: Investigation of critical 
process parameters. MCM 2020, 6th World Congress on Mechanical, Chemical, and Merial Engineering, ArticleNo. 
MMME117. MCM. 2020. 

Gashi, M. and Thalmann, S.: Taking Complexity into Account: A Structured Literature Review on Multi-component 
Systems in the Context of Predictive Maintenance. EMCIS 2019, 16th European Mediterranean & Middle Eastern 
Conference on Information Systems, pp. 31-44. Springer, Cham. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-44322-1_3

Hauer, D., Diwold, K., Schuss, M., Krammer, L., and Sauter, T.: Plug & Play Monitoring for Distribution Substations. 
IEEE ICIT 2020, International Conference on Industrial Technology, pp. 624-629. IEEE. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1109/
ICIT45562.2020.9067226

Hofer, D., Jäger, M., Mohamed, A., and Küng. J.: On Applying Graph Database Time Models for Security Log Analysis. 
FDSE 2020, 7th International Conference on Future Data and Security Engineering, pp. 87-110. Springer, Cham. 2020. 
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-63924-2_5

Kajmakovic, A., Diwold, K., Kajzazovic, N., and Zupanc, R.: Challenges in Mitigating Soft Errors in Safety-critical Systems 
with COTS Microprocessors. PESARO 2020, 10th International Conference on Performance, Safety and Robustness in 
Complex Systems and Applications, pp. 13-18. IARIA. 2020.

Kloiber, S., Suschnigg, J., Settgast, V., Schinko, C., Weinzerl, M., Schreck, T., and Preiner, R.: Immersive Analytics of 
Anomalies in Multivariate Time Series Data with Proxy Interaction. CW 2020, International Conference on Cyberworlds, 
pp. 94-101. IEEE. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1109/CW49994.2020.00021

Koutroulis, G., Santos, T., Wiedemann, M., Faistauer, C., Kern, R., and Thalmann, S.: Enhanced Active Learning of 
Convolutional Neural Networks: A Case Study for Defect Classification in the Semiconductor Industry. KDIR 2020, 12th 
International Joint Conference on Knowledge Discovery, Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge Management, pp. 
269-276. Scitepress. 2020. https://doi.org/10.5220/0010142902690276

Kraus, D., Diwold, K., and Leitgeb, E.: Getting on track - Simulation-aided Design of Wireless IoT Sensor Systems. IEEE 
CoBCom 2020, 3rd International Conference on Broadband Communications for Next Generation Networks and 
Multimedia Applications, pp. 1-6. IEEE. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1109/CoBCom49975.2020.9174177

Mayr-Dorn, C., Tuder, J., and Egyed, A.: Process Inspection Support: an Industrial Case Study. ICSSP 2020, International 
Conference on Software and System Processes, pp. 81–90. ACM. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1145/3379177.3388900

Mayr-Dorn, C., Vierhauser, M., Keplinger, F., Bichler, S., and Egyed, A.: TimeTracer: a tool for back in time traceability 
replaying. ICSE 2020, 42nd International Conference on Software Engineering: Companion Proceedings, pp. 33–36. 
ACM/IEEE. 2020. :https://doi.org/10.1145/3377812.3382141

Mayrhofer, M., Mayr-Dorn, C., Guiza, O., Weichhart, G., and Egyed, A.: Capability-Based Process Modeling and Control. 
ETFA 2020, 25th IEEE International Conference on Emerging Technologies and Factory Automation, pp. 45-52. IEEE. 
2020. https://doi.org/10.1109/ETFA46521.2020.9212013

Pühringer, M., Hinterreiter, A., and Streit, M.: InstanceFlow: Visualizing the Evolution of Classifier Confusion on the 
Instance Level. IEEE VIS 2020, Forum for Advances in Scientific and Information Visualization 2020, Short Paper Track. 
IEEE. 2020. 

Shafiq, S., Mayr-Dorn, C., Mashkoor, A., and Egyed, A.: Towards Optimal Assembly Line Order Sequencing with 
Reinforcement Learning: A Case Study. ETFA 2020, 25th IEEE International Conference on Emerging Technologies and 
Factory Automation, pp. 982-989. IEEE. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1109/ETFA46521.2020.9211982
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Suschnigg, J., Ziessler, F., Brillinger, M., Vukovic, M., Mangler, J., Schreck, T., and Thalmann, S.: Industrial Production 
Process Improvement by a Process Engine Visual Analytics Dashboard. HICSS 2020, 53rd Hawaii International Conference 
on System Sciences, pp. 1320-1329. HICSS. 2020. http://www.doi.org/10.24251/HICSS.2020.163

Suschnigg, J., Mutlu, B., Fuchs, A., Sabol, V., Thalmann, S., and Schreck, T.: Exploration of Anomalies in Cyclic Multivariate 
Industrial Time Series Data for Condition Monitoring. EDBT/ICDT Workshops 2020. CEUR. 2020.

Vukovic, M., Dhanoa, V., Jäger, M., Walchshofer, C., Küng, J., Krahwinkler, P., Mutlu, B. and Thalmann, S.: A Forecasting 
Model-Based Discovery of Causal Links of Key Influencing Performance Quality Indicators for Sinter Production 
Improvement. AISTech 2020, The Association for Iron & Steel Technology (AIST) Conference, pp. 2028-2040. 2020. 
http://www.doi.org/10.33313/380/218

Wang, X., Chen, W., Xia, J., Zexian, C., Xu, D., Wu, X., Xu, M., and Schreck, T.: ConceptExplorer: Visual Analysis of Concept 
Driftsin Multi-source Time-series Data. IEEE VAST 2020, Conference on Visual Analytics Science and Technology. IEEE. 
2020. 

Zia, K. and Ferscha, A.: An Agent-Based Model of Crowd Evacuation: Combining Individual, Social and Technological 
Aspects. SIGSIM-PADS 2020, 2020 ACM SIGSIM Conference on Principles of Advanced Discrete Simulation, pp. 129-
140. ACM. 2020. http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/3384441.3395973

Talks & Presentations

Ferscha, A.: Cognitive Products. KC-Treffpunkt Digitalisierung #4 (Kunststoff Cluster), Digital. 2020.

Ferscha, A.: Aware Systems: Reversing Interaction Principles. Keynote International Workshop Conference on Digital 
Intelligence and Aware Systems, Interactive Music Technologies. St. Gilgen, Austria. 2020.

Ferscha, A.: Vortrag "Technology Matters!". IV OÖ - Industrie im Dialog: Corona als Technologieturbo. Digital. 2020.

Gashi, M. and Vukovic, M.: "Predictive Maintenance in Industrial Setting: A case of a tool supplier in the welding 
industry – GuFeSc” & “Data Analytics in Production Environment – SINPRO". Gastvortrag “Data-Driven Decision 
Support” (Elektronische Geschäftsmodelle und Digitale Ökonomie). Business Analytics and Data Science-Center, Graz, 
Austria. 2020.

Bookchapters

Ivanov,  H., Leitgeb, E., Kraus, D., Marzano, F., Jurado-Navas, A., Dorenbos, S., Perez-Jimenez, R., and Freiberger, G.: 
Free Space Optics System Reliability in Presence of Weather-Induced Disruptions. Bookchapter @ Guide to Disaster-
Resilient Communication Networks, pp. 327-351. Springer. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-44685-7_13

Schöffmann, W., Brillinger, M., Ratasich, M., de Madinabeitia Merino, I.G., Bachinger, M., Yolga, M., Schiffbänker, 
P., Braun, A., Berg, F., and Rechberger J.: Technical Challenges in Automotive Powertrain Engineering. Bookchapter 
@ Systems Engineering for Automotive Powertrain Development, pp. 1-27. Springer, Cham. 2020. https://doi.
org/10.1007/978-3-319-68847-3_3-1

Technical Reports & Posters

Ferscha, A.: Pro²Future: Human Intelligence trifft auf Artificial Intelligence. MC report (Mechatronik Cluster). Business 
Upper Austria. 2020.

Gashi, M., Mutlu, B., Suschnigg, J., Ofner, P., Pichler, S., and Schreck, T.: Interactive Visual Exploration of defect prediction 
in industrial setting through explainable models based on SHAP values. Poster @ IEEE VIS 2020. Online. 2020

Awards & Honors

Abdul Hadi, M.: Best Paper Award "Adaptive assembly approach for e-axles". EAI MMS 2019.

Brillinger, M.: Best Presentation Award "Additive manufacturing of salt hydrates: Primary process parameters and case 
study". ICMEP 2020.

PUBLICATIONS 2020
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PUBLICATIONS 2020

Brillinger, M.: Best Paper Award "Non Newtonian material behaviour in extrusion based 3D printing: Investigation of 
critical process parameters". MCM 2020.

Ferscha, A.: Presidency of the ÖWGP. Austria. 2020.

Finished Master Theses

Bjetak, Richard: Data Analysis of Embedded Systems

Tupe, Disha: Injection molding simulations for virgin and recycled Polypropylene

Wuwer, Marcel: Vorhersage des Energieverbrauchs von CNC-Maschinen mittels Machine Learning

Finished Bachelor Theses

Freiseisen, Lukas: Visualization of Network Communication within Distributed Systems

Finished Habilitations

Saukh, Olga: Towards Embedded Intelligence in IoT Systems

Weichhart, Georg: Interoperabilität dynamischer Unternehmenssysteme: Aktivierung der komplexen, adaptiven Natur 
von Unternehmen als Systeme

Grosinger, Jasmin: Radio Frequency and Microwave Engineering (Hochfrequenztechnik)
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PUBLICATIONS 2021 

Scientific Journal Papers

Abbas, A., Haslgrübler, M., Dogar, A.M., and Ferscha, A.: Micro Activities Recognition in Uncontrolled Environments. 
MDPI Journal of Applied Sciences, Volume 11, Issue 21, ArticleNo. 10327. MDPI. 2021. https://doi.org/10.3390/
app112110327

Abdul Hadi, M., Brillinger, M., Wuwer, M., Schmid, J., Trabesinger, S., Jäger, M. and Haas, F.: Sustainable peak power 
smoothing and energy-efficient machining process: A thorough analysis based on a case-study. Journal of Cleaner 
Production, Volume 318, ArticleNo. 128548, Elsevier. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2021.128548

Abdul-Hadi, M., Brillinger, M., Schmid, J., and Trabesinger, S.: High-Frequency machine datasets captured via Edge 
Device from Spinner U5-630 milling machine. Journal Data in Brief, ArticleNo. 107670. Elsevier. 2021. https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.dib.2021.107670

Brillinger, M., Wuwer, M., Abdul Hadi, M., and Haas, F.: Energy prediction for CNC machining with machine learning. CIRP 
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Technology, Volume 35, pp. 715-723, Elsevier. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
cirpj.2021.07.014

Deutscher, J. and Gehring, N.: Output feedback control of coupled linear ODE-PDE-ODE systems. Journal IEEE Transactions 
on Automatic Control, Volume 66, Issue 10, pp. 4668-4683. IEEE. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1109/TAC.2020.3030763

Dhanoa, V., Walchshofer, C., Hinterreiter, A., Gröller, E., and Streit, M.: Fuzzy Spreadsheet: Understanding and Exploring 
Uncertainties in Tabular Calculations. Journal IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics (IEEE TVCG). 
IEEE. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1109/TVCG.2021.3119212

Gashi, M., Ofner, P., Ennsbrunner, H., and Thalmann, S.: Dealing with missing usage data in defect prediction: A case 
study of a welding supplier. Journal Computers in Industry, Volume 132, ArticleNo. 103505, Elsevier. 2021. https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.compind.2021.103505
Gehring, N. and Woittennek, F.: Flatness-Based Output Feedback Tracking Control of a Hyperbolic Distributed-Parameter 
System. IEEE Control System Letters, Volume 6, pp. 992-997. IEEE. 2021. www.doi.org/10.1109/LCSYS.2021.3087955

Gehring, N.: A Systematic Design of Backstepping-Based State Feedback Controllers for ODE-PDE-ODE Systems. MTNS 
2020, 24th International Symposium on Mathematical Theory of Networks and Systems, IFAC Papers Online, Volume 
54, Issue 9, pp. 410-415, Elsevier. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ifacol.2021.06.157

Hammer, A., Roland, W., Marschik, C., and Steinbichler, G.: Predicting the co-extrusion flow of non-Newtonian fluids 
through rectangular ducts – A hybrid modeling approach. Journal of non-Newtonian Fluid Mechanics, Volume 295, 
ArticleNo. 104618. Elsevier. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jnnfm.2021.104618
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Hammer, A., Roland, W., Zacher, M., Praher, B., Hannesschläger, G., Löw-Baselli, B. and Steinbichler, G.: In-Situ Detection 
of Interfacial Flow Instabilities in Polymer Co-Extrusion using Optical Coherence Tomography and Ultrasonic Techniques. 
Journal Polymers, Volume 13, ArticleNo. 2880. MDPI. 2021. https://doi.org/10.3390/polym13172880

Hofer, D., Jäger, M., Mohamed, A., and Küng, J.: A Study on Time Models in Graph Databases for Security Log Analysis. 
International Journal of Web Information Systems, pp. 427-448, EmeraldInsight. 2021. www.doi.org/10.1108/
IJWIS-03-2021-0023

Irscheid, A., Gehring, N., and Rudolph, J.: Trajectory tracking control for a class of 2x2 hyperbolic PDE-ODE systems. 
MTNS 2020, 24th International Symposium on Mathematical Theory of Networks and Systems, IFAC Papers Online, 
Volume 54, Issue 9, pp. 416-421. Elsevier. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ifacol.2021.06.158

Kajmakovic, A., Diwold, K., Kajtazovic, N., and Zupanc, R.: Challenges in Mitigating Errors in 1oo2D Safety Architecture 
with COTS Micro-controllers. International Journal on Advances in Systems and Measurements, Volume 13, No. 3 & 4, 
pp. 250-263. IARIA. 2021. ISSN 1942-261x

Koutroulis, G., Botler, L., Mutlu, B., Diwold, K., Römer, K., and Kern, R.: KOMPOS: Connecting Causal Knots in Large 
Nonlinear Time Series with Non-Parametric Regression Splines. ACM Journal Transactions on Intelligent Systems and 
Technology, Vol. 12, No. 5, ArticleNo. 66, pp. 1-27. ACM. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1145/1122445.1122456

Kretschmer, R., Khelladi, D.E., and Egyed, A.: Transforming abstract to concrete repairs with a generative approach 
of repair values. Journal of Systems and Software, Volume 175, ArticleNo. 110889. Elsevier. 2021. https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.jss.2020.110889

Lovrić, M., Pavlović, K., Vuković, M., Grange, S.K., Haberl, M. and Kern, R.: Understanding the true effects of the 
COVID-19 lockdown on air pollution by means of machine learning. Journal on Environmental Pollution, Volume 274, 
ArticleNo. 115900. Elsevier. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envpol.2020.115900

Mangler, J., Diwold, K., Etz, D., Rinderle-Ma, S., Ferscha, A., Reiner, G., Kastner, W., Bougain, S., Pollak, C., and Haslgrübler, 
M.: Sustainability Through Cognition Aware Safety Systems -- Next Level Human-Machine-Interaction. arXiv Journal 
preprint. 2021. https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2110.07003

Mayr-Dorn, C., Pereszteghy, B., Holzweber, J., and Mayrhofer, M.: Distributed tracing of IPC UA method calls. Journal 
e&i (Elektrotechnik & Informationstechnik), Volume 138, pp. 349-354. Springer. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1007/s00502-
021-00903-3
Suschnigg, J., Mutlu, B., Koutroulis, G., Thalmann, S., Sabol, V., and Schreck. T.: Visual Exploration of Anomalies in Cyclic 
Time Series Data with Matrix and Glyph Representations. Elsevier Journal Big Data Research, Volume 26, ArticleNo. 
100251. Elsevier. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bdr.2021.100251

Vukovic, M., Dhanoa, V., Jäger, M., Walchshofer, C., Küng, J., Krahwinkler, P., Mutlu, B. and Thalmann, S.: A Forecasting 
Model-Based Discovery of Causal Links of Key Influencing Performance Quality Indicators for Sinter Production 
Improvement. Journal of Iron & Steel Technology, March 2021, pp. 80-90. 2021.

Walchshofer, C., Hinterreiter, A., Xu, K., Stitz, H., and Streit, M.: Provectories: Embedding-based Analysis of Interaction 
Provenance Data. Journal IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics (IEEE TVCG). IEEE. 2021. https://
doi.org/10.1109/TVCG.2021.3135697

Weichhart, G., Mangler, J., Raschendorfer, A., Mayr-Dorn, C., Huemer, C., Hämmerle, A., and Pichler, A.: An Adaptive 
System-of-Systems Approach for resilient Manufacturing. Journal e&i (Elektrotechnik & Informationstechnik), Volume 
138, pp. 341-348. Springer. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1007/s00502-021-00912-2

J. Xia, W. Lin, G. Jiang, Y. Wang, W. Chen, and T. Schreck.: Visual Clustering Factors in Scatterplots. IEEE Computer 
Graphics and Applications, Volume 41, Issue 5, pp. 79-89 IEEE. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1109/MCG.2021.3098804

Zia, K., Farooq, U., Shafi, M., and Ferscha, A.: On the effectiveness of multi-feature evacuation systems: an agent-based 
exploratory simulation study. PeerJ Computer Science 7:e531. 2021. https://doi.org/10.7717/peerj-cs.531

Peer-Reviewed Conference Papers

Abdul-Hadi, M., Brillinger, M., and Weinzerl, M.: Parametric evaluation and cost analysis in an e-axle assembly layout. 
EAI MMS 2020, 5th EAI International Conference on Management of Manufacturing Systems. Springer. 2021. https://
doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-67241-6_4
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Abdul Hadi, M., Brillinger, M., Bloder, M., Bader, M., Ratasich, M., Haas, F., Trabesinger, S., Schmid, J., Weinzerl, M., Hick, 
H., Kopsch, P., and Armengaud E.: Implementing cognitive technologies in an assembly line based on two case studies. 
CIRP CATS 2020, 8th CIRP Conference on Assembly Technologies and System, ArticleNo. PROCIR397570. Elsevier. 2021. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.procir.2020.05.268

Abdelrahman, A., Haslgrübler, M., Sopidis, G., Azadi, B., and Ferscha, A.: Privacy Preserving Workflow Detection for 
Assembly Manufacturing Using Neural Networks based Object Detection. ACM IoT 2021, 11th International Conference 
on the Internet of Things, pp. 126-133. 2021. ACM. https://doi.org/10.1145/3494322.3494339

Botler, L., Diwold, K., and Römer, K.: A UWB-Based Solution to the Distance Enlargement Fraud Using Hybrid ToF and 
RSS Measurements. IEEE MASS, 18th International Conference on Mobile Ad Hoc and Smart Systems 2021, pp. 324-
334. IEEE. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1109/MASS52906.2021.00049

Guiza, O., Mayr-Dorn, C., Mayrhofer, M., Egyed, A., Rieger, H., and Brandt, F.: Recommending Assembly Work to Station 
Assignment Based on Historical Data. IEEE ETFA 2021, 26th IEEE International Conference on Emerging Technologies 
and Factory Automation, p. 1-8. IEEE. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1109/ETFA45728.2021.9613480

Guiza, O., Mayr-Dorn, C., Weichhart, G., Mayrhofer, M., Bahman, B.Z., Egyed, A., Fanta, B., and Gieler, M.: Monitoring 
of Human-Intensive Assembly Processes Based on Incomplete and Indirect Shopfloor Observations. IEEE INDIN 
2021, 19th International Conference on Industrial Informatics, pp. 1-8. IEEE. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1109/
INDIN45523.2021.9557551

Guiza, O., Mayr-Dorn, C., Weichhart, G., Mayrhofer, M., Bahman, B.Z., Egyed, A., Fanta, B., and Gieler, M.: Automated 
Deviation Detection for Partially-Observable Human-Intensive Assembly Processes. IEEE INDIN 2021, 19th International 
Conference on Industrial Informatics, pp. 1-8. IEEE. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1109/INDIN45523.2021.9557502

Hammer, A., Roland, W., Marschik, C., and Steinbichler, G.: Applying the Shooting Method to Predict the Co-Extrusion 
Flow of Non-newtonian Fluids through Rectangular Ducts. SPE ANTEC 2021, Society of Plastic Engineering Annual 
Technical Conference. SPE ANTEC. 2021.

Huber, J., Haslgrübler, H., Schobesberger, M., Ferscha, A., Malisa, V., and Effenberger, G.: Addressing Worker Safety 
and Accident Prevention with AI. ACM IoT 2021, 11th International Conference on the Internet of Things, pp. 150-157. 
2021. ACM. https://doi.org/10.1145/3494322.3494342

Irscheid, A., Gehring, N., Deutscher, J., and Rudolph, J.: Observer design for 2×2 linear hyperbolic PDEs that are 
bidirectionally coupled with nonlinear ODEs. 2021 European Control Conference (ECC), pp. 2506-2511. 2021. IEEE. 
https://doi.org/10.23919/ECC54610.2021.9654869

Jekic, N., Mutlu, B., Schreyer, M., Neubert, S., and Schreck T.: Visual Data Analysis of Production Quality Data for 
Aluminum Casting. HICSS 2021, 54th Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences, pp. 1487-1495. HICSS. 2021. 
http://doi.org/10.24251/HICSS.2021.179

Jekic, N., Mutlu, B., Schreyer, M., Neubert, S., and Schreck, T.: Similarity Measures for Visual Comparison and Retrieval 
of Test Data in Aluminum Production. iVAPP 2021, 12th International Conference on Information Visualization Theory 
and Application, published with VISIGRAPP 2021, 16th International Joint Conference on Computer Vision, Imaging and 
Computer Graphics Theory and Applications, pp. 210-218. Springer. 2021. https://doi.org/10.5220/0010309302100218

Kuhn, A., Sormann, C., Rossi, M., Erdler, O., and Fraundorfer, F.: DeepC-MVS: Deep Confidence Prediction for Multi-
View Stereo Reconstruction. 3DV 2020, International Conference on 3D Vision, pp. 404-413. IEEE. 2021. https://doi.
org/10.1109/3DV50981.2020.00050

Mayrhofer, M., Mayr-Dorn, C., Guiza, O., and Egyed, A.: Dynamically Wiring CPPS Software Architectures. ICIT 
2021, 22nd International Conference on Industrial Technology, pp. 1060-1067, IEEE. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1109/
ICIT46573.2021.9453697

Mayrhofer, M., Mayr-Dorn, C., Guiza, O., and Egyed, A.: Model Assisted Distributed Root Cause Analysis. IEEE ETFA 2021, 
26th IEEE International Conference on Emerging Technologies and Factory Automation, p. 1-8. IEEE. 2021. https://doi.
org/10.1109/ETFA45728.2021.9613684

Michlmayr, S., Neumann, D., and Zagar, B.: Quality analysis for the production of pelletised materials using Fourier 
Descriptors. OCM 2021, 5th International Conference on Optical Characterization of Materials, pp. 153-162. KIT 
Scientific Publishing. 2021. http://dx.doi.org/10.5445/KSP/1000128686
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Mutlu, B., Gashi, M., and Sabol, V.: Towards a Task-based Guidance in Exploratory Visual Analytics. HICSS 2021, 54th 
Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences, pp. 1466-1474. HICSS. 2021. http://www.doi.org/10.24251/
HICSS.2021.177

Nadschläger, S., Jäger, M., Hofer, D., and Küng, J.: Placeholder constraint evaluation in simulation graphs. DEXA 
2021 Workshops - Database and Expert Systems Applications, 3rd International Workshop on Machine Learning 
and Knowledge Graphs (MLKgraphs2021), CCIS 1479, pp. 65-69. Springer. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-
87101-7_7

Nadschläger, S., Hofer, D., Jäger, M., and Küng, J.: Data Structures for a Generic Software System using the Composite 
Design Pattern. EuroPLoP 21, 26th European Conference on Pattern Languages of Programs, ArticleNo. 1, pp. 1-7. 
ACM. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1145/3489449.3489972

Roland, W., Hammer, A., Leimhofer, C., Kapshammer, A., and Hild, S.: Application of a novel Testing Device to 
Characterize the Layer Adhesion of Co-extruded Polymer Sheets. DAS37, 37th Danubia-Adria Symposium on Advances 
in Experimental Mechanics. Book of Extended Abstracts. 2021. ISBN: 978-3-9504997-0-4. 2021

Roland, W., Stritzinger, U., Albrecht, H., and Steinbichler, G.: Modeling Fully Intermeshing Co-Rotating Twin Screw 
Extruder Kneading Blocks: Part B. Power Consumption and Viscous Dissipation. SPE ANTEC 2021, Society of Plastic 
Engineering Annual Technical Conference. SPE ANTEC. 2021.

Sormann, C., Knöbelreiter, P., Kuhn, A., Rossi, M., Pock, T., and Fraundorfer, F.: BP-MVSNet: Belief-Propagation-
Layers for Multi-View-Stereo. 3DV 2020, International Conference on 3D Vision, pp. 394-403. IEEE. 2021. https://doi.
org/10.1109/3DV50981.2020.00049

Sormann, C., Rossi, M., Kuhn, A., and Fraundorfer, F.: IB-MVS: An Iterative Algorithm for Deep Multi-View Stereo based 
on Binary Decisions. BMVC 2021, 32nd British Machine Vision Conference. 2022.

Stoiber, C., Walchshofer, C., Grassinger, F., Stitz, H., Streit, M., and Aigner, W.: Design and Comparative Evaluation of 
Visualization Onboarding Methods. VINCI 2021, 14th International Symposium on Visual Information Communication 
and Interaction, ArticleNo. 11, pp. 1-5. ACM. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1145/3481549.3481558

Stritzinger, U., Roland, W., Albrecht, H., and Steinbichler, G.: Modeling Fully Intermeshing Co-Rotating Twin Screw 
Extruder Kneading Blocks: Part A. Conveying Characteristics. SPE ANTEC 2021, Society of Plastic Engineering Annual 
Technical Conference. SPE ANTEC. 2021.

Trendafilov, D., Polani, D., and Ferscha, A.: Information-theoretic cost of decision-making in joint action. ICAART 2021, 
13th International Conference on Agents and Artificial Intelligence, pp. 304-311. Springer. 2021. https://www.doi.
org/10.5220/0010252303040311

Zia, K., Farooq, U., and Ferscha, A.: When the Wisdom of Crowd is Able to Overturn an Unpopular Norm? Lessons 
Learned from an Agent-Based Simulation. ACM SIGSIM-PADS 2021, Conference on Principles of Advanced Discrete 
Simulation, pp. 69-79. ACM. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1145/3437959.3459248
 

Talks & Presentations

Bleicher F., Ferscha A., Haas F., Holzer C., Ramsauer C., Schledjewski R., Schlund S., Sommitsch C., Stockinger M., Otto 
A., Vössner S., and Zeman K.: ÖWGP Positionspapier 2021, in ÖWGP Österreichische Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft 
für Produktionstechnik, 2021.

Ferscha, A.: Kognitive Industriesysteme. UAR Innovation Network 360°. Linz/online, Austria. 2021

Ferscha, A.: Cognitive Wearables: Embedded AI Systems Assisting Workers. Millenium Innovation Days 2021. Lustenau, 
Austria. 2021

Ferscha, A.: Cognitive Systems. Keynote Doctoral Colloqium of the LMU München Medieninformatik. Venice, Italy. 
2021

Ferscha, A.: Cognitive Products. Kurzvortrag Besuch Wissenschaftsdelegation Aachen. JKU Linz, Austria. 2021.

Ferscha, A.: Kognitive Industriesysteme. Werkstoffworkshop European Forum Alpbach. Alpbach, Austria. 2021
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Stritzinger, A.: Application of Hybrid Modelling in Polymer Processing - Twin-Screw Extrusion. Digi Tea(m) Time | JKU 
Linz, Austria. 2021

Bookchapters

Kolar, B., Gehring, N., and Schöberl, M.: On the Calculation of Differential Parametrizations for the Feedforward Control 
of an Euler-Bernoulli Beam. Journal Dynamics and Control of Advanced Structures and Machines. Advanced Structured 
Materials, Volume 156. Springer. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-79325-8_11

Technical Reports, Patents & Posters

Abdul Hadi, M., Wuwer, M., and Brillinger, M.: Obstaining SUSTAINABILITY through Energy Peak Optimization in NC 
Machines. Poster @ WSED 2021, World Sustainable Energy Days 2021.

Ember, E., Diwold, K., Römer, K., Boano, C.A., Schuß, M., Frischenschlager, A., and Einfalt, A.: Communication Failover 
Strategies for Dependable Smart Grid Operation. Poster @ EWSN 2021, International Conference on Embedded 
Wireless Systems and Networks, pp. 165-166. ACM. 2021. https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.5555/3451271.3451287

Kajmakovic, A., Manfredi, S., Brillinger, M., and Leder, D.: IOT as enabler of workers’ stress detection in manufacturing 
systems of the future. Poster @ ACM IoT 2021, 11th International Conference on the Internet of Things, pp. 196-199. 
ACM. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1145/3494322.3494349

Kraus, D., Diwold, K., and Leitgeb, E.: RSSI-based antenna evaluation for robust BLE communication in in-car 
environments. Poster @ EWSN 2021, International Conference on Embedded Wireless Systems and Networks, pp. 
167-168. ACM. 2021. https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.5555/3451271.3451288
Roland, W., Hammer, A., Leimhofer, C., Kapshammer, A., and Hild, S.: Application of a novel Testing Device to Characterize 
the Layer Adhesion of Co-extruded Polymer Sheets. Poster @ DAS37, 37th Danubia-Adria Symposium on Advances in 
Experimental Mechanics. 2021.

Salomon, E., Happ-Botler, L., Diwold, K., Boano, C.A., and Römer, K.: Comparison of Channel State Information driven 
and RSSI-based WiFi Distance Estimation. Poster @ EWSN 2021, International Conference on Embedded Wireless 
Systems and Networks, pp. 173-174. ACM. 2021. https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.5555/3451271.3451291

Sopidis, G., Abdelrahman, A., Haslgrübler, M., and Ferscha, A.: Micro-Activities Recognition and Macro Worksteps 
Classification for Industrial IoT Processes. Poster @ ACM IoT 2021, 11th International Conference on the Internet of 
Things, pp. 126-133. ACM. 2021. https://doi.org/10.1145/3494322.3494356

Awards & Honors

Kajmakovic, A.: Best Poster Award "IOT as enabler of workers’ stress detection in manufacturing systems of the future". 
IoT 2021.

Roland, W.: Best Paper Award "Modeling Fully Intermeshing Co-Rotating Twin Screw Extruder Kneading Blocks: Part B. 
Power Consumption and Viscous Dissipation". SPE ANTEC 2021.

Salomon, E.: Best Poster Award "Comparison of Channel State Information driven and RSSI-based WiFi Distance 
Estimation". EWSN 2021.

Sopidis, G.: Best Poster Award "Micro-Activities Recognition and Macro Worksteps Classification for Industrial IoT 
Processes". IoT 2021.

Finished PhD Theses

Shao, Lin: Interactive Visual Analysis and Guidance Methods for Discovering Patterns in High-Dimensional Data

Rathner, Raffael: The Influence of Shear and Elongation Forces in Extrusion Processes
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Finished Master Theses

Laube, Markus: Skill Level Detection of Welder on IMU Data

Fleischhacker, Philipp: Validation of Feature Models using Semantic Web Technologies

Salomon, Elisabeth: WiFi-based Distance Estimation using the Channel State Information

Bichler, Stefan: Passive Engineering Process Management Framework

Leder, Dominik: Concept Development and Evaluation of Semi-Automated Riveting Processes

Finished Bachelor Theses

Paar, Mathias: Drehmomentmessung schnelldrehender Systems

Krizic, Mario: C2Akka: Leveraging Actors in Component Based Architectures

Amsüss, Philipp: Experimentelle Untersuchungen am unterfütterten Einschneckenextruder

Greben, Matthias: Signalmonitoring Concept for IO Module Development

Pereszteghy, Benno: Integration von Funktionstracing in OPC-UA

Vergreiner, Bernhard: Safety monitor for the Flash ECC controller in a STM32L4 Application

Morawec, Marie: Versuche an genuteten Einschneckenextrudern mit verschiedenen Barriereschnecken
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Scientific Journal Papers

Abdul Hadi, M., Kraus, D., Kajmakovic, A., Suschnigg, J., Guiza, O., Gashi, M., Sopidis, G., Vukovic, M., Milenkovic, K., 
Haslgrübler, M., Brillinger, M., and Diwold, K.: Towards Flexible and Cognitive Production - Addressing the Production 
Challenges. Journal MDPI Applied Sciences, Volume 12, Issue 17, ArticleNo. 8696. MDPI. 2022. https://doi.org/10.3390/
app12178696

Albrecht, H., Roland, W., Fiebig, C., and Berger-Weber, G.: Multi-Dimensional Regression Models for Predicting the Wall 
Thickness Distribution of Corrugated Pipes. Journal MDPI Polymers, Volume 14, Issue 17, ArticleNo. 3455. MDPI. 2022. 
https://doi.org/10.3390/polym14173455

Azadi, B., Haslgrübler, M., Anzengruber-Tanase, B., Grünberger, S., and Ferscha, A.: Alpine Skiing Activity Recognition 
Using Smartphone's IMUs. Journal MDPI Sensors, Volume 22, Issue 15, ArticleNo. 5922. MDPI. 2022. https://doi.
org/10.3390/s22155922

Deshpande, K., Möhl, P., Hämmerle, A., Weichhart, G., Zörrer, H., and Pichler, A.: Energy Management Simulation 
with Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning: An Approach to Achieve Reliability and Resilience. Journal MDPI Energies, 
Volume 15, Issue 19, ArticleNo. 7381. MDPI. 2022. https://doi.org/10.3390/en15197381

Dhanoa, V., Walchshofer, C., Hinterreiter, A., Stitz, H., Gröller, E., and Streit, M.: A Process Model for Dashboard 
Onboarding. Journal Computer Graphics Forums (Special Issue from EuroVIS2022), Volume 41, Issue 3, pp. 501-513. 
Wiley. 2022. https://doi.org/10.1111/cgf.14558

Eckelt, K., Hinterreiter, A., Adelberger, P., Walchshofer, C., Dhanoa, V., Humer, C., Heckmann, M., Steinparz, Christian 
and Streit, M.: Visual Exploration of Relationships and Structure in Low-Dimensional Embeddings. IEEE Transactions on 
Visualization and Computer Graphics (IEEE TVCG). IEEE. 2022. https://doi.org/10.1109/TVCG.2022.3156760

Eirich, J., Koutroulis, G., Mutlu, B., Jäckle, D., Kern, R., Schreck, T., and Bernard, J.: ManEx: The Visual Analysis of 
Measurements for the Assessment of Errors in Electrical Engines. IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications (IEEE CGA). 
IEEE. 2022. www.doi.org/10.1109/MCG.2022.3155306

Gao, H., Kuang, H., Ma, X., Hu, H. Lü, J., Mäder, P. and Egyed, A.: Propagating frugal user feedback through closeness of 
code dependencies to improve IR-based traceability recovery. International Journal on Empirical Software Engineering, 
Volume 27, ArticleNo. 41, Springer. 2022. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10664-021-10091-5

Gashi, M., Vukovic, M., Jekic, N., Holzinger, A., Jean-Quartier, C., Jeanquartier, F., and Thalmann, S.: State-of-the-Art 
Explainability methods with focus on Visual Analytics showcased by Glioma Classification. Journal of BioMedInformatics, 
Volume 2, pp. 139-158. MDPI. 2022. https://doi.org/10.3390/biomedinformatics2010009

Gashi, M., Gursch, H., Hinterbichler, H., Pichler, S., Lindstaedt, S., and Thalmann, S.: MEDEP: Maintenance event 
detection for multivariate timeseries based on the PELT approach. Journal MDPI Sensors, Volume 2, Issue 8, ArticleNo. 
2837. MDPI. 2022. https://doi.org/10.3390/s22082837
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Hammer, A., Roland, W., Zacher, M., Kohl, S., and Berger-Weber, G.: Experimental validation of non-Newtonian stratified 
co-extrusion prediction models using a digital process twin. Journal Polymer Engineering and Science, pp. 1-21. Wiley. 
2022. https://doi.org/10.1002/pen.26147

Kajmakovic, A., Diwold, K., Römer, K., Pestana, J., and Kajtazovic, N.: Degradation Detection in a Redundant Sensor 
Architecture. MDPI Journal Sensors, Volume 22, Issuse 12, ArticleNo. 4649. MDPI. 2022. https://doi.org/10.3390/
s22124649

Koh, E., Blumenschein, M., Shao, L., and Schreck, T.: Reordering Sets of Parallel Coordinates Plots to Highlight 
Differences in Clusters. Journal of EuroVis Workshop on Visual Analytics (EuroVA) 2022. The Eurographics Association. 
2022. https://doi.org/10.2312/eurova.20221080

Koutroulis, G., Mutlu, B., and Kern, R.: Constructing Robust Health Indicators from Complex Engineered Systems via 
Anticausal Learning. Journal of Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence, Volume 113, ArticleNo. 104926. 
Elsevier. 2022. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.engappai.2022.104926

Koutroulis, G., Mutlu, B., and Kern, R.: A Causality-inspired Approach for Anomaly Detection in a Water Treatment 
Testbed. Journal MDPI Sensors, Special Issue "Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning for Detection of Advanced 
Cyber Attacks", Volume 23, Issue 1, ArticleNo. 257. MDPI. 2022. https://doi.org/10.3390/s23010257

Kraus, D., Diwold, K., Pestana, J., Priller, P., and Leitgeb, E.: Towards a Recommender System for In-Vehicle Antenna 
Placement in Harsh Propagation Environments. Journal MDPI Sensors, Volume 22, Issue 17, ArticleNo. 6339. MDPI. 
2022. https://doi.org/10.3390/s22176339

Lovric, M., Antunović, M., Šunić, I., Vuković, M., Kecorius, S., Kröll, M., Bešlić, I., Godec, R., Pehnec, G., Geiger, B.C., 
Grange, S.K., and Šimić, I.: Machine Learning and Meteorological Normalization for Assessment of Particulate Matter 
Changes during the COVID-19 Lockdown in Zagreb, Croatia. International Journal of Environmental Research and Public 
Health. Volume 19, Issue 11, ArticleNo. 6937. MDPI. 2022. https://doi.org/10.3390/ijerph19116937

Marchezan, L., Kretschmer, R., Assuncao, W.K.G, and Egyed, A.: Generating repairs for inconsistent models. Journal of 
Software and Systems Modeling, Volume 22, pp. 297-329. Springer. 2022. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10270-022-00996-
0

Michelon, G.K., Obermann, D., Assuncao, W.K.G., Linsbauer, L., Grünbacher, P., Fischer, S., Lopez-Herrejon, R.E., and 
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Vukovic, M., Bettinger, D., Koutroulis, G., Krahwinkler, P., Mutlu, B., Schaler, M., Tauber, C., and Thalmann, S.: Interpretable 
Deep Learning Techniques and Meta Information for Automated Decision Making in Ironmaking Plants. AISTech 2022, 
Iron & Steel Technology Conference and Exposition. AIST. 2022. https://doi.org/10.33313/386/016
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Brillinger, M.: Sustainable Production Systems – Game Changers from Augmented Reality to Zero-Defect Manufacturing. 
Keynote @ EAI MMS 2022 - 7th EAI International Conference on Management of Manufacturing Systems. Poland. 2022.

Brillinger, M.: Subcooled Liquid Printing – How to Increase Profitability of Additive Manufacturing by Scales? Keynote 
@ MSE 2022 - 6th International Conference on Material Science & Engineering. Dubai. 2022.

Ferscha, A.: Produkte mit kognitiven Fähigkeiten – Miniaturisierte, eingebettete KI. Keynote @ OÖ Zukunftsforum, 
voestalpine Stahlwelt, Linz. 2022.

Ferscha, A.: Tiny Embedded Intelligence - Heavily Resource Restricted AI. Keynote @ NEXTGEN TRAINING TECHNOLOGIES 
- Industrial Conference. Vienna. 2022.

Ferscha, A.: Industrial Innovation Post Digitalisation. Keynote @ ISM 2022 - International Conference on Industry 4.0 
and Smart Manufacturing. Hagenberg. 2022.

Ferscha, A.: Können Maschinen denken? Keynote @ A1 OneTEC Future Shots. Vienna. 2022.

Ferscha, A., and Pollak, C.: Nachhaltige Produktion. Keynote @ Intertool (Fachmesse für Fertigungstechnik). Wels. 
2022.

Manjunath, V.: Formal Modeling and Verification of Low-Level OS Code using Abstract Interpretation. Fachgruppe 
Betriebssysteme, Frühjahrstreffen 2022. Hamburg. 2022

Prechtl, M.: Axial Torque Measurement in Single-Screw Extrusion. "Treffpunkt Extrusion", Kunststoff-Cluster. Linz. 2022.

Schreck, T.: Visual Analytics for Industrial Production Data. Keynote @ Sino-European Workshop Series on Visualization. 
USA. 2022.

Bookchapters

Anslinger, J., Huber, J., Haslgrübler, M., and Thaler, A.: Verantwortungsvolle Einbindung von KI-Assistenzsystemen am 
Arbeitsplatz. Ein Handbuch für Arbeitnehmende und ihre Vertretung. VEKIAA. 2022. https://www.doi.org/10.17605/
OSF.IO/98B4H
Brillinger, M.: Smarte Elemente als Grundlage flexibler Produktionssysteme. Erfolgsstories der Digitalisierung - Good 
Practices für die digitale Transformation, pp. 140-143. DMVS/ASMET. 2022. ISBN 978-3-200-08038-6

Diwold, K.: Bewusstsein in Automatisierungssystemen. Erfolgsstories der Digitalisierung - Good Practices für die digitale 
Transformation, pp. 130-133. DMVS/ASMET. 2022. ISBN 978-3-200-08038-6

Gehring, N.: A Systematic Backstepping Design of Tracking Controllers for ODE-PDE-ODE Systems with Nonlinear 
Actuator Dynamics. Advances in Distributed Parameter Systems, Advances in Delays and Dynamics, Volume 14, pp. 
171-196. Springer. 2022. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-94766-8_8

Irscheid, A., Gehring, N., Deutscher, J., and Rudolph, J.: Tracking Control for 2×2 Linear Heterodirectional Hyperbolic 
PDEs that Are Bidirectionally Coupled with Nonlinear ODEs. Advances in Distributed Parameter Systems, Advances in 
Delays and 
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Technical Reports, Patents & Posters

Albrecht, H., Roland, W., Löw-Baselli, B., Fiebig, C., Berger-Weber, G., and Steinbichler, G.: Wellrohrproduktion. Poster 
@ LIT Factory Symposium 2022. JKU. 2022.

Zacher, M., Roland, W., Hammer, A., Löw-Baselli, B., Berger-Weber, G., and Steinbichler, G.: Coextrusions Blasformen. 
Poster @ LIT Factory Symposium 2022. JKU. 2022.

Awards & Honors

Anzengruber-Tanase, B., Sopidis, G., Haslgrübler, M., and Ferscha, A.: Best Technical Paper Award “Determining Best 
Hardware, Software and Data Structures for Worker Guidance during a Complex Assembly Task“. PETRA 2022.

Gashi, M., Mutlu, B., Lindstaedt, S., and Thalman, S.: Best Paper Award “No time to crash: Visualizing Interdependencies 
for optimal maintenance scheduling“. COGNITIVE 2022.

Ratiu, C.C., Assuncao, W.K.G., Haas, R., and Egyed, A.: Best Paper Award “Reactive links across multi-domain engineering 
models“. MODELS 2022.

Suschnigg, J., Mutlu, B., Koutroulis, G., Thalmann, S., Sabol, V., and Schreck, T.: Fraunhofer IDG and Visual Computing 
Groups of TU Darmstadt Honorable Mentions of BigDataResearch JOURNAL 2021 “Visual Exploration of Anomalies in 
Cyclic Time Series Data with Matrix and Glyph Representations“. 2022.

Finished PhD Theses

Gashi, Milot: Taking a Multi-Component Perspective to provide Decision Support for Predictive Maintenance

Haslgrübler-Huemer, Michael: Skill Recognition in Industrial Production

Prechtl, Maximilian: Axial Torque Measurement in Single-Screw Extrusion

Hammer, Alexander: A Hybrid Framework to Investigate Selected Interfacial Phenomena in Plastics Co-Extrusion

Stritzinger, Ursula: Modeling Conveying and Power-Consumption Behavior of Fully Intermeshing Co-Roating Twin-
Screw Extruders

Finished Bachelor Theses

Schalk, Gerolf: Einfluss von Lagefehlern bei Wälzlagerungen 

Zeilinger, Hannah: Experimentelle Untersuchungen an Einschneckenextrudern und Materialcharakterisierung mittels 
unterschiedlicher Prüfmethoden

Smajic, Benjamin: Abschätzung des Energieverbrauchs für spanabhebende Fertigungsverfahren

Manfredi, Samuel: Development of an adaptive machine-assisted assembly station

Louis, Patrick: Semantic Zooming for Visual Analysis of Time Series Data
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COMET Success Stories

2018, Area 4.2: Industry 4.0 at Production Plants

2019, Area 1: Development of cognitive products

2020, Area 2: Privacy-respecting monitoring of manual assembly lines

2020, Area 4.2: Cognitive Elements as enablers for flexible and adaptive production systems

2020, Area 4.1: Creating Awareness in automation system

2020, Area 3: Scalable condition monitoring systems for test environments

2020, CRP DP1 (with ACDP): AI <> HI

2020, CRP DP2 (with ACDP): Adaptive Loading Station

2021, Area 4.2: Improved Energy Efficiency in Extrusion

2021, Area 3: Sinter Production Improvement

2022, Area 2: Process-Support

2022, Area 4.2: Modelling and Control in Extrusion

SUCCESS STORIES & SCIENTIFIC POSTERS
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From Networking...

Based on the guiding principle of the K1-Center 
Pro²Future - The Future of Products and Pro-
duction is Cognitive! - area 4.2 is committed to 
the development of cognitive production sys-
tems. The multifirm project 4.2.1 Cognitive 
Polymer Extrusion and Compounding (CoExCo) 
is being researched together with our company 
partners to implement Industry 4.0 in continuous 
polymer processing systems and processes.

Fig 1: Pipe production plant at company Poloplast
(Copyright Poloplast)

On the way to the big goal of the self-optimizing 
system like a pipe production plant of company 
Poloplast (Fig 1) also new plant models will be 
developed.
Accordingly, plants were networked and, if 
necessary, additional sensors were installed in 
order to be able to monitor and archive the 
entire value creation process with regard to 
product quality, process conditions and machine 
settings.

... to database ...

Data is taken directly from existing OPC inter-
faces (usually OPC UA, OPC DA) from the plant 
PLC (plant control). The communication from the 
system to the SQL database is organized via an 
OPC UA server-client system of the Softing Data 
FEED OPC Suite (schematic representation in
Fig 2). By means of a VPN tunnel, a stable and 
secure data transmission can be realized. A 
potential loss of data due to a network failure to 
company partners is countered by means of a 
local cache (store and forward). Currently, a 
sampling rate of about 200ms is achieved, which 
seems sufficient for a continuous process mod-
eling and production monitoring.

Particular attention must be paid to the configu-
ration of the data transfer, the data bank and the 

Industry 4.0 at production plants – first results of CoExCo
On the way to self-optimizing polymer processing plants networking is a prerequisite. In further 
steps, a refined series of experiments can be developed from process data recorded in a 
database. Via analysis of correlation coefficients in the form of a correlation matrix one arrives
at more sensitive data. Furthermore by means of big data analyzes and machine learning 
algorithms an improved model for control concepts can be deduced. Results from the first year 
of the project are presented here in more detail.

Pro²Future   
Products and Production Systems of the Future
Programme: COMET – Competence Centers for Excellent Technologies
Programme line: K1-Centres
COMET subproject, duration and type of project: CoExCo, 04/2017-03/2021, 
multi-firm

Success Story
COMET
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Further information on COMET – Competence Centers for Excellent Technologies: www.ffg.at/comet
This success story was provided by the consortium leader/centre management for the purpose of being pub-
lished on the FFG website. FFG does not take responsibility for the accuracy, completeness and the currentness 
of the information stated.  

synchronization of the system times, as later 
data cleansing can only take place with extreme-
ly great effort, if at all.

Fig 2: Schematic system networking of internal 
and external systems up to the database (Copy-
right JKU-IPEC)

... and first evaluation

Data from the database can be selected, trans-
formed and thus prepared for initial preliminary 
analyzes. For pre-analyzes, correlation and 
determination coefficients of the system parame-
ters are used. These should provide information 
about errors in the data set and options for 
parameter reduction.

As an example, a correlation matrix is shown 
here (Fig 3) with more than 200 system pa-
rameters. This was generated from more than 
135 million data points.

Subsequently, machine learning algorithms can 
be trained on the reduced data sets and used to 
find the most important input parameters with 
regard to defined target parameters, but above 
all to quantify their impact values. Based on that, 
heuristic methods can be used to develop data-
based models.

Fig 3: Correlation matrix of over 200 signals of a 
production plant (Copyright JKU-IPEC)

Impacts and effects

Among other things, competitive advantages 
and increased added value through optimized 
processing systems and processes are ex-
pected. This enables, for example, faster ramp-
up of plants after a product change by means of 
improved control concepts, as well as positive 
effects on the environment through lower energy 
use.

Contact and information
K1-Centre Pro²Future

Pro2Future GmbH Project coordinatior
Altenbergerstraße 69, A-4040 Linz Alois Ferscha, 
T +43 732 2468 4783 Jürgen Miethlinger
E office@pro2future.at, www.pro2future.at

Project partners
Organisation Country
Johannes Kepler Universität Linz Austria
Poloplast GmbH & Co KG Austria
Leistritz Extrusionstechnik GmbH Germany
Unicor Germany
Soplar Swizerland
AZO Germany
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Version 01/2019

DEVELOPMENT OF 
COGNITIVE PRODUCTS
COGNITIVE PRODUCTS ENABLE THEIR USER TO BE WELL SUPPORTED IN EVER-
CHANGING DIGITALIZED PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENTS

–
While digitalization enables production systems to be 
more flexible, the added complexity may be stressful 
to workers. With the establishment of assisting
artificial intelligence-powered cognitive products, 
help is on its way. They can perceive the real world 
through sensors (perception and awareness), reason 
about what they have seen so far and what is seen
now (reasoning, learning) and decide on their own 
according to pre-trained models if they need to act 
(prediction, decision making) through means of 
actuators (autonomous acting).

Built upon features we already see in today’s 
products, such as online, real-time, self-* capabilities, 
cognitive products facilitate true collaboration 
between the analogous and digital domain.  

Scientific and industrial partners established this 
vision, in welding through means of communication
between welding torch, unit and shield. In this case 

different functionality is embedded in these devices 
and the head gear functions as a conductor and 
integrates the cognitive abilities of this cognitive 
product. In a first step, cognitive product design is 
essential for distributing and embedding sensors and 
actuators in respective industrial product. It provides 
the ability to quickly develop different generations of 
prototypes and analyse those for their applicability in 
the field with actual workers. 

After the design process, the embedding of sensors, 
computing platform, actuators into an actual physical 

Pro2Future
Products and Production 
Systems of the Future

Programme: COMET – Competence 
Centers for Excellent Technologies  

Programme line: COMET-Centre K1

Type of project: DP1, 4 Y, multi-firm

Computer aided cognitive product design enables fast 
progression through multiple prototype generations.
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product, and deployment not in the laboratory but in 
the field, a rigours analysis of sensor data is required.

Afterwards, but based on the analysis, machine 
learning and artificial intelligence mechanism can be 
set up to solve various specific industrial problems, in 
this case we realised the following: (i) Online 
digitalization of industrial environments based on 
body-worn off-the-shelf RGB and RGB-D cameras, 
which can be then be used to support navigation in 
complex shop floors; (ii) Through gaze-based skill 
level detection, using eye tracking cameras, the 
proper amount of feedback can be given to a user. 
This helps novices to immediately be productive
without excessive learning processes and avoids that 
experts are annoyed by overhelpful technology; With
(iii) workflow recognition algorithms users do not get
confused with lot-size-1 production. If mistakes
occur, workers are able to correct it immediately with
the help of the cognitive product on their own.

Impact and effects

Based on principles developed in this project, 
company partners,  addressed not only welding 
support but also other areas of work affected by 
future problems of digitalization, such as: (i) assembly 
assistance, (ii) expertise transfer between workers,
(iii) complexity management, (iv) early detection and 
avoidance of fatigue, (v) in-process quality control,
(vi) detection and avoidance of safety and ergonomic 
hazards (vii) stress reduction through production 
changes or (viii) production optimization through 
identification of bottlenecks. 

–

Project Partner

• Johannes Kepler University Linz, Austria
• TU Graz, Austria
• Profactor GmbH, Austria
• Fronius International GmbH, Austria

• TRUMPF Maschinen Austria GmbH + Co. KG, 
Austria

• KEBA AG, Austria
• Wacker Neuson Linz GmbH, Austria

This success story was provided by the consortium leader/centre management and by the mentioned project partners for the purp ose of being published on 
the FFG website. Further information on COMET: www.ffg.at/comet

Features of sensors are investigated and analysed for solving a 
particular problem addressed by a cognitive product. 

With the prototype developed (right) a company partner was 
able to analyse (left) how humans behave during welding tasks 
(blue phases) and establish a cognitive product in the form of a 
head gear to better support workers in this high voltage task. 

Project Coordination
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PRIVACY-RESPECTING MONITORING OF MANUAL 
ASSEMBLY LINES
SUPPORTING THE DETECTION OF DEVIATIONS, OPTIMIZATION POTENTIAL, AND 
JUST IN TIME REPLANNING WITHOUT EXPOSING WORKERS

–
As manufacturing companies move towards 
producing highly customizable products in small lot 
sizes, assembly workers remain an integral part of 
production systems. However, with workers in the 
loop, it is necessary to monitor the production 
process for timely detection of deviations and timely 
provisioning of worker assistance.

Direct monitoring of human activities raises legal and 
ethical issues. Legal regulations and union policies 
often limit the use of sensors such as cameras for 
direct observations of human activities. Therefore, 
assembly progress tracking needs a different 
approach relying only on indirect observations such 
as part picking or tool usage. Monitoring human 
assembly work, however, is highly challenging. To 

overcome minor disturbances in production, workers 
tend to rely on their tacit knowledge to apply various 
optimization techniques (team collaboration on 
complex tasks, tasks reordering, preparing steps for 
upcoming orders ahead of time etc.). These subtle 
optimizations make monitoring more difficult, as 
even with perfect observations available, these would 
not match the expected process.

Pro2Future
Products and Production
Systems of the Future

Programme: COMET – Competence 
Centers for Excellent Technologies  

Programme line: COMET-Centre K1

Type of project: A2PS,
2 Years, multi-firm

Monitoring of Assembly processes require detailed model of 
each assembly process instance combined with partial 
observations from the shop floor.
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The research approach conducted jointly by the 
research and industry partners builds on a 
combination of multiple models: an assembly process 
model describing the optimal order of assembly 
steps; a constraint model describing which step 
dependencies cannot be physically violated; and a 
runtime model describing which steps could be 

worked on, 
should be 
worked on, are 
worked on, and 
are completed.

Relying only on partial observations (note, that not all 
assembly steps involve parts picked or trackable 
tools) requires heuristics (rules of thumb) that need 
to be validated on real data.

Impact and effects

Evaluated with real observations from the assembly 
floor of our industry partner Wacker Neuson, we 
could demonstrate that accurate assembly step 

durations and assembly process progress is possible 
based only on indirect worker observations and 
maintaining a workers privacy. Specifically, using only
part picking events, our approach is able to predict 
step completion times for key steps accurately within 
1,12% of the assembly tact time.

The approach requires merely standard sensory 
infrastructure on the assembly floor such as weight-
sensitive part boxes or pick-by-light systems. Process 
progress information is provided back in near real-
time via a cloud-based solution hosted by Fabasoft.

–

Project partner
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and Styria. The COMET Programme is managed by FFG. Further information on COMET: www.ffg.at/comet

Assembly step progress model

Fabasoft Cloud-based Process Deviation Feedback Interface
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COGNITIVE ELEMENTS AS ENABLERS FOR FLEXIBLE 
AND ADAPTIVE PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
COGNITIVE ELEMENTS SUPPORT THE FLEXIBILITY OF ASSEMBLY WORKERS AND 
ASSURE HIGH FLEXIBILITY WITH BEST PRODUCT QUALITY

–
In many cases, products manufactured in low-wage 
countries cannot compete with those from Europe in 
terms of price. However, --to counterbalance with the
increased production costs in Europe to the customer, 
additional benefits must be generated for the 
customer, such as: high quality, shorter delivery 
times, etc. Flexible production systems can be one 
such approach to reduce the production costs. They 
make it possible to manufacture different types of 
products with the same production equipment at 
relatively low costs.

In this project, a novel, highly flexible assembly 
system was developed for various electric drive 
systems to manufacture them inexpensively and with 
high precision. The strengths of man and machine 

have been optimally combined. While the assembly 
worker can act instantly with smartness and flexibility
as the changes in product occur, machines such as 
robots on the other hand, are very well suited for 
repetitive tasks. In this project, the best of these two
sides were combined so that the varying activities can 
be implemented quickly by the worker on the 
operating robot.

Equipping the assembly line with cognitive features
allows the inexperienced workers to be quickly 
trained. This is achieved by analysing the assembly 
activities that are and will be performed by workers
in the vicinity (assembly stations) and, if required, 
support them with informative and assistive systems.

Pro2Future
Products and Production 
Systems of the Future

Programme: COMET – Competence 
Centers for Excellent Technologies  

Programme line: COMET-Centre K1

Type of project: Adaptive Smart 
Production, MFP 4.2.2, 2 years,
single-firm
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These informative and assistive systems are for 
example pick-to-light, pick-to-voice, screens, etc.

To quickly and reliably identify the quality-reducing 
factors in an assembly process for small batch size, an 
end-of-line (EOL) test bench is installed in the 
assembly line to test the fully assembled products. 
The product characteristics of the electric drive 
system (e.g. temperature development, life cycle, 
etc., at high speeds) extracted from the EOL test 
bench are linked to the assembly parameters (e.g. 
bearing pre-load due to manufacturing inaccuracies) 
by means of statistical methods ("machine learning"). 
Based on these correlations, product characteristics 
can be predicted with a high degree of accuracy at an 
early stage through the detailed recording of 
assembly parameters.

In addition, possible quality changes in the assembly 
of electric drive systems can be observed more 
quickly. Hence, flexible in-line correlations can be 
created, and the necessary reaction is initiated.

Impact and effects

Firstly, the novel, test bench-coupled assembly 
system approach has a positive influence on the 

product quality and costs of electric drive systems.
This is also due to the man/machine collaboration and 
the increased flexibility associated with it, which 
contributes to economically sustainable production in 
Europe. Secondly, the error rate in the activities 
carried out by the worker is significantly reduced by 
the informative and assistive systems. This has also 
been validated with the help of an FMEA which was
carried out by the experts.

–

Project partner

• Technische Universität Graz, Austria
• AVL GmbH

This success story was provided by the centre management and by the mentioned project partners for the purpose of being published on the FFG website.
Pro²Future is a COMET Centre within the COMET – Competence Centers for Excellent Technologies Programme and funded by BMK, BMDW, Upper Austria 
and Styria. The COMET Programme is managed by FFG. Further information on COMET: www.ffg.at/comet

Pro2Future: Innovative testbed extracting critical assembly 
parameters for increasing product quality.
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CREATING AWARENESS IN AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
ENHANCING AUTOMATION DEVICES WITH LOW-COST IOT EQUIPMENT ENABLES 
DEVICE-AWARENESS AND FOSTERS NOVEL COGNITIVE SERVICES 

–
In the context of Cyber Physical Production Systems
several research challenges have been identified. One 
constitutes the need for machines to contextualize 
themselves in the environment and thus gain 
awareness. 
Recent advances in Data Analytics, Machine Learning, 
and Internet of Things (IoT) provide the necessary 
tools to enable awareness, however the adaption 
towards such technologies in automation is slow, due 
to the longevity of legacy systems. The project Simatic 
Failsafe 4.0 investigated how IoT can be used to 
retrofit legacy equipment in order to enhance it for 
contextual awareness. The investigated use case 
concerns enhancing programmable logical controllers 
with awareness regarding the temperature in 
environment to allow for the implementation of novel 
services such as condition monitoring enhancing the 
service portfolio of PLC systems. 

The experimental setup used to implement 
temperature awareness within the project is shown in 
Figure 1. It consists of a Programmable Logic 

Pro2Future
Products and Production
Systems of the Future

Programme: COMET – Competence 
Centers for Excellent Technologies  

Programme line: COMET-Centre K1

Type of project: Simatic Failsafe 4.0, 
MFP, 2 years, single-firm

Figure 1: Experimental setup for enhancing PLCs with awareness:  
the five I/O-modules and three environmental temperature
sensors that are connected to an Arduino. A temperature change 
can be achieved by shielding the PLC with a cover (Copyright 
Richard Bjetak)
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Controller SIMATIC S7/1500 (PLC) with Input/Output 
(F-IO) modules, a single board computer Raspberry PI 
3 Model B+ (RPi), and an ATmega328 microcontroller 
(Arduino UNO). Each IO module has a microcontroller 
that is capable, among other features, to measure its 
own temperature.
Self-awareness is created by implementing an CUSum 
based change point detection algorithm, which 
monitors the processor temperature of the I/O-
modules. Whenever an abrupt change happens the 
change point can be detected as fast as possible, 
keeping in mind the trade-off between the false alarm 
rate and the delay for detection. Besides self-
awareness contextual awareness was realized, which 
allows the estimation of the environmental 
temperature based solely on IO module internal 
temperature measurements. In additional, thermal 
peer to peer comparison for the comparison of 
thermal behavior between different I/O modules was
implemented.

The results of the changepoint detection algorithm 
are shown in Figure 2. Using the system, it is possible 
to detect thermal changepoints in the devices, 
furthermore this detection can be consecutively used
to implement novel safety features and services on a
device, edge or cloud level. 

Impact and effects
The results demonstrate how environmental 
awareness can be established in legacy automation 
systems using affordable IoT equipment. By utilizing a 
minimal set of additional hardware such features can 
be implement allowing for a wide range of additional 
services such as condition monitoring thus leading to 
a further cognification of automation systems. 

–

Project partners

• Graz University of Technology, Austria
• Siemens AG Austria, Austria

This success story was provided by the centre management and by the mentioned project partners for the purpose of being published on the FFG website. 
Pro²Future is a COMET Centre within the COMET – Competence Centers for Excellent Technologies Programme and funded by BMK, BMDW, Upper Austria 
and Styria. The COMET Programme is managed by FFG. Further information on COMET: www.ffg.at/comet

Figure 2: Results Changepoint Detection – The developed CUSum 
algorithm is able to detect changes in the environment, 
enhancing a PLC with contextual awareness (Copyright Richard 
Bjetak)
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SCALABLE CONDITION MONITORING SYSTEM FOR TEST 
ENVIRONMENTS  
– 
Industry 4.0 is considered as the "fourth industrial 
revolution" that fully automatizes the production in 
the manufacturing industry. It is a large-scale 
digitalization of manufacturing, where the machines 
are connected producing large amounts of products 
with low costs.  To achieve this, they are endowed 
with sensors which, in real time, collect, produce and 
exchange data (machine-to-machine, machine-to-
human) with the purpose (i) to identify e.g., trace 
parts and subassemblies, (ii) to adapt the production 
to changing requirements and individual needs, and 
(iii) to optimize the production processes. However, 
the amount of data generated within production can 
be overwhelming for the human beings. First, the 
data has to be monitored and recorded using 
methods that can handle huge datasets. Next, the 
collected data has to be analyzed (often in real time) 
(i) to identify e.g., undetected process correlations, 
(ii) to gain an overview about the production, and (ii) 
to extract essential information. Finally, using this 
information the human being should be able to define 
prediction (e.g., about production issues) that aid the 
decision-making process. This becomes more 

significant, when the production process is divided 
into specific tasks and each task is repeated many 
times (=cycles) producing vast amount of data. For 
instance, in so called "durability test" in automotive 
industry, the engineers investigate the condition of an 
engine by using multiple sensors and defining and 
performing repeating tasks.  What significant here is, 
that such a test can take thousands of hours, with up 
to twelve hours per cycle, which makes it quite 
difficult for the engineers to collect and monitor the 
data (time series data) of each iteration and to 
explore if there are any deviations between them. 
Yet, to tackle this issue, one can use an interactive 
visual analytics tool. 

Visualizations have shown to be effective in dealing 
with huge datasets: since they are grounded on visual 
cognition, people understand them and can naturally 
perform visual operations. Concretely, by assigning 
data to visual characteristics people can intuitively 
extract valuable information and perceive properties 
of their data (outliers, patterns, etc.) which might 
remain undiscovered by other means of analyzing 

Pro2Future 
Products and Production 
Systems of the Future 
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them. Returning to our example with the durability 
test, a visualization tool would imply that data being 
collected by the sensors in each cycle is transferred to 
the engineer in a way so that the engineer can readily 
obtain insights and draw general conclusions out of it.   

In this project, we propose an interactive visual 
analytics tool that displays the iterations of a 
durability test as a collection of color-encoded cycle 
glyphs. To do so, we aim to help the engineers to 
readily monitor the test and to detect potential 
anomalies. To achieve this, the engineer selects one 
glyph (or iteration) and the color of the remaining 
glyphs (or iterations) shows how much they deviate 
from the selected one: the darker the color of a glyph 
is the more it deviates from the selected one. For the 
calculation of the anomaly score, we use data 
simultaneously collected by ~500 sensors, times 
series data respectively. Another important factor 
what has to be taken in account is, the time series 
data we deal within the scope of our work, is 
multivariate due to dependencies between the 
individual attributes. 

Impact and effects 

We performed a pair analytics evaluation with three 
testbed engineers, to investigate how the engineers 
work with the proposed visual analytics tool on their 
daily condition monitoring analysis goals. The study 
has revealed that our tool aids the daily work in 
automotive testbed environments for two reasons. 
First, the visual analytics tool helps engineers to 
analysis the entire testbed dataset and not only a 
subset of well-known sensors. To do so, the engineers 
are able to investigate the correlation between the 
attributes (e.g., temperature and pressure sensor) 
and not only each attribute on its own. Second, using 
our tool the engineers are able to readily detect 
anomalies and explore their sources. Summarized, 
our visual analytics tool provides promising methods 
to address the specific problems associated with 
automotive testbeds: analyzing multivariate time 
series and finding anomalies in   reoccurring 
processes.

– 
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AI <> HI  ::  ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
MEETS HUMAN INTELLIGENCE 
USAGE OF A COGNITIVE HEADGEAR FOR OPTIMIZING
PROCESSES IN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION.

–
The COMET K1 competence center Pro²Future, 
founded at the end of the Industry 4.0 era, addresses 
research questions of industrial production and 
product design in the era of cognitive systems. The 
central theme of the center: Products and production 
systems of the future "think with you". More than 25 
industry partners - mainly from the thematic sectors 
AI, mechatronics, mathematics and software - work 
with around 30 center employees on "cognitive" 
products and industrial systems that use human-like 
cognitive skills such as perception, interpretation, 
understanding, memorization and learning, 
prediction and conclusions and appropriate 
cognition-controlled action.

During Pro²Future's research activities, there is a 
common research program (CRP) with the Austrian 
Center for Digital Production (CDP) in Vienna. 
Different demo cases were implemented in this CRP, 
which are summarized in three demonstrators. One 
of these demonstrators is a cognitive helmet to 
support workers (see picture on next page).

For the second funding period (2021-2025), which is 
now starting, Pro2Future is committed to a central 
challenge for such systems, namely the confluent 
cooperation between humans and increasingly AI-
powered machines, and products with embedded AI. 
The projects in preparation are aimed at situation and 
work step-aware, self-adapting, AI-powered 
machines that control interaction with human 

Pro2Future
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workers based on workers' observations and 
experiences, skills and abilities. The level and scope of 
AI-based assistance functions must be adapted 
individually, context-sensitive and to the minute in 
the manufacturing process.

A reference implementation of AI-controlled 
manufacturing systems based on (i) formal models of 
human perception, recognition and understanding, 
(ii) multisensory, unattended recognition 
architectures and (iii) embedded subtle AI support 
mechanisms has already been implemented (see 
pictures). Future industrial manufacturing will 
combine the special capabilities of AI-controlled 
robots in terms of strength, accuracy, and efficient 
execution of repetitive tasks with the flexibility, fine 
motor skills and intuition and skills of human workers 
in collaborative environments. The initial motivation 
for the research work in Pro²Future is the 
development of multimodal sensor systems that 
enable machines to perceive their environment and 
their operators and to react to them in a situational 
manner. The emerging multi-sensor-based AI user 
interaction platform combines four functional levels: 
cognitive modeling of the user (operator models), 
evaluation of the experience and ability levels of the 

user to select the assistance and interaction mode 
(recognition component), knowledge transfer 
database as a repository of reference processes 
(intelligence component) for triggering and 
controlling machine control commands and feedback 
to the assisted worker (assistant component).

Pro²Future methodically uses cognitive processes in 
human-machine interaction based on the current 
state of research (deep learning, reinforcement 
learning, perception, attention research, cognitive 
load modeling), and strives for a new generation of 
assistive collaboration systems that combine 
complementary qualities and possibilities of AI and AI.

–
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ADAPTIVE LOADING STATION 
FULLY AUTOMATED LOADING OF PARTS BY COMBINING 
INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH RESULTS TO A SHOW CASE FOR A 
BROAD AUDIENCE WITH INDUSTRY RELEVANCE
–
The Common Research Program (CRP) of the Austrian 
Center for Digital Production (CDP) and Pro²Future
(P2F) is a joint research program conducted by the 
two Austrian competence centers, funded by the FFG, 
dedicated to topics in the broad perspective of 
Industrie 4.0. Within the CRP several demo cases, that 
act as technological building blocks, are developed. 
One of those is the “Adaptive Loading Station”, an
interdisciplinary showcase carried out by the 
participating scientific and company partners.

The Loading Station (Figure 1) tackles one of the most 
significant bottlenecks when it comes to fully 
automated night shifts in production companies. 
Typically, the loading process is done by shop floor 
employees, that have process and manufacturing 
knowledge about how to load raw parts the correct 
way. The presented “Adaptive Loadings Station” 

presents a fully automatic solution for placing raw 
parts for turning machines on pallets. The station 
consists of an UR10 of the e-Series and a pair of 
cameras, one for 3D and one for 2D visual recognition.
Additionally, an Autonomous Guided Vehicle (AGV) by 
Neobotix is used to automatically transport the 
loaded pallet to the tooling center.

A worker can simply prepare the needed raw parts 
and corresponding trays to the robot loading area. 
Thanks to visual recognition the parts and trays can 
be placed anywhere within the designated area. The 
trays function as mini pallets with form closure. The 
robot is hovering above the parts and the cameras 
check for the correct tray and raw parts. Once the 
parts for the next manufacturing order are identified, 
the robot checks for the AGV and detects its exact 
position with the cameras. As soon as the position is 

CDP / DP 2/ JUC 2
Austrian Center for Digital 
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determined, and a correction matrix calculated (the 
AGVs have a high position tolerance), the loading 
starts. First the trays for the order get loaded onto the 
pallet. Next the raw parts are placed on the trays on 
top of the pallet, carried by the AGV. The whole visual 
recognition is handled by the “XRob” software
developed by the scientific partner Profactor.

Once the loading process is completed the AGV is sent 
to the next manufacturing process according to the 
workplan. Later in the shift the machined parts return 
on their specific trays on the AGV and the robot starts 
with unloading, basically inverting the loading steps, 
freeing the trays, and loading new parts for the next 
manufacturing round. The orchestration of the whole 
process is done by “Centurio” a BPMN (Business 
Process Model and Notation) based process engine,
developed by the CDP and scientific partners. 
“Centurio” connects to MES or ERP and the field level 
services and executes the work steps. “Centurio” can 
load any CAD-model of a raw part into the “XRob” 
software for increased adaptability.  

Impact and effects

The “Adaptive Loading Station” greatly reduces the 
amount of part carriers (pallets) needed during ghost
shifts, as the trays and pallets can easily be reused
because the parts are loaded and unloaded 

automatically. Especially for a High-Mix production 
system the combination of varying and specialised 
trays as carriers of the parts on a pallet works very 
well. In this case the trays are produced by FDM 3D 
Printers.

The Adaptive Loading Station was presented during 
the year 2019 and will continue to be a show case 
within the TU Wien Pilotfabrik Industrie 4.0 in Vienna
in the future. It is fully integrated into the Pilotfabrik’s 
manufacturing network and is thereby presented to 
the numerous interested people that visit the 
Pilotfabrik each year.

–

Project partner
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Figure 1: Adaptive Loading Station description
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IMPROVED ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN EXTRUSION
NOVEL MEASURING METHOD ENABLES TO DETECT AXIAL DISTRIBUTION OF 
MECHANICAL ENERGY INPUT ALONG A SINGLE-SCREW EXTRUDER
–
Global annual plastic production reached 
approximately 370 million tons for 2020
(statista.com) – more than a third of which is 
processed by using extrusion machines.

Depending on the processing, between 37% and 48%
of the energy demand is provided by the extruder. 
Approximately 80% of this energy is introduced in the 
form of mechanical energy due to the rotating screw.
This mechanical energy input is mainly dependent on 
screw geometry and design of the extruder and 
strongly influences the total energy consumption as 
well as the quality of the extruded plastic.

Researchers at Pro²Future have succeeded in
developing a novel measurement approach to
identify how much mechanical energy is introduced at 
which axial extruder position. The measuring 
principle is based on the deformation of the extruder 
cylinder due to the energy input, which is detected by 
laser beam deflection using a mirror system.

The physical principle is based on the mechanical 
power being proportional to the screw respectively
cylinder torque.

Pro²Future
Products and Production 
Systems of the Future

Programme: COMET – Competence 
Centres for Excellent Technologies  

Programme line: COMET-Centre K1 

Type of project: E-Manager 1.2,
2 years, strategic

Schematic representation of the measurement method
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Impact and effects
The development of the measurement method is 
already well advanced, and several prototypes have 
been designed and tested. The prototypes consist of 
flexible measuring units, with each individual unit 
consisting of a mirror mount and a laser, which can be 
placed at any position on the extruder barrel. Recent 
measurements carried out have shown very 
promising results. Subsequently, the measuring 
method and measurement devices will be improved,
and it is planned to develop a measuring system for 
commercial use.

The measurement method can be used for process
monitoring, design improvement (characterization of 
the energy input along the processing unit), and 
optimization and validation of simulation models, 
which means that more energy-efficient extrusion 
screws can be produced. This leads to a more 
sustainable screw design and overall, to an improved
energy efficiency in polymer processing.

–

Project Partner
• Johannes Kepler University Linz, Austria

Pro²Future is a COMET Centre within the COMET – Competence Centres for Excellent Technologies Programme and funded by BMK, BMDW, Upper Austria 
and Styria. The COMET Programme is managed by FFG. Further information on COMET: www.ffg.at/comet

Prototype test setup with 10 measuring points on a single-screw extruder.
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SINTER PRODUCTION IMPROVEMENT
A FORECASTING MODEL-BASED DISCOVERY OF CAUSAL LINKS OF KEY 
INFLUENCING PERFORMANCE QUALITY INDICATORS IN SINTER PRODUCTION

–
Sintering is a complex production process where the 
process stability and product quality depend on 
various parameters. Building a forecasting model 
improves this process. Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
approaches show promising results in comparison to 
current physical models, although often considered 
as black-box models because of their hidden layers.
Due to their complexity and limited traceability, it is 
difficult to draw conclusions for real sinter processes 
and improve the physical models in a running plant. 
This challenge is addressed by focusing on detecting
causal links from AI-based forecasting models in 
order to improve the understanding of sintering and
optimizing existing physical models.

In the first step a forecasting model was developed to 
predict the harmonic diameter as a central quality
parameter indicating the grain sizes distribution of 
the finished sinter. This forecasting model is a ML
(machine learning) regression model based on the 
Random Forest ensemble method. Additionally,

approaches such as Support Vector Machine
regressor, Multilayer perceptron and K Nearest 
Neighbours regressor were evaluated. After an 
optimization step, the model showed a normalized
root mean square error of 8.9% (equivalates to 
0.2mm) on the prediction of the target value (grain 
size), which is beyond state of the art.

The model with the best performance was too 
complex to be interpreted and despite not being a 
black-box model per se, a control strategy or a new 
production insight was difficult to infer (see Figure 1).
Hence, in the second step, a discovery interview was 
conducted with the domain experts to gather domain 
knowledge about the use case as well as materialize 
implicit knowledge. More specifically, the diagram of 
influences was developed as a rough approximation.
Finally, the approach was verified through Visual
Analytics and a Forecasting Model Analysis gave an 
additional insight into the model and its decision
basis (see Figure 2).

Pro²Future
Products and Production 
Systems of the Future

Programme: COMET – Competence 
Centres for Excellent Technologies  

Programme line: COMET-Centre K1 

Type of project: SINPRO (Predictive 
Maintenance for Production Env.)
2,5 years, multi-firm
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Modeling and understanding interdependencies in a 
production process was traditionally tackled through 
different first-principle models. Building these 
models required profound understanding of the 
nature of the processes and conducting randomized
controlled experiments.

In the sinter plant operation, the process stability is 
paramount which makes large scale experiments
impossible to conduct (e.g., breaking the production, 
requirements for high process stability, supply chain 
dependencies etc.). Applying our approach enabled

gaining these crucial insights in a non-obstructive 
way through analysis of observational data.

Impact and effects

The findings of the project take direct effect in the 
production improvement of running sinter plants
and show promising results in the prediction of the 
harmonic diameter, therefore increasing production
outcome while keeping high quality of the sintered
material.

Applying the developed approach and building a 
machine learning model provided a detailed insight
into main influences of the sinter quality and was 
used as a basis for a holistic approach in which
additional models were built and utilized to further 
maximize the output and return fines for replacing 
the added coke in the process.

The results have been published in several 
conferences and in the renowned AISTech Journal of 
Iron & Steel Technology in March 2021 (details via 
http://digital.library.aist.org/iron-and-steel-tech.html).

–

Project Partner
• Primetals Technologies Austria GmbH
• Graz University of Technology, Austria
• Johannes Kepler University Linz, Austria

Pro²Future is a COMET Centre within the COMET – Competence Centres for Excellent Technologies Programme and funded by BMK, BMDW, Upper Austria 
and Styria. The COMET Programme is managed by FFG. Further information on COMET: www.ffg.at/comet

Figure 1: One out of 255 estimators (decision trees) of the Forecasting Model, showing the complexity of the inference model.

Figure 2: Diagram of influences in the sinter production process
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EMPOWERING ENGINEERS IN LARGE DEVELOPMENT
PROCESSES TO PRECISLEY FOCUS ON THE TASK
A MODEL-BASED APPROACH TO MANAGE PROJECT-SPECIFIC WORKFLOWS IN 
DOCUMENT-CENTRIC ENGINEERING PROJECTS

–
The goal of concurrent designs is to have engineering 
teams—and especially interdisciplinary teams—
working in tight interaction on many aspects of the 
system under design to create product innovations in 
shorter development cycles.

To carry out such a development process, dozens of
engineers from many domains perform tasks on parts 
of the final products, so-called artifacts. Artifacts 
range from user requirements to design, over 
hardware and software, to tests; thus, products 
potentially involve thousands of artifacts. After a task 
is finished, the resulting artifacts can be passed on to 
another engineer for the next task. In order to have 
smooth progress on the development, it has to be 
clear who is able to work when on which artifact and 
what needs to be done. Furthermore, the engineers 
need to know, from which person to receive the 
necessary inputs, when the quality of their task is 

fulfilling the requirements, and to whom to forward 
the results. The exact rules change over time and 
differ based on context, resulting in hundreds of 
variations resulting in complexity that needs to be 
managed.

The development of changing products will require 
different engineers, and not all engineers will be 
available at all times. Thus, each project will follow a 
different path to achieve its goal. Requiring each 
engineer to be aware of each project plan draws a lot 
of focus to boring and avoidable topics, draining their 
energy. Also, it is prone to human errors, which then 
lead to unnecessary iterations and the need for 
rework.

For these scenarios, Pro²Future, together with 
partners from the industry, namely the Robert Bosch
AG and MethodPark by UL, as well as the Institute of 

Pro²Future
Products and Production 
Systems of the Future

Programme: COMET – Competence 
Centres for Excellent Technologies  

Programme line: COMET-Centre K1

Type of project: CEPS (Cognitive 
Engineering Project Support)
3 years, multi-firm
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Software Systems Engineering at JKU Linz, developed
an approach and tool support to (i) model the 
engineering process for a specific project, and then 
(ii) provide the engineers the reminders, information, 
artifacts, and quality criteria for their given task.

This newly developed approach uses information 
from artifacts to decide on the readiness of an artifact 
to be passed to the next engineering step. The 
information is directly accessed in the engineers’ 
tools; thus, each engineer stays in his/her favored 
tool environment.

The approach has been implemented in a first 
prototype and is integrated with an engineering tool
and the process models used in the STAGES software 
by Method Park. This first experiment with users at 
Robert Bosch AG has shown that engineers using the 
prototype find it easier and less frustrating to follow 
the process and quality assurance regulations 
compared to just using typical engineering tools.

Impact and effects

The approach has been integrated with one major 
engineering tool so far and shows great potential 
benefits to the users. The integration enables users 
to access the relevant tasks and readiness criteria
without lengthy navigation across multiple artifacts.

The possibility to integrate the approach with a
variety of engineering tools works well with the 
seamless workflows required in concurrent 
engineering.

Another benefit is the availability of the used 
processes in the form of models that can be analyzed, 
refined, and optimized to improve the engineering 
team’s performance in future development projects.

–

Project partner
• Robert Bosch AG, Austria
• MethodPark by UL, Germany
• Johannes Kepler University Linz, Austria

Pro²Future is a COMET Centre within the COMET – Competence Centres for Excellent Technologies Programme and funded by BMK, BMDW, Upper Austria 
and Styria. The COMET Programme is managed by FFG. Further information on COMET: www.ffg.at/comet

Repair suggestions as process guidance in an example process
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MODELLING AND CONTROL OF
PLASTICS EXTRUSION MACHINES
AN INNOVATIVE MODEL-BASED CONCEPT FOR EFFICIENT AND ENERGY-
SAVING PRODUCTION OF PLASTIC ARTICLES

–
An important process for the production of plastic 
products such as packaging, pipes etc. is the extrusion 
process. In this process, a plastic granulate is filled into 
a machine called an extruder, conveyed through the 
extruder cylinder by a complex screw and melted using
pressure and heat. The heat required for melting is 
generated by friction and heating elements, the pres-
sure by the screw. The pressure, mass flow and tem-
perature of the melt are to assume values that can be 
specified at the outlet. The newly developed control 
system allows the extrusion process to run faster, 
more efficiently and in a more environmentally 
friendly manner, while at the same time ensuring op-
timal product quality.

This process should be as energy-efficient and environ-
mentally friendly as possible, but also be able to ex-
trude a wide variety of types of granules in such a way 

that the end products are of high quality. Today's chal-
lenges are doing without active cooling and processing 
of granules with fluctuating properties, eg. in recy-
cling. The standard is that experienced staff use reci-
pes to adjust the extruder in such a way that the best 
possible behavior is achieved under the same condi-
tions. Changes over time due to defects or changes in 
the composition of the granules cannot be specifically 
taken into account. Recipes also have to be created in 
a complex manner. Modern extrusion is an extremely 
complex process that varies greatly over time, and the 
best possible settings have to be learned.

To meet these challenges, Pro²Future has developed a 
new model-based control system together with part-
ners from industry (Soplar.sa), the Institute of Poly-
mer Processing and Digital Transformation and the In-
stitute of Automatic Control and Control Systems 

Pro²Future
Products and Production Systems 
of the Future

Programme: COMET – Competence 
Centres for Excellent Technologies  

Programme line: COMET-Centre K1

Type of project: CoExCo 2 
(Cognitive Polymer Extrusion and 
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Technology (both of them JKU-LINZ). The newly devel-
oped control system continuously analyzes the ther-
mal effect of a granulate mixture and adjusts the pro-

duction process accordingly, compensating for any 
fluctuations that occur and thus ensuring consistently 
high product quality. The analysis of the plastic mix-
ture is carried out by a developed smart sensor. This 

smart sensor is able to estimate the heat flows that 
act between the extruded plastic and the extruder.

Impact and Effects

With the innovative temperature management, opti-
mal production conditions are achieved quickly, 
thereby reducing rejects. By using the model-based 
controller, all essential process variables are recorded, 
system-related limitations are observed and safe op-
eration is thus ensured. This makes it possible to oper-
ate well-insulated and thus energy-efficient extruders 
without additional cooling devices.

The new control system thus allows recycled and/or 
new bio-based material from the plastics industry to 
be processed very efficiently by quickly achieving and 
maintaining optimal production conditions and has al-
ready been demonstrated under production condi-
tions.

Project partner
• Johannes Kepler University Linz, Austria
• Soplar sa and others

This report was released for publication at the FFG website by the center management and its project partners. Pro²Future is a COMET Centre 
within the COMET – Competence Centres for Excellent Technologies Programme and funded by BMK, BMDW, Upper Austria and Styria. The 
COMET Programme is managed by FFG. Further information on COMET: www.ffg.at/comet

Heat flow estimation of the Smart Sensor during processing of 3 
different granulates on an industrially used extruder.
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
Provide cognitive intelligence just in time and space for human:
• Digitalisation of analog production areas
• Localisation of Worker (Self) on Shop Floor
• Semantic annotation of work area
• Process and workflow-sensitive, embedded, accompanied assistance
• Multi-modal, direct, unobtrusive user feedback
• Battery powered AI-wireless devices
• Providing Worker Path Tracing
• Enabling Work Space Optimisation

Project FactBox
Project Name Guide/3D-Recon
Project ID DP1.2/MFP1.2-2
Duration 39 Months

Area 1
Perception and Aware Systems

Project Lead
Prof. Dr. Alois Ferscha

3D-Reconstruction and Localisation
Providing Location Sensitive Support to workers
on the factory shop floor

Michael Haslgrübler1, Johannes Selymes1, Matthias Stütz2, Alois Ferscha12

Pro2Future GmbH1, JKU-IPC (Institute for Pervasive Computing)2

1 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
2 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
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Cognitive Headgear
Head-mounted, cognitive assisting unit 
driven by NVIDIA Jetson TX2 embedding 
multimodal feedback and sensor data:
• Peripheral led stripes for minimal 

obtrusion 
• 8 vibration motors evenly distributed 

around the head for haptic feedback 
• Intel RealSense D435 RGB-D depth 

camera with 77° FOV
• High-speed mobile eyetracker

@200 Hz@200 Hz

Localisation

APPROACH 

Reconstructed 3D-Model of Factory
Used for Localisation

Current Camera Frame 

Localisation

Current Camera Frame 

2D Top Down Path on 
Factory Floor

3D Path in on the fly created 3D-Model
On Shop Floor

Using Structure from Motion Principles
• Generate Features in Camera Frames
• Find Correspondence between Frames
• Remove Local Outliners 
• Compute Trajectories to Reconstruction Camera Motion and 3D 

Environment
and further optimizations in our Embedded SLAM AI Algorithm in our 
Cognitive Headgear we trace enable workers to trace themselves on 
the factory shop floor

QR code to
THIS poster
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Contact: Behrooz Azadi, MSc, Pro2Future GmbH, behrooz.azadi@pro2future.at, +43 732 2468 - 9469
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and Fischer Sports.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
The aim of this work is to develop a sensor set up and an algorithm to assess skill level
of recreational alpine skiers, which is feasible for home use.

 Finding the best position for detecting skiing skills
 Automatic analysis of skiing activities
 Communication of assessment feedback
 Coaching suggestion
 Recommendation for equipment change

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Project FactBox
Project Name Fischer4You
Project ID DP1.2-1
Duration 27 Months

Area 1
Perception and Aware Systems

Project Lead
Prof. Dr. Alois Ferscha

Cognitive Products
Fischer4You
Cognitive Skiing Products

Behrooz Azadi1, Michael Haslgrübler1, Stefan Gruenberger2, Alois Ferscha12

Pro2Future GmbH1, JKU-IPC (Institute of Pervasive Computing)2
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APPROACH CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Unsupervised Activity Recognition
High Dynamic Technique Recognition
Two-stage Filtering and Sensor Fusion
Data-Driven Assessment Model

Economic contribution
Costumer satisfaction
Costumer binding

Data Collection
Collecting data from various part of 

the body using Xsens and 
Smartphone sensors.

Preprocessing
fusing accelerometer and gyroscope 

to reduce the vibration to be 
minimum.

Unsupervised Machine Learning
Training unsupervised models to 

detect active sessions of skiing and 
distinct techniques.

Skill Assessment
Rating skiers and recommending 

them appropriate equipment based 
on their skills.
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
Workflow Tracking is an important and complex stepping stone for the implementation of cognitive
industrial assistance and quality assurance systems. Knowledge of the current work step enables
correlation of the worker’s observed activities with the scheduled tasks and thus decision making
with respect to assistance provisioning and monitoring.
In the frame of the WorkIT and Guide projects, such a workflow tracking system was successfully
instantiated for industrial assembly and manufacturing. The goal of this system is to automatically
determine the current work step during assembly of industrial digging machines based solely on the
workers’ hand movements and noises in their surrounding.

RESULTS LOW LEVEL RECOGNITION RESULTS WORKFLOW RECOGNITION

Project FactBox
Project Name WorkIT/Guide
Project ID DP1.6/DP1.1
Duration 36 Months

Area 1
Perception and Aware Systems 

Project Lead
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Workflow Tracking for Industrial Manufacturing
WorkIT – Workflow and Tool Process Modelling
Guide – Guidance and Assistance

Bernhard Anzengruber-Tanase1, Georgios Sopidis1, Michael Haslgrübler1

Pro2Future GmbH1

1 Science Park 3, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz, Austria

Industrial Manufacturing
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APPROACH AND ARCHICTECTURE
Combination and comparison of different machine learning approaches (deep 
learning; ensemble classifiers) towards implementation of a classification 
pipeline for industrial workflow tracking.

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Combination of different, established machine learning
approaches towards the implementation of workflow
tracking. Comparison of their strengths and weaknesses.
Applied research in the field of industrial manufacturing.

Economic contribution
Implementation of quality assurance.
Increasing manufacturing efficiency.

tracking. Comparison of their strengths and weaknesses
Applied research in the field of industrial manufacturing

Economic contribution
Implementation of quality assurance.
Increasing manufacturing efficiency.
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
Our partner Fronius is working with IMU expanded welding machines, enabling to collect
different data streams during welding. Based on this data a new developed workflow reveals
the skill level of the welder. For Fronius this result enables them to adapt their machines for
the expertise of the user.

APPROACH
Evinced by experiments, a window with size of 2 (independent of offsets 1, 2 and 5) in combination with an 
applied random forest results in the most decisive model so far. This model reaches accuracy scores for experts 
around 45 to 55% (upper confusion matrix) and for novice welders under 10% (lower confusion matrix). Last a 
meta-classifier makes the final decision based on these accuracy scores.
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SKILL-LEVEL DETECTION FOR WELDERS
GUIDE – Guidance and Assistance
Machine Learning on IMU Data
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DATA TRANSFORMATION
These IMU data streams include all axis of both accelerometer and gyroscope, voltage, current, pitch and roll with 
distance of 20ms. To distinguish between an expert and novice welder, the raw data streams were not sufficient 
(left diagrams). Thus, sliding windows compute new features via standard deviation (right diagrams) or variance, 
emphasizing the accuracy score differences computed from classification algorithms.
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classifier makes the final decision based on these accuracy scores.

Contact: Behrooz Azadi, MSc, Pro2Future GmbH, behrooz.azadi@pro2future.at, +43 732 2468 - 9469
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and System7.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
The aim of this project is to develop a pipeline to support operators in rail
track error assessment
 by sensor data processing and feature extraction,
 unsupervised clustering to find local outliers,
 visualization Techniques supporting decision finding and
 creating persuasive reports, which measures to takes e.g. 

 Increase maintenance interval
 Replace ballast bed
 Redo Tamping
 Keep as it is

VISUALISATION 
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Cognitive Products in Railways
RTEAS
Cognitive Rail Track Error Analysis Support
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APPROACH

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Unsupervised Clustering for Error Spotting
Multi-Stage Filtering and Sensor Fusion
Data-Driven Error Spotting and Action Recommendation Engine

Economic contribution
Rail Road Maintenance Cost Reduction
Costumer Binding and Support
New Business Model with 
After Sales Support

Contact: Abdelrahman Ahmad, MSc, Pro2Future GmbH, obad.ahmad@pro2future.at, +43 732 2468 - 9468
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184), Fronius, KEBA, Wacker Neuson and Trumpf.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
 Device independent preparation of information 
 Workflow detection for industrial processes
 Activity recognition based on human localization with respect to relative objects in the 

scene
 Sensor driven recording of the working environment and human factors

PROTOTYPE

Project FactBox
Project Name WorkIT
Project ID DP 1.1
Duration 39 Months

Area 1
Perception and Aware Systems

Project Lead
Prof. Dr.  Alois Ferscha

COGNITIVE INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS
WorkIT – Workflow and Activity Recognition
for Trumpf

Abdelrahman Ahmad1, Michael Haslgrübler1, Alois Ferscha12

Pro2Future GmbH1, JKU-IPC (Institute of Pervasive Computing)2

1 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
2 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
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APPROACH

Machine

Trumpf Model

Depth Images Processing Depth Analysis Classification Result

Sensor Data Acquisition
Various sensor sources optimized for 

application scenario: 

Depth Sensor

Bending Machine

Data Collection

Depth Sensor preprocessing E.g. object 
detection using segmentation or 

bounding box

Scene Analyzing
Human, Computer, Machine, Tool Table, 

Bending Area, Computer Area, …

Processing

Depth Sensor specific classification E.g. 
human in bending area, human in 

computer area, …

Bending Machine specific information 
PROGRAM_LOADED, 

UPPER_TOOL_CLAMP, 
FOOT_SWITCH_PRESSED, … 

System Final Classification 
Combination of both classes from 

previous sensors

Classification
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Contact: Behrooz Azadi, MSc, Pro2Future GmbH, behrooz.azadi@pro2future.at, +43 732 2468 - 9469
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and System7.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
The aim of this project is to develop a pipeline to support operators in rail
track error assessment
 by sensor data processing and feature extraction,
 unsupervised clustering to find local outliers,
 visualization Techniques supporting decision finding and
 creating persuasive reports, which measures to takes e.g. 

 Increase maintenance interval
 Replace ballast bed
 Redo Tamping
 Keep as it is

VISUALISATION 

Project FactBox
Project Name RTEAS
Project ID DP1.2-3
Duration 12 Months

Area 1
Perception and Aware Systems

Project Lead
DI Michael Haslgrübler

Cognitive Products in Railways
RTEAS
Cognitive Rail Track Error Analysis Support

Behrooz Azadi1, Michael Haslgrübler1, Alois Ferscha12

Pro2Future GmbH1, JKU-IPC (Institute of Pervasive Computing)2

1 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
2 Science Park 3, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
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APPROACH

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Unsupervised Clustering for Error Spotting
Multi-Stage Filtering and Sensor Fusion
Data-Driven Error Spotting and Action Recommendation Engine

Economic contribution
Rail Road Maintenance Cost Reduction
Costumer Binding and Support
New Business Model with 
After Sales Support
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
 Recognition of micro activities e.g. Screwing detection in industrial processes.
 Collaboratively behaviour of human and machine.
 Capturing Workflow - Human Activity Recognition using:

(Wearable- & Biometric-Sensors, Eye- & Hand-Tracker) 
 Identification of bottlenecks within the assembly procedure.
 Quality Control of the manufacturing operation by providing guidance and support to 

novice workers in distracting or vague situations.
 Confirmation for the successful completion of a task.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Project FactBox
Project Name WorkIT
Project ID MFP1.1/DP1.1
Duration 39 Months

Area 1
Perception and Aware Systems

Project Lead
Prof. Dr. Alois Ferscha

COGNITIVE INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS
WorkIT/Guide/SeeIT
Workflow Recognition and Guiding

Georgios Sopidis1, Michael Haslgrübler1, Birgit Ettinger3, Alois Ferscha12

Pro2Future GmbH1, JKU-IPC (Institute of Pervasive Computing)2, KEBA AG3

1 Science Park 3, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
2 Science Park 3, Altenberger Strasse 66, 4040 Linz, Austria
3 Gewerbepark Urfahr, Reindlstraße 51, 4040 Linz, Austria QR code to
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APPROACH CONTRIBUTION

Scientific contribution
Detection of micro-activities(small movements with hands ) in the 
filed of human activity recognition using mainly IMUs. Furthermore 
detecting the stage of the assembly process, based on depth sensors. 

Economic contribution
Reduce training time for novice workers
Reduce the cost of rework for the companies

Preprocessing Learning Visualization and 
Validation

Classification

Sensor Data 
Acquisition
Various sensors 
optimized for 
application scenario: 

• Inertial 
Measurement 
Unit (IMU), 

• Eye Tracking, 
• Depth Sensor.

Segmentation
Sliding window 
approach, Semantic 
Segmentation(Dense 
labelling).

Supervised
Deep neural networks. 
Recurrent neural 
networks, 
Convolutional neural 
networks, Ensemble 
Learning.

Evaluation 
methods
Supervised: Confusion 
matrices, Metrics 
(Accuracy, Precision, 
Recall, F1 score).

Feedback

Data Collection

Perception and Awareness Understanding and Modelling Autonomous ActingReasoning and Decision Making

IMU Senor

Recorder

Depth Sensor

Head Worn Camera

Public Actuator

Personal Actuator

IoT Messaging Broker

Module Detection

Screwing Recognition

Decision Making

Head Worn Camera

Depth Sensor

IMU Senor

Micro-Activities
• Not Screwing

• Hand Screwing

• Manual Screwing 

• Electrical Screwing

• Wrench Screwing

Workstep
Workstep detection 
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
 Device independent preparation of information 
 Workflow detection for industrial processes
 Activity recognition based on human localization with respect to relative objects in the 

scene
 Sensor driven recording of the working environment and human factors

PROTOTYPE

Project FactBox
Project Name WorkIT
Project ID DP 1.1
Duration 39 Months

Area 1
Perception and Aware Systems

Project Lead
Prof. Dr.  Alois Ferscha

COGNITIVE INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS
WorkIT – Workflow and Activity Recognition
for Trumpf

Abdelrahman Ahmad1, Michael Haslgrübler1, Alois Ferscha12

Pro2Future GmbH1, JKU-IPC (Institute of Pervasive Computing)2

1 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
2 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
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APPROACH

Machine

Trumpf ModelTrumpf Model

Depth Images Processing Depth Analysis Classification Result

Sensor Data Acquisition
Various sensor sources optimized for 

application scenario: 

Depth Sensor

Bending Machine

Data Collection

Depth Sensor preprocessing E.g. object 
detection using segmentation or 

bounding box

Scene Analyzing
Human, Computer, Machine, Tool Table, 

Bending Area, Computer Area, …

Processing

Depth Sensor specific classification E.g. 
human in bending area, human in 

computer area, …

Bending Machine specific information 
PROGRAM_LOADED, 

UPPER_TOOL_CLAMP, 
FOOT_SWITCH_PRESSED, … 

System Final Classification 
Combination of both classes from 

previous sensors

Classification
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
 The move towards high customizable products in small lot sizes at the costs of mass 

production.
 Assembly workers remain an integral part of production systems assuring flexibility on the 

shopfloor. They perform subtle optimization techniques to overcome minor disturbances 
on the shopfloor.

 It is necessary to monitor the production process for timely detection of deviations.
 Legal regulations and union policies often limit the use of sensors for direct observations of 

human activities.
 Assembly process monitoring needs to rely on indirect and incomplete observations from 

the shopfloor

RESULTS

Project FactBox
Project Name A2PS
Project ID MFP 2.5-1
Duration 21 Months

Area 2
Cognitive Robotics & Shopfloors

Project Lead
Dr. Christoph Mayr-Dorn

AUTOMATED PROCESS DEVIATION DETECTION
Human-Intensive Assembly Processes
Based on indirect and incomplete shopfloor observations

Ouijdane Guiza1, Christoph Mayr-Dorn2, Georg Weichhart3, Alexander Egyed2

Pro2Future GmbH1, JKU-ISSE (Institute of Software Systems Engineering)2, Profactor GmbH3

1 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
2 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
3 Im Stadtgut A2, 4407 Steyr, Austria

AUTOMATED PROCESS DEVIATION DETECTION
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APPROACH CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
A flexible modelling approach for human-intensive assembly 
covering assembly layout, resources and assembly processes in 
all variants.
A privacy-respecting monitoring and deviation detection 
approach based on indirect and incomplete observations from 
the shopfloor 

Economic contribution
An insight on the assembly progress on the shopfloor and a 
deviation analysis cloud dashboard based on privacy-respecting 
shopfloor observations. 

A. Modeling
B. Monitoring
C. Deviation 

Detection

1. Modeling the assembly 
process , needed 
resources and layout 
with variability features

2. Instantiating the 
process for a particular 
product variant

3. collecting indirect shopfloor observations
4. Mapping indirect  shopfloor observations to 

assembly step events 
5. Deducing assembly process progress
6. Detecting deviation based on the prescribed 

process 

 Evaluated based on real assembly data from our industry partner 
Wacker Neuson

 Using Part Picking events as indirect observations, our approach is 
able to predict step completion times for key steps accurately within 
1,12% of the assembly tact time.

 We correctly identify 89% of the delaying steps, 71% of the 
delaying stations. 

 The approach is able to detect the sequence deviations with the 
error of 0.07 for one station and 0.33 for another (depending on the 
station’s flexibility and constraints)

A Fabasoft cloud dashboard summarizing the 
daily scheduled processes progress and the 
detected deviations (sequence deviations, 
delaying steps and delaying stations)
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Contact: DI Michael Mayrhofer, Pro2Future GmbH, michael.mayrhofer@pro2future.at, +43 732 2468 - 9464
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and Engel Austria.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
Manufacturing faces a clear trend towards customized mass production, that is series
production of rapidly changing variants of a specific product, down to lot size 1. In addition,
the pressure to innovate products leads to shorter product life cycles, together with changing
production process and plant layouts. These two trends are to be met in the future by
production machinery, which
 accepts changes to the production sequence online
 works as an autonomous unit 
 embraces reconfiguration to adapt to new plant layouts

RESULTS

Project FactBox
Project Name APS.net
Project ID DP2.1-1
Duration 39 Months

Area 2
Cognitive Robotics & Shopfloors

Project Lead
Prof. Dr. Alexander Egyed

Flexible Production based on OPC UA
Making Production Machinery ready to
fit into the next generation of shopfloors

Michael Mayrhofer1, Jan Holzweber1, Christoph Mayr-Dorn2, Alexander Egyed2, Matthias Konnerth3, Georg Weichhart4

Pro2Future GmbH1, JKU-ISSE (Institute of Software Systems Engineering)2, Engel Austria GmbH3, Profactor GmbH4

1 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
2 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz , Austria
3 Ludwig-Engel-Straße 1, 4311 Schwertberg , Austria
4 Im Stadtgut A2, 4407 Steyr-Gleink , Austria
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APPROACH
OPC UA is the protocol standard for machine-to-
machine communication in Industry 4.0.
Its structured nodeset allows detailed models that are
readable to other machines.
Abstracting from machine functionality to capabilities
provides a unified environment for machines.
Mappings between capabilities provide and internal
functions decouple interface and implementation.
Reconfiguration is possible at the mapping layer.

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Publication of architectures for cyber physical production systems 
at European Conference on Software Architectures (ECSA2019)
Publication of a framework for capability-based control 
at Emerging Technologies in Factory Automation (ETFA2020)

Economic contribution
Shorter Time-To-Market
Support for Debugging
Prevention of Errors leads to quicker Set-Up/Reconfiguration
Cheaper Development by Reuse of Components
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
 Assembly line balancing is a complex and time-consuming process 
 Experts rely on tacit knowledge of prior balancing solutions and assembly requirements

(tasks dependencies, resources availability, etc.)
 Explicitly modelling all dependencies is not only a very costly (because time consuming) 

task but also quickly outdated.
 Instead, our goal is to rely on prior balancing solutions to find similar situations, and 

produce a baseline balancing solution 

PROTOTYPE

Project FactBox
Project Name LineTACT
Project ID MFP 2.5-2
Duration 24 Months

Area 2
Cognitive Robotics & Shopfloors

Project Lead
Dr. Christoph Mayr-Dorn

COGNITIVE LINE BALANCING SUPPORT
Based on Similarity Detection
and Prior Data

Ouijdane Guiza1, Christoph Mayr-Dorn2, Alexander Egyed2

Pro2Future GmbH1, JKU-ISSE (Institute of Software Systems Engineering)2

1 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
2 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
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APPROACH
CONTRIBUTION

Scientific contribution
A novel approach for Line Balancing Support reusing prior balancing 
solutions for different products and extracting similarities.  

Economic contribution
This approach will considerably reduce the time and effort currently 
invested by manufacturing assembly companies, including our 
industry partner Wacker Neuson, to initially balance new product 
processes and rebalance existing processes.  

 Creates a baseline balancing solution after applying a set of 
similarity metrics

 The solution can then be refined by the experts
 Station recommendations can be requested  for individual 

steps
 Grouping of related steps (based on the similarity metrics) 

and allocation to the recommended station 
 Warnings are  raised in case the new allocation violates 

some implicitly learned step dependency.

Related steps are 
clustered 
together based 
on structural 
similarity 
calculations with 
accorded 
weights. 

A heatmap portraying the 
similarity calculated between 
steps. 
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Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and AVL List GmbH.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
 Huge amounts of (timeseries) data are generated in durability tests of engines
 Each test in divided in multiple cycles
 In each cycle, hundreds of sensors measure different signals: multivariate timeseries
 These data can be used to analyse/predict the condition of the engines
 E.g., to identify anormal behaviour in advance to avoid unplanned breakdowns
 To support engineers with the analysis, we provide an interactive visual analytics tool for 

anomaly detection in multivariate timeseries data

PROTOTYPE

Project FactBox
Project Name ConMon
Project ID MFP 3.2.2
Duration 36 Months

Area 3
Cognitive Decision Support

Project Lead
Dr. Belgin Mutlu
Prof. Dr. Tobias Schreck

ConMon
Anomaly Detection on
Cyclic Industrial Sensor Data

Josef Suschnigg1, Belgin Mutlu1, Georgios Koutroulis1, Tobias Schreck2

Pro2Future GmbH1, TUG-CGV (Institute of Computer Graphics and Knowledge Visualization)2

1 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz, Austria
2 Inffeldgasse 16C, 8010 Graz, Austria
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CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
• Applied research in anomaly detection on real life testbed data
• Multiple user studies and design studies with the domain experts 
• 1 accepted paper, 3 papers to be submitted 

Economic contribution
Our user study with the domain experts has revealed the effectivity 
and efficiency of our tool for in a real life setting.

APPROACH

 Interactive visual analytics tool which combines several 
anomaly detectors
 regression-model-based 
 causality-based
 correlation-based

 Glyph-based approach enables the exploration of anomalies 
in cyclic data

 Interactive labelling through a user interface captures 
engineers domain knowledge for further processing 

Exploration of Anomalies in Cyclic Multivariate Industrial Time Series Data for Condition Monitoring
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
• Automatic optical inspection (AOI) in semiconductor industry is an extremely important

and demanding task for detecting significant errors on the wafer fab process within the
Quality Process Control pipeline.

• Yield deviations can more seamlessly identified and engage the engineers to locate the
exact source of error with the numerous complex process steps.

• With the advanced analytic techniques (e.g. Deep Learning) as well as parallel computing
(deployment of GPU servers) it is possible to classify and label the errors on the chip
surface by feeding large images datasets to Neural Networks

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Project FactBox
Project Name EPCOS/DEFCLAS
Project ID MFP3.1-1/-2
Duration 12 Months

Area 3
Cognitive Decision Support

Project Lead
Prof. Dr. Stefan Thalmann

DEFCLAS & EPCOS
Advanced Defect Classification
Preparation & Ex-Post Analysis

Georgios Koutroulis1, Milot Gashi1, Belgin Mutlu1

Pro2Future GmbH1

1 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz, Austria
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METHOD
• Extract chip images with the defect centered
• Identify  the relevant parts of the images
• Apply methods to analyze whether the chip images 

contain the appropriate context in terms of defect 
structure

• Propose an iterative active learning framework of a 
convolutional neural network to classify defects

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
• 1 scientific publication accepted
• 1 scientific publication under review

Economic contribution
• A specially designed convolutional neural network for defect 

classification in a real wafer fabrication site
• Less effort and time is required by the process engineer for 

labelling the defect images
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Contact: DI Milot Gashi, Pro2Future GmbH, milot.gashi@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 - 9157
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and Fronius International GmbH.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
As a result of a large number of product variants and options, optimal maintenance and
support is challenging. To provide a high quality of support for all products, it is required to
invest considerable time by humans involved in all different product stages (testing,
maintenance, repair etc.). This is as cost intensive for the manufacturer as it is cumbersome
for the worker. This leads to the need of new promising approaches, such as a Multi-
Component Systems (MCS) perspective toward predictive maintenance.

 Cognitive decision support for welding systems
 Data-Driven Predictive Maintenance
 Challenge of high variety of components and options to combine them
 Analysing the interdependencies of variants

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Project FactBox
Project Name GuFeSc
Project ID MFP 3.2-1
Duration 39 Months

Area 3
Cognitive Decision Support

Project Lead
Dr. Patrick Ofner

GuFeSc
A Multi-Component Systems Perspective
towards Predictive Maintenance

Milot Gashi1, Patrick Ofner2

Pro2Future GmbH1, Know-Center GmbH2

1 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz, Austria
2 Inffeldgasse 13/6, 8010 Graz, Austria
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APPROACH
Fully data-driven approach which follows four different phases:
• Pre-processing, data exploration, and feature engineering
• Trend Detection, Change Point Detection, Pattern 

Recognition, and Modelling Interdependencies
• Predictive Model (RUL and Confident interval estimation)
• Model interpretation (xAI) 

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
• "Cognitive Decision Support for Industrial Product Life Cycles: A 

Position Paper." COGNITIVE 2019
• “Taking complexity into account: A structured literature review on 

multi-component systems in the context of predictive 
maintenance,” EMCIS 2019. 

• “How to deal with missing usage data in defect prediction? A case 
of a tool supplier in the welding industry”, HICSS 2021

Economic contribution
• Improved Finale Test System
• Better products, higher reliability, less costs
• Improved end products performance & usability
• Less costs and better performance of workers (decision support 

for works)
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
Identification of correlation based on process parameters
 Pattern extraction from time series
 Classification model for predicting dynamic phenomena from mold 
level fluctuation sensors
 No labelled cases available
 Visual analytics on large streams of time-series data

ANALYTICS FRAMEWORK

Project FactBox
Project Name OnDaA
Project ID MFP 3.1-3
Duration 23 Months

Area 3
Cognitive Decision Support

Project Lead
DI Heimo Gursch

OnDaA
On-line Predictive Analytics
In Continuous Casting

Georgios Koutroulis1, Vaishali Dhanoa2, Conny Walchshofer3, Holger Stitz3, Heimo Gursch4, Marc Streit3

Pro2Future GmbH12, JKU-ICG (Institute for Computer Graphics)3, Know-Center GmbH4

1 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz, Austria
23 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
4 Inffeldgasse 13, 6. OG, 8010 Graz, Austria QR code to
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APPROACH CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Identified specified phenomena and their influence on each slab
Forecast intensity of critical phenomena within each slab
Development of visual analytics application in Microsoft Power BI
Development of custom visual for exploring ranking of items 
based on a set of heterogeneous attributes

Economic contribution
Delivered a fully functional visual analytics prototype for gaining 
insights into the process
Through our predictive analytics tool downtime or shutdown of 
the process can be prevented and even eliminated 

Continuous casting Mold level fluctuation 
signals Synthetic Data

Feature Engineering
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Contact: Nikolina Jekic, MSc, Pro2Future GmbH, nikolina.jekic@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 - 9159 
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and AMAG GmbH.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
 Demand for high-quality material in aluminum products 
 Manufacturing industry is shaped by the vision of Industry 4.0 which is to increase the 

number of individual goods while keeping the cost and the production time at a minimum
 Increasing the production quality comes at the cost of continuous monitoring and 

adjustments of the entire process
 The development of new methods and tools to support domain experts in production data 

exploration and identify meaningful relationships and patterns, which could help to better 
understand such complex processes and define methods to improve the quality of the 
production process 

 Advanced Visual Analytics for quality and yield improvement

PROTOTYPE

Project FactBox
Project Name RedUsa
Project ID MFP_3.1
Duration 36+3 Months

Area 3
Cognitive Decision Support

Project Lead
Dr. Belgin Mutlu

RedUsa
Visual Data Analysis of Production Quality Data
for Aluminium Casting

Nikolina Jekic1, Belgin Mutlu1, Tobias Schreck2

Pro2Future GmbH1, TUG-CGV (Institute of Computer Graphics and Knowledge Visualisation)2

1 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz, Austria
2 Inffeldgasse 16C, 8010 Graz, Austria
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APPROACH
 Development of visual data analysis tools to support 

exploration and detection of patterns in large data, 
enabling e.g., production  engineers to identify 
opportunities for process improvements 

 Supporting data production analysis in an interactive 
way, supporting the search for dependencies and  
patterns in data with different analytics approaches

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Visual data analysis approaches promise innovative and valuable 
insights into a complex and long-running production process.
Identifying methods and models in real production datasets and 
gaining reliable knowledge from data leads to process improvement.

Economic contribution
Identifying the production parameters which influence the 
production quality and recognition of specific patterns that may 
indicate critical process deviations in the early stage of aluminum 
casting will increase product quality and production yield.

ADAM – Aluminum production 
Data Analysis and Monitoring

The purpose of ADAM is to help monitor, analyze
and determine influence parameters in the
production process with interactive cross-filtering,
followed by multiple views of production data. The
tool supports data exploration and visual
comparison, enabling users to gather information
concerning detecting special patterns, distribution
of indication and correlation with process data.
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
 SINTERING is a process with significant energy consumption in the steel and iron 

production process. 
 Nature of main drivers of research efforts is mostly economical but often environmental

and regulatory. 
 Due to the increasing pressure to reduce conversion costs, the iron- and steel-making 

industry is continuing the efforts to optimize the production and the processes.
 Use case 1: Understanding influence parameters for optimizing the harmonic Diameter
 Use case 2: Optimizing the BTP towards the end of the sinter strand

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Project FactBox
Project Name SINPRO
Project ID MFP 3.1-5
Duration 27 Months

Area 3
Cognitive Decision Support

Project Lead
Dr. Belgin Mutlu

SINPRO
Predictive Maintenance for Production Environments
Application on Sinter Machines

Matej Vuković1, Vaishali Dhanoa2, Conny Walchshofer3, Van Quoc Phuong Huynh2, Belgin Mutlu1,
Markus Jäger1, Josef Küng4, Marc Streit3

Pro2Future GmbH1,2, JKU-ICG (Institute of Computer Graphics)3, JKU-FAW (Institute for Application Oriented Knowledge Processing)4
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APPROACH CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
• ML based forecasting model
• Verification of the model and correlation information through 

visual analytics
• Automatic strand speed control for optimizing the 

concentration of BTP around the BTP setpoint 

Economic contribution
• Gained insights from the production process
• Delivered fully functional visual analytics prototype for better 

insights into the process data
• Improved approach for the process control

EXISTING RULES RULE DATABASE

KNOWLEDGE MODELLING & INTEGRATION (WP4)

PRODUCTION PROCESS OF SINTER MATERIAL ADVANCED VISUAL ANALYTICS (WP3)
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Contact: Dr. Belgin Mutlu, Pro2Future GmbH, belgin.mutlu@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 - 9163
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184).

MOTIVATION & GOALS
Industry 4.0 as the “fourth industrial revolution”
• fully automatizes the production
• optimizes the collaboration of workers and machines
• Using different helping operators e.g., decision support assistance systems
To support human decision making, we define the following objectives:
• Combine data-driven approaches, configuration management methods & simulation

environments for a reliable, trustworthy (data) basis for decision making
• Provide decisions to humans considering their cognitive capabilities, context and situation (e.g.,

within production process versus design process) in order to ensure timely and optimal
decisions.

• Provide a secure connection (Secure Data Transmission) to the system

OUTCOME

Project FactBox
Project Name SUPCODE
Project ID StratP 3.4.1
Duration 36 Months

Area 3
Cognitive Decision Support

Project Lead
Dr. Belgin Mutlu

SUPCODE
Supporting Cognitive
Decision Making

Belgin Mutlu1, Stefanie Lindstaedt2, Tobias Schreck2, Marc Streit3, Josef Küng3, Andreas Pichler4, Christian Kittl5

Pro2Future GmbH1, TUG-ISDS/CGV (Institute of Interactive Systems and Data Science & Institute of Computer Graphics and Knowledge Visualisation)2,
JKU-ICG/FAW (Institute of Computer Graphics & Institute for Application Oriented Knowledge Processing)3, PROFACTOR GmbH4, Evolaris next level GmbH5

1 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz, Austria 
2 Rechbauerstraße 12, 8010 Graz, Austria
3 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
4 Im Stadtgut Zone A 2, 4407 Steyr, Austria
5 Hugo-Wolf-Gasse 8/8a, 8010 Graz, Austria
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APPROACH
• Define methods for integration of model-based and 

data-based approaches into a hybrid system
• Define methods for personalize and contextualize

decision making for timely and optimal decisions 
• Application of data transmission security in decision 

support assistance systems to protect company data
• Definition visual- and data analytics methods to support 

transparency in decisions made by decision-support 
systems

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
• 13 scientific publications
• Scientific collaboration with University of Utah, University of 

Vienna, FH St. Pölten 
• Extensive state-of-the-art analysis on how to analyze interaction 

provenance data
• Definition of design guidelines for guidance approaches
Economic contribution
• Secure data transmission of company data
• Open black-box AI for Industry
• New insights about application possibilities of data- visual 

analytics methods in industrial applications 

• A data analytics tool which adapts the information space to what the user prefers and needs 
• Interactive data classification and comparison methods for high-dimensional data analysis
• Concepts for user guidance in complex visual data exploration applications
• Visual Analytics tools allowing users to statistically confirm visual patterns
• A hybrid approach which combines data-driven approaches with simulation approaches to determine the 

impact of changed configurations on the production systems
• Proposal for a distributed parallel algorithm (Distributed PrePostPlus) to utilize the computational power of 

multi-core CPUs used in complex machines
• A secure data connection framework 
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Contact: DI Katarina Milenković, MSc, Pro2Future GmbH, katarina.milenkovic@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 9164
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184), AVL List GmbH and Hochschule St. Gallen.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
Each of the wide variety of processes, that are performed along the product lifecycle yield
information. In the future this information can be utilized to extract valuable insights about
the product and the production process, as:
 Data enriched with context information (relevant metadata) enables efficient 

interpretation thereof,
 Well-interpreted information is relevant for process optimization,
 A model-driven approach enables the extraction of useful knowledge from data,
 Analysis and good interpretation of hidden knowledge can turn it into accessible, 

monetizable knowledge.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Project FactBox
Project Name Cognitive AVL
Project ID MFP 4.1.1-1
Duration 36 Months

Area 4.1
Cognitive Products

Project Lead
Dr. Konrad Diwold

Cognitive AVL – Smart Development
Integrated Product Lifecycle Knowledge in 
Complex Industrial Processes

Katarina Milenković1, Konrad Diwold1, Simon Mayer23, Josef Zehetner4

Pro2Future GmbH1, University of St. Gallen2, ETH Zürich3, AVL List GmbH4

1 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz, Austria
2 Dufourstrasse 50, CH-9000 St.Gallen, Switzerland
3 Rämistrasse 101, 8092 Zurich, Switzerland
4 Hans-List-Platz 1, 8020 Graz, Austria
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APPROACH CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
This project will result in novel approaches to extract knowledge over 
the product lifecycle. 
A paper Enabling Knowledge Management in Complex Industrial 
Processes Using Semantic Web Technology is published at TAKE 2019.

Economic contribution
Our work will enable turning hidden knowledge into accessible 
knowledge that will help optimising industrial production processes. 
It will combine contextual information (domain constrains) with 
process knowledge. 

Store information:
• contextual 

information 
about product 
and processes,

• processes 
generated 
information.

Process
data 

using data 
analysis, 
context-specific 
reasoning and 
AI planning 
algorithms.

Develop  the 
framework 
which enables 
access to 
knowledge to 
domain 
experts/different 
third parties.
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Contact: DI Josef Suschnigg, Pro2Future GmbH, josef.suschnigg@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 - 9160
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and HMI masters.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
 Home automation is a growing market, gaining more and more importance in our life's
 HMI-Master GmbH successfully started its business 8 years ago and aim for

 staying competitive
 further advancing in technology and the improving maturity level of products

 The project aims for elevate existing solutions towards leverage state-of-the-art regarding 
security, software architecture and infrastructure.

 In addition the project investigates how IoT communication protocols and devices can 
further enhance the technology stack and service portfolio of HMI

 Research is conducted in the context of real use case scenarios (e.g. apartments or offices)

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Project FactBox
Project Name CONVENIENCE
Project ID MFP 4.1.3-3
Duration 12 Months

Area 4,1
Cognitive Products

Project Lead
Dr. Konrad Diwold

CONVENIENCE
Cognitive building automation
infrastructure and services

Josef Suschnigg1, Konrad Diwold1, Florian Ziessler², Roland Föchterle2

Pro2Future GmbH1, HMI-Master GmbH2

1 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz
2 Inffeldgasse 33, 8010 Graz
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CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
The scientific contributions of the work in CONVIENCE are 
experiments of state-of-the-art technologies on real use cases and to 
investigate the applicability in open-source frameworks and HMI 
hardware. 

Economic contribution
As an economic contribution, upgrading the products of HMI by 
state-of-the-art and novel technologies can increase their 
competitiveness in the national, but also international market. Also, 
the reliability of their products can profit through our work.

APPROACH

 Utilizing open-source frameworks in the context  of HMI’s 
home automation

 Redesign of communication interfaces and protocols to 
enable dependable communication within the system   

 Investigation of further benefits to be achieved with the 
application of wireless communication in the context of 
intelligent home automation systems and services

Existing solution Available Technology Advanced Home Automation
Services
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APPLICATION SCENARIO

Contact: Elisei Ember, MSc, Pro2Future GmbH, elisei.ember@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 - 9161
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and Siemens AG Austria.

MOTIVATION & GOALS

 Deploying substation equipment is a complex task, which
often requires a lot of configuration and engineering effort

 Smart grid automation features usually depend on
communication, a change in connection quality requires an
adaption of functionality/communication

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system consists of a Backend, a Field Device, a ConfigBox
and a device which content the configuration (e.g.
Smartphone). The Field Device is in general a Black Box with
different communication interfaces, which provides the
dependable communication of the substation. The ConfigBox
is the device with which the Field device will be configurated.
And the Smartphone is used to get configuration parameters
from the Backend to the Field Device over the ConfigBox.

Project FactBox
Project Name CSG
Project ID MFP 4.1.3-2
Duration 12 Months

Area 4.1 
Cognitive Products 

Project Lead
Dr. Konrad Diwold

COGNITIVE SMART GRIDS
Dependable Wireless Communication Solutions
for Smart Grid Operation

Elisei Ember1, Konrad Diwold1, Daniel Hauer3, Lukas Krammer3, Albin Frischenschlager3, Markus Schuss2

Pro2Future GmbH1, TUG-ITI (Institute of Technical Informatics)2, Siemens AG Österreich3

1 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz, Austria 
2 Inffeldgasse 16, 8010 Graz , Austria
3 Siemensstraße 90, 1210 Wien , Austria QR code to

THIS poster
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APPROACH CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Within the project new methods for adaptive wireless
communication are developed, which minimize engineering efforts 
while providing dependable communication for system critical
automation systems
Economic contribution
For our partner SIEMENS this will result in dependable and reliable
communication for their substation automation solutions.

1: Worker get a workorder which 
he/she must complete 

2: Worker search the proper device and
scan the UUID and get the proper
configuration

4: Worker install the FD at the substation
and configure the Device with the
configuration he/she got

3: Worker drive to the substation and
verifies the location
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Contact: Dr. Markus Brillinger, Pro2Future GmbH, markus.brillinger@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 - 9156
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and AVL List GmbH.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
This project deals with two use-cases, fuel-cell component assembly and high-speed bearing
system improvement, and has following goals:
 To develop innovative fuel cell designs enabling production cost decrease and

performance increase
 To adapt production line for high-voltage battery assembly and fuel cell stack assembly
 To investigate the influence of manufacturing and assembly tolerances on the bearing

system behavior, e.g. noise, vibration, harshness, load-based bearing system
temperature and the testbed behavior in general

 To investigate the general conditions and new opportunities to use the classification
algorithms based on image data in the field of testbed monitoring combined with
mechanical measurands.

OUTCOME / EXPECTED RESULTS

Considering the use-case fuel-cell component assembly, innovative fuel-cell designs (based on design for efficient
assembly), which enables a decrease in production costs will be developed. Furthermore, a strategy for
production line adaptation for high-voltage battery assembly, fuel cell assembly, e-motor and fuel-cell can be
derived.

Considering the use-case testbed and test procedures for high-speed bearing systems for electric powertrains
systems, a beyond state-of-the-art testbed will be developed to investigate the influence of manufacturing and
assembly tolerances on the bearing system behavior. The generated data assists to optimize the assembly line
towards increasing quality and flexibility. On the top of that, we will acquire knowledge about the conditions
under which classification algorithms based on image data can be used combined with mechanical measurands.

Project FactBox
Project Name ASP 2
Project ID MFP II 4.2.3-2
Duration 36 Months

Area_4.2
Cognitive Production Systems

Project Lead
Dr. Markus Brillinger

ASP 2 – Adaptive Smart Production 2
Fuel-Cell Components Assembly &
High-Speed Bearing System Improvement

Markus Brillinger1, Belgin Mutlu1, Muaaz Abdul Hadi1, Georgios Koutroulis1

Pro2Future GmbH1

1 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz, Austria
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APPROACH
Developed testbed for 
investigating the 
influence of 
manufacturing and 
assembly tolerances 
on high-speed bearing 
system behaviour.

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
What is the impact in terms of production 
tolerance to reduce production costs?

Economic contribution
How to optimize fuel cell design for efficient 
production?
How to adapt existing production lines to follow 
market uptake?
How far production processes from other domains 
can be used for fuel cells systems?
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Contact: DI Daniel Kraus, Pro2Future GmbH, daniel.kraus@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 - 9158
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and AVL List GmbH.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
• Dependable reliable wireless communication the goal of any sensor-based system
• Wireless systems are very difficult to implement in certain environments
• Attain reliable wireless communication systems in harsh environments
• Systems can be tailored and automated towards specific harsh application environments
• Use accurate EM simulation models to estimate wireless communication parameters
• Achieve a high reliability and throughput based on simulations
• Validation of simulated data in real environments
• Software tool that gives parameter recommendations for each individual scenario

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Project FactBox
Project Name DRIWE
Project ID MFP 4.1.3-1
Duration 36 Months

Area 4.1
Cognitive Products

Project Lead
Dr. Konrad Diwold

DRIWE
Dependable RF Communication Systems
for In-Car Wireless Sensors

Daniel Kraus1, Konrad Diwold1, Peter Priller2, Jasmin Grosinger3, Erich Leitgeb3

Pro2Future GmbH1, AVL List GmbH2, TUG-IHF (Institute of Microwave and Photonic Engineering)3

1 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz, Austria 
2 Mariengasse 63, 8020 Graz , Austria
3 Inffeldgasse 12/I, 8010 Graz , Austria QR code to
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APPROACH
Evaluation of existing systems and components by
measurements and simulations
Verification of results in real testbeds
(demonstrator setup & engine compartment)
Implementation of a Matlab/Simulink model to
simplify the whole calculation process
Creation of a cognitive tool with generated results

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Development of new methods to optimize a wireless communication 
system and all the required parameters in a harsh environment. The 
methods are applicable for a wide range of industrial applications. 

Economic contribution
The resulting cognitive tool will enable technicians to pick the best 
components and positions for wireless communication systems 
without the requirement of additional expertise. 

Raytracing applied in an engine compartment model

Simulation setup of the demonstrator box
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Contact: DI Amer Kajmakovic, Pro2Future GmbH, amer.kajmakovic@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 - 9155
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and Siemens AG Österreich.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
 Flexible and intelligent automation environments feature

the seamless collaboration of workers and machines
 Traditional (static) fail-safe concepts are not suitable for

such dynamic environments
 Developing of novel “data-driven” predictive fail-safe

concepts allow to detect and prevent faults in dynamic
production environments.

 This improves the safety and increases maintainability,
availability and reliability of the automation system.

Project FactBox
Project Name  Simatic Fail-Safe
Project ID MFP 4.1.2-1
Duration 36 Months

Area 4.1
Cognitive Products

Project Lead
Dr. Konrad Diwold

SIMATIC FAILSAFE 4.0
Predictive Failsafe: Improving the Safety of 
Industrial Environments

Amer Kajmakovic1 , Nermin Kajtazovic3, Robert Egger3, Robert Zupanc3, Konrad Diwold1, Leo Botler2, Georg Macher2

Pro2Future GmbH1, TUG-ITI (Institute of Technical Informatics)2, Siemens AG Österreich3

1 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz, Austria
2 Inffeldgasse 16/I , 8010 Graz , Austria
3 Straßganger Str. 315, 8054 Graz, Austria QR code to
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APPROACH
 Identify data sources which may contribute to

maintainability, availability, reliability and safety!
 Apply advanced analytics to data obtained from the

system (data analysis, predictive features…).

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
By exploring safety-critical devices we collected a lot of safety -
relevant data that can be processed and analysed. Different
algorithms are developed and applied to safety-related data in the
goal to improve exiting safety architectures.

Economic contribution
Reliability, maintainability, and availability are increased, thus
reducing the costs and making maintenance easier. In addition, the
predictive component allows the provisioning of new services and
unique intelligent features for future automation systems.

Memory management: 
• Redundant Parity
• Just-in-time

Input/Output decision
support:
• Discrepancy time 
• Read-back time 
• ADC instability

Manufacturing

Power plantsSmart cities

Temperature analysis :
• Change point detection
• Prediction
• Gradient

Maintainability
Functional 

Safety

 Together with industrial failsafe devices
create predictive failsafe systems.

 Predictive failsafe systems are able to
mitigate or prevent failures.
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Contact: Dr. Markus Brillinger, Pro2Future GmbH, markus.brillinger@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 - 9156
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and AVL List GmbH.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
This project deals with two use-cases, fuel-cell component assembly and high-speed bearing
system improvement, and has following goals:
 To develop innovative fuel cell designs enabling production cost decrease and

performance increase
 To adapt production line for high-voltage battery assembly and fuel cell stack assembly
 To investigate the influence of manufacturing and assembly tolerances on the bearing

system behavior, e.g. noise, vibration, harshness, load-based bearing system
temperature and the testbed behavior in general

 To investigate the general conditions and new opportunities to use the classification
algorithms based on image data in the field of testbed monitoring combined with
mechanical measurands.

OUTCOME / EXPECTED RESULTS

Considering the use-case fuel-cell component assembly, innovative fuel-cell designs (based on design for efficient
assembly), which enables a decrease in production costs will be developed. Furthermore, a strategy for
production line adaptation for high-voltage battery assembly, fuel cell assembly, e-motor and fuel-cell can be
derived.

Considering the use-case testbed and test procedures for high-speed bearing systems for electric powertrains
systems, a beyond state-of-the-art testbed will be developed to investigate the influence of manufacturing and
assembly tolerances on the bearing system behavior. The generated data assists to optimize the assembly line
towards increasing quality and flexibility. On the top of that, we will acquire knowledge about the conditions
under which classification algorithms based on image data can be used combined with mechanical measurands.

Project FactBox
Project Name ASP 2
Project ID MFP II 4.2.3-2
Duration 36 Months

Area_4.2
Cognitive Production Systems

Project Lead
Dr. Markus Brillinger

ASP 2 – Adaptive Smart Production 2
Fuel-Cell Components Assembly &
High-Speed Bearing System Improvement

Markus Brillinger1, Belgin Mutlu1, Muaaz Abdul Hadi1, Georgios Koutroulis1

Pro2Future GmbH1

1 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz, Austria
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APPROACH
Developed testbed for 
investigating the 
influence of 
manufacturing and 
assembly tolerances 
on high-speed bearing 
system behaviour.

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
What is the impact in terms of production 
tolerance to reduce production costs?

Economic contribution
How to optimize fuel cell design for efficient 
production?
How to adapt existing production lines to follow 
market uptake?
How far production processes from other domains 
can be used for fuel cells systems?
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Contact: DI Alexander Hammer, JKU-IPEC, alexander.hammer@jku.at, +43 732 2468 - 6746
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and Soplar sa.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
Co-extrusion is a highly efficient process technology that allows targeted combination of
individual polymeric materials within a multilayer structure. Interfacial flow instabilities are a
typical limiting factor for the maximum production rate. Profound knowledge of critical flow
situations offers possibilities in optimizing die and process design. The goals of this project
are:
 Initiation and detection of interfacial flow instabilities under controlled flow situations
 Characterization of co-extrusion flow situations
 Identification of critical parameters causing flow instabilities and determination of their 

limiting values
 Implementation in co-extrusion flow simulations to predict critical flow situations

RESULTS

Project FactBox
Project Name CoExCo
Project ID MFP 4.2.1
Duration 48 Months

Area 4.2
Cognitive Production Systems

Project Lead
Mag. Bernhard Löw-Baselli

Cognitive Polymer Extrusion & Compounding
Numerically and Experimentally Driven Analysis of 
Flow Instabilities in Multilayer Co-Extrusion

Alexander Hammer1, Wolfgang Roland1, Maximilian Zacher2, Bernhard Löw-Baselli1

JKU-IPEC (Institute of Polymer Extrusion and Compounding)1, Pro2Future GmbH2

1 Science Park 2, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
2 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria

Cognitive Polymer Extrusion & Compounding
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APPROACH
Co-extrusion Experiments Simulations Data Analysis Validation

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Co-extrusion demonstration die
OCT and ultrasonic sensor technology
Numerical co-extrusion flow solver
Novel models for interfacial flow properties

Economic contribution
Expertise in co-extrusion process technology
Experience of critical flow situations
Material and equipment for model validation

 Two-layer co-extrusion 
flow in demonstrator

 OCT / Ultrasonic sensor

 Application of findings 
to multilayer products

 Velocity profile
 Interfacial shear stress
 Viscosity ratio, …

 Statistical analysis of 
experimental and 
simulation data

 Co-extrusion demonstration die 
developed

 Measurement system to detect 
interfacial flow instabilities

 Numerical solver to evaluate 
two-layer co-extrusion die flows
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Contact: DI Kevin Schwarzinger, JKU-REGPRO, kevin.schwarzinger@jku.at, +43 732 2468 - 6333
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and soplar sa.

Motivation & Goals
• Improve product quality: Estimate the temperature distributions within the

extruder, as well as the heat flow between melt and barrel - Disturbance Observer
based on precise process model

• Optimize the production process: Optimal control of the nonlinear heating system
guarantees the required temperature distribution a mass flow - MPC (Model
Predictive Control) for start up, as well as set point and material change.

• Improve the basic automation: Optimized algorithms for the implementation
subordinate control loops

Simulation Results - MPC with Disturbance Observer

Left: Results with a conventional observer only. Right: Measurements with an added disturbance observer.

Cognitive Polymer Extrusion & Compounding
Model predictive control and
disturbance observer for plastics extrusion

Kevin Schwarzinger1, Johannes Diwold2, Samet Taskiran1, Kurt Schlacher1

JKU-REGPRO (Institute of Automatic Control and Control Systems Technology)1, Pro2Future GmbH2

1 Science Park 1, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
2 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria

Cognitive Polymer Extrusion & Compounding

Simulation Results - MPC

The MPC's suitability was proven by several
simulation Studies and lab tests (Results on the
right). Reference trajectory were specified to check
the MPC controller, which determined the optimal
heating strategy. The plots compares the sensor
values (T) of a production with simulation results.
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Project FactBox
Project Name CoExCo
Project ID MFP 4.2.1
Duration 48 Months

Area 4.2
Cognitive Production Systems

Project Lead
Mag. Bernhard Löw-Baselli
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Contact: DI Ursula Stritzinger, JKU-IPEC, ursula.stritzinger@jku.at, +43 732 2468 - 6745
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and Leistritz Extrusionstechnik GmbH.

MOTIVATION
• Twin-screw extruders are one of the most 

used machineries in polymer processing
• Co-rotating twin-screw extruders are 

typically operated in starve-fed mode
• Back-pressure length and material 

distribution are key process parameters
• Kneading blocks are commonly 

approximated as conveying elements

RESULTS

• We developed symbolic regression models for the dimensionless
conveying parameters A1 and A3.

• Our models can be used for e.g. screw design, digital twin, model
based control and process optimization.

Project FactBox
Project Name CoExCo
Project ID MFP 4.2.1
Duration 48 Months

Area 4.2
Cognitive Production Systems

Project Lead
Mag. Bernhard Löw-Baselli

Cognitive Polymer Extrusion & Compounding
Hybrid Modelling of Pressure-Throughput Relationship for
Kneading Blocks in Co-rotating Twin-Screw Extruders

Ursula Stritzinger1, Wolfgang Roland1, Hanny Albrecht2, Bernhard Löw-Baselli1

JKU-IPEC (Institute of Polymer Extrusion and Compounding)1, Pro2Future GmbH2

1 Science Park 2, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
2 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria

Cognitive Polymer Extrusion & Compounding
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APPROACH
Dimensional Analysis CFD-Parametric Study Regression Analysis Validation

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Accurate Pressure-Throughput prediction of kneading blocks
All gap regions were taken into account
First valid modelling approach for non-conveying elements
Novel power consumption model for kneading blocks

Economic contribution
Geometry specifications
Material and Equipment for model validation
Expertise of the twin-screw extrusion process 
Guidelines for the range of the parameters

GOALS
• Generalized Pressure-Throughput 

model for kneading blocks
• For various commonly used offset 

angles, diameter ratios, kneading disc 
sizes and undercuts

• Easy handling of the model
• Prediction of the material and 

pressure distribution along the screw
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Contact: Dr. Markus Brillinger, Pro2Future GmbH, Markus.Brillinger@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 - 9156
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184).

MOTIVATION & GOALS
Injection molding and extrusion are the most common processing techniques in polymeric
processing. Most of the energy requirement of these processes is provided by the screw.
However, up to now, no satisfying measurement technique exists for measuring the length-
based torque for single-screw extruders, which would provide profound insights for the
process and can be used for optimization. Therefore, we developed a laser beam deflection
screw torque measurement prototype and carried out a feasibility study.
Approached results:
 Very good agreement with the maximum screw torque given by the control system.
 New developed prototype for full axial measurement.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Rate of twist is determined by
measurements of twist angle θ(z)
on different axial positions.
This is done by a laser beam, which
is reflected by a mirror attached to
the barrel. In case of a change of
θ(z), the change of the mirror plane
would deflect the laser beam.

Project FactBox
Project Name Enerman-1
Project ID StratP 4.2.3
Duration 27 Months

Area_4.2
Cognitive Production Systems

Project Lead
Dr. Markus Brillinger

ENERMAN-1
Power Measurement Prototype
via Laser Beam Deflection

Maximilian Prechtl1, Wolfgang Roland1, Markus Brillinger2, Bernhard Löw-Baselli1, Georg Steinbichler1

JKU-IPEC (Institut of Polymer Extrusion and Compounding)1, Pro2Future GmbH2

1 Science Park 2, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
2 Inffeldgasse 25f, 8010 Graz, Austria
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APPROACH
The screw drive power is transferred to the polymeric material, 
which is heated due to friction and viscous dissipation.
The torque balance gives:

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Investigation method for axial energy input of the extruder, which 
gives a better insight in the extrusion process.
Validation method for new extruder models and screw designs.
Scientific publication of the measurement principle submitted

Economic contribution
New screw designs or screw designs tailored to a specific problem.
More energy efficient process control due to additional process 
information.
New models for efficient process settings.

The torque balance gives:

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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Contact: Dr. Markus Brillinger, Pro2Future GmbH, markus.brillinger@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 - 9156
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and Fuchshofer Präzisionstechnik.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
High variances in electric power demand of a production site must be provided from power
supplier and result in high electric power connection to the power grid. Machine downtimes
and unproductive set-up time decreases the machine efficiency. Both is and cost factor in
production sites which cannot be neglected.

The goal of this project is a holistic approach to reduce variances in power demand of
production sites and reduce machine downtimes and finally saving costs.

Project FactBox
Project Name SUPRA-1
Project ID MFP II 4.2.2-1
Duration 4,5 Years

Area_4.2
Cognitive Production Systems

Project Lead
Dr. Markus Brillinger

SUPRA-1
Sustainable Production and Assembly Technologies
in Future Production Systems 

Markus Brillinger1, Johannes Schmid2, Muaaz Abdul Hadi1

Pro2Future GmbH1, TUG-IFT (Institute of Production Engineering)2

1 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz, Austria
2 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz, Austria
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APPROACH CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
• 4 scientific publications planned
• Scientific collaboration with TU Graz
• Extensive state-of-the-art analysis on how to reduce energy 

consumption and power demand of production facilities
• New power smoothing algorithms
Economic contribution
• Smoothing power demand of production facilities
• Decrease in power grid volatility
• High cost saving potential
• Approach to Green Manufacturing
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Contact: Dr. Markus Brillinger, Pro2Future GmbH, markus.brillinger@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 - 9156
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and Fuchshofer Präzisionstechnik.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
High variances in electric power demand of a production site must be provided from power
supplier and result in high electric power connection to the power grid. Machine downtimes
and unproductive set-up time decreases the machine efficiency. Both is and cost factor in
production sites which cannot be neglected.

The goal of this project is a holistic approach to reduce variances in power demand of
production sites and reduce machine downtimes and finally saving costs.

Project FactBox
Project Name SUPRA-1
Project ID MFP II 4.2.2-1
Duration 4,5 Years

Area_4.2
Cognitive Production Systems

Project Lead
Dr. Markus Brillinger

SUPRA-1
Sustainable Production and Assembly Technologies
in Future Production Systems 

Markus Brillinger1, Johannes Schmid2, Muaaz Abdul Hadi1

Pro2Future GmbH1, TUG-IFT (Institute of Production Engineering)2

1 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz, Austria
2 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz, Austria
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APPROACH CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
• 4 scientific publications planned
• Scientific collaboration with TU Graz
• Extensive state-of-the-art analysis on how to reduce energy 

consumption and power demand of production facilities
• New power smoothing algorithms
Economic contribution
• Smoothing power demand of production facilities
• Decrease in power grid volatility
• High cost saving potential
• Approach to Green Manufacturing

Contact: DI Johannes Selymes, Pro2Future GmbH, johannes.selymes@pro2future.at, +43 732 2468 - 9472
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and Fronius, Wacker Neuson, KEBA and Trumpf.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
Bringing cognitive intelligence (Cognitive Human-Worn Devices) closer to the human:
• Human-Machine interaction based on implicit interaction
• Process and workflow-sensitive, embedded, accompanied assistance
• Assistance based on skill level
• Sensor selection according to work situation
• Multi-modal, direct, unobtrusive user feedback
• Digitalisation of analog production areas, semantical annotation of work area
• Battery powered wireless devices

Project FactBox
Project Name CRP DP1/SeeIT
Project ID DP1.2/MFP1.4
Duration 39 Months

Area 1
Perception and Aware Systems

Area X
Common Research Programme

Project Lead
Prof. Dr. Alois Ferscha

CRP: Cognitive Products
Common Research Programme: Demonstrator Project 1
Enabling direct interaction and data acquisition

Johannes Selymes1, Matthias Stütz2, Michael Haslgrübler1, Alois Ferscha1

Pro2Future GmbH1, JKU-IPC (Institute for Pervasive Computing)2

1 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
2 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
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PowerTool
Drilling unit embedded with assistive 
intelligence driven by NVIDIA Jetson TX2 
providing:
Multimodal user feedback:
• 18 individually addressable RGB-LEDs 
• 3 individually controllable vibration 

motors 
Sensors:
• IMX185 Camera 1080p@60fps
• Shimmer 9DOF inertial measurement 

sensor with GSR+ Unit

Cognitive Headgear
Head-mounted, cognitive assisting unit 
driven by NVIDIA Jetson TX2 embedding 
multimodal feedback and sensor data:
• Peripheral led stripes for minimal 

obtrusion 
• 8 vibration motors evenly distributed 

around the head for haptic feedback 
• Intel RealSense D435 RGB-D depth 

camera with 77° FOV
• High-speed mobile eyetracker

@200 Hz

Cognitive Armsleeve
Low-cost, unobtrusive, lightweight, 
multimodal feedback unit embedding:
• 6 individually addressable peripheral 

led stripes
• 4 individually controllable vibration 

motors
• Adjustable for different arm sizes
• Powered by 900 mAh LiPo battery 

@200 Hz
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Contact: Dr. Georg Weichhart, Pro2Future GmbH, Georg.Weichhart@profactor.at, +43 664 60 885 355 
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184), PROFACTOR, CDP, and JKU.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
Research in adaptive production systems supports production companies in Europe to be able
to provide customized goods for local customers at low costs. Recent developments, in
Industrial Internet of Things, and Cyber Physical Production Systems, require interactive
machines. Interface technologies for interoperable systems-of-systems and engineering
support is missing.
In addition to adaptivity on the shop floor, feeding production-process data analysis back into
the automated design process will enable production process improvements in terms of
production quality and cost.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Project FactBox
Project Name CRP DP2 / APS 
Project ID DP2
Duration 48 Months

Area 2
Cognitive Robotics & Shopfloors

Area X
Common Research Programme 

Project Lead
Prof. Dr. Alexander Egyed
Dr. Christoph Mayr Dorn
Dr. Georg Weichhart

CRP: Adaptive Production Systems
Common Research Programme: Demonstrator Project 2
A Joint Initiative with the Center for Digital Production

Georg Weichhart1, Christoph Mayr Dorn2, Alexander Raschendorfer3, Jürgen Mangler4

PROFACTOR GmbH1,Pro2Future GmbH2, Austrian Center for Digital Production3, University of Vienna4

1 Im Stadtgut A2, 4407 Steyr-Gleink, Austria
2 Science Park 3, Altenberger Straße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
3 Seestadtstraße 27/16, 1220 Wien, Austria
4 Währinger Straße 29, 1090 Wien, Austria
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APPROACH
A Model-Driven Systems approach has been taken,
combining flexible production planning with a work-flow
and process based systems architecture.

It combines an actor-based reactive scheduling system with
the centurio.work process engine developed at the center
for digital production (CDP).

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Computer Vision for Object Identification
Flexible Robot Control handling heterogeneous parts
Flexible Production Planning and Control for Re-Scheduling
Workflow-based Systems 

Economic contribution
Automation of production for small lot sizes and / or parts with high 
variability supports Austrian Manufacturing SMEs in benefitting from 
automation.
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Contact: DI Josef Suschnigg, Pro2Future GmbH, josef.suschnigg@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 - 9160
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and CDP Center for Digital Production.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
 Collect and analyze large amount of sensor data on manufacturing equipment in an 

Industry 4.0 environment
 Many manufactures are not yet able to use analytics beyond a tool to track historical 

performance
 Knowing what happened and why is not enough and does not exploit the full potential of 

the data: manufactures need to know what happens next and what actions to take in order 
to get optimal results

 Investigation of interoperability concepts of several smart factories to transfer novel 
concepts and technologies 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Project FactBox
Project Name CRP DP3
Project ID DP3
Duration 48 Months

Area 3
Cognitive Decision Support

Area X
Common Research Programme

Project Lead
Prof. Dr. Christian Huemer

CRP: Data Analytics for Industry
Common Research Programme: Demonstrator Project 3
Data Analytics for Industrial Process Improvement

Josef Suschnigg1, Matej Vukovic1, Markus Brillinger1

Pro2Future GmbH1

1 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz, Austria
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CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
The scientific contributions of the work on DP3 are manifold. Several 
concept, visual analytics and data analytics papers have been 
submitted and accepted in close collaboration with the colleagues 
from CDP.

Economic contribution
As an economic contribution the techniques applied in the pilot 
factory in Vienna offers an optimization of the production process. 
For example, the bottleneck quality control process can be skipped, if 
so forecasted by the data-driven quality prediction model.

APPROACH

 Process-model-based visual analytics approach to analyse 
production data

 Visually highlighting interesting data points supporting 
engineers in their decision making

 Product quality prediction to optimize production process
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
The goal is the analysis, development and evaluation from methods for high quality
3D reconstructions methods by making use of semantic information and modern
machine learning methods.
 Data driven Multi‐View Stereo

 View synthesis for Multi‐View Stereo (MVS)
 MVS without cost‐volumne
 Semantic (planar) bias for depth completion

 Data driven Structure‐From‐Motion

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Project FactBox
Project Name 3D‐Recon III
Project ID MFP II 1.1
Duration 12 Months

Area 1
Perception and Aware Systems

Project Lead
Ass.‐Prof. Dr. Fraundorfer
DI Michael Haslgrübler

3D‐RECON
Novel 3D Reconstruction Methods
for 3D Models from Camera Shoots

Andreas Kuhn2, Christian Sormann3, Mattia Rossi2,4, Oliver Erdler2, Friedrich Fraundorfer3, Michael Haslgrübler1
Pro2Future GmbH1, Sony Europe B.V. – Stuttgart Technology Center2, TUG‐CGV (Institute of Computer Graphics and Vision)3, Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne4
1 Pro2Future GmbH, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz
2 Stuttgart Technology Center, Hedelfinger Straße 61, 70327 Stuttgart, Deutschland
3 Graz University of Technology, Inffeldgasse 16, 8010 Graz, Österreich
4 Lausanne, EPFL STI IEL LTS4, ELD 241 (Bâtiment ELD), Station 11, CH‐1015 Lausanne 
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METHOD CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contributionInffeldgasse 25F, 8010 GrazProposed deep confidence (DeepC) architecture

Contact: DI Michael Haslgrübler, Pro2Future GmbH, michael.haslgruebler@pro2future.at, +43 732 2468 ‐ 9475
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 881844) and Sony Europe B.V.
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 Improve interaction quality between worker and machine/arc welder
 Support arc welder maintenance for the worker
 Provide feedback quality & guidance through the welding processes

 Catalyze an artificial personality to enable adaptive communication
 Reveal occuring problems during the welding process
 Recommend corrective actions to the welder during the work process

MOTIVATION & GOALS

ENVIRONMENT & SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
RL cycle Environment and System Components

Observation:
Realtime multi‐
sensor data
Metadata derived 
from AI algorithms

Action:
Active interactions 
with arc welder
Active interaction 
with feedback system 
Passive reactions to 
real time feedback

Project FactBox
Project Name APECGR
Project ID MFP II 1.2
Duration 36 Months

Area 1
Perception and Aware Systems

Project Lead
Univ.‐Prof. Dr. Alois Ferscha

APECGR
Artificial Personality for Cognitive Guidance and 
Recommendation Systems

Markus Laube1, Bernhard Anzengruber‐Tanase1, Michael Haslgrübler1, Alois Ferscha1,2
Pro2Future GmbH1, JKU‐IPC (Institute for Pervasive Computing)2
1 Pro2Future GmbH, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz
2 Johannes Kepler University Linz, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Skill level detection of industrial welders using IMU data

Economic contribution
Reinforcement learning to improve
man‐machine interaction
Feedback system via embedded actuators & screens

 Recognition of welding technique
for workflow detection was well
achieved.

 Results inform recognition of
problems during welding process
as well as provision of feedback.

Feedback (visual) Feedback (tactile) Sensor (pupil, viewpoint) Sensor (imu, welding)Groundtruth (markers)

Contact: DI Markus Laube, Pro2Future GmbH, markus.laube@pro2future.at, +43 732 2468 ‐ 9467
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 881844) and Fronius International GmbH.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
The aim of this work is to crowd source the recognition of alpine skiing activities on body
worn smartphones with their respective embedded IMUs, which should provide

 Reliable detection of skiing activities
 Detection of Skiing Style
 Skiing Skill Analysis 
 Communication of Assessment feedback
 Correction of Assessment by Providing Additional Information from Users
 Causal Discovery of Data Anomalies and User or Environmental Setting

APPROACH

Project FactBox
Project Name Fischer4You2
Project ID MFP II 1.3
Duration 12 Months

Area 1
Perception and Aware Systems

Project Lead
DI Michael Haslgrübler

Fischer4You2 
Active Learning Alpine Skiing Activities
for Cognitive Enhanced Skiing Products

Behrooz Azadi1, Michael Haslgrübler1, Alois Ferscha1,2
Pro2Future GmbH1, JKU‐IPC (Institute for Pervasive Computing)2
1 Pro2Future GmbH, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz
2 Johannes Kepler University Linz, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
 Unsupervised Activity Recognition
 High Dynamic Technique Recognition
 Multi‐Stage Filtering and Sensor Fusion
 Data‐Driven Assessment Model

Economic contribution
 Consumer Information
 Costumer satisfaction
 Costumer binding

Adapted from: Sinha, Samarth, Sayna Ebrahimi, and Trevor Darrell. "Variational adversarial active learning." In Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF International Conference on Computer Vision, pp. 5972-5981. 2019.

Untrusted User‐Annotated Data

controlled Question for the Oracle: What where you doing?

Contact: Behrooz Azadi, MSc, Pro2Future GmbH, behrooz.azadi@pro2future.at, +43 732 2468 ‐ 9469
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 881844) and Fischer Sports.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
 Recognition of micro activities e.g., Screwing detection in industrial processes
 Workflow detection and Human Activity Recognition for industrial scenarios
 Sensor driven recording of the working environment and human factors
 Quality Control of the manufacturing operation by providing guidance and support to 

novice workers in distracting or vague situations
 Adaptive Model based on personalized data (Retraining/Online)
 Omission of the necessity for labelling data

SYSTEM UTILIZATION 

GUIDANCE FOR ASSEMBLY PROCESSES
Cognitive Worker and Tool Guidance for
Assembly Processes

Georgios Sopidis1, Abdelrahman Ahmad1, Michael Haslgrübler1, Alois Ferscha1,2
Pro2Future GmbH1, JKU‐IPC (Institute for Pervasive Computing)2
1 Pro2Future GmbH, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz
2 Johannes Kepler University Linz, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz 
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CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Development of a privacy preserving system that
identifies macro\micro‐activities. IMUs and depth
camera sensors are integrated in our system for human
activity recognition and workflow detection.

Economic contribution
 Reduce training time for novice workers
 Reduce the cost of rework for the companies
 Reduce the error detection time

Project FactBox
Project Name GAP
Project ID MFP II 1.2
Duration 12 Months

Area 1
Perception and Aware Systems

Project Lead
DI Michael Haslgrübler

APPROACH

Contact: Georgios Sopidis, MSc, Pro2Future GmbH, georgios.sopidis@pro2future.at, +43 732 2468 ‐ 9470
Abdelrahman Ahmad, MSc, Pro2Future GmbH, obad.ahmad@pro2future.at, +43 732 2468 ‐ 9468
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 854184) and KEBA AG.

After

During

Before Sensor Data

MOTIVATION & GOALS
The aim of this project is to support operators and managers of railroad maintenance
machines by suggesting maintenance options during or after use.

 by sensor data processing and feature extraction,
 machine learning powered data analysis,
 visualization techniques supporting recommended actions and
 establish knowledge pool based on crowd sourced information from simultaneously 

working multiple operators across the globe

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Present Information to User

Project FactBox
Project Name RTEL
Project ID MFP II 1.2
Duration 36 Months

Area 1
Perception and Aware Systems

Project Lead
DI Michael Haslgrübler

RAIL TRACK ERROR LEARNING
Supporting Railroad Maintenance with
Cognitive Methods for Rail Track Error Learning

Behrooz Azadi1, Michael Haslgrübler1, Markus Jäger1, Alois Ferscha1,2
Pro2Future GmbH1, JKU‐IPC (Institute for Pervasive Computing)2
1 Pro2Future GmbH, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz
2 Johannes Kepler University Linz, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz 
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APPROACH
 Collect Sensor Data from Multiple Operating Stages of the Track 
 Use Semi‐Supervised ML (e.g. Deep VAE) for Distribution Analysis 

(within/outside norm)
 Prepare Data Visualisation and suggest recommended actions for Users
 Lets users use suggestion, correct actions or provide other form of feedback
 Provide Interaction information to ML for Retraining 

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
 Unsupervised ML for Error Spotting
 Multi‐Stage Filtering and Sensor Fusion
 Multi‐User Active/RL Learning

Economic contribution
 Railroad Maintenance Cost Reduction
 Costumer Binding and Support
 Data Driven New Business Model

b

Semi‐
Supervised
ML Model

a Annotate

Retraining

Contact: DI Michael Haslgrübler, Pro2Future GmbH, michael.haslgruebler@pro2future.at, +43 732 2468 9475 
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 881844) and System 7 Rail Support.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
Condition monitoring of hoist components is essential within an industrial process not only
for the overall load carrying task but also to guarantee personnel safety. Inspection
techniques of very complex mechanical components, such as wire ropes, are quite costly, as
they require expensive testing equipment and usually downtimes are inevitable. Exact
monitoring of internal wire rope breakages is of paramount importance, as it may dictate the
right time for wire rope replacement, thus increasing the reliability and decreasing the
maintenance costs. By exploiting the existing monitoring data (e.g., torque, load, velocity), we
extract a robust Health Index for the wire rope, which accurately quantifies the structural
degradation of the wire rope. Further, based on the past degradation pattern we build a
prediction model for online deployment of our proposed approach.

FRAMEWORK

Project FactBox
Project Name PREMAC‐2
Project ID MFP II 3.1.3
Duration 24 Months

Area 3
Cognitive Decision Making 

Project Lead
DI Dr. Belgin Mutlu

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE ON
HOIST COMPONENTS
Health Index Extraction of a Wire Rope
from Multivariate Time Series

Georgios Koutroulis1, Belgin Mutlu1, Markus Brillinger1, Stefanie Lindstaedt2, Hubert Biedermann3
Pro2Future GmbH1, TUG‐ISDS (Institute for Interactive Systems and Data Science)2, MUL‐WBW (Lehrstuhl Wirtschafts‐ und Betriebswissenschaften)3
1 Pro2Future GmbH, Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz
2 Graz University of Technology, Inffeldgasse 16C, 8010 Graz
3 Montanuniversität Leoben, Franz Josef Straße 18, 8700 Leoben
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APPROACH
Develop an end‐to‐end algorithm for time series
segmentation, causal selection based on an interventional
channel defined from domain knowledge and construction
of a Health Index via deep learning techniques.

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
 Channel selection via causal strength quantification
 Health index extraction with deep learning techniques
 Wear monitoring of structural components with high accuracy
 Failure prediction based on past time series data

Economic contribution
 Prevent unexpected accidents with potential loss of human lives 
 Reduce overall operational costs from regular inspections 
 Optimize decision making for maintenance planning activities
 Eliminate downtimes of production flow process

LSTM Autoencoder

Offline

Mean μ, 
Standard Deviation σ

Online

Extract cycle 
from raw data

Model Training 

Data preparation

Evaluate Health Index of cycle

Reference reconstruction error from healthy cycles

Calculate Z‐score from cycle‘s 
reconstruction error

Contact: DI Georgios Koutroulis, Pro2Future GmbH, georgios.koutroulis@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 ‐ 9153
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 881844), voestalpine Stahl GmbH, and MUL‐WBW.
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
Production of complex products requires many production steps. Detection of deviations t in
early production steps and prediction of their impact on final product quality are key
enablers to skip obsolete work on semi‐finished, already broken products. Also, if possible, it
is easier to fix problems by reworking directly after the deviation happened.

Following the main goals of the project
 Integrate several flows of measurement data
 Learn relationship between measurements and product quality
 Define and calibrate estimation models used for quality prediction
 Integrate quality prediction into production workflow

ONE FRAMEWORK ...

Project FactBox
Project Name CoSma
Project ID MFP II 2.2
Duration 30 Months

Area 2
Cognitive Robotics and
Shop Floors

Project Lead
DI Michael Mayrhofer

CoSma
Product and Production Cosimulation for
Smart Manufacturing

Michael Mayrhofer1, Stefan Thalhuber2, Georg Weichhart3, Markus Brillinger1, Alexander Egyed4
Pro2Future GmbH1, Fronius International GmbH2, PROFACTOR GmbH3, JKU‐ISSE (Institute for Software Systems Engineering)4
1 Pro2Future GmbH, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz
2 Fronius International GmbH, Froniusstraße 1, 4643 Pettenbach
3 PROFACTOR GmbH, Im Stadtgut D1, 4407 Steyr‐Gleink
4 Johannes Kepler University Linz, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz
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APPROACH
Measurement data is stored to a single data warehouse to 
guarantee uniform access.
Machine learning, as well as statistical measures are 
employed to identify relations between measurement data 
and product quality.
Discovered relations are calibrated using numeric 
measurements to create a model for product quality in 
continuous space.

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
 Comparison of numeric methods against machine learning
 Combined use of mathematical modelling and machine learning
 Comparison of quality measures
 Use case for quality prediction

Economic contribution
 Feed‐forward estimates allow to optimize testing schemes
 Feed‐back to stations allows to deal with quality drifts
 Higher throughput und First‐Pass‐Yield
 Increased preservation of raw material

...to process data and visualise results...to host measurement data ...to integrate evaluations with production

Contact: DI Michael Mayrhofer, Pro2Future GmbH, michael.mayrhofer@pro2future.at, +43 732 2468 ‐ 9464
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 881844), JKU‐ISSE, PROFACTOR, and Fronius.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
 Assembly line balancing is a complex and time‐consuming process 
 Experts rely on tacit knowledge of prior balancing solutions and assembly requirements 

(tasks dependencies, resources availability, etc.)
 Explicitly modelling all dependencies is not only a very costly (because time consuming) 

task but also quickly outdated.
 Instead, our goal is to rely on prior balancing solutions to find similar situations, and 

produce a baseline balancing solution and learn the assembly dependency graph 

PROTOTYPE

Project FactBox
Project Name Line TACT
Project ID MFP II 2.2 CSA
Duration 24 Months

Area 2
Cognitive Robotics and
Shop Floors 

Project Lead
DI Michael Mayrhofer

COGNITIVE LINE BALANCING SUPPORT
Recommending Assembly Work to Station Assignment &
Dependency Mining based on Historical Data

Ouijdane Guiza1, Christoph Mayr‐Dorn2, Anamaria Roberta Preda2, Alexander Egyed2
Pro2Future GmbH1, JKU‐ISSE (Institute for Software Systems Engineering)2
1 Pro2Future GmbH, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz 
2 Johannes Kepler University Linz, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz 
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APPROACH 
 Investigating multiple metrics to calculate similarities to 

available balancing solutions of different products. 
 Recommendations of assembly work to station assignment 

based on the calculated similarities. 
 On average our approach provides recommendations for 

91.5% of assembly tasks at 82% precision. 
 Mining of assembly dependencies between tasks based on  

different tacts and available similar products. 
 Assembly task sequence recommendation, inconsistency 

detection, and repair based on the mined dependency graph. 
 Integrating error feedback from users. 

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
A novel approach based on structural similarities between assembly
tasks of different previously balanced products to recommend task
to station assignments and learn assembly tasks dependencies.

Economic contribution
This approach considerably reduces the time and effort currently
invested by manufacturing companies to initially balance new
processes and rebalance existing ones. The mining approach
automatically produces a dependency graph, otherwise outdated,
incomplete, or altogether unavailable for manufacturing companies.

The process to be balanced 

Automatically produce a 
baseline balancing solution

Request individual 
recommendations per task

Displayed Recommendations

Recommended stations with 
the estimated accuracy 

Enable warnings 
Automatic warning fix 

List of steps automatically 
assigned to stations with the 
visible estimated accuracy 

List of produced warnings 
with individual fix solutions 

Highlighted steps of selected 
warning violating the leaned 
dependency graph
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
Condition monitoring of hoist components is essential within an industrial process not only
for the overall load carrying task but also to guarantee personnel safety. Inspection
techniques of very complex mechanical components, such as wire ropes, are quite costly, as
they require expensive testing equipment and usually downtimes are inevitable. Exact
monitoring of internal wire rope breakages is of paramount importance, as it may dictate the
right time for wire rope replacement, thus increasing the reliability and decreasing the
maintenance costs. By exploiting the existing monitoring data (e.g., torque, load, velocity), we
extract a robust Health Index for the wire rope, which accurately quantifies the structural
degradation of the wire rope. Further, based on the past degradation pattern we build a
prediction model for online deployment of our proposed approach.

FRAMEWORK
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APPROACH
Develop an end‐to‐end algorithm for time series
segmentation, causal selection based on an interventional
channel defined from domain knowledge and construction
of a Health Index via deep learning techniques.

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
 Channel selection via causal strength quantification
 Health index extraction with deep learning techniques
 Wear monitoring of structural components with high accuracy
 Failure prediction based on past time series data

Economic contribution
 Prevent unexpected accidents with potential loss of human lives 
 Reduce overall operational costs from regular inspections 
 Optimize decision making for maintenance planning activities
 Eliminate downtimes of production flow process

LSTM Autoencoder

Offline

Mean μ, 
Standard Deviation σ

Online

Extract cycle 
from raw data

Model Training 

Data preparation

Evaluate Health Index of cycle

Reference reconstruction error from healthy cycles

Calculate Z‐score from cycle‘s 
reconstruction error
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
 Blast furnace (BF) and electric arc furnace (EAF) are key processes in the iron and steel 

production. Stability of these processes is crucial due to the complexity of the physical 
and chemical processes that take place during the operation.

 Overall dynamics of these processes are difficult to model as the processes inside of the 
furnaces are barely accessible for direct measurements. 

 Data‐driven approaches have been applied to model the complex behavior with limited 
success. Existing models could capture some of the process dynamics but give no insight 
to the underlying mechanisms.

 Goal of this research is to utilize data‐driven and explainable AI (xAI) methods to better 
understand the inner dynamics of the blast furnace and electric arc furnace operation.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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METHODOLOGY  CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
 Application of deep learning (DL) models in production scenarios
 Methods for knowledge discovery fromML/DL models
 Research on factors crucial for acceptance of ML/DL models in

industry (xAI, causal AI, integration of domain knowledge)
 Application of causal discovery in complex industrial process

Economic contribution
 Modelling domain knowledge from data‐driven methods in BF and

EAF processes
 Integration of ML/DL models in automated decision making
 Improvements in process control

Analytics Solutions Unified Method
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Conduct Project Kick‐off
Understand Business
Understand Data
Design and Validate Infrastructure 
Set up Environments
Prepare Data 
Build Model
Evaluate Model
Define Deployment Approach
Conduct Analytical Knowledge Transfer
Design Operational Testing Strategy
Validate and Test in QA Environment

Design

Config. & 
Build

Deploy
Conduct Operational Knowledge Transfer
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Deploy Solution

Monitor Model
Operate & 
Optimize

…
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
The goal is to help in the digitalization of the steel industry by using visual analytics tool such
as Microsoft Power BI to enhance the understanding of the whole production process. By
interactively exploring and analyzing e.g., surface defects through knowledge‐based decision‐
support systems, the time from data to action can be reduced. Thus, we aim for a

 Unification of the reporting architecture (static and interactive)
 Fast and frequent visual analysis of process parameters across the whole production chain
 Exploratory analysis of surface defects

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
Pre‐processed data is added to Power BI, which provides an interface for creating a model and allows the user to 
explore the data interactively through graphs and other interactive features.
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APPROACH
For unifying the system architecture, we use Microsoft Power BI
to statically and interactively show process parameters. The
interactive exploratory process is supported via the development
of process‐specific custom visuals within the Power BI
framework. This enables the user to visually detect defects on
their products more readily using a direct connection to the
database and specially designed data model.

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
 Identifying barriers to adoption of a new BI landscape
 User‐specific methods to onboard interactive dashboards
 Uncertainty visualization of production‐based data
 Cause‐effect analysis of empirical data

Economic contribution
 Early detection of errors in slab and coil to save time and costs
 Fast and automatic generation of reports to save time
 Closed‐loop and knowledge‐based decision‐support system

Contact: DI Vaishali Dhanoa, Pro2Future GmbH, vaishali.dhanoa@pro2future.at, +43 732 2468 ‐ 9473
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 881844) and voestalpine Stahl GmbH.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
Fronius offers a large portfolio of welding devices to customers all over the world. The large
number of welding products’ variants and options in combination with the different
operating conditions at the customers of Fronius, makes it challenging to determine ideal
maintenance times. Thus, current maintenance strategies are often cost intensive for the
manufacturers using the devices and cumbersome for the maintenance workers. This project
aims at automatically determining ideal maintenance times to:
 Provide cognitive decision support for welding workers
 Predict required maintenance based on past maintenance actions
 Reduce and focusmaintenance efforts

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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APPROACH
Inputs
 Sensor data describing the welds over time
 Past maintenance logs
Challenge
 Maintenance logs are incomplete or missing
Outcome
 Learn to identify of maintenance needs from 

incomplete training data

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
 “Cognitive Decision Support for Industrial Product Life Cycles: A Position Paper” ‐

COGNITIVE 2019
 “Taking Complexity into account: A structured literature review on multi‐

component systems in the context of predictive maintenance” ‐ EMCIS 2019
 “Dealing with missing usage data in defect prediction: A case study of a welding

supplier” ‐ Computers in Industry

Economic contribution
Improved Welding Quality and welding products leading to better products, higher
reliability, less costs, better performance of workers due to decision support

Reference Event

 Outlier detection
 Missing values
 Data normalization

Data 
Preparation

 Template matching 
based on different  
similarity measures
 Motif Discovery
 Change point 
detection

Detection
 Complementary data 
sources to identify 
maintenance events 
 Domain experts' 
knowledge

Evaluation
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
The project aim is to develop an infrastructure for cognitive vehicle fleet monitoring, which
includes the collection, evaluation, interpretation and use of vehicle data in the context of
various data‐driven services. Several services and use cases for data‐driven support/expansion
of development processes as well as the provision of services on the vehicle (e.g., predictive
maintenance) were identified in the project concept phase and will be covered in the project.
The fleet data can be utilized to detect new trends in mobility.
 Rapid prototyping of onboard measurement for fast data collection and method

development
 Modular device design to capture use‐case specific data and enable future extensions

(sensor & services)
 Capture, interpret and preprocess data on device ‐> produce smart data for further analysis

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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APPROACH
Development of rapid prototype for data collection
Development of scalable backend for training, interpretation and 
service integration
Research on model adaptivity, robustness and stability 
Research on novelty detection in multimodal data streams
Automated ML model training development for deployment
Test & demonstration of developed methods in real‐life use cases

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Development of new methods to achieve fast data collection in
automotive applications. Design and development of novel algorithms
and programs tailored for application in automotive environments.

Economic contribution
Implementation of a modular device with the according software which
can be deployed in a highly dynamic environment.
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
1. Long‐term Maintenance of Basic Software (BSW)

 Portability and verification of low‐level software (operating systems, drivers, etc.)
2. Generic Support for Non‐Functional Requirements (NFR)

 Management of changing application requirements (timing, energy, etc.)
3. Compositional Application Software (ASW)

 Automatic integration of modular software (e.g., during updates)

OUTCOME
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 Transform conventional automotive 
software development into a generative
approach

 Formal specification of non‐functional 
requirements

 Modelling of low‐level hardware aspects for 
software verification

 Transform validated or tested software into 
verified software using formal methods

 Migrate from monolithic software updates 
to partial software updates in the field

 Automatic compatibility checks through 
formal methods before deployment

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

APPROACH CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Bring new and innovative technical concepts into
embedded automotive systems, focusing on verification,
long‐term operation, and maintenance of Classic and
Adaptive AUTOSAR environments.

Economic contribution
The conventional EAS development approaches validate
the software functionally and rely on costly bug fixes at
later stages. The research aims on improving reliability and
maintainability of the software by focusing on correctness
by construction and incorporating non‐functional
requirements.

Contact: Vignesh Manjunath, M.Tech., Pro2Future GmbH, vignesh.manjunath@pro2future.at
Tanveer Ali Ahmad, M.S., Pro2Future GmbH, tanveer.ali‐ahmad@pro2future.at
Drona Nagarajan, MSc, Institute of Technical Informatics, TU Graz, drona.nagarajan@tugraz.at
Acknowledgement: This work is supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 881844) and Elektrobit GmbH.
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
Due to the complexity of automation systems, a great deal of on‐site engineering is often
required during installation, commissioning, and maintenance. The digital twin emerges as
new approach that allows engineers to remotely design, install, and maintain automation
systems that comply with defined standards and regulations without hardware equipment.

DIGITAL TWIN OF THE SAFETY LOOP
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APPROACH
• Getting familiar with Siemens’ fail‐safe devices and their

functionalities.
• Use current Siemens’ virtual portfolio as the starting point

(PLCSIM Advanced v3.0, SIMIT tool, etc.) for developments.
• Incorporate norms & regulations as guidelines.
• Develop digital twins for different failsafe devices / systems.
• Demonstrate the applicability of digital twins to speed up

development, testing, certification and deployment.

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Research a new approach to industrial automation, which allows for
data acquisition, testing and deployment without hardware. Come
forward with new approaches for development, testing certification
and commissioning of future industrial automation systems.

Economic contribution
Enable fast testing and certification thus reducing risks in and
speeding up the development phase. Enable pre‐test and
preconfigure of automation solution for deployment to foster fast,
cost‐effective, and remote deployment procedures.

The goal is to reduce commissioning and maintenance time while
maintaining consistency of the system and its features (e.g., safety ).
Strategic goal (long‐term): Identify technologies that could become
the main drivers of industrial and process automation in the coming
years.
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
In the production of pelletised plastics, the quality of the resulting pellets is highly dependent
on various machine parameters. Amongst others these are the temperature of the molten
prime material and the cooling water, the sharpness of the cutters, and the pressure of the
molten prime material.
The resulting reduced production quality is reflected by a change in colour or transparency
and a change in the shape of the pellets.
Our goal was to introduce parameters to asses the pellets’ shape in order to determine the
pellets’ quality and in a further step to control the production process in combination with
other machine parameters to decrease the share of low quality output.

OUTCOME
Depending on the intended shape of the pellet we used the
sum of the relative magnitudes of a certain selection of
lower order Fourier Descriptors to obtain a parameter for the
smoothness. With this parameter a categorisation in high and
low quality pellets was possible with similar results as was
obtained by a categorization “by hand”. This is shown in the
image on the right with a threshold of approximately 0.79.
With the data of the Fourier Descriptors, other parameters
obtained by the image processing algorithms, and the
machine data the control of the production quality is the
goal in the next step of the project, which will be conducted
in collaboration with the Institute of Automatic Control and
Control Systems Technology.
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APPROACH
For the analysis we used a B&R Vison System Camera to take
images of samples from the pellet output stream of the
machine. Changes in colour can easily be detected by
evaluating the mean grey‐value.
For the analysis of the shape we used the so called Fourier
Descriptors of each detected pellet’s contour. We used the
distribution of the relative magnitude of the Fourier
Descriptors to assess general form and smoothness of the
pellets’ contour.

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
With this project the use of Fourier Descriptors as general shape
descriptors was investigated. The result being that they can be
applied to get a general description of the quality of an object’s shape
as well as an estimate of the specific shape (round, triangular, etc.).

Economic contribution
The preliminary results of this project showed, that it is possible to
asses the pellets quality in a potentially cheap way. The subsequent
control of the machine parameters may lead to a reduction of
defective produced pellets and hence the connected costs.

Left: Smoothness values (first order Fourier Descriptor) for 30 
test images of spherical pellets (image on the right). The colours 
are based on a categorisation „by hand“ in high quality (green), 
low quality (red) and multiple (blue).  

Contact: DI Sebastian Michlmayr, MLBT, JKU‐IME, sebastian.michlmayr@jku.at, +43 732 2468 5929
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 881844) and ECON GmbH.
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
Fronius offers a large portfolio of welding devices to customers all over the world. The large
number of welding products’ variants and options in combination with the different
operating conditions at the customers of Fronius, makes it challenging to determine ideal
maintenance times. Thus, current maintenance strategies are often cost intensive for the
manufacturers using the devices and cumbersome for the maintenance workers. This project
aims at automatically determining ideal maintenance times to:
 Provide cognitive decision support for welding workers
 Predict required maintenance based on past maintenance actions
 Reduce and focusmaintenance efforts

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Project FactBox
Project Name ZEWAS
Project ID MFP II 3.3.1
Duration 9 Months

Area  3
Cognitive Decision Making

Project Lead
DI Heimo Gursch

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE
Maintenance Event Detection
based on time‐series data of welding devices

Milot Gashi1, Heimo Gursch2, Stefan Thalmann3
Pro2Future GmbH1, Know‐Center GmbH2, KFU‐BANDAS (Business Analytics and Data Science‐Center)3
1 Pro2Future GmbH, Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz
2 Know‐Center GmbH, Inffeldgasse 13/6, 8010 Graz
3 University of Graz, Universitätsstraße 15, Bauteil F/III, 8010 Graz QR code to
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APPROACH
Inputs
 Sensor data describing the welds over time
 Past maintenance logs
Challenge
 Maintenance logs are incomplete or missing
Outcome
 Learn to identify of maintenance needs from 

incomplete training data

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
 “Cognitive Decision Support for Industrial Product Life Cycles: A Position Paper” ‐

COGNITIVE 2019
 “Taking Complexity into account: A structured literature review on multi‐

component systems in the context of predictive maintenance” ‐ EMCIS 2019
 “Dealing with missing usage data in defect prediction: A case study of a welding

supplier” ‐ Computers in Industry

Economic contribution
Improved Welding Quality and welding products leading to better products, higher
reliability, less costs, better performance of workers due to decision support

Reference Event

 Outlier detection
 Missing values
 Data normalization

Data 
Preparation

 Template matching 
based on different  
similarity measures
 Motif Discovery
 Change point 
detection

Detection
 Complementary data 
sources to identify 
maintenance events 
 Domain experts' 
knowledge

Evaluation

Contact: DI Milot Gashi, Pro2Future GmbH, milot.gashi@pro2future.at,  +43 316 873 ‐ 9157
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 881844), Know‐Center, Fronius, and Universität Graz.
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
Due to the complexity of automation systems, a great deal of on‐site engineering is often
required during installation, commissioning, and maintenance. The digital twin emerges as
new approach that allows engineers to remotely design, install, and maintain automation
systems that comply with defined standards and regulations without hardware equipment.

DIGITAL TWIN OF THE SAFETY LOOP

Project FactBox
Project Name TWIN‐Solution
Project ID MFP II 4.1.2.2
Duration 36 Months

Area 4.1
Cognitive Products

Project Lead
Dr. Konrad Diwold

DIGITAL TWIN – VIRTUAL COMMISSIONING
Digital Twin enabled Commissioning and Testing
of Future Failsafe Automation Systems

Amer Kajmakovic1, Konrad Diwold1, Kay Römer2, Robert Egger3, Robert Zupanc3, Franz Sentobe3, Nermin Kajtazovic3
Pro2Future GmbH1, TUG‐ITI (Institute of Technical Informatics)2, Siemens AG Österreich3
1 Pro2Future GmbH, Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz 
2 Graz University of Technology, Inffeldgasse 16/1, 8010 Graz
3 Siemens AG Österreich, Straßganger Strasse 315, 8054 Graz QR code to
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APPROACH
• Getting familiar with Siemens’ fail‐safe devices and their

functionalities.
• Use current Siemens’ virtual portfolio as the starting point

(PLCSIM Advanced v3.0, SIMIT tool, etc.) for developments.
• Incorporate norms & regulations as guidelines.
• Develop digital twins for different failsafe devices / systems.
• Demonstrate the applicability of digital twins to speed up

development, testing, certification and deployment.

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
Research a new approach to industrial automation, which allows for
data acquisition, testing and deployment without hardware. Come
forward with new approaches for development, testing certification
and commissioning of future industrial automation systems.

Economic contribution
Enable fast testing and certification thus reducing risks in and
speeding up the development phase. Enable pre‐test and
preconfigure of automation solution for deployment to foster fast,
cost‐effective, and remote deployment procedures.

The goal is to reduce commissioning and maintenance time while
maintaining consistency of the system and its features (e.g., safety ).
Strategic goal (long‐term): Identify technologies that could become
the main drivers of industrial and process automation in the coming
years.

FAULT
POSSIBLE 
HAZARD

Normal 
Operation Safe State

Time 
Diagnostic test 
interval 

Fault Reaction 
Time

Fault tolerant time interval (FTTI)

Safety

Diagnosis

Time

Costs

Satisfaction

REAL WORLD   

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

Reaction time simulation

FAULT 
DETECTION

Contact: DI Amer Kajmakovic, Pro2Future GmbH, amer.kajmakovic@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 ‐ 9155
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 881844) and Siemens AG Austria.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
The goal of the research project “Adaptive Cobot Integration (ACTION)” is to design high‐
flexible but low occupational stress workspaces for assembly operations based on the use‐
case of riveting operations. In this context following research questions will be answered:

How can manual work processes be supported by using cobots and sensor technology?
How can workplaces be designed flexible and worker‐friendly with low occupational stress?
What added value do such technologies offer in the context of occupational safety and
quality improvement?
How must the safety concept be designed?

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
To validate the hypothesis, a set‐up is
designed, where a human and a cobot
assemble and rivet parts together. The
human uses wearable sensors which detect
pulse and heart variability rate. This data
are used to analyse human’s vital state and
controls cobot’s velocity as well as
suggested breaks during work to avoid low
performance and part defects.

Project FactBox
Project Name ACTION 2
Project ID MFP II 4.2.3‐2
Duration 24 Months

Area 4.2 & 4.1
Cognitive Production Systems
Cognitive Products

Project Lead
Dr. Markus Brillinger
Dr. Konrad Diwold

ADAPTIVE COBOT INTEGRATION
High‐Flexible Workplace Design with Collaborative Robots
for Low‐Occupational Stress Assembly Operations

Markus Brillinger1, Konrad Diwold1, Amer Kajmakovic1, Dominik Leder1, Samuel Manfredi1, Rudolf Pichler2
Pro2Future GmbH1, TUG‐IFT (Institute for Production Engineering)2
1 Pro2Future GmbH, Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz 
2 Graz University of Technology, Kopernikusgasse 24/I, 8010 Graz
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METHOD
Hypothesis: Two simple KPIs
are related to physical and
cognitive load as well as
flexibility which can be used
in workplace design phase.

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
 New hypothesis about worker‐friendly workplace design
 Guidelines for high‐flexible lead time calculation
 Influence of human‐cobot collaboration on human’s stress
 Pulse and heart variability rate as stress indicator

Economic contribution
 Use‐case for human‐cobot enabled digitalization
 Contribution to low‐stress work
 Support to workplace design for sliver society
 Enhancement of existing safety concepts

Figure 2: System architecture to elaborate occupational stress in human‐cobot interaction.
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  Figure 1: Load Matrix for workspace design.

Contact: DI Dr. Markus Brillinger, Pro2Future GmbH, markus.brillinger@pro2future.at, +43 664 1507593
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 881844) and Antemo, sanSirro & AUVA.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
In the production of pelletised plastics, the quality of the resulting pellets is highly dependent
on various machine parameters. Amongst others these are the temperature of the molten
prime material and the cooling water, the sharpness of the cutters, and the pressure of the
molten prime material.
The resulting reduced production quality is reflected by a change in colour or transparency
and a change in the shape of the pellets.
Our goal was to introduce parameters to asses the pellets’ shape in order to determine the
pellets’ quality and in a further step to control the production process in combination with
other machine parameters to decrease the share of low quality output.

OUTCOME
Depending on the intended shape of the pellet we used the
sum of the relative magnitudes of a certain selection of
lower order Fourier Descriptors to obtain a parameter for the
smoothness. With this parameter a categorisation in high and
low quality pellets was possible with similar results as was
obtained by a categorization “by hand”. This is shown in the
image on the right with a threshold of approximately 0.79.
With the data of the Fourier Descriptors, other parameters
obtained by the image processing algorithms, and the
machine data the control of the production quality is the
goal in the next step of the project, which will be conducted
in collaboration with the Institute of Automatic Control and
Control Systems Technology.

Project FactBox
Project Name AI Gran 2
Project ID MFP 4.2.1‐1
Duration 36 Months

Area 4.2
Cognitive Production Systems

Project Lead
Dr. Wolfgang Roland

QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF PELLETISED MATERIALS
In‐line Quality Assessment of Pelletised Materials
based on Fourier Descriptors

Sebastian Michlmayr2, Dominik Neumann4, Bernhard Löw‐Baselli1,3, Bernhard Zagar2
Pro2Future GmbH1, JKU‐IME (Institute for Measurement Technology)2, JKU‐IPEC (Institute of Polymer Extrusion and Compounding)3, ECON GmbH3

1 Pro2Future GmbH, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz
2 Johannes Kepler University Linz, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz 
3 Johannes Kepler University Linz, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz 
4 ECON GmbH, Biergasse 9, 4616 Bergern
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APPROACH
For the analysis we used a B&R Vison System Camera to take
images of samples from the pellet output stream of the
machine. Changes in colour can easily be detected by
evaluating the mean grey‐value.
For the analysis of the shape we used the so called Fourier
Descriptors of each detected pellet’s contour. We used the
distribution of the relative magnitude of the Fourier
Descriptors to assess general form and smoothness of the
pellets’ contour.

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
With this project the use of Fourier Descriptors as general shape
descriptors was investigated. The result being that they can be
applied to get a general description of the quality of an object’s shape
as well as an estimate of the specific shape (round, triangular, etc.).

Economic contribution
The preliminary results of this project showed, that it is possible to
asses the pellets quality in a potentially cheap way. The subsequent
control of the machine parameters may lead to a reduction of
defective produced pellets and hence the connected costs.

Left: Smoothness values (first order Fourier Descriptor) for 30 
test images of spherical pellets (image on the right). The colours 
are based on a categorisation „by hand“ in high quality (green), 
low quality (red) and multiple (blue).  

Contact: DI Sebastian Michlmayr, MLBT, JKU‐IME, sebastian.michlmayr@jku.at, +43 732 2468 5929
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 881844) and ECON GmbH.

MOTIVATION & GOALS
E‐mobility is perceived to be the future of mobility. But with low demand, high product
variability, and mass customization, new innovative and modular assembly techniques must
be researched upon. In ASP2, we focus on:

OUTCOME
Innovative design and development of vacuum 
end‐effector for gripping technology

Project FactBox
Project Name Adaptive Smart 

Production 2 
(ASP2)

Project ID MFP II 4.2.3
Duration 24 Months

Area 4.2
Cognitive Production Systems

Project Lead
Dr. Markus Brillinger

DEVELOPMENT OF FUEL CELL ASSEMBLY SYSTEMS
Developing Adaptive and Future Assembly Systems
for Fuel Cell Assembly along with Battery Pack Assembly

Muaaz Abdul Hadi1, Markus Brillinger1, Konrad Bahle2, Emmanuel Watschinger1, Michael Bader3,
Franz Haas2, Hannes Hick3, Eric Armengaud4
Pro2Future GmbH1, TUG‐IFT (Institut für Fertigungstechnik)2, TUG‐IME (Institut für Maschinenelemente und Entwicklungsmethodik)3, AVL List GmbH4

1 Pro2Future GmbH, Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz
2 Graz University of Technology, Kopernikusgasse 24/I, 8010 Graz
3 Graz University of Technology, Inffeldgasse 21b/II, 8010 Graz
4 AVL List GmbH, Hans‐List‐Platz 1, 8020 Graz

APPROACH of STUDY
The depicted V‐model describes the integration of research and implementation 
for grippers and cleanroom. 
 3D‐printed end‐effectors with 

varying design are experimented.
 Sensory system with the help of 

HEPA filter (High Efficiency 
Particulate Air) is used to develop 
a modular cleanroom approach.

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
The provision of resource‐efficient cleanroom
technology (to ensure the longevity of fuel
cells) and the adaptation of current handling
technology (to ensure the greatest possible
flexibility for new product designs).

Economic contribution
Cleanrooms are energy consuming spaces.
Developing station‐specific cleanroom could
save over 70% of the energy costs.

Real‐time monitored cleanroom concept for effective 
optimization and usage

 Development of an adaptive assembly layout for fuel cell
assembly, which is adaptable for battery pack assembly

 Developing, thereby, a flexible handling technology, i.e.,
grippers for the assembly process of cells

 Addressing the need for a clean environment for the stacking
process in both, fuel cell as well as battery packs

 Thus, development ofmodular cleanroom concept for individual
specific assembly station

3D‐printed end‐
effector models

QR code to
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MOTIVATION & GOALS
Co‐extrusion is a widely used processing technique for combining various polymers with
different properties into a tailored multilayer product. In these processes, interfacial flow
instabilities are observed under certain conditions leading to undesired product quality such
as optical and mechanical defects. For systematic investigation of these instabilities an in‐situ
ultrasonic (US) and optical coherence tomography (OCT) measurement system were
developed:
 Two‐layer co‐extrusion die enabling controlled flow conditions
 Exchangeable die cover with glass window for OCT and direct coupling for US
 Real‐time evaluation of flow instabilities
 Definition of objective and reliable classification criteria

RESULTS

Project FactBox
Project Name SmartCoEx
Project ID MFP II 4.2.1‐3
Duration 48 Months

Area 4.2
Cognitive Production Systems

Project Lead
Dr. Wolfgang Roland

SMART COEXTRUSION BLOW MOLDING
In‐Situ Detection of Co‐Extrusion Flow Instabilities using
Optical Coherence Tomography and Ultrasonic Techniques

Maximilian Zacher1, Wolfgang Roland1, Alexander Hammer2, Bernhard Löw‐Baselli2
Pro2Future GmbH1, JKU‐IPEC (Institute of Polymer Extrusion and Compounding)2
1 Pro2Future GmbH, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz 
2 Johannes Kepler University Linz, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz
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APPROACH
Experimental co‐extrusion tests with US and OCT

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
 Co‐extrusion demonstration die
 OCT and ultrasonic sensor technology
 Evaluation of OCT measurement system
 Automatic classification of process stability

Economic contribution
 Expertise in co‐extrusion process technology
 Experience of critical flow situations
 Material and equipment for experiments

Relative change of transit time 
and amplitude (intensity) for US 
detection of flow instabilities

B‐scan of OCT measurement during co‐
extrusion showing glass‐melt and polymer‐
polymer interfaces

Real depth position of the 
polymer‐polymer interface as 
function of time for an stable 
and unstable operating point

Process stability indicated by 
standard deviation of real depth 
position of the polymer‐polymer 
interface

Contact: DI Maximilian Zacher, Pro2Future GmbH, maximilian.zacher@pro2future.at, +43 732 2468 ‐ 6579
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 881844), JKU‐IPEC and Soplar sa.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE & PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT

Project FactBox
Project Name ASP 2
Project ID MFP II 4.2.3
Duration 24 Months

Area 4.2
Cognitive Production Systems

Project Lead
DI Dr. Markus Brillinger

ADAPTIVE SMART PRODUCTION 2
Setting the ISO standards for fuel cell stacking process –
Development of modular cleanroom based on ISO 14644

Muaaz Abdul Hadi1, Rigon Gashi1, Konrad Bahle2, Elisei Ember1, Markus Brillinger1, Franz Haas2 , Martin Weinzerl3

Pro2Future GmbH1, TUG-IFT (Institute for Production Engineering)2, AVL List GmbH3

1 Pro²Future GmbH, Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz 
2 Graz University of Technology, Kopernikusgasse 24/I, 8010 Graz
3 AVL List GmbH, Hans-List-Platz 1, 8020 Graz

APPROACH of STUDY
The basic approach is to utilize the data generated
from the sensory system to enhance the stacking
process via the developed user model.
 3 sensory capsules with 6 sensors in each

capsule record the data and displays it on a GUI
with real-time monitoring and control

 Temp – °C, humidity – %, pressure – Pa, velocity
of airflow – m/s, light intensity – lux, and
particulate matter – µm are monitored.

 Through the GUI, airflow – m³/hr is controlled.

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
The provision of resource-efficient
cleanroom technology (to ensure the
longevity of fuel cells) and the adaptation
of current handling technology (to ensure
the greatest possible flexibility for new
product designs).

Economic contribution
Cleanrooms are energy consuming spaces.
Developing station-specific cleanroom
could save over 70% of the energy costs.

Contact: DI Muaaz Abdul Hadi, Pro2Future GmbH, muaaz.abdulhadi@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 - 9166 
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 881844) TU Graz, and AVL List GmbH.

Fig 1: Unit Cell Components 
(modified), source: AVL List GmbH 
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Fig 2: Process flowchart, 
source: Abdul Hadi
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Fig 3: Cleanroom environment model, source: Bahle, Abdul Hadi Fig 4: GUI and visualization environment, source: Abdul Hadi, Gashi

MOTIVATION & GOAL
The focus towards the Sustainable Development Goals and Circular Production is addressed
by the ASP2 Project. At ASP2, the goal is to develop a resilient adaptive system of the fuel cell
stacking process that must be integrated with the existing battery stacking process. The
concept of ISO standard cleanroom for stacking process is also prototyped at the institute. In
ASP2, we focus on:
 Development of flexible handling technology for gripping

of BPP and MEA layers
 Analysing the necessity of a clean environment, i.e., 

cleanroom for the stacking operation
 Development of a modular cleanroom with ISO standards
 A GUI (Graphical User Interface) of real-time monitoring of cleanroom, which also

indicates the control environment of the filtering and high-efficiency blower system

MOTIVATION & GOALS
Currently deep learning in industrial use cases is held back by the security concerns linked to
production line data. One such concern is that confidential process specific knowledge can be
inferred from raw sensor data. Thus, such data is closely held. Furthermore, it is seldom
annotated, which greatly restricts supervised learning methods.

A solution to data scarcity is using generative methods to enhance available datasets. While
generating data solves data availability, the contained information will still be similar. In order
to increase a datasets information content, we aim to include domain expertise. The
generated data will be presented in an interactive framework. Using this framework, the
employed generative methods can be enriched with human experience.

FRAMEWORK
Starting from sensor input data, generative methods 
are learned. In order to improve the contained 
information, rules for generation are set. Then 
generation can be reiterated upon to improve results 
further.

Project FactBox
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Perception and Aware Systems
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Area 4.2
Cognitive Production Systems

Project Lead
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DATATOPIA
The World of
Unlimited Industrial Data and Exploration
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APPROACH
Generative: 

 Autoregressive (GAN, VAE)
 Generative modelling (Gaussian copula)

Interactive:
Including domain expertise in the quality control 
of generated data
Secure: 

 Masking process specifics
 Exposing minimal data
 Using black box models

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
 Generative AI (Time Series, Ultra‐Wide Band)
 General representations for industry specific data

Economic contribution
 Increase industrial data privacy and availability
 Establish process security

Contact: Michael Siegl, BSc, Pro2Future GmbH, michael.siegl@pro2future.at
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 881844).

MOTIVATION & GOALS

REWAI – Reducing Energy and Waste using AI 
Building Explainable and Trustworthy AI‐Solutions for
Even More Sustainable Fiber Production

Asha Choudhary2, Aysenur Gilik1, Belgin Mutlu2, Michael Haslgrübler1
Pro2Future GmbH1,2

1 Science Park 4, Altenberger Strasse 69, 4040 Linz
2 Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz 
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Acknowledgement: This work was supported by REWAI (FFG, 892233) and Pro2Future (FFG, 881844). 

REWAI Consortium: 

We want to reduce the carbon and material footprint of the textile industry by reducing
energy and material consumption by building Reliable, Trustworthy and Energy‐Efficient AI
Solutions for Industrial Processes Analysis capable of forecasting and anomaly‐spotting.

To this end, we want to empower Human Operators in making informed and more timely
decision on near real‐time data from continuous processes.

Project FactBox
Project Name REWAI
Project ID FFG No. 892233
Duration 36 Months

Area 1 & Area 3 
1 ‐ Perception & Aware Systems
3 ‐ Cognitive Decision Making

Project Lead
DI Dr. Michael Haslgrübler
DI Dr. Belgin Mutlu

SCIENTIFIC CONTRIBUTION ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION
 Minimizing time and energy wastage 

in the analysis process by efficiently 
extracting essential features

 Improving resource utilization by 
reducing the computational cost

 Empowering human operators to 
make informed decisions

 Algorithmic framework for recovering lagged causal 
relationships in complex industrial processes

 Counterfactual reasoning: “What‐if" scenarios & AI models are 
used to predict the outcomes of different scenarios to make 
informed decisions based on the predicted outcomes

 Improving interpretability in time series by reducing 
dimensionality and complexity

APPROACH
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Project FactBox
Project Name ASP 2
Project ID MFP II 4.2.3
Duration 24 Months

Area 4.2
Cognitive Production Systems

Project Lead
DI Dr. Markus Brillinger

ADAPTIVE SMART PRODUCTION 2
Setting the ISO standards for fuel cell stacking process –
Development of modular cleanroom based on ISO 14644

Muaaz Abdul Hadi1, Rigon Gashi1, Konrad Bahle2, Elisei Ember1, Markus Brillinger1, Franz Haas2 , Martin Weinzerl3

Pro2Future GmbH1, TUG-IFT (Institute for Production Engineering)2, AVL List GmbH3

1 Pro²Future GmbH, Inffeldgasse 25F, 8010 Graz 
2 Graz University of Technology, Kopernikusgasse 24/I, 8010 Graz
3 AVL List GmbH, Hans-List-Platz 1, 8020 Graz

APPROACH of STUDY
The basic approach is to utilize the data generated
from the sensory system to enhance the stacking
process via the developed user model.
 3 sensory capsules with 6 sensors in each

capsule record the data and displays it on a GUI
with real-time monitoring and control

 Temp – °C, humidity – %, pressure – Pa, velocity
of airflow – m/s, light intensity – lux, and
particulate matter – µm are monitored.

 Through the GUI, airflow – m³/hr is controlled.

CONTRIBUTION
Scientific contribution
The provision of resource-efficient
cleanroom technology (to ensure the
longevity of fuel cells) and the adaptation
of current handling technology (to ensure
the greatest possible flexibility for new
product designs).

Economic contribution
Cleanrooms are energy consuming spaces.
Developing station-specific cleanroom
could save over 70% of the energy costs.

Contact: DI Muaaz Abdul Hadi, Pro2Future GmbH, muaaz.abdulhadi@pro2future.at, +43 316 873 - 9166 
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Pro2Future (FFG, 881844) TU Graz, and AVL List GmbH.

Fig 1: Unit Cell Components 
(modified), source: AVL List GmbH 

Data Generation 
Data Transmission

•Via sensors
•Wireless transmission

Data Structuring

•Identification
•Labelling

Data Visualization

•EDA
•GUI
•Indication of anomalies

Process Control

•ISO 6-8 standard system 
maintenance (ISO 14644)

Fig 2: Process flowchart, 
source: Abdul Hadi

Data 

Information 

Knowledge 

Fig 3: Cleanroom environment model, source: Bahle, Abdul Hadi Fig 4: GUI and visualization environment, source: Abdul Hadi, Gashi

MOTIVATION & GOAL
The focus towards the Sustainable Development Goals and Circular Production is addressed
by the ASP2 Project. At ASP2, the goal is to develop a resilient adaptive system of the fuel cell
stacking process that must be integrated with the existing battery stacking process. The
concept of ISO standard cleanroom for stacking process is also prototyped at the institute. In
ASP2, we focus on:
 Development of flexible handling technology for gripping

of BPP and MEA layers
 Analysing the necessity of a clean environment, i.e., 

cleanroom for the stacking operation
 Development of a modular cleanroom with ISO standards
 A GUI (Graphical User Interface) of real-time monitoring of cleanroom, which also

indicates the control environment of the filtering and high-efficiency blower system
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As indicated as one of the Requirements resulti ng from the 
Mid-Term-Evaluati on, a reasonable internati onal benchmark-
ing process has to be defi ned and completed, and results of the 
fi rst two years of FP2 have been reported to the FFG. Resulti ng, 
an Internati onal Benchmarking Strategy was defi ned and fi rst 
results are presented. As one of the outcomes of the developed 
strategy, Pro²Future is now able to generate up-to-date bench-
marking values and results by just “pushing a butt on” at any 
ti me. Furthermore, benchmarking in general becomes even 
more important in terms of being comparable and showing the 
competi ti veness of the centre.

The developed benchmarking strategy was applied in the con-
text of nine diff erent insti tuti ons. While the center shows a 
competi ti ve performance regarding in terms of the amount of 
research output per unique author the analysis of Pro²Future’s 
research network based on publicati ons highlights that the cen-
ter needs to increase its internati onal collaborati ons. This need 
of internati onalizati on, which is refl ected in the internati onal-
izati on eff orts, as well in a revised publicati on strategy, which 
was developed and established before starti ng FP2, which fo-
cuses on a careful selecti on of publicati on venues and journals 
to increase the internati onal outreach of Pro²Future’s research 
results.

The Benchmarking Framework (see above) uses informati on 
provided from several other benchmarking insti tuti ons, re-
trieves bibliometric data from the Web of Science and Google 
Scholar, and retrieves patent data from Google patents. This in-

formati on is refi ned/postprocessed and used in the Pro²Future 
Benchmarking Pipeline for the calculati on of the signifi cant RPIs 
(Research Performance Indicators).

Country Institution Rel. size to 
max [%]

RPI-1 
Publications

RPI-2 
Patents

RPI-3 
Citations

RPI-4 (Citations)
mean p50 p90 p95 p97.5 p99 max

AT PRO 5,74% 2,76 0,04 10,42 3,77 2 8 12 29 43 43
DE F-IPA 41,61% 1,01 0,21 6,86 6,83 2 16 25 39 66 138
DE F-FOKUS 20,65% 1,70 0,11 16,27 9,59 2 20 36 55 134 565
DE MPI-INF 52,14% 2,96 0,05 72,30 24,41 4 54 123 200 365 968
NL FMAKE 84,15% 2,33 0,00 25,35 10,88 3 26 39 63 131 1077
DE KTP 3,65% 1,51 0,14 6,80 4,49 1 15 26 29 38 38
US PEC 17,00% 1,55 0,00 34,58 22,37 11 52 77 142 228 326
ES IKER 28,47% 1,66 0,06 14,48 8,73 3 18 29 59 105 410
DE DFKI 100,00% 2,06 0,00 12,61 6,13 2 14 24 36 71 373
DE F-IPT 20,54% 1,36 0,22 6,73 4,95 1 12 20 39 53 70

Sum/Authors 2,02 0,06 24,09
Research performance indicators RPI-1, RPI-2, RPI-3, and RPI-4 . These RPIs represent amount of research output and its average infl uence on 
the academic fi eld. The relati ve size of the insti tuti on is calculated as its number of unique authors divided by the maximum number of unique 
authors among benchmarking insti tuti ons.

INTERNATIONAL BENCHMARKING
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Scatter plot of RPI-2 vs RPI-1, the marker sizes correspond to the re-
lative size of the institution and their labels to the short-name of the 
institutions. A linear trend line for RPI -2 vs RPI-1 was calculated and 
plotted in orange.

Institutions used for comparing Pro²Future in the benchmark-
ing process: F-IPA (Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing, Engi-
neering and Automation, DE), F-FOKUS (Fraunhofer Institut für 
Offene Kommunikationssysteme, DE), MPI-INF (Max-Planck-In-
stitute for Informatics, DE), FMAKE (Flanders Make, BE), KTP 
(Kunststofftechnik Paderborn University, DE), PEC (Poylmer 
Engineering Center University Wisconsin-Madison, US), IKER 
(IKERLAN, SP), DFKI (Deutsches Forschungsinstitut für Künstli-
che Intelligenz, DE), F-IPT (Fraunhofer Institut für Produktion-
stechnologie, DE).

The results of the Benchmarking process are visualized by show-
ing the RPI 1, 2 and 3. The scatter plots indicate, that Pro²Future 
is well positioned in the field of publications (well distributed on 
basic research publications and industrial focused publications) 
but needs more focus on patents.

Regarding the research excellence (citations of publications), 
the centre’s publications are not cited as often as publications 
from bigger and more experienced centres. Establishing the 
Publication Strategy and the IPR Strategy, the centre is gaining 
momentum in these areas.

Graphs top next page: Each curve represents a benchmarking 
institution. A curve nearer the top and right borders of the plots 
corresponds to a more excellent research institution. The X-axis 
measures the publications percentile according to the number 
of citations of all publications included in our datasets (higher 
means more citations). That is, for each percentile there is a 
corresponding number of citations, and the curves show which 
percentage of publications of the institution have that number 
of citations or more.

Graph bottom next page: Visualization of Pro²Future’s research 
networking using data extracted from the Web of Science. The 
connections between nodes represent publications with co-au-
thorships, the node sizes represent the number of the publica-
tions in total by listed research institutions.

Conclusion
Our collaboration network shows that Pro²Future achieves 
a wide number of second collaborations thanks to its close 
work with JKU Linz, TU Graz, Siemens, Profactor, TU Vien-
na, Know-center, AVL GmbH, Uni Graz, Fronius Int GmbH, 
Austrian Center for Digital Production and TU Munich. 
 
It is interesting to see, how the collaboration network is divid-
ed strongly by the TU Graz and JKU Linz. Pro²Future has offices 
at both locations, and the separation in the research network 
is therefore also geographical. It may further indicate that 
the collaboration between these two Pro²Future offices can 
be strengthened, and that Pro²Future can provide the oppor-
tunity for increased collaborative research between the re-
search institutions JKU Linz and TU Graz in our fields of interest.  
 
This visualization also depicts room for improvement on the 
center’s internationalization strategy as (in contrast to strong 
national collaboration), international collaboration is only par-
tially available and there-fore needs to be intensified. This is 
currently addressed in the center via the submission of research 
pro-posals on a European level as well as further tightening the 
collaborations with our international scientific partners.
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Scatter plot of RPI-3 vs RPI-1, the marker sizes correspond to the re-
lative size of the institution and their labels to the short-name of the 
institutions. A linear trend line for RPI-3 vs RPI-1 was calculated and 
plotted in orange.
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Research performance indicator RPI-4.2. Each curve represents a benchmarking insti tuti on. A curve nearer the top and right borders of the plots 
corresponds to a more excellent research insti tuti on. The X-axis measures the publicati ons percenti le according to the number of citati ons of all 
publicati ons included in our datasets (higher means more citati ons). That is, for each percenti le there is a corresponding number of citati ons, and 
the curves show which percentage of publicati ons of the insti tuti on have that number of citati ons or more. For instance, 90% of the publicati ons 
have less than 18 citati ons.

Visualizati on of Pro²Futures research network using VOSViewer, using the data for Pro²Future extracted from the Web of Science (WoS). The 
connecti ons between nodes represent publicati ons with co-authorships. The node sizes represent the number of the publicati ons in total by 
listed research insti tuti ons.
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